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Money Voluntarily Paid.

When Same Cannot be Recovered Back.

When one with a full knowledge of all the facts, or with means of knowledge,
voluntarily pays money under a elaim of right,· he cannot maintain an
action to recover it back.
When one demands money under a claim of right, and uses no other means
to obtain it than importunity, or a threat, expressed or implied, of resort
to litigation to obtain it if it is not voluntarily paid, and the one of whom
the money is demanded has time for consideration and deliberation, and
to obtain the advice of counsel or friends, and the money is then voluntarily paid to settle the demand; it cannot be recovered back, though the
demand is illegal and unjust.
Held: That in the case at bar, the payment of the plaintiffs was a voluntary
payment and cannot be recovered back.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Money had and received to recover back money paid by the plaintiffs to the defendant. Previous to this action, the plaintiffs\ were
sureties on a "poor debtor's" bond, dated August 30, 1902, given
by. one George R. Robinson, a judgment debtor, who had been
arrested on execution, and on the 20th day of June, 1H03, they, as
sureties on said bond, paid to the defendant, who was then the legal
owner of the judgment on which the execution was issued, $ 190 in
settlement of bond and execution. September 29th, 1903, the plainVUL, Cl.
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tiffs demanded of the defendant the return of the $ 190, so paid to
him, and upon his refusal to return the money, this action was
brought to recover it back. The action was heard at the October
term, 1903, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Hancock County, before
the presiding Justice with the right to except. The presiding J ustice ruled that the defendant was entitled to judgment and ordered
· judgment accordiugly. Thereupon -the plaintiffs excepted.
The case is fully stated in the opinion.
Memorandum. One of the Justices sitting at the term of the Law
Court when this case was argued, did not sit in this case, being disqualified under the statute by reason of having ruled therein at nisi
priuH.
E. S. Clark, for plaintiffs.
Wm. H. McLellan and A. W. King, for defendant.
SIT'TING:

WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, SPEAR, JJ.

STROUT, J. Carter recovered a judgment against George R.
Robinson. This judgment was duly assigned to the defendant
McLellan, who became its legal owner. McLellan Hued the judgment and recovered a new judgment in Carter'R name for one hundred and forty-five dollars and eighty-two cents ($145.82) debt and
nine dollars and ninety-three cents ($9.93) cost~ at the April Term
S. J. C. 1896. Upon au execution upon this judgment, dated
August 30, 1902, McLellan caused the debtor Robinson to be
arrested, and the debtor gave bond to take the poor debtor's oath as
provided by statute. The plaintiffs were sureties on that bond.
Upon notice to Carter, R~binson did in fact take the poor debtor's
oath on January 24, 1903:, and thus performed the condition of his
bond,-but McLellan had no knowledge of this fact from any source.
After expiration of the time limited in Robinson's bond, McLellan,
believing the condition. had] not been performed and· that the sureties
were liable, called upon them for payment. Robinson at that time
was in the employment of the plaintiffs, and they saw him daily, and
were indebted to him to some amount, which at the end of the seas"m
amounted to something over two hundred dollars.
,
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Upon the call for payment by McLellan of the plaintiffs, Mr.
Ash, one of the sureties and one of the plaintiffs, wrote him asking
for his best terms, to which McLelian replied that he "would send
the execution and bond ful1y discharged for one hundred and ninety
dollars, the sureties paying the deputy sheriff." This was less than
the amount due. Thereupon plaintiffs sent McLe11an check for one
hundred and ninety dollars ($190) and received back the bond and
execution against Robinson fully discharged.
September 29, 1903, the plaintiffs demanded of McLeJlan the
return of the money paid him, but made no offer to return _the bond
and execution at any time until after the hearing of this suit to recover
the money. They obtained what they paid for, not only their discharge from the bond but the discharge of the judgment against
Robinson. If for any cause they had the right to rescind or recover
back the money paid, it was indiApensable that they should have
returned or offered to return the .bon_d and execution before suit
brought. But instead of that they retained the discharged execution
and sued to recover the money paid therefor. Failing to do this,
this action cannot be maintained.
But waiving this technical defense, and treating the case as one
of a voluntary payment upon an honest claim of right by McLe11an,
though in fact unfounded, it would be expected that when the plaintiffs were asked to respond for the default of Robinson, the principal
in a bond on which they were sureties, they would have cal1ed his
attention to it, and asked him to make payment, or at least for
authority to apply to that purpose the amount in their hands due to
him, but instead of this the case finds that "neither Mr. Ash nor Mr.
Marcyes made any inquiry of Mr. Robinson about the matter, and
sent the check without consulting him and without his knowledge,
fearing he would leave if told of the matter, and they desired to' have
his wages a~cumulate to that amount." The payment was in no
sense compulsory. Plaintiffs knew all the facts that McLellan
knew, and had excellent opportunity to learn that Rubinson had
taken the oath provi<led for in the condition of his boud. They
intentionally refrained from consulting him, though he was in their
employ and they saw him daily, for the purpose "to have his wages
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accumulate" to the amount. Both parties .believed there was a legal
liability of plaintiffs. The true prir1ciple applicable in such cases is
stated by Walton, J. in Parker v. Lancaster·, 84 Maine, 515, to be
that "when one demands money, under a claim of right, and uses no
other means to obtain it than importunity and persistency, or a threat,
expressed or implied, or resort to litigation to obtain it if it is not
voluntarily paid, and the one of whom the money is demanded has
time for consideration and deliberation, and to obtain the advice of
counsel or friends, and the money is then voluntarily paid to settle
the demand, it cannot be recovered back, though the demand is
illegal and unjust." Early in May, 1903, McLellan wrote the
deputy sheriff in regard to forfeiture of the bond, and to notify the
sureties. This letter was read to plaintiffs who then wrote the
defendant for his terms. McLeJlan replied June 16, and the check
was not sent till ~Tune 20th. The plaintiffs therefore had ample time
for consideration.
The rule of 'law quoted from Parker v. Lancaster, is supported by
Norris v. Blethen, 19 Maine, 351 and Gooding v. Morgan, 37 Maine,
419. In the latter case Chief Justice Shepley says, "The law is·
regarded as settled in this state, if one with a full knowledge of the
facts, or with the means of knowledge, voluntarily pays money under
a claim of right, that he cannot recover it back." To the same
effect is Norton v. Marden, 15 Maine, 45. See also Gilpatrick v.
Sayward, 5 ·Maine, 465; Rawson v. Porter, 9 Maine, 119 ; Wilson
v. Barker, 50 Maine, 447.
The plaintiffs had at hand the means to learn all the facts by an
inquiry of their servant daily seen by them. It was inexcusable,
almost culpable negligence not to consult him before making the payment. They intentionally refrained from doing this from an ulterior
motive insufficient to justify their non-action. In such case they
should be charged with knowledge of what they might easily and
ought to have learned, and ought not to be permitted to take advantage of their self-imposed ignorance. This doctrine is sustained by
East-Haddam Bank v. Scovill, 12 Conn. 310; Behring v. Somerville,
63 N. J. L . .568; Stevens v. Head, 9 Vt. 174; West v. Houston, 41
Rav. (Del) 170; Simmons v. Lovell, 41 W. Va. 738; Harner v.
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Price, 17 W. Va. 545, as weJl as by the cases in this state, supra.
There are opposing decisions, but we are satisfied with the rule settled
in this state.
By making this payment and obtaining a discharge of the execution,
without informing themselve~ of the fact of the disclosure of Robinson_,
the plaintiffs placed the defendant in a worse position than he would
otherwise have been, since they thereby prevented his enforcing his
execution against the judgment debtor in some of the ways that were
stiJI open to him. A suit in which the plaintiffs could have been summoned as trustees would apparently have secured all or a large part
of the debt, as the plaintiffs owed Robinson at the end of that sen.son
over two hundred dollars.
A majority of the cot:irt is of the opinion that the ruling below
that judgment should be for the defendant is correct, and the entry
must be,
Except-ions overruled.

HERBERT

M.

HILTON

vs.
CHARLES

E.

Somerset.

HANSON AND DA YID

M. p ARKS.

Opinion December 27, 1905.

Written Contract.

Waiver.

Assumpsit.

Evidence.

-A written contract may be waived either directly or infer~ntially and such
waiver may be proved by express direction or by acts and direction:,; manifesting an intent not to claim the supposed ~dvantages; or by a course· of
acts and conduct, or by so neglecting and failing to act as to induce a
belief that it was the intention and purpose to waive.
Parol evidence of a subsequent waiver of any of the stipulations in a written
contract, or of a right under such contract, is admis:-;ible even when such
con tract is under seal.
When a written contract has been waived, an action of quantum meruit will
lie for work and labor done.
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In the case at bar, the jury found and it is held that the written contract
had been waived, and that the plaintiff's verdict must stand.

On motion by defendants. Overruled.
Assumpsit on account annexed for services rendered in cutting,
splitting and piling wood, and for cutting and hauling logs, and for
peeling hemlock bark, etc. The writ also contained an omnibus
count of the common form. Tried at the December term, 1904, of
the Supreme Judicial Uqnrt, Somerset County. Plea, the general
issue together with a brief statement alleging that there was a written
contract duly executed between the plaintiff and the defendants upon
which the plaintiff's action should have been brought and that the
action of. assumpsit as brought by the plaintiff could not be maintained, and also alleging that the plaintiff had broken said contract
thereby damaging the defendants to the amount of $500 which said
sum the defendant asked to be allowed to them against the plaintiff
by way of recoupment. Verdict for plaintiff for $143.44. Defendants then filed a general motion for a new trial.
The case sufficiently appears in the opinion.
Danfol Lewis, for plaintiff.
Morse & Anderson, for defendants.
SITTING:
SPEAR,

WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

POWERS,

PEABODY,

JJ.

SPEAR, J.
This is an action of assumpsit containing a count for
quantum meruit brought by the plaintiff to recover of defendants for
the· sum of $168.94 and interest thereon amounting to $15.20 for
services rendered in cutting, splitting and piling wood, and for cutting and hauling timber, etc. The defendants set up in defense a
written contract duly executed between the plaintiff and defendants
upon which they ·say the plaintiff's action should have been based,
and that his action of assumpsit cannot be maintained. The plaintiff admits the execution of the written contract but says that it was
waived and a new oral agreement substituted in its place whereby he
was thereafter to receive an agreed compensation as set forth in his
account annexed for services rendered.
That a written contract may be waived either directly or inferen-
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tially is too well settled to require citation. Waiver may be proved
by express declaration, or acts and declarations manifesting an intent
not to claim the supposed advantage; or by a course of acts and
conduct, or by so neglecting and failing to act as to induce a belief
that it was the intention and purpose to waive. Peabody v. Maguire,
79 Maine, 586. Parol proof of the subsequent waiver of any of the
stipulations in the written contract or of any right under such contract, is admissible even when such contract is under seal. Adams
v. Macfarland, 65 Maine, 152.
In Blood v. Enos, 12 Vt. 626, the court say, "It is always competent for the parties to rescind a subsisting simple contract by a
naked verbal agreement to that effect, whether this was the intention
of the parties is to be determined by the jury from what, passed
between them." Waiver is also held to be a question of fact, see
Peabody v. Maguire, supra, and cases cited.
It is also well settled, when a contract has been thus waived, that
an action of quantum meruit will lie for work and labor done.
Abbott's Trial Evidence, 2nd. Ed. page 446, sec. 8. It is held in
Greenleaf, Vol. 2, sec 104, that the plaintiff may resort to the common counts where the contract, though partly performed, has been
abandoned by mutual consent, or where it appears that what was
done by the plaintiff was done under a special agreement but not
in a stipulated time or manner and yet was beneficial . to the
defendant. See also Munroe v. Pe1·kins, 9 Pick. 298.
But the defendants reply further and assert that even if this is so,
the plaintiff's action cannot be sustained, inasmuch as he has brought
suit against the defendants jointly and the· evidence in the case
shows that the modified contract, if made at all, was made between
the plaintiff and only one of the defendants to the original contract
without any knowledge or consent on the part of the other, and
that one joint contractor cannot thus waive the original contract and
bind the other to a new or modified contract.
The defendants were owners in common of the land on which the
wood and timber was to be cut by the plaintiff. The legal position
of the defendants with regard to the right of one joint contractor to
waive or bind the other to a new and modified contract without his
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knowledge or consent may be well taken, but the plaintiff avers that
the defense set up by the defendants is not warranted by the facts and
that the defendant, Charles E. Hanson, instead of being withm1t
knowledge of, and not consenting to, a modified contract, was cognizant throughout the whole transaction of what was going on, of what
his co-contractor was doing; that he received his share of the benefit
of all the services performed by the plaintiff and that, under all the
facts and circumstances in this case, the inference is fairly warranted
that the defendant Parks acted as the agent of Hanson in engaging
in the new agreement with the plaintiff, and that Hanson uilderstood
and ratified all that was done in pursuance thereof. The juty found
that the plaintiff was entitled to recover of the defendants for the
services rendered the sum of $143.44. No ground is found in the
evidence equitable or legal for disturbing the amount of the verdict.
The case finds that the plaintiff performed services for the defendants
which were worth to them $143.44 and received and appropriated
the benefit of these services to their own account.
The only remainiug question is whether the evidence warrants the
other c~mclusion which the jury must have arrived at in order to find
a verdict for the plaintiff, that· the defendant Hanson was represented
by his co-contractor Parks in negotiatin•g the contract under which
these services were rendered, or ratifie<l the contract while they were
being performed or after they were completed. It would be practically impossible in a case like this to prove that one of 'the ctmtractors was an agent for the other, in procuring the services of the
plaintiff, by direct evidence of any specific agreement between them.
It is not essential that the agency ·or the ratification claimed by the
plaintiff should be so proved. These facts may be established by
inference drawn from the other circumstances and facts connected
with the case.
A ratification may be implied as from the principal's act. A. &
E. Ency. of Law, Vol. 1, page 437. The acceptance of the moiety
originally paid over to the co-tenant was held to be the ratification
by him of the act in the other in making a shipment and consignment
of goods for sale. Roger·s v. White, 6 Maine, l 93. In this case the
parties were tenants in common. A party cannot claim the property
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and ·yet deny the agency of the purchaser. When they have claimed
the property purchased it is too late to deny the agency. Newhall v.
D~nlap, 14 Maine, 180. If one joint debtor not a co-partner signs
the name of another without authority to a promissory note, the
promise of the latter to pay it with full knowledge of all the facts
will amount to the ratification of an assumed authority and the court
will draw the inference that he must have known of the facts when
he made the promise to pay. Waite v. Foster, et al., 33 Maine, 424.
When an agent without the authority or knowledge of his principal
borrows money and applies it to the payment and discharge of the
legal liabilities of his principal and the principal knowingly retains
the benefit .of such payment, the lender may recover therefor in an
action against the principal. The principal cannot retain the benefit
of the money hired by his agent and at the 8ame time legally refuse to
pay the lender upon the ground that the agent had no authority to
borrow the money. Pe1·kins v~ Boothby, et als., 71 Maine, 91. It
should not require a great quantity of evidence to warrant the legal
inference. of a duty to do what is right. In this case the rule would
seem to apply. The undisputed facts show that the defendants were
owners in commo1i of the property upon which the plaiutiff operated;
tl1at'they .were jointly interested in the result of the operation; that
the defendant Hanson as well as Parks knew what the plaintiff was
doing; that he saw the plaintiff, talked with him and personally
made a partial payment to him for work performed; that he received
and appropriated to his own use his share of the services rendered by
the plaintiff; and had repeatedly promised the plaintiff to pay him
therefor. No intimn.tion that Hanson repudiated the action of Parks
~r the services done by the plaintiff was ever made until after the trial
~f this ease. lt was only after a verdict against them that they raised
the defe11se now off~red.
From all the ~vidence i~ this case we are not prepared to say that
the verdict wa~ so clearly wrong as to warrant us in setting it aside.
The e~se was tried upon its merits. No exceptions were tak~n to the
ruleR of law given by the court. The contention of both sides was
therefore properly presented to the consideration of the j nry. We
do not think that the inference can be properly drawn that the jury

.
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acted under a mistake, disregarded their duty or were influenced by
improper motives.
Motion over'i"uled.

In Equity.
LEONARD

K.

STORRS, TRUSTEE,

Cumberland.
Wills.

vs.

MARY MACKIE BURGESS

et als.

Opinion December 28, 1905.

Construction. Intention of 1estator.
Contingent Remainder.

Gift to a Class.

The law favors the early vesting of an estate when such construction will
not defeat the intent of the testator as expressed in the will.
It is a general rule in the construction of wills that where there are in a will
no words importing a gift to a class as grandchildren, except in the direction to make division among them at a period subsequent to the testator's
death, the members of that class are to be ascertained as of the time fixed
for the di vision.
Held: That upon a consideration of the provisions of the will in the case at
bar, the foregoing rule appears to exactly express the intention of the
testator.

In equity.

On report. Decree in accordance with opii;iion.
Bill in equity to obtain the construction of the last will and
testament of the Right Reverend George Burgess, D. D., late of
· Gardiner, deceased, who was the first (Episcopal) Bishop of the
Diocese of Maine. This cause came on for a hearing on bill and
answer at the April term, 1905, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Cumberland County, and the presiding Justice, with the consent of
the parties, ordered the same· to be reported to the Law Court for
determination.
The case appears in the opinion.
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WILL OF GEORGE BURGESS.
"In the name of God. Amen. I, George Burgess, of Gardiner, in the County of Kennebec, in the State of Maine, being in
health and in the possession, through God's mercy, of all my,
powers, but deeply conscious of my own frailty, and mindful of my
liability to sudden removal, do make this my last will and testament,
revoking, and intending to dei;troy, all previous instruments of the
same kind, though substantially identical herewith.
I commend my soul to the precious mercies of Almighty God, my
heavenly Father, through our Lord Jesus Christ; beseeching him
that, all my sins being washed away by the blood of the Lamb, and
my whole spirit sanctified by the Holy Ghost, I may, unworthy as
I am, be admitted by grace to the society of just men made perfect.
Of my worldly estate, I give and bequeath the sum of Seven
Thousand Dollars, being nearly that part of it which was not inherited from my father, to the Trm1tees of the Fund for the support of
the Episcopate of the Diocese of Maine; to be duly invested, and
the income thereof to be applied to the support of future Bishops of
the said Diocese; and in the event of 'its diviHion, to the support of
that Bishop within whose Diocese the City of Gardiner may fall.
The remainder of my property, real and personal, I give and
bequeath as follows.
I desire my dear brothers, Frederick Burgess and Alexander
Burgess, to act as Trustees under my will; and it is my wish that no
bonds should be required of them for the faithful execution of their
trust.
I appoint my dear brother, Alexander Burgess, Executor of this
my will, and desire that no bonds may be required of him; and I
give and bequeath unto him all my theological books, except any
which my dear wife may desire to retain.
I give and bequeath to my dear wife, Sophia Kip Burgess, all
other things in my house.
I give the residue of my estate, real and personal, in trust, to
my said brothers, Frederick Burgess and Alexander Burgess, with
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authority to sell, change and reinvest the same at their discretion;
am) I hereby appoint that they shall hold the same in trust for my
dear wife, and for my beloved· daughter, Mary Georgiana Burgess,
as follows;
The whole income to be paid to my dear wife, if she should survive and remain unmarried, till my daughter shall attain the age of
twenty-five; and should . my daughter be removed by death before
that age and without being married ; then the whole income to be
paid to my dear wife throughout her own iifetime:
When my daughter shall attain the age of twenty-five, 'the half of
the income to be paid to her; and also to be held in trust for her
and used for her benefit, should my dear wife at any time previous
to her attainment of that age, be herself married a ·second time;
Should my dear wife die before my daughter attains the age· of
twenty-five, the whole income to be held in trust for my daughter,
and used in her behalf, till she attains that age ; and then, to be
transferred to her with the whole estate, and the Trust to cease;
Should my dear daughter be married and depart this life before
the age of twenty-five, leaving issue, then at her death the half of
the estate hereby bequeathed to the said Trustees to become vested
in such issue, if my dear wife should still be living; and if not., the
whole to pass to such issue and the trust to cease ;
Should my dear daughter, married or unmarried, attain the age of
twenty-five, half the income to be ·paid to her, and h~lf to her
mother, till the death of the one or the other ; and then, and thereupon;
Should my daughter survive her mother, the whole estate. to vest
in her, and the Trust to cease; and
Should my dear wife survive our daughter, she dying without
issue, the whole income to be paid to my dear wife during her lifetime, and at her death, the estate to be divided into tw<? equal parts;
GEORGE BURGESS, [ L.S.

J

one of which Hhall be transferred to such charitable or religious purposes as she may direct, or, if she make no direction, then to the
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Trustees aforesaid of the Fund for the support of the Episc<?pate of
the ·Diocese of Maine, to constitute a fund for the assistance of missionaries and other clergymen of the said Diocese, and to be applied
under the direction of the Bishop and Standing Committee, especially for the relief of sick, infirm or aged clergymen in the said State,
without regard to any division of the Diocese; and the other half to
be divided equally amongst the grandchildren of my deceased father;
Should my dear wife survive our daughter, she leaving issue, then
at the death of my wife, the remaining half of the estate to pass to
such issue, and the Trust to cease.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and. sea], this
eighth day of January in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one; and also to another sheet, prefixed hereto,
and forming a part of the same will and testament. Signed, sealed
and published and declared as his last will and testament, by George
Burgess, in our presence, who, in his presence, and in the presence
of one another, have subscribed our names.
.

GEORGE BURGESS [L.S.]

ROBERT WILLIAMSON

w

E

s WHITMAN

CHs· DANFORTH

I hereby append the following provision as a codicil to my last
will and testament.

It is my will that the house and ]and which I occupy at Gardiner
shou]d be a part of the legacy of Seven Thousand Dollars which I
have bequeathed for the benefit of the Diocese, and should be estimated at not less than Four Thousand Dollars in making up the
same; but that it should not be transferred, but should be the property of my wife, and, in the event of her decease, of my daughter,
so long as either of them shall continue to occupy it as a residence.
It is also my will that the mortgage to me from Emma J. Lord, if
unpaid at the time of my decease, should be included in the said
legacy, as a part of the payment of the same.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this
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twelfth_ day of March, iu the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty four
Signed and sealed, and declared to be a
codicil to his last will and testament,
by Georg"e Burgess, in presence of us,
GEORGE BURGESS (L.s.)
who at his request, in his presence and
in the presence of each other, have
t,ubscribed our names as witnesses thereto"
DANIEL NUTTING
WILLIAM COOPER
NATHAN B. NORTON.

Aaron H. Latham and Bird & Bradley, for plaintiff.
H Charles Royce of the Vermont Bar, for Mary Macl(,ie Burgess
et als., defendants.
Anthoine & Talbot, for Henry R. Storrs et als., defendants.
SITTING:

STROUT,

SAVAGE,

POWERS,

PEABODY,

SPEAR, JJ.

POWERS, J. Bill to obtain the construction of the last will and
testament of George Burgess, late of Gardiner. The will was
executed Jan. 8, 1861, and the testator died April 23, 1866. After
providing for the payment of certain legacies the will contained the
following paragraphs in relation to the residue of his estate: "I
give the residue of my estate, real and personal, in trust to my sai<l
brothers, Frederick Burgess and Alexander Burgess, with .authority
to sell, change and reinvest the same at their discretion ; and I hereby
appoint that they shall hold the same in trust for my dear wife and
for my beloved daughter, Mary Georgiana Burgess, a.s follows:
The whole income to be paid to my dear wife, if she shoul<l survive
and remain unmarried, till my daughter shall attain the age of
twenty-five; and should my daughter be removed by death before
that age and without being married; then the whole income to be·
paid to my dear wife ~hroughout her own lifetime.
When my daughter shall attain the age of twenty-five, the half of
the income to be paid to her; and also to be held in trust for her and
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used for her benefit, should my dear wife any time previous to her
attainment of that age, be herself married a second time;
Should my dear wife die before my daughter attains tlte age of
twenty-five, the whole income to be paid in trust for my daughter,
and used in her behalf, till she attains that age; and then, to be transferred to her with her whol~ estate, and the Trust to cease;
Should my dear daughter be married and depart this life before
the age of twenty-five, leaving issue, then at her death the half of the
estate hereby bequeathed to the said Trustee to become vested in such
issue, if my dear wife should still be living; and if not, the whole to
pass to such issue and the Trust to cease.
Should my dear daughter, married or unmarried, attain the age
of twenty five, half the income to be paid to her,. and half to her
mother, till the death of the one or the other ; and then and thereupon
Should my daughter survive her mother, the whole estate to vest in
her, and the Trust to cease ; and
Should my dear wife survive our daughter, she dying without
issue, the whole income to be paid to my dear wife during her lifetime, and at her death, the estate to be divided into two equal parts;
one of which shall be transferred to such charitable or religious purposes as she may direct, or, if she make no direction, then to the
Trustees aforesaid of the Fund for the support of the Episcopate of
the Diocese of Maine, to constitute a fund for the assistance of missionaries and other clergymen of the said diocese, and to be applied
under the direction of the Bishop and Standing Committee, especially
for the relief of the sick, infirm or aged clergymen in the said State,
without regard to any division of the diocese; and the other half
to be divided equally amongst the grandchildren of my deceased
father;
Should my dear wife survive our daughter, she leaving issue,
then at the death of my wife, the remaining half of the estate to
pass to such issue and the Trust to cease."
Mary Georgiana Burgess died. May 1, 1873, before reaching the
age of twenty-five years and without issue. Sophia K. Burgess died
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July 7, 1904, never having remarried, leaving a wiB w.hich has been
duly probated containing the following paragraph :
"Wh~reas by the last will of my husband I. am authorized, in, the
event whid1 bas happened of the death without issue and .before rne.
of my daughter, to dispose for such charitable or reJ.igious_ purpoSE;iS
as I may direct of one half of the trust fond by his -said .will establishep, now therefore, I hereby direct that said one-half of said trust
fund shall .be transferred and paid ov~r to the Trustees of Diocesan
Funds in the Diocese of Maine, a corporation org_anized under ,the
laws of th~ State of Maine, to be held by it for the purposfs of the
Burgess-Neely Endowment or Memorial Fund."
At the time of the testator's death there were fifteen living grandchildren of his deceased father. At the time of the daughter~s death ·
thirteen of these were living and one additional grandchild, Christina
Burgess Royce had been born. Upon the death of the wife there
were eight living grandchildren of the deceased father of the testator
of whom said Christina Burgess Royce was one.
The following questions are asked of the court :
"First. Shall the Trustee pay over one half of the Trust Fund
to the Trustees of the Diocesan Funds in the Diocese of Maine'?
Second. Shall the trustee pay over one half of the trust fund to
the grandchildren of 'Thomas Burgess, the deceased father of the
testator, who· were living at the time of the death of the testator
April 23, 1866, and to the legal representatives of such of said grandchildren as have since deceased, and if so, in what proporti011s, per
stirpes or per capita?
Third. Shall the trustee pay over one half of the trust fund to
the grandchildren of Thomas Burgess, the deceased father of the
testator, who were living at the time of the death of Mary Georgiana
Burgess, May 1, 1873, and to the legal representatives of such said
grandchil<lren as have since deceased, and if so, in what proportions,
per stirpes or per capita?
Fourth. Shall the trustee· pay over one-half of the trust fund to
the grandchildren of Thomas Biirgess, the deceased father of the
testator, w.qo were living at the time of the death of Sophia· K.
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Burgess, July 7, 1904, a·nd if so, in what proportions, per stirpes or
per capita ?"
It will be seen from the facts above stated that of the many contingencies provided for in the will only one happened viz: The death
of the testator's daughter without issue before the death of his wife.
It is therefore with the construction of only the next to the last paragraph above quoted from his will that we have to do, the other parts
of the will being of importance simply as they may help to reveal the
intention of the testator and thus throw light upon that part a construction of which is sought. •
If Sophia K. Burgess survived her daughter, she dying without
issue, then at the death of said Sophia the estate was to be divided
in two equal parts one of which was to be transferred to· such charitaable or religious purposes as she might direct. This gave her a
power of testamentary disposition over one-half of the estate subject
only to the limitation that it must be exercised for charitable or
religious purposes. The disposition of this part of the estate in her
will was in strict conformity to the power conferred, and the first
question is answered in the affirmative.
The gift of the other half of the estate is to a class, and the
answer to the remaining questions depends upon the time at which
the class is to be ascertained. Many general rules of construction
are invoked; that the law favors the early vesting of estates; that the
will speaks from the death of the testator ; and that in case of contingent remainders the estate vests upon the happening of the contingency. The estate bequeathed to the grandchildren was a contingent
remainder, and its vesting was suspended until the happening of the
contingency. The law favors the early vesting of the estate when
such construction will not defeat the intent of the teRtator as
expressed in the will. In this case a contrary intention is shown.
By the terms of the will if the testator's wife died before his
daughter attained the age of twenty-five, then upon his daughter
arriving at that age the whole estate was to be transferred to her and
the trust to cease. Again if the daughter died before the age of
twenty-five leaving issue, then at her death one-half, and if the
wife was not liviug, the whole of the estate was to vest in such
VOL. CI.
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issue and the trust to cease. Still again if the daughter survived
the mother the whole estate was to vest in her and the trust to cease.
In any of these contin.gencies the grandchildren of the testator's
deceasep father received nothing. A remainder is contingent when
so limited as to take effect upon an event which may never happen.
Woodrnan v. Hall, 89 Maine, 128; Hunt v. Hall, 37 Maine, 363.
The only event in which the grandchildren were to share in the fund
was in case the testator'.s daughter died before attaining the age of
twenty-five without issue and his wife survived her. This event
might never happen and the remainder was contingent. The estate
did' not vest therefore in the grandchildren at the testator's decease.
It was the death of the testator's daughter, under ~he conditions
just named, which first made it certain that any part of the estate
would come to the grandchildren .
. These rules invoked must be considered with reference to this particular will. What does the will say and what is the testator's intention expressed in the will'? It is at the death of the testator's wife
that the estate is to be divided and one-half of it to be distributed
amo~g the grandchildren of his deceased father. The testator must
have had in miud those who answered to that description at the time
of the distribution. He was speaking of the grandchildren of his
deceased father not at the time of his own death, not at the time of
the death of his daughter, but at the time of his wife's death. " At
her death " he says the division is to be made. There are in the will
no words importing a gift to his father's grandchildren, except in the
direction to make the division among them at the time of his wife's
death. His language must refer to that time, the time when the
division is to be made. Nowhere in the will is any mention made of
the heirs or legal representatives of such grandchildren, nor are they
themselves named even as a class, except in the direction to divide
one-half the estate among them after the death of both his daughter
and his wife. If the estate vested at the death of the daughter
before arriving at the age of twenty-five without issue her mother
surviving her, then the estate so vesting was not only heritable but
transmissible and devisable. It might happen thus that a large portion of the estate would at the time of the division go not to .the
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grandchildren of the testator's father but to their husbands or wives
or devisees, strangers in blood to both the testator and his father.
We find nothing in the wil1 to lead us to infer that such a result was
within the contemplation of the testator or ever intended by him.
The conclusion is strengthened by the fact that while the will contains careful provision for the testamentary disposition of one-half of
the estate by the testator's wife before the division of the estate, no
such power is given to the gr~ndchildren.
"When a legacy is ma<le to a class as "grandchildren," and there
is by the will a postponement of the division of the legacy u.ntil a
period subsequent to the testator's death, everyone who answers the
description, 80 as to come within that class at the time fixed for the
division, is entitled to share, but no others. By this rnle the heir:-, of
a grandchild, who was living at the death of the testator but who
died before the time fixed for distribution, will take nothing; but au
after-born grandchild if living at the time of the distribution, will
share," Webber v. Jones, 94 Maine, 429. There is nothing in the
will under consideration to show a contrary intention. In fact the
rule lai<l down in Webber v. Jones seems to exactly express the testator's intention in this case.
In Hale v. Hobson, 167 Mass. 3~9, it is said: "The testator
provides for his widow and children and grandchildren, and gives
various legacies and life annuities, and then, contemplating that a portion of his estate remains undisposed of, and looking forward to the
time when the last life annuity shall have ceased and the residue be
free for distribution, he directs his trustees then to divide the residue
and remainder with its accumulated interest equally among his
grandchildren. What grandchildren ? It seems to us more r(lasonable to suppose that the grandchildren living at the time of the distribution are intended than the grandchildren living at his death. It is
true that there are no words of survivorship, but it is as if the testator
took his 'stand at the time of the death of the last life annuitant, and
said : '' I direct the remainder and its accumulations to be divided
amongst my gran<lchildren," in which case no words of survivorship
would be necessary, and those living then would take." This language is used in Eager v. Whitney, 163 Mass. 463. "There is no
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gift to the legal representatives, independently of the direction to the
trustees to pay over to them in the year 1901. The time is thus
annexed to the gift. It is a legacy given as of that year. An arbitrary date is fixed, at which the trust is to end and the property to
be paid over. The form of the expression used may not be necessarily conclusive, but it has a tendency to show that the gift was
to those who should then be his legal repr~sentatives.'; See also In
re Brown's estate, 86 Maine, 572; Clark v. Cammann, 160 N. Y.
315; Matter of Baer, 147 N. Y. 348; Matter of Crane, 164 N. Y.
71_; McLain v. Howald, 120 Mich. 274; Jones v. Colbeck, 8 Ves.
Jr. 38; Michell v. Mitchell, 73 Conn. 303; Clark v. Shawen, 190
Ill. 47. We therefore answer the second and third questions in the
negative.
The will provides that the division shall be among the grandchildren equally.· In answer to the fourth question the trustee is
directed to pay over one-half of the trust fund to the grandchildren
of Thomas Burgess the deceased father of the testator, who were
living at the time of the death of Sophia K. Burgess, July 7, 1904,
and such division among them is to be made per capita.
Costs including reasonable counsel fees to be paid all parties by
the trustee and charged in his account.
Decree accordingly.
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STATE OF MAINE

vs.
CHARLES
SAME

Cumberland.

J.

vs.

FREDERICKSON.
SAME,

Applt.

Opinion December 27, 1905.

Intoxicating Liquors. Cider. Nuisance. Statutory Construction. Constitutional
Law. R. S., c. 22, ~ 1; c. 29, § 40. Constitution of Maine, Art. I.
Constitution of U.S., XIVth Amendment.

It is well settled both by the decisions and by the rules of statutory construction that the enumeration of liquors, declared to be intoxicating, contained in section 40 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes is referred to by
and was intended to include the words intoxicating liquors as used in section one of chapter 22 of the Revised Statutes.
2. Section 40 of chapter 29, R. S., declares that wine, ale, porter, strong beer,
lager beer or other malt liquors and cider when kept and deposited with
intent to sell the same for tippling purposes, or as a beverage, as well as
distilled spirits, are declared intoxicating within the meaning of this chapter. Held: that the enumeration of liquors declared to be intoxicating
and contained in said section 40, was intended to include and does include
cider when it is kept and deposited with the intent to sell the same for
tippling purposes, or as a beverage, even though such cider may be unfermented and non-intoxicating in fact.
-3. The constitutional right of the legislature to regulate or prohibit the sale
and keeping of intoxicating liquors and to declare certain liquors intoxicating within the meaning of the law governing intoxicating liquors irrespective of the intoxicating character of such liquors as a matter of fact,
both under the state and Federal constitutions, have been so universally
answered in the affirmative, both by the decisions in our own state and by
the Supreme Court of the United States, that it is no longer a question for
argument or even of doubt.
I.

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
The defendant was indicted in the Superior Court, Cumberland
County, May term, 1905, for keeping and maintaining a liquor
nuisance. The agreed statement of facts shows that the defendant
"<luring the period covered by the indictment, was a citizen of the
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United States and a' licensed victualer and kept a restaurant on India
Street in Portland in said County of Cumberland, and was accustomed
to keep in his restaurant, cider with intent to Rell the same as a beverage, and that frequently during that period he there sold cider to be
drank on the premises, and the same was so there sold and drank,
but said cider was u11fermented an<l non-intoxicating in fact."
At the trial on this indictment, the defendant requested the presiding Justice to give the following rulings as matter of law:
1. "If the respondent kept and maintained a place used for the
sale, or keeping for sale for tippling purposes, or as ~ beverage, of
cider, and where cider was kept and deposited with intent to sell
the same for tippling purposes or as a beverage, he would not be
guilty of maintaining a nuisance under the provisions of section one
and two, chapter twenty-two of the Revised Statutes, unless such
cider was in fact intoxicating, and the keeping and maintaining of
such place used for the sale or for selling of unfermented, nonintoxicating cider only, would not constitute the crime of keeping
and maintaining a nuisance.
2. "If the provision of section one and two of chapter twenty-two
of the Revised Statutes are construed to apply to places or tenements
where unfermente<l, non-intoxicating cider only is kept or deposited
with intent to sell the same for tippling purposes or as a beverage
they are to that extent null and void, because they are in violation of
section one, article one of the Declaration of Rights in the Constitution of Maine.
3. "If the provisions of section one and two of the Revised Statutes are intended to apply to places or tenements used for the sale
or keeping for sale of unfermented, non-intoxicating cider only, for
tippling purposes or as a beverage, or in which unfermented nonintoxicating cider only is kept and deposited with intent tp sell the
same for tippling purposes or as a beverage, sue~ provisions are in
violation of the provisions of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States and are therefore to that extent null
and void."
These requested rulings were refosed, and a verdict of guilty was
returned, and thereupon the defendant excepted.
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Also on the tenth day of April, 1905, the defendant was arrested
on a warrant issued by the Portland Municipal Court which alleged
that the defendant "on the ninth day of April, A. D. 1905, at said
Portland, unlawfully did have in his possession a certain quantity of
intoxicating liquor, to wit: two hundred and forty-six quarts of
cider, kept and deposited with intent to seII the same for tippling
purposes and as a beverage, with intent that the same be sold in this
state in violation of Jaw," etc. The defendant was found guilty by
the Municipal Court as alleged in the warrant, and thereupon he
appealed to the Superior Court. The material facts in this case are
the same as in the above stated nuisance case. At the trial in the
Superior Court substantially the same instructions varied to suit the
form of the proceeding were requested and refused as in the nuisance case, and the defendant was found guilty, and the defendant
excepted.
The case also appears in the opinion.

Wilh'.am C. Eaton, County Attorney, for the state.
M. P. Frank, for defendant.
SITTING: EMERY, SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
SPEAR, J. This case covers two actions, one involving a complaint
for keeping a tippling shop and the other an indictment for maintaining a common nuisance. Both the complaint and the indictment are
based upon the i-iame state of facts, wherein it is admit~ed that the
respondent during the period covered by the complaint and the indictment was a citizen of the United States and a licensed victualer and
kept a restaurant on India Street in Portland in the county of Cumberland and was accustomed to keep in his restaurant cider, with
intent to sell the same as a beverage and for tippling purposes, and
that frequently during t~at period he there sold cider to be drank on
the premises, and the same was so there sold and drank, but said
cider was unfermented and non-intoxicating in fact.
With respect to the com plaint the defendant req nested the instruction that section 40 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes did not
apply to unfermented, non-intoxicating cider and that the having of
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such cider on deposit with intent to sell the same as a beverage and
for tippling purposes constitued no offense. Also if it should be
found that section 40 did apply to the keeping and sale of such cider,
imposing penalities of fine and imprisonment for the violation thereof,
its provisions are contrary to and in violation of section 1, article 1,
of the Declaration of Rights in the Constitution of Maine and of th~
fourteenth amendment of the Constitution of the United States, and
to that extent are null and void.
With respect to the nuisance indictment, the defendant requested
the instruction that if the respondent kept and maintained a place
used for the sale or keeping for sale for tippling: purposes or as a beverage, of cider, and where cider was kept and deposited with intent to
sell the same for tippling purposes or as a beverage, he would not be
guilty of maintaining a nuisance under provisions of sections 1 and 2,
chapter 22 of the Revised Statutes, unlesR such cider was in fact
intoxicating, and that the keeping and maintaining of such place used
for the sale or keeping for sale or for selling of unfermented nonintoxicating cider only, would not com,titute the crime of keeping
and maintaining a nuisance. The other req nested instruction raised
the same constitutional q nestions involved in the instruction with
reference to the complaint.
The two cases can be construed together inasmuch as if it is held
that the enumeration of intoxicating liquors specified in section 40 of
chapter 29, R. S., does not apply to the intoxicating liquors referred
to in sections 1 and 2, chapter 22, R. S., then that is the end of the
nuisance case and the exceptions must be sustained. If on the other
hand it is held that said enumeration does apply, then the two cases
with respect to all the points rai8ed fall within the same category
and involve the simple questions, whether the keeping and selling of
unfermented non-intoxicating cider as a beverage and for tippling
purposes is inhibited by chapter 29, aud if so inhibited if said chapter
is constitutional.
We will therefore determine first whether the enumeration of
intoxicating liquors found in section 40, chapter 29 shall be held to
define the meaning of the words "intoxicating liquors," as used in
sections 1 and 2, chapter 22, relating to nuisances. To determine
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this proposition, we assume, argnendo, that unfermented, non-intoxicating cider, kept for sale and sold as a beverage and for tippling
purposes, comes within the above enumerati011 of liquors classed as
intoxicating. The question raised by this exception whether such
cider does as a matter of law come within the purview of section 40,
will be discussed later.
The proposition before us has been lately considered and we think
fully settled in the recent case of State v. 0' Connell, 99 Maine, 61.
Like the case at bar, it arose under an indictment for maintaining a
nmsance. The respon<lent was indicted for selling uno beer, a malt
liquor. The question involved in the trial and under the exceptions,
was not whether this beer was in fact intoxicating but, regardless of
this fact, whether it came within one of the classes of liquors denominated intoxicating under section 40, chapter 29.
The court by necessary implication squarely held that, although
o·ne of the indictments was under chapter 17, R. S. 1883, now chapter 22, the question of whether the liq nor was to be regarded as
intoxicating was to be determined by reference to chapter 27 R. S.
1883, now chapter 29. In deciding the character of the liquor the
opinion says: "Revised Statutes 1883, chapter 27, section 33,
amounts to a prohibition of the sale of malt Jiq nor." But malt
liquor is not mentioned under chapter 17, yet being classed as intoxicating under chapter 27, it was held to be intoxicating under
chapter 17.
But under the established rules of construetion the two sections of
the statutes should be construed together. Both sectio11s are part of
the Rame body of revised laws. We see no good reason why chapters
of the same statute should not be construed with reference to each
other as well as sections of the 8ame chapter. Chief Justice Shaw in
Com. v. God'ing, 3 Met. 130, says: '' In construing the Revised
Statutes, we are to bear in mind that the whole were enacted at one
and the same time, and constitute one act; and then the rule applies,
that in construing one part of a statute, we are to resort to every
other part to ascertain the true meaning of the legislature in each
particular provision. This rule is peculiarly applicable to the Revised
Statutes in which, for the convenience of analysis, and classification
of subjects, provisions are sometimes widely separated from each
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other in the code, which have so immediate a connection with each
other, that it is quite necessary tu consider the one, in order to arrive
at the true exposition of the other."
The suggestion in the above quotation that '' the whole were passed
at one and the same time" was not intended we apprehend to in any
degree limit the rule of comparing statutes, whenever enacted, in pari
materia, a principle well established by our own as well as other
courts. Gould v. B. & P. R. R., 82 Maine, ] 26; Cotton v. W. W.
& F. R. R. Co., 98 Maine, 511; Com. v. Sylvester, 13 Allen, 247.
Black on Interpretation of Laws, page 6, in discussing this principle says: "The phrase 'statute in pari materia' is applicable to
private statutes or general laws made at different times, and in reference to the same subjects.
So, also, all the laws of the
state, whenever passed, relating to the subject of the regulation of
the liquor traffic, are in pari materia."
Commonwealth v. Shea, 14 Gray, 386, is a case precisely analogous in principle to the phase of the case now under consideration,
and declares that "the provisions of St. 1855, c. 405, sec. 1, by which
'all buildings, places or tenements used for the illegal sale or keeping of intoxicating liquors are declared to be common nuisances, and
are to be regarded and treated as such,' is to be construed by reference to the St. of 1855, c. 215, in .pari materia, to which it is necessary to refer in order to ascertain what intoxicating liquors it is
illegal to sell; and the first section of which declares that "ale,
porter, strong beer, lager beer, cider and all wines, shall be considered intoxicating liquors within the meaning of this act. Proof
of sales of cider was therefore competent in support of this indictment."
State v. Hughes, 16 R. I. 405, is a case also directly in point, and
holds that statutes, although enacted at different times, if they have
a common object and are parts of one system for the punishment of
illegal seiling and keeping of liquors, are to be construed together.
See also United States v. l!reeman, 44 U. S. 556; Luiton's Appeal,
104 Pa. 226; Un-ited Soc. v. Eagle Bank, 7 Conn. 456; State v.

Gerhardt, 145 Ind. 439.
Our conclusion is that the proposition is well settled both by the
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decisions and by the rules of statutory construction that the enumeration of liquors, declared to be intoxicating, contained in section 40
of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes is referred to by and was
intended to include the words "intoxicating liquors" aR used in
section l of chapter 22 of the Revised Statutes. It is therefore
manifest t.hat if unfermented and non-intoxicating cider is found to
be an intoxicating liquor within the definition laid down in section
40, chapter 29, it is also an intoxicating liquor within the meaning
of sections 1 and 2 of chapter 22, and if kept for sale and sold in
violation of said sections, the premises where so kept would be subject to indictment as a nuisance.
This brings us to the consideration of the second proposition,
whether the enumeration of liquors, declared to be intoxicating, contained in section 40 of chapter 29, was intended to include cider
which is kept and deposited with intent to sell the same for tippling
purposes or as a beverage, which is unfermented and non-intoxicating
in fact. If it is found to be so included, then both the complaint and
indictment are sustainable unless it appears that section 40, with
respect to the kind of cider herein specified, is in contravention of
the state or Federal constitutions. Section 40 declares that '' wine
ale, porter, strong beer, lager beer or other malt liquors and cider
when kept and deposited with intent to sell the same for tippling
purposes, 01· as a beverage, as well as distilled spirits, are declared
intoxicating within tbe meaning of this chapter." The liq nors above
enumerated are declared intoxicating by law.
In determining whether or not a liq nor iR to be regarded as intoxicating under this enumeration it is entirely immaterial whether it is
int~>xicatiug in fact. As was well said in State v. 0' Connell, "It is
not for the jury to revise the judgment of the legislature and determine whether liquor is or is not in .fact intoxicating." When it
appears that a liquor comes within the scope of the forbidden enumeration, that moment its intoxicating character becomes fixed by law
and iti-, non-intoxicating character, as a matter of fact, becomes entirely
immaterial with respect to the application of the statute. State v.
Piche, 98 Maine, 348; State v. O'Connell, 99 Maine, 61; Corn. v. Blos,
116 Mass. 56; Com. v. Anthes, 12 Gray, 29; Com. v. Brelsford,
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161 Mass. 61; Corn. v. Snow, 133 Mass. 575; State v. Intoxicatin,g
Liquors, 76 Ia. 243; 8tate v. Guines8, 16 R. S., 401.
Does unfermented, non-intoxicating cider fall within the above
ru]e? UnJess we read into the statute, enumerating the kinds of
prohibited liquors, some adjective modifying the word cider, that
shall have the effect of differentiating between intoxicating and nonintoxicating cider, then it is evident that both cases at bar come, by
the express terms of the statement of facts, within the prohibition of
the respective statutes under which they are brought.
We do not feel authorized to modify the statutes by the interpolation of any such adjective. It is not the province of the court to
legislate. Had the legis]ature, during all the years that the prohibitory statutes have been upon the books, intended that any differentiation should be made with respect to new and old cider they unquestionably would have seen that it was effectuated by proper legisJation. A moment's reflection will readily suggest that such legislation
has been witheld advisedly. Unfermented, non-intoxicating cider by
the simple lapse of time becomes intoxicating. There is a dividing
line somewhere in the course of time over which the same cask of
cider, in the process of fermentation, passes from a non-intoxicating
to an intoxicating liquor. But where? To locate this line is to
nullify the statute. Hence the absence of legislation. This view
is sustained not oi1ly by reason but by authority.
State v. Spaulding, 61 Vt. 505, is precisely in point. It involved
the construction of a statute which provides that "no person shall
sell or furnish cider or unfermented liquor at or in a victualling
house, tavern, grocery shop, cellar or other place of public resort."
The point raised in this case is identical with that raised in the cases
before us. The court say: "The only prohibition as to cider is at
the places specified in the sixtq paragraph, but not there or anywhere
in the statute is there any word q nalifying the kind of cider prohibited at such places. The term used is "cider." It is said that
the juice of apples is not cider until it is fermented. This is perhaps
technically correct, but not in popular understanding. The apple
juice when it comes from the cider press, is immediate]y and universally cal1~d "cider" by the people generally. The term should be
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construed according to such universal use and understanding. Presumably no class of men understand better the difference between
sweet and sour or new and old cider than our legislators, because
they are mostly farmers who make the cider, and those who are not
living in the cider producing state could hardly claim ignorance on
so familiar a subject; yet in their prohibitory enactment they ignore
all distinction, and simply say cider. The prohibition is limited to
certain specified places, and such as indicate an intent only to prevent
cider selling and drinking at public resorts, not to interfere with the
manufacturer who does not make his establishment a public resort
for drinking purposes like the saloon. It is well knO\vn, also, that
the fermentation of cider, and the change from sweet to sour, so as
to become more or less alcoholic, greatly varies,- sometimes being
very rapid, at other times very_ slow. It would be practically
impossible to prove whether a particular mug of ci<ler that had been
drank was intoxicating, and to require it would therefore render the
statute nugatory. In view of all these facts, we think it would be
more likely carrying out the legislator\, intent to construe the. enactment according to its plain and common meaning rather than to
interpolate qualifying terms, and hold that the legislature meant
something different from what it said. We therefore hold that the
prohibition as to the places named is absolute, regardless of the ~tage
of fermentation or the intoxicating quality of the cider."
Our conclusion is that the enumeration of liquors declared to be
intoxicating and contained in section 40 of chapter 29, R. S., was
intended to include and does include cider when it is kept and
deposited with intent to sell the same for tippling purposes or as a
beverage, even though such cider may be unfermented and nonintoxicating in fact.
The third question raised by the exceptions is whether section 40
with respect to cider that is unfermented and non-intoxicating in fact
is in violation of section 1 of article 1 of the Constitution of the
State of Maine. This involves the consideration of, firHt, the constitutional right of the legislature to regulate or prohibit the sale and
keeping of intoxicating liquors; and second, the constitutional right
of the legisfature to declare certain liquors intoxicating within the
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meaning of the law governing intoxicating liquors, irrespective of
the intoxicating character of such liquors as a matter of fact.
Both of these questions are so universally answered in the affirmative by the decisions in our own state and those of other states
under similar constitutioual provisions that it is no longer a question
for argument or even of doubt. Lunt's Case, 6 Maine, 412; Gray
v. Kimball, 42 Maine, 299; State v. Miller, 48 Maine, 576; State
v. O'Conrnell, 99 Maine, 61; State v. Roa,:h, 75 Maine, 123. There
are also numerous cases in other states to the same effect.
The affirmative of the second question is equally, well established.
State v. O'Connell, 99 Maine, 61; Corn. v. Anthes, 12 Gray, 29;
Corn. v. Brelsford, 161 Mass. 61; State v. Guiness, 16 R. I. 401 ;

State v .. Gravelin, 16 R. I. 407; State v. Intox,icating Liy_uors, 76

Ia. 234.
We now come to the last proposition raised by the exceptions and
that is whether section 40 with respect to the sale of cider which
is unfermented and non-intoxicating in fact is in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
And here two questions must be considered; first, whether this
provision of the Federal Constitution is violated by a state law regulating or prohibiting the sale and keeping for sale of intoxicating
liquors, and second whether it is violated by a state law declaring
certain liquors intoxicating, within the meaning of the law governing
intoxicating liquors, irrespective of the intoxicating character of such
liquors as a matter of fact. The answer to both these questions is
that a state law regulating or prohibiting the selling or k~eping for
sale of intoxicating liquors is a legal exercise of police power, and is
not in contravention of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal
Constitution. This has been repeatedly held and can be no longer
au open question. Un,ited States v. Ronan, 33 Fed. Rep. 120; Re
Hoover, 30 Fed. 55; Bartemeyer v. Iowa, 85 U. S. 18 Wall, 129;
Kidd. v. Pearson, 126 U. S. 1 ; Boston Beer Cq. v. Massachusetts,
97 U. S. 25; Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S. 655; License Cases, 46
U. S. How. 504; Foster v. Kansas, 112 U. S. 206; Eilenbecker v.

Plymouth County, 134 U. S. 40.
Exceptions overruled.
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STATE OF MAINE

vs.
STEPHEN COMOLLI.
Hancock.

Opinion December 27, 1905.

Intoxicating Liquors. Search Warrant. Description of Premise,<;.
Dwelling House. R. S., c. 29, § 52.
A search and seizure warrant issued by a trial Justice for the search of a
dwelling house for intoxicating liquors contained among other allegations,
the following in relation to the place to be searched: '' That intoxicating
liquors were and still are kept and deposited by Stephen Comolli of Stonington in the story and one-half wooden, frame dwelling house now occupied by said Stephen Comolli and situated near the turn of the road leading from Stonington Village to West Stonington in said town of Stonington." Held: That this description of the place to be searched is sufficiently definite and certain.
A complaint and warrant must be construed together and if the descriptive
words are perfectly clear and designate the place to be searched, that is all
the constitution and the law require. The rules of construction are not to
be invoked to make that clear which is obvious without it.

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Search and seizure warrant issued by a trial justice in Hancock
County for the search of a dwelling house for intoxicating liquors.
Liquors were found, and the defendant was arrested and brought
before the Hancock Municipal Court at Deer Isle for trial. The
defendant was found guilty and appealed to the Supreme Judicial
Court. A general demurrer was filed to the complaint and warrant
which was overruled and the defendant took exceptions.
The case appears in the opinion.
Charles H. Wood, for the state.
L. ·M. Staples, for defendant.
SITTING:
JJ.

EMERY, STROUT, SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR,

SPEAR, J. This case comes up on exceptions and iuvolves the
validity of a complaint and warrant issued by a trial justice for the
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search of a dwelli11g house for intoxicating liquors. A general
demurrer was filed and overruled by the court to which exceptions
were taken. The main question raised by the exceptions is whether
the description in the complaint and warrant of the premises to be
searched wa8 sufficiently definite and certain to comply with the
requirements of the constitution and the law. The complaint alleges
"that intoxicating liquors were and still are kept and deposited by
Stephen Comolli of Stonington, in a story and a half wooden frame
dwelling house now occupied by said Stephen Uomolli and situate
near the turn of the road leading from Stonington Village to West
Stonington in said town of Stonington."
The warrant issued to the officers by the trial ju8tice, in setting
forth the complaint, designates the locus in the exact language of
the above description, and then alleges that the complainant "prayed
that due process be issued to search the premises hereinbefore mentioned." As we understand the defendant's brief, the point which
he here raises is that the word dwelling house should have been m,ed
instead of the word "premises" in the above prayer in describing ihe
place to be searched. If the term premises was not limited by the
phrase "herein before mentioned" the point might be well taken. A
complaint and warrant merely to search the premises of a person
wou Id not authorize the search of a dwelling house, but that is not
the case at bar. We fail to see how a description could be more
definite as to the place intended to be searched than that contained in
the complaint and warrant in this case. It describes the place to be
searched as a story and a half wooden frame dwelling house now
occupied by said Stephen Comolli. If other houses were situated
near the one described also owned by Stephen Comolli, then the
description would be perfectly definite and certain. One body cannot oecu py two places at the same time. But one dwelling house,
then, in this vicinity could be occupied by the respondent at the same
time. And it was not the appurtenances, not a part of it used as a
shop or inn or for purposes of traffic, but the dwelling house now
occupied by Comolli that is <le,seribed in the complaint and warrant.
Tlie description eliminates every other house except the one designated by the words "now occupied."
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The complaint and warrant must be construed together and if the
descriptive words are perfectly clear and designate the place to be
searched, that is all the constitution and the law require. State v.
Bartlett, 4 7 Maine, 388. The rules of construction are not to be
' which i8 obvious without it.
invoked to make that clear
The defendant's counsel intimates also that the warrant fails to
comply with R. S., chapter 29, section 52, which provides that "no
warrant shall be issued to search a dwelling house occupied as .such
unless it or some part of it iH used as an inn or shop for purpose of
traffic, or unless the magistrate before whom the complaint is made,
is satisfied by evidence prei-;e11ted to him, and so alleges in said warrant, that intoxicating liquor is kept in such house or its appurtenances, intended for sale in the state, in violation of law." He claims
that a warrant to search a dwelling house must state that it is not
used for a shop, etc.
It will be observed that this statute contemplates two contingencies
upon which the magistrate may issue his warrant; first, that some
part of t.he house is used as an inn or shop, or for purposes of traffic;
second, that he is 8ati8fied by evidence presented to him and so alleges
in the warrant that intoxicating liquor i~ kept in such house or its
appurtenances, intended for sale in this state in violation of law.
State v. Whalen, et al., 85 Maine, 4tiU. The first part of this section
has no application because the warrant is for the search of the dwelling house only. The second contingency is fully complied with by
the allegation inserted in the warrant by the magistrate, "and whereas
I am satisfied by evidence presented to me that intoxicating liquor is
kept in the premises described in the foregoing complaint intended
for sale in this state in violation of law," etc. The premi8es alluded
to as already seen was a dwelling house definitely located and clearly
described. The complaint and warrant are in full accord with the
requirements of the constitution and the statutes.
'Exceptions ove'rruled.
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et al.

vs.
ELIAS MILLIKEN.

Waldo.
Appeal.

Opinion December 27, 1905.

Review. Exclusion of Evidence. Burden to Show Error.
Error. Contracts. Action for Breach. Evidence.

Harmless

When evidence is offered by a plaintiff and the same is excluded, it h; incumbent upon 8Uch plaintiff to show affirmatively that he is aggrieved by such
ruling.
When a plaintiff has full opportunity under the rulings of the presiding
Justice to introduce evidence to prove all the allegations re8pecting the
defendant's liability, but fails to present sufficient evidence to make out a
prima facie case against him, such plaintiff is not aggrieved by the exclusion of evidence, which, even if admissible, would not affect the result of
the case.
The plaintiffs in this action offered in evidence a certain "construction contract," so called, <lated May 7, 18H8, and nuder the facts as disclosed by
the case the presiding Justice refused to admit the same. Held: that
this ruling was correct.

On exceptions by plaintiffs.

Overruled.

Assumpsit on a written contract made by the plaintiffs and one
Lil:,by died before
the commencement of the suit, and the action was brought by the
plaintiffs who are the surviving joint contractors. The defendant
died after the action was brought, and his administrators duly
appeared as parties defendant. Tried at the September term, 1903,
of the Supreme J u<licial Court, Waldo County. PlPa, the general
issue. During the progress of the trial, the plaintiffs offered certain
evidence· which was excluded by the presiding Justice, and at the
conclusion of the testimony the plaintiffs were nonsuited. Thereupon the plaintiffs excepted to the rulings of the presiding J m;tice
n excl u<ling the evidence offered by them and also to the order of
nonsuit.

I. C. Libby with the defendant, Elias Milliken.
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The case sufficiently appears in the opinion.
Ohar·les F. Johnson, Enoch Foster and Benel W. Rogers, for
plaintiffs.
Herbert M. Heath, C. L. Andrews and Wm. P. Thompson, for
defendant.
SITTING:

WISWELL,
J.J.

C. J., WHITEHOUSE,

STROUT, SAVAGE,

PEABODY,

,VHITEHOUSE, J. NoVf~rnher 20, 1897, ten individuals, viz. I. C.
Libby, A. F. Gerald, G. C. Moses, A. H. Shaw, J. M. Robbins,
C. G. Totman, S. A. Nye, .E. J. Lawrence, H. B. Goodenough and
the defendant Elias Milliken, subscribed to the following agreement,
to wit:
1. '' They hereby form a syndit~ate to acquire the franchises and
property of the Lewiston & Auburn Horse Railroad Company, the
Brunswick Electric Railroad Company, the Bath Street Railway
Company, and such extensions as may be agreed to later.
2. "Negotiahle paper not to exceed $350,000 at any one time is
to be signed and so outstanding at any one time. All notes are to
be taken np on or before January 1, 1899.
3. "M. G. Shaw, Elias Milliken and J. M. Robbins, are agreed
upon as Trustees hereunder to issue all notes to be negotiated by
I. C. Libby hereby agreed to as T'reasurer. They shall hold all
bonds, securities and valuable papers coirneeted with the purpose
here9f.
4. "Said Moses, Gerald and Libby hereby agree to sell and
d~liver all of the stock of the Brunswick Electric Railroad Company
to the syndicate, free of debt, to be equally divided, for the actual
cost thereof, not to exceed $:35,000. All of the parties hereto shall
then be elected Directors of said Brunswick Electric Railroad
Company.
5. " Under the direction of said Directors said Brunswick Electric
Railroad Company is to extend its road to a connection with the
Bath Street Railway Company, and with the Lewiston and Auburn
Horse Railroad Company, and the funds hereby raised devoted to
that purpose.
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6. "The onfa,tanding second mortgage bonds of the Lewiston and
Auburn Horse Railroad Company are to be bought from the proceeds of said notes and delivered to the Trustees to be held as
before agreed. The proceeds shall also be used in purchasing the
power plant used by the said company to be deeded to said Trustees
in trust herefor. It is further agreed, however, that said Trustees
may acquire said second mortgage bonds by exchange for new bonds,
if the holders thereof so require.
7. "Said Gerald, Libby and Moses hereby transfer to the syndicate their present right to acquil'e the stock of the Bath Street Railway Company at four per cent rental thereon, or in cash $66,667,
the option to be exercised within nine months herefrom.
8. "The parties have this day signed and delivered to the T'rustees, ten notes of $5,000 each and ten notes of $10,000 dated in
blank, the payee blank, the time blank, and when negotiated; the
Trustees as our agents are authorized to fill in said blanks, or the
Treasurer, with written directions from the Trustees, may so fill in
said blanks."
Two days later on the 22nd day of November, 1897, I. C. Libby,
C. E. Libby and C. H. Merrill entered into an agreement with the
defendant as follows :
"We hereby agree to pay Elias Milliken Five Thom,and Dollars
and 30 shares of stock for subscribing 011e tenth in the Lewistou,
Brunswick & Bath deaJ. ·we are to protect him against loss and
he is to give us all incomes or interests this one tenth gives him in
the stock of these companies or of a11y new road or extension that
the syndicate formed at Lewiston, Nov. 20th for the purpose ·of
purchasing the three roads, the Lewiston & Auburn, the Bnmswick
Road and the Bath Road and their extensions, may construct or
acq nire except one share given him as a director, meani11g to stand
in his place as far as liabi]ity goes and we are to have all benefits
accruing from same."
The case at bar was an action of assumpsit to enforce the latter
contract against the defendant Milliken and recover one tenth of the
income and profit alleged to have been realized by him as a member
of the syndicate by virtue of the agreement of Novemb~r 20 signed
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by him. I. C. Libby, one of the parties to the agreement in suit,
having deceased, the action was brought by C. H. Merrill and C. E.
Libby the surviving joint contractors of the first part as parties
plaintiff, and Milliken having deceased after the commencement of
the suit, the administrators on his estate now appear as parties
defendant.
It is alleged in the declaration that the enterprise thus inaugurated
by the syn<licate formed Nov. 20, to acquire and extend certain street
rail way properties in Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath, was carried to
a successful termination, and that profits to the amount of $325,000
accrued therefrom to be shared equally among the ten members of
the syndicate; that the plaintiffs in the performance of the agreement
on theit· 1mrt, duly protected Milliken against anjr loss by reason of
his becoming a member of the syndicate, delivered to him twenty
shares of the stock mentioned in the agreement and had al ways been
ready and willing to deliver to him the remaining ten shares of stock
an<l the $5,000 therein specified. They accordingly seek to recover
in this action $32,,500, being one tenth part of the $325,000 alleged
to have been realized by the syndicate as the profits of the enterprise.
These averments in the declaration thus obviously involve the
direct implication that Milliken fully performed his part of the contract of November 20, and continued a member of the syndicate then
organized, until the enterprise was completed. The plaintiffs' claim
necessarily rests upon the assumption that Milliken had substantially
observed all of the obligations imposed upon him by the terms of
the syndicate agreement, so as to become entitled to receive oue tenth
of the profits alleged to have been realized from the construction
of the "Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath Street Railway." But it
appears from the testimony of one of the plaintiffs' witnesses and is
not controverted, that for reasons which will hereafter more fully
appear, Milliken never attended any meeting of the syndicate after
that of Nov. 20, when it was formed, but refused to participate in
any of its subsequent transactions.
It appears, however, that at sometime between Nov. 20, 1897, and
May 7, 1898, the Brunswick Electric Railroad Company changed
it:s name to the "Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath Street Rail way,"
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and on this latter date a "construction contract". was entered into
between the Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath Street Rail way, by
A. H. Shaw, President, and I. C. Libby, Treasurer, and the Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Railway Syndicate, by I. C. Libby,
Trustee." As no other syndicate appears to have been formed in
connection with the enterprise it is not in controversy that this
designation of it had reference to the syndicate formed November 20
under the agreement signed by the defendant Milliken. No evide11ce
was offered to show that Milliken at any time assented to any modification of the original syndicate agreement signed by him or that he
or the syndicate ever agreed that I. C. Libby should act as trustee
in place of M. G. Shaw, Elias Milliken and J. M. Robbins named
as trustees in the i..yndicate agreement. There was no. evidence that
I. C. Libby was ever legally authorized to act as trustee for the
syndicate for the purpose of entering into this construction contract
in question; yet by the terms of this contract with the Lewiston,
Brunswick & Bath Street Railway, he assumed to make the syndicate agree to deliver to the Rail way Corporation $265,000 of the
mortgage bonds of the Lewiston & Auburn Horse Railroad Company; to purchase the power plant in Lewiston used by the Horse
Railroad Company ; to construct a street rail way from Lewiston to
Sabattus; to construct and complete the proposed line of the Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Rail way from Lewiston to Topsham
and from Brunswick to Bath ; to construct an electrical power plant
in the town of Brunswick sufficient to operate all the lines old and
new and to furnish suitable equipment of cars and a car barn; to
purchaHe the Patten car works in the city of Bath and to expend the
sum of $2,500 011 the buildings; to expend $~0,000 in the purchase
and improvement of the Merrymeeting Park property; to expend
$25,000 for a power station and barn in Lewisto11 and to advance
money to repair and improve all the railway lines in Lewiston,
Auburn, BrunHwick and Bath. In consideration of all which, the
Lewiston, Rrnnswiek & Bath Street Railway agrees to deliver to
I. C. Libby the alleged trustee of the syndicate 4800 shares of the
capital stock of the Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Railway and
$700,000 of its bonds.
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It will be seen at once that all of these stipulations which I. C.
Libby undertook to make in behalf of the syndicate in the construction contract of May 7, 1898, are- a radical departure from the
obligations asf-mmed by Milliken in the agreement of Nov. 20, 1897,
signed by him. This construction contract and the original syndi-.
cate agreement differ toto coelo in their scope and purpose. Milliken
agreed to sign notes and advance money to the corporation to the
extent s1wcified. He had not agreed to become a member of a different syndicate involving unknown business risks in the construction
of railroadH. The original scheme involved a maximum personal
credit on the part of the syndicate of $3.85,000. According to the
phtintiffi.;' elaim, the construction contract executed by Libby, but
repudiat.,.d by Milliken involved a personal credit of the syndicate
as individuah, to the extent of $1,000,000.
Milliken had evidently become alarmed at the proposition thus to
remove the express limitations and personal safeguards provided by
the syndicate agreement and refused to consent to such an unwarranted extension of the liability of the members of the syndicate.
He thereupon withdrew from the syndicate and severed his connection with the enterprise; but although no other syndicate appears to
have been formally organized, Milliken's nine associates of November
20, apparently acquiescing in his withdrawal proceeded to formulate
a new scheme in entire disregard of the provisions of the syndicate
agreement, and under the leadership of I. C. Lihhy, became committed to the obligations of the construction contract in question,
without even the knowledge of the defendant Milliken. In consideration of $5,000 in cash and $3,000 in stock, Milliken might be
willing to become one of ten associates who were to loan their credit
to the extent of $385,000 in a street railroad enterprise between
Lewiston and Bath under an agreement that all the bonds, stocks
and securities received as collateral for their credit, were
come into
his hands as one of· the trustees of the syndicate, but it was a startling change to have his credit pledged for $1,000,000, in a totally
different undertaking in which all of the negotiable securities were
to be deposited with I. C. Libby as trustee. It was obviously for
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that reason that Milliken ignored the syndicate immediately after
its creation.
Notwithstanding this practically undisputed history of the syndicate, the plaintiffs offered in evidence at the trial the construction
contract of May 7, 1898, for the purpose of showing that the syndicate ultimately performed' all of the things agreed to be done under
the syndicate agreement and that Milliken was therefore entitled to
receive one tenth of the profits of the contract. The presiding judge
ruled that tlJe contract was not admissible as evidence against the
defendant and the plainti~s took exceptions to this ruling. But for
reasons already sufficiently explained the ruling of the presiding
judge excluding the construction contract must be deemed correct.
As before shown there was no evidence that I. C. Libby was ever
expressly authorized to execute the construction contract in behalf
of the syndicate, arnl he obviously had no greater implied power
than that possessed by every other member of the syndicate. If the
syndicate is to be termed a copartnership, it must be considered that
it was only a special partnership with its scope and purpose explicitly
defined and limited and the rights and liabilities of the members
carefully guarded by expre8s provisions of the agreement under
which the syndicate was constituted. If therefore I. C. Libby as a
member of the syndicate had implied authority to bind his nine
associates under any circumstances, it is plain he had no implied
power to sign the syndicate name to a construetion contract involving
important duties and extensive liabilities not specified or contemplated by the syndicate agreement and manifestly not within the
scope and purpm-;e of it. Neither were the new matters in the <·on~
tract of May 7, necessary or incidental to the performance of the
contract of Nov. 20, or among "extensions that were agreed to
later" by the defendant MilJiken.
It was not claimed that Libby had any implied power as treasurer
to bind the syndicate, and his express powe(s as treasurer were
limited by the written agreement to the negotiations of the syndicate
notes, the custody of their proceeds and their di:,;bursement as therein
specified. The com;truction contract therefore was not admissible
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without evidence tending to prove Milliken's assent or ratification
and no such evidence was introduced or offered.
But it appears from the report of the cnse that by subsequent rulings of the court full opportunity was given to the plaintiffs to prove
everything tlrnt was in fact done by the syn<licat(-l, either with or without the participation of Milliken, either under the contract of Nov.
20, or the construction contract of May 7. Under these rulings they
were expressly permitted to show that Milliken "actually participated in the result of the construction contract," but no such evidence
was introduced or offered.
Furthermore no evidence was introduced or offered to prove the
allegations in the writ that the plaintiffs ever delivered or offered to
deliver or were ready and willing to deliver to the defendant the
thirty shares of the capital stoek of the corporation, or that they ever
paid, or offered to pay the $5,000 in cash, or that they <luly protected
him against loss by reason of his becoming a member of .the syo<licate,
according to the stipulation of the agreement in suit.
But for the purpose of showing the amount of profits alleged to
have accrued to the syndicate from the completed enterprise and as
bearing upon the question of damages in this action, the plaintiffs
offered in evidence the account book of I. C. Libby, as treasurer, kept
in the handwriting of his confidential clerk, showing the amounts
claimed to have been received and dislnm,ed by him as treasurer of
the syndicate. As stated by plaintiffs' counsel this book was offered
"to prove the dispositions and the sale of the stock and bonds committed to him as treasurer of that Ryndicate." The presiding judge
ruled. that the book was not admissible for that purpose and accordingly excluded it and ordered a nommit.
To these rulings the
plaintiffs also took exceptions and insist on these exceptions in argument.
It haH been seen that by the express terms of 'the syndicate agreement I. U. Libby was "agreed to as treasurer" with special authority to negotiate all notes issued by the trustees. He was thus made
trea:-mrer of the syndicate, and with respect to syndicate business, of
every individual member of the syndicate. In addition to the express
authority to _negotiate the notes issued _by the trustees he was invested
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with implied authority to perform the duties ordinarily pertaining to
the office of treasurer. The receipt and disbursement of moneys and
the keeping of a suitable book of accounts showing in detail all of
such receipts and ~xpenditures, are among the most obvious of these
duties. For both of these purposes every member of the syndicate
in signing the agreement constituted I. C. Libby his agent. The
treasurer's book offered in this case has been produced for the inspection of the court. The entries were shown to have been made in
the regular course of business and were duly authenticated by the
testimony of the clerk who made them. The book was admissible
evidence for the purpose for which it was offered in this proceeding
against a member of the syndicate, -involving a question respecting
the profits of its business ; but it is not claimed in behalf of the
plaintiffs that the book contains any entries that would be material
upon the question of defendant's liability. Its relevancy is confined
solely to the g uestion of damages. It contains no entries tending to
show that the defendant Milliken actuaUy received any of the profits
alleged to have been received from operations under the syndicate
of November 20 or the construction contract of May 7. It affords
no evidence that the plaintiffs ever delivered or offered to Milliken
the thirty shares of the stock of the corporation or paid or tendered
to him the $5,000 in cash, or protected him from loss according to
the terms of their agreement..
If therefore the construction contract of May 7, and the treasurer's
account book in question had been admitted as evidence, it would still
have been the duty of the court to order a nonsuit for want of proof
of the several propositions essential to establish the defendant's
liability. As already seen the plaintiffs had full opportunity under
the rulings of the court, to. introduce evidence to prove all of the
material allegations respecting the defendant's liability, but failed to
present sufficient evidence to make out a prima facie case against him.
Under these circumstances as it was not shown that the defendan.t
was liable for any damages at all, the treasurer's account book relating solely to the question of damages, was entirely immaterial, and
as the case was tried the plaintiffs were not aggrieved by the
exclusiou of this evidence. It was incumbent upon the plaintiffs
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to show affirmatively that they were aggrieved by the ruling complained of. Littlefield v. Gook, 98 Maine, 2B9; .Freeman v. Dodge,
98 Maine, 531; Copeland v. Hewett, 96 Maine, 525 ; Look v.
Norton, 94 Maine, 54 7. This the plaintiffs have failed to do, and
the entry must be,
Excepl'ion8 ove1·1·uled.

In Equity.
RANDALL

D.

BIBBER

Sagadahoc.
Contract.~.

RescisNion.

vs.

EDWARD

E.

CARVILLE.

Opinion Decem her 28, 1 ~05.
Mi:;take.

Ccmcellation.

Relief Against Mistakes.

A court in equity may decree the rescission of a contract for a mistake which
is unilaternl, but the power should not be exercised against a party whose
conduct lrns in no way contributed to or induced the mistake, and who
will obbtin no unconscionable advi:tntage thereby.

If a grantor gives a warranty deed of land which he does not own, under the
mistaken belief that he has title thereto, the deed will not be cancelled
when no fraud, fulseh~od, misrepresentation or concealment on the part
of the grnntor is alleged.
•
Equity does not relieve against mistakes which or<linary care would have
prevented. Conscience, good faith and reasonable diligence are necessary
to call the powers of a court of equity into activity.

In equity.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Bill in equity wherein the plaintiff prayed that a certain deed of
warranty made, executed and delivered by him to tlw defendant
mig-ht be ca,welled, alleging that by a mistake on his part, arii.;ing
fro111 hi:,; ignorance of certain factH, he had included in Htwh deed
certain land to which he had no title at the time he gave the deed.
Plai11tiff alHo alleged that the defendant had begun an adion at law
agai11Ht him for breach of a covenant in said deed elaiming damages
in the sum of one thousand dollars, and asked that injunctions, both
temporary aud perpetual, be issued against the defendant to restrain
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him from further prosecuting his action at law. Defendant demurred
to the bil1. The demurrer was sustained by the Justice of the first
instance. Plaintiff then took exceptions.
The case appears in the opinion.

F,·ank E. Southard, for plaintiff.
Rufus F. Springer, for defendant.
SITTING:

EMERY, STRffGT, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR,

JJ.

PowERS, J. Exceptions to a decree sustaining a demurrer to the
plaintiff's bill and dismissing the bill with costs.
In substance the bill allP-ges that Denham Hall, being the owner
of a lot of land in Bowdoin containing about one hundred acres
mortgaged the same to James M. Ha11 in I 866 and to one Bibber in
1870. In 1880 James M. Hall assigned the mortgage to Bibber,
who in 1888 foreclosed the mortgage given to him and the foreclosure became absolute. Bibber died in 1897, leaving as his sole
heir at law the plaintiff, who in 1902 conveyed the premises to the
defendant by warranty deed. At the time he gave the deed, the
plaintiff believed that he had full title to the premises, but being afterwards notified by the defendant that such was not the case, he investigated the matter in the registry of deeds, and found by the records
therein that Bibber and Denham Hall, the mortgagor, in 1873 conveyed. about twenty-five acres of the premises to one Cox, who, the
plaintiff allege8 he is infqrmed and believes, has ever since claimed to
be in possession thereof. Thereupon the plaintiff offered to return
the consideration and asked the defendant to reconvey. The defendant declined to accept the money or reconvey, and brought suit for
covenant broken, which is now pending in court. Plaintiff in his
bill further offers to pay back the consideration received from the
defendant and also such other sum, if any, as justice and equity may
require; and prays that the deed to the defendant may be cancelled
and for an injunction against the prosecution of said suit.
Does the plaintiff present a case for equitable relief? No fraud,
falsehood, misrepresentation or concealment on the part of the defei1dant, the grantee, is alleged. There was no mistake as to the terms
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of the deed. It expressed precisely what the parties intended;
There was a mistake on the plaintiff's part as to the title, resulting
in the not uncommon case of a man giving a warranty deed of land
which he does not own. Our attention has been called to no case
where under the circumstances such as are here aJleged a deed has
been cancelled on the prayer of the grantor.
"Defects in the title do not entitle the grantor to a rescission of
the conveyance." 8 A. & E. Ency. L. 2 Ed. 222. We see no reason
why the grantee, who acted in good faith, is not entitled in good conscience to retain the benefit of the contract which he made. The
grautor, who received the full price he set upon the property, haH
no £q11itable right to deprive him of it simply because he was mista ken as to his title and is liable upon his covenants. While a court
of equity may decree the rescission of a contract for a mistake which
is unilateral, the power should not be exercised against a party whose
conduct has in no way contributed to or induced the mistake, and
who will obtain no unconscionable advantage thereby.
There is another reason why the ph1intiff cannot prevail. Equity
assists only the vigilant. It does not relieve against mistakes which
ordinary care would have prevented. Conscience, good faith and
reasonable dilige11ce are necessary to call a court of equity into
activity. Bonney v. Stoughton, 12~ Ill. 536. The plaintiff claimed
title as heir at law of Bibber. The true state of the title appeared
011 record.
He does not allege that before the conveyance he ever
examined the records to aseertain what title at the time of his decem,e
Bibber had to the premises. After "the conveyance he examined the
records and found that Hall, the mortgagor, and Bibber, the mortgagee, had united in conveying a part of the premises to Cox, who,
the plaiutiff says he is informed and believes has ever since, for more
than thirty years, claimed to be in possession of the part so conveyed.
The same investigation before he gave his deed would have revealed
to the plaintiff the extent of his title and corrected his miHtake. The
bill alleges no reaHon whatever for the mistaken lwlief which he
entertained. We cannot think it reasonable diligenee for a man to
assume, without examination of the records, that as heir at law he
has a perfect title to land conveyed to the intestate twenty-seven
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years before his decease, and of which it is not claimed he ever had
possession. "When a party has acted in ignorance of facts merely,
courts of equity wil1 never afford relief when actual knowledge
would have been obtained by the exercise of due diligence and
inquiry." McDaniels v. Bank, 29 Vermont, 231. To relieve a
party under such circumstances would be to encourage culpable negligence. Durkee v. Durkee, 59 Vt. 70. In that case an examination of the records in the town clerk's office would have given the
complainant the information. To the same effect is Deare v. Carr et
al., 3 N. J. Eq. 513. In a later case Graham v. Be'l"rym(tn, 19
N. J. Eq. 29, the same court thus states the principle: "When a
party ought in the exercise of ordinary prudence· to have made
inquiry, and neglects to ascertain the facts upon which his contract
is based, in cases where it is not necessary to repose confidence in
the other party, or where it is as much his duty as that of the other
party with whom he deals to know the facts, courts of equity will
not relieve against his own negligence."
In conclusion it is to be noted that this is not a case where a court
of equity is asked to reform a deed which, on account of mutual
mistake, does not represent the intention of the parties. In this case
the court is asked to cancel a deed which expressed just what the
plaintiff inten<led it should. The mistake was unilateral, on the part
of the grantor alone, induced by no fraud, falsehood, misrepreReniation or concealment of the grantee, relating to the grantor'i-; own
title, the true state of which ordinary care and diligence on his part
would have revealed to him. It· does not appear that the grantor will
obtain an unconscionable advantage by the deed or that 41e will not
be fairly compensated for his liability on his covenants by the purchase money which the grantee paid him. Under these circumstances equity will not interfere. to cancel the deed and deprive the
grantee of the benefit of a contract fairly made.
Exceptfons ove1·ruled.
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v. LEIGHTON.

EMMA

s. MAYO
vs.

LLEWELLYN

Cumberland.
Accord and Satisfaction.

M.

LEIGH.TON.

Opinion December 28, 1905.

Qffer and Tender.

Payment.

Intention of Parties.

In order to support a plea of accord and satisfaction payment must be
received as well as made. Neither offer to perform nor tender is sufficient.
Nothing short of actual performance, meaning thereby performance
accepted, will sustain such a defense.
Payment made and accepted for the assignment of a mortgage, is not a
settlement of a claim for the breach of another and different contract
unless so intended by the parties. Whether it is so intended is a question
of fact for the determination of the jury.

Ou motion and exceptions by plaintiff.
Motion not considered.

Exceptions sustained.

Assumpsit. Plaintiff alleged that she placed in the hands of the
defendant, a real estate broker and investor of money on real estate
security, $2,000 to be loaned to one McDonnell on a first mortgage
of certain real estate in Portland, and that the contract made by the
defendant with her was broken by the defendant and that she had
suffered damage thereby. Plea, the general issue with a brief 8tatement of accord and Hatisfaction. Tried at the April term, 1905, of
the Supreme Judicial Court, Cumberland County. Verdict for
def~ndant. Plaintiff then filed a motion for a new trial and also took
exceptions to certain rulings made by the presiding Justice during
the trial.
The case

is sufficiently stated in the opinion.

L W. Parker and M. P. Frank, for plaintiff.
A. W. Coombs, for defendant.
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PoWERS, J.
Exceptions ancl motion for new trial by plaintiff.
This is a11 aetion of assumpsit. The first count in the writ sets
out in substance that the p!aintiff at the request of the defendant,
who was a real estate broker and inveHtor of money on real estate
security, placed in the defendant's hands two thousand dollars to be
loaned to one McDonnell on a first mortgage in Portland; that the
defendant '' in consideration thereof then and there promised the
plaintiff to loan said money for her accordingly, and that before loaning and delivering said two thousaud dollars to said M<~Du1111ell, he
would see that the title to said real estate upon which Haid mortgage
was to be made and given was all right, and a safe security for said
loan, and that he would prepare the mortgage and note, and Hee to it
that said loan and interest was safely secured to the plaintiff thereby."
It is further alleged that the loan was made by the defendant to Haid
McDonnell "not on real estate as defendant promised~ but instead
thereof, said mortgage was made on only all the right, title and
interest which said McDonnell had under a certain lease" of the
premises, which lease was theu and there forfeited and McDonnell's
title thereunder, as the defendant well knew or ought to have known,
Jost and worthless ; . that said mortgage was then and there worthies~ and no security for said loan, and that the plaintiff, as 8oon aH
she learned of these facts, assigned and surrendered said mortgage
and the notes thereby secured to the defendant at his req ue8t. The
plaintiff further avers that she has never received any security "for
said loan and interest;" that no part of said $2,000 loan has been
paid to her· by the defendant or anyone else, except six months
interest, and that the whole sum of the two thou8and dollars and
interest from September 8, 1903, has been lost to her. The remaining three counts contain in substance similar averments together with
certain other allegations in reference to the defendant's subsequent
dealings with the property, and each concludes with the statement
that the two thousand dollars and interest has been whoIJy lost to
her '' by reason of said defendant's non-fulfilment of his said
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promise." There is also an omnibus count with the specification
that under it and each of the preceding counts the plaintiff claims
to recover the sum of $2000 and interest thereon from September
18, 1903.
The plea is the general issue, with a brief statement of accord and
satisfaction· by the delivery to the plaintiff of a deed of four lots of
land in South Portland and the defendant's four notes of one hundred dollars each with the averment that the plaintiff accepted the
same as a full consideration of the assignment to the defendant of
the McDonnell mortgage '' and in fu II discharge and satisfaction of
any al_leged claim against the defendant arising out of the premises
declared upon."
,
The pleadings therefore show that the plaintiff claimed that_ i-he
had surrendered the mortgage and was entitled to recover back the
money placed in the defendant's hands to be loaned, and the defendant claimed that she had accepted a deed and four notes in full satisfaction of this demand and of the assignment. The evidence is made
a part of the exceptions, and it appears that there was testimony tending to support the position of the plaintiff. She strenuously denied
that she had ever accepted or agreed to accept the deed and notes in
satisfaction of her claim. Her testimony was that, at the time she
assigned the mortgage to the defendant, she refused to receive the
deed, told the defendant's agent she wmdd not take it, that he left the
deed and notes on the piano at her home and that she afterwards
returned them to the defendant. The defendant's testimony was that
he agreed to buy and the plaintiff to sell him the mortgage for the
deed and four notes and that this trade was fully executed by both
parti~s. It is evident that his testimony does not support his plea of
accord and satisfaction. The suit was to recover damages which the
plaintiff claimed to have suffered through the breach of the defendant's promise to her to see that he~ money was loaned on a first
mortgage of real estate with a good title, and not to recover the consideration for a mortgage sold to the defendant. If the mortgage
was sold to the defendant and payment for it made or t~ndered to
the plaintiff, the amount which she received for it would have a bearing upon the question of damages, but the mere sale of and payment
VOL. CI
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for the mortgaie would not operate as a settlement of her alleged
claim against him as set out in the several counts of her writ, unless
it was so intended by the parties. Whether· it was so intended was a
question of fact for the jury.
The presiding justice, after stating that the point of the case was
whether the defendant had paid for the mortgage, at the close of his
charge gave the following instructions :
"First. Did the plaintiff agree to accept as payment for her
assignment the four notes of the defendant ( being Deft. Ex. D. E.
F. & G.) and the lots of land as described in his deed to her ( Deft.
C.) which you have'? If yes, then the verdict must be for the defendant that he did not promise.
Second. Did the plaintiff in fact acc~pt said notes and lots in payment for her assignment'? If yes, then the verdict must be for the
defendant that he did not promise."
The exceptions to these instructions must be sustained. They are
correct as applied to the question of payment, it being undisputed
that the defendant tendered performance on bis part; but in order
to be an accord and satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim set out in her
writ arnl supported by her evidence, the agreement must have been
executed. Payment must be received as well as made. Mayo v.
Stevens, 61 Maine, 562. Neither offer to perform 11or tender is
sufficient. Nothing short of actual performance, meaning thereby
performance accepted, will sustain such a defense.
White v. Gray,
68 Maine,_ 579. The first instruction omits this important element
and both instructions, as applied to this case, overlook the fact that
this was not a suit to recover payment for the assignment of a mortgage, but damages for an alleged breach of the defendant's promise
to see that the plaintiff's money was loaned 011 a first mortgage of real
estate and a good title. Payment for the assignment of the mortgage,
even if made and accepted, would not work a Hettlement of the claim
in the writ unless so inte!1ded by the parties. Whether it was so
intended was an issue of fact which the second instruction withdrew
from the jury.
It is unnecessary to consider the motion.

Exception8 ~11t~tained,
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JOHN WELLS

vs.
FRANCIS DANE

Cumberland.

et als.

Opinion December 28, 1905.

Amendment After Demurrer Susta'ined. Waiver. No Action by Corporation
Stockholder, When. /:Jtockholder may Proceed in Equity, When.
Torts by Corporation Officers.
When a plaintiff amends his writ, after a demurrer to it has been sustained,
he waives the right to except to the ruling sustaining the demurrer.
A shareholder cannot sue individually for damages caused by wrongful acts
impairing the value of his shares through the invasion of the corporate or
collective rights.
In such cases, if the regular officers of the corporation are unable or unwilling
to take the necessary steps to protect the corporate property and interests,
a shareholder inay proceed in equity on behalf of himself and other shareholders and the company.
When the direct injury is not to the shares but to the corporate rights and
interests, the right to share in the compensation which the corporation
may recover passes to the transferee of the shares. A stockholder who,
after such an injury, assigns His stock is in no better positio1i to sue at law
than if he ha<l retained it.
Notwithstanding the wrongful acts were done with the specific design and
malicious and fraudulent intent of injuring the plaintiff, he can maintain
no action when he has sustained no loss in addition to that suffered by
the corporation.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Action on the case brought by the plaintiff, a stockholder in the
Centrifugal Leather Company, a corporation, against the defendants
as officers of said corporation, to recover damage~ claimed to result
from alleged fraudulent action of the defendants as officers of said
corporation.
The writ originally contained three counts to which the defendants
filed a qemurrer which was sustained. The plaintiff was then allowed
to amend whereupon he filed two new counts to his declaration. To
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these two counts the defendants demurred, and which last demurrer
was also sustained. The plaintiff then took exceptions to the rulings
sustaining both the former and the latter demurrer.
The case appears in the opinion.
John Wells, pro se.
Bird & Bradley, for defendants.
SrrTING:

EMERY, SAVAGE, PowERs, PEABODY, SPEAR,

JJ.

J. Exceptions to sustaining a demurrer to plaintiff's
The writ originally contained three counts. After a demurrer
was sustained the defendant was allowed to amend by filing two
counts. The defendant filed a new demurrer which was sustained,
and the plaintiff then excepted to sustaining both demurrers.
Only the amended counts need be considered. By amending
plaintiff waived his right to except to the ruling sustaining the first
demurrer. He could not both amend and except, a course which
would in effect ask the judgment of this court upon the sufficiency
of pleadings which he himself had abandoned.
The amended counts charge that the defendants were directors in
the Centrifugal Leather Company, a corporation whose capital stock
was one hundred and fifty thousand dollarH in shares of. the par value
of one hundred dollars each; that the .legally issued shares of the
corporation were nine hundred of which the plaintiff owned three
hundred and sixty and controlled one hundred and eighty more;
that on Sept. 10th, 1900, the corporation entered into a contract with
Francis Dane one of the defendants, which contract is set out in full
and related to the developement of the corporate plant and business;
that the defendants, wickedly designing to injure and harass the
plaintiff, and intending and contriving to cheat and defraud him by
depriving him of his right to control the corporation, conspired to
mutilate and falsify and did mutilate and falsify the records of the
corporation by inserting in the original stockholders' and directors'
records the following false and forged vote of the directors purporting to have been passed at a meeting of the directors held ou April
4th, 1899, viz;
POWERS,

writ.
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"Voted, -That m consideration of the services, moneys, rents,
machinery, skill and know ledge of the leather business contracted
for with the said Francis Dane, as set out in the memorandum of
agreement between him and the Centrifugal Leather Company,
entered into on April 4th, 1899, there be issued to said Francis Dane,
Sixty Thousand Dollars of the capital stock of this company."
It is further alleged tlJat the defendants cut out four pages of the
corporation records, which showed that all said Dane's former contracts and agreements with the corporation had been cancelled and
annulled and that he did not own said six hundred shares of treasury
stock, and irnmrted in those records the following false and forged
vote purporting to have been passed on Sept. 3, 1900:
"Voted,-That the memorandum of agreement entered into
between Francis Dane of Hamilton, Massachusetts, and the said Centrifugal Leather Company, being dated at Portland, Maine, April
4th, l 8H9, in consideration of a certain new contract this day entered
into and executed by and between the said Francis Dane and said
company, he cancelled· and annulled;" and that they altered and
falsified the original cancellation of the first contract between said
Dane and the corporation by substituting for the following original
record of cancellation, viz: "The above contract is hereby cancelled
and annulled by consent. of the parties thereto," a falsified record of
the cancellation of said contract which now appears on the records of
the corporation as follows :
"Portland, Maine, September 10th, 1900.
The above contract is hereby cancelled and annulled in consideration of a contract entered into this day bet ween the Centrifugal
Leather Co. and Francis Dane of Hamilton, Massachusetts.''
Then follows an allegation that by this mutilation and falsification
of the records the true relation and legal rights of the plaintiff in and
to his property rights in said corporation were wickedly and wrongfully misrepresented, that in consequence and in pursuance of said
corrupt and fraudulent conspiracy and agreement he was defrauded
and cheated out of a large amount of property in the corporation,
that in consequence of said wrongful and corrupt acts of the defend-
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ant the plaintiff waA forced into litigation in an effort to maintain his
legal rights in the corporation, that he was finally forced to part with
his interest in said corporation at a price far below its true value to
him, and was unjustly, unlawfully and wrongfully deprived,
defrauded and cheated out of a large sum of money.
The wrongful acts charged against the defendants consist in the
falsification, mutilation and destruction o~ the corporate records.
These acts were a.n invasion of the corporate rights. The wrong was
done primarily to the whole corporation, and the plaintiff was affected
and injured in the value of his shares only through his interest in
the corporation and the injury done to its property. Redress for
such a wrong must be obtained by the corporation itself through its
regularly constituted agents. The plaintiff was not the corporation
notwithstanding he owned and controlled a majority of its stock.
He did not own or control its property or make or cancel its contracts with the defendant Dane. Ulm.er v. Railroad Co., 98 Maine,
579. He was injured the same as every other shareholder because
of and through the injury to the corporation property and rights.
There was no special injury to the plaintiff different from that to
all other shareholders, nor were his individual rights injured outside
of the injury suffered by the colJective entity the corporation. "A
shareholder cannot sue individually for damages caused by wrongful
acts impairing the val_ue of his shares through an invasion of the
corporate or collective rights." Moniwetz P1"i. Corp. section 236 a.
In such cases, if the regular officers of the corporation are unable
or unwilling to take the necessary steps to protect the corporate
property and interests, a shareholder may proceed in equity on behalf
of himseJf and other stockholders and the company. At law, however, the corporation itself representing all those 'rights can alone
recover for such injury. Any other rule would admit of as many
suits against the wrongdoer as there were stockholders in the corporation. In fact, by becoming a stockholder in the corporation, the
plaintiff entered into an agreement that its management should be
delegated to certain officers as its agents, including the power to
protect its property, enforce its rights, and seek redress for injuries
to the corporate property aud rights. If for any reason these agents
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are unwilling to act a shareholder may proceed in chancery for the
protection of his· equitable rights.
There may be cases of injuries to the individual rights of the
shareholder where he and not the corporation must seek redress, such
for instance as the levying of an unlawful tax on shares held by the
individual stockholder, mutilation or .destruction of his certificate, or
circulating false and scandalous reports or issuing spurious certificates thus creating uncertainty as to the title or validity of existing
shares. In all such cases, however, the wrongful act affects the
shares directly. They are readily distinguished from the case at bar
where the plaintiff claims his shares were depreciated by wrongful
acts making possible the issue of six hundred shares of stock without payment therefor. Such a wrong being primarily against the
corporation, the redress for it must be sought by the corporation.
Hersey et al. v. Veazie, 24 Maine, 9; Smith v. Poor et als., 40 Maine,
4 I 5 ; Srnith v. Hurd et als. 12 Mete. 371. Allen v. Curt,is, 26 Conn.
456, a case charging the making of false entries in the books of the
corporation and a resulting dep_reciation of the plaintiff's stock. Conway v. Halsey, 44 N. J. L. 462.
It is urged that this is a suit by an individual against individuals
and that a different rule applies than in a suit by a stockholder
again~t <lirectors. The fact that the plaintiff has parted with his
stock can place him in no better position than that of a stockholder.
Whatever injury befell him he suffered as a stockholder; and in a
case like this, where the direct injury was to corporate rights and
interests, the right to share in the compensation which the corporation may recover passes to the transferee of the plaintiff's shares.
Winsor v. Bailey, 55 N. H. 218. Neither does it matter that the
misconduct is charged against the defendants as individuals and not
as officers. By whomsoever the wrongful acts were committed and
in whatsoever capacity the wrongful doers acted, their acts directly
injured the corporate body. Redress must be sought by the party
injured. The plaintiff was injured only indirectly and collaterally.
When the corporation is indemnified the plaintiff ceases to be a loser.
It is for this reason, viz: that the plaintiff sustained no loss in
addition to the loss to the corporation, that the action cannot be
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maintained notwithstanding the allegation that the wrongfu 1 acts were
done with the specific intent and malicious and fraudulent design of
injuring the plaintiff. If the plaintiff had suffered any loss in addition
to that suffered by the corporation such au allegation would be sufficient although the injury suffered was indirect and consequential.
Gregory v. Brooks, 35 Conn. 437 ; St. J. & L. C. R. Co. v. Hnnt,
55 Vt. 568. In those cases a wrongful act was done to one with
an unlawful intent and design to indirectly injure another, and both
were injured. Here there is but one loser and one injury. When
the injury is to the eollective rights of the shareholders and the corporate property is made good, the plaintiff, who has suffered only in
these, will be fully indemnified. There is therefore nothing for which
he can maintain a separate suit. Where there is but one loss and one
loser there can be hut one suit, and that must be by the party who
has suffered the loss.
Exceptions overruled.
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Executor, Appellant from Decree of Judge of Probate.
Knox.

Opinion December 28, 1905.

Probate Appeal. Reasons of Appeal. What Appeal Mn.st Show; Dismissal of
Appeal. Di;tferent Decrees. Amendment not Allowable, When.
R. s., C. 66, § § 8, 9.
While technical prec1ss10n of statement and pleading are not required in
probate appeahi, to the same extent as in actions at law, two things are
indispemmble:
First, the appeal mm,t Hhow what order, sentence, decree or denial of the
judge of probate is appealed from.
Second, taking all allegations in the appeal and the reasons therefore to be
true; it must appear that there was error.
The allowance or probate of a will and the granting of letters testamentary
are two distinct things, involving two different judgments or decrees of
the judge of probate, and dependent upon different conditions; though
the record evidence of both decrees may be and often is contained in the
same paper.
An appeal from a decree, refusing to grant letten, testamentary, will be dismissed when it does not appear that the will has been allowed and admitted to probate.
An appellant cannot appeal f;om a decree named, and sustain his appeal by
showing that a decree not named was erroneous.
An amendment, converting an· appeal into an appeal from another arnl
different decree from that appealed from, introduces a new cause of action
and is not allowable.

On exceptions by appellant. Overruled.
Appeal _from the decree of Judge of Probate, Knox County,
refusing "to grant letters testamentary as on the last will and testament" of Harrington Osgood, late of Rockland, deceased, to the
Supreme Judicial Court, sitting as the Supreme Court of Probate.
The appeal was duly entered in the Supreme Court of Probate, aud
the appellees appeared and "moved to dismiss the appeal because of
the insufficiency of the reasons of appeal." The appellant then moved
to amend his appeal. "The presiding Justice held as matter of law
the reasons of appeal insufficient and refused to allow the amend-
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ment, holding as mattt>r of Ia w the amendment could not be allowed."
To these rulings the appellant excepted.
The case appears in the opinion.
Arthur S. Littlefield, for appeIIant.
J. H. Montgomer·y, for appellees.
SITTING:

EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.

PowERS, J. Exceptions to the ruling of the presiding justice
denying an amendment to the following probate appeal and reasons
of appeal and dismissing the appeal.
"Respectfully represf->nts H. 0. Gurdy, of Rockland, Knox County,
Maine, that he is interested as executor and legatee, under will of
deceased, in the estate of Harrington Osgood, late of Rockland, in
said County of Knox, deceased, of which said Court has now jurisdiction, that he is. aggrieved by your Honor's decree made at a Probate Court, held at Rockland, in and for said County of Knox, on
the fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1904, whereby you refused to
grant letters testamentary as on the last will of said Osgood upon
the execution and contents of said w,ill being proved by a copy thereof, and the testimony of the subscribing witnesses, and upon proof
that the original had been lost or accidentally destroyed, and of the
continued existence of such will unrevoked up to the time of the
death of said Osgood, and upon further proof that said original will
could not be obtained after reasonable diligence, and hereby appeals
therefrom to the Supreme Judicial Court, being the Supreme Court
of Probate, to be held at Rockland, within and for the County of
Knox, on the first" day of January, A. D. 1905, and alleges the
fo]]owing reasons of appeal, viz:
1. Because upon the circumstances above set forth, letters testamentary should have been issued.

2. Because the copy of the will of said Osgood presented should
have been allowed as his last will and testament.
3. Because all the requirements of the statutes and of law were
complied with for the proof of a lost or destroyed will of said deceased.
4.

Becau1-1e said Osgood legaHy executed his last wiII and testa-
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ment, and the same remained as his will unrevoked to the time of his
death, and his estate should be administered in accordance with the
terms and provisions of said will, which has been lost or destroyed
but not revoked."
The appellees moved to dismiss the appeal on the ground that the
reasons of appeal as stated were not sufficient. This is in effect a
demurrer. In passing upon the issue thus raised all allegations in
the appeal and reasons of appeal must be taken as true. Technical
precision of statement and pleading are not required in probate
appeals to the same extent as in actions at law. Danby v. Dawes,
81 Maine, 30. Two things, however, are indispensable. The appeal
must show what order, sentence, decree or denial of the judge of
probate is appealed from; and taking all allegations in the appeal
and the reasons therefor to be true, it must appear that there was
error. This much is necessary in order to inform interested parties
what is the issue, and to show prima facie that the appellant is
aggrieved. Anything short of thiR would du away with all rules of
pleading and defeat the salutary purposes for which they have been
adopted. Even this requirement in some instances may appear to
cause hardship, but in the vast majority of cases an adherence to it
must tend to the sure and speedy administration of justice. However mm,h the rules of pleading may have been relaxed when applied
to probate proceedings, we are not aware of any case in which either
of these requisities has been dispensed with.
The general statute relating to q1e probate of wills and granting
of letters teHtamentary is as follows: "When a will is proved and
allowed, the judge of probate may issue letters testamentary thereon
to the executor named therein, if he is legally competent, accepts the
trust, an<l gives bond to discharge the same when required; but if he
refuses to accept on being duly cited for that purpose, or if he
neglects for twenty days after probate of the will so to give bond, the
judge may grant such letters to the other executors, if there are any
capable and willing to accept the trust." R. S., c. 66, seetion 8.
Plainly under this statute the allowance or probate of the will and
and the granting of letterR testamentary are two distinct things, involving two different judgments or decrees of the judge of probate and
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depeudent upon different conditions; though the record evidence of
both judgments may be and often is contained in the same paper.
Letters testamentary issue after the will is allowed and, in some
instances, not for at ]east twenty days after. The probate of the
wilJ does not determine the person to whom, or the time when, Jetters
testamentary shaJI issue. These may depend upon the executor
named being a suitable person, accepting the trust, and giving bond if
a bond is required. If he refuses to accept the trust, or neglects for
twenty days after the pr<)bate of the will to give bond, then letters
testamentary cannot be issued until some other person is found capable and willing to accept the trust.
The special statute relating to wills lost or destroyed is found in
section 9 immediately after that above quoted and is as follows:
"When the Jast wiJI of any deceased person, who had his domicile in
the state at the time of his death, is lost, destroyed, suppressed or
carried out of the state, and cannot be obtained after reasonable diligence, its execution and contents may be proved by a copy, and by
the testimony of the subscribing witnesses thereto, or by any other
evidence competent to prove the execution and contents of a will, and
upon proof of the continued existence of such lost wiJI, unrevoked
up to the time of the testator's death letters testamentary shall be
granted as on the last will of the deceased, the same as if the original
had been produced and proved." R. 8., c. 66, section 9. This statute
does not use the express terms "aUowed" as does the preceding section but says '' letters testamentary shall be granted as on the last
will of the deceased, the same as if the origina] had been produced
and proved." If the original had been produced and proved, it must
still have been allowed by the judge of probate as the last will and
testament of the deceased before letters testamentary could issue.
The admission of the will to probate is therefore made, in the one
case as in the other, a condition precedent to the issuing of letters
testamentary. It is not reasonable to be]ieve that the Jegis]ature
intended that in the case of a lost will letters testamentary should
issue and the estate of the deceased be administered in accordance
with such will, without a finding by the probate court that such will
was his last will and testament and its allowances as such. In Bou-
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vier's Law Diet. we find: "Letters testamentary. An instrument in
writing granted by the judge or officer having jurisdiction of the
probate of wills, after the probate of a will; to an executor, authorizing him to act as such."
The decree appealed from in this case is a decree whereby the
I
judge of probate "refused to grant letters testamentary as on the last
will of said Osgood; " but neither in the appeal nor in the reasons
therefor is there any statement direct or by implication that said will
had been allowed or admitted to probate. Without such allegation
it does not appear that there was error in refusing to grant letters
testamentary.
It is urged that the appeal is to be regarded as an appeal from a
decree denying probate of the will. We have seen that the two
things are entirely distinct. The appellant has expressly stated that
he appeals from a decree refusing to grant letters testamentary. To
treat this as an appeal from a decree refmling to admit the will to
probate is to do violence to the language used, and would be subversive of all rules of construction and of pleading. It is true that
some of the reasons of appeal assigned might be s~1fficient to sustain
an appeal from a decree other than that stated as the one appealed
from,-but does that override the appellant's express statement of
the particular decree by which he says 'he was aggrieved? He cannot allege one decree in his appeal, and then sustain that appeal by
showing that some other decree not named was erroneous.

That the

construction contended for is neceRsary, to suit the exigencies of the
appellant's case as here presented, makes it none the less forced and
uunatural.
The appellant was not aggrieved by the refusal to allow his amendment. There is in the amendment no allegation. of the allowance of
the will, and it therefore failed to supply the missing averment in
his appeal. If the amendment is to be regarded as converting the
appeal into an appeal from another and different decree, viz: one
denying the probate of the will, then it introduces a new cause of
action aud for that reason is not allowable.
Exceptions overruled.
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In Equity.
CAMDEN LAND COMPANY

vs.
W AL'.rER

E.

LEWIS AND WALTER

SAME
SAME

vs.

York.

v.~.

ANNIE

ANNIE

F.

F.

E.

LEWIS,

LEWIS,

Trustee.

et a1s.

LEWIS, Admx.,

et als.

Opinion December 27, 1905.

Bill in Equity. .Multifariousness. Enforcible Trust. Corporations. .Hd,udary
Relations of Promoters. Secret Projits. Treasury Stock. Intere8ted /Jirector8.
Salarie8. Authority of Corporation President.
Unauthorized lsH'Ue of
Stock. Accounting for Sale of Stock. Ratijication. Tru8t 1!7und8
Changed Into Real E8tate.
A bill in equity which charges (1) that certain real estate was bought for
the plaintiff corporation by its president, and was paid for in whole or in
part with its funds, or with the proceeds of its stock unlawfully issued
and sold, and not properly accounted for, and that its president fraudulently caused the real estate to be conveyed to his son, one of the defendants through whom several other defendants, but not all the defenda1Jts,
have legal or equitable titles, which they should convey to the plaintiff,
(2) that a part of the above defendants, and two other defendants, have
unlawfully received stock in the plaintiff corporation, which they should
account ·for to it, and (3) that still another defendant has unlawfully
received and sold the stock of the plaintiff, in part, at least, other than
that mentioned in the preceding class, for the proceeds of which he should
account to it, is bad for multifariousness.
2. An enforcible trust in lauds purchased by the president of a corporation
with his own money, or with money which he supposed belonged to him,
was not crea.ted in this case for the benefit of the corporation, though it
had authorized him to act for it in the purchase of real estate, and though
he may have intended ultimately to sell the land to the corporation.
3. Promoters of a corporation stand in a fiduciary relation to the corporation and to its subscribers for stock, and to those who it is expected will
afterwards buy stock from the ·corporation. If they undertake to sell

1.

their own property to the corporation they are bound to disclose the
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whole truth respecting it. If they fail to do this, or if they receive secret
profits out of the transaction, the corporation may elect to avoid the purchase, -or it may hold the promoters accountable for the secret profits.
4. Treasury stock in a corporation which is issued to trustees whose duty is
immediately to return it to the corporation is still treasury stock.
5. Directors of a corporation have no authority to act for the corporation
in matters in which they themselves are interested.
ti. Directors of a corporation cannot vote salaries to themselves. Nor can
they vote a salary to one of their number as president at a meeting where
his presence is necessary to a quorum.
7. The president of a corporation has no implied authority to sell its treasury stock. Nor, in the absence of a valid vote of a quorum of disinterested directors can he cause treasury stock to be issued to himself in payment of the corporation's debt to him.
8. The unauthorized issue of treasury stock to the president in such a case
conveys no rights to him as against the corporation. He is regarded as
holding the stock in trust for the corporation, and if he sells it, the proceeds in his hands are impressed with the same trust, and may be
followed into his estate, so long as distinguishable.
9. An officer of a corporation, employed on a salary, to sell its stock for the
benefit of the corporation, cannot charge it to himself, or account for it at
an arbitrary pr.ice, when sold, and pocket the surplus, if any. He must
truly account for the whole price received. The whole amount received
belongs to the corporation and in his hands is trust money, which the corporation may follow.
10. A vote of stockholders "that all acts of the directors and officers be
hereby ratified and approved'' is held not to be effective in this case, to
ratify the unauthorized and illegal voting of salaries by directors to themselves, or the unauthorized and illegal issue of treasury stock by the prei-;ident himself, when it does not appear that the stockholders generally
had any knowledge of the trammctions. Knowledge by stockholders of
such transactions is not to be presumed.
11. When trust funds of a personal character have been changed into real
estate they can be followed, and the rights of the cestui que trust can be
maintained, if the right:s of third parties have not intervened.
12. In this case it is held that the proceeds of treasury stock unlawfully
h,sued to the president of the plaintiff corporation and sold by him, and
the proceeds of treasury stock lawfully issued and sold by him so far as
not accounted for, are traced $3,000 into the Sagamore farm, and $1,000
into the Sherman farm, mentioned in the bills, and are cbarges upon those
farms respectively, so far as concerns the interests of such defendants as
have no other or greater rights than William D. Lewis would have had,
had he purchased those farms in his o, n1 name.
1

In equity. On appeal by plaintiff corporation,
cnae with opinion.

Decrees in accord-
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Three suits in equity and heard together on appeal.
The first above named suit is baHed on the allegation that while
the legal title to a certain tract of land in Camden known as the
Sagarrn~re farm iH in the defendants, the land was purchased for the
plaintiff by its president, \V m. D. Lewis, and was paid for with funds
of the plaintiff corporation, or with proceeds of stock of the plaintiff
corporation unlawfully issued and sold and not properly accounted
for. The prayer is for an adjudication that the defendants hold the
legal title as trustee for the plaintiff and for a conveyance.
The second above named :.;uit is similar to the first suit but relates
to a tract of land in Camden known as the Sherman farm. The
allegations and prayer are substantially the same as in the first suit,
mutatis mutandis.
In the third above named suit, the original bill was demurred to
and the demurrer sustained. The bill was then amended by leave
of court. As amended the bill charges that the Sagamore farm
named in the first above mentioned suit, the Sherman farm named in
the second above mentioned suit were purchased f9r the plaintiff
corporation by its president, Wm. D. Lewis, and were paid for · in
whole or at least in part by funds of the plaintiff corporation or by
proceeds of stock of plaintiff company unlawfully issued and sold,
and not properly accounted for. It charges that Walter E. Lewis,
Kenneth H. Lewis, Annie F. Lewis, Jessie Lewis, Lenora L. Jackson,
Dexter Lewis, Edison Lewis, ,James M. Jackson, and Walter E. Lewis
and Kenneth H. Lewis as Trustees have legal or e(l uitable titles to
both tracts which they should convey to the plaintiff. It further
charges that Charles H. Lewis, Walter E. Lewis, Annie F. Lewis,
Je~sie Lewis, Emma J. Call and Florence L. Abbott, have received
stock of the plaintiff company unlawfully which they should restore
or account for.
The Justice of the first instance decreed that all three bills be
dismissed and that one bill of cost be allowed the defendants in each
case. Thereupon the plaintiff corporation appealed in each case.
The caRes fully appear in the opinion.
A1·thur S. Littlefield and Reuel Robinson, for plaintiff.
Joseph E. Moore and J. H. Montgomery, for defendants.
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STROUT, SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, .JJ.

SAVAGE; J. The first bill, dated Nov. 8, 1902, alleges in substance that on February 26, 1901, one William D. Lewis, president
o:f the plaintiff corporation, acting for and in behalf of the plaintiff,
contracted for the purchase of a parcel of real estate in Camden,
known as the "Sagamore Farm," and took a written agreement from
the owner to convey the same to Walter E. Lewis "trustee,'' the
defendant, who was the son of William D. Lewis, upon payment of
the consideration, that afterwards W ii liam D. Lewis paid towards the
consideration large sums of the plaintiff's money, or the proceeds of
plaintiff's stock unlawfully issued and sold, and not properly
accounted. for, that after the death of William D. Lewis, the defendant, on June 3, 1go2, procured a deed of the premises from the
owner, running to himself as "trustee," giving for the unpaid balance
of the consideration his notes as trustee, secured by a mortgage of the
premises, and that the defendant took title as trustee for the plaintiff,
and for no one else. The prayer is that the defendant may be
adjudged to hold the premises as trustee for the plaintiff, and that he
may be ordered to convey to the plaintiff.
The second bill, dated Nov. 7, Hl02, contains similar allegations
and a similar prayer with respect to a11other parcel of_ land in Camden,
called the "Sherman Farm,'' reciting a contract of purchase dated
April 7, °i899, between the owner and W. E. Lewis, hut that
W. E. Lewis was acting as trustee, and said Lewis procured a deed
of the same, on Dec. 23, 1 UO 1, in accordance with the contract. It
also alleges that the defendant Lewis, disregarding his trust duty to ·
the plaintiff, conveyed the premises to one Jackson, and that Jackson
on the same day conveyed them to two of the defendants, in trust for
the benefit of themselves and the other defendants.
The third bill, dated July 21, 1903, alleges in substance, that
prior to 1894 William D. Lewis and Walter E. Lewis owned or
had some interest in sundry pieces of land in Camden and vicinity,
but that prior to June, 1894, they had been di\•ested of title to all,
except a technical right to redeem a part, which right was of no value,
that pretending and representing themselves to own alLof said propVOL. Ct
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erty, they undertook to "stock" it, with a design of obtaining. for
themselves, or for themselves and the other defendants, large amounts
of stock in the corporation to be organized, without giving the proposed corporation any equivalent therefor, and with a design to sell
the same for their own benefit, in fraud of the corporation, of the
organized stockholders who should pay cash for their stock, and of
those who should subsequently purchase stock from the corporation;
that to carry out such fraudulent design, they organized a corporation under the name of The Camden Land Company, with a capital
stock of $360,000, divided into 120,000 shares of the par value of
$3 each. It is alleged that William D. Lewis was a director and
controlled the corporation, an<l that two other persons became directors at his solicitation and for his accommodation, and voted as he
directed, relying upon his representation that he and Walter E.
Lewis sti1l owned, and the corporation was to receive, title to the
lands which the Lewises had previously owned, and that each of these
other directors subscribed for and paid cash for a few shares of stock.
It is further a11eged that the directors, under the control and direction of William. D. Lewis, and by means of the false and fraudulent
representations made by him as to the title to said property, voted,
on July 2, 1894, to buy of the Lewises, "a11 their right, title and
interest" in certain specified properties, and to pay therefor 119,900
shares of stock of The Camden }..;and Company, which was all of its
stock except 100 shares subscribed for by the three directors, that
the representations as to title were false and fraudulent, of which the
stockholders and directors other than William D. Lewis were
ignorant. It is alleged that the Lewises received a portion of the
119,900 shares of stock, sold a part of it and retained the proceeds;
also that Walter E. Lewis on July 3, 1894, before any of the stock
had been issued to him, released to the company 30,000 shares of
stock, the same to be for the purpose of the development and
expenses of the company. It is further alleged that the Lewises,
being the majority stockholders of The Camden Land Company, for
their own personal benefit, profit and advantage, that they might have
more stock to sell, and in frau<l of the plaintiff, and o! the parties
who have become stoekholders therein, an<l have paid cash for stock,
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both at the reorganization, and since, and for the further stocking of
the pretended property of The Camden Land Company, on Feb. JO,
1896, organized the plaintiff corporation, with a capital stock of
$720,000, divided into 240,000 shares of the par value of $3 each,
that said William D. Lewis was a director, that at his solicitation two
other persons were made directors, that they each subscribed and paid
for 10 shares of stock, and that, relying upon the representations of
Lewis, which were false, as to the title and value of the property
owned by The Camden Land Company, these other directors, with
said Lewis un<lertook to carry out an arrangement whereby the
plaintiff was to issue 289,970 shares of its stock in exchange for the
franchise and other property of The Camden Land Company. It is
further alleged that The Camden Land Company voted to sell and
the plaintiff corporation to buy such franchise and other propel'ty,
for said 239,970 shares of stock, the plaintiff assuming the debts of
The Camden Laud Company, and that the plaintiff was induced to
make said purchase by the false representations of William D. Lewis
as to the title and value of the property of The Camden Land Company. It is also alleged that said Lewis and one Symonds were
appointed by The Camden Land Company trustees to receive and
distribute the stock of the plaintiff ~mong its stockholders, giving
them two shares of new stock for one of the old, that there were
then 24,500 shares of treasury stock of the old company unissued,
and that said trustees released to the plaintiff 49,000 shares of the
new stock, not then issued, to be held as treasury stock. It is also
alleged that the plaintiff, through such pretended sale, received no
property or interest in any, but that under the direction of said Lewis
it issued 191,000 shares of its stock in fraud of the rights of the
plaintiff, and of existing stockholders, and future _purchasers of stock,
and that 35,000 shares of treasury stock have been sold by the
plaintiff, and purchased by holders thereof on the faith of and upon
a belief in the representations alleged to be false and fraudulent. It
is also alleged that the above mentioned 191,000 shares were issued
without consideration, and that by direction of said William D.
Lewis and Walter E. Lewis, 99,000 of these shares were issued,
also without consideration, to certain of these defendants, who were
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relatives or members of the family of William D. Lewis, namely, to
Walter E. Lewis, son, 20,000 shares; to Annie F. Lewis, wife,
21,000 shares; to Jessie Lewis, daughter, 20,000 shares; to Emma
J. Call, sister, 20,000 shares; .and to Florence L. Abbott, niece, I 9,000
shares. It is also alleged that other shares of the 19 I ,000 were
issned· under the direction of William D. Lewis, and of .Charles H.
Lewis, brother of William D., to purchasers, and that they have
pen,onally received the pay for the stock so sold to purchasers, and
that the stock issued to the parties above named, or to William D. or
Walter E. 'or Charles H. Lewis, or which has .been sold by any of
them~ has been issued or sold in fraud of the plaintiff and of 8tockholders who were such at the time of the pretended sale by The
Camden Land Company, and of subseque1it purchasers of treasury.
stock. · It is particularly allege<l that <lefemlant Char.Jes H. Lewis
has sold and received pay for a large number of the 1 ~ 1,000 shares,
from which the plaintiff has received no benefit, and that he has sold
and received pay for a large amount of the treasury stock, and has ,
rendered no account therefor.
The third 9ill also alleges the purchase of the Sagamore farm and
the Sherman farm, mentioned in the first and second bills, with the
proceeds of portions of th_e 191,000 shares of stock previous! y ref erred
to, and the proceeds of said trea~ury stock, and that the Sagamore
farm and the Sherman farm, in fraud of the plaintiff,. were conveyed
to the defendant, Walter E. Lewis, and are llOW held by said Lewis
and the clefendant Kenneth H. Lewis, purporting to be trustee8, in
specified proportions, for the defondants Annie F. Lewis, Jessie
Lewis, \Valter E. Lewis, Leonora L. Jackson, Dexter W. Lewis,
Edison Lewis aud James H. Jackson and Walter E. aud Kenneth H.
Lewis, trustees, and also, that these farms are nuw held . by the
trustees, in fraud of the plaintiff, and without any consideration µaid
by the trustees, or any of their grantors, grantees in the mesne
conveyances, or by the cestuis que trusteut, and with fu]l knowledge
of a1l parties of the riµ;hts and equities of the plaintiff, so that the
property now equitably belongs to the plaintiff. ·It is also alleged
that The Camden Land Company has assigned t•> the pl:dntiff all
rights which it had cit lciw or iu equity, respecting the matters <J,harged,
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and that both companies were under the absolute control of William
D. Lewis~ and. of the defendants, while the acts occurred of which
complaint is made. Further it is alleged that the plaintiff has
purchased from the true owners portions of the real estate falsely
represented to have belong.eel to the old company, but that, it has
received no interest in any property from any of the defendants.
The plaintiff alleges that it is entitled to a conveyance of the
Sagamore Fa rm and the Sherman Farm from Walter E. and Kenneth
H. Lewis, the trustees, and a release of the interests of the cestuis
qne trnstent, and to an accounting from the defendant Annie F. Lewis
as adminiEJtratrix of the estate of William D. Lewis, and from Charles
H. Lewis, Walter E. Lewis, Annie F. Lewis, Jessie Lewis, Emma
J. Cal I ai1d Florence L. Abbott, for all stock held or disposed of by
them, or either of them, and makes prayer therefor.
The defendants Annie F. Lewis, Jessie Lewis and Charles H ..
Lewis, while denying many matters charged, but not necessary now
to be specified, deny all allegations of fraud, and also, of any trust
for the benefit of the plaintiff or its stockholders. In their answers,
they also claim the benefit of. a demurrer. The other defendants
have not answered. As to this bill it may be observed that while
Annie F. Lewis is named among the defendants as administratrix of
the estate of William D. Lewis, the death of Williain D. Lewis is
not alleged, and no prayer for relief is made against her in the
capacity of administratrix. The bill, then, charges ( I ) that the two
farms mentioned were bought for the plaintiff by Wm. D. Lewis, its
president, and were paid for in whole or in part with its funds or
with the proceeds of its stock unlawfully issued and sold, and not
properly accounted for, and that Walter E; Lewis, Kenneth H. Lewib,
Annie F. Lewis, Je8sie Lewis, Leonora L .. Jackson, Dexter Lewis,
Edison Lewis, James M. Jackson and Walter E. Lewis and Kenneth
H. Lewis as trustees, have legal or equitable titles to both farms,
which they 8hould co~vey to the plaintiff; (2) that Walter E. Lewis,
Annie :F. Lewis, ,Jessie Lewis, Emma J.. Call and :Floreuce L. Abbott
have unlawfully received stock in the plaintiff corporation, which they
should account for to it, and (3) that Charles H. Lewis has unlawfu1ly
received and sold the stock of the plaintiff, in part at least, other
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than that mentioned in ~he preceding class, for the proceeds of which
he should account to it.
These various allegations, we think, make the bill bad for multifariousness. It is not alleged that the other defendants had any connection with the 99,000 shares of s_tock received by Walter E. Lewis
and others. It is not alleged that any of the other defendants than
Charles H. Lewis were in any way interested in the stock sold by
him, or connected with the ·sales by him. It is not alleged that
Charles H. Lewis, Emma J. Call and Florence L. Abbott have any
connection with the Sagamore and Sherman farms. Here, then, are
three different causes of complaint, three prayers for relief, and each
in effect against a different group of defendants. One group is to
account for the stock received and held, another to account for stock
sold, and another to convey land. Nor does the proof show that the
situation can be . improved by amendment, except by striking out,
for the proof shows the same variety of interests and relations. The
counsel for the plaintiff urgeA, as we understand him, that the bill
should not be deemed multifarious, because these various complaints
grow out of what was virtually a single transaction, namely the
fraudulent, unauthorized and void issuing of the stock of the plaintiff
at its organization by W. D. Lewis, its president, followed by the
unlawful manipulation subsequently of so much of said stock as was
treasury stock. We cannot accede to this view. If it should appear
that a part of the proceeds of the 99,000 shares spoken of went
towards the purchase price of the farms, or if a part of t.he proceeds
of the stock sold by Charles H. Lewis, after being turned into the
treasury; went in the same direction, can the plaintiff in one and t.he
same proceeding recover of those who received the 99,000 shares of
stock, the value or proceeds thereof, and of Charles H. Lewis the
proceeds of stock sold by him, and at the same time enforce against
other parties a _conveyance of the land on the ground that it was paid
for by the proceeds of the same stock? We think not. And al I the
more this result would follow if the stock was not identical. The
complaints made and remedies sought are not only inconsistent but
antagonistic. This bill will have to be dismissed.
But a determination of the other two bills involves a consideration
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of many of the questions which have been argued with respect to the
third bill. There is no doubt that both the Sagamore Farm and the
Sherman Farm were paid for in part at least by the proceeds of the
sales of stock of the plaintiff, and that the stock sold was in each case
stock which was or had been treasury stock, and also stock which
had been issued at the outset for the benefit of stockholders in another
corporation to pay for property purchased. The plaintiff elaims that
all of the latter stock was illegally issued, that a portion at least of
the former was issued for illegal purposes, and that the proceeds of
both classes should be deemed trust funds, which can now be traced
into these farms.
In order to have a clearer tinderstanding of the matters in litigation, it iH uecessary to trace briefly the history of the antecedent corporation, to whose assets, such as they were, and to whose liabilities,
the plaintiff has succeeded, though neither the first corporation nor
its stockholders, as such, are parties to these bills, nor have they
made complaint.
After a pairn;taking examination of the voluminous record, giving
proper weight to the findings of the justice who heard the case below,
we think the facts may be summarized substantially as follows.
Prior to June, 1894, William D. Lewis, now deceased, and his son,
Walter E. Lewis, had acquired some rights and interests in various
lots and tracts of land in Camden and Lincolnville, with the idea of
disposing of them as sites for summer residences. On June 20, 1894,
they organized a corporation called The Camden Land Company,
with a view that the corporation should take over their interests in
the real estate in exchange for ·stock. The Camden Land Company
(hereafter to be called the old Company) was organized for the
expreHs purpose of dealing in real estate. Its capital stock was fixed
at $360,000, divided into 120,000 shares of the par value of $3 each.
In its organization, Willia1,11 D. Lewis procured the services of
William H. Adams, of Boston, and Ralph C. Stephenson, of Kittery,
at which latter place the corporation was organized, Lewis and
Adams each subscribing for 33 shares, and Stephenson for 34 shares ;
and they three were elected directors. It is very evident that Adams
and Stephenson were in the employ of Lewis, and acting solely by
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his direction. It is alleged in one of the hills that they became
directors at his solicitation and for his accommodation, and voting as
he directed. They were there to represent and act for him, and had
no real interest in the corporation or its purposes, otherwise.
Although cash appears by the records to have been paid for their
shares, under the circumstances we think it should not be found
that they paid their own cash. They were what the cases call
"nominees" of Lewis, and their stock interests are not to be considered. Old Dominfon Copper Co. v. Bigelow, 188 Mass. 315. At
its organization the corporation authorized the directors to purchase
such real estate and other property "as they shall be advised are for
the best interests of the corporation," :ind to pay either in cash or the
stock of the corporation not exceeding 119,900 sham;;, which was all
of the stock unsubscribed for by the incorporators. On July 2, 1894,
the directors (Lewis and Adams being present) voted to buy of the
Lewises, all of their rights and interests in certain lots and tracts of
land, which were named, and to assume the encumbrance thereon,
and to pay them therefor the remaining stock of the company, namely,
119,900 shares. At this time the Lewises had lost their right and
title to many of the lots named, and what legal right they had in the
other lots was of little or no value. Subsequently, however, during
the same year, they succeeded in recovering some interests in the lots
forfeited, and conveyed to the company those interests more or less
encumbered, but of some value over and above encumbrances, though
of far less value than the par value of the I rn,900 shares of stock.
Of the 119,900 shares to which the Lewises were entitled by the
vote, Walter E. Lewis donated back to the company 30,000 shares
"for the purposes of development and expenses of the compauy."
So far as the stock voted by the old company for land from the
Lewises was i8sued by the company, it was issued direct to the
parties to whom the Lewises sold it. No stock certificate except for
the 33 shares subscribed for at the organization was ever issued to
either of the Le wises. No certificate was ever issued for the 30,000
shares of treasury stock donated by Walter E. Lewis. It remained
in the treasury unissued, except, when any was sold, a certificate
was issued to the purchaser. Of this 30,000 shares of treasury .stock
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fi,500 shares were Rold prior to Febrnary, 1896, leaving 24,500 shares
um;old. The company at that time had issued certificates for 33,0~5
shares of other·stock, one half directly to purchasers and one half in
the name of one S. L. Symonds, and endorsed by him in blank.
In February, 1896, William D. Lewis and others, operating with
him, formed the plan of organizing a new company, with a larger
capital stock, to be exchanged for the assets of the old company.
Their purpose was to get more shares of stock to selL Accordingly
a meeting of the old company _was held. Feb. 10, 18H6. At this
meeting, William D. Lewis, S. L. Symonds and Ralph C. Stephenson attended in person. They also held proxies from other stockholders. Symonds was a stockholder, and he had been secretary and
treasurer of the old company almost from its organization. At this
meeting it was unanimously voted to sell and convey the frandiise of
the corporation to a new company, to be organized to deal in real
estate, with double the capital stock, namely, 240,000 shares, and
take in payment 23g,g70 shares of such stock, provided the new
company should assume the debts of the old company. Lewis and
Symonds were appointed trustees to receive this new stock of the new
company and diHtribute it among the stockholders of the old company,
giving two shares of the new for one of the old.
On the same day and at the same place, Lewis, Symonds and
Stephenson, who comp<lsed the meeting of the old company and
passed the vote above named, organized, in accordance with prior
notices, a corporation to deal in real estate and stocks, to be known
as Camden Land Company, (hereinafter to be called the new company)
with 240,000 shares of stock, at a par value of $3 each. The three
incorporators were elected directors, and were authorized to purchase
sud1 real estate and other property "as they shall be advised are for
the best interests of the corporation," and to issue stock in payment
thel'eof, not exceeding "239,900" shares. The incorporators subscribed for 10. shares eaeh, which, so the records state, were paid for.
Lewis was made president, Symonds secretary and treasurer of the
new company. The next day, Feb. 11, 1896, the directors (Lewis
an<l Symonds, only, being present) voted "to buy of The Camden
Land Company their franchise ~n<l all their property, of whatever
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name and of whatever nature, and wherever located, including real
estate in Camden and Lincolnville, Maine, containing about 850 acres
of land bonded and subject to the following claims, which the Camden
Land Company hereby assume," (four claims were specified), and
pay therefor 239,970 shares of the capital stock of Camden Land
Company. At a stockholders' meeting, held May 6, 1896, at which
were present in person W. D. Lewis, S. L. Symonds and R. C.
Stephenson, and other stockholders were represented by proxy, the
acts of the directors under the vote of Feb. 1 I, above stated, were
approved. And further, at a stockholders' meeting held May 7,
1902, there being present in person or by proxy holders of 190,580
shares of stock, it was "unanimously voted that all acts of the
directors and officers be hereby ratified and approved."
Symonds, the treasurer of the new company, immediately after the
directors' vote above named charged off on the books of the new
company all its capital stock, 30 shares to the incorporators, according to their subscriptions, and the remaining 239,970 shares to Lewis
and Symonds, trustees for the stockholders of the old company. All
the assets and rights of the old company were subsequently transferred
to the new company. The old company did possess some real estate
which the new company acquired, but it was less in quantity and
and value than appeared in the treasurer's report of the old company,
or was represented to purchasing stockholders in the new company,
and very much less in value than the par of the stock given in
exchange.
The plaintiff claims that the votes of Symonds, as stockholder and
director in the new company, to exchange the stock of the new company for the assets of the old, were made on the strength of the
representations of Lewis, which turned out to be false, in regard to
the ownership of the various tracts of land which the old company
had voted to buy of the Lewises. But we think that the presiding
justice below was well warranted in finding that if the representations
of Lewis were made as claimed, and if Symonds believed them to be
true, they were not the cause of his vote. That is to say, he did not
make the vote on the strength of those representations. Symonds
was part and parcel of the new scheme for H restocking" the lands
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and property of The Camden Land Company; and we think, to
quote the language of the presiding justice, that "h~ was hand in
glove with Lewis, working in concert with him to obtain more stock
to sell, and voted as he did for that purpose."
If the foregoing transactions were valid and effective, the new company now had no stock unissued. Lewis, Symonds and Stephenson,
being all the stockholders in the new company, and also its directors,
had voted, as stockholders, to authorize the directors to purchase real
estate and give in payment therefor 239,n00 shares of its stock. The
directors had voted to buy the assets of the old company for 239,970
shares of stock, 70 shares more than was named in the stockholders'
vote; but the directors' vote was afterwards ratified by the stockholders. All the shares had been disposed of by unanimous consent
of all the stockholders, 30 shares to them as irworporators, and the
remainder to trm~tees for stockholders of the old company. The
stock all belonged to Lewis, Symonds and Stephenson, incorporators,
and to Lewis and Symonds, trustees, and was entered on the books
accordingly. The new company still has the property conveyed to
it by the old company in exchange for this stock. It has never
sought to rescind the contract of purchase, and does not now seek to.
But after all of the stock of the new company had been di8posed
ot, so far as book account is concerned, as previously stated, Lewis
and Symonds, as trustees, transferred to the treasurer of the new
company 49,000 shares of stock, which was two shares for one of
the treasury stock remaining in the treasury of the old corporation.
This stock, although it had been issued to Lewis and Symonds as
trustees, is to be regarded as treasury stock. When this was done
the new company had as assets the agreement of the old company to
co11vey its lands.and rights, which was afterwards carried out, and
had upon its bookH the 49,000 shares of its own stock thus transferred to it. There were left in the ,hands of Lewis and Symonds,
trm,tees for the stoekholders in the old company, 190,~H0 shares.
Of the 4!),000 share~ of treasury stock, 35,000 shares have been
disposed of and issued, and all have been accdunted for to the company in one way or another. Some have been sold by the president
and by the general manager at varying prices, $1 · a share and
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upwards, but have been accounted for to the company, so far as book
keeping goes, at $1 a share. . The cash proceeds have been used
by the company .in its business. Some shares have been transferred
to the president on account of salary and expenses. Out of the
shares remaining after the 49,000 shares of treasury stock were
returned to the company, allotments were made by Lewis and
Symonds, trustees, to Charles H. Lewis, Walter E. Lewis and
others of the Lewis family. Some or all of these shares· have since
been sold by Charles H. Lewis upon the market. Charles H. Lewis
was general manager of the new company, and also made sales for it
out of the 49,000 shares of its treasury stock.
By far the greater portion of the proceeds of sales of stock were
consumed in expenses of officers and agents, and in paying salaries to
the officeri? and to the general manager, Charles H. Lewis. These
salaries, however, were fixed by the votes of the directors. The
plaintiff claims that these salaries were unlawfulJy voted at directors'
meetings attended only by William D. Lewis and S. L. Symonds,
who, by their interest, were disqualified from voting on the question.
The salaries to Lewis and Syfoonds were voted at such meetings.
As already stated, one ground on which the plaintiff asks that the
Sagamore and Sherman farms be declared to be held in trust for its
benefit and for a conveyance is that the funds of the plaintiff, or
funds derived from the sale of its stock, were used to pay ·for both
of these farms. It is undoubtedly true that a large part of the
money paid for these farms came from the sales of stock in the
plaintiff company. But with two exceptions to be notic·ed, aJI the
proceeds of stock which went into these farms arose from the sales
of stock originalJy held in trust by Lewis and 'Symonds fo'r the
benefit of the stockholders of the old company, and outside of the
49,000 shares of treasury stock.
Out of the 49,000 shares of treasury stock, 5500 shares were
transferred to W. D. Lewis on account of salary and expenses.
5,000 shares of this Lewis stock were sold by him to Edwin Lord
for 5,000 in cash and other considerations, probably of little value,
and the other 500 shares were left with Lord to be sold by him for
the joint benefit of Lewis and himself. Of the $5,000 received-from
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Lord, Lewis paid $3,000 towards the purchase of the Sagamore
farm, March 28, 1901.
One George A. Bigelow purchased 2,000 shares of the treasury
stock at $1.50 a share, for which he gave to W. D. Lewis two notes
payable to the. plaintiff for $ I ,500 each. This stock was accounted
for by Lewis to the company a.t $ 1.00 a share, th_e company taking,
in part at least, other notes, derived from the sale of other stock.
W. D. Lewis turned in one of Bigelow's $1,500 notes. towards the
purhase of the Sherman farm, and it was afterwards paid. The
effect of these two payments out of the Lord purchase and the
Bigelow purchase we shall consider hereafter.
The plaintiff also claims that the Sagamore and Sherman farms
should be conveyed to it, because it says that the farms were bought
for it ; that W. D. Lewis, in maki11g the original agreements for
purchase, was then acting as its officer and agent. It appears that at
a meeting of the stockholders held May 10, 1897, Lewis was
"authorized and empowered to act for the company in the purchase
of real estate." No specific authority or instruction was given to
him with regard to any particular parcel of real estate, and so far as
appears, neither the corporation nor the directors directed him specifically to make contracts for the Sagamore farm or the Sherman farm.
In 1898 W. D. Lewis secured an option, or agreement to sell, on the
Sherman farm in the name of his son, William E. Lewis. In 1901
he secured a similar option on the Sagamore farm in the name of W.
E. Lewis, trustee, the purpose of the tru~t not appearing in the writing. . We have no doubt that at the beginning of the negotiations
and during the greater part of the time after the owners agreed to
sell, and until the deeds were given, Lewis intended that these
farms should go to the complainant eventually. All the payments,
however, were made by him out of his own funds, or at least out of
funds which he thought belonged to him. He charged none of his
payments to the company. The company never bel~anie hound to
purchase either farm, or to repay Lewis for hiH diHlmrsements.
Before the deedH were obtained, and at a time when it was exceedingly
doubtful whether the Lewises would be able to complete the payments,
a new tn1st wa~ formed. , Money was raised from peri;ons who had
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had nothing whatever to do with the previous tram,actions with the
company, or its stock, and with it was paid a balance due on the
purchase of each farm, and interest. And thereupon the farms, by
mesnP. conveya1wes, were placed in trust for the l~enefit of members
of the families of W. D. Lewis and Charles H. Lewis, whose money
had gone in to make the prior payments, and for the benefit of the
persons contributing later to complete the payments. Among these
persons were directors of the plaintiff company other than the Lewises,
including Symonds, who now seems to complain of the tram;action.
Upon a careful study of the evidence, we are unable to find that
any enforc~ble trust is established in favor of the plai11tiff, in either
farm, by reason of the fact that they were purchased by the president
of the company. \Vhatever may have been his intention, it was not
carried into effect. It did not proceed so far as to make it a trust
binding upon himself, or which the company was bound to recognize,
or which it might enforce. There was no declaration of an express
trust in these farms for the benefit of the plaintiff. There were no
fiduciary or confidential relations between I--1ewis and the company
with respect to these farms out of which a constructive implied trust
might arise from the fact that he made the purchase. He had a
right to buy the farms for himself, and afterwards to sell them to the
company. His intention to do so did not make them trust property.
Even if he had agreed to buy them for the company, but had repudiated
the agreement and purchased them in his own name, with his own
money, the great weight of authority is to the effect that the agreement would he within the statute of frauds and not enforcible, if not
in writing. 15 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, p. 1187, and cases cited.
The only remaining question is whether these farms were paid
for in whole or in part, with the funds of the plaintiff, and under
such circumstances that an implied or resulting trust would
arise, or, failing that, whether money of the plaintiff, which was
in the hands of William D. LewiR, and which is to be regarded
as trust funds, was paid as the consideration, in whole or in part for
the purchase of the farms, and if the answer upon the latter hypotheRis is in the affirmative, whether the fund can be regarded as so traced
into the farms as to make them trust property, or as to make them
liable to be charged in equity with the payment of the fund.
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To present the issue sharply, it must be said that under the first
and second bills, the question is not what liabilities the promoters of
the old company are under to that company for secret profits growing
out of their sale to the company, or an account of their failure to
disclose to existing or future stockholders the truth respecting the_
title or cost of the lands bought. The old company is not seeking
relief. Nor is it a question how far the promoters of the new company are responsible to it for matters growing out of the sale from
the old to the new company, or for profits received by them in the
sale of the new stock, which was given them for their old stock.
It may be conceded, for it is well settled and true, that promoters
of a corporation stand in a fiduciary relation to the corporation, and
to its subscribers for stock, and to those who it is expected will afterwards buy stock from the corporation. The promoters owe to them
the utmos~ good faith. And if they undertake to sell their own
property to the corporation they are bound to disclose the whole
truth rn,pecting it. If they fail to do this, or if they receive secret
profits out of the transaction, either in cash or by way of allotments
of stock, when there are other stockholders, or it is expected that there
will be other holders of new and additional stock, undoubtedly the
corporation 1nay elect to avoid the purchase; or it may hold the
promoters accountable for the secret profits, if in cash; or may
require a return of the stock if unsold ; or if sold, an accounting
for the profits of its sale. Hriyward v. Leeson, 176 Mass. 310, and
cases cited; 3 Thomp. on Corp. p. 2927; Plaquemines Tropical
Fruit Go. v. B1wlc, 52 N. J. Eq. 230; Old Dominion Copper Go., etc.
v. Bigelow, 188 Mass. 315. ~ut here the plaintiff corporation does
not seek to avoid the sale. It retains the property purchased. So
far as the Sagamore and Sherman farms are concerned, it does not
seek, and cannot seek, an accounting for promoters' profits. For
th~se reasons we do not need to inquire whether the plaintiff might
have avoided the sale from the old company, on the gro1m<l that its
promoters were stockholders in the old company, and tlterPfore that
they were buyers and sellers in the same transaction. Nor are we concerned now with the question whether the promoters or directors are
liable to those who purchased of them or of the company, for false
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representations with respect to the amount or value of the corporate
property, or other material matters.
The real question involves only the character and ownenihip of the
funds whid1 went to pay for the Sagamore and. Sherman farms.
These funds, so far as concerns this case, were derived entirely from
the sales of stock in the plaintiff corporation. It appears that all of
the stock, excepting the shares subscribed for by the incorporators or
promoters, was issued to Lewis and Symonds in trust for the benefit
of the old stockholders, to be distributed by them, two shares for one.
But there were no old stockholders for 24,500 shareR, which was
treasury stock of the old company. Lewis and Symornh,, accordiugly
held HH,000 shares of stock in trust for actual stockholders of the
old company, and 4f.l,000 shares to represent the equivalent of the
treasury stock in the old company. We have already said that we
think these 49,000 shares must Le regarded as treasury s~ock. We
can see no difference in allowing them on the one hand to remain in
the treasury in the first place, or on the other, issuing them to
trustees whose duty it would be to immediately cover them back into
the treasury. Up to this point we see nothing of which the plaintiff
corporation can find fault. · The whole course of procedure between
the two companies, so far, has simply resulted in the organization of
a new company, with the same stockholders, owning the same property, but capit~lized at twice the amount. It was in effect a
reorganization. Nothing. relating to the exchange, so far, was concealed from the new company or its stockholders. It was understood that they were buying the assets of the old company, whatever
they were. When the exchange was effected, they were not wronged
and the company was not wronged. The stockholders had just as
much as they had before, no more, no less. Lewis and Symonds,
the trustees to whorn the stock was issued, held it not as trustees for
the plaintiff, but as trustees for the old stockholders. The old stockholders were entitled to the stock. They could sell it. No trust
attaehed to it in their hands for the benefit of the new company, nor
to proceeds of sales by them. The payments for these two farms,
with the exception of a single item in each case, were made out of
the proceeds of sales of the 191,000 shares of stock which belonged
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to stockholders, and the coriclusion at which we have arrived
eliminates them from further consideration. We do not wish to be
understood as saying that, if the purchase by the new company of
the old had been effected npon the strength of false representations
by the promoters of the new, or if they had received secret profits
out of the transaction, the plaintiff would have been remediless.
But we do not think that the representations of Lewis were in any
degree a moving consideration for the transfer.
In the case of the Sagamore farm, as we have seen, a $3,000 payment was made out of the proceeds of stock sold by W. D. Lewis to
Edwin Lord. This stock had been treasury stock; but sometime
prior to the sale to Lord it had been t~ansferred to Lewis as part
payment of debts owed to him by the corporation. These debts consisted of salary as president and expenses credited to him on the books
of the corporation. The salary was voted at a meeting of the
directors, at which only he aud Syrnouds were present, when each was
voted a salary. It is contended that such a vote was unauthorizecl.
\Ve think so. Directors have no authority to act for the corporation
in matters in which they themselves are interested. They owe their
whole duty to the corporation, and they are not to be permitted to
act when duty conflicts with interest. They cannot serve themselves
and the corporation at the same time. E. & N. A. Ry. Co. v. Poor,
59 Maine, 277. For the same reason, directors cannot vote salaries
to themselves. Nor can they vote a salary to one of their number as
president or secretary or treasurer, at a meeting where his presence
is necessary to a quorum. And such votes, if passed, are voidable by
the corporation, and if money has been paid it may be recovered
back. Kelley v. Newbwryport Bt. Ry. Co., 141 Mass. 4H6; Barnes
v. Brown, 80 N. Y. 527; Gridley v. Rai{road Co., 71 III. 200;
McNulta v. Corn Belt Bank, 164 Ill. 427 ; 56 Am. St. Rep. 203;
Jones v. Mon·ison, 31 Minn. 140; 21 Am. & Eng. Ency. 877, 899,
910; 10 Cyc. 777, 790, 809; 2 Cook on Stockholders, sect. 657.
In this situation of the accounts,· Lewis procured the transfer to
himself of 5,500 shares of treasury stock, and charged himself with
it at $ I a share. The plaintiff questions the lawfulness of that

transfer, even assuming Lewis's account to be valid.
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tied that an officer cannot apply corporate property in his possession
to the payment of a debt due to himself from the corporation, without the authority of the directors, and the corporation may r_eq uire
a return of the property thus appropriated. Emporium Real Estate
etc. Co. v. Emrie, 54 Ill. 345; Greenville Gas Co. v. Reis, 54 Ohio
St. 549; 21 Am. &Eng. Ency. 911; 10 Cyc. 799. No more, we
think, can an officer pay himself with treasury stock, without the
authority of the directors. While it is true that the president or
general manager of a corporation sometimes exercises quite extensive
powers in the executive management of its business, he is nevertheless, acting all the time under the express or implied authority of the
directors, who are the real managers of the corporation. He has no
implied authority to sell treasury stock. Matter of Utica Nat.
Brewing Company, lfi4 N. Y. 268. And in the absence of any
vote of the directors ( and there is none in this case) authorizing the
president of a corporation to have issued to himself stock on account
of the corporation's debt to him, we think he has no such authority.
Even if he may be authorized to sell stock, no authority to take it in
payment of his own account can be implied from this fact. To sell
stock, and to apply it on the selling agent's own debt, are two different things. His authority to take the stock of the company in
payment of his debt cannot be implied from the fact that he may
have the general executive management of the corporation. No
doubt a vote of disinterested directors, in a meeting where the
interested director's presence is not necessary to a quorum, would be
sufficient authority for such action. But in this case there was no
such meeting, and there was no such vote. Lewis appears to have
acted solely on his own responsibility, and handled the stock as if no
one else had any interest in it. It is true that Symonds, a director,
knew of the transfer and probably assented to it. But that was not
enough. Directors must act as a board. Peirce v. Morse-Oliver·
Building Co., 94 Maine, 406; 10 Cyc. 775, and cases cited; 21 Am.
& Eng. Ency. 864. There was no such act in this case. Two of
the three directors knew and assented, but one of those two was disqualified to act by his intem;;t, The issue of share~, without
authority of the direeturs, conveys no rights as against the corpora-
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tion, in the absence of an estoppel, in favor of one who is not a purchaser of them in good faith and for value. Ryder· v. Bushwick R.
Co., 134 N. Y. 83. Lewis could not well play the role of an innocent purchaser. The stock, when issued to him, in eq nity was not
his. The corporation might require its return. He, therefore, held
it in trust for the corporation. And the proceeds of that stock sold
by him were impressed with the same trust, and may be followed so
long as distinguishable; or Lewis's eHtat.e may be held accountable for
them. $3,000 of the proceeds are traced into the Sagamore farm.
As to the Shermau farm it appears unmistakably, we think; that
on May 1, 1899, W. D. Lewis, president of the plaintiff, sold 2,000
shares of treasury stock tu George A. Bigelow, at $ 1.50 a share, for
which Bigelow gave hi!-i two notes of $1,500 each, payable to the
company, one of which Lewis turned in towards the purchm,e pri<·e
of the Sherman farm. Lewis, on account of this transaction, transferred to the company other notes for $2,000, leaving $1,000
unaccounted for, apparently. It seems to have been the practice of
both Lewises to account for the stock of the company which they
took and sold, at $1 .00 per share, regardless of the price actually
received. And we think Lewis in this instance undertook to account
fully for the 2,000 shares of treasury stock by the notes for $2,000
which he tnrned in to the company. Although the accounting must
be held good for $2,000, we do not think it was sufficient. When an
officer of a corporation, on a safary, is employed to sell its treasury
stock for the benefit of the corporation, he cannot speculate in it for
his own benefit. He cannot, without the consent of the corporation
or directors, lawfully obtained, charge it to himself, or account for it
at an arbitrary price, and pocket the surplus of proceeds, if any, over
and above the arbitrary price at which he charges it. He must truly
account to the corporation for the whole price received from purchasers. The money in his hands belongs to the corporation for the
whole price received from purchasers. The money in his hands
belongs to the corporation, and is therefore trust money. Lewis,
then, after accounting for $2,000 of the $3,000 received, still had in
his hands $1,000 trust funds belonging to the plaintiff. This was
represented by the $1,500 note, or by part of tl1e amount due on the
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note of Bigelow, which he held. That note he turned in towards the
purchase of the Sherman farm, and it was afterwards paid by Bigelow.
There is some evidence that it was understood at the time by Lewis
that this $1,000 did not belong to the company; but we think it
did, until properly accounted for. The burden of accounting for it
is upon the defendants and the accounting which they attempt is not·
satisfactory.
But the defendants say that the acts of Lewis as president, and of
Lewis and Symonds, as directors, have been ratified by votes of the
plaintiff's stockholders, and that the ratification validates all unauthorized acts, that is, all acts done without or in excess of authority.
It is unquestioned that a corporation may ratify the unauthorized acts
of its officers and directors, if they are within the powers of the corporation, and make them as valid as if antecedent authority had
existed for doing them. This may be done by a vote of the stockholders, and is sometimes inferred from long acquiescence. St1ch a
ratification might validate an unauthorized or irregular issue of stock
to a president in payment of a salary which had been voted to him at
a board meeting when his presence was necessary to a quorum. It
might validate an accounting which an officer had made for treaimry
stock sold by him.
It appears in the case, as already stated, that at a meeting of the
stockholders held May 6, 1896, the acts of the directors under the
vote of the preceding February 11, were approv~d. This undoubtedly
related to the exchange of its stock for the asseb, of ·the old company.
This matter we have already disposed of. But the. other ratification
of May 7, 1902, whereby the stockholrlers '' unanimously voted that
all acts of the directors and officers be hereby ratifiPd and approved"
is open to consideration. It is urged that. this ratification should not
be held to effect the rights of the plaintiff in this case for two reasons.
First, that the ratification was passed by the votes of stock owned or
controlled by Lewis, whose unauthorized acts as director and president it was intended to cure; and secondly, that the ratification was
voted in ignorance of facts now discovered, and which are refo,d on to
show that the payments of $!3,000 and $1,000 above referred to
were made with trust fuuds, It is claimed that if a dir~ctor is dis-
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qualified from voting a salary to himself, or from paying himself by
the issue of stock, he should be for the same reasons disqualified as
a stockholder from voting to ratify such acts, and that to hold otherwise would be to say that when a director owns a controlling interest
in the stock, the minority stockholders are remediless against l1is
unlawful acts as director. It may be an open question yet, whether
a ratification of the unauthorized acts of a director, in his own
interest, is effective when voted by stock owned or controlled by him,
and whether he is entitled to vote at a stockholders' meeting to ratify
a · contract made by himself. See Pender v. Lushington, 6 Ch. D.
70; the case of Beatty v. North Western Transportation Co. in its
severa I phases, in 6 Ont. Ch. D. 300 ( 6 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cases,
315); 12 App. Cases, 589; 11 Ont. App. 205 (IO Am. & Eng.
~orp. Cases, 263) ; 12 Sup. Court of Canada, 098, ( 19 Am. & Eng.
Corp. Cases, 1 71 ) ; the vigorous protest of the author in 4 Thompson on
Corporations sect. 4461; Gamble v. Queens County Water Co., 123 N.
Y. 91; BJornganrd v. Goodhue County Bank, 4~) Minn. 483; McNulta
v. Corn Belt Bank, 164 Ill. 203. There is no doubt that the arm of
the court in equity is long enough to reach and undo any such ratification which appears to be fraudulent ae against the minority stockholders, and that the court will interfere when such action by the
stockholders is so detrimental to the interests of the corporation
itself as to lead to the necessary inference that the interests of the
majority 8tockho1ders lie wholly outside of and in opposition to the
interests of the corporation and of the minority of the shareholders,
and that their action is a wanton or fraudulent destruction of the
rights of such minority. See Gamble v. Water Co.; BJorrngaard v.
Bank, and on 4 Thomp. Corp. all cited above.
But it is unnecessary to consider this question further here, for it
does not appear that the ratification was carried by stock owned or
controlled by Lewis. Undoubtedly a great majority of the stock
represented at that meeting was friendly to the Lewis interests, and,
in the cleavage of sentiment which had begun to appear then among
the stockholders, for and against Lewis, took the side of Lewis.
But on the q nestion of ratifieation the vote was unanimous.
· The remaining objection to the ratification ii.;, we think, well taken.
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It is common legal knowledge tfiat one cannot be said to ratify that
which he does not know. Marnoux v. 8oc'iety St. John Baptist, 91
Maine, 250; Whalen v. Equitable Accident. Co., 99 Maine, 231.
The burden is on him who relies upon a ratification to show that it
was a binding ratification, that is to say, that it was made with a
full knowledge of all the material facts. 21 Am. & Eng. Ency.
901; 10 Cyc. 1079. The resolution of ratification was both broad
and indefinite. No single act is referred to. There is no pretense
that the stockholders outside of the Lewises and Symonds had any
knowledge of the transactions now complained of. Nor is knowledge
to be presumed from the fact that the transactions appeared in the
records and books of the corporation. Means of knowledge is not
knowledge in such case. It is not to be expected, and it is not true
generally, that the stockholders in meeting assembled, know what
is contained in the records of directors' meetings, or in the books of
account. Murr-ay v. Nehwn Lumber· Co., 143 · Mass. 250 ; Pacific
Rolling Mill v. Dayton etc. Railway Co., 5 Fed. Rep. 852; Allen v.
American Building and Loan Asso., 49 Minn. 544; First Nat. Bank
of Jiort _Scott v. Drake, 29 Kans. 311; 10 Cyc. 1079, and caseR cited.
The ratification relied upon cannot, th~refore, be sustained.
We have already said that, in the absence of ratification, the
$3,000 and $1,000 items are to be deemed trust funds. Can they
be followed into the Sagamore and Sherman farms, respectively? .
We think they can. They certainly have been traced into them.
The plaintiff's right does not arise from an express trust, or from a
resulting trust, but because the money which went into the farms
was itself trust money. If so they are to be charged with the trm,t.
The authorities are numerous that when trust funds of a perHonal.
character are changed into real estate, or are i11vested in real estate, ·
they ca·n be followed, and the rights of the beneficiaries maintained,
if the rights of third parties have not intervened. Cobb v. Knight,
74 Maine, 2,53; 28 Am. & Eng. Ency. 1110. The rule is that
when all of the substituted property is paid for by the trust property,
the cestui que trust may elect to take the property. But that rule
does not apply in a case like this. The farms were not originally
purchased with these trust fund8, The payment from the trust f mid
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in each case was only one of many payments. Equity requires that
the plaintiff should get the benefit of its funds, and that they should
be a charge respectively upon the two farms; but not as we shall
show upon the entire present interests in the farms. We cannot
give the relief specifically prayed for, but we can give other relief,
and the only relief the case is susceptible of. We cannot order a conveyance of all the interests in the farms, but we may order a sale of
the interests affected by the trusts.
Although William D. Lewis procured the contracts for the sales
of these farms in the name of his son, W. E. Lewis, we are satisfied
that the entire beneficial interest was in the father. Subsequently
W. E. Lewis obtained deeds of the farms and gave mortgages for
the unpaid parts of the purchase price. But he held in trust. In
fact we are unable to distinguish any interest in W. E. Lewis apart
from that of his father. It certainly has not been made to appear.
While matters were in this condition, doubt arose whether ~,... E.
Lewis would be able to complete the payments, and a new arrangement was made, whereby W. E. Lewis conveyed the farms to one
George W. Jackson, and Jackson to W. E. Lewis and Kenneth H.
Lewis in trust for certain parties in certain proportions, namely,
Annie F. Lewis, 8-64; Jessie Lewis, 8-64; W. E. Lewis, 8-64;
Leonora. L. Jack son, 7-64; Dexter W. Lewis, 7-64; Edison Lewis,
7-64; Kenneth H. Lewis, 7-64; James W. Jackson, 8-64; W. E.
and Kenneth H. Lewis, trustees for S. L. Symonds, 4-64. All
these except Jackson and Symonds were the widow and children of
William D. Lewis and the children of Charles H. Lewis. So far
as this widow and these children ( except Kenneth) are concerned,
the conveyance of the Sherman farm was voluntary and without
consideration. They have no greater or other rights than William
D. Lewis would have had. And the same is true of the interest of
W. E. Lewis in the Sagamore farm. But J. M. Jackson, S. L.
Symonds and Kenneth H. Lewis contributed respectively $1,500,
$800 and $700 towards the payments on the farms. This was a
part of the new trust arrangement. Their interests are entitled to
protection. The trust funds traced into the Sherman farm, therefore,
should be a charge only upon the interests, under the trust deed of
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that farm to W. E. and Kenneth H. Lewis, of Annie F. Lewis,
Jessie Lewis, W. E. Lewis, Lenora L. ,Jackson, Dexter W. Lewis
and Edison Lewis. And the trust funds traced into the Sagamore
farm should be a charge, as the first bill is at present constructed,
only upon the interest of W. E. Lewis under the trust deed of that
farm to Kenneth H. Lewis and himself, for the benefit of themselves
and Annie F. LewiR, Jessie Lewis, Lenora L. Jackson, Dexter W.
Lewis and Edison Lewis. And these trusts may be enforced by a
sale of those interests, but subject to mortgages, if there be any.
It also appears that since the trust arrangement was entered into,
J. M. Jackson and Kenneth H. Lewis have paid certain sums for
interest and taxes on the farms. Equity requires that they should
be reimbursed for so much of such payments as were for the benefit
of such interests as are herein charged with the payment of the trust
funds, with interest. In the record hefore us, however, it does not
appear in every instance, for which of the two properties the payments were made, and out of which reimbursement should be made.
We have so far limited the right of recovery, as to the Sagamore
farm, to the interest of W. E. Lewis. He is the only defendant in
the bill touching that farm. None of the other cestuis que trustent
have been made parties to that bill. Nor have J. M. Jackson and
S. L. Symonds, who are interested in that farm, the same as they are
in the Sherman farm. That trust had been created before the bill
was filed, but the trust deed was not recorded until afterwards, and
probably neither the deed nor its contents were known to the plaintiff
when it brought its bill. When the fact was discovered, however,
these persons should all have been made parties, as they were in the
bill touching the Sherman farm. And the question arises whether
they ought not to be made parties even now. This bill was heard
below in conneetion with the other bills to which they were all
parties, and the distinction of parties seems to have been lost sight of
on all hands. Various admissions were made seemingly as if applicable to all parties. The cases were, in fact, tried as one case.
Of course, we cannot render a judgment agairn;t persons who are not
parties. Ordinarily at this stage of a case, we should not retain a
bill for the summoning in of additional parties. But we think, in
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view of the circumstances alJ uded to attending the trial, and because
we think that justice to both the plaintiff and this defendant requires
it, the same perHous should be made parties in the Sagamore bill,
as are so made in the Sherman bill. In this way it can be ascertained in one proceeding whether interests of the others in this farm
are subject, with W. E. Lewis's interests, to be charged with the
payment uf this trust fund; and if i.;;o, in what proportion, and subject to what reimbursement, so far as J. M. Jackson, S. L. Symonds
and Kenneth H. Lewis are concerned. The equities of all the
parties can thus be adjusted, on one bilJ.
In the case o"f the Sherman farm, the appeal is sustained, and
the bilJ is sustained, and with costs against the parties who have
answered. The case will go to a master, (unless the parties agree,) to
ascertain for how much J. M. Jackson and Kenneth H. Lewis should
be reimbursed for payments made for taxes and iuterest, on account
of this farm, that iH, for such payments as were for the benefit of
the intereHts of Annie F. Lewis, Jessie Lewis, W. E. Lewis, Lenora
L. Jackson, Dexter W. Lewis and Edison Lewis, namely 45-64,
with interest. U pun the coming in of the master's report, a decree
will be made below for a sale 'of the above mentioned interests of
Annie F., Jessie, W. E., Dexter W. and Edison Lewis and Lenora
L. Jackson, in the Sherman farm, and for the payment out of the
proceeds, after the expenses of the sale are paid, to J. M. Jackson
and Kenneth H. Lewis of 45-64 of the amounts sevemlly paid by
them for interest and taxes, on account of this farm; then the payment to the plaintiff of $1,000, and interest, in lieu of an accounting
for use and profits, from May I, 1899; and then the payment of
the balance to the several cestuis q ue trustent whose interests are
sold, according to their respective shares under the trust deed.
In the ease of the Sagamore farm the appeal is sustained, and the
bill is sustained against W. E. Lewis, with costs. But the bill will
be retained without further decree against him, until the other per- ·
AonH intereHted, who are named above, are made parties to the bill.
And after it shall be ascertained whether their respective interests
are also to be charged with the payment of the trust fund, the whole
ease wiJ I go to a master for the same purposes as in the Sherman
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bill, and the same proceedings will be had and decree passed as are
above directed in that bill. In this case the amount to which the
plaintiff will be entitled is $3,000 and interest from March 28, 1901.
In the third case, the bill is to be dismissed with one bill of costs.
The cases having been heard together, the costs in each before
being taxed must be apportioned by a justice sitting below.
So ordered.

NEILS

C.

JENSEN

vs.
THOMAS

Cumberland.

A. L. T.

KYER.

Opinion December 29, 1905.

Master and Servant. Servant's. Duty.· Assumption of Risk. Specific Orders.
Assurance of Safety. Master's Negligence. Servant's Contributory
Negligence.
Master and servant do not stand upon the same footing. The servant's duty
is obedience. He has a right within reasonable limits, to· rely upon his
master's knowledge, skill and ability and is not bound to set his ju<lgment
against the judgment of his superior. Specific orders and assurances of
safety, coming from such a source, have a natural tendency to throw him
off his guard and lull him into a feeling of security.
In determining the question of contributory negligence of a servant, who is
injured while acting in obedience to the specific orders of the master present, and under his assurance of safety, such order and assurance constitute a part of the attendant circumstances to be considered.
Such order and assurance are immaterial, however, unless they are the operating influence which induces the servant, to do the act that is the immediate cause of the injury.
·
To constitute an order it is not necessary that the language used should be
of a formally imperative character;
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If the danger is so patent and serious that no prudent man would incur it,
the servant cannot plead the master's order or assurance of safety as a
justification for placing himself in a position of such obvious peril.
Negligence on the part of the master is not one of the ordinary risks which
the servant assumes as a part of his contract of employment.
Upon the question of voluntary assumption of risk by the servant, he is
chargeable with the full consequences of what he ought to have known in
the exercise of ordinary care and prudence, but the specific command of
the master and his assurance of safety are to be weighed as a part of the
attendant circumstances.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Sustained.
Action on the case to recover damages for personal injuries suffered
by the plainti_ff and caqsed by the alleged negligence of the defendant.
Plea, the general issue. After the completion of the plaintiff's evidence at the trial, and upon the defendant's motion, the presiding
Justice ordered a nonsuit, and thereupon the plaintiff excepted.
The case is stated in the opinion.
Wilbnr C. Whelden and W£lford G. Chapman, for plaintiff.
Symor~ds, Snow, Cook & Hutckinson, for defendant.

SrrTING: EMERY, SAVAGE, PowERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
POWERS, J. Exceptions to the ruling of the presiding justice
ordering a nonsuit at the close of the evidence for the plaintiff.
The plaintiff was employed by the defendant to drive a sprinkling
cart. He was totally blind in one eye; and the sight of the other
was "v~ry poor," so that he could not see to read without using a ·
glass. This the defendant knew. Plaintiff had operated a sprinkler
the month before, but was never upon the defendant's sprinkler until
the day· of the injury. He had driven through the big doors of other
ba1:"ns with different loads, hut had never been in the defendant's barn
but once or twice and then only on foot. The injury was received
about five o'dock of a J tdy afternoon. The defendant was sitting
on the seat of the sprinkler with the plaintiff who testifies: "When
we came along near the yard I asked him where he wanted me to put
that sprinkler ; and he says 'Iu the barn sure.' So I went into the
yard and when I came near the barn door I stopped the sprinkler,
and then he raised up in the seat, and I thought I was going off too,
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and he says: 'Ho]d on; sit right down there on the sprinkler, and I
will tell yon when to come in.' And he went off of the sprinkler,
and went into the barn, and then he turned around and looked around,
and then he says: 'All right ; come in.' I was not ready; I turned
about to be sure to take the right-to have everything ready. I
knew the horses would start quick up the rise. And he says 'Come
on now ; everything is all right,' and went into the door ; so I started,
and when I came in the door the upper part of the door struck me
right here," jamming the p]aintiff between the top of the doorway
and the seat of the sprinkler and injuring his spine. One witness
stated that when the defendant called to tbe plaintiff the second time
there was "a little anger with it." There was also evidence tending
to prove that the barn floor was about three feet above the level of the
yard, and that from the barn floor to the bottom of the rise was about
ten feet. Just how far from the door the plaintiff stopped his team
and the defendant got down does not appear. He says he stopped
the sprin kier when he came near the barn door. If he stopped his
horses at the foot of the rise sitting upon the seat he would be some
twenty feet away. The top of the doorway was from six inches to
a foot above the seat of the sprinkler when standing on the level of
the barn floor. The question preseuted by the exceptions is whether
upon the undispt~ted evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to
the plaintiff, a verdict for the plaintiff could be sustained.
Was the defendant negligent? It is familiar law that it is the
duty of the master to exercise ordinary care in view of all the circumstances to see that the servant shall not be exposed to dangerA which
can be avoided by the use of such care. Rhoades v. Varney, 91
Maine, 222; and to use all reasonable precautions for the safety of
those in his Aervice. Buzzell v. Laconia .Mnfg. Co., 48 Maine, 113.
When intelligent and impartial men might honestly draw different
conclusions from the facts the question of ordinary care is for the
jury. Larrabee v. Sewell, 66 Maine, 376. The court is of the opinion
that a jury would be justified in finding that to order the defendant
to "hold on" and "sit right down there" upon the seat, for that was
whe1·e he was sitting at the time he rose up, and to drive this
sprinkler through a door through which the defendant knew it had
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never been, without making any tests or measurements to see whether
it could be done with safety, did not fulfil the measure of duty
which the law imposes upon the master. If, as is urged, the defendant did not go into the barn to see if the doorway was of sufficient
height to allow the sprinkler to be driven in in safety, that his attention was not directed to the danger and he did not notice it, it was
none the Jess a failure to exercise ordinary care to see that the place
into which he ordered the plaintiff to drive was reasonably safe. It
is stoutly contended however that the defendant did not order or
· direct the plaintiff to driv~ into the barn, but simply when to drive
in, aud the defendant relies upon the plaintiff's testimony, "He raised
up in the seat, and I thought I was going off too, and he says,
'Hold on, sit right down there on the sprinkler and I will tell you
when to come in.'" It is a fair inference that this was an order for
the plaintiff to remain seated on the sprinkler. Whether the plaintiff's subsequent statement, made after going into the barn and looking around, "All right; come in." " Come on now ; everything is
all right," the last time with a little anger in his voice, did not
amount to an order, was for the jury to determine. Certainly the
defendant's construction is not the only inference which intelligent
and impartial men might draw from his language and acts. To
constitute an order it is never nece::;sary to show that the language
used is of a formally imperative character. In Stephens v. H. & St.
J. R. Co., ~6 Mo. 207, a workman, when told to clear the track as
a train was coming, said to the foreman that there were two stones
on the track, and was told that it was time he was getting them off.
It was held that he wns justified in considering this an order. In the
case at bar whether the defendant ordered the plaintiff to drive into
the barn is to be determined from the standpoint of what, under aJI
the circumstances,. the plaintiff was justified in considering it.
Was the plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence? It h, urged
that the accident took place in broad daylight, that the plaintiff was
only some twenty feet away from the doorway, that the situation
was as apparent to him as ·to the defendant, that he did not rely
upon the defendant's statements but upon his own judgment, that if
he failed tu use his senses he was guilty of coutributory negligence,
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and that, if he did use them, he must have seen and appre<'iated the
danger and voluntarily assumed the risk. In considering what conclusion a jury would be j~stified in reaching upon this question it is
necessary to remember that in this case there are present two differentiating circumstances, that the plaintiff was obeying the direct specific orders of the master present, and that he acted under an assurance of safety. "Although the circumstances when abstracted from
the fact of the giving of the order may be such as to justify a court
in holding. that the servant appreciated the danger to which his
injury was due, and. was negligent in :Subjecting himself to the
danger, such a conclusion is in a large number of im;tances not war-rantable, if the testimony goes to show that the immediate oecasion
of his being subjected to that danger was his compliance with the
order." Labatt Master and Servant, section 43H. Aud the servant's position is strengthened when he acted not only in obedience
to orders but under the master's assurance of_ safety. Idem, section
453. This court has said that under such circumstances the servant's conduct is to be viewed "in the light of reasonable charity."
Drapeau v. Paper Go., 96 Maine, 300; Sawyer v. Idem, go Maine,
354. In other words, in weighing all the circumstances attending
the situation, obedience to the master's specific orders and his assurance of safety must be included. This well recognized doctrine is
based upon several considerations·; that the master and servant du
not stand upon the same footing; that the servant's duty is obedience; that he has a right within reasonable limits to rely upon the
master'_s knowledge, skill and ability, and is not bound to set his
judgment against the judgment of his superior, and that orders and
assurances of safety, coming from such a source, have a natural
tendency to thr?W him off his guard and lull him into a feeling
of security.
Was the danger of obedience to the order as apparent to the
plaintiff as to the defendant? He did not. have the same means and
opportunity for observation. His eyesight was defective. While he
says he could see in the doorway and see if anything waA standing
there yet at the same time he says it "was not so very plain ; there
was kind of dark," Whether and to what extent this was true
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and its bearing upon the question of due care, were facts which a
j nry could best determine. The defendant had the advantage of
viewing the doorway from the seat of the sprinkler and also viewing
the sprinkler from the doorway three feet above the level of the
yard. Of course the plaintiff cannot recover if he relied upon his
own judgment, and the defendant's orders and assurances of safety
were not the operating influence which induced him to attempt to
drive into the barn while seated upon the sprinkler, because but for
these differentiating circumstances it was plainly contributory negligence for him to do so without first taking steps to ascertain whether
it could be done with safety, and his defective eyesight would be no
excuse. He says he looked and thought it was all right to drive
in, that he could drive in without bending over, and that he drove
right ahead thinking that he could go through the door all right..
If this testimony stood alone it ·would be conclusive against him.
He testified further, however, that he did not exercise his own judgment about whether it was all right. On the whole testimony the
court cannot say, as matter of Jaw, that the statements of the defendant were not the operating influence which induced his action.
The plaintiff must not only have relied upon the superior judgment of the master but have had a right to rely upon it. If the
danger was so patent and serious that no prudent man would have
incurred it, the plaintiff cannot plead the defendant's orders as a
justification for placing himself in a position ,of such obvious peril.
Here again the court is not prepared to say, in view of all the circumstances, especially his defective eyesight and the position from
which he viewed the doorway, a position retained in obedience to
orders, that honest and intelligent men might not differ in their
conclusions.
Did the plaintiff know and understand the nature and the extent
of the danger to which he was exposed, so that he can be said to
have assumed the risk? Driving into this doorway while seated
upon the sprinkler, in obedience to the negligent orders of the
defendant, was no~ a risk which was ordinarily incident to hiH employment, so that the plaintiff must be held in law to have assumed it
at the time he made his contract, because negligence ou the part of
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the defendant can not be presumed to have been within the plaintiff's c~mtemplation as a part of that employment. He did not assume it later unleRs he knew and fully appreciated the nature and
extent of the danger. Mere knowledge that there was <langer is not
conclusive. Frye v. Gas Co., 94 Maine, 17; Mundle v. Mrif.q. Co.,
86 Maine, 400. "When we say tha~ a man appreciates a danger, we
mean that he forms a .1 udgment as to the future, and that his j udgment is right. But if against this judgment is set the judgment of
a superior, one, too, who from the nature of the calling of the two
men and of the superior's duty seems likely to make the more accurate forecast, and if to this is added a command to go on with his
work and to run the risk, it becomes a complex q uestio11 of the
particular circumstances whether the inferior is not justified as a
prudent man in surrendering his own opinion and obeying the command.'' McKee v. Tonr·tellotte, 167 Mass. 69. An<l this is equally
true whether "the probability of the superior's making the more
accurate forecast" arises from the nature of his calling, or from his
better means of, and opportunity for, observing the situation at the
time. If the danger was obvious to a person of ordinary prudence
and intelligence then the plaintiff assumed the risk. He is chargeable with the full consequences of what he knew irrespective of
orders or assurances of safety. In view however of his imperfect
eyesight and the position he occupied twenty feet at least away
from the doorway, which was up a rise ten feet in length and
three feet in height, the conclusion is not irresistible that he knew
and understood the nature and degree of the danger. In <letermining what he ought to have known in the exercise of ordinary
care and prudence, with which facts he is equally chargeable, the
command of the master and his assurance of safety are to be
weighed as part of the attendant circumstances. "When an act is
performed by a servant in obedience to a command from one having
authority to give it, and the performance of the act is attended
with a degree of danger, yet in such case it is not requisite that
such servant shall balance the degree of danger, and decide with
absolute certainty whether he must do the act, or refrain from it;
and his knowledge of attendant danger will not defeat his right of
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recovery, if, in obeying the command, he acted with that degree of
prudence that an or<liuarily prudent man would have done under the
circumstances. "Anderson Pressed Brick Co. v. Sobkowiak, 148 Ill.
573. In the infinite variety of fact and circumstance presented by
negligence cases it is rarely of profit t<> examine and compare the
facts of other cases. The difficulty is in drawing the inference from
the facts under the rules of law. When there is more thau one inference possible the law leaves it to twelve men, rather than to one, to
say what is the correct inference. In Haley v. Ca.8e, 142 Mass. 316,
it is said : " When the mw;ter undertakes to direct specifically the
performance of work in a particular manner, we cannot say, as matter of law, that the servant is not justified in relying to some extent
upon the knowledge and carefulness of his employer, and in relaxing
somewhat the vigilance which otherwise would be incumbent upon
him."
The case at bar is to be distinguished from those cases where the
servant was not acting in obedience to the orders of the master and
under an assurance of safety; and also from those, where thou~h
one or both of these elements were present, the orders were general
and the servant was left to do the work in his own way, such as
Wormell v. R. R. Co., 79 Maine, 405, and Lodi v. Maloney, 184
Mass. 240.
The case is close, but it is our opinion that i~ should be submitted
to a jury to say what are the correct inferences to be drawn from the
uncontradicted evidence. .Mahoney v. Dm·e, 155 Mass. 513; Burgess
v. Ore Co., 165 Mass. 71.
Exceptions sustained.
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LmrnARD WATER-WHEEL GovERNOR COMPANY

vs.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

vs.
LOMBARD

WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY.

Cumberland.

Opinion January 1, 1906.

Sales.· Delivery. Warranties. Independent Agreement. Condition Precedent.
Installing Machinery. Error of Judgment. Non-Liability of Principal.
Assumption of Risk of Fail-ure.
Under a contract for the sale of personal property the ti.tie pas:,,;es to the
purchaser upon delivery by the vendor to a common carrier authorized to
receive it.
A stipulation that a competent man is to be furnished by the manufacturer
to install machinery sold to a purchaser to be paid for within a certain
time is not a condition precedent to a right of action for the purchase
price, but a separate and independent agreement.
Where a contract of sale is in writing, a warranty not expressed or implied
by the terms that the article is fit for the particular use, cannot be added
by implication.
When a known desc.ribed and defined article is ordered of the manufacturer,
although it is stated to be required for a particular use, there is no warranty that it shall answer the purpose intended by the buyer.
When a competent mechanic, while attempting to install machinery to be
used in connection with a powerful motor, by error of judgment in an
emergency does an act which causes damage to the property of the owner,
his principal is not made liable by his act.
In the first action although the automatic governors which were of the usual
make manufactured by the plaintiff proved unadapted for regulating the
water speed and momentum applied to grinder units in the defe11dant's
plant, but were shown to be identical with those specified in tht-> contracts
and recognized aR the moRt accurate water wheel speed re!!ulators of any
make, fulfilling the warranties expressed in the contract, it i& h~ldi that
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there was no implied warranty that they should be suitable for the purpose intended.
In the second action it is shown that during the manipulation of the governor by the agent of the defendant while attempting to adjust it to the
water wheel connected with a grinder unit the wheel case burst and the
machinery and mill were damaged, but it i8 also shown that the action of
the governor caused by the hand of the Ruperintendent was not more sudden than its automatic action, that the water column upon which it acted
was of extniordinary weight, and also that before the contract was made
it was understood by both parties that the succes~ of this kind of governor
in connection with grinder units at the plaintiff's mill could be determined
only by experiment, held that as the plaintiff corporation must have been
as familiar as the defendant with all the conditions under which the
attempt to adjust the governor was made, it assumed the risk of failure.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff in the first entitled action and
for the defendant in the second entitled action.
The first suit was an action of m,sumpsit on account annexed, based
upon a written contract, to recover the balance due and interest thereon for automatic water-wheel governors and other appliances sold
and delivered by the plaintiff company to the defendant company.
The writ also contained a count for "goods bargained and sold,"
also a count for " labor and materials," also an " omnibus count "
of the common form, also a special count for interest, and also a
count founded upon the written contract. Plea, the general issue.
The second suit was an action on the case brought as a cross action
for the recovery of damages alleged to have been sustained by the
plaintiff company named therein from the aJleged insufficiency of the
appliances which were the subject of the contract in the first action,
and the alleged negligence of the defendant company in attempting
to install the same. Plea, the general issue.
Both actions were tried toge_ther at the October term, 1903, of the
Supreme J u<licial Court, Cumberland County. After the evidence
upon both sides in these two actions was concluded, it was agreed
that both actions should be reported to the Law Court " for that
court to pass upon and determine all questions of law and fact
involved, including all questions of damages, and to order such judgments in the two cases as the respective rights of the parties may
require."
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The case appears in the opinion.

Foster & Foster, and Joseph Bennett, for Lombard Water-Wheel
Governor Co.
Symonds, Snow, Cook & Hutchinson, Cha1'les F. Woodard, and
William L. Quimby, for Great Northern Paper Co.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, SAVAGE,
PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
PEABODY, tT. The first case under consideration is an action of
assumpsit based on a written contract to recover $10,525.25, the
alleged balance of the contract price of certain automatic water-wheel
governors and other appliances sold and delivered to the defendant,
and interest thereon to the date of the writ, $650, making a total of
$11, 175.2!5. The second is an action on the case brought as a cross
action for the recovery of $25,000, damages alleged to have been
sustained by the plaintiff from the insufficiency of the appliances
which were the subject of the contract upon which the first action
is based, and the negligence of the defendant in attempting to install
the same in the plaintiff's mill. The two cases were tried together,
as the same circumstances upon which the defense in the first action
is founded formed the basis of the cross action, and thPy come before
the law court on report.
The contract upon which the plaintiff company sues is in the form
of a written proposal by it, dated at Boston, January 24, A. D. 1901,
which was accepted in writing by the defendant company January

29, A. D. 1901.
The contract is as follows :
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER Co.,
194 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
GENTLEMEN : - We submit the following proposal for waterwheel governing apparatus, to be used in connection with the four
(4) grinder water-wheel units in your Millinocket plant.
The specifications, guarantees and agreements, under which we
will furnish you the above ~overning apparatus are as foJlows :
APPARATUS. We will 8ell you four ( 4) of our type "B" gov...
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ernors, and four (4) of our 23" balanced relief valves, f. o. b.
Boston, Mass., for the sum of Seven Thousand Six Hundred Dollars
($7,600.00). We will also furnish you with the connections necessary to go between said water-wheels and said governors, and the
necessary connections for said relief valves, at the cost of the same
to us.
GUARANTEE. The governors and relief valves furnished you
under this prorosal shall be of our regular standard make and
quality, and any parts which develop inherent mechanical defects
within two months from the time when they are pnt in operation
will be replaced by us without charge.
These governors are· guaranteed to give a more accurate speed regulation than a11y other make.
PURCHASE. In consideration of the above guarantee you hereby
agree to purchase said governors and relief valves of us at the hereinbefore named price and to pay for the same and the costs of said
connections in cash within one month of date of shipping documents.
Also to pay for a man to erect and adjust said governors and relief
valves at the rate of five dollars ($5.00) per day for his time, with
his necessary traveling expenses added thereto iu cash, when the
work is done.
CONTRACT. This contract will not bind the Lombard WaterWheel Governor Company until countersigned by its General Manager, and becomes void unless accepted by you within one month
from the date first hereinabove written. The acceptance of this proposal by you within said time will constitute it a binding contract on
both sides if so countersigned.
Yours very truly,
LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVER.NOR Co.,
by Allan V. Garratt, Chief Engineer.
Countersigned,
LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR Co.,
by Henry A. Clark, General Manager.
We hereby accept the above proposal.
Jan. 29th, 1901.
GREAT Nom'HERN PAPER Co.,
Garret Schenck, President.
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It appears from the record that the goods were delivered according
to the contract f. o. b. Boston, Mass.,. and were afterwards received
by the defendant at its mill in Millinocket, Maine, that the articles
were of the kind specified in the contract, that certain other articles
expressly ordered by the defendant were also delivered, that the
prices charged in the writ for all the goods were as specified in
the contract, that the automatic governors referred to therein were of
the standard type manufactured and sold by the plaintiff which were
known to and had· been used by the defendant, and were identical
with the articles specified, that the type of governors was recognized
as giving the most accurate speed regulation of any make of waterwheel governor in accordance with the guarantee, that bills of lading
or railroad receipts were duly sent to the defendant but no payment
except $30 on account was made within a month from the date of
shipping documents. It further appears that a competent man was
furnished by the plaintiff to set up the appliances in accordance with
the contract, and that his services at the rate of five dollars per day
and expenses amounted to the sum charged therefor in the account
annexed. The report shows that the Millinocket plant has, as part
of its mechanical construction, a feed pipe or penstock which brings
the water from the head of the canal to a water wheel connected
with a grinder unit. This feed pipe has a fall of about 110 feet and
is about 1100 feet long and about 10 feet in diameter, and the water
column in the flume weighs substantially 6,220,800 foot pounds, and
when at working speed contaius 222,600 foot pounds of momentum
energy or 4, 119 horse power. A serious accident to the defendant's
mill occurred during the work of installing one of the governors to
regulate this momentum.
The defendant denies liability on the three grounds following:
1. That it was not to pay for the governors and relief valves
absolutely within one month from the date of shipping the same, but
only upon the condition precedent that a suitable man to erect and
adjust them was furnished by the plaintiff and that he completed his
work within that month. This ground of defense cannot be maintained. The contract was one for a sale of certain goods and the. tit.le
passed upon delivery to the defendant. This delivery was effected in
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accordance with the terms of the contract by placing the goods on
board the cars in Boston. When a purchaser orders goods to be sent
to him and delivered to a person named or to a common carrier authorized to receive them for his use it is a delivery to him and the sale
and purchase are completed. Torrey v. Corliss, 33 Maine, 333;
Wigton v. Bowley, 130 Mass. 252; White v. Harvey, 8,,j Maine, 212.
A contract for the Hale of articles then existingjor such as]the vendor
in the ordinary course of his business manufactures or procures for
the general market, whether on hand at the time or not is a contract
for the sale of goods. Goddard v. Binney, 115 Mass. 450; Mixer
v. Howwrth, 21 Pick. 205. ThE- sale was unconditional and the
undertaking of the plaintiff to furnish a man to adjust the governors
was a separate and independent stipulation and not a condition precedent to recover for the price of the goods· sold.
2. That it was not liable upon the contract by reason of the negligence of the plaintiff in erecting and adjusting the governors and
relief valves. While there is some conflicting testimony tending to
show unnecessary delay on the part of Mr. Avery, the man sent by
the plaintiff to insta1l the governors, the evidence does not establish
the fact of negligence or incompetence on his part.
3. That the contract was not fulfilled by the plaintiff because the
automatic governor was not adapted to the purpose for which it was
intended, and it claims that the contract contained an implied warranty that the governor apparatus should be suitable for the purposes of the defendant's plant, that it was the meaning of the specification in the plaintiff's proposal that the governors were to b~ used
in connection with the four grinder units for the Millinocket mill,
and that it therefore was the duty of the plaintiff to furnish apparatus safe and effective for the purpose and under the conditions
for which it was to be used. Leaving for later consideration the
question of the suitability of the governors and all questions as to
non-contractual obligations of the plaintiff it would be sufficient to
say that the existent,>e of this implied warranty as part of the contract
is negatived by its explicit terms defining the guaranties of the plaintiff, by the fact that it contains express guaranties which by legal
construction excJ ude all others, and by the fact that the goods sold
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were articles such as the vendor in the ordinary course of his business manufactured for the general market. When a contract is in
writing, an additional warranty not expressed or implied by its terms,
that the article is fit for the particular use cannot be added by implication. Whitmore et al. v. South Boston Iron Co., 2 Allen, 52;
Chanter v. Hopkins, 4 M., & W. 3~9. Where an express warranty
is made upon a sale no other will be implied. Dem,ing v. Foster, 42
N. H. 165; Dick.~on v. Zizinia et al., 70 E. C. L. 602; De Witt v.
Berry, 134 U. S. 306; International Pavement Co. v. Smith etc.
Ma. Co., 17 Mo. App. 264; Go~g1·ove v. Bennett, 32 Minn., 371 ;
Shepherd v. Gilroy et al., 46 Iowa, 193; 111cGraw et als. v. Fletcher,
35 Mich. 104. Where a known described and defined article is
ordered of the manufacturer, although it is stated to be required by
the purchaser for a particular purpose, still if the known described
and defined thing be actually supplied, there is no warranty that it
shall answer the particular purpose intended by the buyer. Chanter
v. Hopkins, supra; Oll-ivant v. Bayley, 5 Q. B. 288; Prideaux v.
Burnett, 87 E. C. L. 613; Seitz v. Brewer Refriger-ating Machine
Co., 141 U.S. 510. The mle deducible from the cases cited in support of this ground of defense is not applicable to a contract in
which there seems to be no ambiguity iu reference to the subject
matter. Under these views of the case the ·plaintiff is entitled to
recover $10,525.25, the amount specified in the account annexed,
with interest from May 30, A. D. 1901.
This leaves for further consideration the two elements of the claim
of the Great Northern- Paper Company as plaintiff in the cross action,
namely, that the injuries to its mill and machinery were due to the
unsuitability and insufficiency of the appliances for the purpose for
which they were intended, and to the negligence of the agents of the
Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Company in their work of erecting
and adjusting the governors.
The defendant, the Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Company
after delivering the goods described in the eontract to the plaintiff,
the G!eat Northern Paper Company, sent Mr. Avery, one of its
mechanics, to erect and adjust the governors and relief valves in the
plaintiff's mill at Millinocket, and he proceeded to erect one of the
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governors. Two attempts were· made to adjust it in connection with
the machinery which it was intended to control and regulate. During the first trial several accidents happened to the machinery, and
particularly one of the grindstones connected with these governors
was broken. At the second trial, after repairs had been made on the
machinery; the adjustment was attempted by Mr. Lombard at that
time superintendent of the Lombard Water-,Vheel Governor Company, and during his manipulation and control of the governor in the
attempt to adjust it the water wheel caRe burst coincidently with a
sudden closing of the gate by the automatic governor. A great
volume of water was released and the machinery and mill were
seriously damaged.
The plaintiff insists that the governing apparatus furnished by the
defendant was not adapted to the conditions existing at the mill, and
that in conseq nence of itR special and technical knowledge of the
appliances manufactured by it and the reliance placed upon the
judgment of its engineers, it is responsible for the injury caused by
the immfficiency and unsuitableuess of the governors and the
unsucce:;sfol attempts to install them. The absence of any further
attempt to install the governors or any instance of their successful
use _in connection with grinder units, and particularly under the same
conditions as those prevailing at the Great Northern Paper mill where
the force to be regulated was water power of extraordinary char~cter,
makes it difficult to decide with certainty as to the practicability of
this· apparatus for the purpose required, but the weight of evidence,
particularly that in relation to the final accident to the water wheel
case, indieates that this automatic governor could be used under such
conditions only with great and constant risk, because from its Hensitivene:-;s and the changes of pressure on the grinder wheels it was liable
to :-;hut a11d open the gate with great suddenness and subject the flume
to a violent strain from the enormous weight of unelastic water.
Apparently no safeguard could prevent a recurrence of the accident
which befell the wheel case. It seems to have brokeu from no
i11herent weakness but solely from the overwhelming prm;sure suddenly brought to bear upon it. Assuming, however, that the plaintiff
in the cross action is correct in attributing the accident to the unsuit-
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ableness of the device for the conditions which existed at the mill,
the defendant cannot on this account be held liable, because the
plaintiff's officers and engineers must have been entirely familiar with
the water power at Millinocket and acquainted with the use of this
type of governor in connection with other plants owned and operated
by the company, and had equal knowledge of the risk of attempting
to erect and adjust for that plant this particular speed regulator, and
and the plaintiff is therefore presumed to have assumed the risk. It
appears also that prior to the making of the contract the president
of the Great Northern Paper Company enquired particularly of the
agent of the Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Company regarding
the use of this appliaiice in connection with grinder units, at which
time it was definitely stated by the agent of the governor company
that he could not tell how accurately the water-wheels driving the
grinder could be governed, and that he could only guarantee that
the governors would handle the wheels quicker than any other make
of governor.
The conversation at this time indicates that t.he plaintiff and defendant both considered that the successful use of these governors in connection with the mill plant was a matter which could be ascertained
only by experiment. Under these circumstances it cannot be considered that the Lombard Water- Wheel Governor Company assumed
any obligation as to its governor appliances except those specifically
stated in the contract. It has been already said that the evidence is
not sufficient to charge the injury to the machinery during the first
trial of the governor to negligence on the part of Mr. Avery. It is
uncertain whether the accident to the grinders was occasioned by
some movement of the governor itself or by an injury to the shaft
of the water wheel existing before he took charge of the manipulation
of this machinery. The greater weight of evidence, however,
indicates that the governor had not been connected with the water
wheel gates when the grindstone burst, and that Avery was not in
the mill at the time.
But it is strongly contended by the plaintiff in this action, that the
bursting of the water wheel case at the second attempt to adjust the
apparatus was directly occasioned by the act of .Mr. Lombard the
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agent of the defendant in regulating by hand the movement of the
governor and thereby mm;ing the sudden closing of the gate. It
appears however from hiH testimony, that the act referred to was done
upon hearing- a sound indicating the cracking of the water wheel case,
and if so, it was after and not before the accident to the wheel caHe
an<l did not probably contribute to the injury. Such an act, though
it may now seem to have been injudicious, and may have contributed
to the final result, if done in an emergency, as it appearA to have
been, according to his best judgment at the time, would not render
his company liable; but it appears from the evidence that no manipulation of the governor could produce a quicker effect than its
automatic action. This action cannot therefore be maintained.

In Lombard Water- Wheel Goner-nor Co. v. Great Northern Paper
Co.

Judgment for plaintiff.

In Great Nor·thern Paper Co. v. Lornbard Water·- Wheel Governor
Co.

Judgment for defendant.
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Opinion January 5, 1906.

Construction. Renewal of Policy.
and "Addition."

Frame Building

An insurance contract should, in cases of ambiguity, be construed most favorably to the insured, and the language of the contract, if ambiguous, is
to be interpreted in the light of attendant circumstances and the intent
of the parties.
Unless otherwise expresserl, a renewal of a policy of insurance though a new
contract will be construed to be subject to the terms and conditions contained in the original policy.
Personal property, consisting of hay, carriages and sleighs was insured
under a policy and described as _contained in " the frame building and
addition situated on Depot Street, in Gorham, Maine, and occupied as a
livery and sale stable." The property lost was sleighs and carriages contained in the building destroyed which was forty-six feet long by thirtyseven feet wide, and connected with the larger main building by a platform twenty-four feet wide and twenty-six feet by the sides of the buildings, and supported by posts and reached by a runway and from which
doors opened into each building, and erected at the same tune as the
buildings and constantly used in connection with them. The building
destroyed was used by the insured on its second and third floors for storing carriages and sleighs and for occasional sales, the other -part being
used for different purposes. There w~s. no other structure to which the
term "addition" by adaptation or use could apply ; and also when the
original policy was issued the agent of the insurance company understood
that some of the property intended to be insured was contained in the
in the building destroyed. Held: that the building destroyed was the
"addition" mentioned in the policy.

On report. Judgment for pl~intiff.
Assumpsit upon a fire insurance policy of the standard form issued
to the plaintiff by the defendant company, to recover for loss of hay,
sleighs and carriages by accidental fire. This policy was a renewal
of the original policy issued by the defendant company through one
of its agents, Col. Henry R. Millett, and this renewed policy was
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issued through Col. · Millett's successor as agent of the defendant
company. Plea, the general issne. Tried at the April term, 1 go4,
of the Supreme Judicial Court, Cumberland County. At the conclusion of the testimony "and in accordance with the written stipulations of the parties" the case was reported "for the determination of
the Law Court."
In relation to the "compulsory arbitration" clause contained in
the policy, the averments in the plaintiff's writ and declaration are as
follows: "And the plaintiff further avers that there is a provision
in said policy which is as follows, to wit: 'In ca8e of loss under
this policy and a failure of the parties to agr.ee as to. the amount of
loss, it is mutually agreed that. the amount of such loss shal I be
referred to three di~interested men, the company and the insured each
choosing one out of three persons to be named by the other, and the
third being selected by the two so chose~; the award in writing by a
majority of the referees shall be conclusive and final upon the parties
as to the amount of loss or damage, and such reference unless waived
by the parties shall be a condition precedent to any right of action in
law or equity to recover for such loss; but no person shall be chosen
or act as referee, against the objection of either party, who has acted
in a like capacity within four months.'
"And the plaintiff further avers that, pursuant to said provision, he
endeavored to have his loss determined by three disinterested men,
and for that purpose, on the twenty-fourth day of December, A. D.
1903, submitted to said defendant company the names of three persons, all living in said Gorham, to wit, Harry W. Wilshire, Harry
Day and Frank F. J ohhson, one of whom said company could choose
as one of the referees, and requested said company to submit to him
the names of three persons, one of whom he would choose, and the
two so chosen to choose the third, and that said defen<lant company
utterly refused so to do and thereby prevented the plaintiff from
having his loss or damage determined in accordance with said
provision."
The case is stated in the opinion.
William Lyons, for plaintiff.
Robert Trea;t Whitehouse, for defendant.
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PEABODY, J.
This case was an action of assnmpsit brought upon
an insurance policy to recover for loss of hay, sleighs and carriages
by an accidental fire.
The plea is the general issue and the case is before the law court
on report by agreement and upon written stipulations of the parties
according to which the sole question submitted is "whether or not
the building wholly destroyed which it is admitted contained the
carriages and sleighs for which the plaintiff seeks to recover was covered and included by the terms of the description of the policy in
question, namely: "the frame building and addition situated on Depot
Street in Gorham, Maine, and occupied as a livery and sale stable." If
this building is covered by the terms of the description of the policy
the plaintiff is entitled to recover for the loss of his sleighs and carriages the sum of $485, and the sum of $60 which is the admitted
damage to the hay contained in the livery stable, if not he can recover
only for the loss of the hay.
The plaintiff invokes the application of the familiar rule that an
insurance contract should be in cases of ambiguity construed most
favorably to the insured. Herrman v. Mer·chants Ins. Co., 81 N. Y.
184; Allen et al. v. St. Louis Ins. Co., 85 N. Y. 473; Rann et al.
exrs. v. The Home Ins. Go., 59 N. Y. 387; Hoffman v. Aetna Pire
Ins. Co., 32 N. Y. 405; 1 May on Ins., (3rd. Ed.) sec. 175. The
plaintiff claims that there are three reasons supporting his contention
in the case under consideration: first, that the building which was
wholly <lestroyed was in connection with the larger building "used
as a livery and sale stable," storing sleighs for sale being a part of
the business; second, -that it was the "addition " mentioned in the
policy; and third, that it was understood by himself and the agent
of the company when the first policy and its renewal were issued
that the required indemity was in reference to property in this building.
It is necessary to look beyond the policy to ascertain whether in
the use made by the plaintiff the building destroyed was a part of
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his livery and sale stable. It could be so considered only because
its second floor was used by him for storing carriages preparatory to
painting, and subsequently for permanent storage as a portion of the
main stable was used, and its third floor was used by him for storing
sleighs kept for sale, and because occasionally sales of carriages and
sleighs were made by him in the building. The evidence shows that
at the time of the fire, March 27, 1903, the lower floor of the
smaller building was used by other parties as a harness shop and
paint shop and one of the rooms of the second floor was reserved by
the plaintiff for painting carriages and the third floor wholly used
by him for storing sleighs and that he occasionally made sales of
these carriages and sleighs in the building.
It may be doubted whether the language "used as livery and sale
stable" include"d with the main building another twenty-six feet distant used in part as a repair shop and in part a paint shop, though
also used for the storage of sleighs by the proprietor, and as the
place of an occasional sale of his carriages and sleighs.
It is important to examine further the descrfptive word "addition"
used in the policy to which the occupation of the plaintiff as a liyery
and sale stable applies as aptly as to the main frame building. The
contract of insurance does not. cover the buildings themselves but
their contents, and so the ownership of the buildings is immaterial
except in their identification as those in which the personal property
insured is contained. We are to interpret the terms of the contract
to determine whether the addition mentioned is "the building wholly
destroyed.'' The buildings containing the property immred by the
policy in suit are not different from those existing when the original
policy was issued. If the word "addition " had reference to any
existing structure it must be either the building in question or a
small building attached to the main building not containing or
adapted to contain any of the property insure<l and which was never
used for the purposes of a livery and sale stable. This small annex
was of such size, structure and character·as to be a component part
of the main building and had it contained any of the classes of personal property described in the policy it would have been covered
even in the absence of the term "addition,"
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The buil<ling 111 question was forty-six feet long by tliirty-seven
feet wide connected with the main buil<ling which waR eighty-six and
one-half feet long and fifty-four and one-half feet wi<le by a platform
twenty-four feet wide and twenty-six feet by the sides of the buildings.
The platform was supported by posts au<l was reached by a runway
nearest the building destroyed. Doors opened into each building
both under the platform and from it. It was built at the same time
as the buildings, and has since been constantly used in connection
therewith. The only way of access to the second and third stories
of the building destroyed a11d to a part of the second Htory of the
main building was from the platform.
The word "addition" must have been a generality or amplified
description employed without any definite application or have been
intended by the plaintiff and the agent of the underwriters to be
within the contract and to mean the building iu question, unless its
definition and interpretation in the light of surrounding circurrn,tances
defeat such intention. The definitions given in dictionaries afford very
little assistance in determining its application to a particular structur~. The meaning of the term must be extended or limited by reference to other words of description and by the use and purpose contern plated by the parties to the contract not inconsistent with the language of the policy, and by judicial definitions given in similar cases.
Generally a building entirely distinct from a larger will not be covered by a policy insuring a "building and addition." In Rickerson
v. German-American Ins. Co., 32 N. Y. Supp. 1026, it was held
that a policy on "the brick building and additions" where on the
front of the lot was a three story brick building on the east side a
two story extension and in the rear a five story brick factory building,
and there was a space between the rear wall of the extension and the
front wall of the rear building of about seven feet filled in by a small
frame strnct ure on which boards were nailed to form the front and
roof, did not include the rear building as an addition to the front
building. It was held in Peoria Sugar Re.fining Co. Y, People's
Fire Ins. Co., 52 Conn. 581, that within the meaning of an insurance
policy giving the irrsured authority to make additions a new
warehouse located forty feet away from the main building and con~
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nected with it by a bridge and underground passage used for pipes,
is not an addition. In Garg-ill v. MWers & Manufacturers Mut. Ins.
Co., 33 Minn. 90, under a policy insuring a steam power elevator
building and addition with porches and platforms attached a warehouse two and one-half feet from the elevator and about the same
size, fastened to it with strips of board nailed to each building, used
for storing grain received into the elevator was held in effect to be a
bin of the elevator building and covered by the policy. In Marsh
v. Concord Mut. F._ Ins. Co., 71 N. H. 253, a fire policy on a frame
mill building and all additions thereto attached, which building was
occupied by the insured as a pail shop, was construed to cover a dryhouse twelve feet from the main building between which and the
dry-house was a movable bridge, there being no other building be:--ide
these except a boiler house two feet from the dry-house. In Home
JJ;Iut. Ins. Co. v. Rowe, 71 Wis. 33, an insurance policy covered a
"planing-mill building and additions and machinery therein." The
engine room from which the motive power of the mill was furnished
was situated twenty-two feet from the mill building, connected therewith by a shaft for the transmission of power, and a spout through
which shavings were forced to the engfoe room. A roadway passed
between the buildings. It wm, held that the word addition covered
the engine room and engine. Blalce v. Exchange 1Uut. Ins. Co., 12
Gray, 265; L,iebenstein v. The Baltic Fire Ins. Co., 45 Ill. 301;
Robin8on v. Pennsylvanfo Ins. Co., 87 Maine, 3~9.
This question is not free from doubt in the light of the authorities
cited, but ttpon the facts which appear in evidence of the use which
the insured made of the building destroyed in connection with his
livery and sale stable business, and the fact that no other structure
by its location or use can be intended by the terms of the policy,
under the rule of construction which in cases of doubt favors the
insured, we hold that the building destroyed was the addition designated in the contract.
The evidence shows that at the time the original policy was issued,
Col. Millett, the agent of the underwriters, understood that some of
the property covered by the policy w-as in the small building, now
claimed to be the addition referred to in the policy though this underVUL, Cl
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sta11ding was not kuowu to his 8Uccesi-,or, Mr. Uarl, nor <lid he
personally know that any of the elasses of property specified in the
policy was contained in this building. The interpretation of the
contract is aided by the intent of the parties and the plaintiff is
eutitled to the benefi~ of the understanding when the first policy was
iwsued in construing the new contract un<ler a renewal. Day v.
Dwelling liou,.<;e Ins. Co., 81 Maine, 244; Philbrook v. N. E. Pir·e
Jn ..,.. Co., 37 Maine, 137. Unless otherwise expressed a renewal will
be coustrued to be subject to the termH and conditions contained iu
the original policy. ])ay v. MuL Ben. '"· ins. Co., 1 MacA1·thur
(D. U.) 41; 1-Iartj'onl J( Ins. Co. v. WuJsh, 54 Ill. 164; Witlw1·ell
v. Maine Ins. 0)., 4U Mai 11e, 200 ; A U,J'()J'(l Ji. & JI. fit;,;. 0). V.
Kranieh, 3o Mich. 288.
It is claimed IJy the defendant that the policy in suit could not be
understoot~ to cover property· iu the building consumed, becau8e the
rate of insurance on that building established by the New England
Insurance Exchange, was higher than upon the main building;
but this fact waH not known to the insured and could uot effect his
rights.
J1ulgme1d for plwintijJ' for $'5 45.
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Lucy M. MoRRISON vs. ELLEN M. MORRISON.
York.

Opini_on January 8, 1906.

1.Woney Had and Received.

Mistake.

Hurden of Proof.

Verdict.

In an action of assump:-;it for money had and received, to recover money
alleged to bave been paid by mistake, the burden of proof is on the plaintiff to show that the payment was made by mi:-;t.ake of faut, and under
such circumstancef'.oi as would make iti, retention by the defendant inconsistent with equity and good conscience.
When evidence is conflicting as to material fautR, that offered by the plaintiff tending to show that she allowed the defendant to receive one-half of
the proceeds of tht' sale of her land which was conveyed to the purcbal'.'lt>r
by their joint deed, she suppoRing they were equal owners, and that
offered by the defendant tending to show that the money wa:-; a gift from
the plarntitf made with full knowledge that she was the sole owner of the
land from which the money was obtained, a verdict for the defendant
rendered by the jury under instructions of the court presumably directing
their attention to the issues involved and not r-;hown to be unwarranted
by the weight of evidence, cannot be set a:-;ide.

On motion for new trial by plaintiff.

Overruled.

Assumpsit for money had and re<'eived to recover money alleged
to have been paid under a mistake. Tried at May term, l H04, of
the Supreme Judicial Court, York County. Plea, the general issue.
Verdict for defendant. Plaintiff then filed a general motion for a
new trial.
The case is stated in. the opinion.
George J?. and Leroy lialey, for plainti_ff.
James A. Edgerly and George W. I-Ian.son, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, S'rROUT, SAVAGE,
PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
PEABODY, J. This action is assumpsit for money had and
1;eceived brought to recover a sum of money alleged to have been
paid under & mistake.
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The verdict was for the defendant and the case is before the law
court on the plaintiff's motion for a new trial.
The plaintiff was the widow of Samuel Morrison, late of Sanford,
Maine, who died in 189fi. He left by his will, after payment of his
debts, funeral charges, and expenses of administration, and a legacy
of $50 to his granddaughter, all his estate to his widow and his son,
Fred L. Morrison, while they both lived, and the remainder to the
survivor, or if his son first died leaving childl'.en his share was to
vest in them. The Hon died in 1902 leaving no is~me, but a widow,
the defendant, to whom by his will he gave his entire estate.
The property which passed to the plaintiff by the will of Samuel
Morrison consisted of a farm in Sanford of the value of about $3,000
and farming stock and tools an<l other personal property; that whicli
passed to the defendant by the will of Fred L. Morrison consisted of
a small lot of land in Sanford of the value of about $50 and some
personal property, a part of which being farming stock and tools.
The plaintiff resided with her son and his family on the homestead
farm after her husband's death and she continued to live on the place
with the defendant several months after the sou's death.
It was
mutually decided to dispose of the homestead farm an<l the stock
and farming tools on the same, and the lot of land owned by Fred
L. Morrison at his death, aud the plaintiff and defendant made a
conveyance of the property by a deed signed by both to Benjamin
C. Jordan for the sum of $4,200.
Mr. Jordan paid one-half of
the consideration to each of the grantors as requested by them.
The foregoing facts are not in dispute; but there is a material
conflict of the testimony which bears upon the preeise issues upon
which the rights of the parties in this action depend. The plaintiff
claims that she is entitled to the money paid by Mr. Jordan to the
defendant by her consent, by reason of a mistake in reference to her
title under her husband's will to the property conveyed. The nature
and cause of the mistake she explains by her testimony and other
evidence which she offers. This evidence tends to show that her son
had in his possession a copy of the Samuel Morrison will which she
had only read casually once or twice, and that after his death the
defendant tolJ her that their interests were equal as slie had sqc;-,
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ceeded to the share of Fred L. Morrison by his wil1 ; and that she
believed at the time of the conveyance that she was disposing of onehalf of the property only, and that the defendant was disposing of
the other half in her own right.
Assuming this explanation to be correct and the facts to be as she
alleges, the plaintiff claims that she would be entitled in this action
which is based upon equitable principles, to recover the money paid
to the defendant for two reasons, namely: First, because in her acts
she relied upon the representations made by the defendant. The
daughter-in-law standing in a relation of confidence toward her could
not retain an advantage gained by misrepresentation even if made
through mistake of facts of which she had equal means of knowledge with her. Jordan v. Stevens et als. 51 Maine, 78; Pickering v.
Picke,ring, 2 Beav. 31; Moo1·e v. Copp, 119 Cal. 429. Second,
because in legal effect, by joining in the deed with the defendant, she
conveyed property which belonged to herself but which she supposed
belonged to the defendant.
Bingham v. Bingham, 1 Ves. (Sen.)
1 26 ; Lansdown v. Lansdown, Mosely, 364 ; Pusey v. Dcsbouvrie,
3 P. Wms. 315; Wheeler v. Smith, 9 Howard, 55; Skillmanetux.
v. Teeple et als., l N. J. Eq. 232; Go.ff v. Gott, 37 Tenn. 562;
Sheridan v. Carpente1·, 61 Maine, 83. The case presented by the
plaintiff is distincitly different from those wh~re money was paid voluntarily under circumstances consistent with reason and equity, as in
Nor1·is v. Blethen, 19 Maine, 348; Nor·ton v. Marden, 15 Maine, 45;
Parker v. Lancaster, 84 Maine, 512. She claims it was not a voluntary payment of money, but an inadvertent conveyance of property
whieh the plaintiff supposed she did not own, but which she supposed was owned and was being conveyed by the other grantor in
the deed; that the defendant could not in equity and good conscience
receive and retain the proceeds of property which she knew she did
not own as it would be not only contrary to justice but good morals.
But the defendant's version of the transaction presents a different
case. Her testimony and other evidence introduced tend to show
that the plaintiff acted of her own motion with full knowledge of her
title to the wh9le of the homestead farm, and that in directing the
division of the proceeds of the conveyance she made a gift to her of
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one-half, and that the plaintiff did this from the consideration of
their intimacy and of her affection for her son who ha<l, during his
life, owned the property equally with her.
The .burden of proof rested upon the plaintiff. The jury sustained the defendant's claim that the subject of this suit was a gift
to her. It must be assumed that the presiding Justice gave such
instructions as were required to direct their attention to the issues
involved in the case; whether the plaintiff knew her legal rights
under her husband's will when the conveyance was made; and
whether in the attendant circumstances under which the money was
paid and received thel'e was any element of fraud, misrepresentation
or mistake. The verdict is not shown to be unwarranted by the
weight of evidence.
Motion O?)erruJed.

HERRER'J'

J.

Penobscot.

BANTON V8. OMAR HERRICK.

Opinion January 27, 1906.

Real Actfon. Recorded Deeds. Title. Directed Verdict. No Exceptions.
Adverse Possession. Constructive lJiH.<ie'isin. R. 8., c. 106, § 38.

A:-; between two title:-; by recorded deeds of real estate, the older is
better title.
2. When in a real action a verdict is directed for one party as to part of
land demanded in the action and the other party does not except,
verdict as to that part of the hmd will be assumed to be required by
evidence.

1.

3.

the
the
the
the

When an entry is made upon a specific lot of land (not being a wood lot
pertaining to a farm under R. S., chapter 106, section 38) and a part is
occupied without any recorded claim of title, a title gained by such occupation is limited to the part actually occupied; but when such entry
and occupation are under a recorded deed of the whole lot showing a
claim of title by record to the whole lot, a title gained by such occupation
extends over the whole lot described in the deed, in the abs.ence of
controlling circumstances to the contrary.
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4.

The above rule of construe ti ve dh,seisi n was in force prior to the enactment of the statute R. S., chapter 106, section 38, and is not limited by
statute. It is not limited to farms and wood lots attached to farms.
5. In thi8 case a lot of 110 acres was entered upon and a part occupied
under a line of recorded deeds of the whole lot. The occupation of the
part was found by the jury to be of sufficient charncter and durntion to
constitute a title by disseisin to that part. There were no fences or other
boundaries between that part and the rest of the lot. Held: that the title
acquired by dissei:•dn covere<l the whole lot.

On exceptions by defendant.

Sustained.
Real action brought to recover a parcel of land situate in the
town of La Grange, in Penobscot County and deseribed in plaintiff's
writ as lot nurnber~d thirty-two (32) north of the Board Eddy road,
· so called, in that part of La Grange called the I-Iammond tract, containing one hundred and ten (110) acres and numbered according to
the plan and snrvey of Jedediah Herrick. Formerly this lot was
wild land all wooded except a few acres of open rneadow land near
the middle. ThiH meadow land had been improved by the defendant.
The plea was the general issue with a brief statement '' that
defendant, his predecessors, and grantors have beed in continuous occupation and possession of the premises de::,cribed in plaintiff's writ and
declaration, h~lding t:-iame nuder claim of title, exclusive of all other
rights adveniely to the pretended title of the plaintiff for more than
twenty years, last past before the commencement of this action.'.'
After the evidence on both sides had been closed, the pre::,iding
Justice instructed the jury as fo1lows : "In my vie,v of the CtlSe
there is no issue of fact to be passed upon by the jury. The plaiuti~
rests his case without putting in any testimony in rebuttal to all
this parol testimony which has been introduced by the defendallt.
In my view of the case and as to that the plaintiff'::, coum,el agrees,
there is sufficient evidence to show that the defendant ha::, acquired
title in that part of the demanded premises as is meadow land, by
making improvement::,, by being in occupation and possession for·
much more than twenty years, and for much more than twenty consecutive years; not that he has every year necessarily cut the grass
that in my vie"': is not necessary, if he has occupied that which
might be referred to as cultivated land a::, a person ordinarily does.his
own land of that same character.
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"But now in regard to the wild land upon which it appears that
the defendant and his predecessors in title have occasionally cut some
lumber and perhaps in one or pm,sibly two instances in recent years,
may have cut a little fire-wood; assuming all of this testimony upon
the part· of the defendant to be absolutely true,-and that is our
duty to assume it, because it is not controverted,- assuming that all
of these witnesses who have been called by the defendant, have told
the exact truth, in my view of the law the evidence is .not sufficient
to show that thereby the defendant has acquired title to the wild land
by disseizure, by adverse possession. Upon that part of the land
he has done nothing in the way of benefit or improvement; he has
put nothing upon the land, when I say he, I mean he and those.
under whom he claims all that has been done by him and his predecessors has been to take something off of the land, more or less
occasionally and more or less intermittently upon various occasions
there have been undoubtedly some lumbering operations when hemlock has been cut and peeled and removed, and the same as to poplar.
Assuming all these things have been done including the payment of
taxes by the defendant and his predecessors that does not give him
title by disseizin or adverse possession to the wild land; something
more,. in this state and much more is necessary, therefore, it becomes
not a question of fact for you to pass upon, but a question of law for
me to pass upon, and I therefore have had verdicts prepared which I
direct, relieving you of all the responsibility."
In accordance with these instructions a verdict was returned for
the plaintiff_ for so much of the land as is wild land while a verdict
was returned for the defendant for so much of the land as is meadow
land. Thereupon the defendant excepted.
The ease is stated in the opinion.
Taber D. Bailey, for plaintiff.
T. P. Worrnwood and H. H. Patten, for defendant.
SITTING:
BODY,

EMERY,

wHITEHOUSE,

STROUT,

SAVAGE,

PEA-

JJ.

EMERY, J.
Thi~ is a real action begun in 1902. The land
demanded is a lot of 110 acres and is described as ~, Lot No. 32,
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north of the Board Eddy Road in La Grange according to the survey
and plan of .J eddediah Herrick." Formerly it was wild land all
wooded except a few acres of open meadow land near the middle.
The plaintiff showed a record title to the whole lot from the year
1832. The defendant also showed a record title to the whole lot,
but only from the year 1868. By the record, therefore, the plaintiff
showed the older and hence better title, but the defendant further
interposed in def~nse the claim of title to the whole lot by adverse
possession.
The court instructed the jury that upon the evidence the defendant had acquired title to the meadow land part of the lot by occupation of the requisite character and duration, and directed a verdict
for the defendant as to the meadow part of the lot. The plaintiff
took no exceptions to this ruling, and hence we must consider so
much aR established in considering the present case.
As to the rest of the lot, the wooded part, there was no evidence
that it was separated from the meadow by any fences, ditches or other
artificial means, or that there was any definite line of demarcation.
It was undisputed that the entry of the defendant and his predecessors
in title, and their occupation of sucb part of the lot as they actually
occupied, were under a chain of deeds duly recorded in the proper
registry and covering the whole lot, No. 3:l. There was evidence
that the defendant and his predecessors had Q1ade roads, cut wood,
&c., over the most of it, and had paid taxes on the whole lot, all
under claim of title for more than thirty years. There was no evidence tlrnt the plaintiff, or any of his predecessors it1 title, had made
any entry, paid any taxes, or exercised any ownership over any part
of the lot for more than thirty years. The court ruled that as to
this wooded part of the lot the evidence did not make out a title by
adverse possession and directed a verdict for the plaintiff for the
wooded part. To this ruling the defendant excepted.
Taken by itRelf, without reference to the occupation of the meadow
part, the occupation of the wooded part was not sufficient to warrant
a verdict for the defendant; but we think the occupation of the lot
cannot be so separated. The entry and occupation of the part were
under a duly recorded deed of the whole lot. Wheu an entry is
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made upon a lot of land and a part is occupied without any recorded
claim of title, a title by adverse possession is limited to the part
actually occupied, unless it be part of a farm; (R. S., ch. I 06, sec.
38) but when a lot of land is entered upon and part of it occupied
under a recorded deed of the whole lot, showing a claim of title by
record to the whole lot, the effect of such entry and occupation is not
limited to the ·part actually occupied, but extends over the whole lot
in the absence of controlling circumstances to the contrary.
Under our law, the delivery and recording of a deed of conveyance,
at least when followed by entry upon the land described in the deed,
is the equivalent of the old common law livery of seisin. That Jivery
of seisin extended over the whole parcel enfeoffed. In the same
manner the seisin conferred by a deed executed and recorded as
required by our statutes extends over the whole parcel conveyed.
If actual seisin of any material part under that constructive seisin of
the whole parcel is of such character and duration as to ripen into a
title by disseisin, that disAeisin and title are of the whole parcel. It
is to be assumed that the owner by the older record title knew of
the entry and of the occupation of part of his land by the stranger
and that it was of the character to give title by disseisin. It is also
to be assumed that he knew that such entry and occupation were
under a seisin conferred by a recorded deed (if such was the fact,)
and that he knew o( the extent of that claim of seisin. He was
chargeable with such notice as the public registry would give. Any
record owner seeing any pnrt of his land occupied by another in
such manner as would give title by disseisin if sufficiently long continued, is bound to ascertain from the public registry whether such
occupation is under a recorded claim of title, and also the extent of
that claim. If, knowing all this, he makes no effort to interrupt
such occupation or claim until after twenty years he has no cause of
complaint that the law protects the occupant in his claim to the
whole parcel.
This rule did not originate in the statute, R. S., ch. 106, sec. 38,
extending the effect of actual occupation of improved la11d over
uncultivated land or woodland when used as part of a farm. That
statute extends the effect of entry and occupation and improvement
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by a mere disseisor not having any color of title by record. Without the statute, any title acquired by such disseisor would be limited
to the part actually occupied. It would. not extend over woodla11d,
etc. With the statute, such disseisor in the open, notorious and
exclusive possession of a farm may hold the woodland part of the
farm as well as the farm home and fields. The rule as to the effect
of entry and occupation of a part of a lot under a recorded deed of
the whole does not depend on and is not affected by that statute. It
( the rule) is not confined to farms.
The foregoing propositio11s are established by repeated decisions of
this court, and in opinions fully reasoning them out and citing many
authorities. A reference to some of them should be sufficient. See
Little v. Megquier, 2 Maine, 176; Kennebec Purchase v. Laboree, 2
Maine, 27 5; Noyes v. Dyer, 25 Maine, 468; J!bxcroft v. Barnes,
29 Maine, 128; Putnam ]free School v. Fisher, 34 Maine, 172;
Brackett v. Persons Unknown, 53 Maine, 228. The case Walsh v.
Wheelwright, 96 Maine, 174, is not in conflict, as in that case no
part of the plaintiff's land had been so occupied as to give title by
disseisin.
Of eourse, in a given case there may be facts P:eventing the operation of tiie rule cited, as where the record owner or others have also
occupied the part sought to be brought under the constructive possession, or where parcels are not contiguous and it is sought to extend
tlie occupation of one constructively over the others, or where the
traet is so extensive and of such charaeter and location as to make
the rule ·inapplicable. In this case no such facts appear. The judgment must be that the defendant's exceptions are sustained.
Bweptions snstained.
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MICHAEL SERETTO

vs.
RocKLAND, SouTH THOMASTON

Knox.
Action.

&

OwL's HEAD RAILWAY.

Opinion January 26, 1906.

Debt. Indebitatus Assumpsit. Damages. Recoupment. Contmcts.
Substitution. E'stoppel. Loss by Idleness of Workmen.
Insurance by Contractor.

The general rule is that debt lies wherever indebitatus assumpsit will lie.
While generally used for the recovery of a precise sum due under simple or
special contracts, yet the action of debt may be maintained for a quantum
meruit or a quantum valebat.
By counting in debt, a plaintiff's right to recover is restricted to the sums
alleged to be due by the terms of the contract.
If an action of debt is brought on a quantum meruit or a quantum valebat,
it is as available to the defendant to show any facts bearing upon the
question of what the work done by the plaintiff was reasonably worth or
what the goods sold by the plaintiff were reasonably worth as if the action
had been covenant broken or assumpsit.
In determining what sums, if any, are due to a plaintiff, in an actfon of debt
he is limited in his proof to the specifications of his claim, and against
these items the defendant has the right to introduce counter proof.
If the failure of a plaintiff contractor to fulfill a contract was' not caused by
the fault of the defendant and any damages have resulted, they may be
offered by way of recoupment to reduce the compensation to which the
plaintiff contractor would otherwise be entitled to recover; bllt if such
plaintiff contractor was prevented or excused by tqe fault of the defendant
from performing the contract he would be entitled to recover such sums
as had become due at the date of his writ according to his account annexed
or otherwi~e properly specified in his writ.
When it is mutually covenanted that installments to be paid by a defendant
to a plaintiff contractor for work done on a railroad· shall be determined
by an engineer of the defendant designated by name, and the defendant
afterwards substitutes another engineer for the one designated and the
plaintiff contractor acquiesces in such substitution, the estimate and certification of the work as it progresses made by the substituted engineer is
binding upon the parties, and the defendant by whose acts the substitution is made is estopped from denying the authority of the subr,tituted
engineer.
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When loss to a plaintiff contractor by reason of the enforced idleness of his
workmen appears to be established as the result of the defendant's fault
and is clearly due within the terms of the contract, recovery therefor can
be had.
When by the terms of a written contract a plaintiff contractor is required to
maintain insurance against accidents sustained by any persons in connection· with the work embraced in the contract, and the contract calls for
"extra work" as well as general work, such insurance must be whopy
maintained by such plaintiff contractor at his own expense.
The case at bar was an action of debt brought by the plaintiff to recover
certain sums alleged to be due him under a written contract under seal for
the building of an electric railway and the work under which contract was
abandoned by the plaintiff before its completion. Held: that the plaintiff
is entitled to recover for general work $816ti.G7 ; for extra \'rnrk claimed,
less the amount of liability insurance, $5881.87; for loss by idleness of his
workmen $1152; for lumber sold defendant $4G8.24.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff.
Action of debt brought by the plaintiff to recover certain sums
alleged to be due him under a written contract under seal for the
building of an electric railway, the work under which contract had
been abandoned by the plaintiff before its completion. The plaintiff
declared in debt by two counts, one based on the items of an account
annexed, and the other for goods bargained and sold, money lent,
money paid, money received and money due upon an account stated.
Under the general count the plaintiff specified the nature of the
indebtedness.
At the eonelusion of the testimony offered by the plaintiff it was
agreed to report the case to the Law Court and that court, '' upon
so much ·of the evidence as is legally admissible, to render such
judgment as the rights of the parties require.''
The case is ~;tated in the opinion.
Reuel Robinson, for plaintiff.
Ar·thur S. Littlefield, for defendant.

SrrrrrNG:

EMERY,

BODY, SPEAR,

WHITEHOUSE,

S·rRou·r,

PowERs,

PEA-

JJ.

PEABODY, J.
This action was brought by the plaintiff to recover
certain sums alleged to be due liim und_er a written contract for the
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building of an electric railway. The case comes before the law court
on report.
The work was commeneed by the contractor about the middle of
April, IH04, and was abandoned by him about the ninth day of July
of. that year, before it was fully completed. The contract was executed by the parties. unde~ seal. The plaintiff declares in debt .by
two counts, the first being based upon the items of an account thereto annexed amounting to fifteen thousand nine hundred sixty-eight
and eight one hundredths dollars ($15,968.08), and the second for
like amount for goods bargaine<l and sold, money lent, money paid,
money received and money due upon account stated. Under the
geHeral count the plaintiff specifies the nature of the defendant's
indebtedness to him. By counting in debt the plaintiff's right to
recover is restricted to certain sums of money alleged to be due· by
the terms of the contract, as recovery for· damages resulting from a
breach of its covenants would require a different form of action.
It is admitted by the plaintiff that the contract was not completed,
but he justifies its non-fulfillment by the fault of the defendant.
:rhe defendant claims that the plaintiff, ~ithout just cause, abandoned
the wol'k and did so expressly because it did not yield to the imposition of a condition which was not a part of its obligation ; and it
alleges, as a further defense to the action, that the plaintiff has not
proved performance of such part of the work as entitled him to any
instalment of the stipulated compensation.
If the failure of the plaintiff to fulfil the contract was not caused
by the fault or default of the defendant and any damages have
resulted, they may be offered by way of recoupment to reduce the
compensation to which the plaintiff would otherwise be entitled, 9
Cyc. 686, but if lie was prevented or is excused by reason of the
fault of the defendant from performing the contract, he would be
entitled to recover such sums as had become due at th~ date of the
writ according to the account annexed, or specified under the second
count in the writ. Jewett et al. v. Weston, 11 Maine, 346; Nor·ris
v. School District, 12 Maine, 293; Atkiruwn v. Brown, 20 Maine,
67 ; Andrews v. Portland, 35 Maine, 47 5.
It is suggested, as a technical defense to this action, that the plain-
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tiff has misconceived his remedy, even if there is merit in his claim,
that it should have been assumpsit under the common counts, or covenant broken on a count declaring on the special contract. But the
plaintiff upon his theory replies that in an action of debt he can
recover the definite sums due under the special contract, whether for
general work, extra work and materials, so far as the construction of
the railroad has progresAed, and for loss sustained by him on account
of the enforced idleness of his workmen, as provided in the contract.
The general rule is that debt lies wherever indebitatus assumpsit will
lie. Larmon v. Cm7Jenter, 70 Ill. St. .549; Van Den:wn v. Blum,
18 Pick. 229; Veazie v. Bangor, 51 Maine, 50H; Allnr·d v. Belfcu,t,
40 Maine, 369; JJJc Vicker v. Beedy, 31 Maine, 314; Portland v.
Atlantic & St. Lawrence 1-l. R., 66 Maine, 485; Norri.,;; v. School
Di8trict, supra. While this action is generally used for the recovery
of a precise sum due under simple or special contracts, it may he
maintained for a quantum meruit or quantum valebat. Srn-ith v.
Pir,-.;t Cong., etc., 8 Pick. 178; Nat. Exchange Bank v. Abell, 63
Maine, 346. It would, therefore, be as available to the defendant to
show any fact bearing upon the question of what the work done by
the plaintiff was reasonably worth as if the action had been covenant
broken or asAumpsit. And the issue can be tried in this action
whether the plaintiff did general work, or did extra work and furnished extra materials, under the terms of the contract, to be ascertained as therein agreed, and whether, upon the facts proved, there
were due to the pl:,tintiff other sums of money at the date of the writ.
In determining the sums, if any, due to the plaintiff he is limited in
his proof to the specification of his claim, and against these items the
defendant had the right to introduce counter proof. Gooding v.
Mm·gan, 37 Maine, 41~. The defendant offers no evidence, but relies
upon the facts to which the plaintiff is limited by his form of action
and the specification of his claim.
By the terms of the contract the plaintiff was to construct 21,9~0
feet of electric rail way main track and 500 feet of second track, in
accordance with specifications as to work and material, and extra
work was to be done, constituting part of the construction of the

railroad to which the provisions of the contract were to apply as fully
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as to the general work specified therein. The defendant was to pay
for the completed work $17,500 in instalments every thirty days
as the work progressed, to the extent of eig-hty-five per cent.
thereof, estimated and certified in writing by the engineer of the
railroad, Howard C. Forbes.
There are provisional agreements
which definitely authorize the engineer to complete the contract if
the work is abandoned by the contractor, or unnecessarily_ or unreasonably delayed, and for adjusting compensation under such conditions; and also providing for indemnifying the contractor for any
loss occasioned through the fault of the railway by not being able
to deliver materials, or in a11y other respect failing to carry out its
part of the agreement.
The report shows that a bill for extra work, rendered by the contractor, amounting to $1 :-353.02, another for extra work amounting
to $1611.02, a bill for regular contract work amounting to
$4958.33, estimated and certified by the engineer, were paid.
The· controversy in this suit relates to the sumH alleged to be due
subsequently, during the further continuance of the work, from May
21st to about the first of July, 1H04, which have not been paid.
The first of the unpaid accounts was for extra work, amounting to
$2016.80, under date of June 4, 1904, certified by Mr. Bowers,
who acted as the engineer of the railroad after the retirement of Mr.
Forbes. The second was for extra work, amounting to $2141.47,
under date of June 18, 1H04, and the third account, dated July 2,
1904, was for extra work, amounting to $1922.5~, the two last
being certified by Mr. Keene, then acting as the engineer of the
railroad. The plaintiff claims also to recover the balance of amount
due on general work, under a11 estimate made by Mr. Keene and
reported in writing to the company June 2_4, 1904, viz. $13,125,
lesH amount paid on account of general work, $4958.B:3.
The contract between the parties provided, among other things,
"Whenever the word 'engineer,' or a pronoun in plaee of it, is used
herein, it shall be and is mutually understood to refer to Howard C.
Forbes, 4 State Street, Boston." And it was further provided,
"For completing the eleetric rail way as herein specified the sum of
Seventeen Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($17,500,) which shall
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be in installments every thirty (30) days as the work progresi;es to
the extent of 85 per cent. (85 per cent.) of the estimates of the
work done, prepared and certified in writing by the engineer, the
remaining 15% shall be due ten (10) days after the work is completed upon the inspection and acceptance in writing by the engineer."
"For all extra work done and extra materials furnished by written
order of the engineer, for which no price is set in written order, its
actual and reasonable cost to the contractor as certified by the
engineer, plus ten per cent. ( 10 per <"ent.) of said cost, which sums
shall be due in im,tallments of every 14 days as the work progrei-;Hes,
to the full amount of the eHtimates of the value of work done, prepared and certified in writing by the engineer."
'To entitle the plaintiff to recover he muHt show performance of tlie
contract on his part, or excuHe for its non-performance. He is
required to prove, in the manner agreed upon, that these itemH were
due when the suit was commenced. It was mutually covenanted that
the ins ta I I men ts to be paid by the defendant to the plaintiff shou Id be
determined by the engineer of the railroad company designated by
mulle. His estimate and eertificate would be binding upon both
parties, in the abHence of fraud, while he continued to act in the
capacity of engineer. .Mar. & Pot. R. fl. Co. v . .March, 114 U. S.
549; Condon v. South Side R. R. Co., 14 Chatt. 302; Howarcl v.

All. Val. R. R. Co., 69 Pa. St. 48U; JUcCmtley ,.,. Kellar et al., 130
Pa. St. 53.
It appears that Mr. Forbes commenced to act as_ engineer in the
construction of the railroad with Mr. Bowers as his assistant, that
about the middle of May, 1904, he was discharg;ed, and upon his
retirement Bowers was specially authorized by the president of the
company to act according to his judgment relative to the cutH and
fills in the construction of the railroad, and ii1 general was recognized
as the chief engineer. The snperiutendent of the plaintiff was
informed by the president of the company that Mr. Bowers had been
appointed engineer, and that Mr. ForheH was to certify no more bills.
Mr. Bowers left the employment of the defendant company and Mr.
Keene, who had been his assistant, was, on J 1rne 21, I 904, given
general writttm authority by the president of tlie company to act as
VOL. CI
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engineer, and he continued to act in that capacity until the work was
sm;pended. These successors to the original engineer made the
estimates and certified thereto as has been stated. Their appointment by the chief officer of the railroad company, the notice given
to the plaintiff and his acquiescence in the substitution constituted
a waiver by both parties of the conditions of the contract in reference
to the estimate and certification of the work as it progressed, and is
binding upon them. There was an implied agreement that upon any
contingency which prevented the original engineer from continuing to
act, a different method should be adopted for determi11i11g the instalments which should become due to the plaintiff.
The defendant could not, by removing the engineer, bar the plaintiff's right of recovery. Sud1 a constr11ctio11 would place a premium
on wrong doing. Ricker v. Fafrbank.<;, 40 Maine, 43; Hayne:,; v.
.Pulle1·, 40 Maine, 162; Em,er8on v. Coyg8well, 16 Maille, 77 ; Banlc
v. Onrt-is, 24 Maine, 36. There might have been objection on the
part of the plaintiff to the successors of the engineer designated in the
contract, but it is shown by his acts that he assented to the substitution. But the defendant, by whose acts the substitution was made,
is estopped from denying the authority of these engineers.
It is im,isted by the defendaut that it was a condition precedent to
the plaintiff's right of recovery that the estimates and certificates
should be made in the manner stated in the contract. This would
be true if any definite method or form is req 11ired, unless the condition is waived or excuse for its omission is shown. McNwrnara v.
Ha1"rison, 81 Ia. 486; JJfichaelis v. Wolf, 136 Ill. 68; l Beach on
Contracts, secs. l 00, IO 1, 102. The requirement as to the estimates
and certificates of the engineer is simply that the contract price for
the general work should be due "in instalments every thirty (30)
days as the work progresses to the extent of 8-"'i per cent. (85 per
cent.) of the estimate of the work done, prepared and certified by the
engineer," and the written reports of the engineers of their estimates
appear to us sufficiently explicit to comply with the terms of the
contract. McOwuley v. Kellar· et al., supra; D1·hew v. Alton'll<1, 121
Pa. St. 40; Ricke1· v. Fhirbrrul~s, supra. It would appear, therefore,
that these items uf wurk ~rnd materials are proved i1f the mauui:r
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required by the contract an<l would be recoverable, unless defeated
by the failure of the plaintiff to fulfil his contract without fault on
the part of the defendant. The evidence shows that the failure of
the defendant to pay the instalments found due by the engineers was
the reason why the work was abandoned by the contractor. It is
argued that the plaintiff required security for future im,talments in
addition to the payment of present indebtedness not authorized ·by
the terms of the contract; but we think that immediate payment of
what was due was Reparable from a condition which the defendant
might refuse, and, after dt->mand, which the evidence shows was
repeatedly made by the plaintiff, he was j m,tified in discontinuing the
work. So far as it had progressed he must be regarded as having
fulfilled the contract and may recover the instalments of the general
work due, together with the fifteen per cent contingently deferred,
and the sums due for extra work done and extra materials furniHhed,
determined according to the terms of the contract.
The item of loss to the plaintiff by reason of the enforced idleness
of his workmen, appears to be established by the evidence as the
result of the defendant's fault., to the amount specified in the plaintiff's claim, and is clearly due within the terms of the contract.
Another item of the plaintiff's claim in controversy is the amount
paid for insurance agaiust accidents which is required to be maintained by the contractor at his owu expense. It was to cover all
work "embraced in this contract." The plaintiff claims that the
employer's liability insurance which he is required to maintain applies
only to the general work, am) that the amount paid for insurance
claimed in this aetion relates 011ly to extra work and is an element of
expense constituting a part of the actual cost. But the language of
the contract requires that the insurance in connection with the extra
work, as well as the general work, shall be maintained at the
expense of the contractor. This is the necessary implication from
the provision relating to extra work when ordered by the engineer,
that "all and singular the provisions of this contract shall apply to
said extra work as if the same were specified in the contract." The
amount of this item must be disallowed.
Upon these considerations we hold that the plaintiff should recover
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the balance due tor general work, $8166.47, the aggregate for extra
work claimed les8 the amount of liability immrance, $[,881.87, loss
by idleness of his workmen, $1152, and lumber sold railroad company,
$468.24. J udgrneut should be entered accordingly.
Judgrnentfor plaintiff for $15,668.58.

CITY OF AUGUSTA vs. AUGUS'fA
Keimebec.

w ATER

DISTRICT.

Opinion February 7, 1 906.

A'Ug'Usta Waler Di.~trict. Public M'Unicci,pal (}urpomtfon. E:umptfon fwm
1'a.catiun. Specfol Lawi;, 1908, c. 834, !3pecfol Lawi;, 1905, c. 4; R. /':f.
1883, c. 46, § 55. R. S., c. 9, ~-G, cl. I; c. 47, § 96.

The Augusta Water District is a public municipal corporation, and by virtue
of Revised Statutes, chapter H, section li, its property, appropriaLed to
public uses, is exempt from municipal taxaLiou.

On report.

Judgment for defendant.

Action of debt to reeover taxe~ assessed against the defendant by
the City of Augw;ta for the mm1icipal years of 1H04 a11d 190.5.
The facts were agreed upon by the parties and the case reported to
the Law Court.
'The case is stated in the opinion.

W. H . .Fi8her, for plaintiff.
.fleath & Andrew8, for defendant.
SrrrrnG: W JSWELL, C. J., EMERY, W HITEHousE, SA v AGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.
SAVAGE, J. Action to recover taxes a8sessed in the years 1904
and 1905.
The Augusta Water District was created. a body politic mul corporate by chapter 334 of the Private and Special Laws of I !103. It
embraced the territory u11d people within seven of the ~ight wards iu
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the city of Augusta. It was created "for the purpose of supplying
the inhabitants of said, district and of the towns of Chelsea, Vassrtlborough, China and Manchester1 and such municipalities, together
with the <·ity of Augusta, with pure water for domestic and municipal
purposes." By the original charter and by the supplementary act,
chapter '4 of the Private and Special Laws of U)05, it obtained the
right of eminent domain for taking land, water and water rights,
including the plant of the Augusta Water Corripany. It also
obtained tlie right to lay its pipes and aqueducts in the public streets.
The charter p'rovided that all the affairs of the district should be
managed by a hoard of trustees, composed of three mernbers to he
cho:-;en hy the municipal officers of the city of Augusta, and to this
board of tru:-;tees was given tlte power to ordain and establish necessary by-laws. For the accomplishment of the purposes of its charter,
the di:-;triet wa:-; authorized to issue its bonds, which were declared to
he a legal obligation of the district, and the district itself was
declared to be a quasi municipal corporation, within the meaning of
R. S., 1883, ch. 4o, sect. 55, which provides that "the property of
the inhabitants of counties, towns, cities and other quasi corporations
may be taken to pay any debt due from the body politic, of which
they are members." The board of trustees was authorized to
establish rates for water, to provide revenue to pay running expenses,
and for 'extensions and renewals, to pay the interest 011 the indebtedness of the district, and to provide for a sinking fund. If any surplus remained, it was to be paid to the city of Augusta. The
charter was to take effect only when approved by a majority vote of
the legal voters within the district, voting at an election specia11y
· called for that purpose.
By proceedi11g under its right of eminent domain, the defendant
has aeq uired the entire plant, franchif-es and other prt)perty of the
Augusta Water Company. It is admitted that all the property
described in the assessments was acquired through such eminent
oomain proceedings, and that the property so assessed was and is _
used by the defendant in performing its duties under its act of iucorporation, and that all of it, when assessed, was necessary for such
use.
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The sole question presented by the case is whether the defend:wt'A
property, RO assessed, was legally taxable by the City of Augusta in
either of the yearH J !104 or 1901'. The defendant contends that it
was not, on the grout1dH, (I) as to 1904, that the title to the property
ha,l not vested in it on April I, rno4; ( 2) that, in the absence of
statute authority, the property of one public municipal corporation,
which it claims itself to be, cannot lawfully be taxed by another;
and, ( 3) that its property is expreHAly exempted from taxation by
R. S., ch. 9, sect. H, which prm'ides that "the property of any public
municipal corporation of this state, appropriated to public uses'' is
exempt from taxation. In our opinion a consideration of the last
contention will dispose of the whole case.
No question iA raised but that the statute referred to is constitutiona I, and we think none can be raised successfully. The only matter of
inquiry remaining is whether the defendant is a public municipal
corporation within the meaning of the statute. If it is, its pr6perty
is exempt, of course, from municipal taxation.
It is beyond question that the state, in the exercise of its governmental powers, may create subdivisions of its territory and people,
and impose upon the subdivisions the performance of publie duties
for the good and welfare of the people. Such subdivi:-;ions are merely
the instrumentalities or agencies appointed by the state to fulfil some
part of its own fm1cti011s, within a limited territory. They are
public instrumentalities, or agencieH, botli beeause they are doing the
state'R proper work, and because they are concerned with public uses
for the general public benefit. Among the public functions which
the state thus aHsigns to such agencies are commonly thoHe relating
to the education of d1iJdren, the construction and 111aintena11ce of
ways, and of drains and sewers, the maintenance of good order, the
furnishing of protection against fires, and, undoubtedly, the furnishing
a supply of pure water for domestic and public purposes. Among the
public agencieH to which is committed the duty of performing these
public functions are cities and town, village corporations, fire diHtricts,
· water districts, and formerly, in this state, school districts. These territorial Huhdivisions may be conterminous with city or town limits, or
they may embrace more or less than the territory of a city or town.
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The character of a subdivision depends not upon the limits of its territory, but upon the nature of its public duties, whether.municipal or not.
For the term municipal relates not 011ly to a town or city, as a territorial entity, but it also pertains to local self government in general,
and in a broader sense to the internal government of a state. Standard Dictionary, Municipal. A town or city is wholly a creature of
the state, and wholly subservient to the state, and for that reason is
not strictly a municipal corporation, as interpreted by the common
law. It i:-; rather a quasi municipal corporation. Hooper· v. Emery,
14 Mai11e, i375; R. S., ch. 4 7, sect. 96; Riddle v. Proprietor.s, 7
.Mai-;s. 16H. Neverthelesi-;, a city or town is a municipality, and in
thiH Hiatt•, and Ho in all New England at least, it is, in common parlance, and by general understanding, a municipal corporation. 1
Di! Ion M unieipal Corporations, 4th Ed. sect 20. It is a public
municipal corporation, for heing a municipal corporation, it ii-;, ex vi
termini, necessarily a public one. It performR public municipal
duties.
But if the education of children, the care of roads, the furnishing
of fire protection, awl of water for domestic and public purposes, are
public municipal fonctiom,, when performed by cities or towns, it is
difficult to see why they should be otherwise, when performed by
local subdivisions of territory and people, greater or smaller than a
city or town. A body politic and corporate, created for the sole
purpose of performing one or more municipal functiom,, ii-; a quasi
municipal ciorporation, and aH we have said, in co111rno11 interpretation, is deemed a municipal corporation. The phrase "n1tmiciipal
corporation" iH now generic, and, we think, it should be held to
inelude rnnnic~ipal corporations proper, and such quasi municipal corporations, as cities, towm;, school districti-;, water, fi1·e and other
municipal districts. That it is to be i,o held has been recognized
again and again in this state. In Camden v. Camden Village Oorpomtion, 77 Maine, 530, it was held that a village corporation or
district was one of the meanR or instrumentalities created and used
by the state in the exercise of its governmental functions, and that
possessing and exerciHing those powers of a pnhlic c~haracter usually
pertaining to "other municipal corporations," such as cities and
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towmi, its property appropriated to puh1ic llf:<"S was not taxable by,
the town within whose ]imits, the property was situated. In Kennebec Water District v. Watero-ille, 9fi Maine, 2:H, a water district in
al I essentia] respects simi1ar to the defe11da11t, was declared to be a
q~asi mu11icipal corporation. The court said: '' It iH created not
only a body corporate, but also a body politic.
Its purposes are
pure]y pub]ic. It is invested with the power and charged with the
duty of furuishing the territory and the people within its 1imits a
stipply of water. Its purposes and duties in this respect are as
extensive as cou]d be conferred by the 1egislature upon a municipa]ity.
It is an agency, so far as supplying water is co11cerned, in municipal
government." So in Mayo v. Doi,er & Foxcmft Village Fire Company, 96 Maine, 539, the defendant, which was in reality a fire and
water district, and which was incorporated and authorized to raise
money for fire protection and for a supply of ·water for fire and other
municipa·t purposes, was denominated a public corporation, also a
municipal corporation. And so treating it, its power, under an act
of the legislature, to purchase and pay for, by money raised hy taxation or otherwise, an existing water works system for the purpose of
supp]ying water for its own municipal wants and for the domestic
use of its own inhabitantH, was upheld on the grou11d that the
sovereign power of the state may authorize a municipa] corporation,
.as one of the agencieH of government, so to do.
An<l in this connection, it should not be overlooked that the 1egislature in section 9 of the charter has expressly c1asse<l the deft->ndant
among the quaHi public corporations, like cities and towns, the property of whose inhabitants may be taken to pay the debts of the body
politicf as provided in R S., 1883, ch. 46, sect. 55; R. S., 1903, ch.
4 7, sect. ~w.
.
Elsewhere, the courts have used the term municipal corporation
as applicable to a county, rr,ppecanoe Conni.If v. Luca8, 93 U. S. 108;
an irrigation district, In re Madeira Irr. DiHt. 9~ Cal. 296; 27 Am.
St. Rep. I 06 ; a park district, 51 Ill. 37 ; a sanitary district, Wilson
v. Tnistee.~, 133 Ill. 443; to commissioners of public ponds, St.
Louis v. Shields, 6~ Mo. 24 7; a park commissioner, o3 Minn. 125,
and many others.
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We do not think it neceRsary to diR<\HSS the specific clauses in the
defendant's charter Rhowi11g that, itR p11rposeH and powers were both
pnblic and municipal.. Gmstruing the charter as a whole, it clearly
follows from what we have already said that the defendant cfo,trict
i:-1 to he regarded as a public, municipal cot'poration, and we hold that"
it iH such within the meanir1g of R. s., ch. 9, sect.6, cl. I, exempting
the property of such corporations, whei1 appropriated to public uses,
from municipal taxation. The taxes in question were asHeHsed in
diHregal'd of that statute, and this action to recover them cannot be
maintained.
Judgment for the defendant.

In Equity.
WILLIAM

R.

ALLAN

Washing~on.

vs.

NELSON

S.

ALLAN

et a.ls.

Opinion February 7, 1906.

Ta:ratfon of Co:-rt.~ in Equity Proceedfr1gs. I'ract'ice E.~ta1Jli.~hed.
Statute 18G7, c. 89. R. S., c. 79, §§ 11, 12.

Chancery Rules.

I.

Usually it restH in the sound discretion of the court whether costs in
equity shall be awardecl to either or neither party.
2. In the ab:-ience of any Htatutory provhdon, or rule of court, if costs are
awarded, the court will exercif.ie its di:-;cretion as to the Hpecific items which
may he allowl-'d.
:-t There are no termH of court in equity proceeding:;,. On motion of either
party a cause iu equity ii;, Het down for a hearing at such time as the court
shall order.
4.

In equity, costs for travel and attendance do not depend upon terms of
court, but only upon hearings, whether they be held during a term or
otbnwi:-;e.

5.

A party to ~hom taxable costs are awarded is entitled to an allowance
of two dollars for each day's attendance at a hearing before a justice, or
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a master, and of thirty-three cent:-; for every ten miles travel, to attend
such a hearing, not exceeding forty miles, unless he makes affidavit that
he actually tmv~led a greater distance for the purpose of attendiug such
hearing.

In equity.

On exceptions by defendants.

Sustained.

Exceptions to the ruling of a Ringle justic>e affirming, on appeal
therefrom, a clerk's taxation of costs in an equity proceeding.
The case is fully stated in the opinion.

B. B. M1tr1·a:1J, for plaintiff.
C. B. & E. C. Donworth, for defendants.
SITTING: WISWF:LL,
POWERS, JJ.

C. J., EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,

SAVAGE, J. Exceptions to the ruling of a single justiee affirming,
on appeal, a clerk's taxation of costs in equity. The original hill was
filed in the clerk's office May 6, 190 I. Subpoena issued returnable
at the following August Rules, at which time the defendants
appeared. Their answer was tiled October 3, 1$)01. A preliminary
injunction was granted, without obje~tion, October 11, 1901, in term
time. On Mar(~h 24, I H02, the plaintiff filed an amendment to his
hiJJ, wit.hdra wing the original allegati<;ns, and praying for relief upon
entirely new and different grmmds. The amendment was allowed
without objection, at the following April term, upon payment by
plaintiff of one bill of costs. The defendants filed their answer to
tlie amended bill, November 5, 1902, and replication was filed at the
April term, 1903. At the October term, 1903, an interlocutory
decree was entered by consent of parties, sending the cause to a
ma!--lter for an accounting. A hearing Wal;! had by the n1aster December 22, 190:3, and the master's report was filed at the April term
190.5, when objections were filed by the defendants to the acct>ptance
of the report for defects appearing therein, and the cause was· thereupon recommitted to the mm,ter. The master's amended report was
filed June 8, 1905. The cause was finally heard by a single justice,
June 9, 1905, and~ final decree was filed August 2, 1905, in which
it was adjudged that "the plaintiff reco\'er his taxable crn;;ts ~gainst
the <lefend1:1ntH." In taxing the crn;ts, the clerk allowed the phti11tiff
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for travel and attendance, as in actionR at law, for thirteen terms of
court, that being the whole number of terms of court in that county
between the filing of the bill and the· date of the fin:11 decree. No
other allowan<'e for travel and attendance was made. The present
controverRy relates solely to the costs taxed by the clerk for travel
and attendance, as stated above.
There is no general statute regulating the recovery of costs in suits
in equity. There are some im;tances where the i--tatuteR provide that
costs .~hall be awarded, as for example, in bills for redemption from
mortgages, under some conditions, the plaintiff is "entitled to judgment for redemption and co8t8. But usually it rests in the sound
discretion of the court whether costs shall be awarded to either or
neitlwr party, as equity shall require. Stilson v. Leeman, 75 Maine,
412. As to the specific items which may be allowed, if costs are
awarded, the court will exercise its diR<·retion, in the absence of any
statutory provision or rule _of court. As was sai<l by the cimirt in
answer to the req11irt'me11t of chapter 8~ of the Laws of 1867, that
the Justices of the Supreme tT udicial Court should "prt'pare a
schedule or tariff of Jegal taxable cm,tH, as provided by statute":" There are very many services important and necesi,;ary in the
administration of jm,tict-', and for whi<·h thoi--e rendering them are
justly entitled to cornpem;ation, wht-'n no fet•s are estahfod1ed hy
statute, and where none can weJJ be established in advance .
In 811ch cases when no ft-'eH are eRtabliRhed, or 'authorized by statute,'
the court clnims and exereii.:es the right of supervising charges, if
ohjectt'd to and found unreasonable, and of making suitable deductioui-;." [,5 Maine, 5H5. And to their answer the justi<~es appended
a schedule of "Fees in Equity CaHes" which were propt:>r to he
al lowed, but for which there was no statute provision;
From time to time, the court, in its Chancery Rule:,,, haR estab]ii-;l1t~d sd1edules of fees which may be taxed as eosts in ey11ity snits,
arnl whieh, so far aR appli<'able, are controJJing, 72 Mui1w, at p. 600;
82 Mai11e, at p. 605.
In the taxation before us the clerk seems to have followed, by
analogy, the rule in suits at law, where the allowance for travel and
attendance is regulated and measured by the number of terms of
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court while the aetion is pending. There are however no terms of
court i11 equity proceedings, ex<"ept that process is made returnable
to the first day of a term of eourt, in <"af-:e the bill is inserted in a
writ of attachment, and may be made so returnable when a clerk
iHsues a snbpmna as a matter of course. The snbpama may be made
by the clerk, returnable at a rule day, or it may he made returnable
on any day in or out of term, by order of co~rt R. S., chap. 79,
sect. 12. Rule days, monthly in each county, are established by the
court "for the proper deHpatch of equity business, when and where
all processes Hhall be returnable, unless otherwise ordered by the
court, or 'directed by statute." Chancery Rule III. But uow, by
statute, as formerly by rule of court, (72 Maine, p. 584,) the court is
always open in each county for equity proceediugs,_ except upon days
in which, by law, no c:m1rt is held. R. S., chap. 7H, sect. 11. It is
open every juridical day, rule days and term time included. When
ripeJor heariug on interlocutory or on final issues, a eause is set
down on motion of either party, for a hearing, at such time as the
court shall order. For convenience merely, in many counties, equity
causes are usually heard in term time. In other counties they are
rarely so heard. As a matter of practice, in some counties, at least,
the equity cam.;;es are not carried upon the term docket. They are
not called aH a part of the continued docket. They are not, in any
event, a part of the term's work, except as they may be Ret down for
hearing by the court, for its own convenience, or the accommodation
of parties, or where issues are presented for the determination of the
jury. It folJows that costs for travel and attendance do not depend
upon terms of court, but upon hearings. This conclusion is not
inconsistent with the decision in Stif.r.wn v. Leeman, supra, where it
is held that "travel and attendance should be taxed as in adions at
law when the ccu;e i8 heard or made 1tp at a regnlcir term of conrt."
In that case too an item for attendance before a single justice, not in
term time, was disaJJowed, for the reason that the party finaJJy
awarded costs did not prevail at that hearing, the implication being
that if he had prevailed he would have been allowed for that attendance.
The only rule in chancery which touches an alJowance for travel
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or attendance, provides that "upon exceptions to a bill or am,wer
travel and attendance shall be taxed as follows: - for every ten
mi lei-;' travel of a party to attend a hearing before one (If the j nstices,
or before a master, thirty-three cents; but no more than forty miles'
travel shall be taxed in any case, unless the party shall make an
affidavit that he actually traveled a greater distance for the purpose
of attending such hearing ; for each day's attendance at a hearing
before a justice, or before a master, two dollars shall be taxed." 72
Maine, at p. 601; 82 Maine, 605. This rule is limited and relates
only to the all~wance for travel and attendance' at hearings on exceptions to a bill or answer, even though the hearing may be before a
master. For such exceptions may be referred to a master. \Vhitehom;e Eq. Prac. sect. 464.
The practice in taxation by clerks in this state has not been uniform; but in one case only, Stilson v. Leernam, has the question of
allowance for travel and attendance been presented for the determination of this court. In that case travel and attendance were taxed
as in actions at law, for the reason, as it seems, that the case was
heard or made up in term time. But we think the better practicP,
and one which we now approve, is to follow the rule ei.;tablished for
fees at hearings on exceptions to bill or answer.. The situations are
entirely analogous. And by applying this rule, there will follow a
single uniform practice covering costs at hearings of all kinds.
The plaintiff is ~mt.itled to no costs until after his amendment to
his original bilJ was filed. He then started with a new hill. The
case shows that the plaintiff should recover for attendance at five
hearings, at two dollars each, - namely, when the cause was sent to
a master, when the cause was heat·d by the master, when the objections to the rnaster'H report were heard, when the parties were heard
by the master upon the recommittal of his report, and when the
cause was finally heard by a single justice. \Ve allow the third item,
not because the plaintiff prevailed in that instance, wliid1 he did not,
but because the difficulty seems to have arisen tl1ro11gh inherent
defects in the report itself.

The plaintiff is also entitled to recover

for travel to these hearings,
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but as the number of mi]es traveled is not shown rn the caHe, we are
unab]e to determine the amount.

Ecception8 su8tained. Appeal 8nstwined. Clerk's
taxation to be uwdified uy him in <wcordwnce with
this opinion.

STATE OF MAINE

Knox.

vs.

ARDENIS SHUMAN.

Opinion February 12, 1906.

D'uplfoity. 1-"'own 1'reasnrer
Criminal Pleading. Embezzlement. Indictment.
Using Town's 1foriey for Private Purposes. R. fi., c. 121, § s.

An indictment against.a town treasurer, charging that he did steal, take and
carry away the money of the town which was in his possession by virtue
of his office, because, as also charged, he had unlawfully embeii;ii;led and
fraudulently converted the same to his own use, is not bad for duplicity.
Nor is such an indictment bad, because it is not alleged that the treasurer's
term of office has expired, nor that a demand has been made upon him
and that he neglects and refuses to account.
A,town treasurer has no right to use the .town's money for any purpose of
his own whatever. If he does so use it knowingly it is a fraudulent conversion, for which he becomes indictable at once.

On exceptions by defendant. Overru]ed.
Indictment against the defendant, Ardenis Shunian, aR treasurer of
the town of Union, for the crime of embezzlement. To this indictment
the defendant demurred, with leave to plead over. The demurrer
was overruled, and the defernlant excepted.
The indictment is as fol lows:
"STA'l'E OF MAINE.

"KNOX ss.-At the Supreme Judicial Court, begun and holden
at Rockland, within and for the County of Knox, 011 the first Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and five.
The Grand Jurors for sairl State upon their oath present, that
Ardeuis Shuman of Union, in the County of Knox and State of
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Maine, at Union aforesaid, in the County of Knox aforesaid, on the
twenty-fifth day of April, A. D. 1H04, said Ardeuis Shuman then and
there being a public officer, to wit, the town treasur~.r of the town
of Union aforesaid, did by virtue of his said office, and whilst he
was employed in said office, have, receive, and have in his posseRsion
and under his control, certain money to a large amount, to wit, to
the amount of one thousand three hundred and seventy-nine dollars
and fifteen cents, and of the value of one thousand three hundred
and seventy-nine dollars and fifteen cents, of the property of the
inhabitants of the town of Union aforesaid, and then and there the
money ·aforesaid did unlawfully embezzle and frandulently convert
to his own use; and that the said Ar<lenis Shuman in manner and
form aforesaid, the aforesaid money of the property of the inhabitants of the town of Union aforesaid, feloniously did steal, take and
carry away; against the peace of the State and contrary to the form
of the Statute in such case made and provided.
A true bill.
E. R. BOWLER, Foreman.
PHILIP HOWARD,
Attorney for the State for said County."
Philip Howard, County Attorney, for the state.
L. lJ;J. Staple8, for defendant.
Srr.rING:

EMERY, SAVAGE, PowERs, ~EAB<>DY, SPEAR,

JJ.

SAVAGE, J. Demurrer to indictment charging the defendant, as
town treasurer, with embezzlement. Tlie presiding justice below
overruled the demurrer, and the defendant excepted.
The defendant conte1Hls that the indictment is bad for duplicity,that embezzlement and larceny are two distinct offenses a11d must be
Ret out in separate co1111ts. The point is not well taken. 011 ly one
offeuse is charged. Embezz.lemeut or fraudulent co11ven-ion of fo11ds
by a public officer ii-; declared by statute, R. 8., ch. 121, i,;eet. 8, to
be larceny. It is not so at common law for the reaso11 that the
taking is not felonious. State v. Steven1wn, 91 Maine, 107. In this
iu<lictment m,ctt:r the statute, it is charged tltat the <lt'feudant did
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steal, take and carry away the money of the town which waR in his
possession by virtue of his office, because, as is alleged, he had unlawfully embezzled and fraudulently converted the Rame to his own use.
The acts charged con:-;titute :-;tattitory larceny,-one offense.
The defendant claims ftnther that it appears that the defendant
was still town treasurer when indicted, and that as a matter of law,
a public officer can not be indicted during his term of office, for
embezzlement, beeause duriug the term he has the legal possession
and custody of the fundH. It is urged that the indictment must state
not only that the term of office has ended, but also that a demand
has been made upon the offo:er and that he neglect:-; and rpfm;es to
account. This point is not tenable. fo the first place if it were
otherwiHe tenable, it is not alleged that the defendant was in office
when indicted. It is alleged that he was town treasurer April 25,
1 H04. Non constat, that he continued to be treasurer until .Tau. uary, l 905, when he was indicted.
But the defendant errs respecting the extent of his criminal
responsibility for his acts. He errs, in argument at least, in regard
to his rights in the town's money. It is the town's money uml not
his own. He has no right to use it for any purpose of his own
whatsoever. If he does so use it knowingly, it is a conversion,
fraudul-ent as to the town, for which he becomes indictable at once,
as he would be for any other indictable offense.· He becomes ip:-;o
facto criminally responsible, without demand or refusal to account.
The law gives a town tre~surer the custody of the town's money to
keep, and to pay out under proper authority for town pnrpm,es, but
uot to m,e for himself, in, a11y way whatever. His reHponsibility is
not measured or acquitted by his ability to pay over the balance due
at the end of his term, upon demand or ot.herwi:-;e, hut it depends
upon his use or misuse~ of the money during the term, or later.
Hel'e it is alleged that the defendant "did unla wfnlly embezzle and
fraudulently convert" the town's money to his own· use, on a day
named during his term. That was sufficient, in that respect.
No other objections have been raised.
Exceptfons onerruled. Defendant has leave to plead

over as per stipulation.
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WILLIAM M. PENNELL, Libellant,
vs.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS. AND VESSELS.
CITY OF PORTLAND, Claimant and Appellant.
Cumberland.

Opinion February 16, 1906.

Intoxicating Liquor.~. Search and Seizure. City Agency. Unlawful Sale. Marked
and Unmarked Vessel.~. Statute 1851, c. 211, §§ 1, 11. Statute 1858, c. 48, § 8.
Statute 1855, c. 16fJ. ,",'tatute 1858, c. 38, § 28. Stntule 1870, c: 125. Statute
1885, c. 539, § 8. Statute 1887, c. 140, § 9. Statute 1898, c. 253.
R. 8., C. 29, §§ 82, 34, 47, 48, 49, 51.
1.

Intoxicating liquors properly purchased for a city or town liquor agency,
and in the possession of a duly appointed and qualified liquor agent,
which have been 'taken by virtue of a search and seizure procesR, and
libelled, if not intended for sale in violation of law, are not forfeitable,
althougp the casks and vessels containing them are not marked in accordance with the provisions of R. S., ch. 2H, sect. M.
2. Such liquors, if contained in casks and vessels at all times conspicuously
marked with the names of the municipality ow11ing them, and of its agent,
are not subject to seizure and forfeiture, even though intended for sale in
this state in violation of law. Such liquors in vessels so marked are" protected" from seizure and forfeiture, by force of the statute. R. S., ch. W,
sect. 34.
3. But such liquors, if intended for sale in violation of law, and if the casks
and vessels containing them are not at all times conspicuously marked as
provided in the section before referred to, are subject to seizure and
forfeiture, the same as any other intoxicating liquors intended for unlawful
sale.
State v. Intoxfoating Liquors, 68 Maine, 187, overruled in part.

On report. Case to stand for trial.
Search and seizure process. On the ninth day of August, A. D.
mos, one of the deputy sheriffs of Cumberland County made complaint before the Municipal Court for the city of Portland in accordance with the provisions of section 49 of chapter 29, R. S., that he
had reason to believe that Charles C. Douglass, who was the then
duly appointed and qualified liquor ageut of the city of Portland
V01', Cl
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under section 26 of said chapter, had in his possession certain intoxicatiug liquors which he intended to sell in violation of law. A warrant was issued by sai<l court in due fonn and a large amount of
intoxicating liquors were seized upon said warrant.
Said liquors were duly libelled by Wm. M. Pennell, sheriff of
said county, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 29, sections
50 and 51, and one of the municipal officers of the city of Portland
duly appeared and filed a claim for said liquors in behalf of said city.
Hearing was waived in the Municipal Court and the libel taken
by appeal to the Superior Court for Cumbedaud Comity. By agreement of counsel, all(l by direction of the presiding J m;tice of that
court, the case was reported to the Law Court on the following
agreed statement:
'' This is a search and seizure process upon which certain intoxicating liquors were seized at the City Liquor Agency in PortlawJ.
The liquors in question and the vessels containiug them were purchased by the Municipal officers of said city of Portland of the State
liquor Commissioner from his stock at his place of business for sale
under section 26 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes of Maine.
The said liquors were pure and unadulterated and not factitious,
when said liquors and vessels were in the possession and custody of
Charles C. Douglass the appointed and q·ualifieu agent of said city
of Portland for the sale of said liquors, who prior to said seizure
had given bond as the law directs aud had 110 interest in said liquors
or in the profits of the sale thereof.
"The state will offer evidence that the said liquors were unlawfully kept and deposited with the intent to sell the same iu this state
in violation of law; and claims that upon proof of that fact the liquors
should be adjudge<l forfeited even ,though all the casks .and vessels
containing them were marked in full compliance with section 34 of
chapter 29, R. S.
"The state will also offer evidence that the casks and vessels containing the liquor were not marked as required by said section 34 of
chapter 29, R. S.; and claims that upon proof of that fact the
liquors shoul<l be adjn<lge<l fol'fPited even though they wel'e not kept
and deposi.ted with iuteut to sdl them in this state in viulution of Jaw.
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"The claimant contends that the liquors are not forfeitable in this
proceeding if the casks. and vessels containing them were marked as
required by said secti0u 34, even though they were kept and deposited with the intent to sell the same in this state in violation of law.
"The claimant further contends that the liquors are not forfeitable
in this proceeding if not kept and deposited for unlawful sale in this
state, even though the casks and vessels containing them were not
marked as required by section 34.
"By agf'eement of counsel the case is l'epOJ'ted to the Law Court
upon the foregoing statemeut. If the Law Court shall sustain both
of the claimant's contentions, the libel .is to be dismissed and the
liquors returned to the claimant; if the Law Court does not sustain
either or both of the claimaut's contentions, case to stand for trial
as to the facts involved in the coutention or contentions so not sustained."
The case also appears in the opinion.

William C. Eaton, County Attorney, for the state.
Scott Wilson, for City of Portland.
SrrTING:

WISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

C. J.,

EMERY, WHrrEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

JJ.

SAVAGE, J.
Claim of the city of Portland for intoxicating
liquors seized upon a search and seizure process issued under the
provisions of R. S., ch. 29, sect. ·49, The liquors .were properly
libelled by the officer who seized them. They had been purchai-;ed
by. the municipal officers of Portland, of the state liquor commissioner, as provided by statute. They were pure and unadulterated
and not factitious, and when seized were in the possession of the duly
appointed and qualified liquor agent of the city, for the sale of
liquors, who had no interest in the liquors or in the profits of the
sale thereof.
The questions presented by the report are whether such liq nors so
situated are subject to seizure and forfeiture under R. S., ch. 29,
sect. 49, and the· following sections, if they are kept and deposited
with intent to sell the same in this state in violation of law, even
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though the casks and vessels containing them are marked in full compliance with section 34 of the same chapter, and whether, if not so
marked, they are subject to seizure and forfeiture when not intended
for unlawful sale. The claimant contends that they are not so seizable and forfeitable in any event, under any contingencies, and we
will first consider that contention. The conclusion, of course, must
be reached by a consideration of all of the relevant provisions of the
statute prohibiting generally the sales of intoxicating liquors, which
is R S., ch. 29.
Section 4 7 declares. that "no person shall deposit or have in his
possession intoxicating liq nors with iutent to sell the same in the
state in violation of law, or with intent that the same shall be so
sold by any person, or to aid or assist any person in such sale." In
section 48, it is provided that intoxicating liquors kept and deposited
iu the state, intended for unlawful sale in the state, and the vessels
in which they are contained, are contraband and forfeited to the
county in which they are so kept at the time when they are seized."
Section 49 provides for the issuing of a search and t-,eizure warrant
upon the sworn complaint of a person competent to be a witness in
civil suits, that "he believes that intoxicating liquors are unlawfully
kept and deposited" in a place in the state described, by a person
named, if known, "and that the same are intended for sale within the
state in violation of law." If liquor is seized upon such a warrant,
the subsequent procedure is twofold. The party keeping or depositing the liquors with unlawfu! intent is subject to punishment. The
liquors thenu,elves are libelled in rem, and may be adjudged forfeited
under sectiou 51. Section 49 contains the only provisions, relevant
to this discussion, which authorize the issuing of a search and seizure
p~ocess, and forfeiture follows only when liquors have been seized
upon a warrant issued on a complaint such as is described therein.
It necessarily follows, then, that intoxicating liquors .are subject to
forfeiture ouly when iutended, at the time of seizure, for sale "in
violation of law."
To determine what sales are "in violation of law" we turn to section 40, which provi<les that '' no persou shall at any time, by hirni:,elf? his clerk, servuut or ugent1 directly or indirectly, sell auy hitvxi..
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eating liquors, of whatever origin, except as hereinbefore provided."
The phrase "herein before provided" relat~s back to section 26,
which provides that the selectmen of any town, and the mayor and
aldermen of any city, "may appoint some suitable person, agent of
said town or city
to sell "intoxicating liquor purchased ·
by them according to law, to be used for mediciual, mecha~ical and
manufacturing purposes, and no other." All sales of intoxicating
liquor in this state, therefore, except those made by a duly appointed
and qualified town or eity,agent, are "in violation of law." But
sales by such an agent may also be in violation of law. His authority is not 11n limited. On the contrary, it is very narrowly restricted.
He can sell only within the town of his appointment, and then liquors
to be 11Hed only for medicinal, mechanical and m·anufacturing purposes. He cannot lawfully sell to a minor, without the written
direction of his parent, master, or guardian, nor to an Indian, soldier,
dru,nkard, intoxicated person, an insane person or spendthrift, if
known to him to be such, nor to an intemperate person after the
prescribed notice. He cannot lawfully sell liquors which have been
decreed to be forfeited, or which are found to be impure, or which
are adulterated or factitious, or which have not been legally purchased. He cannot lawfully sell if interested in the liquor or the
profits of sale. If he exceeds his authority in any of these respects,
he becomes liable to punishment. 8tate v. Fa,irjield, 37 Maine, 517.
He may be. prosecute<l as a commo11 seller, notwithstanding his
appointment as agent. 8tate v. Keen, 34 Maine, 500; 8tate v. Pntnarn, 38 Maine, 2fl6. And there seerns to be no escape from the
conclusion that if such an agent has in his keeping and possession
intoxicating liquors intended to be sold contrary to any of t.he above
described limitations and restrictions, it is intended to b~ sold "in
violation of law," and so comes within the language of section 49
relating to search aud seizure process.
But notwithstanding this the learned counsel for the claimant
earnestly contends that it never was the intention of the legislature
to subject intoxicating liquors, purchased by municipal authority,
and in the possession of lawfully appointed agents for sale, to seizure
and forfeiturP, and that it is inherently improbable that the legisla-
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tnre would seek to enforce such a drastic remedy against towns,
which are merely subdivisions of the state, for governmental purpmms, when neither they, nor perhaps their municipal officers are in
fault, and when the purposes of the law can be secured by the
punishment of the offending agent. It is urged that the history of
prohibitory liq nor law legislation shows the absence of such an intention, and that a contrary construction would lead to absurd results.
There wou Id be, we think, much force in the doctrine of inherent
improbability, in the absence of any express language in the statute
tending to show that seizures of towu or city agency liquors under
some contingencies, at least, were within the contemplation of the
legislature.
In his argument drawn from history, the counsel calls our attention to the earliest statute of this character. Laws of 1851, ch. 211.
That act provided for the appointment of town liquor agents,
whose authority was limited to sales of liquors "to be used for
medicinal and mechanical purposes, and no other. " There was no
other express restriction. All others were prohibited from selling
intoxicating liquors. By section 11 of the act, search and seizure
process was to issue on the sworn complaint "that spirituous or
intoxicating liquors are kept or deposited and intended for sale" by
a person "not authorized to sell the same in said city or town under
the provisions of this act." The only reference in the act to the
seizure of agency liquors is found in section 12, where it is provided
that in case the keeper or possessor of liquors seized is unknown to
the officer seizing them, they shall not be condemned until they have
been advertised, so that "if such liquors are actually the property
of any city or town in the state, and were so at the time of the
seizure, purchased for sale by the agent of said city or town, for
medicinal or mechanical purposes only .
they may not be
destroyed, " but may be delivered to the city or town agent. It
will be noticed that the provision for search and seizure related to
liquors "intended for sale by a person. not authorized to sell the
same," and not as in the present statute, to· all liquors " intended
for sale in this state in violation of law." So that in any event the
process did not lie against liq nors in the possession of agents and
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intended for sale by them, either lawfully or unlawfully. And the
Jatter provision referred to in that statute was to protect the property
of towns which had been seized unwittingly, without knowledge of
the town's ownership, and it was to be returned if not intended for
sale for other than medicinal and mechanical purposes.
In the laws of 1853, ch. 48, which was amendatory of and additional to the Act of 1851, the search and seizure provisions in section
1 were limited to liquors kept o~ deposited by a person "not authorized by law to sell the same, .
and intended for sale in vioJation of Jaw." But section 8, besides expressing many addition~!
restrictions II pon the authority of agents to sell, provides that " no
such liq uor8 owned by any city, town or plantation, or kept by any
agent of any city, town or plantation, as is provided by the act to
which this is additional
shall be protected against
seizure and forfeiture, under the provisions of this and of said act,
by reason of such ownership," unless all the casks and vessels are
marked, and so forth. We shall discuss the provisions relating to
marking casks and vessels, and their effect, later. Just now we are
pointing out that the words of the act of 1853 indicate that under
some conditions, at least, there might be, by virtue of the statute,
seizure and forfeiture of agency liquors. Construing section 1 and
section 8 together, we think the meaning is evident. Under the language of section 1, agency liquors were protected because, in terms,
the process lay only against liquors not kept or deposited by an
authorized agent, but by section 8 that protection was removed, and
they were therefore made liable to seizure and forfeiture, in case the
c::i~ks and vessels were not marked. In such case, the limitation in
section 1 did not apply. Moreover, the word "such" in the phrase
"no such liquors owned by any city
shal1 be protected"
seems clearly to refer to liquors which had been seized upon search
and ·seizure process, and concerning which proceedings were to be
had for forfeiture, in accordance with the immediately preceding
sections. Again in the same section, it is provided that adulterated
or factitious liquors shall not be protected from seizure and forfeiture
by reaHon of being kept for Rale by Htwh agentE,." We are therefore
of opinion that notwithstanding the limitation referred to in section
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1, these provisions indicate that the legislature contemplated that in
certain instanceA, at least, agency liquors might properly be seized
and forfeited. The same provisions appear in the Laws of 1855,
ch. 166, which was a substitute for the Laws of 1851 and 1853.
Though subsequently repealed in 1856, the provisions found in section 8 of the Laws of 1853, by reenactment in 1858 and since, are
found in substantially the same form in present section 34.
In the Laws of 1858, ch. 33, the previous agency statutes were
reenacted in substa11tia1Iy the same form in which they exist now.
Indeed, the language of most of the provisions followed that in the
former statute. The search and seizure provisions were however
changed so as to be applicable in terms to all liq nor "intended for
sale within this state in violation of law," the limitation as to authorized agents being omitted. The language is broad enough to reach
liquors intended to be sold by the agent himself in violation of law.
Old section 8 of the Laws of 1853, relating to protection of agency
liquors, or the want of it, reappears as section 28, following as
before the search and seizure and forfeiture sections. Its relative
situation in the statute is significant. No doubt the interpretation
which should have been given to it then ought to be given to it now,
though in the revisions of 1883 and 1903 it has been transposed
to that part of the statute which relates more particularly to city
and town agencies.
The counsel however urges that the construction we have so far
placed upon th~ statute leads to an absurdity, in that the statute of
1858, the langnagP- of which in the search and seizure section for
the first time made all liquors seizable and forfeitable, if they were
intended for sale in violation of law, whether kept by agents or not,
also provided in section 18 that all liquors and vessels seized and
declared forfeited should be delivered by order of court to the mayor
and aldermen of the city, or the selectmen of the town, to which they
were forfeited, and that such portions as were found upon examination to be fit to be sold for medicinal, mechanical or manufacturing
purposes should be turned over by them to their liquor agent to be
sold, in accordance with the act. In other words, liquor seized from
a town or its agents, if forfeited, was ordered back to the town; and,
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if suitable, retutned to the agent. Such was undoubtedly the effect
of the Law of 1 858, and it so continued until the Laws of 1870, ch.
125, when it was provided that 'liquors forfeited should be destroyed
by spilling on the ground, and town agents were subjected to a
penalty if they sold forfeited liquors. In 1885, the Law of 1858 in
this respect was restored. Laws of 1885, ch. 3fi9, sect. 8. But in
1887, the Law of 1870, requiring a destruction of forfeited liquors,
was reenacted. Laws of 1887, ch. 140, sect. 9. And that continued
to be the law until chap. 253 of the Laws of 1893, which required
that all forfeited liquors containing more than twenty per cent of
alcohol should be turned over to the sheriff to be sold for the benefit
of the county, and that all others should be destroyed. But notwithstanding these changes from time to time in the method of disposing
of forfeited liquors, we think they worked no change in the construction of section 28, of the Law of 1858, which has remained unchanged
to the present time. If agency liq nors were forfeitable under the
Law of 18fi8, they are forfeitable now. If they were not forfeitable
then, they are not now. Section 28, as we have seen, was borrowed
almost verbatim from the Law of 1853. But the Law of 1853 also
provided for a destrnction of the liquors, and not for a return of them
to the municipal officers, as in the Law of 1858. It is undoubtedly
true sometimes that when an existing statute is amended, or a former
statute reenacted with 'changes in some particulars, the effect of the
amendment upon other parts of the statute is not well considered.
In such cases it is the duty of the court to declare, as well as it ean,
the legislative intent shown in the whole statute as amended, or, in
other words, to declare to what extent the legislature intended the
existing law to be affected by the amendment. It has been seen that
the Law of 1853 contemplated that agency liquors might be seized
and forfeited in certain contingencies. We cannot avoid the conclusion that the legislature, in reenacting the same law, in the same
language, in 1858, intended the same result; although anotber disposition of forfeited liquors was provided for. We cannot hold otherwiHe without doing violence to the language of section 28 in the Law
of 1858.
AnJ it may fairly be said, in this connection, that this construction
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of the law of 1858 does not lead to such an utter absurdity as is
contended. At least one of the contingencies when agency liquors
were not protected from seizure and forfeiture was when they were
adulterated and factitious, and known by the agent to be such.
While the Jaw of 1858 required the delivery of forfeited liquors
to the municipal authorities, only such as were found fit for medicinal,
mechanical or manufacturing purposes were to be turned over to
the agent for sale. The rest were to be destroyed. And in any
event, by the seizure of such liquors, and the 11ecessity of making
daim therefor, the attention of the authorities would be sharply
calJed to the conduct or misconduct of their agents which made the
liquors subject to seizure. Upon a consideration of the whole
statute, we are satisfied that agency liquors were then, and are now,
seizable and forfeitable, under certain contingencies. It was so held
in Androscoggin R. R. Co. v. Richards, 41 Maine, 233, a case arising under the law of 1853, and it was nenessarily so held, although
the question was not much discussed, in State v. Intoxicat·ing Diqum·.~,
city of Belfast claimant, 68 Maine, 187, a case which arose under
the law as it was enacted in 1858, and reenacted in the revision of
1871.
But _we think it is only under certain contingencies that agency
liquors are subject to seizure and forfeiture. \Vhile -it is true that,
in general terms, the statute provides that alJ liquors intended for
sale in violation of Jaw may be seized and forfeited, the present section 34 (section 28 in the law of 1858) decJares that no stwh liquors
owned by a city or town, or kept by an agent thereof, as provided
by law, are protected against seizure and forfeiture, by reason of
such ownership, " unless aJl casks and vessels in which they are
contained are at all times conspicuously marked with the name of
such municipality and of its agent,'' also, that '' they shall not be
protected from seizure and forfeiture by reason of being kept for
sale by such agents, if they have knowledge that the same are
adulterated or factitious." The only reasonable inference to be
drawn from this language is, we think, that under some contingencies
they are protected. Otherwise the words "are protected" and
" shal I not be protected " have no significance. In one case no
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liquors are protected by reason of municipal ownership, unless
marked. In the other they are not protected by reason of being kept
for sale by agents, if they are known to be adulterated or factitious.
It seems to us that the implication is clear,- e converso,- that if
the casks and vessels containing them are properly marked, the
liquors are protected from seizure and forfeiture, even though
intended for sale in violation of law, except that adulterated and
factitious liquors are not protected in any event. The last qualification, however, has no bearing in this case, as it is admitted that the
liquors seized were pur~ and unadulterated and not factitious.
The effect of this construction of the statute, and which was, as we
think, among its obvious purposes, is not only that it tends to prevent
the making of false claims that liquors seized belong to a town, when
in fact they do not, but also that the munidpal authorities who alone
are authorized to purchase liquors for sale by agents, may protect the
property of their towns in this respect against the results of the misconduct of their agentA, _by seeing to it that the casks and vessels are
properly marked. This they can well do. And in this way agency
liquors may be at all times kept separate and distinct from others.
It is not to he presumed that the legislature anticipated that the
municipalities therm,elves might intend the liquors to be sold unlawfully, though their agents might so intend. And for that reason it
is reasonable that the municipal authorities should be permitted to
protect the liquors from seizure by marking the casks and vessels
containing them, while the agents are punishable for their own rniscond uct. On the other hand, if the munidpal authorities fail" to do
this, and if the caHks and vessels containing them are not properly
marked, the liquors are not protected by reason of the ownership of
the city or town.
But such liquors are not rendered subject to seizure and forfeiture
simply for want of proper marking. Liquors are only so subject
when intended for Hale in violation of law. There is no statute
specifie:-illy requiring the casks and ve8sel8 to be marked. Hence we
think selling liquors contained in unmarked casks and vessels is not
of itself in Yiolation of law. The provision respecting the effect of
marking casks and vessels is for the protection of the town against
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seizure and forfeiture.
Although the casks and vessels are not
marked, stiJI the liq mm; are not forfeitabJe, if it appears that they
were not kept for unlawful sale. Sect. Fil. The case of State v.
Int. Liqnm·s, Belfast claimant, 68 Maine, 187, is relied upon as
authority to the contrary. So far as the question of marking the
vessels is concerned, that case is not to be distinguished from the one
at bar. But in that case, the q nestion was disposed of in a single
sentence, without any discussion, and the point does not appear to
have been fully considered. We are of opinion that the conclusion
of the court to the effect that agency liquors are seizable and forfeitable merely because the vessels containing them are not properly
marked is not sustainable in reason, and that ~he Belfast case referred
to must be regarded as overruled to that extent.
We conclude then, (1) that the. liquors in this case, if found not
to be intended for sale in violation of law, are not forfeitable, even if
the casks and vessels containing them were not marked in accordance with the statute ; (2) that if they were intended for sale in thjs
state in violation of law, but were contained in casks and vessels
properly marked, they were not forfeitable, and (3) that if they
were intended for sale in this state in violation of law, and the casks
and vessels in which they were contained were not marked according
to the statute, they are forfeitable.
It is proper to a<ld that the equitable remedy against misconducted
agencies, provided in section 32, is to be regarded as a<l<.litional to
the other statutory proceedings, and is not a substitute for any of
· them. Since that remedy was created, all the other statutory provisions have been reenacted without change.
In accordance with the stipulation, the case is to

Stand for trial.
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OAKLAND STREET RAILWAY.

Opinion February 20, 1906.

Street Railway. Charige of Locrition ·by Railroad Commi.~.~ioners. Brilure of Clerk
to Give Notice of Change. Operation for Purpo8es Other thnn Street 1'ra:flic.
Use of Street by Street Railroad. Public Serv·itude. R. S., c. 53, §§ 16, 20.
The determination of the railroad conunis:-.ioners in regard to the change of
location of a street railroad is final. The orni8sion of the clerk of the railroad couuni8sioners, within five days after the filing of the certificate of
their decision, to give notice of such determination to all parties of record,
doe8 not deprive the railroad corporation of its right to construct and
operate its road, or make that a public nuisance which would othenvise be
a lawful use of the street.
The operation of a 8treet railroad for other purposes than street traffic,
before the railroad commissioners have grunted a certificate of jt,s safety
for public travel, i8 not forbidden by R S., chapter 5:), 8ection 20.
The use of a street by a street railroad, is a public servitude imposing no
additional burden upon the abutter. The damages paid, when the street
was built, were for all time and for all public U8es fairly contemplated at
the time the land wa.,; taken.
Such inconveniences a8 are inseparable from the use by the public of a public
way, cannot be nuule the foundation of au action for damages.

On exceptions by plaintiff.

Overruled.

Action on the case to recover damages alleged to have been sustained by the construction and operation of the defendant's street railway on Church street in Oakland. The plaintiff was a regular
pracfo;ing physician in said Oakland and whose rPsidence aud place
of business was on said Church street. At niHi prius the plaiutiff
moved to amend his declaration and his arnelldment wm; allowed.
The defendant then demurred to the amended declaration, and the
presiding Justice pro forma sustained the demurrer, to which ruliug
the plai11tiff ~~cepted,

...
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The case is fully stated in the opinion.
George W. Fie/cl, for plaintiff.
Charles

J-i:

SITTING:
SPEAR,

Joh'flson, for defendant.
WISWELL, (;.

J.~

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, PoWERs,

JJ.

PowERS, ,J.
This is an action to recover damages claimed to have
been sustained by the construction and operation of the defendant's
street railway on Church street in Oakland. The case comes here
on exceptions to sustaining a demurrer to the plaintiff's amended
declaration.
The writ sets out th~t the defendant constructed its street rail way
track along the easterly side of Church street in Oakland; that over
said track between July 4, 1903, and the date of the writ, July 6,
1905, it very frequently ran its cars, thereby creating a great noise
and disturbance; that the plaintiff's residence and place of business was
on the easter! y side of said Church street and that there was no access
to the premises from said street except by crossing said track, and no
access to them elsewhere that was convenient or adequate for the
plaintiff. It is further averred that the plaintiff was a regular pracfa,ing physician, that in making necessary cal1s upon his patients he
was required to cross defendant's track from his premises more frequently than would otherwise have been necessary for persons
engaged in other callings and pursuits, that he was greatly hindered,
delayed and interfered with in such crossings by the location of said
track and the passing of said cars; that persons desiring to come to
his premises for the purpose of consulting him professiona11y were
greatly hindered and by reason of the location of the defendant's
track have desisted and refrained from coming. The amendment
states that the defendant's track was originally located in the center
of Church street, that at a hearing for relocation at the easterly side
the plaintiff appeared before the railroad commisRioners and opposed
such relocation, that no notice of their determination was sent by the
clerk of said railroad commissioners to the plaintiff or his counsel as
required by law; that the defendant ruu its cars from July 4 to
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Sept. 2, 1903, without any certificate from the railroad commissioners,
and finaJly that by the location of the track and the running of the
cars the plaintiff's property, as a place of business for a practising
physician, has been greatly decreased in value.
The determination of the railroad commissioners was final upon the
question of a change of location. R. S., chapter 53, section 16. No
right of the plaintiff was affected by the clerk's alleged failure to
give him notice of the decision within five days after the certificate
was filed. It was a mere ministerial act on the part of the clerk
which the defendant could not control and for which it was not responsible. His omission could not deprive the defendant of its right
to construct and operate its road, or make that a public nuisance
which would otherwise oe a lawful public use of the street.
The averment, that the defendaut from July 4 to Sept. 2, I ~03,
ran its cars without any certificates from the the railroad commh,siouers as provided by R. S., chapter 53, section 20, is not sufficient
to bring such runuing of its cars withiu the inhibition of that section.
It is the operation of a railroad for street traffic, without a certificate
of its safety for public travel, that is prohibited. The running of
cars may be for construction or other purposes entirely distinct from
street traffic and public travel.
The declaration therefore contains nothing which shows that the
defendant's track was not legally located, constructed and operated
and its use of the street a lawful an<l proper one. It is settled that
the use of a street by a street railroad is a public servitude imposing
no additional burden upon the abutter. The damages paid, when
the street was built, were for all time and for all public uses fairly
contemplated at the time the land was taken. B1·iggs v. Horse R.
R. Oo., 79 Maine, 363. Taylor v. Street Ry., 91 Maine, 193. Elc.
R. R. Co., AppeJlants, 96 Maine, 110.
That the plaiutiff was hindered, delayed and inconvenienced and
-people desiring to consult him professionalJy were kept away, because
of having to cross tlie defendant's track, would not give him a right
of action against the defendant for a lawful use of the public way.
The defendant had the same right to run its cars along its track that
the plaintiff had to drive his horse upon the street, There is uo sug-
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gestion in the declaration that the defendant did not exercise its right
with a due regard for the rights of the plaintiff. So long as two
bodies cannot occupy the same point in space at the same time, it will
continue at times to be an inconvenience, hindrance or delay to one,
having occasion to use a public way, that any other object or person,
car, wagon, man or beast should be permitted upon it. It is however a public way for the use of all having occasion to use it in a
manner authorized by law. Such inconveniences are inseparable
from its use by the public as a public way, and cannot be made the
foundation of an action for damages.
Exceptions overruled.

HARRIS LENFEST

Knox.
E;;ceptions.

Evidence.

vs.

JASON ROBBINS.

Opinion February 20, 1906.
Punitive Damnges Claimed.
Defense.

lVhat May be ~"J'hown

fri

To sustain exceptions they must contain within themselves sufficient to
show that the excepting party was aggrieved.
When the purpose for which a question is asked on cross-examination h;
specifically staterl at the trial, and it is not a<lmissible for that purpose
exceptions to its exclusion will not be -;ustaine<l, notwithstanding it may
have been admh;sible for another purpose not stated at the time.
When impeaching conduct of a witness is drawn out upon cross-examination, which it-l indicative of a deep-seated hostility and bias on his part
agaim1t one of the parties, it is error to exclude all explanation of such
conduct upon re-direct examination.
In an action for trespass to the person, when damages for the indignity oi:
punitive damages are claimed, the provocation, conduct and acts of the
parties, which give character and color to the transaction and are clearly
and really a part of. it, may be shown, though not transpiring at the •precise moment of the assault.

Sluiw v. Prentiss, 56 Maine, 427, approved.
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On motion and exceptions by defendant.
Exceptions sustai11ed.

Motion not considered.

Trespass for a personal assault alleged to have been committed by
the defendant upon the plaintiff. Plea, the general issue with a
brief statement that whatever the defendant did " he did in self
defense." Verdict for plaintiff for $205.00. Defendant filed a
general motion to have the verdict set aside, and also excepted to
certain rulings made by the presiding Justice during the trial.
The case is stated in the opinion.
L. M. Staples, for plaintiff.
M. A. Johnson, for defendant.
SITTING:
SPEAR,

WISWELL,

C. J., E.MERY,

WHrrEHOUSE,

PowERs,

JJ.

POWERS, J. Trespass for personal assault. The plaintiff alleged
that he had "suffered great agony of mind and humiliation to his
feelings and had been held up to public ridicule by being struck."
Defendant claimed at the trial that he had a right to show all the
facts clearly and fairly counected with the assault; that he was not
confined to the immediate moment of the assault, but should be permitted to show all the facts bearing upon the provocation, motives
and cond net of both parties. The evidence is made part of the
exceptions.
Upon cross examination the plaintiff was asked:
Q. You were convicted in this court, were you not, Mr. Lenfest'?
A. I don't know. I was sent up to the high court.
Q. You had a trial in this cot1rt, did you not'?
A. I guess so.
Q. I was county attorney, was I not'?
A. I think likely.
Q. And weren't you found guilty by the jury at that time?
A. I don't know.
Q. The case that you were arrested on was a case for harrassing
and annoying Frank Pullen, was it not?
A. I don't know.
VOL. CI
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Q. The defendant in this case was a witness m that one against
you, was he not '?
A. Who?
Q. Jason Robbins?
A. He stuck his nose into it. He didn't know no more about it
than a child unborn.
(J. You have been ugly with him ever since, haven't you Mr.
Lenfest?
A. No sir.
Q. Haven't you annoyed and harrassed J asou Robbins ever since
tha_t time down to this ·t
(Objected to. Excluded. Exceptions noted.)
The exceptions, including the printed case, do not show when the
trial referred to took place. The assault was on June 11, 1904.
The case at bar was tried at the September term, 1905. For aught
that appears the whole period covered by the question was subsequent
to the assault. The conduct of the plaintiff, after the assault, could
not be admissible upon the question of damages for the indignity or
upon that of punitive damages. It seems to have been assumed by
counsel and the presiding justice in the colloquy that followed the
exclusion of the question, that the inquiry related to a time prior to
the assault. Such assumption howeve·r is not sufficient. To sustain
exceptions they must contain within themselves sufficient to show
that the excepting party was aggrieved.
The question was proper for the purpose of showing hostility and
affecting the plaintiff's credibility as a witness.
Its admissibility
however was not placed upon that ground. In answer to a question
from the court counsel stated that " the purpose of the present
inquiry was to show the character of the man, that he had been
annoying up to that time, and to show the object of his stopping Mr.
Robbins at this particular time." We will consider these grounds
in their order: 1. The plaintiff's character was not in issue.
2.
As we have seen, it nowhere appears to what time the question
related, and if to a time subsequent to the assault it had no tendency
to prove that he had been annoying the defendant before that.
Moreover, to state that the purpose of asking the plaintiff if he had
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been harrassing and annoying the defendant, was to show that he had
been annoying him, did not show upon what rule or principle the
admissibility of the question was claimed. 3. There had been no
evidence introduced that the plaintiff stopped the defendant and the
question had no tendency to elicit any. On the contrary the
defendant testified that he stopped his team himself, alighted from it,
and first addressed the plaintiff. On no one of the grounds claimed
at the trial does the case show the question to have been admissible.
If it had been stated that it was for the purpose for showing bias, so
as to direct the atteutiou of the presiding justice to that principle of
evidence, it would doubtleRs have been admitted. The defendant is
confined upon exceptions to the grounds expressly stated at the trial
or contained in his exceptions. JJicl{own v. Powers, 86 Maine, 291.
The caRe at bar is not one of au exception on general grounds to the
exclusion of the question on cross-examination. Here the purposes
of the question were specifically stated, both at the trial and in the
exceptions, and the defendant is confined to them.
Exception is taken to the charge of the presiding justice. The
jury was instructed that the conduct of the parties at the time of the
assault, "not at some former time but at that time as a provocation,
and as tending to lead to the result may be taken into account, upon
the question of punitive damages and damages to injured sensibilities." In this state it is settled in Shaw v. Prent-iss, 56 Maine,
427, that when damages for the indignity or punitive damages are
claimed, in au action for trespass to the person, the provocation, conduct and acts of the parties, which give character and color to the
transaction and are dearly and really a part of it, may be shown,
though not transpiring at the precise moment of the assault. The
doctrine is there repudiated that only acts or words of provocation
done or uttered at the moment, or immediately connected iu time
with the infliction of the illjnry, can be given in evidence in mitigation of such damage:,. "Time is uot the essence of the principle,
but fairly established direct connection, as cause and effect.''
The rule given at the trial would have been too narrow a one if
there were in the cam any evidence which would bring it within the
principle of Prentiss v. Shaw. All such evidence was however
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rigorously excluded at the trial.
The only exclusions of testimony referred to in the bill of exceptions or to which exceptions
were taken at the trial, were two. One of these we have already discussed, and the other remains to be considered.
On re-direct examination the defendant was asked:

Cl, You were asked if you had spoken to Mr. Lenfest during the
last two years. I will ask the question, why didn't you speak to
'him 't (Objected to.)
MR. J OBNSON: I think I have a right to show whether it was
his fault or Mr. Lenfest's fault ·t
The CouR'I': That raiseH another isi-;ue. It is sufficient that
they were on bad tenm;. That is the mai11 point on either side.
MR. JoHNSON:
client's side.
The Couwr:

I think I have a right to show it wasn't ou my

I will exclude it.

Standing unexplained, the conduct of the defendant might indicate a long standing hostility on his part at the time of the assault.
It matters not who was in fault. The first ground stated as the plll'pose of the question is not tenable. To show who was in fault
would be in effect to concede the hm,tility and justify it. The
second grouqd stated however, rests on a solid foundation. 1'he
defendant had the right to show that the "bad terms," hostility, was
not on his side. He had a right to explain the circumstance, and
show that his failure to s1jeak to the plaintiff did not indicate a deepseated hostility, such as would be likely to lead him to assault him
or to influence his testimony and affect his credibility at the trial.
Wigmore Ev. section 952~ B1'oolcs v. Acton, 117 .Mass. 204. In
Willforns v. Gilrncin, 71 Maine, 21, it was held that a party could
not upon cross examination introduce testimony of collateral facts
and then object to an explanation of them. The fact that the
defendant had not spoken to the plaintiff, for two years before the
assault, was drawn out by the plaintiff. Its natural effect was to
impeach his credibility and raise an inference of long continued
hostility which might discredit his account of what took place at the
time of the assault. He was entitled to give such explanation as he
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could. In State v. Reed, 62 Maine, 129, a witness was permitted
to testify what was his reason for giving contradictory testimony at
a former trial, and it is there said that "to refuse an opportunity to
explain would be in effect to condemn a party without a hearing.''
A party has as much right to explain his impeaching conduct as a
witness has to explain his contradictory statements. The right is
given in order that the jury may have the facts necessary to form a
correct judgment as. to ,the motive and credibility of the witness.
Exceptions s11,.~tained.

MATTAWAMKEAG LOG DRIVING COMPANY

vs.
GEORGE

Penobscot.

L.

BYRON.

Opinion February 21, 190G.

Driving Log.~ l>?f Chnrtered Company. Uniting Drive.~. First and ;'J'econd Drives.
A.~sessment.~Jor Toll.~ an(l 1Jri1ring. Authority of Directors to make A.~sessments. Private arid ,Special J,au•s, 18.53, c. 90. I'rivnte and
Spe1,i,a.l Law.~, 1899, c. ul, § 3.

The practice of having two or more flrives in order to i1rnure greater expedition in driving to their place of dt~:-;tination all logs both late and early
must be <h•emed a reasonable one.
The difference in the rntes of assessment for first and second drives is the
obviou:-; result of experience with respect to the actual cost of driving
them.
Ordinarily, a fin;t drive will be the lPast expensivP becam;;e it will have the
most favorable pitch of water and the labor and expense of driving will
ordinarily increase as the water r-;ubsi<les below a favorable driving pitch.
The case at bar shows that the asspssment in question was made in entire
accordance with the provi:-;iomi of the plaintiff's charter and thnefore is
binding upon the defendant irrespective of the question of first and
second drives.
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The particular question submitted is whether the defendant's logs were
driven in the first or second Mattawamkeag drive. And upon this proposition it is held that as there were two driveR from Jeller;o;on boom to 8catterack boom the second one cannot be deemed to have lost its identity,
for the purposes of the assessment authorized by the provisions of the
plaintiff's charter, Rimply because by reason of high water, it had to be
driven along with the logs constituting the first drive.
The directon; of the plaintiff company who are authorized by the plaintiff's
charter to make the assessment" in anticipation of the actual cost and
expense of driving" cannot predict with certainty in any year that the
logs will not be turned out of Scatterack boom on account of high water.
They are therefore compelled to make the :u,;se:-,Rments upon their knowledge of the drive:-; that leave Jellerson boom, and for this purpose they are
reasonably jm,tified in assuming that the logs first driven from Jellerson
boom constitute the first drive and those that are next driven must constitute the second. drive. This would seem to be the only practical and
available criterion by which they can distinguiRh the logs coming in the
first drive from those coming in the second drive, for the purpose of
making their assessment" in anticipation of the actual cost and expense
of driving."

On report.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Assumpsit on account• annexed to recover assessments and tolls
made by the plaintiff company on the defendant's Jogs for driving the
, same in the spring of 1900, from Jellerson , boom, so called, on the
Mattawamkeag River to their places of destination.
The main contention was whether or not the defendant's logs were
driven in the first Mattawamkeag drive, so ealled, or in the second
Mattawamkeag drive, so called. In the year 1900, the assessments
for driving logs in the first drive, together with the tolls thereon,
amounted to 42 cents per thousand feet boom scale, while the assessment and tolls for logs in the second Mattawamkeag drive of that
year amounted to 47 cents per thousand feet boom scale.
The case was reported to the Law Court on an agreed statement
of facts.
The case fully appears in the opinion.

Appleton & Chaplin, for plaintiff.
Louis C. Stea1'ns, for defendant.
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\V HITEH0USE, .T. This is an action to recover assessments and
tolls made by -the plaintiff company on defendant's logr,, for driving
them in the spring of I goo from Jellerson boom, so-called, on the
Mattawamkeag River to their places of destination. The case is
reported to this court on an agreed statement of facts.
By the act incorporating plaintiff company (chapter 90 Private
& Special Laws of 1853) and by acts amendatory thereto the company is required to drive logs," which .frorn tirne to time may come
into the .Jellerson and Oxbow booms to the Penobscot boom (section
3, chapter 51, P. and S. Laws 1899) at as early a period as practicable." .
The corporate limits of the company extended from Jellerson boom,
so-called, in the town of Haynesville on the Mattawamkeag River
to the junction of that river with the Penobscot River.
'There are three booms on the Mattawamkeag River within their
corporate limits, Jellerson boom, Oxbow boom, situated below in
Drew Plantation, and Scatterack boom, which is the lowest boom on
Mattaw,amkeag River, about 30 miles below .Jellerson boom, and is
located near the junction of that river with the Penobscot River.
According to the method of driving the logs on the Mattawamkeag River that has prevailed with the plaintiff company for many
years when a sufficient quantity of logs had been collected in J ellerson boom the drive was started. The company or its contractor
ordered the boom to be opened and the logs were driven down the
Mattawamkeag into Scatterack boom, and thence down the Penobscot River to their placeH of destination at or above Penobscot boom.
This was known as the first drive.
As ~oon as the first drive had left Jellerson boom the boom was
closed to collect the whole or a part of the remaining logs to be
driven as the case might be, and when a sufficient number had collected in the boom a second drive was started and driven down in
the same manner as the first. Generally all the logs to be <lrive.n
were driven in the first or second drive but sometimes a third drive
was also made.
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In 1900 the first drive was started from Jellerson boom and driven
to Scatterack as before described. The contractors were then notified
not to cut away Scatterack owing to the high water in the Penobscot
River, which made it impossible for the Katahdin Pulp and Paper
Company to sort the logs at Lincoln.
~hen the crew were ordered back to Jellerson boom where they
had to wait three or four days for the defendant's logs, which were
cut on Beaver Brook fourteen miles above Jellerson boom, and also
logs belonging to other parties. After these had a11 reached J ellerson boom the second drive was started, and defernfant's logs together
with all the logs belonging to other parties were driven down the
river to Scatterack.
When the second drive started from Jellerson boom the first drive
was then in Scatterack and had not been turned out on account of
the high water as before stated, and the second drive containing
defendant's logs arrived in Scatterack before the first drive had been
turned out. After the high water had sufficiently subsided, all the
logs in Scatterack boom, both those that were driven in the first
drive and those that were driven afterward in the second <hive, which
included the defendant's logH, were turned out together and driven
in a body to their places of destination.
In the year 1900 and for many years previous thereto the plaintiff company had assessed the logs for tolls and driving expenses in
the different drives separately. In 1900 its assessments for driving
the logs in the first drive, together with the tolls thereon, amounted
to 42 cents per thousand feet boom scale, while the assessmentH and
tolls for logs in second Mattawamkeag drive of that year amounted
to 4 7 cents per thousand feet boom scale.
The defendant paid the driving assessments and tolls on all his
logs at the rate of 42 cents per thousand feet boom scale, claiming
that his logs were in the first drive. The company claims that his
logs were in the second, drive, and that he should pay assessments
and tolls amounting to 4 7 cents per thousand feet boom scale, and
this action is brought to recover the difference between the two assessments.
The plaintiff company is required by the mandatory provisions of
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its charter to drive all logs in Mattawamkeag River which from time
to time come into ,Jellerson and Oxbow booms. A proper discharge
of this imperative duty necessarily involves a division of the logs into two or more drives; and this practice appears to have been uniform
and of such long standing prior to 1900 that it must be presumed
to have been known to the defendant as well as other operators. In
1900 the first drive which did not comprise the defendant's logs
seasonably started from ,Jellerson boom and reached Scatterack. But
by an amendment to the charter enacted the year before ( sec. 3,
chapter 51, P. & S. Laws of 1899) it was provided that "logs which
from time to time may come into Scatterack booni shall not be turned
out until the waters in the Mattawamkeag and Penobscot Rivers is
at a pitch suitable for sorting out and separating logs of different
owners at their several places of destination on said rivers."
When the first drive reached Scatterack the water in Penobscot
River was so high that it was impossible to sort the logs at Lincoln
and in obedience to this statute orders were promptly "given not to
cut away Scatterack." Thereupon a crew was sent back to Jellerson
boom to bring down all logs that might come in there belonging to
the defendant and other parties. When after· several days these had
aJI arrived a second drive comprising the defendant's logs was also
driven to the Scatterack Boom where the first drive was still detained
on account of the high water. In due time after the water had subsided to a pitch suitable for sorting logs at Lincoln, all the Iogi-: in
Scatterack Boom incl nding both the first and second drives were
turned out together and driven in a body to their place of destination.
The defendant does not and could 11ot reasonably complain that he
was subjected to any inconvenience or loss because the first drive
was overtaken by the second at Scatterack and the two drives were
then united and driven down together. Indeed it is manifest that
he ret~eived a benefit instead of an i11jury from the prompt action of
the ma11agement in thus bringing dowu his late logs to the boom at
the same time as the earlier ones of other parties. But he contends
that inasmuch as the first and second drives were mingled and the
identity of the second drive compriHing his logs was lost after they
were turned out of Scatterack boom, he is not liable to pay the
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assessment made ripon logs of the second drive but can only be
required to pay at the rate assessed upon the first drive.
It is the opinion of the court that this contention is without merit.
The practice of having two or more drives in order to insure greater
expedition in driving to their place of destination all logs both late
and early must be deemed a reasonable one. The difference in the
rates of assessment for the first and second drives is the obvious result
of experience with respect to the actual cost. of driving them. Ordinarily, the first drive will be the least expensive because it will have
the most favorable pitch of water and the labor and expense of driving will ordinarily increase as the water subsides below a favorable
driving pitch.
Section 4 of the original charter of 1853 reads as follows: "Said
directors are hereby authorized to make the assessment contemplated
in the last preceding section in_ anticipation of the actual cost and
expenses of driving, and in any sum not exceeding, for each thousand
feet, board measure, the sum of seventy-five cents, and so in proportion to the distance which any logs or other timber is to be or may
be driven between said forks and the places of destination, to be
determined by said directors. And if, after said logs or other timber
shall have been driven as aforesaid, and all expenses actually ascertained, it shall be found that said assessment shall be more than sufficient to pay said expenses and the sum which shall be assessed as is
hereiuafter provided for a contingent fund, then the balance so
remaining shall be refunded to the said owner or owners in proportion to the said sum to them respectively assessed."
It might properly be observed in the first place that there is nothing in the agreed statement of facts_ tending to show that the assessment in question was not made in entire accordance with these
provisions of the charter and therefore binding upon the defendant
irrespective of the question of first and second drives. But the
particular question submitted and argued is whether the defendant's
logs were driven in the first or second Mattawamkeag drive, and
upon this proposition our condusion is that as there were two drives
from Jellerson to Scatterack the second one cannot be deemed to have
lost its indentity, for the purposes of tl1e assessment authorized by
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the above provision of the charter, simply because, by reason of high
water, it had to be driven along with the logs constituting the ~rst
drive. The directors of the company who are authorized by the
charter to make the assessment "in anticipation of the actual cost
and expense of driving" cannot predict with certainty in any year
that the logs will not be turned out of Scatterack boom on account
of high water. They are therefore compelled to make the asRessments upon their knowledge of the drives that leave Jellerson boom,
and for this purpose they are reasonably justified in assuming that
the logs first driven from Jellerson boom constitute the first drive
and those that are next driven must constitute the second drive.
This would seem to be the only practical and available criterion by
which they can distinguish the logs coming in the first drive from
those coming in the second drive, for the purpose of making their
assessment " in anticipation of the actual cost and expense of
driving;''
The entry must acconlingly be

Jiulgment for the plaint{;flf01· $S7 and inte1·e8t from ·
the date of the writ.
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In Equity.
BA TH SA VIN GS

INSTITUTION

V8.

SANFORD L. Foaa, Executor, et al.
Sagadahoc.
Savings Bank Depo.si.t.

Opinion February 21, 1906.

Interpleader.

Title to Depowit.

Gift.

Delivery.

1'ru.<Jt.

The Bath Savings Institution filed a bill of interpleader asking that the
defendant Sanford L. Fogg as Executor of the will of Jane Cruikshank, on
the one side, and the defendant Elizabeth Hilliard, a sister of the deceased
testate, on the other side, be required to interplead respecting the ownership of a deposit of $1019.33 standing on the books of the bank with the
following entries, to wit:
"Payable to either,
16982
BATH SAVINGS INSTITUTION,
DR.
To Elizabeth Hilliard, Ballycassiddy, Ireland, County of Fermanagh, or
.Jane Cruikshank, Bath."
Held: that all the attributes of an absolute gift in presenti are wanting.
Although by the ternrn of the deposit the fund was made payable to either
of the sisters, it was not in fact subject to the disposal of MrA. Hilliard,
for the reason that Mrs. Cruikshank retained possession of the deposit
book without which withdrawals could not be made. There was no delivery
of either the deposit itself or of the evidence of the depoHit.
It is manifest from the terms of the deposit, the accompanying declarations
and inquiries of Mrs. CruikHhank and her subsequent conduct that she
never had any intention of relinqniRhing all present and future dominion
and control over this fund. Her expreHR wish at the time was to have
the deposits made upon terms and conditions that would operate aR a
transfer of the fund at her decease. The evidence discloses no intention
on her part to divest herself of the legal title before that time. There was
not a perfected gift in her lifetime.
Jane Cruikshank, the deceased te:-;tate, never made any declaration of trust
of any kind in favor of her sister, with reRpect to the deposits in the Bath
Savings Institution, either at the time of making any of the deposits, or
at any subsequent time. Notwithstanding the'repeated suggestion of the
treasurer of the bank that if the depositor wished to make sure that her
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sister woukl receive the fund at her decease it would be advisable to give
her notice of the deposit and deliver the book to her or to some person
for her, the evidence fails to show that notice of this deposit was ever
communicated to Mrs. Hilliard before the decease of the depositor, and
affirmatively shows that the deposit book was never sent to Mrs. Hilliard
but was kept in the possession of Mrs. Cruikshank or under her control
until the time of her decease.
Fron1 all the facts and circurm;tances relating to this deposit, it is further
Held: that Mrs. Cruikshank's intention was that this gift to her sister
should not take effect until after her death, that she withheld from her all
knowledge of this special deposit and omitted to forward to her the deposit
book :;;olely by reason of an unwillingness on her part to relinquish her
control of the fund during her lifetime; that she never intended to create
any trust to take effect before her death, and hence that there was no
perfected gift of either the legal or the equitable title to the money in
question deposited in the Bath Savings Institution and that the fund
accordingly belongs to the estate of the testatrix .T ane Cruikshank.

In equity. On report. Decree according to opinion.
Bill of interpleader brought by the Bath Savings Institution
against the defendants to determine the ownership of a deposit of
$1019.33 in that bank which deposit had been made by Jane
Cruikshank, the deceased testate of the defendant Fogg who as
executor of the last will and testament of the deceased claimed the
deposit. Elizabeth Hilliard, a sister of the deceased, also claimed
the deposit.
In the court of the first instance, it was decreed "that the defendants named in said bill interplead with each other as therein prayed
for, that the plaintiff bank be freed from all demands of said defendants arising out of the controversy therein stated, upon paying over
to the party or parties hereafter found by this court to be entitled
thereto, the amount in its hands and possession represented by the
depositor's book in this suit; that said defendants and each of them
be and hereby are enjoined and restrained from instituting any suits,
or proceeding against said plaintiff to recover said fund or any part
thereof during the pendency of this bill in equity." It was then
"agreed by and between the parties defendant, that the answers
which they have already filed may be taken as the pleadings in the
case, and the cause set down for hearing on the bill, answers and
proofs, aud that the said Elizabeth Hilliard be regarded as plaintiff
in the continuation of the suit."
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After the evidence had been taken out, it was agreed that the case
should be reported to the Law Court, and that " upon so much of
the testimony as is legally admissible the Law Court is to render
1:mch judgment as law and the evidence require."
The case is stated in the opinion.
George E. Hughes, for Bath Savings Institution.
1/mnk E. Southard, for Sanford L. Fogg, Executor.
Charles W. Larmbee, for Elizabeth Hilliard.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHr.rEHousE, STROUT, SAVAGE,
PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
WHITEHOUSE, J. This is a bill of interpleader filefi by the Bath
Savings Institution asking that the defendant Sanford L. Fogg as
executor of the will of Jane Cruikshank on the one side and the
defendant Elizabeth Hilliard on the other side be required to -interplead reipecting the ownership of a deposit of $1019.33 standing on
the books of the bank with the following entries, to wit:
Payable to either,
16982
Bath Savings Institution,
Dr.
To Elizabeth Hilliard, Ballycassiddy, Ireland, County of
Fermanagh, or Jane Cruikshank, Bath."
It appears from the allegations in the plaintiff's bill that at the
decease of Jane Cruikshank on the third day of May, 1902, this
deposit was still in the care and custody of the plaintiff bank and the
deposit book therefor was then outstanding; that the defendant Fogg
as executor claims that this depm,it belonged to Jane Cruikshank in
her own right at the time of her decease and became a part of her
estate; that the respondent Elizabeth Hilliard claims that the deposit
belongs wholly to her and forms no part of the estate of ,J aue
Cruikshank, that the plaintiff is wholly indifferent as between these
claimants and is in doubt as to the person or persons to whom the
deposit riglttfully belongs but holds the same in trust for the proper
and legal owner or owners thereof.
Thereupon the contending parties filed their respective answers,
the executor Fogg claiming the deposit as a part of the estate in
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accordance with the representations in the plaintiff's bill and the
defendant Hilliard claiming that the deposit was made for her benefit and became her property at the decease of Jane Cruikshank.
The essential conditions upon which the equitable remedy of
interpleader depends having thus been satisfactorily established, the
plaintiff's bill was properly sustained and a decree of interpleader
duly entered. By agreement the answers filed were to be taken as
· the pleadings of the contending parties and the case set down for
hearing on bill, answers and proofs, " the said Elizabeth Hilliard to
be rega:rded as plaintiff in the continuation of the suit." Upon these
pleadings which duly presented the issue between the contending
parties the evidence was heard by the presiding justice and reported
for the consideration of this court. The parties are now entitled to
a deci8ion upon the merits of the controversy between Elizabeth
Hilliard and the executor of the estate of Jane Cruikshank upon so
much of the evidence as shall be deemed legally admissible.
Savings Bank v. .Bogg, 83 Maine, 37 4; Saving8 Bank v. Srnall, 90
Maine, 546.
It appears from the statement of the account on the bank book
in question, that the deposits were made as follows : Dec. 30, 1896,
$200; Nov. 21, 1901, $400; Dec. 6, 1901, $300; March 28,
1902, $100. Jane Cruikshank made all of these deposits in person
including the last one made about·five weeks before she died, and on
every occasion she presented the bank book. During the period
covered by these deposits she also made seven withdrawals compri8ing all of the dividends declared prior to her death.
At the time of her death Mrs. Cruikshank was residing in Bath
and was 82 years of age. Elizabeth Hilliard wa8 her sister a year
or two younger and had al ways resided in Ireland. Both of them
were feeble and blind for a year or more before the death of Mr8.
Cruikshank.
It appears from the testimony of Mr. Palmer, the treasurer of the
Bath bank, that when Mrs. Cruikshank made the first depo~it in
December, 1896, she stated to him that she " wished to open an
account in her own name and her sister's name, so that either one
could draw it, or in case one should die the other would have the
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money." Mr. Palmer further testified as follows: "Several
times when she was m there Hhe asked me particularly if there
would be any trouble if she died about her sister drawing the
money. I told her in order to make it perfectly safe I considered
that it was proper for her to notify her sister during her lifetime
that she had such an account and to place the book in somebody's
else possesRion, whom she could trust who would forward such book
to Mrs. Hilliard at her decease." It does not appear, however, that
Mrs. Hilliard was ever informed of the deposit in her favor during
the lifetime of Mrs. Cruikshank, and it is in evidence that the deposit
book remained in her possession until her last sickness when a
friendly neighbor took into his custody for :-,afe keeping for a few
days, this and one other bank book, two wills and $85 in money.
It does 110t appear that they were tuken by her request or that they
were to be kept by him for Elizabeth Hilliard, and on the arrival of
her nephew John Hetherington, theRe articles were all returned to
Mrs. Cruikshank's house, and remained there until her decease. It
further appears that on the thirteenth day of March, 1902, seven
weeks before her death, Mrs. Cruikshank made a will· in which she
bequeathed to her sister Elizabeth Hilliard, the sum of $700, with a
special direction that in case of a deficiency of assets, this beq nest
with one other of $150, should be paid in preference to any 'other
legacies. It it:-i ah;o in testimony from the nephew Hetherington, that
Mrs. Cruikshank made a deposit of $800 in a Lynn Savings bank
in N overnber, 1 ~O I, iu her own uame "in trust for Elizabeth Hilliard."
But the evidence wholly fails to show any conuection whatever
between this Lynn depm;it of IHOI with the Bath deposits in question which commenced five years before and the case is silent as to
the final disposition of. the Lynn deposit, if it ever existed.
It is not in controversy that the money in question deposited in the
Bath Savings bank belonged to Jane Cruikshank at the time of the
several deposits mentioned and continued to be her property during
the remainder of her life and became a part of her estate at her
decease, unless the terms of the deposit, considered in connection
with the depositor's declarations and all the circumstances attending
the transaction, can be deemed sufficient to show a perfected gift of
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the legal or equitable interest in the fund to her sister Elizabeth
Hilliard.

It is not claimed rn behalf of Mrs. Hilliard, and in view of the
foregoing statement of facts it could not rea::;onably be contended,
that the transactioll'I could become effectual as a perfected gift in the
lifetime of Mrs. Cruikshank. All of the attributes of an absolute
gift in presenti are obviously wanting. Although by the terms of
the deposit the fund was made payable to either of the sisters, it was
not in fact subject to the dispofo;al of Mi's. Hilliard, for the reason
that Mrs. Cruikshank retained posHesHion of the deposit book, without which withdrawals could not he made. There was no delivery
of either the deposit itself or of the evidence of the deposit.
Again it is manifest fro111 the terms of the deposit, the accompa11yi11g deelarations and inq uirieH of .Mrs. Cruilu;hank and her subseq 11e11t
conduct, that she never had any intention of relinquishing all preHent
and future dominion and control over this fund. Her express wish
at the time was to have the deposits made upon terms and conditions
that would operate as a transfer of the fund at her decease. The
evidence disclo~es no intention on her part to <livest herself of the
legal title before that time. T'here waH not a perfected gift in her
lifetime.
But it iH insisted that if tl1e trammction did not constitute a gift of
the legal title, it was still adequate to create a vul untary trust which
had the effect to transfer to Mrs. Hilliard the equitable interest in
the fund. It is claimed that Mrs. Cruikshank constituted herself a
trustee of this fund for the benefit of Mrs. Hilliard, and that this
truHt ceased at the death of the former and the legal title then passed
to the beneficiary.
The general principle underlying the doctrine of voluntary trusts,
and the criterion by which to distinguish an executed trust from an
absolute gift as well as from an i11effect~ial attempt to make a testamentary disposition of property, are thus explained by Mr. Pomeroy
in his Equity Jurisprudence.
"A perfect or completed trust is valid and enforceable, although
purely voluntary. A voluntary trust which is still executory, incomVOL. CI

13
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plete, imperfect, or promissory, will lleither be enforced nor aided.
In order to render the voluntary trust valid and effectual, the party
creating it either by direct transfer or by declaration, must have
<lone everything which, according to the nature of the property comprised in it., was neces~ary to be done in order to transfer the property an<l render the transaction binding upon him. A person holding property, real or personal, and intending to make a voluntary
d'ispm;ition thereof for the benefit of another, may do so in either one
of three modes: (1) He may make a simple conveyance or assignment of it directly to the donee, so as to vest in the latter whatever
interest and tit.le tlte donor has without the intervention of any trust.
(2) He may make a transfer of it to a third person upon trusts
declared in favor of the donee. (3) He may retain the title, and
declare himself a trustee, for the do nee, and th us clothe the donee
with the be1wficial estate. In either of these modes, if the transaction is imperfect and executory, equity will not aid nor enforce it;
and if the intention of the party is to adopt one of the methods, a
court of equity will not resort to either of the other methods for
the purpose of carrying it into effect. Whenever the party intends
to make a transfer directly to the donee, he must do all that is necessary, according to the uature of the property, to pass and vest the
title, by valid cu11veyance in case of real property, and by valid
assignment in ca~e of personal property, and generally accon1panied
by an actual delivery of chattels and thingH in action where the donor
is the legal owner. Where the donor shows an intention to adopt
this first method, and thus to vest the property directly in the donee,
aud the act of donation is simply an assignment of any form, but is
imperfect so that it does not pass the title, a court of equity wiJI not
treat it as a declaration of trust constituting the donor himself a
trustee for the douee; au imperfect voluntary assignment will nut be
regarded in equity as an agreement to assign for the purpose of raising a trnst. If the donor adopts the second or third mode, he need
not use any technical words, or language in express terms creating or
declaring a trust, but he must emp!oy language which shows
unequivocally an iutention on his part to create a trust in a third
person or to declare a trust in himself. It is not essential, however,
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that the donor should part with the possession in the cases where he
thus creates or declares a trust." 2 Pom. Eq. Sec. 997.
These principles have been carefully reviewed and numerous ca8es
in which they have been involved have been critically distinguished in
the recent decisions of this court. Sciv·ing.i.; J,11.i.;titntion v. Hathorn,
88 Maine, 122; 8am'.ng.i.; Bank v. .1.}lerricirn, 88 Maine, 146 ;· 8cwings
Institntion v. Titcomb, ..F.Jc'r, 96 Maine, 62.
In Savings Bank v. JJ;Jerriarn, 88 Maine, supra, the questions
related to the ow11er~hip of two deposits of $950 each made in that
bank upon the following; terms: "Norway Savings Bank in account
with E:-;ther S. Reed and Harry Q. Mil Jett or their survivor in joint
tenancy." The terms of the second deposit were indentical with
those of the first, snb:-;titutin~ the name of Myra J. Millett for Harry
Q. Millett. Mrs. R,~ed retained posse:,,;sion of the deposit books and
they were found among her private paper8 at her decea8e. The
beneficiaries had no knowledge of the8e depo8it8 until after the death
of Mn,. Reed. It was held that inasmuch a8 she never made any
declaration of trrn,t, and never by any uneq nivocal act or expres8ion
showed any intention to create one, the transaction must be deemed
an ineffectual attempt to make a te:-;tamentary dispo8ition of the8e
funds, and not an executed voluntary trn:-;t.
In Noyes et cil. E.1/r. v. lnst,itntion for Srwings, 1 fl4 Mass. 583,
the account in the deposit book was headed "Annie M. Pike and
Mary L. Hewitt, payable to either or survivor." In this case it also
appeared that the book was never in the possession of the claimant,
Mary L. Hewitt, and that she had no knowledge of the deposit until
after the death of the te8tatrix. No extrinsic evidence appear8 to
have been introduced, and it was held that the depo8it remained the
property of the original depositor Annie M. Pike.
In the case at bar Jane Cruikshank never made any declaration of
trust of any kind in favor of her sister, with respect to the deposits
in the Bath Savings Bank, either at the time of making any of the
deposits, or at any sub8eq uent time. Not withstanding the repeated
suggestion of the treasurer of the bank that if the depositor wished
to make sure that her 8iHter would receive the fund at her decea8e it
would be advisable to give her notice of the depm,it aud deliver the
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book to her or to some person for her, the evidence fails to show that
notice of this deposit was ever communicated to Mrs. Hilliard before
the decease of the depositor, and affirmatively shows that the deposit
book was never sent to Mrs. Hilliard but was kept in the possession
of Mrs. Cruikshank or under her control until the time of her decease.
It is not indispensable, it is true, that the beneficiary should have
notice of the creation of a trust. A complete and valid trust with
respect to personal property may undoubtedly be created by an
unequivocal declaration of the owner either written or oral, that he
holds the property in trust for a specified purpose, without notice to
the beneficiary. Neither was it indispensable to the creation of a
trust iu this case that the deposit book should be delivered to the
beneficiary. Indeed the surrender of all dominion and control over.
the property might have been entirely inconsistent with the purposes
of the trust. Even the power of revocation may be perfectly consistent with the creation of a valid trust. Stone v. Hcwlcett, .12 Gray,
232. Where the owner of property constitutes himself trustee to
hold it for the benefit of another, the control of it may properly
remain in him who has the legal title.
But the omission of a depositor to give notice to the beneficiary
may under some circumstances have great significance as evidence
tending to show that there was no intention to create a valid trust,
while on the other hand, proof that such notice was given may have
a controlling effect in establishing the existence of the trust. So also
the retention of the deposit book by the depositor may under some
circmm,tances clearly appear to be in pursuance of a proper execution
of the purposes of the trust, and under different circumstances may
as clearly appear to be for the depositor's own purpose and benefit.
It appears from the testimony of Mrs. Cruikshank's nt>phew in
the case at bar as above stated that in November, 1901, five years
after opening the account at the Bath Savings Bank she made a
deposit of $800 in the Lyun Savings Bank with an express declaration of trust in favor of Mrs. Hilliard. Yet she made no request
to have the terms of the Bath deposit changed, so that like those
of the Lynn deposit, they would unmistakably import a trust for
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her sister, but on the 23rd of March made a will bequeathing the
sum of $700 to the same sister.
From all the facts and circumstances relating to this deposit the
cone Iusion is irresistible that Mrs. Cruikshank's intention was that
this gift to her sister should not take effect until after her death;
that she withheld from her all knowledge of this special deposit and
omitted to forwtml to her the deposit hook solely by reason of an
unwillingness on her part to relinquish her control of the fund during
her lifetime; that she never intended to create any trust to take effect
before her death, and hence that there was no perfected gift of either
the legal or the equitable title to the money in queRtion depoRited in
the Bath Savings Bank and that the fund accordingly belongs to the
estate of the testatrix .Jane Cruikshank.
The taxable costs of each of the parties may be paid out of the
estate.
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In Equity.
OAKLAND WooLEN COMPANY

et

al.

vs.
UNION GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kennebec.

et

al.

Opinion :February 22, 1906.

Waters and Water Courses. Equity .Jurisdiction. Grani of Water Power. R'ights
of Grantor and Umntee. Rights of Riparian Owners. Construction of
Grant of Wuter Power. Prescriptive Ri,ghts. Reasonaole
Delentfon of Water. Dam Ownern.
Upper and Lower Dam.~.
A court in equity bas jurisdiction to detnmine the respective rights of
the owuers of water power developed by a dam.
2. When the owner of a dam and water privilege grants a part of the water
power tht=>reby devt=>loped, the right of the grantee is superior, to the
extent of the grant, to that of the grantor. Thereafter the grantor haH no
right to interfei;e with the grant, or to diminish the quantity of water
which bas been granted. Nor have those holding under the grantor any
such right. The rights of the owner of the dam are thereafter subject to
the grant.
3. But if the grantee is not u:-;ing, or has no wish or preparation to use the
water, the grantor or those holding under him may use the whole or allow
it to tlow down stream.
4. All grants of water power are subject to the rights of riparian proprietors
below to have the natural tlow of the stream transmitted to them, after
reasonable use or detention.
5. A graut of the right to take water from a fiuwe or dam "for carryiug on
every branch of the tannery business" iH not a grant of an indefinite
quantity of water,' lmt only of Huch qmrntity as would develop the power
necessary to carry on every branch of the tanning business, either as it
existed at the time of the conveyance, or was then contemplated by the
parties. And their conduct afterwards, the use by one and the acquiescence by the other, would furnish satisfaetory evidence of what was in contemplation by them.

1.

6.

When a grant is made by a dam owner, of the right to draw water from
a tlume or dam for the purpose of creating the power required for specified
purposes, and the grant is silent as to the head of water to be maintained,
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and there is no evidence of explanatory conditions affecting the grant, it
should be held that a definite head was intended, and that it was the head
customarily and ordinarily used at the time of the grant. The grantee
becomes entitled to water at that head, sufficient to produce the power
required.
7. When the amount of water in an ancient grant was measured by the
power required at its date, and there now remains no evidence of the
power then required, the continued, unvarying use by the grantee for a
long period of time, acqnie8ced in by those in the line of title of the
grantors, will furnish very 8ati:-,factory evidence of the extent of the original
grant, both as to head and quantity.
8. A grant by the owner of a dam of the right to use .500 square inches of
water, for the purpose of creating power, as a substitute for a prior grant,
in which the head was not mentioned, carried by implication the right to
draw the water from the dam, at the head at which water was ordinarily
taken under the prior grant.
9.

A grant of a lot "together with one divided third part of the mill dam
acro~s said 8tream, with the right to take and use one third part of the
water therein running after deducting the right of water to grind bark and
full hides" formerly granted, was not al8o subject to a deduction of water
used by a grist mill, on the ground that the grist mill lot was excepted
from the conveyance.
10. In cases of doubt, the practical construction given by the parties is
sometimes of great consequence in ascertaining the intentions which
should be attributed to them by the language used .or omitted in their
grants. But such interpretation is never admh,sible to throw down language which is definite and certain, nor when it would be in violation of
settled rules of construction.

11. Unless a use of water for power is in excess of right, and i8 continuous for twenty years, nnd is ad verse, and is shown to have occasioned
actionable injury, uo prescriptive right arises. No Ruch prescription is
shown in this ca:-;e.
12. The reasonableness of the detention of running water by dams by the
riparian proprietor above to the injury of the riparian proprietors below
depends much upon the nature and size of the stream as well aH the use to
which it is subservient. A use of water followed hv detention which would
be reasonable in a porid that would fill in a rnght ti;ne might not be rea:,.ionable in a case where it would take weeks or months to fill the pond. The
owner of the dam controlling the ,.,,·ater must not only see existing conditions, but he mu:,.it foresee probable conHequences. He must not, either by
use or sluicing, lower the water in the dam, so that in order to perform his
duty to those below, and give them the natural tlow at all times, he must
deprive the grantees on hiR own dam of the water to which they are
entitled. He must keep up the hea<l RO that tbey can exercise their rights,
and, then, the imrplus of water, either natural or· accumulated, which they
are not entitled to, or do not use, he may use or turn down stream.
0
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13. Where upper proprietors had the right, under grant8 from the owner of
a dam, to use water for operating a grist mill and a woolen mill, they had
the right to use the grants in the usual manner, returning the water to the
stream without unnecessary loRR or detention, although a riparian proprietor below, which was also the owner of the dam, wa8 a public :-;ervice corporation, charged with the performance of public duties.
14. Under a grant of the use of water, unlimited as to the number of hours'
use the grantee may use the' water as many hours in the day as he pleases.
15. Under the grants and upon the evidence in this ca:-;e, Held: that the
plaintiff, Oakland Woolen Compa11y, hi entitled to the use of /500 square
inches of water, or water which would pasR through an orifice having a
superficial area of 500 square inches, under the grants of the tannery privilege; and under the grants of the wood shop privilege, to the mm of six
square feet of water, or nine sqtrnre feet when the water rum; over the
dam, but not exceeding the quantity granted in 184H, which was one third
of the water running in the stream, subject to the right of the tannery
privilege, both of these uses being under the usual heads at the times of
the grants. The plaintiff, Oakland Water Company, is entitled to the
privilege to draw water for the grist mill, subject to the tannery grant c)f
187\l, but limited to the use of no greater quantity of water for the tannery
privilege than was require(l by the grant of 1823. The measure of right
under the grist mill grant of 1836 is considered to be the present ordinary
m.;e of the grist mill, with the present wheels, under the usual working head
of water a,- it was usually kept before this controversy arose. All the grants
are unlimited as to the number of hours they may be used in the dtty.
lo. For their damages the plaintiffs will be remitted to their remedy at law.
Gray ~- Water Power Company, 85 Maine, 52fi, distinguished.

In equity. On report. Case remanded for further proceedings
in accordance with the opinion.
Bill in equity praying for a determination of the respective rights
of the owners of a water power developed by the Coombs Mills dam
on the Messalonskee stream in Oakland, Kennebec county, and for
an injunction. Heard at the October term, 1!W4, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Kennebec county. At the conclusion of the evidence
the case by agreement was reported to the Law Court, ''such decree
to be entered therein as the law and the evidence require."
The case appears in the opinion.

Wm. T. Ha,ine8 and Harvey D. Eaton, for plaintiffs.
Chm·les I( John8on and ·G. K Boutelle, for defendants.
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SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, J.J.
SAVAGE, ,J. Bill in equity praying for a determination of the
respective rights of the owners of water power developed by the
Coombs Mills dam on the Messalonskee stream in Oakland, and for
an injunction. Mef-lsalonskee stream i's the outlet of Snow pond, a
pond with an area of about four and one half square miles. Prior
to 1828, Jonathan Coombs owned the land on both sides of the
stream and erected a dam across it, at a distance from the foot of the
pond proper of nearly a quarter of a mile. A dam of substantially
the same height as the original one has ever since been maintained
and still Htamfa at the same point. The darn ponds the water back
on the entire surface of Snow pond~ so that when the water is drawn
below the top of the dam, it takes sometimes weeks and sometimes
months for the pond to fill again.
Iu 1823 Jonathan Coombs conveyed to William S. Stanley a Jot
of land below the dam above mentioned, bounded by the Messalonskee stream on one side, "together with the privilege of taking
water from the flume of the grist mill if it doeH not injure the speed
of the grist mill; but if it does then to be taken from the dam
sufficient for carrying on every branch of the tanning LuHiness; but
for no other purposes ,or machinery whatever." For convenience,
we will call this the tannery privilege. In 187H the owners of the
dam conveyed to one Parker, then owning the above mentioned lot
and the tannery privilege, "the right and privilege to use for any
and all purposes five hundred inches of water that the said Parker
now has the right to take or draw from the upper stone dam,"
which was the Coombs Mills dam,
'' for the purpose of
carrying on the tannery business; provided that he, the said Parker,
and his heirs and assigns, shall hereafter contribute his or their share
or proportion with otherR in keeping said dam in repair in proportion
to the quantity of water he or they use, meaning and intending to
convey to said Parker the right to use five hundred inches of water
for all purposeR, while he has heretofore had the right to use said
water for one particular purpose only." In 1902, the Oakland
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Woolen Company, one of the plaintiffs, succeeded in tit]~ to the land
and water right:-; which had belonged fo Parker.
In the meantime, in 1836, the parties then owning the dam had
conveyed to one Thomas land on the same side of the :Messalonskee
stream as the tannery privilege, but nearer the dam, " with the
privilege to draw water for a grist milJ from the dam or canal on
conditions that the said 'rhomas ,sha]] build and maintain a part of
a dam and canal in proportio11 to the water that may be wanted for
the said grist mill." It appears that upon this Jot a grist milJ was
standing, with a flume connected with the dam, at the time Coombs
conveyed the tannery privilege in 1823. In 1898 this land and
privilege was conveyed to the Oakland Water Company, the other
plaintiff. This privilege is called the grist mill privilege. The
Union Gas and .Electric Company in its answer denies that the
Oakland Water Company acquired title to the grist mill lot and
privilege. Of this we will speak hereafter, simply saying now that
the foregoing statement is correct, according to the terms of the deed.
In 1849, the parties then owning the dam conveyed to David
Coombs a lot of land on the :Messalonskee stream, being all the land
between the tannery lot and the grist mill lot, "together with one
undivided third part of the mill dam across said stream with the
right to take and use one third part of the water therein running
after deducting the right of water to grind bark and full hides for
the tannery originally sold to William S. Stanley." This we call
the wood shop privilege. In 1854 the parties who owned this lot
and privilege conveyed the lot to one Butterfield, " with the right to
draw six square feet of water from the canal now on the above
described premises, and nine feet when there is a surplus water running over the dam ; 'said Butterfield to keep said canal in good
repair." Since that time the Jot has been the subject of many
conveyances, none of which mentions the dam specificaJJy, but every
one of which contains in the habendum clanse the words, "with aH
the privileges and appurtenances thereunto belonging," or "with all
the privileges and appnrtenances thereof." Whenever the water
right is specifically mentioned in the later deeds, it is described as it
was iu the deed to Butterfield in I 854. By the last of these
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conveyances, this Jot and privi1ege was conveyed to the Oakland
Water Company in 1898, at the same time and by the same deed
the grist mill lot and privilege was conveyed to it. In 1902, the
wood shop lot and privilege were leased by the Oakland Water Company to the Oakland Woolen Company for the term of ninety-nine
years. So that HO far as the preRent determination of rights is concerned, the Oakland Woolen Company may be regarded as the owner
of both the tannery lot and privilege and the wood shop lot and
privilege. By the terms of the ]ease, the lessee agreed to. furnish
power from the wheel on the leased premises for running the lessor's
pump, and has since connected a line of shafting from the wheel to
the leRsor's pumping station for that purpose, and the same is now
in use.
Since its purchase in 1902, the Oakland Woolen Company has
expended a large amount of money in erecting a woolen mill on the
tannery and wood shop lots, and in equipping the same with
machinery. It has, as it claims, further developed the water power
upon those privileges by installing new and i1nproved and more
economic water wheels. And it is now carrying on there the business
of woolen manufacturing.
The defendant corporntion, the Union Gas and Electric Company,
is the only one of the defendants who8e rights we shall need to consider, as the defendant Spaulding's only rights, except as riparian
proprietor below, he holds under and by virtue of a contract with the
other defendant. And by the term defendant hereafter we shall
refer only to the corporation.
The defendant is the owner by mesne conveyances from Jonathan
Coombs of all the dam and water rights at the Coombs Mills dam
which have not been conveyed to others by the deeds above referred
to. It owns a shop or mill at the south end of the dam, equipped
to be run by water power from the dam. It also owns a shop called
the Batchelder chair shop, rnn by water power from the opposite en<l
of the dam, above the grist mill privilege. It also owns and controls
the outletR of a chain of pon_ds above Snow pond, so as to be ab.le to
utilize the water therein for storage or reservoir purposes. There
are in the Messalonskee stream below the Coombs Mills dam several
developed water privileges, and at Waterville, six or seven miles dis-
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tant, the defendant owns and operates an electric light and power
station. Taken as a whole, it seems to be a case at present where
there is more entel'prise than water.
While for many years, with the uses for water power which then
existed, the proprietors at the dam in question, and on the stream
below, enjoyed their privileges without serious trouble or complaint,
and perhaps without any careful determination of their respective
rights, in very receHt years, by new development of uses, and as well
by a development of new useR for water power, particularly, so far
as concerns this caHe, by the plaintiff, the Oakland Woolen Company
at itR mill, and by the defendant at its power Rtation in W atervme,
the parties have come into very sharp collision as to their rights.
And to adjust those rights they have properly come into a court of
equity. Warren v. Westbrook Mfg. Co., 88 Maine, 58.
The plaintiffs claim that the dam in question is a power dam, as
distinguished from a reservoir dam, that it was erected and has
always been maintained to create power for the use of the various
mills connected with it, and that lately the defendant has used it as
a reservoir dam, and, by drawing off the water within it by a sluice
and otherwise, so that it might flow down and be used for the more
convenient operation of its power plant below, has at times lowered
the head of water at the dam more than it had any legal right to
lower it, and so low in fact as to destroy its efficiency for the creation of power upon the plaintiffs' wheels. And it iR alleged that by
this conduct the Oakland Woolen Company has lost the use of the
water power belonging to it, and has been put to great expense in
supplying itself with power otherwise, and it is claimed that damages
therefor shou Id be recovered in this proceeding.
On the other hand the defendant claims that the lowering of the
head of water and the other conditions complained of in 1H03, prior
to the bringing of thiR bill, were due to the unusual drouth of that
year, and to the Oakland Woolen Company's use of water in excess
of its rights, and not to the sluicing of water by it, and that afterwards it sluiced water through the dam only to let down the natural
flow of the stream, together with the stored waters which had been
accumulated in the· reservoir ponds above. It says further that in
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1904, it did not slnice any water until after the woolen company had
cem;ed to use its wheels for manufacturing purposes. This, however,
was after the bringing of this bill.
It is evident that the plaintiffs' rights, whatever they are, are
superior to those of the defendant, as owner in the dam and the land
with which the dam is connected. The several rights of the plaintiff
were carved out by the owners, one after another, from the more
extensive rights which they owned, aud only the remainder has come
down to the defendant. Jonathan Coombs owued the whole. He
sold ·the tannery privilege. His grantee thereby acquired the first
right to the extent of that grant. The successm·s in title of Jonathan
Coombs granted the other privileges, thereby i11 each im;tance diminishing the right of the grantors. And thereafter neither the grantors,
nor those holding under them, had any right to interfere with these
grants, nor to diminish the quantity of water which had been granted.
Stickney v. Munroe, 44 Maine, 195. The defendant's rights as dam
owner are subject to those grants. It cannot use or sl nice water in
diminution of the grants, if the grantees wish and are prepared to use
it. But if the grantees are not using, or have no wish or preparation
, to use the water, the grantor or those holding under him may use
the whole or allow it to fl.ow down stream.
Warren v. Wc ..,tbroolc
.JJJfg. Co. 88 Maine, 58; Pr-att v. Lamson, 2 Allen, '27 5. Flowing
water is not subject to ownership. Grantees of water rights have
merely the right to use it as it flows. They mm;t use it then or 11ot
at all. All the rights, however, both of grantors and grantees, are
subject to the rights of riparian proprietors below to have the natural
flow of the stream transmitted to them, after reasonable use or detention.
1. The deed of the tannery privilege in 1823 conveyed the right of
taking water from the flume of the gristmill then standing, or fro111
the dam in a certain contingency not importa11t here, "for canying
on every branch of the tanning business," but for 110 otlte,· p11rp0He.
Although this grant was modified and limited in 187H, it ii-; i111portant, considering one phase of the case, to corn-;trne this orig-i11al g-r:111t.
It does not_ appear that a tannery was then standing 011 the lot conveyed by the deed of 1823, but •it is evident that uue was stamliug,
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or was contemplated. The use of the water was expressly limited,
but the amount of water was nut limited in terms, though we think
it was by implication. ~t was :•mch a q uautity of water as would
develop the' power necet-5Hary to carry 011 every branch of the tanning
business, either as it existed at the time of the conveyance, or was
then contemplated by the parties. And their conduct afterwards,
the use by one and the acquiescence of the other, would furnish
"swift evidence" of what was in contemplation by them. Butle1· v.
Huse, 63 Maine, 44 7. Such we think was the intention of the
parties, which, tiO far as expressed in the deed, and construed in the
light of existing conditions, must control. The grantor was the
owner of a saw mill run by water power from the i:,ame dam. As
was said in Couel v. Hart, 56 Maine, 518, "it is evident that it is
either a grant of all the wat.er which may thereafter be found necessary to carry on the business of tanning in the yard, however extended
and whatever new or additional machinery or vats or other works
may be introduced and used, even if they should require all the
· water of the stream; or it must be limited to the quantity necessary
to carry on the business of tanning as it had been carried on and was
carried on at the time of the giving the deed." And the court added
"it would be remarkable, if he ( the grantor) had granted a right to
an indefi11ite quantity of water which might be so exercised as to
destroy the value of hiH mill and privilege." _Davis v. 1.Jluncey, 38
Maine, 90; Blake v. 1.liadigan, 65 Maine, 522.
Although the defendant here in argument says it does not resist
a decree the effect of whieh will be to keep the water in the dam up
to a "workable head," it does contend that as a matter of Htrict con8truction of this and the other deeds, it is not obliged to maintain
the water up to the crest of the dam, as claimed by the plaintiffs, or
to any other particular head. 'fhe deed itself was silent as to head.
But it does not follow that for that reason the grantor left himself at
liberty to lower the head to suit his own interests or pleasure. The
use of the water was granted for the purpose of creating power. 1 10
create power a head is essential. The water was to be taken from
the daru, or from a flume in which naturally the watet,· would stand
at the same level as in the dam. The purpose of the dam was to

.
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create a head. The grautor having granted the tannery lot, with
the right to draw water from the <lam to be ui;e<l for power purposes
on the lot, could have no right to draw off or use the water and so
lessen the head to the detriment of the gm nt he had made. Stickney
v. ~Munroe, 44 Maine, UJ5; Jordan v. Mayo, 41 Maine, 552. It
does not seem to us consistent with the purposes of the- grant that
the head was to be changeable or variable according to the will of
the grantor. The grant of water for power by the owner of the
dam implies that the water is to be kept at' such head as is necessary
for the enjoyment of the grant. Rackley v. Sprague, 17 .Maine, 281.
'' The good sense of the doctrine on this subject is that under the
grant of a thing, whatever is parcel of it, or of the essence of it, or
necessary to its beneficial use and enjoyment, or in commo11 i11ten<lment is included in it, passes to the grantee." Story, J ., in Whitney
v. Olney, 3 .Mason, 280. In this case, however, it does not mean
necessarily that the water is to be kept as high as the crest of the
dam, for that may not be necessary. As we have seen, the amount
of power to be developed was fixed as of the time of the grant.
That power could be produced with more water under less head, or
with less water under more head. It rarely or never happens that
the head is constant. The m,e itself of the water tends to change
the head. Nevertheless we think the parties must have had Home
definite intention as to the head, and iu the absence of q ualifyi11g
limits in the gmnt, or of explanatory eonditiurn; at the time, w~ think
it should be held that the head iufonded was the head customarily
and ordinarily used at the time of the grant. When thiH is kuuwi1,
it is not difficult to ascertain the quantity of water under this head
whiqh will produce the power required. Now since there is ·no evidence of the amount of· water graute<l as memmred by the power
required in 1823, as there' is now neither witness nor record of that
fact, the continued, unvarying use by the grantees, eHpeeially for a
long period of time, acquiesced in by thm;e i11 t.he line of title of the
grantors, will furnish very satisfactory evidence of tlie exte11t of the
original grant, both as to head and quantity.
But .in 1879, the predecessors in title of the defendant granted to
the plaintiff's predecessor in title, Parker, the right to m;e for any
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and all purposes five hundred inches of water that the said Parker
now has the right to take or draw from the upper or stone dam
for the purpo:-;e of carrying on the tanning businesH." No
land waH granted, although the gra11ton; owned one third of the dam
in common and undivided. Merely an incorporeal hereditament
was granted, -the right to draw water. But we think that the
grant must be construed in the light of conditions created by the
previous grantH. The grant waH manifestly intended as a substitute
for the previom; grants of water, which it modified. It is a grant of
the water which the "said Parker now has the right to take." But
,all restrictions on the use are removed, and the quantity is fixed at
five hundred inches. The parties agree that this meam; five hundred
square inches, or water which would pass through an orifice with a
superficial area of five hundred square inches. Whether this quantity is greater or less than the original grant does not appear. At
any rate, these figures measure the quantity of water to which the
woolen company is now entitled by virtue of the grant of the tannery
privilege. And though no part of the dam was granted, nor was the
right to draw from the dam or flume expressly granted, there is no
doubt but that right pasHed as appurtenant to the principal grant,the right as then ordinarily used. Whitney v. Olney, supra.
Here again the parties are at issue concerning the head at which
the woolen company is entitled to take its water. Since the area of
the section of water as it passes from the dam or flume to the grantee
is fixed, the head becomes all the more important. The defendant
invokes the case of Gray v. U'lde1· Power Company, 85 Maine, 526.
In that case there had been granted "the right of drawing as much
water
through my dam as will vent off through a gate or
opening that is equal to ten inches square,
and to carry the
water across my land situated between the dam and said Berry's (the
grantees) shop by canal or otherwise,
or said Berry may at
his election take the water out through the main dam and carry it
down the brook, nearly to the bridge, by a flume or otherwise, and
there erect a building twenty feet square for the convenience of his
water wheel,
meaning to convey to said Berry the right
of using as much· water out of the pond as would pass through a
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hole ten inches square after conveying it to a convenient place to
erect a water wheel." Nothing was said about a head. The grantee
made through the dam an opening of one hundred square inches,
the lower part of which was three feet above the bottom of the dam.
And the water thus drawn from the dam was conducted by a canal
dug by Berry to his wheel, which was set on about the same level as
the bottom of the dam thus obtaining three feet head after it left
the dam. It was held that the act of the successor in title to the
grantor in drawing down the water in the darn nearly to the top of
the opening of the darn, thereby diminishing the usual head of wa~er
in the pond was not an infringement upon the right granted.
It will be observed that the grant was of an incorporeal right, and
of only an easement in the land for the purpose of conducting the
water to a contemplated wheel. It was not the grant of a mil]i,ite,
with water rights granted expressly or appurtenant. It was not a
grant in substitution of existing water rights, or to be construed in
connection with such rights. It was merely the grant of the right
to draw so much water. The court said that the decision of the
case depended upon the intention of the parties to the grant, ( meaning of course the intention as expressed) "taken in connection with
their situation and the subject matter of their transaction at the
time." In ascertaining that intention the court noticed that the
q·uantity of water was small ; that the part of the dam from which
the water was to be taken was not specified, there being an option
of two different places; that no mention wag made of any head
whatever; that the size of the opening only was given ; that
" neither the dimensions of the mill to be built, nor the _kind, extent
or purpose of the machinery to be attached thereto and operated by
this small quantity of water carried several rods from the dam in
a canal, is hinted at;" and that nothing was said about Berry's
sharing the expense of keeping the dam in repair. All such matters,
of course, are proper for consideration when the language of the
grant is indefinite. But the court expressly recognized the rule that
the grant of a principal thing carries all things necessary to the use
and enjoyment of the thing granted which the grantor has the power
to convey, and, therefore, that the grant of mills carries by implicaVOL. CI
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tion the use of the head of water necessary to their enjoyment owned
by the grantor, citing Blake v. Clark, 6 Maine, 436 ; Racldey v.
Sprague, 17 Maine, 281 ; and Wyma,n v. Farrar, 35 Maine, 70.
And the court also cited with approval the case of Canal Co. v. Hill,
15 Wall, 49, where it was held that, although no head of water
was mentioned in a lease of "so much water as would pass through
an aperture of two hundred square inches to be used solely for
propelling the machinery oi a paper mill and appurtenant works,"
it was to be presumed that the parties contracted in reference to
such a head as depended upon the usual depth or height of water
in the canal. This last case was distinguished by the court from
the case then decided on the ground that in the former case tlte m;e
to which the water was to be appropriated was specified in the lease.
We think the case now at bar is to be distinguished from the case
of Gray v. Watc,r Power Co., supra. Here the grant was made with
reference to a water power then in actual use by the grantee, modifying and limiting it, to supply a mill and machinery then actually
existing, and it was to be in substitution of a grant under which the
grantee, as we have seen, was entitled to have such a heacl maintaiued
as was necessary to the enjoyment of the grant. Provision was
made for paying a proportionate part of the expenses of repairs on
the <lam. The production of power l;y the water granted was tl_1e
object of the grant. Since the ventage area was limited, to lower the
head would tend to impair and might destroy the utility of the grant
itself. To imply that the grantor reserved such a right would, w~
think, be in violation of the ma11ifest intention of the parties. We
think rather that it shoul<l be held, in the laugnage of (}amcil Oo. v.
Hill, supra, that the parties contracte<l with reference to such a head
as depended upon the usual depth or height of water in the dam.
2. The next in order is the grant of the grist mill lot in 1836,
"with the privilege to draw water for a grist mill." This grant is
subject to the tannery grant in 1823, and likewise we think to the
substituted grant in 1879. But as it does not appear whether the
grant of 1879 calls for a larger q nantity of water than that of 1823,
it should be added that the grist mill grant is subject to the use
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of no greater quantity of water for the tannery privilege than was
required by the original grant.
We understand the defendant to claim that the plaintiff water company which now owns the grist mill and leases it to tenants at will is
not authorized by its charter to engage in the grist mill business and
draw water for it, and therefore that the right so far as the plaintiffs
are concerned has lapsed. We do not think so. We think the case
shows that this privilege was purchased by the water company in
connection with the adjoining lot on which· it proposed to use water
power for pumping purposes, and that in one respect at least its
proper corporate operations would be facilitated by acquiring the
ownership of the grist mill property. Its use of this property should
be regarded as incidental and not unlawful, and not subject to successful attack by the defendant.
As was true in the case of the tannery privilege, so here, the
amount of water granted was indefinite in terms. To ascertain that
amount reference must be had, as in the other case, to the conditions
existing, or contemplated at the time of the grant. And in the
absence of evidence specifically bearing upon that time, the conduct
of the parties during all the years,-the use and the acquiescence,must be resorted to. So far as we can judge from the case before
us that use has not been materially changed, and the present ordinary
use, with the present wheel8, under the usual working head of water
as it was usually kept before this controversy arose, must afford
the measure of right under the griHt mill grant. As that water
power has al ways been used and is now being used for grist mill
purposes, it is unnecessary to inquire now whether the use of that
privilege is limited to grist mill purposes.
3. And next and last is the grant, in 1849, of what is called the
wood shop lot "together with one undivided third part of the mill
dam across said stream, with the right to take and use one third part
of the water therein running after deducting the right of water to
grind bark and full hides for the tannery originally sold (in 1823)
to William S. Stanley." In this grant the quantity of water granted
was expressly defined as one third of the water running in the stream.
So far the language is controlliug. But it is in terms subject to
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the rights of the tannery privilege, meaning, of course, those rights
as they existed in 1849. It is not su~ject to any greater rights, if
any such were created as against the grantor, by the grant of 187H.
But since the plaintiffs own both of these rights, and both are
superior to the defendant's rights, it is unnecessary to consider this
feature further. Following the rule already stated, the grant of one
third of the dam, with the right .to use one third of the water,
implied that the usual head of water was to be maintained.
But the defendant contends that this grant was subjeet also to the
deduction of the water used by the grist mill; that the grantee was
entitled to the use of only one third of what water was left after
satisfying both the tannery and grist mill grants. It appears by the
1849 deed, that after stating a grant of laud with prescribed boundaries, and of the water privilege, subject to the tannery privilege, in
the language we have quoted, the grantor used the following
language:-" Excepting and reserving out of the hu,t described parcel of land, Kimball & Mathews' store lot, Samuel Kimball's hom;e
lot, Alfred Winslow's tannery lot, and John .Mathew's and S. H.
Bailey's grist mill lot." The "tannery lot" and "grist mill lot"
are the ones now in question. The defendant's claim is that construing the language of the exception more strongly against the
grantor, it should be held that by excepting the grist mill lot from
the conveyance the water privilege appurtenant to it was also excepted,
and was thereby made an exception to be deducted from the water
granted. We are not persuaded that this construction is allowable.
It is evident that the excepted parcels were within the boundaries of
the larger parcel first described. The tannery lot and the griHt mill
lot, we know, had previously been conveyed, and were not then
owned by the grantor. It may have been so with the other excepted
lots. At any rate, it is obvious that the purpose of the exception
was to take entirely out of the grant in every respect the excepted
parcels of land, so that the effect would be the same as if the granted
land had first been so described as to exclude the excepted parcels,
without any reference to them. The grantor particularly described
the right of water granted as subject to the tannery right, and no
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other. There is nothing in the deed from which any other deduction can be implied.
It appears that in the later conveyances of the woodshop lot and
privilege, the interest in the dam which was conveyed by the deed of
1849 has been omitted, and the water right has been described as the
right "to draw six square feet of water from the canal now on the
above described premises, and nil}e feet when there is a surplus water
running over the dam." How this change of description came about
does 11ot appear. But it is uot claimed that as against the defendant, these later grants enlarged the original right. They might lessen it. It is diminished so far as ownership in the dam itself is concerned. The present gra11tee is entitled to six square feet of water,
and nine square feet when the water is running over the dam, but
not in any eve11t in excess of one third of the water in the stream,
after deducting the tannery right. And appurte11ant to this, as we
think the case shows, is the right to take this water from the canal,
as it has been taken, for many years at least. Rackley v. Sprague,
supra; Baker v. BesNey, 73 Maine, 4 79.
The defendant co11tends that the results reached by us do not
represent the intentions of the parties to the grants as show11 by their
conduet, by the practical construction put upon the grants by them.
It is true that in cases of doubt, the practical constructi011 given by
the parties is sometimes of great consequence in ascertaining the
intentions which should he attributed to them by the language nsed
or omitted in their grants. But sneh interpretation is never admiRsible to throw down language which is definite and certain, nor when
it would be in violation of settled rules of construction. The conditions upon whieh the defendant relies relate chiefly to the relative
quantities of water which have heretofore been used by the respedive
parties, and not very much aR to the head which has been maintained.
The proportionate parts of the expense of repairing the dam, as borne
by the several parties, is also relied upon. It is said that for a long
period of years, those iu the defendant's rights have used much more,
and those in the plaintiffs' rights have used much less water than they
would be entitled to under the construction we have placed upon the
grauts. Of course such long continued use, in the absence of any
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terms defining the rights from which the measure of water can be
calculated, would be important, and might be controlling. But
while usage is admissible to explain what is doubtful, it cannot be
permitted to contradict what is plain. Owmrn-ings v. Blanchard, 67
N. H. 268. And unless the use has developed into a prescriptive
right, it cannot be employed to defeat rights which are definitely
granted and are capable of caleulation. Here the tannery right is
fixed as to area of ventage. The element left uncertain is the head
which the deed implied, and that is susceptible of proof. The extent
of the grist mill right is easily ascertainable. And the woodshop
right can be calculated, when the flow of the stream is ascertained,
and the tannery right, as it was in 1879, deducted.
Whatever the actual relative use of the water may have been, it
is sufficient to say, without analyzing the evidence, that there is no
evidence showing that any prescriptive right on the part of the users
has been acquired. Until 1902 there seems to have been little or no
trouble or complaint. As already said, any party had a right to use
any or all of the stream which other parties did not require. The
exercise of such a right, however long continued, does not give rise
to a prescription. Unless sucli use of water is in excess of right,
unless it is continuous for twenty years, unless it is adverse, and
unless it is shown to have occasioned actionable injury, no prescription arises. Crosby v. Be.-mey, 49 Maine, 539. "Where a proprietor
of land upon the shore appropriates and applies to his individual use
so much of the passing water as he is enabled to do, even if it be
the whole of it, by means of obstructions erected upon and within
the limits of his own estate, and the proprietor of the land on the
opposite shore neither uses nor seeks to use, nor makes any provision
nor has any occasion for the use of any part of the stream or
proportion of the water to which he is entitled, there is nothiug
adverse in the action of the former." Pratt v. Lamson, 2 AU. 280.
So as to any disproportionate use. In this case there is no eviJence
that any of the parties, except in rare instances, used any of the
water that any other party at the time wanted to use.
In this case, for determining the rights of the parties, since they
are all subject to the rights of riparian proprietors below, it will be
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proper to say a word additional upon the right of detention of water,
as applied to the conditions which exist. The defendant controls the
dam. The dam not only holds the flowing water in a stream, but
ponds it back over the area of a large pond over four square miles
in area. If the water in the dam is permitted to get below the
proper head, it is evident, as it is indeed admitted, a long time may
elapse before the pond fills and the head is restored. The case is
therefore different from the usual one of a pond in a river, which
quickly fills after being lowered,-the filling by night, as is often
the case, supplying the exhaustion occasioned by the use the day
before. "Reasonable use is the touchstone for determining the rights
of the respective parties." Lancey v. CH!Jor·d, 54 Maine, 487. "The
reasonableness of the detention of running water by dams by the
riparian proprietor above to the injury of the riparian proprietor
below, depends much upon the nature and size of the stream as well
as the use to which it is subservient." Davis v. Getchell, 50 Maine,
602. A use of water, followed by detention which would be reasonable in a pond that would fill in a night time, would not be
reasonable in a case where it would take weeks or months to fill the
pond. The owner of the dam controlJing the water must not only
see existing conditions, but he must foresee probable consequences.
He must not either by use or sluicing, lower the water in the dam,
so that in order to perform his duty to those below, and give them
the natural flow at all times, he must deprive the grantees on his
own dam of the water to which they are entitled. He must keep
up the head so that they can exercise their rights and then the surplus of water, either natural or accumulated, which they are not
entitled to, or do not use, he may use or turn down stream.
Nor is the situation materially changed by the fact that the defendant is a public service corporation, and charged with the performance
of public duties, and that those duties can be more conveniently
performed by having the flow of water in the stream kept constant.
While it is true that the reasonableness of a use must be determined
in the light of all other existing rights in the stream, and the upper
right must not be unreasonably used to the prejudice of a lower
right, yet it ie also true that the plaintiffs have a right to use their
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grants for operating a grist mill and a woolen mill, and for- pumping
water, and to use them in the usual _manner, returning the water to
the stream without unnecessary loss or detention. The proprietors
below must take the water as it comes, after such a use, even if the
flow iR less constant and less valuable than it would otherwise be.
A question is raised as to the number of hours in a day the plaintiffs are entitled to use their grants. The answer is found, we
think, in Carleton Mill.~ Co. v. Silver, 82 Maine, 215, where this
court held that the grantees under a grant similar to these had the
right to run their factory by the water power granted as many hours
a day as they considered proper.
The bill prays for an injunction. As the case has come up on
report, this court is authorized to determine all issues raised by the
bill and answer. We have determined the construction to be placed
upon the grants under which the plaint_iffs hold. But we think the
case is not yet ripe for further decision. And although ordinarily
we should proceed to a decision upon such evidence as the parties
have thought fit to offer, we are the more willing to depart from
that practice in this instance, not only because there is a lack of
essential evidence, but more particularly because it is obvious that
the parties can now, after construction, direct their proof to the
pivotal points of the controversy. And we think it is just that they
be permitted to do so.
The first question to be settled relates to the head of water. We
have held that the grants called for the maintenance of a head at the
usual height at the time the grants were made. That may have been
at the crest of the dam, and at some times in the season it may have
been lower. It is not denied that the present wheels of the plaintiffs,
which they claim use no more water than they are entitled to use,
can be run efficient) y with the water at least one foot lower than the
crest. Whether the dam was usually kept full, or was usually drawn
down somewhat in the dryer seasons of the year, so as to use the
supply in the pond, does not appear. It should be made to appear.
Again, before the plaintiffs can obtain an injunction, it must satisfactorily appear that the lowering of the water in the pond was not
due to their own use of water in excess of their rights. If both
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parties have exceeded their rights substantially, we think an injunction ought not to be awarded to one against the other; and that having learned their rights, it will be presumed that they will not hereafter overstep them. The plaintiffs have not yet shown that in the
use of the water tmder the tannery and wood shop grants they have
clearly acted within their rights. Under the one they are entitled to
the use of five hundred square inches, under the other to six square
feet, or nine square feet when the water runs over the dam, but not
exceeding the quantity granted in 184H, both under the usual head
at the time of the grants. These are fixed amounts and are susceptible of measurement. There is no satisfactory evidence offered by the
plaintiff as to the amounts used by the present wheels. Their
capacity for use of watPr was not determined, so it appears,· with
reference to the amount of water conveyed by the grants, but with
reference to the capacity of the wheels which were there before.
That is not sufficient. Though the defendant has offered evidence
touching the draft of th,e plaintiffs' wheels, stilJ it is not shown
whether that is, or not, in exeess of the plaintiffs' limited rights.
Before a definitive decree can well be framed, even for the partition
of the water, all these facts should be ascertained, and it will be for
the interest of all parties that the rights of the plaintiffs should be
expressed in cubic feet per second.
The cause will therefore be remanded below, and there will be
referred to a master who will, upon the present evidence and such
other evidence as the parties may present, ascertain and report, in
cubic feet per second, the quantity of water the plaintiffs are entitled
to use under each of their grants, and under what head, as determined
by him in accordance with the opinion. He will also ascertain and
report in cubic feet per second, the quantity of water which the plaintiff woolen company's present wheels use under the ascertained head.
Upon the comiug in of the master's report, a single justice will
determine the questions of injunction and cm,tR, and enter a final
decree in accordance with the opinion.
As to damages, the court is of the opinion that the plaintiffs should
be remitted to their remedy at law, where the parties may exercise
their right to a trial by jury. We do not deny the jurisdiction of
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a court in equity in appropriate cases to award damages as incidental
to an equitable remedy, in order that full justiee may be done, or in
place of an equitable remedy prayed for, when the specific rer11edy
has beeorne impracticable or would be futile. 1 Pomeroy Eq .•Jnr.
3rd Ed. sect. 287. It is sufficient to say here that there is not only
a want of essential evidence, as already pointed out, as to how much
of the plaintiffs' injuries were due to the defendant's acts, but from
the character of the evidence of damage offered there is no way of
distinguishing between damages sustained before the bi]] was brought,
and those sustained afterwards.
lase remanded for fusthe,,· prnceedings in accm·dance with the opfofon.
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Washington.
1'rover.

vs.

HATTIE
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ALLEN.

Opinion February 27, 1906.

Conversion. Conditiorwl Sale. Chattel Mortgage. Recorded and
Unrecorded Chattel Mortgage,q. R. S., c. 114, ~ 5.

The defendant gave a mortgage of a piano to the plaintiff who did not record
his mortgage. Afterwards she gave another mortgage to one M. who
recorded it.
Held: that this was an illegal arnl unauthorized exercise of dominion over
th~ piano, inconsistent with and detrimental to the rightR of the plaintiff,
and was a conveniion of it by the defendant, without any manual transfer
of the property.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Sustained.
Trover brought to recover the value of a piano belonging to the
plaintiff and alleged to have been converted by the defendant to her
· use. Plea, not guilty.
The piano was deJivered to the defendant in July, 1904, and at
the time a lease and agreement was executed between them which
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retained the property in the piano in the plaintiff until fully paid for,
but which was never recorded.
The defendant paid under the lease as agreed up to February,
1905, when the property was destroyed by fire, there being then still
due on the lease $225.
A demand was made on the defendant by plaintiff in J nne, 1fl05.
On Dec. 28th, 1904, the defendant mortgaged the piano together
with some other property to William G. Means. His mortgage was
recorded, but he never took possession of the property.
The value of the piano at the time the defendant mortgaged it to
Means was $250.
In the court of the first instance, on the foregoing facts, a nonsuit
was ordered, and thereupon the plaintiff excepted. It was also
agreed that if the nonsuit was incorrectly ordered that the plaintiff
should have judgment for $250 and costs.
The lease executed by the parties runs as follows :
"BosToN, MAss., July 7th, 1904.
"I have hired of i vers & Pond Piano Company a Piano-Forte,
Style 231 of said Company's make, Number 32663, valued at three
hundred dollars ($300) I agree to pay for the use of same, Ten
Dollars cash, the same being rent hereof to August 7th, 1904 ; and
Eight DoIIars thereaft.er, as long as I hire it, a monthly rent of Eight
Dollars, payable monthly, in advanee, and at the same rate for fractions of a month, with interest at six per cent per annum on unpaid
balances of said valuation, at said Company's Warerooms, 114
Boylston Street, Boston.
"Said instrument shall not be removed (except on account of
danger from the elements) from my premises at Machias, Maine,
without written ~onsent of said Company, and unless I buy it, shall
be returned to said Company in as good order as when received by
me, ordinary wear excepted.
·

'' If I fail to perform any of these agreements said Company may,
without notice or demand, take and remove said instrument, wherever it may be, and thereupon my right to hold or use it shall
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cease, without prejmlice to said Comp:;tny's rights on account of any
preceding breach hereof.
Signed in Duplicate,
HATTIE E. ALLEN, Lessee.
Post Office address, Machias, Maine.
"If said Jessee does as agreed above, till payments of rent amount
to valuation and interest above named, said piano shall then become
her property.
Signed in Duplicate,
IVERS & PoND PIANO COMPANY, Lessor,
By I. H. CRABTREE."

W. R. Pattangall, for plaintiff.

H. H. Gray ancl A. D. lJfcPanl, for defendant.
SITTING: \VISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, JJ.
PuwERS, J. Trover for a piano. In July, 1904, the plaintiff
delivered the piano to the defendant, who at that time executed and
delivered to the plaintiff a lease or agreement in regard to the same,
-reciting that she had paid ten dollars for rent until August 7, 1904,
and was to pay eight dollars a month for the mm of the same, as long
as she hired the piano, until '$300 and interest on mYpaid balances of
that sum was paid, and that, if she folfilled her agreements til1 the
payments of rent amounted to $300 and interest, the piano should
become her property. This instrument was never recorded. The
defendant paid as agreed up to February, 1905, when the piano was
destrnyed by fire. On December 28, 1904, the defendant mortgaged
the piano to one Means, who recorded his mortgage but never took
posHession of the property. The presiding justice ordered a nonsuit
and the plaintiff excepted. By agreement of the parties, if the nonsuit was incorrect} y ordered; the. plaintiff is to have j u<lgment for

$250.
The so called lease was in substance a conditional sale, not valid,
except between the original parties, without record. R. S., chapter
114, section 5. The plaintiff's mortgage of the piano, not simply of
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her interest in it, conveyed a good title to Means. Before that mortgage and its record the plaintiff had the full title to the property,
subject to the defendant's equity of redemption. After that the
plaintiff had simply the right to redeem froin the Means mortgage.
The fact that the plaintiff saw fit to trust to the defendant's honor
instead of recording itH lem,e, gave her no right to sell or dispose of
the piano in any way that would injuriously affect its rights. As
against the defendant its claim wa:s valid, and her mortgage of the
property was an illegal an<l unauthorized exercise of dominion over
it, inconsistent with and detrimental to the rights of the plaintiff. It
requires ueither citation nor argument to show that such an act,
carrying with it such consequences, was a conversion of the prope_rty, without any manual transfer or removal of it. Indeed we know
of no accepted definition of a conversion which would exclude the
facts of this case. It is sometimes said, that a mere paper sale of a
chattel without transfer of possession does not constitute a conversion.
That is true, where the rights of the owner to possession, and his
legal interest in and title to the chattel, remain unaffected and unimpaired by the sale. Not so here, where the legal effect of the defendant's unlawful act deprived the plaintiff of its property and its right
to prn;;session thereof.
This case is not to be confounded with cm;es against a mortgagor,
who has sold only his interest in the mortgaged property, as in
White v. Phelp.-;, 12 N. H. 382, or with cases against a vendee of tlie
mortgagor, as in Denn v. Cushman, 95 Maine, 454, who obtains by
his purchase a right of possession against all the world except the
mortgagee.
l 1}cceptioru; .-;u,.-;ta,ined.
Judgment for the pfoiniitf jo'I' $':250.
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In Equity.
GEORGE

D.

HAMANT

Lincoln.

vs.

FRANK

N.

CREAMER.

Opinion February 27, 1906.

Real Est.ate. Execution Sale. Not Invalidated, When. Unauthorized Pees of
Officer. Errors of Clerk Issuing E:cecution. Final Process
Amendable. Power of Court, t3uo Motu, to Order
Amendments. Amendments Treated as
Made, When. R. S., 1883, c. 82,
§ 142. R. 8. c. 78, § 32.
An execution sale of the ,vhole of a parcel of real estate conveys all the right,
title and interest, of every nature, that the debtor has, and is not invalidated by the fact that he owns only an undivided interm,t in the land.
Such sale is not avoided by the fact that the officer making it taxed, and
caused to be satisfied by the sale, fees not authorized by law.
When through an error of the clerk an execution commanded the officer to
collect interest from the time of judgment, instead of from thirty days
thereafter, the time fixed for payment in the decree, it will not be avoided,
and the proceedings based upon it invalidated, if there is sufficient in the
execution, taken in connection with other facts, to identify it with the
judgment offered in evidence to support it.
Final a_s well as mesne process may be amended in .the furtherance of justice,
when no rights of innocent third parties have intervened except those
which will be protected by the amendment.
The court suo motu may order imch amendments to be made; and in collateral proceedings where such amendments are allowable, they will be
treated as actually made.

Prescott v. Prescott, 62 Maine, 428, criticised and doubted.

In equity. On appeal by defendant. Decree below affirme<l with
~dditional costs.
Bill in equity, inserted in a writ of attachment, brought to remove
a cloud upon the plaintiff's title to certain land in Waldoboro.
Omitting the formal parts, the plaintiff's bill is as follows :
First. That he the said complainant is in possession of the following described real estate, situate in said Waldoboro and bounded
northerly by land of the heirs of the late Ossie Creamer; and laud
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occupied by Frank A. Miller, easterly and southerly by the Medomak
River, westerly by land of heirs of Lewis F. Heavener, containing
forty-five acres, more or less, said complainant owning two undivided
thirds of ·said property, by title defeasible only by redemption of the
sale referred to below, and acquiring his title by virtue of a sheriff's
deed of said property, executed and delivered to him by W. R.
·waiter, a deputy sheriff of John B. Rafter, sheriff of Lincoln
County, said sheriff's deed being so executed and delivered to the
complainant pursuant to the execution sale of said property on an
execution which issued from our Supreme Judicial Court on a
judgment recovered Nov. 3rd, 1903, by .Etta M. Creamer V8. Alvin
Creamer, said sheriff's sale occurring Jan. 18, 1904, being the date
of said deed, under a seizure made Dec. 14, 1903.
Second. That at and prior to the time- of the conveyances herein
referred to the said Alvin Creamer now deceased, was the owner in
fee simple of the complainant's said two-thirds of said property, the
other third being owned by said Etta M. Creamer.
Third. That on the seventh day of December, A; D. 1903, the
said Alvin Creamer, being deeply involved in debt, by reason of the
recovery against him of said judgment in favor of said Etta, the
same being a specific sum of $404.00, in lieu of alimony, and in
addition to her dower equivalent, and being apprehensive of said
seizure and sale, which were made shortly thereafter as above stated,
and being desirous to defeat the intended levy of his said homestead,
which comprised the bulk of alJ his estate, did make a certain
transfer and conveyance of all his right, title and interest in and to
said real estate to Frank N. Creamer, the defendant,· all of which
appears by a certain quitclaim deed, bearing said date of December
seventh, A. D. 1})03, and recorded in Lincoln County Registry of
Deeds Book, 311, page 294, an attested copy of such record to be
here in court produced. Said conveyance was received for record
Dec. 8, 1903.
Fourth. That said transfer and conveyance of said property was
made by said Alvin Creamer for the special purpose of evading the
legal effect of said seizure and sale and with the intention of preventing said real estate coming into the hands and possession and
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ownership of said judgment creditor or of any purchaser acting at
her instance. And so the complainant avers that said transfer to the
defendant was a fraudulent conveyance, and its object to hinder,
defraud and delay the creditors of said Alvin.
Fifth. That said Frank N. Creamer, at the time of taking and
receiving said transfer and conveyance to him, had full knowledge
and sufficient notice of all the facts hereinbefore set forth and
cooperated with said Alvin in his intent and purpose as above set
forth. And the complainant avers that said conveyance was received
by said Frank, as it was given by said Alvin, to defeat the purpose
of said levy, and to hinder, delay and defraud the creditors of said
Alviu. An<l the complainant further says that there was no consideration for said conveyance.
Sixth. That the complainant brings this hill in his own behalf
and that of the said Etta M. Creamer, at whose special instance and
request he bid in said property, and whom he represents or to whose
rights he succeeds.
Wherefore the complainant prays:
That the said transfer and conveyance of said Alvin to the defendant be declared by the court to be void. That the defendant be prohibited from exercising any control over said property:
That the defendant be ordered and decreed to make, execute and
deliver to the complainant a sufficient conveyance of said property, to
the end that the cloud upon the title of the complainant of said property be removed, that the complainant may hold said property to his
own use and for the benefit of whom it may concern.
And that the complainant may have such other and further relief
as the nature of the case may require.
The defendant's answer, omitting formal parts, is as follows:
1. That said Hamant is not in pm,session of the premises described
in paragraph one of his bill, except as tenant in common with the
defendant, the said plaintiff either owning the oue undivided third
part thereof, or acting as agent or representative of Etta M. Creamer
named in said paragraph.
The defendant does not know in which of said capacities the plaintiff so occupies, and therefore will require the plaintiff to prove the
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same. The defendant further denies that the plaintiff has any right,
title or interest whatever in and to the two undivided, thirds to which
he claims title by virtue of the alleged sale on execution in favor of
Etta M. Creamer against Alvin Creamer and by sheriff's deed as set
forth in said paragraph one.
2. That Alvin Creamer, on December 7, 1903, was the owner in
fee simple of two undivided thirds of the premises described in paragraph one and thereafter on the same day for a valuable consideration
conveyed the same to the defendant, which the defendant now holds;
that on Jan. 18, 1904, the time of the alleged conveyance by deputy
sheriff W. R. Walter the title to said two thirds was not in said
Alvin Creamer, but was in the defendant.
3. The defendant admits that Alvin Creamer on Dec. 7, 1903, conveyed his two thi1·ds of said premises to him, but denies the fraudulent
acts, intent, deHigns and purposes as alleged in paragraph three of
plaintiff's bill.
4. The defendant denies each a11d all allegations in paragraph
four of plaintiff's bill.
n. The defendant denies each and all the allegations in paragraph
five of the plaintiff's bill.
6. The defendant is not informed as to allegations in paragraph
six of plaintiff's bill, and therefore denie~ the same and will require
the plaintiff to prove the same, if true.
Wherefore the defendant prays that the plaintiff's Lill may be dismissed with costs.
At the hearing on bill, answer and proofs, the Justice of the first
instance, after making a finding of facts, which is sufficiently stated
in the opinion, issued the followi11g decree:
"Ordered,. adjudged and decreed that the bi 11 be sustained; and
that the conveyance from Alvin Creamer to the defendant of two
third parts in common and undivided of the premii;es dei;cribed in the
bill was fraudulent and void ai; against Etta M. Creamer, in whose
favor the execution was isi;ued which was levied upon said premises,
and cannot be set up to defeat the title of the complainant acquired at
a sheriff's sale on January 18, UJ04; and that the complainant has
good title to two third parts of said premises.
VOL. CI
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"Said defemlaut is perpetually enjoined from asserting any title to
said premises uuder said deed from Alvin Creamer, or from in any
manner doing any act prejudicial to the title thereto of this complainant.
"And it is further ordered that the defendant make, execute and
deliver to complainant within thirty days from entry of this decree,
a good and sufficient release and discharge of all his right, title and
interest in said two third parts of said premises.
'' And that complainant have and recover of the defendant the co:-;t
of this suit, for which execution is to issue."
'l'hereupon the defendant appealed.
0. D. l1ii:;tner·, for plaintiff.
Wm. H lfilton, for defendant.
8l'l"l'ING:

WISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

C. J.,

EMERY,

\VHI'l'EHOUSE, SAVAGE,

JJ.

PoWERs, J.
Appeal by the defendant in a bill in equity, brought
to remove a cloud upon the plaintiff's title to certain real estate in
Waldoboro. By the decree the plaintiff was enjoined from asserting
'any title to, and ordered to release to the plaintiff all his interest in
two third parts of the premises. The evidence is not reported, but
instead thereof the facts found by the j nstice who heard the case, and
which, as far as material to the grounds relied upon to sustain the
appeal, are as follows:
"At the October term of this court, 1903, for Lincoln County,
and on the third day of November, 1903, a divorce from the bonds
of matrimony was decreed to Etta M. Creamer from her husband,
Alvin Creamer, and there was decreed to her in addition to one third
interest in the real estate of said Alvin Creamer, that instead of
alimony said Alvin Creamer should pay her the sum of four hundred
dollars within thirty days from the date of the decree. In default
of payment, execution to issue therefor. The libel for divorce was
inserted in a writ of attachment, on which real estate was attached
on March 13, 1903. Payment of the four hundred dollars not
being made, execution issued on the tenth day of December, 1903,
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in which the officer was commande<l to conect interest from the date
of the decree, instead of from thirty days thereafter, the time of payment provided therein.
Upon the execution the officer seized, on December 14, 1903, the
whole of the estate described in the bill, instead of two third parts
thereof owned by Alvin Creamer, as of the date of the attachment,
the lien of which had expired before the execution was issued or the
seizure made. Under this sei1a1re the officer proceeded in accordance
with the statute to advertise and sell the m,tate, and did sell the
whole land on the eightee11th day of ,Tanuary, I H04, to the complainant, and gave him a sheriff's deed of the same. No objection is
made to the formality of these proceedings, leading up to the sale,
except that he sold the whole when he should have sold two third
parts. The amount fur which it was sold was four hundred and
thirty four dollars, the whole of which the officer applied in satisfaction of the execution and costs of sale. This included two dollars
interest for thirty days, erroneously directed in the execution to be
collected, but Jes:-; than one per cent of the decree, and also included
illegal fees of the officer in making the sale, to the amount of fourteen dollars and eighty-eight cents.
At the date of the attachment Alvin Creamer owned the whole of
the land described, and on Dec. 7, 1H03, he owned two third parts
in common and undivided of the same, the other third being then
owned by his former wife Etta. On that day he conveyed by quitc]aim deed his two third parts to his brother Frank N. Creamer, this
defendant.
Since the sale to Hamant he has been in possession of the premises.
I find that Alvin Creamer gave the deed to the defendant fur the
purpose of preventing his former wife realizing upon her judgment,
and the defendant knew of this purpose and participated in it, and
that the conveyance was not bona fide, but was fraudulent and void
as to Etta M. Creamer, and that on December 14, I H03, two third
parts of said estate were liable to seizure and sale on her execution."
The objection that the sale was of the whole land instead of two
thirds cannot be sustained. The sale of the whole conveyed all the
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right, title and interest, of every nature, that the debtor had. R. S.,
chapter 78, section 32; ..Millett v. Blake, 81 Maine, 531.
As to illegal fees of the officer, it is settled tha_t a levy by appraisement is not avoided because the officer has taxed, and caused to
be satisfied in the extent, fees not authorized by law. Wihwn v.
Gannon, 54 Maine, 385. With much greater force does the principal apply to a levy by sale. In the latter case, whatever the
amount of the judgment and co:-,ts of levy as taxed, the whole
interest of the debtor is sold, and the otlicer must account tu him
for any surplus.
This brings us to the final and principal contention of the defendant, that there is a fatal variance between the execution and the j udgment on which the plaintiff claims it was based, in that the officer
was commanded to collect interest from the date of the decree, instead
of from thirty days thereafter. At the date of the execution R. S.
1883, chapter 82, section 142, was in force, which provided that
interest should be collected from the time of judgment or payment,
and the form of the execution be varied accordingly.
Whether the error in the execution renders it void or only voidable
depends upon whether it is amendable. Every valid execution mm,t
be founded upon a judgment. If there is sufficient in the execution,
taken in connection with other facts, to identify it with the judgment offered in evidence to support it, then it ought not to be avoided,
and the proceedings based upon it iBvalidated, by an error of an
officer of the court. There is neither justice nor reason in visiting the
consequences of such mistakes upon either au innocent creditor or
purchaser, and the great weight of authority is in accord with this
view.
"\\1 hen an execution can properly issue, a mistake made by the
officer in performing the duty of issuing it, is necessarily a mere
error or irregularity. It is, however, necessary that an execution
should have a judgment to support it; and that it should appear from
the execution what judgment is intended to be enforced. The reason
why the description of the judgment is inserted in the writ is, that
the officer may know what he is to enforce, and that the writ may,
by inspection, be connected with the authority for its issuance.
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When a sale has been made hy a sheriff, we apprehend the purchaser
need show in support of his title, nothing except a judgment, an
execution thereon, and a sale and conveyance under such execution.
When the execution is offered in evidence, it may vary from the judgment in some respects, and correspond with it in others. The q uestion, then, before the court is, Did this execution issue on this j udgment? If, from the whole writ taken in connection with other facts,
the court feels aHsured that the execution offered in evidence was
intended, iHsuecl and enforced upon the judgment shown to the court,
then we apprehend that the writ ought to be received and respected."
Freeman Ex. section 42. When sufficient appears upon the face
of the execution to connect it with the judgment, a variance in
amount has been frequently disregarded, or an amendment a1lowed
to make the execution conform to the judgment. Idem sections 42
and 67; Bissell v. J(ip, 5 Johns, page 100, and cases there cited .
•Taclison v. Ten .f(1Jclc, 4 Wend. 462; Jackson v. Page, 4 Wend.
584; Avery v. Rowrnan, 40 N. H. 453; Lewis v. Lindley, 28 IJ].
147; Dnrlur,m v. He((,ton, Idem 264; Beclcer v. Q,wigg, 54 IJ]. 390;
Corbin v. Pearce, 81 Ill. 461 ; Hunt v. Loucks, 38 Cal. 372;
Dewey v. Peeler, 116 Mass. 135; Chesebro v. Barme, 1H3 Mass.
79; Berry v. Gate8, 175 Mass. 373; Note to Kip v. Burton, 101
Am. St. Rep. 550 ; 17 Cyc. 1044. In these cases executions calJing for from one cent to one thousand doHars more than the judgments, have been amended, or treated as amended, and the sales
under them sustained.
Tuming now to the decisions in this state we find that in Smith
v. l{een, 26 Maine, 411, the execution recited the recovery of a
j udgme11t for $600 damages more than was shown by the record, it
wtts hel<l that i•mch a clerical error was amendable, and a levy under
it, for the correct amount of the judgment was sustained. The execution in Corthell v. E,ger-y, 7 4 Maine, 41, calJed for an insufficient
balance as still due on the judgment. It was held to be amendable
and the levy valid. In Coffen v . .F1·eernan, 84 Maine, 535, the officer
was commanded to colJect one dollar more than the judgment. The
court there Haid : "If this does not come within the provision of
the statute as an error of the officer, it must fall under the principle

•
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of the decisions above cited respecting the taxation of excessive fees
by the officer. It does not avoid the levy. The creditor was not
responsible for the error, and there was no intentional wrong on the
part of any one." Cases in which the amount, which the officer is
commanded to coiled, is less than that called for by the judgment,
stand upon the same principle. The question is one of identity
between the judgment described in the execution and that shown by
the record, not the amount of debtor\, property which has been taken.
In one case he haR parted with nothing; in the other he has a full
and adequate remedy, either at Jaw or equity as the case may be. In
either case he has suffered no harm.
So far as Prescott v. Pre.~cott, 62 Maine, 428, is opposed to the principle of these cases, it mm;t be regarded as unsupported by the weight
of authority and not in harmony with the rule which permits amendments to mesne or final process in the intereRts of justice. Certain} y
in the case at bar the frauclulent grantee of the debtor stands in no
better position than his grantor to object to the exercise of this salutary power for the protection of an innocent purchaser. Ja,ckson v.
E~ten, 83 Maine, 162. The debtor has his remedy against the clerk,
or against the creditor, to recover the excess. Ave1·y v. Bowman,
supra; Hunt v. Louclts, supra. The rights of no innocent third
party are involved; and no -one can be harmed by an amendment of
a trifling clerical error on the part of an officer of the court. In a
writ brought upon the judgment in Pre,•wott v. Pre.~cott setting out the
debt as $600 and the whole amount including costs as due at the
date of its rendition, instead of $GOO and costs payable in twenty
days after that date, it was held that the error was amendable.
Pre.~cott v. Prescott, 65 Maine, 478. We are nuable to perceive
any good reason why final as well as mesne process may not be
amended, when no rights of innocent third parties have intervened
except those which will be protected by the amendment. An execution is a judicial writ. If the court can permit amendments, to correct the mistakes made by parties and their attorneys in describing the judgment, it ought to be able to do so for the purpose of
correcting the same mistake of its own clerk. "At the present day
the power to amend executions so as to correct clerical misprisions,
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is universally conceded and frequently invoked." Freeman Ex.
section 63. There can be no substantial distinction between an
error in the command to an officer to collect two dollars too much
interest, and one to collect a like excess of debt or of costs.
In Pre8cott v. Pre:;;cott, 62 Maine, 428, it is said that no motion
was made for an amendment or correction of the execution. It is,
however, wel I settled that the court of its own motion may order
such amendments to be made. Hayford v. Everett, 68 Maine, 505;
Caldwell v. Blalce, 69 Maine, 458; and that in collateral proceedings where such amendments are allowable, they will be treated as
actually made. Corthell v. Ege1·y, 74 Maine, 41; Freeman Ex. 71;
Dewey v. Peele1·, 161 Mass. 135.
Applying the foregoing principles to the case at bar, the only
variance relied upon is that the officer was commanded to collect
interest upon the amount of the judgment from the date of judgment, H,. S., chap. 84, seetion 158, instead of from the time when it
was payable as required by the statute then in force, a difference of
two dollars. For aught that appears the execution recited correctly
the name of the plaintiff and that of the defendant, the court which
rendered the judgment and the term at which and the day on which
it was rendered, the amount of the judgment and the time when
it was payable. The bill charged and the answer did not deny that
the execution issued on a judgment recovered in this court by Etta
M. Creamer against Alvin Creamer on Nov. 3, 1903. There is no
suggestion in the case that there waR any other judgment between
these parties. The findings of fact are equivalent to a finding that
the execution issued on the judgment which was introduced to support it. It does not appear but that in its minutest detail the
execution describes the judgment with absolute accuracy. The variance was in the command to the officer, which was not a part of the
description of the judgment. There is nothing whatever to show
that the judgment, execution and sheriff's deed were not successive
links and parts of the sanw proceeding. '' The burden to show error
fallH upon the appellant. He must show the decree appealed from
to be clearly wrong otherwise it will be affirmed." P,,·octor v. Rancl,
U4 Maine, 313.
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There can be no question that the execution was issued upon a valid
judgment. The clerical error of the officer of the court is amendable. When it is in the furtherance of justice the power to amend
should be exercised with a liberal hand. As between a fraudulent grantee and an innocent purchaser at an execution sa!e the court
wilJ amend its process to protect the latter. The equities are all
with the plaintiff. Being in no fault himself, he should not be made
to suffer by a mistake of the officer of the court for which he is in
no way responsible, and which may be amended as between the
original parties and those standing in no better position. The plaintiff is the only innocent third party affected, and his rights will be
protected by the amendment. Such amendmeut may be made by the
court of its own motion, and in collateral proceedings will be treated
as actually made.
Decree belofo a:ffirrned with additional costs.
Execu.tion to issite therefor.

ISAAC

W.

GREENE

Franklin.

vs.

AUGUSTUS

B.

MARTIN.

Opinion March 1, 1906.

As.~essment of Road Tax. Non-payment of Road 'lh:r. 'I'm· Sale. "Prima Facie
Proof of Title." Rv,idence. R. S., (188:J) c. U, § 83.
R. /'j'., c. 9, § 61.
1.

2.

By virtue of Revised Statues, chapter !--l, section Gl, a prima facie title in
a party claiming under a tax sale for non-payment of road taxe:-; asse:-;sed
upon lands in unincorporated places i:-; made out by producing in evidence
the county treasurer's deed duly executed and recorded, the assessment
signed by the county commissioners and certified by them or their elerk
to the county treasurer, and by proving that the county treasurer complied with the requiremenb, of law in ad verti:-;ing and selling.

Upon the issue whether the county treasurer did comply with the
requirements of the law, hi:-; record of his doings made as a public officer,
at or near the time, upon the public books of the office, i:-; admissible in
'evidence.
3. Such record, however, is not the only evidence admissible upon that
issue. Other evidence, such as the testimony of the treasurer and of other
witnesses having knowledge of what was done, is also admissible.
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4.

To estabfo,h hh, title under the statute above cited, it is not necessnry
for the claimant under the tax Rale to affirmatively prove (1) that the
agent appointed to expen<l the money on the roadR gave the bond required
by law, or (2) that the sum asse88ed was expende<l on the roads, or (8)
that the land ownerR themsdves had not repaired the roads and so :-;uper8eded the tax, or (4) that the Rlllll aRsesRed was ordered to be expended
on the roads, or (5) thnt the agent in fact repaired the roads.

5.

It is not essential to a vali<l as8e8HllH:>nt of a road tax upon lands in unincorporated place8 that the comnlissioners should 8pecifically in terms
as8ert in their record and certificate of a:-;se8H111ent (1) that the divisions
they made of the townshipR and tracts "were equitable, conforming as
nearly a8 wa:-; convenient to known divisions or ownerships," or (2) that
the sum so asse:-;sed was'' proportionate to the value thereof," or (3) that
it was not lnmlensome on the land owners to a:-;:-;e:-;:-; all the repairs on
them in:-;tea<l of part on the county. It iR enough if their findings to such
effect can he inferred from tlieir action.

It is not neces:-mry to a valid m,ses:-;ment of Huch a tax that it should be
expres:-;ly stated in terms that the roa<ls for repairs of which the assessment is made are in the county. It i:-; enough if that fact appears from
the whole assessment.
7. In thi:-; ca:-;e the defendant claiming u1Hhff a tax sale of the demanded lot
produced the evidence made sutlicient by the statute to establish a prima
facie title. This evidence was un<~ontn1dicted, arnl, a:-, above stated, the
objections made to the other proceeding:-; of the commh;sioner:-;, the agent,
etc., di<l not vitiate the asse:-;srnent or :-;ale.

6.

On report. .Judgment for defendant.
Real action to recover parts of two lots of land in an unincorporated township, No. 3, R. 2, B. K. P., known as Jerusalem Township, in Franklin County, and sent to the Law Court on report.
The land sued for had been sold for non-payment of a tax assessed
for repairi11g- county roads in the unincorporated townships and
tra(;ts of land in Franklin County, and the defendant was the purchaser at the tax sale. .The proceedings relating to the assessment
and sale were in accordance with the provisions of what are now
sections 58, 59, and 60 of chapter 9 of the Revised Statutes. The
decisive q ue:--tion in the case was whether or not the defeudant made
out a "prima facie proof of title" under the provisions of section 83,
chapter 6, R S. 1883, now section 61, chapter 9, R. S. 1903.
The case appears in the opinion.
Elmer E. Richards, for plaintiff.
P. H. Stnbbs ancl H. M. Heath, for defendant.
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EMERY, J.
This is a real action to recover parts of two lots of
land in an unincorporated towm,hip, No. 3, R. 2, B. K. P., known
as Jerusalem Township in Franklin County, and comes before the
law court on report. The defendant claims title under a tax sale for
uon-paymeut of a tax asHessed upon the lots for the repairing county
roads in the unincorporated townships and tracts of land in that
county. The parties agree that the decisive question in the case is
whether the defendant has made out a "prima facie proof of title"
under the law in force at the time. R. S. (1883) ch. 6, sec. 83 now R. S., ch. 9, sec. 61.
He has produced in evidence "the treasurer's deed duly execute<l
and recorded, the assessment signed by the county commissioners,
and certified by them or their clerk to the county treasurer," and
also the treasurer's record and other evidence "to prove that the
county treasurer complied with the requirements of the law in
advertising and selling."
As to the treasurer's record, the statute does not in terms require
the rnmnty treasurer to make and keep a record of his doings in
advertising and selling lands for the non-payment of such assessments, but that circumstance does not exclude the record as evidence. The duties of the county treasurer could not be adequately
performed without his keeping a permanent record of these transactions (advertising and selling lands for non-payment of taxes) and
such record, therefore, if kept, must be considered a::; an official book
and must be receivable as evidence on that basis. Groe8beck v.
Seeley, 13 Mich. 329. In Wigmore on Evidence, sec. 163g, it is•
said that wherever there is an official duty to do, there is also a
duty to record the thing done, and such record is admissible as
evidence. The record made by the county treasurer in this caHe is ,
not a mere private, personal .memorandum made for his own private
w,e. It is a public record, made by an official of his official doings
upon the public books of his office, for the use of the office and the
public. It may not be couelusive evidence of the matters recited,
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but it is _admissible as some evidence of them as between third
parties. Cor,inna v. H<wtlcincl, 70 Maine, 355.
Indeed, the plaintiff in his argument makes no objection to the
consideration of the record aR evide1we so far aR it goeR, but insiRts
that it <loeR not show that all the req uirernents of the law were
complied with and objects to a proposed addition to it by way of
amendment. The defendant, however, is not confined to the record
for his evidence. There is no statute that the compliance with the
requirements of the law shall be established only by the record.
Other evidence is not excluded. Hence the treasurer's proceedings
can be proved by any other competent evidence. Other additional
and competent evidence was prnduced and it is not denied that all
the evidence does show, prima facie at least, that the treasurer did
in fact comply "with the req 11ire111entR of the law in advertising and
selling." No omission of any prescribed step on the part of the
treasurer is pointed out, and we see none.
Objection is made that it dues not appear from the evidence that
the agent to expend the money ever gave the bond required by' law;
that the sum assessed was ever expended on the roads; that the land
owners themselves had not repaired the roads and so superseded the
tax; that the sum assessed was ordered to be expended on the roads;
that the agent ever repaired the roads. These objections do not go
to the assessment, nor to its certification to the treasurer, nor to the
proceedings of the treasurer in advertising and selling. If any of
them invalidate the tax, it is for the plaintiff to show that it exists in
fact. It is matter of defense against the prima facie title, and need
not be negatived by a claimant under that title.
It is further objected that it does not appear from the evidence
that the commissioners made of the unincorporated townships and
tracts "as many divisions as were equitable, conforming a~ uearly as
was convenient to known divisions and ownerships," or that the sum
so assessed was '' proportionate to the value thereof." The assessment shows that the commissioners made divisions which apparently
conformed to known divisions and ownerships. It also shows a val_uation of each division and that the assessment upon it was proportionate to that valuation. It was not necessary that they should
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assert in the assessment that they considered the divisions. equitable,
or that they considered the aHsessment proportionate. Such an assertion would add nothing. A II tribunals are req uire<l to proceed
according to law and render jm,t .1udgments, but it is not necessary
for them to Hay that they do.
It is also objected that the commissioners did not assert in their
assessment that it was not burdensome upon the land owners to
assess all the repairs oil them, instead of part on the county. They
expressed their jmlgnwnt by their asRessment. H all was assessed
on the land owners, it was becarn,;e the crn11missione1·8 adjudged it
was not burdensome. Their finding sufficiently appean; from their
ad.

It is again objected that it does not appear that the roads were in
Franklin County. \Ve think that fact is naturally inferable from
the language of the assessment.
The legislature having made the evidence introduced prirna facie
evidence of title for the defenda11t, and the plaintiff having offered
no evidence, and having faile<l to point out any fatal defect in the
evidence for the defendant, the entry must be,
Jndgment for the clefenclant.

CLINTON E_ PRESCOTT V8. lNHA BIT ANTS OF WINTHROP.

Kennebec.

Opinion March 1, 1906.

Action R~ferred to Presiding Justice. Right of Erce71t.ion Limited to Q11estion.~ of /,mo,
f!'i.nding.~ of Mi.ct not Snhject to Ri:ception. ()nesti.on8 of Law Defined.
R. 8., C. 7.9, § 55.

The right of exception to the rulings and decisions of the presiding
Justice in any civil or criminal proceedrng uwlt>r R. S., ch. 79, sec. 56.
is only to his rulings and decisions upon (]Ut'Htions of law. His rulings
and decisions upon queHtions of fact are not subject to exceptions.
2. When an action of law is referred to the court at nisi prim; for decir-;ion
without a jury, the question whether tltere is any evi<lence to :-mppurt the
decision is one of law; but if there be any such evidence, the force and
1.
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effect of any or all the evidence is a question of fact, and the deci1Sion of
the court upon that que8tion i8 not ::-;ubject to exception.
3. In such case, the fact that a school district built a schoolhou8e upon a
small lot of land and enclosed the lot with a stone wall and thereafter
occupied the building and lot for school purposes openly, notoriously,
exclusively and continuously for more than twenty years is some evidence
that such po8session was adver8e. Whether other evidence conclm,ively
8howed the contrary was 8olely for the Justice· hearing the ca8e, and hi8
deci8ion thereon is not subject to exception.

On exceptions by plaiutiff. Overruled.
Real action to recover part of a lot of land in the town of Winthrop,
upon which a former school district had built ifa, schoolhouse and
which was afterwards taken over by the town. The ease was heard
by the presiding Justice without a jury, each party having reserved
the right of exception. The presiding Justice fouud for the defendant and the plaintiff excepted. There was no stenographer at the
hearing so that a full transcript of the evidence could not be had.
But in order to preserve the rights of the parties, the presiding
Justice made a formal finding of facts which is as follows:
"This case involves a writ of entry to obtain" possession of a schoolhouse and lot in district 8 in the town of Winthrop. The plaintiff
claims to own 2-11 of the locus by virtue of a quitclaim deed from
two of the heirs of Benjamin Stoekin, the original owner of the lot
who died in J anu:.iry, 187 4, said deed being dated Sept. 16, 1904.
The defendants produced no record evidence of title, but claim a
prescriptive title. The plaintiff denies the acquisition of a prescriptive title ou the part of the defendants, and relies upon the following
statement of facts.
One of the defendants' witnesses, John K Lowell, testified that he
heard his father and two other men who he understan(h; were a committee on the part of the school district to purchase the schoolhow,e
and lot in question, have a conversation in which they said they had
purchased the lot of Mr. Stockin, under whom the plai11tiff claims
title, and had agreed to pay him $15 for it. ThiH conversation waH
made at some time prior to 1859, at which time it is conceded that
the schoolhouse had been erected and the stone wall built around the
lot.
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No other evidence whatever was given as to the consummation of
this transaction, although the same witness says that it was generally
understood that nu deed was ever given. The school district occupied the schoolhouse and lot, without the slightest question or interference on the part of the prior owner, Mr. Stockin, or anyone
claiming under him, until 1886 when, under the act of the legislature, the school district system was abolished and the town took the
legal title and possession of the school property.
At this time the town legally took the title and possession of this
school property and occupied without interruption or question ,until
1897 when, on account of the decrease of the average number in
attendance below the legal standard, the school was discontinued, but
in no sense abandoned.
On December 8, 1859, Benjamin Stockin conveyed to Albert U.
Frost the farm from which this school house lot was carved, and in his
deed made the schoolhouse lot a boundary in these words: "running
northerly on the west line of said road to the southerly corner of
the schoolhom,e Lot Dist No. 8 of Winthrop, thence on the north line
of said lot westerly about four rods, thence northerly on the line of
said lot about five rods to J. K. Lowell's south line, etc.," and all
of the conveyances of the Stockin farm 8ince that time have contained
the same description, the last one being May 23, 1H02, to the
plaintiff.
The testimony of John E. Lowell, above referred to, was admitted
under objection of the defendant's counsel, and exceptions were seasonably taken thereto and allowed."
Oa /.,c8, P1d8[fcr & Ludden, for plaintiff.
(:orni8h & Ba88ett, for defendant8.
Srrl'ING:
POWERS,

WISWELL,

C. J.,

El\fERY,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,

JJ.

.J. This was a real action to recover part of a lot of
land upon which a former school district (No. 8) in the defendant
town had built its schoolhouse and which was afterward taken over
by the town. The case was heard by the court without a jury, each
party having reserved the right of exceptions. At the hearing, the
EMERY,
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case narrowed down to the issue w:hether the occupation of the lot
by the school district was under a claim of title adverse to the record
owner. The court found for the defendant and the plaintiff excepted.
Upon the exceptions the only question of law is whether there
was any evidence that the school district's occupation was adverse.
If there was, the decision of the court must stand even if there was
a large preponderance of evidence the other way.
There was evidence that the school district No. 8 in 1859 erected
a schoolhouse upon and built a stone wall around the lot and occupied
the schoolhouse and lot without any question or interference on the
part of the record owner from that time down to 1886 when it was
taken over by the town which has since held possession of it. There
was also evidence that the record owner in afterward conveying
adjoining land bounded it in part on "the School House Lot Dist.
No. 8." All this was certainly some evidence that the School District was occupying the lot under a claim of title adverse to any
one else, and that the record owner recognized its claim of title.
The plaintiff introduced evidence which he claims shows that the
occupation was in fact by permission and not adverse to the record
owner. \,\Te . are not required, however, to consider the force and
eff~ct of this evidenc_e since that question was solely for the justice
hearing the case, and his decision thereon is not subject to exception.
The right of exception is limited to rnlings upon questions of law.
J{°neeland v. Webb, 68 Maine, 5_40. As stated above, the only q uestion of law in this case was whether there was any evidence in
support of the finding, We think there was.
E-cceptfons overruled.
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vs.
WILBUR

Washington.
Estoppel.

Burden of Proof.

A.

GRANT

et al.

Opinion March 3, 1906.
Account Books. .f!ciilure ,to Itemize.
Verdict Justified.

Evidence.

In an action to recover a balance of $418.88 <lue on a quantity of logs, it
appeared that the plaintiff authorized the defendants to pay to a paper
company on hi:-; account any sum which might he found due from him to
that company, for an allt:•ged overpayment by the latter for logs purchased
by it of the plaintiff. The defendants contended that in accordance with
this authorization they had paid the balance ~med for to the paper company on the plaintiff's account, al1<l set up this payment in defense to the
action brought against them by the plaintiff.
Al:-;o it was admitted by the defendant:-; that at the time the plaintiff authorized them to make the aforesaid payment to the paper company, he protested that there wns a mh;take in hh; account with the paper company.
Abo at the trial the plaintiff contended that there was nothing due from
him to the paper company and that the defendant:-; had no authority from
him to pay the paper company the amount claimed on hh; account.
Held: (1) That the jury was authorhrnd to find that the evidence did not
cn•ate an estoppel against the plaintiff, as contended by the <lefen<iant8,
but did warrant the conclu:-;ion that the plaintiff authorizecl the defendants
to pay to the paper company on the account of the plaintiff any sum
which in fact might be found due from the plaintiff to the paper company.
(2) That it wa:-, incumbent upon the <lefendants taking upon them1;elves
the burden of proving payment in the manner stated, to show by competent evidence that the plaintiff wa:-; indebted to the paper company, at
thf' time the defendants as:-;umed to make a settlement on his account.
The rlefendants had essentially the 1-,anw burden that the paper company
would have had in a i-;uit brought in its own name against the plaintiff, to
recover the amount of this alleged overpayment for logs purchased of him.
It is well settled that when the entries in a book of accounts do not itemize
the transactions recorded, but in faet comprise the details of several transactions, the book is not admissible as independent evidence.
In the case at bar, and for the purpose of proving that the plaintiff was
indebted to the paper company by reason of having been overpaid on logs
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sold by him to it, the defendants offered the paper company's account
book called a "journal" authenticated by the testimony of the bookkeeper who kept it, coutaining on the debit sicle of the paper company's
account with the plaintiff a record of ten notes sent to the plaintiff, and
on the other si<le a summary of credits. These entries did not purport to
itemize the transactions to which they rt'lated, but in connection with
them was an expres:-; reference to an" invoice book." Neither the" invoice
book" nor the original scale biUs from which some of the entries in the
"journal" were made up, were pr0<luced in evidence by the defendants,
nor any explanation given for their non-production.
Held: That undn the facts as disclosed by the evidtrnce, the jury wa:-; not
chargeable with ma11iCn,t error in reaching the conclusion that the evidence
before them was not sufficient to warrant a tirnliug that the plaintiff was
indebted to ~he paper company on account of the alleged overpayment
for logs.

On motion by defe11danfa,;;

Overruled.
Assmupsit to recover a balance of $4 I 8.88 alleged to be due on a
quantity of logs sold by the plaintiff to the defendants June 1, 1898.
Plea, the general issue. Tried at the April term, 1B04, of the
Sqpreme ,Judicial Court, \iVashington County. The defendants
admitted that they owed the amount sued for, $418.88 with interest
from J nne 1, 1898, unless they could prove payment. The defendants contended that the plaintiff wm; indebted to the Richards Paper
Company by reason of an overpayment made by it to the plaiutiff on
logs purchased by it of the plaintiti' 11early two years before the sale
of the logs sued for in this action, a11d that the plaintiff had authorized
them to pay to the H.ichards Paper Company, on his account, whatever sum might be found due from the plaintiff to the Richards
Paper Company by reason of this alleged overpayment, and that in
accordance with t~1is authorization they had paid to the Richards
Paper Company on the plaintiff's account, the sum sued for, to wit,
$418.88.
The verdict was for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed, and
the defendants filed a general motion to have the verdict set aside.
The case is fully stated in the opinion.

B. W. Hewes and W. R. Pattangall, for plaintiff,
Heath & Andrews, for defendants,
VOL. CI
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J. This was an action of assurnpsit to recover a
balance of $418.88, alleged to be due on a quantity of logs sold by
the plaintiff to the defendants J nne 1, 1898. The defendants
admitt~d in limine, that they were indebted to the plaintiff in the
amount claimed, with interest from the time the logs were purchased,
unless they could prove payment. The verdict was for the full
amount claimed and the case comes to this court on a motion to set
aside the verdict as against the evidence.
In setting up payment as a defense it was not clairned in behalf
of the defendants that they had paid this balance of $4 I 8.88 directly
to the plaintiff Putnam, but they contended that by Putnam's
authority they had paid that amount to the Richards Paper Company, on Putnam's account.
In 1896 nearly two years before the sale to the defendants of the
logs sued for in this case, Putnam had sold pulp logs to the Richards Paper Company, and his account with that Company had not
been adjusted. The Paper Company gave its notes to Putnam_ for
the logs to be delivered under the contract between them, and
after the delivery of the last lot claimed to have discovered that the
amount of the notes exceeded the value of · the logs by $418.88,
interest and discount being adjw,ted to June 1, 1898. The Paper
Company had also purchased logs from the defendants and was
indebted to them at the same time. Thereupon, as the defendants
say, it was arranged by consent of all the parties, that instead of
paying the amount sued for directly to Putnam the defendants should
pay it to the Paper Company and that in pursuance of this arrangement it was· allowed on their account against the Company. The
defendants admit, however, that when Putnam consented to have the
Paper Company's overpayment allowed on his account against the
defendantf.,, he protested that there was a mistake in the Company's
account. .A,t the trial Putnam contended that there was nothing
due from him to the Paper Company and that the defendants had no
authority from him to pay to the Company the amount claimed on
his account.
WHITEHOUSE,
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The defendants further contended, however, that even if it should
appear upon a full and legal adjustment, that Putnam was not
indebted to the Richards Paper Company and that he never expressly
authorized the settlement made by the defendants with the Paper
Company on his account, yet by his staten1ents and conduct he justified them in believing that he admitted the debt to the Paper Company and consented to its discharge in the manner proposed and that
he was thereafter estopped from denying that there was such a debt
or that it was so paid by the defendants.
It is the opinion of the court that the jury was authorized to find
that the evidence did not create an estoppel agaim,t the plaintiff as
contended by the defendants, but that the evidence did warrant the
conclusion that Putnam consented to have the defendants pay to the
Paper Company on his account any sum which in fact might be
found due from _him to the Paper Company.
It was accordingly incumbent upon the defendants taking upon
themselves the burden of proving payment in the maimer stated, to
show by competent evidence that Putnam was indebted to the Paper
Company, at the time the defendants assumed to make a settlement
on his account. The defendants had essentially th~ sa'me burden
that the Paper Company would have had in a suit brought against
Putnam in its own name, to recover the amount of this alleged overpayment for logs purchased of him.
The logs sold by Putnam to the Richards Paper Company comprising 800,000 feet or more appear to have been delivered at various
times during the months of March, April, May and June, 1896; payment to be made by cash or note upon the delivery of each 100,000.
The scale bills for each lot delivered were duly received and retained
by the Paper Company, and a written statement purporting to show
the number of feet in each lot of logs received, according to the scale
bills, the price per thousand, a, computation 9f the total value and
the amount credited to him, was sent to Putnam at the end of each
month. Letter-press copies of all these monthly statements of the
items and details of the credits given were made on a book called an
invoice book, which was kept in the custody of the Paper Company.
At the trial it appeared that due notice had been given to Putnam
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to produce these original monthly stntements, to be used as evidence
in the case. Whether they were still in existence after the lapse of
eight years and whether it was in the power of the plaintiff Putnam
to produce them did not appear. They were not produced; and
although no evidence. was offered showing that either the original
scale bills received by the Paper Company or the invoice book co11tainii1g letter-press c,opies of the monthly statements, had been lost or
destroyed, neither the invoice book nor the original scale bills were
produced iu evidence by the defendants, nor any explanation given
of their non-production. But in lieu thereof the defendants <Jffered
the P;:tper Company's account book called a "journal," authenticated
by the· testimony of the book-keeper who l_rnpt it, containing on the
debit side of this trausaction a record of ten notes sent to Putnam
betweeu March 24 and June 30, aggregating $5700, and on the
other side a summary of credits as follows:

1896.
March 31,
April 30,
May 30,
June 30,

$ 1439.43
2042.rn
1386.42
456.26
$ 532-U-30

By balance,

375.70
$ 5700.00

These entries do not purport to itemize the transactions to which
they relate, but in conuection with them au express reference is made
to "invoice book page 367 and 368." The book-keeper also testified
that the "scale bills and receipts" were the sources from which he
obtained the items constituting the "lumped sums" credited in the
journal. The situation is clearly distinguishable from the common ·
instance where entries have been copied into a journal from a slate or
slips of paper or other temporary records which have been obliterated
or destroyed. In such a case the journal may be admitted as original
evidence. Hall v. Glidden, 39 Maine, 445, and cases cited. "The
first regular and collected record is the original one, and it is
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immaterial that it was made up from casual or scattered memoranda
preceding it." 2 Wigrnore on Ev. Sec. 1558. In the case at bar
the entries in the journal do not purport to be copies of original slips
or memoranda; they simply claim to record the rest-1lts of the several
computations made by the book-keeper from figures afforded by the
"scale bills and receipts." J1"urthermore so far as appears these
original papers are still in existence. In contending for the admissibility of the journal as a book of original credits, it was conceded at
the trial, as shown by the report of the evidence, that the items from
which the "lumped credits" in the journal were made up, could be
" worked out by taking time enough, taking a1l the original scale
bil Is and notes."
In R1mi.<W.'J v. N. Y. & N. .J. · Telephone Co., 49 N. J. Law, 322,
the action was to recover for the rent and services of a telephone.
It appears that the number of each service was entered at the time
upon a slip and these slips were sent to the main office where the
gross number of calls for each month was entered in a book and after
the lapse of three montlu;;, the slips were destroyed. It was held that
as the entries introduced were only footings of each month's detailed
statement contained in the original memoranda sent to the office, the
books had no claim to originality, and however useful they might be
to refresh the memory of the book-keeper, they were not admissible
as independent evidence. It will be noticed that the facts were
strikingly analogous to those at bar, and although it affirmatively
appeared that the slips had been destroyed, the books were excluded.
Indeed the general rule is too familiar and well settled to require th<;i
citation of authorities, tliat when the entries do not itemize the transactions recorded, hut in fact comprise the details of several . transactions, the book is not admissible as independent evidence. 2 Encyc.
of Ev. 618; Erwlc v. 8awye1·, G Cush. 142; llcnsha;D v. Davis, 5
Cush. 145; Cm·yill v. Atwood, 18 R I. 303; Nichols v. Haynes,
78 Pa. St. 174; 001·1· v. 8ellm·s, I 00 Pa. St. 169.
It was contended at the trial, as before stated, that the lumped
credits were admissible as original and independent evidence, and the
journal was allowed to go to the jury, but the case fails to show that
the court specified the ground uµou which the book was admitted.
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It appeared, however, that the notes given by the Paper Company to
Putnam had been destroyed and the record of them in the journal
was obviously admissible to refresh the book-keeper's recollection in
regard to the dates and amounts of the several notes. So, too, if the
journal had been offered by Putman as evidence against the Paper
Company, the entries of lumped sums credited to Putnam would
have been competent as admissions on the part of the Paper Company that logs of the value credited had been received from Putriam.
But when offered by the defendants in favor of the Paper Company
to prove that no more than the amounts credited had been received
from Putnam, the entries of these lumped sums credited to him were
not admissible as independent evidence. They could not be deemed
original evidence for the reasons above stated. They could not be
received as secondary evidence because the extrinsic evidence as well
as the nature of the entries themselves satisfactorily disclrn;;ed the
existence of primary and better evidence.
·
But assuming that the journal was admitted for the purpose of
enabling the book-keeper to refresh his recollection as a witness in
regard to the credits as wel I as in regard to the notes, it does not
appear what instructionH, if any, were given to the jury respecting
the usefulness of the entries as such memoranda. It is the opinion
of the court, however, that in view of the existence of the scale
bills as primary evidence, and of the invoice book which was
available as secondary evidence after notice to produce the original
monthly statements, the jury are not chargeable with manifest error
in reaching the conclusion that the evidence before them was not
sufficient to warrant a finding that the plaintiff Putnam was
indebted to the Richards Paper Company, on account of the alleged
overpayment,. at the time of the transaction in question.
The entry must therefore be,
Motfon overruled.
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Prior Action Relating to ,'-i'ame Matter Pending. Demurrer Sustained.
Facts Stated in Bill of Exception8 Not Considered, When. ·

When it is alleged in a declaration that another and prior action had
been brought relating in some degree to the same subject matter and
there is no allegation that such prior action had been determined it must
be assumed to be still pending.
2. No action for the malice with which an act was done can be maintained
while another action for the act itself is pending undetermined.
3. No statement of fact in a bill of exceptions to a ruling sustaining a
deri:rnrrer to a declaration can be considered if it be not also stated in the
declaration.
1.

On exeeptions by plaintiff.

Overruled.
Action on the case brought by the plaintiff, as assignee of the
estate of Clarence E. Lombard, to recover damages for the alleged
interference of the defendants with the plaintiff's management of the
trust property passing to him by virtue of the assignment made to
him by said Lombard, by attachment and subsequent seizure of the
assigned property.
The defendants demurred genera1ly to t~ie declaration, and the
demurrer was sustained by the court of the fir~t instance. Thereupon the plaintiff took exceptions.
The bill of exceptions al1eges the fol1owing facts :
"Clarence E. Lombard made a voluntary assignment for the
benefit of his creditors to the plaintiff, to which his creditors assented
in writing, the defendants among others.
While the estate was being settled the defendants without notice
to said plaintiff brought snit against the assignor and attached certain
persona] property in the hands of the said assignee, upon their
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original debt being the promissory note of said Lombard. They
recovered judgment and seized and advertised Raid property on that
execution.
The plaintiff obtained an injundion from the Supreme Judicial
Court forbidding the defendants from further interference with the
trust property,- being property that was seized, which injunction
was made permanent upon trial before the Supreme Judicial Court
in equity ; with costs to plaintiff upon the bill in equity praying for
said injunction. Plaintiff now brings action against the defendants
to recov~r damages smitained by reason of the defendants' attachment and subsequent seizure of said as~igned property in withholding the same from his control and disposal in his trust capacity."
The pith of the case is stated in the opinion .
.John 8. Willia'm.~ an<l Willi.s E. J-'a,1·sons, for plaintiff.
J-J11,d.son & JJ11,d8on, for defendants.
SITTING:

\VISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

C. J.,

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

.JJ.

EMERY, J.
This case comes to the law court on exceptions to a
ruling sustaining a general demurrer to the declaration. The pith
of the case stated in the declaration is this: -:--The defendants, having
a judgment and execution against one Lombard, caused to be seized
upon the execution certain personal property owned and held by the
plaintiff under an assignment to him for the benefit of Lombard's
creditors. The plaintiff thereupon began legal proceedings against
the defendants to recover the property and prevent its sale upon the
execution. The defendants knew of the assignment and had become
parties to it; and their act of seizure, etc., was done maliciously for
the purpose of delaying the settlement of the estate under the assignment and obtaining an advantage over the other creditors of Lombard
who had also become parties to the assignment. It is not alleged,
however, that the legal proceedings begun by the plaintiff have terminated. It must therefore be assumed that they are still pending.
U pcm the case stated, the action is not one for the recovery of the
property, nor for damages for its taking or detention. Other legal
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proceedings have been begun and are pending for those objects.
It is not ari action for malicious prosecution since there is no allegation of any prosecution of this plaintiff, but only of a seizure of his
property on an execution against another. It is not an action for
abuse of legal process since there iR no allegation of any malice,
oppression or injury in the manner, method, or hour of the seizure,
but only in the seizure itself however made. In fine, the action is
not based on the seizure, the act, but only on the spirit, the animus,
. with which the seizure was made, the act done, and is begun while
some other action based on the act itself is still pending.
We think it clear that this action for the spirit, the animus, cannot
be maintained until the pending action for the substance, the corpus,
is terminated. The facts alleged in this action may fail of proof in
the other, and it may there be found and adjudged that the assignment was not valid, and that the plaintiff had no title nor interest in
the property seized. In such posRihle event, a judgment for the
plaintiff in this action could have no foundation.
The plaintiff calls our attention to a Rtatement in the bill of exceptions that the legal proceedings named in the declaration had in fact
been terminated in his favor before tl~iR suit was begun, and he contends that we must therefore assume that to be the fact in passing
upon the demurrer, though it is not alleged in the declaration itself.
We cannot do so. No sueh faet is admitted by the demurrer and
we can assume only such facts as the demurrer admits, viz, facts
well pleaded in the declaration.
E1:ceptfons ove1n.de<l.
Declaration adjudged fosntficient.
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Opinion March 19, 1906.

Letters Read to Witne8s. Admissions. "Best Evidence Rule."
Ex-ceptions will be Overruled, When.

During the trial in a divorce procee(ling a witness testified that he had carried numerous letters from the plaintiff after her marriage to the defendant, to one Frank Bartlett, and that the plaintiff ha<l often read aloud to
the witness the contents of letters written by Bartlett to her, and by her
to him. No effort waH made by the defendant to procure the original
letters and no notice had been given the plaintiff to produce them.
Against the objection of the plaintiff the witness was allowed to testify as
to what was read or stated in the letters by the plaintiff.
Held: That the ruling of the presiding Justice admitting this testimony
was correct. When one voluntarily and without solicitation reads the
whole or a portion of a letter to another, the party hearing does not
undertake to repeat the contents of the original writing but only what
the person purporting to read or state, has said. In such a case such
statements assume the form of an admission by the party holding the
letter, and testimony of such evidence becomes primary evidence.
When it is sought to use a written statement as an admission the "best
evidence rule" so called, does not apply.
A certain letter in the handwriting of said Bartlett and which appeared to
be one of many written by him to the plaintiff, was found under a couch
in the room from which the plaintiff moved when she left her husband.
This letter was admitted in evidence against the plaintiff's objection.
Held, that the ruling admitting thh; letter was correct,
Exceptions will be overruled unless they affirmatively show, without aid
from extrinsic evidence, not only that the ruling was wro11g, but that the
party complaining was aggrieved, HO that if the ruling would be justified
or would be harmless to the complainant upon any posHible but not
improbable situation unexplained by the exceptions, the doings below will
not be disturbed or condemned.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Libel for divorce heard by the Justice of the Superior Court,
Kennebec County, in vacation with the understanding and agreement
that each party should have all the rights of exception as if the
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case had been heard in term time. The charge m the libel was
failure to support and cruel and abusive treatment. In his answer
the defendant " denies every al legation laid in the libel of said Lizzie
M. Purinton as cause for divorce and every specification offered
therein .under such allegati<'ms ; and he also denies the allegation
in the eame libel that said Lizzie has been faithful to. her marriage obligations ever since she became his wife and charges that on
the contrary during the same time she has offered him extreme and
continuous µrovocation, and that her conduct during the time aforesairl has been such as would have jm-;tified all that she charges or
can truly allege against him, and that during the same time her
conduct with relation to men other than her husband has been
immodest, improper, scandalous, indecent and criminal."
A divorce was denied. During the hearing, the defendant offered
certain testimony which was admitted against the plaintiff's objection, and thereupon the plaintiff excepted.
The pith of the case is stated in the opinion.
S. 8. B1'own, for plaintiff.
Thompson & Wheele1·, for defendant.
SrrrING:

C. J., E1rnRY,
.JJ.

WISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,

SPEAR, .J.
This case involves a libel for divorce and comes np on
exceptions to the admission of certain testimony. The charge:; in
the libel were failure to support and cruel and abusive treatment.
The answer of the libellee was a denial of every allegation laid in
the libel as a cause for divorce and every specification offered therein
under the allegations; and also a denial of the allegation in the libel
that the libellant had been faithful to her· marriage obligations ever
since she became his wife and charged that on the contrary during
the same time she had offered him extreme and continuous provocation and that her conduct during this time had been such as wonld
have justified all that she charged or could truly allege against him
and that during the same time her conduct with relation to men
other than her husband, had been immodest, improper, scandalous,
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indecent and criminal. Among the witnesses called by the defendant was one .James Colby, who teHtified that soon after the marriage
of the partieH he carried numerous letters between this 1ibel]ant and
one Frank Bartlett for whom Mrs. Pnrinton had done housework
before her marriage with the libe11ee, and that the libellant had often
read aloud to the witness the contents of letters written by said
Bartlett to her and hy her to him, and the defendant's conn~e1. asked
the witness to give in testimony sneh portionH of the letters so read
or stated to hi111 by the libeJla11t as he could remember. No effort
had been made by the libellee to procnre the letters and no notice
had been given by the libellant to prodnce any such letters as Hhe
might have in her possession. T'he libel lant'H counsel objected to
such inquiry but tl1e comt allowed the witness to testify as to what
was read or stated in them by the libe11ant. This ruling presents
the first ground of exception.
The libeJlant claims that the letters themselves, if any such letters
- ever existed, were the best evidence of the contents of the letters and
that 110 secondary proof of their conteuts should be received, until
it was shown that the libellee had made all reasonable effort to
obtain the letters. In other words, that the evidence offere<l to
prove the contents of these letters or any part of them fell within
the usual rule relating to the proof of the contents of written
instruments. But we hardly think this position is tenable.
The case shows and the libel Ice contends that this evidence was
not offered to prove the contents of the letters but the statements or
admissions of the libellant herself as to some of the statements contained in these letters. Proof of her voluntary admiHsions against
her own interest would clearly he admissible by the testimony of any
competent witness who might have heard such admissions. We are
unable to see why the S<:>urce of her admissions, whether made by
her as voluntary statements of her own, purporting to be quotations from memory or to he read from some writing, should modify
the general rule with respect to their proof. When one voluntarily
and without solicitation reads the whole or a portion of a letter or
writing to another, the party hearing does not undertake to repeat
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the contents of the original writing but only what the person, pnrporting to read or state, has said. This is entirely different from an
attempt on the part of a witness, who, having read a letter himself,
undertakes to testify to its contents when the lett~r of course is the
best evidence. But when a party voluntarily assumes tu state what
is in a letter, or to read a portion of a letter, to another, then such
statement assumes the form of an admission by the party holding
the letter, and testimony of such admission becomes primary evidence under the general rule with reference to proof of admissions.
The testimony of Colby does not assume to give the legal effect
of the letters but shows to the extent of his recollection what was
said by the libellant to have been their terms and import.
The libellee's legal position is fortified by authority as well as ·
reason. 16 Cyc. page H44, lays down this rule: "When it is sought
to use a written statement as an admission the "best evidence rule"
so called, does not apply; and a copy of a letter, for example, is
competent when identified, without accounting for the original."
In Kelly v. 11JcKenna., 18 Mich. 381, it was held that the copy
of a letter which the writer of the original had admitted in its leading points to be a correct copy, was as to these points converted into
admissions by him and became original evidence. The court said :
" It was of no consequence that the paper was a copy of the letter
he had written. When he made its contents identical with his declaration, the paper became an original for the purpose of showing his
declaration to Bruce." So in the case at bar, the testimony of Colby
became primary for the purpose of showing the declarations of the
libellant which purported to be identical with the letters from which
she was quoti11g.
In Smith v. Paimer, 6 Cushing, 513, the court say: "'rhe admissions of a party stands on distinct grounds. The admissions of a
party are not open to the same objection which belongs to parol
evidence from other sources. A party's own statements and admissions are in all cases admissible in evidence against him, though such
statements and admissions may involve what must necessarily be
contained in some writing, deed or record. Thus, the statement of
a party that certain lands had been conveyed might be admitted;
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though the conveyance must be by deed or record. The general
principle as to the production of written evidence, as the best evidence does not apply to the admisHions of parties; as what a party
admits against hirm,elf may reasonably be taken to be true."
In 1 Greenl. Ev. secs. 96 and 97, this rule is laid down: "It
appears that the prevailing doctrine in England and this country is
that a verbal admission of the contents of a writing by a party himself will supersede the necessity of giving notice to prod1i1ce it ; in
other words, that "said admissions being made against the party's
own interest can be _used as primary evidence of the contents of a
writing against him." In note A of section 96, above cited, it is said'
that while the rule as stated is denied in Ireland and New York, it
· is '' the prevalent opinion in the United States."
In Blackington v. Rockhind, 66 Maine, 332, involving the proof
of a notice to a town for injuries received upon a defective highway,
in which the objection was raised that the records of the· city were
not competent evidence to show that a bill for damages had been
presented without the production of the bill itself, our court held:
" It has been decided that oral ad missions of a party are admissible
evidence of facts though the facts are established by some writing.
The records here would in effect be equivalent to the oral admission
of an individual party or more than that." In this opinion the court
alHo adopts the English decision in Slatter·ie v. Pooley, 6 M. & W.
664, which is referred to by Greenl. in Note A, supra, as the leading
English case on this point.
In Loomis v. Wadham:.;, 8 Drake, 557, the court adopts the following quotations from Mr .•J m,tice Parke: " What a party says is
evidence against himself as an adrnisr-iion, whether it relates to the
contents of a written paper or to anything else.
In Clm·lce v. Warwfolc Cycle .Mfg. Co., 17 4 Mass. 434, Chief
Justice Holmes says: "It is to be remembered with reference to this
and other exceptionH that admissions are evidence against a party
making them although they relate to the contents of a written paper
or to a corporate vote."
See also Wolver·ton v. State, 16 Ohio, 173; Edgar v. Richqrdson,
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33 Ohio St. 581; Edwards v. Tracy, 62 Pa. St. 37 4; Taylor v. Peck_,
21 Grapp. 11 (Pa.)
The second exception involves the admission of a letter written
by Bartlett, found by the libellee behind a couch in a room vacated
by the wife when she left her husband.
The exceptions do not show whether this letter was opened when
found, or written before or after the marriage of the libeilant with
the libellee, nor upon what grounds the judge found in the affirmative upon both of these points.
But it is a well settled rule of law that in the trial of a case it
is to be presumed that things were rightly and regularly done except
so far as the exceptions make it otherwise appear.
Exceptions must be overruled unless they affirmatively show,
without aid from extrinsic evidence, not only that the ruling was
wrong, but that the party complaining was aggrieved, so that if the
ruling would be justified or would be harmless to the complainant
upon any possible but not improbable situation unexplained by the
exceptions, the doings below will not be disturbed or condemned.
Among the latest authorities upon this proposition are Toole v.
Bearce, 91 Maine, 209; Hill v. Reynolds, 93 Maine, 25; Smith v.
Smith, 93 Maine, 253; Look v. Nor·ton, 94 Maine, 547; Atkinson
v. Omeville, 96 Maine, 311 ; Copeland v. Hewett, 96 Maine, 525.
Under these principles of law it must be held that the letter was
in all respects properly admitted except those specifically stated in
the exceptions, and, therefore, must be assumed that the evidence
satisfied the court that the letter was written after the marriage and
either found open or without any envelope.
When this letter was offered, it had already appeared in the ca~;e
by legitimate evidence that Mrs. Purinton had been carrying on a
clandestine correspondence with Bartlett, employing a private carrier ; that many letters had passed between them. Then the letter
found by the libellee was offered as one of the letters contained in
the correspondence in which Mr8. Purinton had been an active participant.
The exceptions do not deny the passage of these letters between
the libellant and Bartlett except the last one, simply alleging that
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" Mrs. Purinton denies all such pretended reading of said letters by
her to said Colby and denie::; any such letters as the defendant
exhibits." The libellee presented only the letter which is the subject
of the second exception.
The only real question under this exception is whether under all
the accompanying circumstances the finding of this letter will warrant the inference that it was received by the libellant notwithstanding her denial of having received it.
In view of the fact that the letter was in the handwriting of
Bartlett and appeared tu be orw of many which was written to her
by him, and was found under a couch in the room from which the
libellant moved when she left her husband, the conclusion seems
irresistible that Hhe received the letter. How otherwise could such
a letter, admitted to be in the handwriting of Bartlett, have found
its way into her room ? If the letter had been forged or not in the
handwriting of Bartlett with whom the evidence tends to show she
had sustained a course of improper correspondence, it could not be
admitted; but there is no pretence that it was forged or that it was
in a handwriting other than Bartlett's or that there was any collusion
with Bartlett by which it was placed there, but a simple denial on
her part that she ever received it. If that letter was not placed in
that room through her hands we are at a complete loss to know how
it got there. The only reasonable explanation is that she received
it and accidentally dropped it behind the couch or on the floor, and
in that way left it to be found by her husband.
•
E1:ceptforus overruled.
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Insane Hospital. Illegal Commitment. Recommitment. Constitutiona.lity of
Section 40 of R. &., c. 144. Expenses of Commitments. Support in
Insane Ho.~pital. Paupers. Necess'ity of Notice to Town of Pauper
Settlement. R. S., c. 27. R. S., c. 144, §§ 24, 39, 40.
An insane person whose pauper settlement was in the defendant town, was
committed by the plaintiff town to the lm;ane Hospital at Augusta for
support therein, but this commitment was discovered to be illegal, and
thereupon the aforesaid irn;ane person was again committed to said Hospital the second commitment being a legal one in accordance with the
provisions of section 39 and 40 of chapter 144 of the Revised Statutes. The
plaintiff town then brought an action against the defendant town, under
the provisions of section 42 of said chapter, to recover the expenses of
both commitments and the sums paid for the support of the insane person in said Hospital. The defendant town contended that said last named
section of said chapter is unconstitutiona~.
Held : That this section comes clearly within the authority of the legislature in the exercise of the police powers of the state and is therefore constitutional; that in the exercise of this power the legislature has an
undoubted right to divide the state into as many political divisions as it
sees fit, whether counties, cities, towns or plantations, and impose upon
them the care and support of paupers in any manner it sees fit.
Chapter 144 of the Revised Statutes is silent as to the requirement of any
pauper notices, yet the entire scheme of the chapter i1-1 based upon the
theory that the expenses and support incurred under it are in the nature
of pauper supplies, while section 24 of said chapter expressly provides
that these expenses shall be recovered "as if incurred for the expense
of a pauper." It is therefore held; that proceedings under R. S., chapter
144, with respect to expenses and support of a person committed to an
Insane Hospital by the town committing and not the pauper residence
of such person, come within the purview of KS., chapter· 27, with reference to the notice required by one town to another in case of furnishing
pauper supplies.
In the case at bar, the plaintiff town having given notice to the defendant
town, under the recommitment, on the 27th day of :February, 1905, is
entitled to recover for expernies and support, either under the original or
the new commitment for only three months prior to giving such notice.
VOL. CI
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On report. Action to f,tand for trial.
Action brought by the plaintiff town to recover the expenses
incurred. by it in committing to the Insane Hospital at Augusta one
Grace E. Farnham, an insane person, whose pauper settlement was
alleged to be in the defendant town, and also to recover the sums
paid by the plaintiff town for the support of the said Grace E.
Farnham in said Hospit~I.
The said Grace E. Farnham· was twice committed to said Hospital.
The first commitment was discovered to be illegal from the fact
"that no physician appeared and testified before the municipal officers
in regard to the insanity of Grace E. Farnham." Thereupon the
said Grace E. Farnham was again committed to said Hospital in
accordance with the provisions of sections 39 and 40 of chapter 144
of the Revised Statutes.
By agreement the case was sent to the Law Court on report for
its determination, with the stipulation that if the action be maintainable it should stand for trial, otherwise judgment for defendant.
The case is stated in the opinion.
Ar·thur S. Littlefield, for plaintiff.
R. F. Dunton and Joseph E. Moore, for defendant.
SITTING:

C. J.,
JJ.

WISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

SPEAR, J. This case comes up on report and involves the collection of expenses incurred by the town committing against the town
of pauper settlement for the commitment of Grace E. Farnham to
the Insane Hospital at Augusta and for support therein. It is not
in controversy that the town of Rockport undertook to commit Grace
E. Farnham to the Hospital and that the town of Searsmont is the
place of her pauper settlement. Whether the plaintiff town succeeded so as to legally charge the defendant town with the expenses
of commitment and support thereafter to the date of the writ, is the
first question in issue. The case shows that Grace E. Farnham was
originally committed to the Hospital by a certificate of commitment
certified by the selectmen and attested by the town clerk on the
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20th day of January, 1904; and that a regular pauper notice dated
Jan. 25, 1904, and a notice of commitment to the Hospital dated
Jan. 28, 1904, specifyiug an expenditure of $120.43 were respectively
sent by the plaintiffs to the defendants, and adrnitted to have been
duly received and denials returned.
But nearly a year after the commitment the superintendent of the
Maine Insane Hospital having discovered or susp(!cted an irregularity
in the proceedings, thereupon, in accordance with sections 39 and 40,
R. S., chapter 144, made application to the municipal judge of the
city of Aug~sta for an inquiry with respect to the legality of said
commitment. After due notice and hearing upon this application,
on the 14th day of January, 1905, the municipal judge issued his
certificate recommitiug said Grace E. Farnham to the Hospital. No
question is raised as to the legality of the proceedings involved in
the recommitrnent. On the 27th day of February, 1905, the plaintiff town again notified the defendant town of the recommitmeut of
Grace E. Farnham and it is admitted that the notice was received
and a denial returned. The defendant town further says in the
report that, if competent to be proved, it is admitted "that no physician appeared and testified before the municipal officers, in regard
to the insanity of Grace E. Farnham; that Grace E. Farnham at the
time of the commitment, and for a longer or shorter period prior
thereto, was living in the town of Rockport." The record erroneously states that the physicians did appear as required, before the
municipal officers.
In view of the first part of the above admission it requires but
little discussion to establish the illegality of the original commitment.
It is claimed, however, by the defendant town that the nrnnicipal
officers, for the purpose of commitment to the Insane Hospital, act
in a judicial capacity and that their record is conclusive, citing as
authority for their contention, Eastpo1't v. Belfast, 40 Maine, 265,
which holds that their record "cannot be impeached by parol evidence. If it is erroneous as a record it may be reversed. But if the
selectmen have jurisdiction of the case it is competent proof of the
judgment." The kernel of this citation in its application to the
present case is contained in the clause "but if the selectmen have
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jurisdiction of a case it is competent proof of the judgment." Want
of jurisdiction was the important defect in the proceedings of the
municipal officers in this case.
One of the jurisdictional facts authorizing the selectmen of the
town to act at all in a case of commitment to the Insane Hospital is
the requirement of section 17, chapter 144, that "in all cases of
preliminary proceedings for the commitment of any person to the
Hospital to establish the fact of the insanity of the person to whom
insanity is imputed, the evidence of at least two reputable physicians
given by them under oath before the board of examinerH shall be
required." It would seem from an examination of the statute that
compliance with this section is imperative and mandatory, not necessarily as a matter of record but as a matter of fact, independent of
the other proceedings required by the statute. A moment's reflection reveals the importance of this evidence and the wisdom of the
legislature in requiring it. A hove all things else it should be made
to positively appear, as a preliminary step to any action whatever on
the part of the selectmen, that the person in contemplation of commitment is beyond question insane. To fail to make an adeq nate
investigation in this respect, and thereby commit a person not insane,
would be monstrous if not criminal.
A careful comparison of sections 16 and 17, of chapter 144, will
we think, clearly substantiate this view that the above requirement
is intended to be an independent jurisdictional fact. It will be
observ'ed by a careful reading that section 16 prescribes in detail all
that is to be done by municipal officers to effect a legal commitment
of a person to the Hospital, including the form of certificate upon
which the superintendent is to receive and hold such person until
restored or discharged by law. Then the last clause of this same
section provides that '"the municipal officers shall keep a record of
their doings and furnish a copy to any interested person requesting
and paying for it." What "doings"? Only those specified in section 16. No future doings are, or, as is perfectly apparent, could
be referred to. The language of the s~atute is specific. It leaves
no room even for an inference as to a record of subsequent "doings."
So that apparently, everything necessary to be done is complete under
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section 16. Now then it should be emphaticalJy noticed that this
section does not require, and the record therein specified need not
contain any reference to the fact that the evidence of at least two ·
reputable physicians was given before the board of examiners.
Therefore the record required by statute is complete without reference to the evidence required by section 17. It com;equently follows
that the evidence of the physicians required by the latter section, is
entirely additional to the requirements of section 16 and need form
no part of the record of the things therein specified to be done hut
must become, if the alleged default of such evidence is put in issue,
a matter of proof, dehors the record, as a necessary jurisdictional
fact upon which to base any legal proceedings of commitment on the
part of the municipal officers. While not necessary that it shall be
ineluded in the record required by section 16, yet some record must
show that the requirements of section 17 have been complied with ;
but such record cannot be made conclusive of the statements therein
contained and may be attacked collaterally.
An analysis of the statute without any reference to the decisions
seems to warrant the above construction.
But even if the record required by statute contained a false statement as to a jurisdictional fact our opinion would still be the same
with respect to the right of the defendants to attack it collaterally.
It is a well settled principle of law that even the judgment of a
superior court may be collaterally attacked by any person not a
party to it, if fraudulently obtained. In such case the attaek does
not seek a cQntradiction but an impeachment of the record. The
general rule governing this class 9f ca8e8 is well stated in Siden.-;pm·ker v. Siden8parker, 52 Maine, 481, and Vose v. Mm·ton, 4 Cushing, 27. That the record in the case at bar may be nttacked collaterally by showing that it is false with respect to statements therein
contained relating to jurisdictional facts, we call attention to the
analogous cases of Holman v. Holman, 80 Maine, 139; Coolidge v.
Allen, 82 Maine, 23, and Winslow v. Troy, 97 Maine, 130.
Our conclusion is that the original commitment was illegal. But
as the recommitting was legal we now come to the second proposition raised by the defense, that section 42 of chapter 144, under
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which the plaintiffs seek to recover is unconstitutional. This section
reads as follows: "When a person has unlawfully been committed
to a Hospital and recommitted under the three preceding sections,
the person or town liable for the support of such person, had his
original commitment been lawful, is liable for the expenses of the
examination and commitment under such unlawful commitment, for
the support of such person thereunder, for the expenses of the examination and recomrnitment under the three preceding sections, and for
support thereafterward furnished under such recommitment, and
such liability shall extend to the town of such person's settlement,
and to any person ultimately liable for snch patient's commitment
and support under a lawful commitment."
The facts show that it was enacted before the commencement of
any of the proceedings contained in this case, therefore the claim of
the defendants that it is retroactive is more specious than substantial.
They reason thus: Suppose there had been no recommitment, then
it is clear there would have been no liability at all. The statute
then, they say, takes effect at the date of the recommitment, and
the legislature accordingly could not revive the account and make it
a claim by a direct act of that date. And how could it indirectly?
This statute simply makes the town of the pauper settlement of
the person committed to the Insane Hospital liable for all the
expenses of an illegal commitment, including support during the
unlawful confinement, and for a II the expenses of the recorinnitment
made in accordance with the statute, and for support furnished under
such recommitment after the date thereof. The very foundation of
this section is the provision for a recommitment.
If there had been no recommitment in this case, even though the
statute existed, the plaintiff town would have no standing. But :::.
recommitment having been made, so that the person to whom insanity
is imputed is lawfully within the hospital, then the statute takes
effect and covers the whole proceeding as one transaction, the recommitment being but a continuation of the proceedings of the original
commitment. Without a commitment, legal or illegal, there could
be no recommitment. The one is the complement of the other.
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While recommitment is the occasion which calls the statute into
effect yet the statute when applied affects the remedy and not the
rights of the parties. It does not make that a debt which was not a
debt before. The defendant town was under every obligation to pay
all the expenses under the original commitment, except for the interposition of a legal objection. This Atatute comes in and prescribed
a remedy by which this objection is overcome and the just rights of
the parties established.
We think this section comes clearly within the authority of the
legislature in the exercise of the police power of the state.
In the exercise of this power the legislature has an undoubted
right to divide the state into as many political divisions as it sees fit,
whether counties, cities, towns or plantations, and impose upon them
the care and support of paupers in any manner it desires. The exercise of this power of the legislature has been manifested in many
instances in this ,state in the division of towns, and the setting off of
a part of a town as an independent municipality or incorporating it
with another, wherein it has exercised arbitrary power aA to the residence and care of the paupers residing in the towns so divided or
parts so incorporated. And this power has never been questioned.
It has been conceded that these acts are a portion of the police power
that may he exercised by the legislature according to its' wisdom and
sense of right.
While chapter 144 is silent as to the requirements of any pauper
notices, either in the original or the recommitment proceedings, yet
we think the entire scheme of the chapter is based upon the theory
that the expenses and support incurred under it are in the nature·
of pauper supplies.
In fact section 24 expressly provides that these expenses shall be
recovered "as if incurred for a pauper."
We are therefore inclined to the opinion that the proceedings
under R. S., chapter 144, with respect to expenses and support of
a per~o~ committed to the asylum by the town committing and not
the pauper residence of such person, comes within the purview of
R. S., chapter 27, with reference to the notice required by one town
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to another in case of furnishing pauper supplies. That is, the plaintiff town in this case having given notice to the defendant town under
the recommitment, on the 27th day of February, 1905, is entitled
to recover for expenses and support either under the original or the
new commitment only three months prior to giving such notice.
In accordance with the stipulation in the report the entry must be,
Gase to stand for trial.

JOHN

E.

CHURCH

Kennebec.

vs.

HEBRON

E.

KNOWLES.

Opinion March 19, 1906.

Construction of Statutes. Legislative Intent. Scienter. Sale Contrary to 8tatute.
Promissory Note Given. Requested Instructions Refused. R. S., c. 19, § 19.
Section 19 of chapter 19 of the Revised Statutes reads as follows: "Whoever
sells or disposes of any animal infected or known to have been exposed
to infection, within one year after such exposure, without the knowledge
and consent of the municipal officers, shall be fined not exceeding five
hundred dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding one year."
This section describes two offenses and it seems improbable that if the
legislature intended both to depend upon scienter that it should have
expressly said so in one case and remained silent in the other. Held:
that the action of the legislature, as read from the language of the section,
shows a deliberate purpose to omit the element of scienter as an ingredient of the first named offense.
The plaintiff sold a pair of oxen to the defendant, taking the promissory
note of the defendant in payment therefor. There was evidence tending
to show that at the time of the sale, these oxen were infected with tuberculosis, of' which they afterward died. The plaintiff brought an action on
the aforesaid note, and at the trial contended that at the time of the
sale he had no knowledge of the infection of the oxen. The defendant
requested the presiding Justice to instruct the jury that if the oxen were
infected with tuberculosis at the time of' the sale, the plaintiff could not
recover. The presiding Justice declined to give this requested instruction,
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but instructed the jury as follows: "If they were sold on inspection and
the plaintiff was absolutely ignorant of any infection and had reason to
Hnppose that they were all right and sound, and had no sufficient reason
to doubt it, he is entitled to recover on this note."
Held: that the instruction given by the presiding Jm;tice was erroneous, and
that the instruction reque8ted by the defendant should have been given.

On motion and exceptions by defendant. Exceptions sustained.
Motion not considered.
Assumpsit on a promissory note given by the defendant to the
plaintiff in payment of a pair of oxen sold by the plaintiff to the
defendant, brought in the Superior Court, Kennebec County. Plea,
the general issue with a brief statement alleging " that the consideration for the alleged promise was the sale of two oxen which were
sold by said Church to said Knowles at said Augusta, on Oct. 28,
1903, that said oxen were then and there infected with tuberculosis,
and that said Church had no consent from the municipal officers of
said Augusta, that said oxen had been within one year before said
sale been exposed to infection from tuberculosis to the knowledge of
said Church; and that said Church neglected to inform said Knowles
of ~mch infection or exposure, and said Knowles did not then and
there know of the same," and " that by reason thereof said oxen were
entirely worthless and were killed by the State Cattle Commissioners; that said Knowles was put to great expense and damage in
caring for and endeavoring to cure said oxen which he claims to
recoup." At the trial, the defendants requested the presiding Justice
to instruct the jury that if the oxen were infected with tuberculosis,
at the time of the sale, the plaintiff could not recover. The presiding Justice declined to give this instructiou, but instead thereof
gave the instruction stated in the opinion. The verdict was for the
plaintiff. The defendant filed a motion for a new trial, and also
took exceptions both to the refusal of the presiding ,Justice to instruct
as aforesaid and to the instruction given in the place of the requested
instruction.
The case appears in the opinion.

Sheldon & Sawtelle, for plaintiff.
Williamson & Burleigh, for defendant.
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SrrTING: W1swELL, U. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.
SPEAR, J. This was an action of assumpRit on a promissory note
given by the defendant to the plaintiff in payment for a pair of oxen.
There was evidence tending to show that the oxen were at the time
of sale infected with tuberculosis, of which they afterward died.
The defendant requested the court to instruct the jury that if the
oxen were infected with tuberculosis at the time of sale, the plaintiff
could not recover.
This instruction the court declined to give, but instead gave the
following : " If they were sold on inspection and the plaintiff was
absolutely ignorant of any infection and had reason to suppose that
they were all right and sound, and hart no sufficient reason to doubt
it, he is entitled to recover on this note."
To this instruction and refusal to instruct the defendant excepted.
A motion was also filed to set aside the verdict as against the evidence, but it will not be necessary to consider it.
The exceptions in this case involve the construction of R. S., chapter 19, sec. 19, w'hich provides: "Whoever sells or disposes of any
animal infected or known to have been exposed to infection, within
one year after such exposure, without the knowledge and consent of
municipal officers, shall be fined not exceeding $000 or be imprisoned
not exceeding one year." The object of construing a statute is to
ascertain the intent of the legislature. This should be done by an
examination of the phraseology of the statute itself, and by ascertaining the circumstances and conditions surrounding, and the subject matter, object and purpose of the enactment of, the statute.
"When the .language of the statute is clear and plain, consequences must be disregarded." Clark v. 1He. Shore Line R. R.
Co., 81 Maine, 477. The language of the above statute is clear and
explicit and free from ambiguity. It describes two offenses and
prescribes the penalty therefor. First, it declares that, whoever sells
or disposes of any animal infected, &c., shall be fined, which constitutes one offem;e. Second, it says, whoever seJls or dispm,es of any
animal known to have been exposed, &c., shall be fined, and this
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constitutes the second offense. That is, if a person sells an animal
actually infected, without knowledge, he is liable; if he sells an
animal known to have been exposed, though not infected, he is liable.
While the phraseology of this statute is admitted by the plaintiff
to be clear an<l free from ambiguity, yet he says the legislature did
not intend to make the law so drastic as the language of the statute
conveys. He asserts that the very essence of criminal intent is based
upon knowledge, and that, to say one cannot exercise his constitutional right of selling his own property, to him unknown to be
within the inhibition of any law, is in violation of the well established rules of criminal procedure. The plaintiff's position might
be well taken if the statute described an offense that was malum in
se. But it does not. The offense here charged is malum prohibitum.
The element of moral turpitude is not an attribute of the first offence
described in this section. Under the second, in a degree, it might
be, for it involves the question of scienter; it not being necessary to
prove infection at all, only knowledge of exposure.
The legislature described two offenses in the same section and
same sentence, and it seems improbable, if they intended both· to
depend ·upon scienter, that they should have expressly said so in the
one case and have remained silent in the other. We think the action
of the legislature, as read from the language of this section, shows
a deliberate purpose to omit the element of scienter as an ingredient
of the first offense.
If there were any doubt as to the inherent meaning of this statute,
the application of the familiar rules of construction would remove it.
The circumstances and conditions underlying the· enactment of this
section are clearly disclosed by the chapter of which the section is
a part. It is apparent from the various provisions of this chapter,
that the object of it was to prevent and suppress the dangerous and
insidious disease of tuberculosis, a menace not only to the cattle
herds throughout the state, but to human beings who are necessarily
consumers of milk. This chapter provides for a commission whose
duty it is to exercise great vigilance and care in the effort to suppress
this disease an<l prevent its spread, and authorizes the expenditure of
large sums of money to accomplish this end. Therefore, it is clear
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that the object and purpm,e of the section now under consideration,
was to place the most effective check possible upon the transfer of
cattle, either infected or known to have been exposed to infection, in
order to prevent as absolutely as possible the contagion of this baneful disease.
Now au interpolation into this section of a word requiring scienter
such as " knowingly," which we believe the legislature intentionally
omitted, so that it would read, " whoever knowingly sells, &c.,"
would operate to practically nullify the statute. Because, if a man
should observe symptoms of disease about his cattle, involving the
incipient stages of tuberculosis or any of the contagious diseases
specified in chapter 19, such knowledge would be subjective, ordinarily discoverable only upon a test examination, and practically
incapable of proof. In such case, a dishonest man might, by the
sale of his stock, cause the infection of a dozen herds with little fear
of discovery. While the dishonest man undoubtedly does do this
now without detection, it is yet no reason why he should escape when
discovered.
The section under consideration is a health measure, in which the
right or convenience of the individual must in all instances be held
subordinate to the public welfare and safety, and is to be construed
with technical strictness. Such a construction is amply sustained by
the authorities.
Com. v. Emmons, 98 Mass. 6, was a complaint charging the respondent with being the keeper of a billiard room and a<lmitting a
minor thereto without the written consent of his parents. The
minor was twenty years of age, fully grown and did business independent of his parents. The respondent offered evidence that he
informed the boy that a minor was not allowed to enter, and upon
interrogation he replied that he was of full age. This evidence was
excluded under a statute providing that no minor should be permitted to enter a billiard room, and the court said that the evidence
excluded was immaterial, the prohibition of the statute being absolute; that the defendant admitted him to his room at his peril and
was liable to the penalty whether he knew him to be minor or not.
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See also McCntcheon v. People, 69 Ill. 603 ; Ward v. State, 48
Ind. 289.
Com. v. Farran, 91 Mass. 490, involved an indictment under a
statute that provided "whoever sells or keeps or offers for sale adulterated milk
shall be punished " &c. The defendant
contended that it was incumbent upon the state to prove that he
committed the offense knowing the milk to be adulterated; but the
court held that the language of the statute did not require such
proof; that it was evident the legislature did 1iot intend that it
should do so. And one of the reasons given for the probable enactment of the statute was that they regarded it as impracticable in
most cases to prove know ledge in offenses to which the statute was
intended to apply.
·
Com. v. Boynton, 2 Allen, 160, was an indictment for being a
common seller. The defendant offered evidence to show that the
beer sold was not intoxicating and that if it was he had no knowledge of it and bought it as a non-intoxicating liq nor. Yet the court
held, that want of knowledge would not avail him in the defense;
that if the defendant purposely sold liquor which was in fact intoxicating he was bound at his peril to know the nature of the article
which he sold. See also State v. Eaton, 97 Maine, 289.
Com. v. Raymond, 97 MaRs. 567, was a case of indictment for
selling a calf less than four weeks old under a statute prohibiting
such sale. Upon the question raised on exceptions, whether it was
necessary to allege that the defendant had knowledge that the calf
was less than four weeks old, the court held that it was not necessary to allege it in the indictment. That "under this clause, as
under the laws against the sale of intoxicating liquor or adulterated
milk and many other police, health and revenue regulations, the
defendant is bound to know the facts and obey the law, at his own
peril. Such is the general rule where acts which are not mala in se
are mala prohibita from motives of public policy and not because of
their moral turpitude or criminal intent with which they are committed. Under these principles we think the instruction req nested
by the defendant should have been given. The instruction given was
erroneous.
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While a consideration of the exceptions disposes of the case yet
for the information of the parties interested we deem it proper to say
that the motion should be sustained upon the plaintiff's own testimony, even under the instructions which were given to the jury .
.bxceptions sustained.

In Equity.
EDWIN

0.

CLARK,

Admr.. ,

vs.
CHARLES

E. B.

CHARLES

Lincoln.

CHASE, AsHuR

K.

MILLER,

H.

CHASE AND

Judge of Probate.

Opinion February 26, 1906.

Equity Courts. Power to Enjoin Actions at Luw. Inequitable Conduct. Unconscionable Advantage. Laches. R. 8., c. 84, §§ 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.

While the court may not bar a legally blameless suitor from enforcing
his most strict technical legal rights because of any hardship thereby
resulting, it may by the exercise of its equity powers bar a plaintiff from
enforcing even in an action at law an unconscionable advantage gained
by his own inequitable conduct toward the defendant.
2. It is inequitable for a person, having a legal right to call for an accounting, to Jong delay action without reason until after the death of the party
liable to account, and such conduct will authorize the court to restrain him
from prosecuting after such death an action at law against the sureties
upon the bond for the accounting.
3. The facts, that a Probate Court upon the petition of the ward cited the
administrator of the guardian, deceased after the ward came of age, to settle an account of the guardianship, and refused to allow the account presented to him, and that no appeal was claimed by the administrator, do
not constitute an irrefragable right of action by the ward against the sureties upon the guardian's bond. An equity court can nevertheless enjoin
the prosecution of the action if the failure to settle the account was caused
by the inequitable conduct of the ward.
1.
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4.

A plaintiff, who would be refused a decree in a suit in equity because of
his laches or other inequitable conduct handicapping the defense, cannot
• now escape the equity powers of the court and the consequences of his
laches by resorting to an action at law. When the defendant in an action
at law has, without fault of his, been seriously handicapped in his defense
by the laches or other inequitable conduct of the plaintiff, the court can in
the exercise of its equity powers enjoin the plaintiff from prosecuting the
action at law.
5. In the case at bar a Probate Court minor ward delayed, apparently without reason, asking for an accounting by the guardian till the guardian's
death eight.years after the ward came of age. He then caused the administrator of the guardian to be cited to settle in the probate court an account
of the guardianship, which the adminiHtrator was unable to do. The ward
then brought an action at law against the administrator of a deceased surety
on the guardian's bond for the failure to settle an account upon citation
according to the terms of the bond.
Held: that the laches of the ward, in his long delay till the death of the
guardian, had given him an unconscionable advantage over the defendant,
and that he should be enjoined from prosecuting the action.

In Equity.

On appeal by plaintiff.

Sustained.

Decree below

reversed.
Bill in,, equity brought by Edwin 0. Clark as administrator of
Joseph Clark to restrain and enjoin the prosecution of an action at
law brought in name of Chas. K. Miller, Judge of Probate for
Knox County, for the benefit of Chas. E. B. Chase and Ashur H.
Chase, on guardian's bond of John C. West on against said Clark as
administrator of estate of Joseph Clark one of the sureties on Weston's
said bond. The defendants filed a general <lemurrei· to the bill.
Hearing had on bill and demurrer at the April term, 1905, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, Lincoln County. The Justice of the first
instance, after the hearing, entered the following order: "Demurrer
sustained pro forma for the purpose of having the Law Court determine the legal questions involved. Bill dismissed." Thereupon a
decree according to the order was filed. The plaintiff seasonably
appealed, and tbe appeal was brought to the Law Court "to have
legal questions first settled, and for this purpose by agreement."
All the material facts are Rtated in the opinion.
Joseph E. Moore, for plaintiff.
Arthur S. Littlefield, for defendants.
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EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, .JJ.

EI\IERY, J. This is a bill in equity to enjoin an action at la~
against a surety upon a guardian's bond for a breach of the bond by
the principal. The question ~mbmitted is whether the facts alleged
in the bill show any reason in law or equity why the action at law
should not be maintained. A condensed statement of the allegations
of fact in the bill material to our answer to the question is as follows: In February, 1875, Mr. Weston was appointed by the Probate
Court guardian of Charles Chase and Ashur Chase two minors under
the age of fourteen years ( who will hereinafter be referred to as the
wards) and gave the usual guardian bond of that date signed as sureties by William Brown and by Joseph Clark, the latter being the
plaintiff's intestate. Mr. \\Teston assumed the care and management
of the property of his wards, and made advances and paid bills for
their support and education during their minority to a large amount.
Charles Chase came of age February 8, 1891, and Ashur Chase on
Nov. 8, 1894, during the lifetime of Mr. Weston the guardian. The
next year, in 1895, Mr. Weston conveyed to the wards (then both of
age) certain valuable real estate which they accepted and still possess.
They afterward made no claim upon Mr. \\Teston, nor any request
for his accounting to the Probate Court as their guardian during his
life time up to his death Feb'y 25, 1903, nearly nine years after the
youngest ward came of age and nearly eight years after the conveyance of real estate to them by Mr. Weston as above stated.
Immediately after the appointment of an administrator upon the
estate of Mr. Weston the wards caused the administrator to be cited
to render to the Probate Court an account of Mr. Weston's guardianship. Under this citation the administrator filed a brief account
claiming a prior settlement in full between Mr. Weston and the
wards after they became of age, and alleged that he could not find
among the books and papers of his intestate any detailed accounts.
The Probate Court refused to allow the account in discharge of Mr.
Weston and the administrator did not appeal. The ward~ thereupon
brought in the name of the Judge of Probate an action at law on the
guardian's bond against the plaintiff as Administrator of Mr. Clark
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one of the sureties on the bond, without joining either the Administrator of the guardian or of the other surety, and claim of this plaintiff the full amount of the penal sum $6000.
The wards claim ( 1) that the plaintiff failed to give in 187 5, the
full statutory notice of his appointment as Ad1ninistrator necessary
for his protection by the special statute of limitations in favor of
Administrators, ( 2) that the fai!ure to have the guardian's account
allowed by the Probate Court was a breach of the guardian's bond,
( 3) that the statutory limitation of an action for that breach only
began to run from that time, (4) that the non-allowance by the
Probate Court of the account filed by the guardian's Administrator is
conclusive upon the plaintiff here and hence it is not open to him
now to allege· or prove a settlement between the guardian and the
wards. Granting these premii..es and taking no account of equitable
defenses the wards would seem to be entitled to judgment. The
mere hardship upon the plaintiff though evident and severe would be
no grou.nd of defense or relief in law or equity. Even an equity
court cannot bar an innocent suitor from his legal rights because of
any hardship their enforcement may cause others. It is only some
illegal or inequitable conduct of the wards in the premises that can
be allowed to stay their suit. The question therefore, is, was there
any such inequity toward this plaintiff in their conduct as will
authorize the court to restrain them from proceeding to obtain the
judgment claimed in this action.
Although the administrator of the guardian could find no detailed
accounts of Mr. Weston's guardianship they might have existed and
might have been found and produced by Mr. Weston had he been
cited during his lifetime. Again, he might perhaps have shown a
settlement with the wards after they became of age and a release by
them from any obligation to account to the Probate Court. Such
settlement and release might have been valid. Ela v. Ela, 84 Maine,
423. The conveyance of real estate to the wards might have been
shown by his testimony to be for such settlement and release. In
fine, it is possible that Mr. Wei,,ton might have fully and satisfactorily accounted in every detail, or might have shown that he was
legally- released from accounting, had he been cited to account in his
VOL. CI
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lifetime when he could have the benefit of his own tei;timony. The
wards had nearly nine years after. the majority of the younger, to
call him to account, but they both remained quiescent and silent for
that long time, until death has closed the lips and extinguished the
mind of Mr. Weston. Then, almost immediately after his death,
when his testimony could no longer be adduced against them, they
have made this move against his estate and against the administrator
of one of his sureties deceased nearly thirty years ago.
We think every fair minded person must instinctively feel that
this conduct of the wards was unfair and inequitable to the heirs and
creditors of the deceased guardian, and especially so to the administrator of the long deceased sm·ety who could not be heard at all in
the Probate Court. He could not move in the matter. They could.
By delaying action through nine years of time until the death of
the guardian who, alone perhaps, by his testimony might have
relieved his estate and sureties, they certainly have placed the administrator of the surety at a most grievous disadvantage. Can there
be any doubt that if they were proceeding originally upon the equity
side of this court to enforce an accounting, with this delay unaccounted for, the court would deny them an accounting on the ground
that their unexcused delay of action had given them an unconscionable advantage, that is, because of their laches "?
That statutes for limitation of actions have been enacted does not
necessarily give a party invoking the equity powers of the court the
full statutory time in which to do so. He must do equity ; must
proceed seasonably while the other party has fair opportunity and
means to defend. He cannot purposely wait until death or other
cause of probable event has removed that opportunity. If it appear
that by unnecessary delay he has placed the other party at a substantial disadvantage the court will dismiss his suit. In Law'l'ence
v. Rokes, 61 Maine, 38, at pp. 42-43, this court said: "If by the
lacl1es and delay of the complainant it has become doubtful whether
the other parties can be in a condition to produce the evidence necessary to a fair presentation of the case on their part
or
if they be subjected to any hardship which might have been avoided
by more prompt proceedings although the full time may not have
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elapsed which would be required to bar any remedy at law, the
court will deal with the remedy in equity as if barred."
In For·est v. Walls, ~3 Maine, 405, this court dismissed a bill in
equity on the ground that the plaintiff wards had unnecessarily
delayed until after the death of the guardian saying tersely and
accurately (at p. 412): "Parties should not sleep upon their rights
while others interested are dying and the evidence of the facts is fading out." The case Rives v. Morris, 108 Ala. 527, (18 So. Rep.
7 43) illustrates the point. There, after the death of the executor, the
legatees under the will brought 'a bill for an accounting of the executorship against the sureties on his bond. The bill was dismisse<l
solely because the legatees had waited till after the death of the
executor thereby depriving the sureties of his knowledge and evidence.
It is sufficient to refer to the elaborate opinion in that case for ample
reasoning and citations of authorities if the proposition needs them.
But these wards remind us that they are not asking in this cot1rt
for any accounting either by bill in equity or by an action of account.
They say they· made their claim for an accounting in the Probate
Court, the court having jurisdiction of all the guardianship matters,
and that they have established i~ that court their right to an accounting; that all these questions of settlement and laches were necessarily
determined tliere by that court's granting the order and refusing to
allow the account presented as a compliance with the order; that by
sheer force of the statute, such order and failure to comply with it
constitute a breach of the bond at that time, giving them a legal right,
a legal cause of action, unaffected by any equitable considerations,
and entitling them to judgment in their action at law as a matter of
course.
Conceding all that can be fairly argued in favor of the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Probate Court and the finality of its decrees, it is
no new nor doubtful doctrine that an equity court has power to stay
and prohibit the enforcement of a legal judgment even one regularly
rendered by a superior court of general jurisdiction, when the inequity
of enforcing it is made to appear. A Probate Court is an administrative rather than a judicial court. It cannot bind a court of full
equity powers by a decision that a given course of conduct is not
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inequitable, and cannot compel the equity court to enforce its decree
however inequitable the conduct of the party obtaining it. It is to
be borne in mind that the surety here is not asserting there is no
breach of the bond but is claiming that the wards induced that breach
by their own conduct ; hence that the question here is not whether
this court sitting in equity shall or can reverse or modify the decree
of the Probate Court, hut is whether this court can restrain the
wards from enforcing that decree on account of their own inequitable
conduct in obtaining it. We have no doubt it can.
The power of a court of equity to inquire iuto the conduct of
persons seeking its aid to enforce a decree of the Probate Court is
illustrated by the case of Ph'lllips, Ju,dge, &c., v. Rogers, 10 Pick.
105. In that case an administrator had been charged by the Probate
Court with a balance due the estate and it did not appear that he
had paid it over.
Long afterward, when the administrator had
become insolvent, demand was made upon him for payment, but he
was unable to pay. The distrihutee then within one year after such
demand brought a bill in equity on the administrator's bond against
principal and sureties (that being an appropriate remedy in that
State) to recover the amount. The distributee claimed there, as the
wards do here, that his cause of action did not accrue until he had
made demand and his demand not being complied with there was
then a breach of the bond giving him a legal right to maintain a suit
upon it. The court, however, dismissed the bill on the ground that
the real claim, that for the balance of the accouut, was stale, even
though the demand therefor and the consequent right of action were
recent. The inequity of the delay, the hardship resulting from it,
was the basis of the decision.
Even in a common law court in an action of law upon a probate
bond when the Probate Court had decreed a balance due, the surety
can defend, despite the probate decree, upon the ground of the fraud
of the beneficiary in obtaining the decree. Baylie Judge v. Davis,
I_ Pick. 206. Woodbury v. Hamimond, 54 Maine, at p. 341. By
parity of reasoning if the decree was obtained by other unlawful
conduct of the beneficiaries the surety should be allowed to defend
on that ground even in an action at law. So if the decree was
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obtained by the inequitable conduct of the beneficiary an equity court
at least may relieve the surety upon that ground.
But the wards further insist that the doctrine of laches can be
invoked only in defense to a suit in equity, and never in support
of a bill for affirmative relief. They argue that they are not seeking
relief in equity but are proceeding at law to enforce a strict legal
right and hence are not subject to the equity power of the court to
deny them judgment because of their laches. Were they proceeding
in equity the court as above shown would have power to relieve the
surety from the consequences of their !aches. Is the court shorn of
this power by their proceeding in an action at law?
In those states and countries where there is no dividing wall
between law and equity such a question could not arise. There in
every case, however presented, the court can exercise without question
its full powers, whether styled legal or equitable, to prevent injustice,
to prevent either party suffering from the unfair, inequitable conduct
of the other. While in this state the dividing wall has not yet been
wholly removed, the equity powers of this court have been so enlarged
by legislation and by natural growth that now practically no case
properly brought before the court in either form of procedure, legal
or equitable, is exempt from their exercise. When in 1874 the people
through their legislature authorized the court to exercise full equity
powers according to the usage and practice of courts of equity in all
cases where there is not a plain adequate and complete remedy at
law they practically empowered the court to prevent any injustice
being done under the forms of law. Since that enactment the equity
powers of this court can and do grow and expand with the growth
and expansion of ideas of justice. Again, since 1893, at least, when
what is known as the Law and Equity act was passed, the court can
exercise equity powers directly in an action at law, can give effect in
them to mere equitable defenses, and can also give effect to equitable
answers to defenses based on strict law. Again in the same act it
was provided that, when the court was proceeding under the act,
"there appears to be any conflict or variance between the principles
of law and those of equity as to the same subject matter the rules
and principles of equity shall prevail." R. S. ch. 84, see. 17-21.
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In Somerset Ry. v. Pierce, 88 Maine, 86, the laches of the defendants was regarded as a ground for granting affirmative relief.
The subject matter between these parties is the question whether
the wards can now exact from the administrator of the surety of
their deceased guardian the full penalty for a breach of the bond
which might not have occurred but for their own laches. According
to the principles of eqtiity they clearly cannot, as already shown. If
the principles of law are in conflict or at variance with these principles of equity they must now give way. The court has the power
and duty to recognize and enforce the principles of equity in this
subject matter in whatever form it is presented. We think they
require us in this case, for the reasons heretofore given, to restrain
the wards from further prosecuting their suit against this plaintiff, if
the fa~ts shall prove to be as alleged. It should be understood that
this conclusion is not based on the alleged settlement, but upon the
delay, the laches, of the wards so heavily handicapping the defense.
The principle settled is that this court with its present equity powers
will not allow one party to gain by his own laches an advantage
over the other party who could not himself move in the matter.
We were urged by both parties at the argument to also consider
and pass upon the effect of sundry other allegations in the bil I. It
is not only unnecessary, but inexpedient, to do so at this time. The
plaintiff may not be able to prove them. We further express the
opinion that it would have facilitated progress in the case if the
actual facts had been first determined, since, if sufficient facts are
not proved this judgment goes for nothing, and is labor and time
wasted, both of court and counsel.
It may be that instead of proceeding by a separate bill in equity,
the facts alleged should have been pleaded in the action at law under
R. S., ch. 84, sect. I 7, p. 21, authorizing the pleading of equitable
defenses in actions at law, but since the defendants here make no
objection to the course taken and specifically ask us to determine the
matters alleged upon the merits and in this proceeding, we waive the
question of procedure.
The pro forma decree sustaining the demurrer and dismissing the
bill must be reversed, and the case remitted for answer and hearing
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upon the issueR of fact. All questions of fact put in issue will of
course be open to the parties.
Decree reversed.
Demurrer overruled.
Defendants to answer.

EDWARD T. FINN
VB,

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Kennebec.

Opinion March 19, 1906.

Evidence. Cross-examination. Collateral Matters. Compromise Offers.
tion of Party Seeking Compromise Governs. Preliminary Question
as to Intention to be Determined by Presiding Justice.
Judicial Discretion not Exceptionable.

Inten-

In au action on the case for negligence, the plaintiff introduced testimony
tending to show that the accident in which he was injured was occaisioned
through the negligence of the foreman, who assured him, without any
action or warning as he was about to enter the place of danger to begin
his work, that everything was all right. The foreman was a witness for the
defendant, and on cross-examination was asked whether he had not on
the evening of the accident requested the night editor of the local newspaper not to publish any account of the accident in the paper, and denied
that he had done so. The plaintiff then offered evidence that the foreman
on the evening of the accident did request said night editor to suppress the
account of the accident, which evidence was excluded.
Held: that the answer of the foreman that he had not requested the suppression of the account of the accideu t was in response to a question in vol ving a collateral matter brought out on cross-examination and therefore
could not be contradicted.
As tending to show an admission of liability on the part of the company for
the accident, the plaintiff offered evidence that a few weeks after the acci. dent the plaintiff, without any request on his part and before he had made
or filed any claim, was sent for by the local manager of the defendant company and was offered by the company through such manager two checks
covering the expenses of the accident, accompanied by a receipt which he
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was requested to sign for said amount; that said statement or receipt contained a clause releasing and discharging the defendant company from all
liability for this particular accident which was then specifically mentioned
and described; that the plaintiff refused to sign and the checks were not
delivered to him. This evidence was also excluded.
Held: that the above offer fell within the rule of compromise offers which is
in cases of tort that, when a party has reasonable ground for anticipating
that a demand will be made against him for damages, the claim may then
be said to so far exist as to authorize him, without any move on the part
of the claimant, to seek a settlement of it and to be protected in so doing
by the general rules of law applicable to compromise settlements. That is,
an offer to purchase peace either with intent to prevent a possible controversy or to end one that has arisen, cannot be used in evidence as an
admission of liability.
Held: Also, that the admissibility or non-admissibility of evidence offered to
prove an alleged compromise depends upon the intention of the party
seeking it. If he intends his offer to be a compromise settlement it is
inadmissible. If he intends it to be an admission of liability, coupled with
an endeavor to settle such liability, then it is admissible to prove such
liability.
In the case at bar it was clearly within the province of the court to
determine the preliminary question of fact as to what was the intention
of the defendant in making the alleged offer of settlement. To the exercise of his discretion in this respect no exception can lie.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Action on the case to recover damages for persona] lll]liries sustained by the plaintiff while in the employ of the defendant company, and alleged to have been caused by the negligence of the
defendant company. Plea, the general issue. Verdict for defendant.
At the trial, the plaintiff offered certain evidence which was
excluded, and thereupon the plaintiff excepted.
The case is stated in the opinion.
Williamson & Burleigh, for plaintiff.
Cornish & Bassett, for defendant.
SITTING:

,v1swELL,

C. J.,

EMERY, SAVAGE, POWERS, SPEAR,

JJ.

SPEAR, J.
This was an action on the case for negligence. The
plea was the general issue. The plaintiff, a telephone lineman, while
in the employ of the defendant c_ompany, was injured by a live wire
of high voltage with which a telephone cable, upon which he had
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been directed to work by the defendant's foreman of a crew, came in
contact. The verdict was for the defendant. The case comes up
on exceptions by the plaintiff to the ruling of the presiding justice
in excluding certain evidence that was offered by him.
1. The plaintiff introduced testimony tending to show that he
was in the exercise of due care himself and that the accident waA
occasioned through the negligence of the foreman who assured him,
without any caution or warning as he was about to enter the place of
danger to begin his work, that everything was all right.
The foreman was a witness for the defendant and testified that he
had no recollection of saying that everything was all right, but that
if he did say so his meaning was misconstrued by the plaintiff; but
the plaintiff contends that his testimony was to the general effect
that, personally, he had been guilty of no negligence in providing a
reasonably safe place for the plaintiff to work nor in any other respect.
On cross examination he was asked whether he had not on the evening of the accident requested the night editor of the local newspaper
not to publish any account of the acci<lent in the paper, and he
denied that he had done so. The plaintiff then offered evidence that
the foreman, on the evening of the acci<lent, did request said night
editor to suppress the account of the accident, which evidence was
excluded.
In discussing this exception we shall assume that the foreman was
not a fellow servant of the plaintiff but represented the master at the
time of the accident in the discharge of a duty owed by the master to
the plaintiff.
It is a familiar rule of evidence that a witness cannot be contradicted as to collateral matter brought out upon cross examination.
Was the answer by the foreman, then, that he had I1'ot requested the
suppression of the account of the accident in response to a question
involving a collateral matter? We think it was.
What is collateral matter'! In Page v. Homans, 14 Maine, 478,
it is said "that a collateral fact not bearing upon the issue elicited in
cross examination is not to be contradicted." From this it would
appear that "a fact not bearing upon the issue" is collateral. In
Ware v. Ware, 8 Maine, 42, at page 53 it is said questions are
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mere]y col1atera1 that "have no immediate connection with the
cause." Wigmore on Evidence, volume 2, sec. 1003, lays down the
test as to whether evidence elicited upon cross examination is collatera], to be this: "Could the fact as to which error is predicated,
have been shown in evidence for any purpose independently of the
contradiction."
The plaintiff's brief frankly says: '' We do not claim that the
evidence should have been received on the ground that it was an
admission of liability by an agent of the defendant which wou]d
bind the corporation
on the contrary had the foreman
not been a witness in the case an offer of the answer in question
would, we think, have been rightfully refused."
Applying the above tests, could the plaintiff have shown, independently of any contradictory effect, that the foreman on the
evening of the accident requested the night editor not to publish any
account of the accident ? If not, then the denial of the foreman
that he did make such a req nest was with respect to a col1ateral
matter.
Now the issue in the case on trial involved the alleged nonperformance by the master of the duty to provide a reasonably safe
place for the eervant to work, due to the al1eged negligence of the
foreman in not having the place ~iade safe. The alleged request of
the foreman to the night editor of the newspaper, if true, was long
after the accident and entirely without the scope of his duty or
authority, and could have no possible relevancy tending to prove or
disprove the issue in question, as conceded in plaintiff's brief above
quoted. The evidence offered was therefore to contradict a col lateral
matter brought out on cross examination.
But the plaintiff says further that while the alleged suppression
was entirely independent of his duties to the corporation and unau-.
thorized by it, yet it shou]d have been admitted for the purpose of
contradicting the witness ; but it seems to us that this is seeking the
admission of testimony in direct violation of the rule just considered,
the very reason for which assumes that collateral evidence is capable
of being contradicted, and the very object of which is to prevent
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such contradiction and the consequent extension of a trial by the
introduction of contentions irrelevant to the main issue.
II. As tending to show an admission of liaLility on the part of
the company for the accident, the plaintiff offered evidence that a
few weeks after the accident the plaintiff,. without any request on his
part and before he had made or filed any claim, was sent for by the
local manager of the defendant company at Ellsworth, Maine, the
home of the plaintiff, and was offered by the company through such
manager two checks covering expenses of the accident accompanied
by a receipt which he was requested to sign for said amount; that
said statement or receipt contained a clause releasing and discharging
the defendant company from all liability for this particular accident,
which was therein specifically mentioned and described; that the
plaintiff refused to sign the same and the checks were not delivered
to him. The exclusion of this evidence constitutes the second ground
of exception.
The real question to be determined upon this branch of the case
is whether the attempted negotiations of a settlement by the defendant company falls within the rule protecting compromise settlements.
If it did, then the offer of the defendant was inadmissible. It is a
rule too familiar to require citation that an offer to compromise a
claim or to purchase peace cannot be shown to prove admission of
liability. The plaintiff contended that the defendant's offer does not
fall within this rule because there was no evidence that any claim
had been made or filed by him, and that until a claim is made or an
actual controversy arises the rule does not apply. But the rule is
not so limited, and the alleged limitation is not sustained, either by
reason or authority.
The rule relating to a matter so important to both sides of a controversy should be founded upon a substantial and not upon a meaningless distinction. Suppose a collision of trains on a railroad by
which a person in the exercise of due care is injured, where liability
is as a rule fixed by law? Can it be said in this case that no claim
exists against the defendant until the party injured formally presents
one? The only <listinction between this and other cases of tort for
injuries, is with respect to the .diligence required to be proven
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agairn,t the tort feasor to bring him within the rule of ordinary care.
In either case it seems to qs it would be a delusion to claim that the
tort feasor was not authorized to anticipate a claim. A normal state
of mind would naturally raise such anticipation.
Now what makes the difference, whether a defendant, impressed
with this view of the situation, waits until the claim against him is
formally filed, or anticipates what he believes to be true, that the
claim will be filed, and then attempts to make overtures of settlement or to buy his peace? We are unable to discover any good
reason why he should not do so in the one case as well as in the other
and be protected in so doing. In cases of tort the proper rule should
be that, when a party has reasonable grounds for anticipating that a
demand will be made against him for damages, the claim may then
be said to so far exist as to authorize him, without any move on the
part of the claimant, to seek a settlement of it and to be protected in
so doing by the general rules of law applicable to compromise settlements. That is, an offer to purchase peace made either with intent
to prevent a possible controversy or to end one that has arisen, can
not be used in evidence as an admission of liability.
And why should not this be so? The early reasons underlying
the principles of law pertinent to compromise settlements applied to
business conditions and methods entirely different from those which
prevail today. If we go back the short period of fifty years we shall
find the existence of corporations employing large bodies of employees
to be comparatively a rare instance; but today nearly all the industries
of the state are operated through the agency of corporations, engaged
in kinds of business that entail every degree of hazard known to the
operation of machinery and the use of the ordinary utensils of labor.
Under these conditions, accidents, the risks of which must necessarily
be assumed by the employees and for which no liability can be fixed,
must constantly and frequently occur. Should there be a rule of
law existing in this state that an employer of labor whether a corporation or individual, in view of an accident and injuries to one of his
employees, for which he is in no sense liable, shall not be allowed the
privilege of approaching such employee and assuming the payment
of the necessary expenses of his injuries and continuing, or offering
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to continue, his name upon the pay roll; or of paying him a definite
sum of money, or aiding in the support of his family, without having
his act of generosity and kindness offered in evidence against him as
an admission on his part of liability? It seems to us that such a
rule under present conditions would be far more liable to operate
injuriously to the interests of the employee than to those of the
employer. We think the time has come when, if a different rule has
obtained, the one which we have herein laid down should be substituted for it and hereafter prevail as the rule of law in this state.
While we are unable to find that the exact point in controversy has
been decided in our state we believe that the best modern authorities
sustain the views above expressed. Wigmore on Evidence, volume 2,
sec. 1061, after discussing very fully the rule and the various theories which have been given for it, finally lays down what the writer
believes to be the true theory as follows: "The true reason for
excluding an offer of compromise. is that it does not ordinarily proceed
from and imply a belief that the adversaries' claim is well founded
but rather a belief that a further prosecution of that claim, whether
well founded or not, would in any event cause such annoyance as is
preferably avoided by the payment of the sum offered; in short, the
offer implies merely a desire for peace, not a concession of wrong
done.
By this theory, the offer is excluded because as a
matter of interpretation and inference, it does not signify an admission
at all. There is no concession or claim to be found in it, expressly
or by imp]i<.,-ation. It would follow then, conversely, that if a plain
concession is in fact made, it is receivable, even though it forms part
of the offer to compromise; but this much has long been well understood."
The same authority quotes with approval Colburn v. Groton, 66
N. H. 151, in which Chief Justice Doe in an elaborate opinion said:•
"The preliminary question is, not merely whether an admission of
fact was made during a settlement or negotiation, or whether a statement or act was intended to be an admission, which is a question not
of time or circumstances but of intention. On that question the time
and circumstances may be material evidence; an offer of paymeut
whether accepted or rejected, is evidence, when the party making it
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understood it to be and made it a8 an admission of his liability. It
is not evidence when he made it for the purpose of averting litigation·
not intending to admit his liability
the entire
claim may be paid to avoid a lawsuit the payer intending to admit
nothing but his desire for peace."
From these authorities it would seem clear that the admissibility
or non-admissibility of evidence offered to prove an alleged compromise depends upon the intention of the party seeking it. If he
intends his offer to be a compromise settlement it is inadmissible.
If he intends it to be an admission of liability coupled with the
endeavor to settle such liability then it is admissible to prove such
liability. But who is to determine the preliminary question of intention? The court should do so unless the only inference from the
testimony offered shows that the intention in offering the compromise
was not to buy peace. If an intention to buy peace can be inferred
from the offer, then it is within the province of the court to determine the preliminary question, himself, or submit it to the jury with
proper instruct.ions.
In the case at bar, it was clearly within the province of the court
to determine the preliminary question of fact as to what was the
intention of the defendant in making the alleged offer of settlement.
To the exercise of his discretion in this re8pect no exception can lie.
E:cceptions overruled.

J.

I concur in the op1mon as to the first exception. I
concur in the result as to the second exception. I think it immat~rial
whether or not the offer of the local manager was for the purpose of
compromise, he not having been a witness. His acts or statements,
day8 after the event which he did not witness, at the most only indicated his then personal opinion upon the question of the def endaut
company's liability, an opinion based solely upon the statements of
others. These statements may have been unfounded in fact. The
opinion itself may have been erroneous. In any case it was a mere
opinion and not evidence of any material fact.
EMERY,
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Promissory Notes. Failure of Consideration. Contract.~. Corporation Promoters.
Corporations not Liable on Contracts made by It.~ Promoters, When.

When a promissory note is given for two or more independent considerations
and there is a failure of any of such considerations, such failure is a defense
pro tan to to such note in an action between the original parties or between
others standing in no better position than the original parties.
In the absence of ratification or adoption after its organization or of a charter
or statutory provision imposing liability, a corporation is not liable for services performed for it before its organization under a contract made by its
promoters although the contract may have been made on its behalf with
the understanding that it should be bound.
In the case at bar, there has not been any resolution or other act of the
defendant corporation or of its officers which recognb:es a liability on its
part to the plaintiff or her husband on account of any agreement made
with them by its incorporators. The act of the corporation as evidenced
by the vote of its board of directors is no such recognition of liability as
would amount either to the creation of a new contract by the corporation
or the ratification or adoption of a contract originating with its promoters;
for by this resolution the note in suit was ostensibly given for another purpose, to pay a liability of the business which it was purchasing. \Vhatever
else may have been the secret intent.ion of the directors individually, they
were unable to give effect to it by concealing the character of the transaction, and if there was a bona fide claim the plaintiff should have seen to it
that the liability of the corporation was definitely established.
It is therefore held that at the date of the note in suit, which was given for
$3000, there was no liability on the part of the defendant corporation to
the plaintiff beyond the debt of $1,400 which the defendant corporation
assumed in part payment of the business which it was purchasing, and that
there was a partial failure of the consideration for which the note was given
and that it was an error to assess the damages at the full amount of the
note.

On motion by defendants. Sustained.
Assumpsit on a joint promissory note given by the defendants to
the plaintiff. The note reads as follows :
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Feb. 11, 1902.
"$3000
On demand after date we promise to pay to the order of Mary
H. D. Tuttle three thousand dollars at- with interest at 6 per cent.
per annum payable every three months.
Value received.
GEORGE A. Tu·rTLE Cm1PANY
By George A. Tuttle, Prei,ident."
Written on the back of the note is the following :
"George A. Tuttle. Waiving demand and notice.
Millin. Waiving demand and notice."

John S.

The writ runs against the George A. Tuttle Company and John
S. Millin, and contains three counts, together with an averment that
George A. Tuttle "has long since deceased " and that ''Walter E.
Tuttle is the executor of the goods and estate of said George A.
Tuttle deceased." Plea, the general issue and a brief statement as
follows:
" And for a brief statement of 'special matter of defense to be used
under the general issue pleaded the said defendants further say : that
when the note in suit was executed and delivered the said George
A. Tuttle Company then owed the plaintiff in suit the sum of fourteen hundred dollars, and no more; that this was the entire and only
consideration for said note, and that the same was made for three
thousand dollars at the suggestion of the plaintiff or her agent, that
by this means, if said defendant l,'Orporation became financial] y
involved the plaintiff would receive her pay in full. And defendants say that there is no valid consideration in law for this note, all
of which the plaintiff well knew."
This action was tried at the April term, 1904, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Sagadahoc County. Verdict, for plaintiff for $3000
" with interest from August 11, 1903." The defendants then filed
a general motion to have the verdict set aside and a new trial granted.
The case is stated in the opinion.

JC8se C. Ivy and George M. Seiders, for plaintiff.
Arthur J. Dunton and William H. Newell, for defendants.
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PEABODY, SPEAR,

C. J.,
JJ.
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PEABODY, J.
Assumpsit on promissory note. The case is before
the court on motion of defendants for new trial. The action is on a
joint promissory note of the defendants to Mary H. D. Tuttle for
$3000, dated February 11, 1902, with interest at six per cent payable on demand. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for the
full amount of the note and interest.
The phtintiff is the wife of Ed ward P. Tuttle. The defendant,
John S. Millin, is treasurer of the George A. Tuttle Company and
owner of the majority of the capital stock. The defendant, Walter
E. Tuttle, is the executor of the will of George A. Tuttle, deceased.
George A. Tuttle, an elder brother of Edward P. Tuttle, carried on
a dry goods business in Bath. On account of poor health he was
obliged to give up his business and on the eighth of February, 1 go2,
the defendant corporation was organized and George A. Tuttle transferred to said corporation all the merchandise and assets of George
A. Tuttle & Co., for which stock was issued in part payment.
The plaintiff claimed that the note was founded upon the following considerations : first, the balance due on a promissory note
of the said George A. Tuttle & Co. to the plaintiff assumed by the
corporation as one of the obligations of the business purchased by it
in accordance with the vote of the directors which authorized the
assumption of all outstanding liabilities of the business formerly
conducted by George A. Tuttle; second, the services of the plaintiff
and her husband in raising three thousand dollars and lending it to
the defendant company and the endorsing by Edward P. Tuttle of
a promissory note for two thousand seven hundred dollars made by
George A. Tuttle to W. W. Pendexter, dated February 8, 1902,
payable sixty days after date, whereby the defendants were enabled
to buy out and unite the business of W. W. Pendexter and George
A. Tuttle & Co.; third, the services of Edward P. Tuttle rendered
in buying out W. W. Pendexter, effecting the organization of the
corporation, and thereafter supervising and directing its business.
The defendants claimed that there was no consideration for and no
I
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liability on the note beyond the amount of one thousand four hundred dollars, the balance remaining due on the old obligation of
George A. Tuttle & Co. In order to find a verdict for the plaintiff
for the whole amount ~med for the jury must have found in the evidence facts supporting the second and third claims of the plaintiff;
and it is necessary therefore ·to consider whether these services rendered and to be rendered as claimed therein were sufficient in law
to support the joint promise upon which this suit is founded, and
whether the jury were warranted in their conclusions of fact by the
evidence introduced.
The plaintiff's second claim can be speedily set aside as in no
wise established by the testimony of her own principal witness. The
testimony of Mr. E. P. Tuttle as to the offer made by him and his
wife to the promoters of the corporation prior to its organization is as
follows: "that if the corporation should give my wifo a note for $3,000
we would surrender the note for $1400. That that $3000 note
could stand as long as affairs looked all right, for a reasonable length
of time, they to pay the interest on the same quarterly." In reply
to the question, "What was the $3000 note to be for?" he says,
"For securing the business for them, securing the location and the
stand and advancing $3000 cash payment, and endorsing the note of
my brother."
It appeared in evidence that both the loan obtained for the corporation by Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle and that secured by Mr. Tuttle's endorsement were afterwards paid, and it cannot be supposed that the $3000
note in this suit, so far as it relates to these transactions, was ever
intended to be more than security for the protection of Mr. and Mrs.
Tuttle iu temporarily lending their credit to the company or its promoters. Such is the evident meaning of Mr. Tuttle's own proposition. Even if it were possible to detect in the transaction a sufficient
consideration for a promise to pay the amount of this note as an additional obligation, such an understanding coul? not be inferred from
the relations of the parties or the testimony of Mr. E. P. Tuttle himself, who is the actual plaintiff in the case.
The third claim, that of a consideration founded upon the personal
services of Mr. E. P. Tuttle, is of a more plausible character; but
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the services in question seem but slightly connected with the circumstance of executing this note and to have been rendered for other
reasons of personal interest. If any compensation was expected or
contracted for it does not seem to have been in the form of the note
which is here sued.
But a final defense to the present action is the absence of any
promise by the corporation, one of the parties' defendant, beyond the
amount of the $1400 liability of George A. Tuttle & Co. to the
plaintiff.
The following is the rec<.>rd of the directors authorizing the note.
" February 8th, 1902. Special meeting of the Board of Directors, called by the president, pursuant to the power given him in
the By-Laws. Present, George A. Tuttle, John S. Millin. It was
voted: That the company purchase the stock, fixtures and entire
busineRs, including good-will of George A. Tuttle, paying therefor
$2400 cash and in capital stock of the corporation, 68 shares, and
that the company assume all outstanding liabilities of the business
formerly conducted by George A. Tuttle and none other. Voted:
That the President be directed to give to Mrs. Mary H. D. Tuttle
the note of the company for $3000, payable on demand, with interest
at 6 per cent. per annum, payable every three months, said note
being given to cover the outstanding liability of the business of
George A. Tuttle."
It appears clearly from the record of the case that whatever rights
accrued to the plaintiff or her husband beyond the original $1400
were in no sense a liability of the business of George A. Tuttle but
arose from some agreement between E. P. Tuttle and the promoters
of the corporation incident to its organization or from benefits conferred on the corporation and accepted by it without contract.
In England it has been held in the more recent cases that in the
absence of a charter ?r statutory provision a contract made by the
promoters of a corporation on its behalf before incorporation is a
nullity and that the corporation cannot ratify or adopt it and thus
make it binding upon it after incorporation, alt.hough an action
quasi ex contractu may be maintained against it if it accepts the
benefit of such a contract. Kelner v. Baxter, L. R. 2 C. P. 174;
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Melhado v. Porto Alegre New Harnbitrgh & B. Ry. Co., L. R. 9
C. P. 503; In re Ernpress Engineerring Co., 16 Ch. Div. 1~5; In re
Northurnberland Ave. Hotel Co., 33 Ch. Div. 1H; 1 Clark and Marshall, Private Corporations, 306.
A similar view has been taken by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts. Abbott et als. v. Hapgood et al., 150 Mass. 248; Holyoke
Envelope Co. v. U. S. Envelope Co., 182 Mass. 171; Bradford v.
.1.Hetca1f, 185 Mass. 205.
A more liberal view is taken by the courts in other states, which
hold generally that a contract made by the promoters of a corporation on its beha1f may be ratified or adopted by the corporation when
organize<l and that the corporation is then liable both at Jaw and
in equity on the contract itse1f and not merely for the benefits
received. Stanton v. N. Y., etc., Ry. Co., 59 Conn. 272 ; Smith v.
Parker, 148 Ind. 127 ; Grape Sugar and Vinegar Mfg. Co. v. Srnall~
40 Md. 395; Low v. Ra£lroad, 45 N. H., 370; Bell's Gap Ry. Co.
v. Christy, 79 Pa. St., 54; Buffengton v. Bardon et al., 80 Wis.
635; Whitney v. Wyrnan, 101 U. S. 392.
The American courts, however, insist in every instance on an
express resolution or some other act by the corporation subsequent
to organization showing an intent to be bound : Ii·eland v. Globe
Milling and Reduction Co., 20 R. I. 190.
Consequently it is held that a corporation is not liable in the
absence of ratification· or adoption or of a charter or statutory provision imposing liability, for the salary of a ~uperintendent or other
person for services performed for it before its organization under a
contract made by its promoters, although the contract may have been
made on its beha1f and with the understanding that it should be
bound and although the promoters who made it have become its
stockholders and officers. Western Screw & hljg. Co. v. Omsley, 72
Ill. 531 ; Little Rock & Ft. Srnith R. Co. v. Perry, 37 Ark. 164;
Carey v. Des 3'Ioines Co.-Op. Coal & j}fin. Co., 81 Iowa, 674; 1
Clark & Marshall, Private Corporations, 304.
Nor is it bound by an agreement by its promoters that a person
shall be employed by it at a certain salary when it shall be organized ..
In the case of Oakes v. The ()attarug1ts Water Co., 143 N. Y. 430,
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it was held by a divided court that while such a contract was not
binding upon the corporation at its inception, yet it might be ratified
by the president on behalf of the corporation when it attained a
legal existence, and that there being evidence that the services were
performed at the request of the president who was also the chief
promoter of the corporation and that he acknowledged the indebtedness and promised to pay it, there were under the circumstances
questions of fact for the jury.
There has not been in the case at bar any resolution or other act
of the corporation or of its officers which recognizes a liability on
its part to E. P. Tuttle or his wife on account of any agreement
made with them by its incorporators. The act of the corporation as
evidenced by the vote of the Board of Directors is no such recognition of liability as would amount either to the creation of a new
contract by the corporation or the ratification or adoption of a contract originating with the promoters; for by this resolution the note
is ostensibly given for another purpose, to pay a liability of the
business which it is purchasing. Whatever else may have been the
secret intention of the directors individually they were unable to give
effect to it by concealing the character of the transaction, and if
there was a bona fide claim the plaintiff should have seen to it that
the liability of the corporation was definitely established.
Since at the date of the note there was no such liability on the part
of the corporation beyond the $1400 debt of George A. Tuttle & Co.
to the plaintiff which it assumed in part payment of the business,
there was a partial failure of consideration, and it was an error to
assess the damages at the full amount of the note. The rule is stated
in a recent case, "Whenever a promissory note is given for two or
more independent considerations and there is a failure of consideration
as to one, as where the title to one of the articles sold is not in the
vendor at the time of the sale or where there is a breach of warranty
or a misrepresentation as to quality, for the purpose of avoiding circuity of action, the law will allow the defendant in an action between
the original parties, or between others standing in no better position,
to show such partial failure of consideration in reduction of damages."
Hathorn v. Wheelwright, 99 Maine, 351.
Motion sustained.
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Fire Insurance. Maine Standard Pire Insurance Policy. Compulsory Arbitration. Referees Must be Disinterested. Disqualifying Partizanship. Award
by Referees Will Be Set Aside, When. R. S., c. 49, §§ I, 4, 5.
All the referees provided for in the Maine Standard Fire Insurance Policy
to fix the amount of the loss must be disinterested :rpen, not only in the
narrow sense of being without relationship and pecuniary interest, but
also in the broad, full sense of being competent, impartial, fair and open
minded and substantially indifferent in thought and feeling between the
parties and without partizanship or bia.s either way.
2. When it appears that even one of the referees was n·ot thus disinterested, the award in which he joined will be set aside.
3. An unexplained refusal by a referee nominated by the insurance company to agree upon any man in the vicinity of the property as the third
referee is unreasonable and is evidence of want of the requisite disinterestedness. Such refusal coupled with the explanation that it is because
of the objection of the insurance company thereto shows disqualifying
partizanship.

1.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff.
Assumpsit in which the plaintiff sought to recover of the defendant company, under a policy of insurance of the standard form, the
sum of $1400 as insurance on his frame building with brick boilerhouse addition, situated in Calais, Me., and used for storage of non
hazardous merchandise and $300 as insurance on machinery, belting,
shafting, gearing and tools, boilers, engine and connections, pipes and
piping, contained in said frame building and boiler-house, which building and con•tents were totally destroyed by fire.
The parties failed to agree as to the amount of the loss, and thereupon under the provisions of the policy and the statute-R. S., chapter
4~, sections 4 and 5-chose two referees, Albert H. Sawyer of Calais,
and Charles W. Allen of Portland. These two referees were unable
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to agree upon a third referee. Application was then made to the
Insurance Commissioner, as provided in section 5 of said chapter, to
appoint a third referee and the Insurance Commissioner appointed as
third referee George Moulton, Jr., of Bath. While Mr. Sawyer and
Mr. Allen were attempting to agree upon a third referee, Mr. Allen
under the date line of Portland, Maine, March 2, 1903, wrote Mr.
Sawyer the following letter:
"Dear Sir : Yours of the 1st inst. received.. I have no doubt whatever but
there are just as good men in Calais a~ in any other part of the
state, but inasmuch as the insurance people whom I represent, object
to local man, I deem it advisable to select third referee from some
other part of the state. Can· yon not send me list of a few names
outside Calais or Washington County'?"
The three referees met and considered the matter of the plaintiff's
loss but were unable to agree. Mr. Allen and Mr. Moulton determined the loss to be $1353.06 and made an award for that sum.
Mr. Sawyer contended that the loss should be fixed at $1700 the
full amount of the policy, and refused to join in the award made by
the other two referees.
The plaintiff then brought this action against the defendant company, contending among other things that Mr. Allen was not a "disinterested" referee such as the law requires and that therefore the
award made by Mr. Allen and Mr. Moulton was not binding upon
the plaintiff.
The action was tried at the October term, 1905, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Washington County. Plea, the general issue with a
brief 8tatement alleging tender and payment of the amount of the
award $1353.06 to Benjamin Y. Curran, attorney for the plaintiff.
At the conclusion of the evidence it was agreed to report the cause
to the Law Court for decision, under the following stipulations:
" Upon so much of the evidence as is legally admissible the Law
Court is to enter such judgment as the legal rights of the parties
require. In the event that the Law Court shall set aside the award,
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the plaintiff is to recover the full amount of the policy less so much
as has already been paid under the award.
The pith of the case fully appears in the opinion.
Symonds, Snow, Cook and Hutchinson, and Curran & Curran, for
plaintiff.
William T. Haines and Hanson & St. Clair, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.
EMERY, J. This is an action upon a fire insurance policy of the
standard form, upon a factory building and machinery which were
destroyed by fire within the terms of the policy. Referees to <letermine the amount of the loss had been chosen as provided in the
policy and by statute R. S., c. 49, secs. 4-5, and these referees had
made their award. The plaintiff, however, contends that the evidence shows such bias and want of impartiality on the part of one
or more of the referees as to require the court to set aside the award
and render judgment for the amount shown by the evidence before
the court to be the actual loss.
The contract and the statute called for "three disinterested men"
to appraise the amount of the loss. None of the three referees, or
appraisers, in this case had any pecuniary interest in the defendant
company; or in the plaintiff's property loss, or in the result of the
appraisal; nor was either of them related to the plaintiff. In fine,
none of them had any such interest as would disqualify him from
acting in an official capacity between the parties under the sanction
of an official oath and responsibility, however manifest might be the
impropriety of his so doing. lYlcGilvery v. Staples, 81 Maine, 101,
and cases there cited.
We think, however, that something more than absence of pecuniary
interest and relationship is required to constitute disinterestedness iu
this class of cases. The men who act as referees in these cases are
not officials acting in behalf of the state under the sanction of
official oath and responsibility. They are mere private persons holding no permanent commission from public authority and not required
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to take any oath to safeguard their action. Again, they are not
freely chosen by the parties like ordinat·y referees where each party
has an absolute veto which he may exercise until all three men are
satisfactory to him in all respects. The mode of choosing them that
the parties were obliged by the policy and the statute to follow in
this case was as follows: Each party nominated three men from
whom the other party chose one. These two were to choose the
third man if they could agree upon one. As they did not agree the
Insurance Commissioner appointed the third man. It is evident that
each party's freedom of choice was thns materially abridged. True,
the parties stipulated in the contract of insurance that the referees
should be chosen in that .way, but nevertheless it cannot be held
that in fact there was perfect freedom of choice. The plaintiff was
obliged to make the stipulation or go without insurance protection
of his property. He could not obtain fire insurance except from an
incorporated insurance company, R. S., c. 49, sec. 1, (assuming but
not deciding that restriction to be constitutional.) No incorporated
company could issue a fire insurance policy without that stipulation,
R. S., c. 49, sec. 4.
Assuming, as we should, that the stipulation as to referees was
, required by the legislature as in furtherance of justice, we think the
legislative purpose must have been to secure an adjustment of the
amount of the loss more speedily, cheaply and accurately than could
be done by a court and jury. The spirit of the statute requires that
the three referees shall be as free from pecuniary interest and relationship as judges and jurors are required to be, and also be as
free from bias, prejudice, sympathy and partizanship as judges and
jurors are presumed to be. If there is no other restriction as to the
men to be nominated for the other party to choose from, or as to
the third man however appointed, than that they shall not be relatives and have no pecuniary interest, then either party may have
forced upon him as referee, at least one violent partizan of the other
party, or at least men incompetent, opinionated or biased. The purpose of the statute might thus be whoily defeated and made to work
an injustice.
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From the foregoing considerations and others we are satisfied that
the insurance statute and the insurance contract require that the
referees shall be "disinterested " not· only in the narrow sense of
being without relationship and pecuniary interest, but also in the
broad, full sense of being competent, impartial, fair and open minded,
substantially indifferent in thought and feeling between the parties,
and without bias or partizanship either way. Brock v. Insurarice
Company, 102 Mich. 583; Bradshaw v. Insurance Co., 137 N. Y.,
137; Hall v. Assurance Co., 133 Ala. 637, (32 So. Rep. 257);
Hicke-rson v. Insurance Co., 96 Tenn. 193, (33 So. W. Rep. 1041 ).
Turning now to the evidence in this c1-1se ~e find the following
facts among others: The property insured was situated in Calais, a
city on the extreme eastern frontier of the state. The referee chosen
by the defendant from the three men nominated by the plaintiff, was
Mr. Sawyer of Calais. The referee chosen by the plaintiff from the
three men nominated by the defendant, was Mr. Allen of Portland,
nearly three hundred miles distant from Calais. Practically, Mr.
Sawyer was the choice •of the plaintiff, and Mr. Allen the choice of
the defendant. When these two undertook to agree upon a man as
third referee, Ml'. Allen declined to agree upon any man in Calais,
though freely admitting there were as good men in Calais as anywhere else in the state. He gave as a reason for his refusal that the
defendant company objected to any local man.
This refusal, apart from the excuse given for it, was unreasonable.
Assuming, as Mr. Allen admitted, that there were as good men in
Calais as anywhere else in the state, it is not a reasonable inference
from the fact of their residence in Calais and consequent probable
better knowledge of local conditions affecting values there, that none
of them were proper persons to act as appraising referees. His
refusal to consider any of them shows that Mr. Allen was not an
impartial, indifferent arbitrator, and, coupled with the excuse given,
it shows that he regarded himself as the representative of the defendant company. ]from thiis circumstance alone, without considering
others appearing in the evidence, we think it clear that Mr. Allen
was n<?t the disinterested referee required by the statute and the
policy, and hence that the award must be adjudged not binding on
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the plaintiff, and must be set aside. Brock v. Insurance Co., 102
Mich., 583; McCullough v. Insnrance Co., 113 Mo., 606; Insurance
Co. v. Bishop, 154 IJI. 9; Hickerson v. Insurance Co., 96 Tenn.
193 (33 So. W. 1041.)
The defendant company refused to comply with the plaintiff's
request for another arbitration of the amount of the loss, and it was
stipulated in the report of the case, that if the court adjudged the
award invalid, judgment should be awarded for the plaintiff for the
full amount of the insurance $1,700, less $1,353.06 already paid.

Judgment for the pla,intjff for $346,94 and interest
from the date of the writ.

STATE OF MAINE

Lincoln.
Criminal Pleading.

Libel.

vs.

GEORGE

w. SINGER.

Opinion March 22, 1906.

Indictment. Disjunctive Charging.
Uncertainty.

Demurrable for

An indictment charii;ing, in the disjunctive, that the defendant, "did wilfully and maliciously libel and defame one Nathaniel J. Hanna . . • .
by printing and publishing, or causing to be printed and published, in a
newspaper," a certain libellous and defamatory statement, is demurrable
foT unoortainty.
State v.Barnes, 32 Maine, 530, doubted and distinguished.

On exceptions by defendant.

Sustained:

The defendant was indicted for libel at the April term, 1905, of
the Supreme Judicial Court, Lincoln County. The indictment
charged that the defendant "did willfuly and maliciously libel and
defame one Nathiel J. Hanna of Bristol in said County of Lincoln,
then a deputy sheriff within and for said County of Lincoln, specially
charged with the enforcement of the prohibitory law within said
County of Lincoln, and also a fish warden, specially charged with
the enforcement of the laws relating to sea and shore fisheries, by
printing and publishing, or causing to be printed and published, in
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a newspaper calJed ''The Damariscotta Herald," a newspaper printed
and published in said Damariscotta and of which the said George \,V.
Singer was then and there printer and publisher, with the intent then
and there to provoke the said Nathaniel J. Hanna to wrath, expose
him to public hatred, contempt and ridicule, and to deprive him in
his said capacities of deputy sheriff and fish warden, of public confidence, "a certain libellous and defamatory statement.
To this
indictment the defendant filed a general demurrer. The presiding
Justice before whom hearing on the demurrer was had, overruled the
demurrer and adjudged the indictment good. Thereupon the defendant excepted and exceptions · were al lowed " with the right of the
respondent to plead over."
The form of charging in the indictment was in the disjunctive and
this is the only point considered by the Law Court.
The cm,e appears in the opinion.

Weston M. Hilton, County Attorney, for the state.
Wm. Henry Hilton, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL,
SPEAR, .JJ.

C. J.,

EMERY, WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

SAVAGE, J. Demurrer to indictment for libe1. It is claimed that
the indictment is faulty in several particulars, only one of which do
we have any occasion to notice.
The indictment charges that the defendant "did wilfully and
maliciously libel and defame one Nathaniel J. Hanna
by printing and publishing, 01· causing to be printed and published,
in a newspaper"
a certain libellous and defamatory
statement.
e think this form of charging, in the disjunctive, is
fatal. "lt is an established rule" says Bishop, following Chitty,
" in respect to the statement of the offense in the indictment that it
must ·not be stated in the disjunctive, so as to ~ave it uncertain what
is really intended to be relied upon as the accusation." 1 Bishop on
Criminal Procedure, 2nd. Ed. sect. 585; I Chitty on Criminal Procedure, 2nd. Ed. sect. 585; 1 Chitty on Criminal Law, 641. The
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rule applies even m civil pleading. 13 Ency. Pl. & Pr. 45; 1
Chitty's Pleadings, 15th Am. Ed. 237.
This disjunctive charge violates the rule of certainty in criminal
pleading. It is elemental knowledge that al1 essential matters must
be alleged with such certainty that the defendant may be apprised
of the precise nature of the charge against bim, and this, that he
may be able to prepare to meet the charge by pleading or proof, and
that the final judgment may protect him against future charges for
the same offense. To be charged with printing and publishing a
libel is one thing and to defend against it, evidence of one kind may
be required, while to meet the charge of having caused a libel to be
printed and published may require evidence of another and entirely
different character. The distinction goes to the essence of the charge.
In State v. Bar·nes, 3~ Maine, 530, the defendant was directly
charged with the publication of a libel. The manuer of tlie publication was laid in the disjunctive, that is, "by letter, circular or pamphlet." The court held, without discussion, that this description
was not of the essence of the offense, but was only ot the mode of
publication which was unimportant. This seems to be contrary to
the general run of authorities. But however that may be, we think
that this rule should not be extended to a case where the alternative
is not in what manner the defendant himself made the publication,
but whether he did make publication himself, or caused or procured
another to make it. The cases are not alike.
Exceptions sustained. Dernu1Ter sustained. Indictment quashed.
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Same.

Admr., vs. Same.

Opinion March 27, 1906.

Elections to Sell Must Be Exercised Within a Reasonable
Time.

On July 13, 1897, the defe~1clants' intestate, Isaac C. Libby, made to each
of the plaintiffs in the fl~t:t'\vo cases, and to the plaintiff's intestate in the
third case, the following proposition in writing: "Sir: On account of
your transferring your 205 shares of stock in the Waterville & Fairfield R.
& L. Co. to the Augusta Safe Deposit & Trust Co. for a term of five years
from date I hereby agree to buy said stock at tbe expiration of that term
at $4000, optional with you to sell or not."
Each of the parties to whom this proposition was made, shortly thereafter,
and within the same month, accepted the same by transferring their several blocks of stock and by entering into a trust agreement with the Trust
Company, which, although not entirely in accordance with the stipulation
in Mr. Libby's offer, was evidently assented to by the latter and was in
accordance with bis wishes and desires. Mr. Libby died in October, 1899,
and these defendants were appointed administrators of his estate in
November of the same year. On February 10, 1904, the counsel for the
plaintiffs transmitted to the defendants written notices signed by the
several plaintiffs, and dated February 4, 1904, in wliich they each gave
notice to the defendants, as administrators, that each demanded performance by them of the agreement made by Mr. Libby on July 13, 1897, and
therein each offered to transfer and deliver to them as administrators all
right, title and interest of each in the stock deposited by them in the Safe
Deposit & Trust Co.
Held: That the proposition made by the defendants' intestate, by the
acceptance of each of the parties to whom it is made, ceased to be a proposition merely, and became a valid contract for a sufficient consideration,
enforceable against Mr. Libby in his lifetime and against his estate after his
death; that the obligation upon the part of Mr. Libby was to purchase
the stock of each of these parties, at the price named, at a time definitely
ascertainable from the contract itself, viz: At the expiration of the term
of five years from July 13, 1897, if at that time these plaintiffs or either of
them, elected to sell this stock for that price; that if these plaintiffs, or
either of them, had then chosen to exercise their option of selling under
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these contracts, it was their duty, to make such au election, to give the
administrators notice thereof and to tender performance upon their part,
either at the date named or within a reasonable time thereafter; that
February 10, 1904, almost one year and eight months after the time
definitely named in the contract, when notice was first given by the plaintiffs to the defendants of their election to sell under the contracts, under
all the circumstances of the case, was not within a reasonable time.
Because of this failure upon the part of these several plaintiffs to seasonably
exercise the option given to them by the contracts these actions cannot
be maintained.

On report.

Judgment for defendants in each case.

Three actions of assu rn psit to recover damages for an alleged
breach of a contract made by the defendants' intestate, Isaac C.
Libby, with the plaintiffs in each of the first two cases and with the
plaintiff's intestate in the third case.
These three actions were heard together at the April term, 1905,
of the Supreme Judicial Court, Waldo County. The plea in each
of these actions was the general issue with the following brief statement:
"1. That the alleged agreement, upon which the plaintiff relies
and mentioned in his writ and declaration, was at most only an 'offer
or proposition to purchase the ~tock mentioned therein with a definite
date allowed for the acceptance thereof that the plaintiff did not
accept the offer or proposition at the time therein fixed : and that the
plaintiff did not tender performance on his part within a reasonable
time after said date.
" 2. That being no more than an offer or proposition, the same
expired and became null at the death of the intestate, Isaac C.
Libby.
"3. Defendants will rely on the statute of limitations.
"4. That even if there was any cause of action, against the
intestate, or against these defendants as administrators of the e8tate
of the said iutestate, it accrued more than six years before the suing
of the plaintiff's writ, and that the defendants were appointed administrators of the estate of the said intestate and had given due notice
thereof, more than eighteeu months before the suing out of plaintiff's
writ, and that the action is barred by the special !-tatute of limitations,
then in force in relation to suits against administrators upon claims
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or demands against the estate upon which they were administering,
and that this suit, and other proceedings in relation to the same, or
in relation to any claim or demand against the estate of the intestate
were not instituted within the period of time limited therefor by said
statutes."
At the conclusion of the evidence, it was agreed to report the same
to the Law Court under the fol1owing stipulations:
." By agreement of parties these three cases are reported to the
Law Court upon the foregoing evidence, so far as the same is applicable to each of the cases. The Law Court to pass upon and decide
all questions of law and fact involved, and to or<ler such judgment
as the cases may require. All evidence may be regarded as seasonably objected to with reasons stated and the Court shall consider
only such testimony as is lega11y admissible."
The three several contracts on which these actions were brought
are as fol lows :
"WATERVILLE, ME., July 13, 1897.
"N. E. HOLLIS:
"Sir : On account of your transferring your 205 shares of stock in
the Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. to the Augusta Safe Deposit
& Trust Co. for a term of five years from date I hereby agree to buy
said stock at the expiration of that term at $4,000 optional with you
to sell or not.
I. C. LIBBY."
"Any sum of money I may receive for services from said Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. during next five years I hereby agree
to divide with N. E. Hollis, E. C. Swift, H. B. Goodenough and
Matthew Luce equally as interest on this investm't.
.I. C. LIBBY."
"WATERVILLE, ME. ,July 13, 1897.
"MATTHEW LUCE:
"Sir : On account of your transferring your 205 shares of stock in
the Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. to the Augusta Safe Deposit
& Trust Co. for a term of five years I hereby agree at the expiration
of that term to buy said stock at $4,000 optional with you to sell or
not.
I. C. LIBBY."

HOLLIS
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"Any sum of money I may receive for services from the Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. during next five years I hereby agree
to divide with N. E. HolJis, E. C. Swift, H. B. Goodenough and
Matthew Luce equally as interest on thiR investment.
I. C. LIBBY."
",iVATERVILLE, ME., July 13, 1897.
"E. C. SWIFT:
Sir : On account of your transferring your 205 shares of Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. stock to the Augusta Safe Deposit &
Trust Co. for a term of five years from date I hereby agree to buy
said stock at that date at $4,000 optional with you to sell or not.
I. C. LIBBY."
The cases sufficiently appear in the opinion.
Cornish & Bassett, for plaintiffs.
Enoch Foster and R. W. Rogers, for defendants.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY,
POWERS, SPEAR, J J.

WHI'l'EHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

WISWELL, C. J. The evidence upon which these three cases
were reported was taken out at the same time and the cases reported
upon the same evidence, so far as it is applicah]e to the several
cases, and they were argued together, the facts being substantiaily
the same in each case. The actions are to recover damages for an
alleged breach of a contract made by the defendants' intestate, Isaac
P. Libby, with the plaintiffs in each of the first two cases and with
the plaintiff's intestate in the third case. The facts are as follows :
On July 13,. 1897, the defendants' intestate made the following proposition in writing to the plaintiff Hollis.
"WATERVILLE, ME., July 13, 1897.
N. E. HOLLIS:
Sir: On account of your transferring your 205 shares of stock in
the W atervi11e & Fairfield R. & L. Co. to the Augusta Safe Deposit
& Trust Co. for a term of five years from date I hereby agree to
buy said stock at the expiration of that term at $4000, optional with
you to ·sell or not.
I. C. LIBBY."
VOL. CI
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Any sum of money I may receive for services from said Waterville & Fairfield R. & L. Co. during next five years I hereby agree
to divide with N. E. Hollis, E. C. Swift, H. B. Goodenough and
Matthew Luce equally as interest on this investm't.

I. C.

LIBBY."

An exactly similar offer, in substance and effect, was made by
Mr. Libby in writing on the same ~ay to the plaintiff Swift and to
Matthew Luce, the plaintiff's intestate in the third case, except that
in the offer to Swift the posb,cript in relation to the division of any
money received for services was omitted, and in this offer the language was "I hereby agree to buy said stock at that date," instead
of, as in the other two offers, "at the expiration of that term," bot.h
of which differences are immaterial. Shortly after the date of this
proposition, and within the same month, these parties, together with
other stockholders in the Railway and Light Company, including
Mr. Libby, transferred and deposited their several blocks of stock in
this Company to and with the Augusta Safe Deposit & Trust Company, and on the thirty-first day of the same month all of these
stockholders entered into a trust agreement with the Trust Company
which contained in detail provisions in relation to the holding of the
stock, which, although not entirely in accordance with the stipulation
in Mr. Libby's offer of July 13, seems to have been assented to by
him, and we may assume, for the purposes of these cases, that the
stipulation as to these parties transferring their shares to the Trust
Co. was complied with by them.
The defendants' intestate died October 12, 1899, and these defendants were appointed administrators of his estate at the November
term, 1899, of the Probate Court for Kennebec County, letters of
administration being i!:lsued to them under date of November 13,
1899. On November 29, 1899, the administrators cause<l notices of
their appointment to be published and posted, although it is claimed
by counsel for the plaintiffs that the notices were not posted in strict
compliance with the direction of the Probate Court contained in the
letters of administration, but, as our conclusion is not based upon the
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statute of limitations, plead by the defendants, it 1s unnecessary to
decide· this question.
On the tenth, twenty-first and twenty-second days of May, 1901,
these first two plaintiffs and the plaintiff's intestate in the third case,
severally filed in the Probate Court their demands and notices to
the administrators, wherein they severally recited the contract of July
13, 1897, stated that they had complied with the terms of this con. tract in relation to transferring their shares of stock to the Trust
Co., and, in the notice of the plaintiff, Hollis, said, "Now therefore,
I, the said N. E. Hollis, of Braintree, Mass., in accordance with the
statute in such cases made and provided, herein and hereby give
notice to you as administrators aforesaid: First. That I shall at
the expiration of the said term of five years exercise the option to sell
to you the said 205 shares of stock for the said sum of $4000 and
herein and hereby demand that you as said administrators hold yourselves ready to perform said agreement according to the terms thereof."
In the cases of Swift and Luce the language was the same with
this exception that they both say, "l may at the expiration of said
term of five years" etc., instead of "l shall" at that time.
Under date of February 4, 1904, the plaintiffs severally gave
written notice to the defendants as administrators, that each demanded
performance by them of the agreement made by Isaac C. Libby on
July 13, 1897, and therein each offered to transfer and deliver to
them as administrators all the right, title and interest of each in the
stock deposited by each in the Safe Deposit & Trust Co. These
written demands by each of the three plaintiffs were enclosed by
their counsel in letters to the administrators dated February 1O,
1904. Upon the same day, February 4, each of these plaintiffs gave
written notice to the Augusta Safe Deposit & Trust Co., to transfer
and deliver to the administrators their several blocks of stock in the
Railway and Light Company, upon the payment by the administrators of the sum of $4000 for the account of each of the plaintiffs.
Various objections to the maintenance of these suits are raised by
counsel for the defendants, only one of which need be considered by
us, as that, in our opinion, is a fatal objection to their maintenance.
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Let us first consider what the rights of all of these parties were under
the proposition of the defendants' intestate dated J 3 of July, J 897.
This proposition, by the plaintiff's acceptance of the conditions stated
therein as a consideration ceased to be a proposition merely, and
became a valid contract for a sufficient consideration, enforceable
against Isaac C. Libby in his lifetime and against his estate after his
death. The consideration named in the proposal was that each of the
parties to whom the proposal was made should transfer their respective blocks of stock to the Augusta Safe Deposit & Trust Co. This
they did, and, although as we have seen, the trust agreement between
the Trust Company and these and other stockholders differed somewhat from the terms of the proposal, it was, we think, only an
elaboration of the terms briefly stated in the proposal, and was evidently not only assented to by Mr. Libby but was in accordance with
his wishes and desires. This proposal then by such acceptance,
became a valid and enforceable contract. The obligation upon his part
was to purchase the stock of each of these parties for the sum of
$4000 at a time definitely ascertainable from the contract itself, in
the cases of Hollis and Luce, at the expiration of a term of five years
from July 13, 1897, in the case of Swift ''at that date" viz: At
the expiration of the term of five years from July I 3, 1897, if at
that time these plaintiffs or either of them, elected to sell the stock
for that price. The obligation upon the part of Mr. Libby was not
to purchase the stock before that time, nor after that time, but at
that date, or at the expiration of that term. The date thus
definitely fixed in each of the three contracts was consequently July
13, 1902.
As to the rights and duties of the several plaintiffs under this contract, the question is not as to when they should accept and signify
their acceptance of a proposal made by Mr. Libby, since, as we have
seen they had already done this shortly after the proposal was made.
There was no obligation upon the part of the plaintiffs to sell at that
or at any other price, but the contract expressly gave them the right
of election, the option to sell or not as they or either of them might
then elect. And if these plaintiffs, or either of them, had then chosen
to exercise their option of selling under these contracts, it was their
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duty, to make such an election, to give the administrators notice
thereof and to tender performance upon their part, unlesR snch tender
of performance became useless or unnecessary by reason of the conduct
or reply_ of the administrators, and all this should have been done
either at the date named or within a reasonable time thereafter. The
cases show that the plaintiffs made no such election and gave no notice
of such election to the administrators until the time that their written
demands for performance by the administrators, and tenders of .performance upon their part, were sent to the administrators by the
plaintiff8' counsel on February 1 0, 1904, almost one year. and eight
months after the time definitely named in the contract.
This mere statement of the length of time that the plaintiffs
allowed to elapse before taking affirmative action in the premises is
sufficient to show that they did not exercise their option within a
reasonable time after they had the right to do so, and dter i't was
their duty to do so, if they desired to hold the estate to a performance
of the contract. What is a reasonable time under the circumstances
of any case may not al ways be an easy matter to determine, that one
year and eight months, under the circumstances of this case, was
very largely in excess of such a time is, we think, beyond question.
The determination of what is a reasonable time in a given case
depends upon a com,ideration of all the circumstances of the .case.
This court has declared in several cases that a reasonable time is such
time as is necessary conveniently to do what the contract requires
should be done. Howe v. Huntington, 15 Maine, 350; Saunders v.
Curtis, 75 Maine, 493; Chapman v. Denn,ison Company, 77 Maine,
205. The circumstances of this case have no tendency to show that
.the plaintiffs' demands for performance of the administrators and the
tenders of performance upon their part were made within a reasonable
time, upon the contrary they have quite the opposite effect. Nothing
had to be done by these plaintiffs but to make their election to sell,
notify the administrators thereof, and tender performance upon their
part; they had all the intervening time, five years, to consider what
that election should be; they could have done all that was required
of them to do upon the date aRcertainable from the contract, July 13,
I 902, as well as in February, Hl04.
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Moreover, the estate of Mr. Libby was in the hands of the administrators appointed in November, 1899, a fact well known to the plaintiffs and which should have been a sufficient reason why they should
have exercised some diligence in exercising an<l making known their
election to sell, since it is a well recognized policy of th~ law to
insure the speedy administration and distribution of the estate of
decedents.
The demands or notices to the administrators filed in the Probate
Court in May, 1901, cannot be considered as elections upon the part
of the plaintiffs to sell, since the obligation of Mr. Libby was not to
purchase during the period of five years but at the expiration of that
term, and the election or option of the plaintiffs was to be exercised
if at all on July 13, 1902, or at least, within a reasonable time thereafter. And these notices were not given for that purpose. In one
notice, the plaintiff, correctly recognizing the time when he should
avail himself of his option said, "I shall at the expiration of said
term of five years exercise the option to sell to you" etc. and the
other two plaintiffs said, "I may at the expiration of said term of
five years" etc. They all evidently recognized the fact that the
election must be exercised at or after the date named and not before,
and that at that date, or after, they still reserved the right to do in
this respect what they chose to do.
These notices were given for an entirely different purpose. As
we have seen the administrators caused notices of their appointment
to be posted and published on the 29th of November, 1899, under
the statute then in force, Public Laws of 1899, chapter 120, actiom1
against executors and administrators ha<l to be commenced, with cer- •
tain exceptions, within eighteen months after notice given by the
administrator of his appointment. By another section of the same
chapter, it was provided, that when an action on a contract does not
accrue within said eighteen months, the claimant may fil.e his demand
in the Probate Court within that time, and the Judge of Probate
shall direct that Rufficient assets shall be retained by the administrator
to pay whatever is found due on such claim. These demands or
notices were filed in the Probate Court in accordance with this provision of the statute and proceedings were had in the Probate Court
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thereon in accordance with the statute. But further discussion of
this question is unnecessary because the counsel for the plaintiffs do
not rely upon the filing of these demands for this purpose, and the
only allegation in the plaintiffs' writs of demands for performance and
t~nders of performance by them, is that such demand and tender was
ma<le in each case on February 11, 1904.
Because of this failure upon the part of these several plaintiffs to
seasonably exercise the option given to them by the contracts these
actions cannot be maintained.
Judgment for the defendants in each case.

FANNIE DA VIS

Penobscot.

vs.

CITY OF BANGOR.

Opinion March 27, 1906.

Municipal Corporations. Drains and Sewers. Overloaded Sewer.
Municipality. R. S., c. 21, ~§ 2, 18.

Non-liability oj

The injury sustained by the plaintiff, by reason of the flowing back of water
and sewage onto her premises from a public sewer, with which the plaintiff's property was properly connected, was not at all caused by any
failure of the defendant to· maintain and keep in repair this sewer to its
original extent and degree of efficiency. It was caused by the sewer
becoming overloaded by reason of the same being extended in the direction away from its outlet and by the construction of several other sewers
which connected with and emptied into the one in question. But all of
these extensions and new sewers, as expressly admitted by the counsel
for the plaintiff, were laid out, located and ordered constructed by the
municipal officers of the defendant city. Under these circumstances the
plaintiff cannot recover. The case come~ directly within the principles
laid down in Keeley v. Portland, 100 Maine, 260.

On motion and exceptions by defendant. ·Sustained.
Action on the case brought by the plaintiff to recover damages f.or
injttries sustained by her by reason of the flowing back into the
cellar of her house of the water and sewage in a certain public sewer
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in the defendant city, known as the Davis Brook sewer, with which
the premises occupied by the plaintiff were properly connected.
The verdict was for the plaintiff for $192.60, and the defendant
filed a motion for a new trial. Defendant also excepte<l to certain
instructions given to the jury by the presiding justice during the
charge.
The case appears in the opinion.
H L. Mitchell and A. L. Blancha-rd, for plaintiff.
E. P. Murray, City Solicitor, for defendant.

,v

SITTING :
!SWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, J J.
WISWELL, C. J. In this action the plaintiff seeks to recover for
injuries sustained by her by reason of the flowing back into the
cellar of her house of the water and sewage in a certain public
sewer in the city of Bangor, known as the Davis Brook sewer, with
which the premises occupied by her were properly connected. The
trial resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff and the case comes here
upon the defendant's motion for a new trial and exceptions.
By R. S., c. 21, sec. 18: "After a public drain has been constructed and any person has puid for connecting with it, it shall be
constantly maintained and kept in repair by the town, so as to afford
sufficient and suitable flow for a]) drainage entitled to pass through
it.
If such town does not so maintain and keep it in
repair, any person entitled to drainage through it may have an action
against the town for his damages thereby sustained."
The case is absolutely barren of any evidence showing or having
any tendency to show a failure upon the part of the defendant municipality to maintain and keep in repair this sewer to its original extent
and degree of efficiency. -What the evidence does show is that subsequent to the construction of the original sewer, with which plaintiff's premises were connected, it had been extended in the direction
a way from its outlet, and that several other sewers had been located
and constructed which emptied into the one in question, thereby at
times overloading the sewer beyond its capacity, by, reason of which
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the injuries complained of were caused. But all these extensions
and new sewers, as. expressly admitted by the counsel for plaintiff,
were laid out, located and ordered constructed by the municipal
officers of the defendant city.
The presiding justice instructed the jury as follows :
"The claim is that it was of sufficient capacity to drain that territory over which it passed; but that some years afterwards, at various
times, the city conducted into that sewer other and independent
sewers, not a part of the original plan of the sewer from the brook
to Walter Street, but independent sewers ; and they say that overloaded this sewer, so that in consequence of that overloading the
water backe<l up and did the injury here complained of. If that
is so then the city would be liable for the _injury suffered." If the
foregoing instruction be correct in the abstract, upon the authority of
Blood v. Bangor, 66 Maine, 154, where, as said in the opinion,
"the city itself, through the joint action of its common council and
board of aldermen caused two other public sewers to be connected
with" the sewer in question, the instruction was erroneous and prej udicial to the defendant iu this case, because this extension and these
new sewers were not .connected with the sewer in question by the
city itself, through the joint action of the two boards of the city
government but were located and connected with this sewer by the
municipal officers, as admitted by plaintiff's counsel, which admission
must have been lost sight of for the moment by the presiding justice.
'' These duties are imposed by statute, R. S., c. 21, sec. 2, upon
the municipal officers of a city or town, that is, in the case of a city,
the mayor and aldermen. And in the performance of all these duties
of locating sewers, determining as to their size, grades, connections
and outlets, the municipal officers do not act as representatives or
agents of the municipality by which they were chosen, but as public
officers of the general state government, entrusted with discretionary
powers which are to be exercised by them in a quasi judicial
capacity." Keeley v. Portland, 100 Maine, 260. The case therefore
comes exactly within the rule laid down in Keeley v. Portland, that a
municipal corporation is not responsible in damages for injuries
caused to a person's property by the flowing back of water and
I
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sewage from a public sewer with which the property is connected,
where this injury results entirely from some fault in the location or
plan of construction of the sewer, or in the general design of the
sewer system, and not at all beca_use of any want of repair or failure
of the municipaHty to maintain the sewer to the standard of efficiency
of its original plan of construction .
.1.llotion and exceptions sustained.

ALVAH

R.

HAYES, Admr.,
SAME

Kennebec.

vs. ABRAHAM RICH,

vs. SAMR.

Opinion March 29, 1906.

Debt. Judgment. Chose in Action. Assignment Without Seal. Chose in Action
Purchased by Admini.~trator with Assets of Estate. Administrator Cannot
Recover in Representative Capcicity, When. R. S., c. 84, § 146.

In the first above entitled cause which is an action of debt brought by the
plaintiff on a judgment recovered by one Albert A. Robbins against the
defendant, it is alleged in the declaration that February 10, 1900, said
Robbins for a valuable consideration assigned this judgment "to Alvah R.
Hayes (the plaintiff) then the administrator de bonis of the Dingley
Brothers' estate." The consideration for the assignment of this judgment
was a note for $150 payable to F. B. Dingley, Admr., d. b. u., Dingley
Brothers' estate, surrendered by the plaintiff to the defendant. Held:
That the plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment in his right and capacity
as administrator, but that he may he allowed to take judgment in his
individual capacity.
If the plaintiff assumed the responsibility of employing the funds of the
estate to purchase this judgment, he should be deemed to have done so in
his individual capacity; and if an administrator thus changes the nature
of the debt originally due the intestate by a contract made with himself,
he must sue for the new deht in his own name and not in his representative capacity.
The assumption that the plaintiff can maintain this action and recover judgment in his capacity as administrator is incompatible with the right of the
defendant to testify as a witness in his own behalf respecting matters that
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happened before the death of the plaintiff's intestate. In an action on a
judgment brought by the original judgment creditor or by an assignee in
his individual capacity the defendant would be a competent witness as to
all matters material to the issue. It would be the privilege of the defendant to give personal testimony that before the death of the plaintiff's
intestate he had paid the· Robbins jurlgment in full, but, under the
provisions of section 112 of chapter 84 of the Revised Statutes, the fact
that the plaintiff brings the action as the representative of a deceased
party precludes the defendant from giving any such evidence in his own
behalf, although Robbins, the judgment creditor, would be a competent
witness for the plaintiff. Under the operation of such a rule any person
could effectually close the mouth of his adversary as a witness by asf'!igning his claim to an administrator of some estate.
It is not alleged in the declaration that the cause of action accrued to the
estate which he represented but for aught that appears it may have been
one accruing to him in his own right. The words describing him as administrator of the estate may therefore be stricken out as mer,ely descriptio
persome and he may be allowed to take judgment in his individual
capacity.
Under the provisions of section 146 of chapter 84 of the Revised Statutes,
a judgment is deemed a chose in action upon which an action may be
maintained by an assignee in his own name, and an assignment of the
same in writing although without seal is sufficient.
In the second above entitled cause which is an action of debt on a judgment
for costs of nonsuit recovered by the plaintiff in a suit brought against
him as administrator by the defendant, Held: That thisjudgment prop~
erly belonged to the plaintiff in his own right and that he is entitled to
recover in his individual name and capacity.
See Rich v. Hayes, Admr., post.

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Two actions tried at the same term of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Kennebec County, and heard together- at the Law Court.
The first suit was an action of debt on a judgment recovered by
one A. A. Robbins at the March term, 1899, of the Supreme Judicial
Court, Kennebec County. The plaintiff sued under an assignment
from said Robbins. The plaintiff introduced the assignment of the
judgment declared on, to the admission of which the defendant
objected on the following grounds: First: '' Because the same was
not under seal. Second: Because the assignee of the judgment is
not authorized to bring suit upon it in his own name. Third:
Because said assignment does not convey a title to the plaintiff.
Fourth : Because such assignment, if it conveys any title to the
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plaintiff, conveys such title to him in his indivi<lual capacity and not
in his capacity as administrator as alleged in the declaration.
"These objections were severally overruled pro forma and the
assignment was admitted, to each of which several rulings and said
admission the defendant excepted. The presiding justice then
ordered a verdict for the plaintiff and also judgment for the plaintiff,
to each of which orders the defendant excepted."
The second snit was an action ~f debt on a j ndgment for costs
recovered by the plaintiff in an action in which he was defendant in
his capacity as administrator de bonis non of Fuller Dingley, who
was surviving partner of the firm of James B. Dingley and Fuller
Dingley of Gardiner, Maine. The plaintiff introduced the record of
said judgment, to the admission of which the plaintiff objected on
the ground that the evidence tended to show a judgment in favor of
said plaintiff in a personal capacity and not in his capacity as administrator. To a ruling admitting the same the plaintiff excepted.
The presiding justice rendered judgment for the plaintiff, to which
order the defendant excepted.
The declaration in the first action is as follows : '' In plea of
debt, for that one Albert A. Robbins of Gardiner, in the County of
Kennebec and State of Maine, by the consideration of our Justices
of our Supreme Judicial Court held within and for the County of
Kennebec, on the twenty-fourth day of March, 1899, recovered
judgment against the said Abraham Rich for the sum of seven
hundred and eight dollars sixty-five cents damages, and nine dollars and seventy cents costs of the same suit, as by the record thereof
now remaining in said court appears, which judgment thereafterwards on the tenth day of February, 1900, the said Albert A. Robbins by assignment in writing, a copy of which is annexed to this
writ and made a part thereof and to be filed in court with this writ,
for a valuable consideration did assign the said judgment debt, being
a chose in action not negotiable, to Alvah R. Hayes, then the administrator de bonis of the Dingley Brothers' estate, and thereby and by
force of the statute in such case made and provided, an action hath
accrued to the said plaintiff, to have and recover of the said Abraham
Rich the said judgment, which still is in full force and not reversed
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or annulled or satisfied, with interest upon the same from said
twenty-fourth day of March, 1899, yet the said Abraham Rich
though requested hath never paid the same but wholly refuses so
to do."
Plea in this action, the general issue with the following brief statement : '' That there is no assignment of the judgment in said
declaration set forth to the plaintiff in his capacity as administrator
de bonis non of Fuller Dingley, surviving partner· of James B.
Dingley, formerly doing business under the firm name of Dingley
Brothers, as set forth in said declaration.''
The declaration in the second action is as follows: "In a plea of
debt, for that the said Alvah R. Hayes, in his said capacity of administrator de bonis non of said Fuller Dingley, who was duly qualified
as surviving partner of said firm of James B. Dingley and Fuller
Dingley, by the consideration of our Justices of our Supreme
Judicial Court held at Augusta, within and for our said County of
Kennebec, on the first Tuesday of March, A. D. 1902, to wit, on
the fifteenth day of March, A. D. 1902, recovered judgment against
the said Abraham· Rich for the sum of three hundred and seventyeight dollars and ninety-seven cents, costs of suit, as by the record
thereof now remaining in said Court appears; which judgment is
still in full force and is not reversed or annulled or satisfied, whereby
an action hath accrued to the plaintiff, to hav~ and to recover of the
said Abraham Rich the said sum of three hundred and seventy-eight
dollars and ninety-seven cents, with lawful interest thereon, from the
said fifteenth day of March, A. D. 1902 ; yet though often thereto
req nested, the said defendant has never paid the same, but neglects
and refuses so to do."
Plea in this action, the general issue with the following brief
statement: "That said judgment, if any, is a judgment in fovor of
Alvah R. Hayes in his personal capacity and not in his capacity as
administrator as declared upon in said declaration."
The case appears in the opinion.
Memorandum.-One of the Justices sitting at the term of the
Law Court at which these cases were argued, did not sit in these
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cases, being disqualified under the statute by reason of having ruled
therein at nisi prius.
George W. Heselton (tnd Heath & Andrews, for plaintiff.
Williamson & Burleigh, for defendant.
SITTING:

WISWELL,

C. J.,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, POWERS,

JJ.

WHITEHOUSE, J.
The first of these cases is an action of debt on
a judgment for $708.65 recovered in 1899 by Albert A. Robbins
against the defendant Rich. It is alleged in the declaration that
Feb. 10, 1900, Robbins, for a valuable consideration, assigned this
judgment '' to Alvah R. Hayes then the administrator de bonis of the
Dingley Brothers estate." In support of this allegation the following· instrument signed by Robbins was offered in evidence,: " For a
valuable consideration, in a note of one hundred and fifty dollars
payable to F. B. Dingley, admr., d. b. n. Dingley Bros.' estate, dated
Feb. 1, 1899, to me this day surrendered by A. R. Hayes, admr.,
d. b. n. of same estate, I assign and transfer to said estate the within
judgment debt with ruq power in my name but without expense to
me to collect the same."
The plea was the general issue with a brief statement denying that
there was any assignment of the judgment to the plaintiff in his
capacity as administrator as set forth in the declaration.
It was accordingly contended in behalf of the defendant, .first, that
the instrument in question was ineffectual as an assignment and inadmissible as evidence because not under seal ; second, that under our
statutes an assignee of a judgment _could not maintain an action in
his own name, and third, that in any event the instrument could not
operate as an assignment of a judgment to Hayes in his capacity as
administrator of Dingley Brothers but only as an assignment to
Hayes in his individual capacity, and hence fails to support the plaintiff's declaration.
These objections were severally overruled pro forma by the presiding judge, the assignment received as evidence, and judgment ordered
for the plaintiff for $888.H5. The case comes to this court on exceptions to this ruling.
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The first and second propositions appear to have been decided
against the defendant's contention. In Dunn v. Snell et als., 15
Mass. 481, the court say "The objection to the_assignment as offered
to be proved by the witnesses is that it was not by deed and the
objection rests upon the general principle I which was assumed by the
counsel that an assignment of a specialty must be by an instrument
of as solemn a nature as the instrument itself which is to be assigned.
Considering a judgment as a specialty it is obvious that, upon this
general principle, it could never be assigned; because there is no
instrument in pais of so high a. nature as the record of a judgment
in court .
. It is not doubted that this debt, upon which
the judgment was rendered, might have been assigned by writing
without seal
The judgment is only evidence of the debt
and if the execution is delivered over, with intent to transfer the debt,
upon a fair bargain upon a valuable consideration, there is no reason
why the transaction should not be as binding upon the parties as the
parol assignment of a debt before it is reduced to judgment. And,
in this case, the execution was in fact delivered to the use of the
assignee so that the judgment creditor could not have obtained
another execution upon that judgment."
In Prescott v. Hull, 1 7 Johns. 284, the court said "I do not consider the want of a seal essential. The mere delivery of a chose i:u
action upon good and valid consideration would be sufficient even
were it a specialty." See also Wood v. Decoster, 66 Maine, 542,
and Ware v. Railroad Company, 69 Maine, 97.
In the two last named cases it was also decided that under section
146, chapter 84 of the Revised Statutes (originally chapter 2315, laws
of 1874,) a judgment must be deemed a chose in action upon which
an action might be maintained by the assignee in his own name.
In considering the pect1liar terms of the instrument in question
and its operation as an assignment with reference to the defendant's
third contention, it is allowable to observe the situation of the parties
at that time and the obvious purpose of thi~ assignment.
In October, 1904, the defendant Rich obtained a verdict of
$2093.25 against the plaintiff Hayes in his capacity as administrator
de bonis non on the estate of Dingley Brothers. The action which
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finally resulted in this verdict was commenced April 9, 1900, and
was based on a note originally for $3000 bearing date Dec. 29, 1894,
given by Dingley Brothers to Rich. The motion for a new trial in
this case was overruled by the law court and the case went to judgment in October, 1905.
It is true that the plaintiff Hayes obtained the assignment of the
Robbins judgment two months before the actual commencement of
the original suit of Rich v. Hayes, last described but it has been seen
that the note on which this action was brought was dated Dec. 29,
1894. It may reasonably be inferred from all the circumstances disclosed by the evidence to which we are permitted to refer that both
, Hayes and Fred B. Dingley, his predecessor in the administration of
the estate in question had reason to apprehend that a suit would be
brought by Rich on his note against Dingley Brothers and having an
opportunity to purchase the Robbins j ndgment at less than twenty
cents on the dollar, Hayes appears to have consummated the arrange. ment alleged to have been made by Fred B. Dingley, and obtained
an assignment of the judgment in the obvious hope of being allowed
to offset the full amount of it against any judgment that might be
recovered by Rich on his $3000 note. But a judgment against Rich
standing in the name of Robbins as plaintiff could not be offset
.against a judgment obtained by Rich against Hayes in his capacity
as administrator d. h. n. of the estate of Dingley Brothers, and the
suit at bar was manifestly brought for the purpose of obtaining a
judgment in the name of Hayes, the assignee, in his capacity as
administrator in the expectation that in this form the Robbins j udgment could be offset pro tanto agaipst the larger judgment of Rich
against Hayes, administrator. Accordingly, on the rendition of the
judgment for $2093 in favor of Rich, a motion to offset the Robbins
judgment was promptly made.
It is the opinion of the court, however, that in the case at bar the
plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment in his right and capacity as
administrator. In the first place it does not explicitly or satisfactorily appear that the $150 note invested by Hayes in the purchase
of the Robbins judgment in fact represented any part of the assets
of the estate of Dingley Brothers. It is described in the assignment
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it is true, as "payable to F. B. Dingley, Adm'r. d. b. n. Dingley
Brothers' estate," but there is no evidence from any witness having
personal knowledge of the matter that it was given for any debt due
the firm of Dingley Brothers in their lifetime.
But if it be assumed that the Robbins judgment was purchased
by Hayes with funds belonging to the estate of Dingley Brothers,
still, in a broader view of the question, insuperable objections present
themselves arising from considerations of sound public policy, and
the rights of a party in the situation of Rich as defendant in a suit
in the Robbins judgment which mnst pre~ent the plaintiff Hayes
from recovering a new judgment in his name and capacity as administrator on the estate of Dingley Brothers. It is the recognized function of an administrator to settle the estate, reduce the assets to cash
as far as necessary and practicable, pay the debts and legacies and
under the order of court distribute the residue among those entitled
to it under the intestate laws of the state. "So great a breach of
trust is it for the representative to engage in business with the funds
of the estate that the law charges him with all the losses thereby
incurred without on the other hand allowing him to receive the
benefit of any profits that he may make, the rule being that the
persons beneficially interested in the estate may either hold the representative liable for the amount so used with interest or nt their election take all the profits which the representative has made by such
unauthorized use of the funds of the estate." 18 Cyc. 241 & 242,
and cases cited.
In Mead v. Merritt & Peck, 2 Paige, 402, the facts were analogous
to those at bar. In a suit hy the defendant Peck against the plaintiff
as executor of the will of one Sherwood, the plaintiff alleged that he
had purchased a note against Peck and asked to have it set off
against the claim of the latter upon Sherwood's estate. It was further alleged, it is true, that Peck's claim had been asRigned to thedefendant Merritt for the purpose of defeating the plaintiff's claim
to a set off, and the question of jurisdiction was also involved. But
in the opinion Chancellor Kent says : "Independent of this q nestion
of jurisdiction, it is evident that the complainant has no right to the
equitable interposition of this court. The note of Peck, which he
VOL. CI
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purchased since the death of Sherwood, and now holds in his own
right, could not, at law, be set off against Peck's demand upon the
estate of the testator. And it would be inconsistent with the principles of sound policy to permit an executor to buy up claims against
creditors of an estate, for the purpose of obtaining a set off in equity."
2 Paige, 405.
So in Dudley v. Griswold, 2 Bradf. N. Y. 24, the court say, "lt
is the duty of an executor or administrator to settle the estate pay
the debts and distribute the snrpl us, and not to speculate in demands
against creditors."
The distinction between the duty and authority of an administrator, and the functions of a trustee or receiver, is so well established
and a matter of such common knowledge as to render unnecessary
the citation of authorities or any extended discussion of the subject.
It has been recognized from time immemorial as the characteristic duty
of an administrator to settle the estate of his inteetate with reference
to the situation of the assets at the time of the death of the decedent,
and not attempt, by trafle or speculation to adjust the affairs of the
estate upon an entirely different basis, which might seriously affect
the question of distribution and in some instances render the estate
insolvent. See the numerous cases upon the question of set off
in Rich vs. 1--Iayes, Admr., 101 Maine, 324. In the case at bar
it appears that at the time Hayes purchased the Robbins judgment, Rich was hopelessly insokent and had no available property, with which to satisfy any judgment, except the no_te in suit
in Rich vs. Hayes, A<lm'r.; while, on the other hand, there is no
evidence that Robbins was not entirely solvent and able to pay the
note for $150, which the plaintiff held against him. It was the
obvious duty of the plaintiff, if acting for the interest of the estate
which he represented, to collect this note in cash, and not invest it in
a worthless judgment at twenty cents on the dollar. If he assumed
the repsonsibility of employing the funds of the estate for such a
purpose, he should be deemed to have done so in his individ nal
capacity; and if an administrator thus changes the nature of the
debt priginally due the intestate by a contract made with himself,
he must sue for the new debt in his own name and not in his repre-
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sentative capacity. Helm v. Yan Vleet, l Blackf. (Ind.) 342; Bond
v. Corbett, 2 Minn. 209; Bu1·dync v. ~Mackey, 7 Mo. 374.
Again the assumption that the plaintiff can maintain this action
and recover judgment in his capacity aR administrator is focompatible with the right of the defendant to testify as a witness in his own
behalf respecting matters that happened before the death of the
plaintiff's intestate. In an action on a judgment brought by the
original judgment creditor or by an assignee in his individual
capacity the defendant would be a competent witness as to all matters
material to the issue. It would be the privilege of the defendant
Rich, for instance, to give personal testimony that before the death of
the Dingley Brothers he had paid the Robbins judgment in full but
under the provisions of section 112 of chapter 84 of the revised
statutes, the fact that the plaintiff brings the action as the representative of a deceased party precludes the defendant from giving any
such evidence in his own behalf, although Robbins the judgment
creditor would be a compe.tent witness for the plaintiff. Under the
operation of such a rule any person could effectually close the mouth
of his adversary as a witness by assigning his claim to an administrator of some estate.
But it has been seen that the ruling of the presiding judge to
which exceptions were taken fails to specify whether tl~e judgment
was ordered in favor of the plaintiff in his individual or representative
capacity. But it is not alleged in the declaration that the cause of
action accrued to the estate which he represented but for aught that
appears it may have been one accruing to him in his own right.
The words describing him as administrator of the estate may therefore be stricken out as merely descriptio personae and he may be
allowed to take judgment in his individual capacity. Bragdon v.
Harmon, 69 Maine, 29. Flerning v. Gonrtenay, 95 Maine, 128.
Same v. Same, 98 Maine, 401.
Inasmuch therefore, as the plaintiff is entitled to j ndgment in his
individual capacity, the entry in the first case must be,
Ea:ceptions overruled.
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The second case Hayes, Aclmr., v. Rich, is also an action of debt
on a judgment. It appears that Rich commenced an action against
Hayes, Admr., and became nonsuit. Judgment for costs was accordingly rendered in favor of Hayes for $378.97. This judgment
properly belonged to Hayes in his own right and in this action on
that judgment he is entitled to recover in his individual name and
capacity. Buswell v. Eaton, 76 Maine, 393. Ticon.ic National Bank
v. Turner, 96 Maine, 380.
In this case therefore, the entry must also be,

E:cceptions overruled.

ABRAHAM RrcH vs. ALVAII R.
Kennebec.
Judgments.

HAYES,

Admr.

Opinion March 29, 1906.

Set-0.ff.

R. S., c. 84, § 77; c. 86, § 27.

An administrator cannot offset against a judgment rendered upon a liability
of the decedent another judgment on a claim with which the decedent
has no connection in his lifetime purchased by the administrator with the
funds of the estate for that purpose after the death of his intestate.
It is an established rule in courts of law if executors sue for a debt created
to them since the testator's death, the defendant cannot set off a debt due
to him from the testator. If the defendant could not set off in such a
case neither could the executor, if he was the defendant, for the rule
must be mutual.
It is provided by section 77 of chapter 84 of the Revised Statutes as follows:
"In actions against executors, administrators, trustees or others in a
representative capacity, they may set off such demands as those whom
they represent might have set off in actions against them; but no
demands, due to or from them in their own right, can be set off in such
actions." The judgments which the defendant asks to have set off against
the judgment in the case at bar were awarded to the defendant in his individual capacity, and by the express terms of the statute these judgments
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could not have been set off against the plaintiff's note in suit before judgment and neither can the executions on these judgments be set off under
the provisions of section 27 of chapter 86 of the Revised Statutes since
the creditor in one is not the debtor fo the other, "in the same capacity
and trust."
See Hayes, Admr., v. Rich, ante.

On report on motion by defendant to offset judgments.
denied.

Motion

Assumpsit on a promissory note for $3000 given to the plaintiff
by the defendant's intestate. At the March term, 1901, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, KenneLec County, the plaintiff obtained a
verdict for $3180. This verdict was set aside Ly the Law Court.
The action was again tried at the March term, 1903, of said S. J.
Court, and the verdict was for the plaintiff for $2581.75. This verdict was likewise set aside by the Law Court. The action was again
tried at the October term, 1904, of said S. J. Court, and the plaintiff
recovered a verdict for $2093. 25. A motion to set aside this last
verdict was "overruled for want of prosecution" and the matter
went to judgment in October, 1805. Thereupon a motion was made
by the defendants to offset against this judgment, pro tan to, the
judgments which might be rendered in favor of the defendant in two
cases then pending in his name as administrator against the plaintiff.
The case was then reported to the Law Court for decision on this
motion to offset made by the defendant as aforesaid, with the stipulation that "the motion is to be determiued as if all three actions were
now ready to go to judgment." Therefore the only question in this
case arises upon the aforesaid motion of the defendant to offset j udgments.
This case is closely interwoven with the case Hayes, Adrnr., v.
Rich, reported on page 314 of this volume, and all the material facts
fully appear in the two opinions.
Memorandum - One of the Justices sitting at the term of the
Law Court at which this case was argued, did not sit in this case
being disqualified under the statute by reason of having ruled therein
at nisi prius.
Williamson & Burleigh, for plaintiff.
Geo1·ge W. Heselton and Heath & Andrews, for defendant.
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·WHITEHOUSE, ,J.
The question involved in this case arises upon
the motion of the defendant to set off against the judgment recovered
by the plaintiff in this case, two judgments recovered by the defendant against the plaintiff. The case comes to this court on report.
In October, 1904, the plaintiff obtained a verdict of $2093.25
against the defendant in his capacity as administrator de bonis non
on the estate of Dingley Brothers. The action which terminated in
this result was commenced April 9, 1900, on a note given by the
plaintiff to Dingley Brothers in 1894 for $3000. A motion to set
aside the verdict was overruled by the law court, and the case went
to judgment in October 1905.

Thereupon a motion was made to offset against this judgment, pro·
tanto, the judgment which might be rendered in favor of the defendant Hayes in two cases then pending in his name as administrator
against the plaintiff Rich. The first of these cases was an action of
debt on a judgment for $708.65, recovered in 1899 by Albert
Robbins against the defendant Rich.

It was alleged in the declaration that F'eb. 10, 1900, Robbins for
a valuable consideration assigned this judgment "to Alvah R. Hayes
then the administrator de bonis of the Dingley Brothers estate." In
support of this allegation the following instrument signed by Robbins
was offered in evidence: For a valuable consideration, in a note of
one hundred and fifty dollars payable to F. B. Dingley, admr. d. b. n.
Dingley Bros.' estate, dated Feb. 1, 1899, to me this day surrendered
by A. R. Hayes. admr. d. b. n. of same estate, I assign and transfer
to said eAtate the within judgment debt with foll power in my name
but without expense to me to collect the same.

It is contended in behalf of the defendant that if the action is
maintainable at all the plaintiff is not entitled to recover in his representative capacity as administrator of the estate of Dingley .Brothers
but only in his individual capacity. This question came before the
court in Hayes, Adml'., v. Rich, 101 Maine, 314, and upon
the reasons ~nd authorities there adduced it was held that the plaintiff
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was entitled to recover only in his individual capacity and judgment
was entered accordingly.
The second case, Haye~, Admr., v. Rich, was also an action of debt
on a judgment. It appears that Rich commenced an action against
Hayes, Admr., and became nonsuit. Judgment for costs ,vas accordingly rendered in favor of Hayes for $378.97. It was held by the
court that this judgment properly belonged to Hayes in his own
right and that in this case also he was only entitled to recover m
his individual name and capacity. Hayes, Aclmr., v. Rich, 101
Maine, 314, supra.
It is provided by section 77 of chapter 84 of the revised statutes
as follows : "In actions against executors, administrators, trustees
or others in a representative capacity, they may set off such demands
as those whom they represent might have set off in actions against
them; but no demands, due to or from them in their own right, can
be set off in such actions."
Inasmuch as it has been shown by the court in Hayes, Aclnir., v.
Rich, supra, that the two judgments there rendered in favor of Hayes
properly belonged to him in his own right, and as the new judgments
have accordingly been awarded to him in his individual capacity, it
follows that by the express terms of the statute above q noted, these
judgments could not have been set off against Rich's note in suit
before judgment. Neither could the executions on these judgments
be set off under the provisions of section 27 of chapter 86 of the

revised statutes since the creditor in one is not debtor in the other
"in the same capacity and trust." Indeed the right to set off judgments in this state is not derived from any express statutory regulations, but depends upon the general jurisdiction and power of the
courts over suitors at common law; but if the right to set off, in the
manner proposed, assigned claims that are not negotiable, was recognized as existing at common law, it is remarkable that the legislature
should prohibit its exercise before judgment, when the set off could be
made with at least equal convenience. It is no less significant that
the provision for offsetting executions should be limited to cases
where "the creditor in one is Jebtor in the other in the same capacity
and trust"; for ordinarily the right of the court to set off judgments
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can only be exercised when the executions could be set off under the
statute. Coppe1· Co. v. Brown, 46 Maine, 418. In this case it
should be observed .that the "assigned claim" was a negotiable promissory note.
In Ames v. Bates, 119 Mass. 397, the facts were strikingly similar to those at bar, and although the decision of the case turned upon
another point, the following observations 0f the court are worthy of
consideration: "If Ames bad continued to be the owner of the j udgrnent recovered in his name, it might well be questioned whether
Bates should be permitted to set off against it the judgment recovered
by him in the name of Freeman and another when he could not have
set off the claims upon which the judgments were founded. The
reason why a party is not permitted by the statute to set off such
claims may fairly be presumed to be, that is not just that one should
be encouraged instead of paying his own debt to seek out claims
against his creditor in order thus to change the position of parties
pendente lite, and this reason is equally applicable to judgments
which may afterwards be obtained upon such claims."
In the case at bar it is true, the assigned judgment was not purchased pendente lite, but about two months before the commencement of the original suit of Rich v. Hayes, Aclmr. It is manifest,
however, from the history of these transactio'ns disclosed by the evidence that both Hayes _and his predecessor in the administration of
the estate apprehended the suit by Rich on his $3000 note, and
having an opportunity to purchase the Robbins judgment at less than
twenty cents on the dollar, obtained the assignment of it for the
express purpose of claiming a set off, pro tanto, against the note in
suit or any judgment that Rich might recover upon it.
It is undoubtedly true that the principle of mutuality is implied
in the use of the word set off, and that it is not necessarily confined
to a nomina~ mutuality indicated by the record but in some cases
may be a real mutuality of the indebtedness of the parties at the
time of the commencement of the suit. Collins v. Campbell, 97
Maine, 23, and cases cited.
But if it be conceded in the case at bar that the Robbins judgment
was purchased by Hayes with funds belonging to the estate of Dingley
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Brothers, and that the assignment although in terms made '' to the
estate" and not to any person, was procured for the purpose of vesting the title thereto in Hayes as the legal representative of the estate,
and making it a part of the assets of the estate, still in a broader view
of the precise question here presented, irrespective of the provisions
of the statute, there appear to be convincing reasons and an overwhelming weight of authority in support of the plaintiff's contention
that an administrator cannot offset against a judgment rendered upon
a liability of the decedent another judgment on a claim with which
the decedent had no connection in his lifetime, purchased by the
administrator with the funds of the estate for that purpose, after the
death of his intestate. Some of these reasons are stated and authorities cited in Hayes, Aclmr., v. Rich, supra. The questions involved
in the two cases are so blended or intimately connected: that the considerations controlling the decision of the one, will be found in most
respects equally important in the other.
It is a self evident proposition in the first place that Hayes can certainly have no greater right to offset a judgment against Rich, purchased by him from a stranger after the death of Dingley Brothers,
than he would to offset a judgment obtained by him, for instance, on
an account for goods of the estate sold by him to Rich ; and since the
essence of the doctrine of set off is its mutuality, it is equally
axiomatic that if Rich could not offset against the Robbins judgment
a debt due him from the estate, neither can Hayes set off a debt due
him as administrator agaim;t a claim due Rich from the estate. It
would obviously be immaterial whether the motion for a set off was
made by Rich or Hayes. In Dale, executor, vs. Cooke, 4 Johns.
Chancery 11, Chancellor Kent, speaking for the court, says: "It is
an established rule in courts of law that if executors sue for a debt
created to them since the testator's death, defendant cannot set off a
debt due to him from the testator. I see no reason why the same
rule should not prevail in equity. If the defendant could not set off
in such a case neither could the executor, if he was the defendant, for
the rule must be mutual."
See also Dudley v. G1·iswold, 2 Bradf. N. Y. 24; Mead v. ~Merritt,
2 Paige, 402, and Root v. Taylor, 20 Johns. 138.
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Indeed this seems to be substantially a uniform rule in this country.

In DayhuJJ v. Dayhu:ff, 27 Ind. 158, the defendant sought to set off
a claim due him against the administrator's claim against him for
goods of the estate sold him; and although there was evidence that
the administrator agreed to allow the set off as an inducement to the
defendant to purchase the goods the court declared it to be a settled
rule that in a suit by an administrator for a debt due the estate of
the decedent originating after the death of the intestate the defendant
cannot set off a debt due him from the intestate before his decease.
In this case the suit was by the plaintiff in his representative capacity
bnt this fact was held to be immaterial. The case was expressly
affirmed in Harte v. Houchin, Adm1·., 50 Ind. 327; .Jiine1· v. 11Iine1·,
8 Grattan, 1; Cook v. Lovell, 11 Iowa, 81 ; Aiken v. Bridgman, 37
Vt. 249; Wisdom v. Becker, 52 Ill. 342; Lee v. Russell, 18 Ky.
Law, 951; Grew, Er:ecutor, v. Burdette, 9 Pick. 265; Lamberton v.
Freeman,16 N. H. 547; 25 A. & Eng. Ency. Law & Proc. 2 Ed.
534, and cases cited.
In 18 Cyc. of Law and Proc. 896, et seq. the rule upon this question is thus formulated : "Demands on which causes of action arise
subsequent to decedents death are not proper subjects of set off against
demands or causes of action arising in decedents lifetime because there
is no mutuality of indebtedness between the parties."
On page 899 of the same volume is the following rule: "Claims
against an estate purchased after decedent's death cannot be set off in
an action against the purchaser thereof for a debt due the decedent,
nor even on a debt created after the death of a <lecedent."
Both of these propositions are supported by numerous citations of
authorities basing the rule for the most part upon considerations of
sound public policy which require the estate to be settled as of the
time of the decease of the intestate and forbid any alteration in the
course of the distribution of the assets. See also Irons v. Irons, 5 R.
I. 264; Union Natl. Bank v. Hicks, 67 Wis. 189; Bizzell v. Stone,
12 Ark. 378. In the last named case the same rule was held to be
settled both at law and in equity, and whether the estate be solvent
or insolvent.
In like manner it appears to have been uniformly held by the
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courts of England that if an administrator brings an action upon a
debt created against the defendant after the death of the intestate or
upon which the cause of action arose after that event, the defendant
cannot set off a debt 011 which there was a cause of action in the lifetime of the intestate. Shipman v. Thompson, Willes, 103; Tegetmyer
v. Liimley, Willes, 264; Watts v. Rees, 9 Exch. 696. Same case, 11
id 410. Lambard v. Elcler, 17 Beavan, 542.
As stated by the court in Hayes, Admr., v. Rich, 101 Maine, "It
appears that at the time Hayes purchased the Robbins judgment,
Rich was hopelessly in°solvent and had no available property with
which to satisfy any judgment, except the note in suit in Rich v.
Hayes, Admr.; while, on the other hand, there is no evidence that
Robbins was not entirely solvent and able to pay the note for $150
which the plaintiff held against him. It was the obvious duty of the
plaintiff if acting for the interest of the estate which he represented,
to collect this note in cash, and· not invest it in a worthless judgment
at twenty cents on the dollar."
Ina~nnuch as the attorneys for Rich have a common law lien upon
the judgment which they have against Hayes personally for their
costs of suit, it is not claimed that either of the judgments in Hayes,
Admr., v. Rich, can be offset against that; and upon the reasons and
authorities above presented it is the opinion of the court that Hayes
is not entitled to have either of his judgments offset against the judgment for $2093 in favor of Rich. J uclgment must accordingly be
entered in favor of Rich for both damages and costs without the set
off claimed.
.1tlotion denied.
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STATE OF MAINE

Waldo.

vs.

,vrnFIELD

s.

ErnnNISTER.

Opinion March 28, 1906.

Exceptions Transmitted to Chifj Justice. Same Under R. 8., c. 79, § 55, Must Be
Transmitted by Order of Justfoe Presiding at Nisi Prius.
R. 8., c. 79, §§ 37, 44, 59.
Exceptions which are deemed frivolous and interided for delay by the Justice presiding at nisi prius, under R. S., c. 78, sec. 5fi, must be entered in
the Law Court under R. S., c. 78, sec. 44, unless the Justice presiding
orders that such exceptions be transmitted to the Chief Justice for the
consideration and determination of the same by the Justices.
These exceptions in thirteen cases of State v. Winfield S. Ed minister, were
transmitted to the Chief Justice by the clerk of the court without any
order or direction in relation thereto by the Justice presiding.
Ordered: That the cases be returned to the clerk to be entered at the next
term of the Law Court.

On exceptions transmitted to the Chief J nstice. Cases ordered
to be returned to the Clerk of Courts, Waldo County, to be certified by him to the Law Court.
The defendant was convicted in thirteen criminal cases against
him, at the same term of the Supreme Judicial Court, Waldo
County. In each of these cases the defendant filed a motion in
arrest of judgment. The presiding Justice overruled each of these
motions and the defendant excepted in each case_, and the exceptions
in each case were "adjudged frivolous and intended for delay."
These exceptions were then transmitted to the Chief Justice by
the Clerk of Courts,
aldo County, of his own motion, without
any order or direction so to do by the presiding Justice who had
adjudged the exceptions "frivolous and intended for delay."
The defendant contended among other things that under the provisions of section 55 of chapter 79 of the Revised Statutes, these
exceptions were not legally in the hands of the Chief Justice so that
they could be "considered and decided by the justices" as they had
not been transmitted to the Chief Justice by the Justice who had
adjudged the same to be "frivolous and intended for delay."
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The facts and contentions are stated in the opinion.
B. F. Foster, County Attorney, for the state.
W. H. .fricLellan, for defendant.
S1T'.rING:
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SAVAGE, PEABODY, SPEAR,

JJ.

,v1swELL, C. J. By R. S. chap. 79, sec. 55, in relation to exceptions, it is provided that if the Justice presiding at nisi prius deems
exceptions frivolous and intended for delay, "he may so certify on
motion of the party not excepting; and such exceptions may then be
transmitted at once by such Justice to the Chief Justice,
and they shall be considered and decided by the Justices of said court
as soon as may be." In thei;e thirteen criminal cases the respondent's
exceptions in each case were deemed frivolous and intended for delay
by the Justice presiding and were so certified by him; the cases were
subsequently transmitted by the clerk to the Chief Justice, but without any order or direction, in this respect, by the presiding Justice so
far as the cases disclose. Counsel for respondent contends that for
this reason, as well as because the exceptions were not adj ndged
frivolous upon the motion of the party 11ot excepting, the cases are
not properly before the Justices of this court for their determination,
and that they should be entered at the next term of the law court.
vVe think that this contention must be sustained. The general
provisions in relation to the entry of cases in the law court are contained in the R. S., c. 79, sec. 44, as follows: '' At least ten days
before the sitting of each term of the law court, the clerks of courts
in the several counties of the state, shall certify to the clerk of such
term, all cases pending in the supreme judicial and superior courts
in their respective counties, marked 'law' and all other matters of which
the law court has jurisdiction, except cases in which exceptions or
appeals in proceedings in equity have been adjudged frivolous and
intended for delay; and they shall be entered on the docket of the
law court and shall, together with all matters therein pending, be in
order for argument, determination or continuance in the alphabetical
order of counties."
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To this general rule there are two exceptions, one contained in the
section of the statute already referred to, applicable to criminal cases
and common law actions, and the other contained in section 37 of the
same chapter in relation to exceptions and appeals in proceedings in
equity, whereby it is provided that in case such appeal or exceptions
are adjudged frivolous and intended for delay the sitting justice may
so certify, "and such exceptions and appeals, and the record connected
therewith, shall be transmitted to the chief justice." In this class of
cases the appeal or exceptions shall be transmitted when they are
certified by the justice as frivolous. vVhile in the statute in relation
to exceptions in these criminal cases it is provided that they "may
then be transmitted at once by such justice to the chief justice."
The distinction is obvious and must be presumed to have been
intended. In the one case the statute is mandatory, while in the
other the question as to whether or not the exceptions shall be presented to the justices for determination, without the opportunity of oral
argument, is left to the discretion of the justice presiding. He may
certify that the exceptions are deemed by him frivolous, and still may
not order them transmitted to be argued, considered and determined iu
this summary manner. He may be of the opinion, notwithstanding his
adjudication that th.e exceptions are frivolous, that the party should
have an opportunity to argue the case orally before the law court.
In these cases, as we have seen there is nothing to show that the
presiding justice ordered these cases transmitted for the consideration
and determination of the justices, and a certified copy of the docket
entries in each of the cases which counsel for the respondent files with
his brief fails to disclose that any such order or direction was made.
We think that under the statute which provides for such a determination by the justices of the court there mw,t he such an order.
The cases will conseq nently be returned to the clerk to be certified
by him to the next term of the law court in accordance with the general provisions of the statute.
So ordered.
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IRVING

B.

HA YNES,

Pro Ami

vs.

,v

ATERVILLE AND OAKLAND STREET RAILWAY.

Kennebec.
Negligence.

Damages.

Opinion March 30, 1906.

Lost Usefulness and Enjoyment.
Evidence.

Expectancy of Life.

1.

That a street railroad company was authorized by the Railroad Commissioners to run cars before its track was finished and put in proper
condition, does not exempt the company from liability for injuries resulting from the imperfect condition of the track.

2.

When it appears that a horse frightened by an approaching street car
would nevertheless have caused no injury but for the imperfect, unfinished
condition of the railroad track, and hence that such condition of the
track ,vas a contributing cause of an injury done by the frightened horse,
the street railroad company is liable for such injury even though there was
no fault in the management of the car.

3.

The expectancy of life of a person injured is an element to be considered
in awarding damages for the injury. In determining this expectation of
life, the age at which the last two deceased paternal ancestors died is a
material factor.
4. The loss of earning power is not the extent of the (lamage sustained from
a serious physical permanent injury to a person. The lost usefulness and
enjoyment out of his prospective life are also elements of damage.

On motion and exceptions by defendant. Ovel'ruled.
Action on the case to recover damages for personal injuries suffered
by the plaintiff July 22, 1903, at Oakland, Maine, by having his left
hand crushed beneath the wheels of one of the defendant's street cars,
and which illjury was caused by the alleged negligence of the defendant. The injury to the hand was such that it had to be amputated.
At the time of the accident, the plaintiff, then ten years of age was
riding with his grandfather in an open wagon drawn by a single
horse, owned and driven by the grandfather. Plea, the general issue.
This action was ,tried at the October term, 1904, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Kennebec county. Verdict for plaintiff for $6,500.
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The jury also specially found that Gideon C. Haynes, the plaintiff's
grandfather who owned the horse and who was driving at the time of
the accident, was not guilty of any negligence respecting the harness
or the team, which contributed to the accident. Defendant filed a
general motion to have the verdict set aside, and also excepted to certain rulings made by the presiding Justice during the trial. Only
one of the exceptions was urged at the Law Court.
The case is sufficiently stated in the opinion.
Harvey D. Eaton, for plaintiff.
Charles F. Johnson, for defendant.
SITTING:
SPEAR,

WISWELL,

C. J.,

EMERY,

SAVAGE,

POWERS,

JJ.

EMERY, J.
]Jlotion. At the time and place of the injury to the
plaintiff from being run over by a car of the defendant street railway
company in Main Street, Oakland, the rail way track was unfinished.
The ground had been leveled to a level surface, the sleepers were laid
on this surface, and the rails on the sleepers, but no ballast or earth
had been filled in between the sleepers. The top of the rail was
about a foot above the surface of the street. The plaintiff and his
grandfather were riding in a wagon along the street to the left of the
rail way track and a car of the defendant was coming toward them.
When the car came near, the plaintiff's horse was frightened by the
car and after a few moments swerved violently and upset the wagon,
throwing the plaintiff on the track in front of the moving car which
ran over him to his injury. There was much conflict of evidence as
to how all this happened, but we think the jury could have legitimately found from the evidence in favor of the plaintiff's contention
that the horse, upon becoming frightened, first made a quick sharp
turn to the right to get about and away from the car in that direction;
but, meeting and seeing the unballasted track, was repelled by it and
made an even sharper turn to the left with the effect of upsetting the
wagon and throwing the occupants on the track. The jury might
also have found that the horse would have got round and away but
for the unfinished condition of the track, and that that condition, com-
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bined with the frightening of the horse by the defendant's car, was a
cause of the injury.
The defendant company contended that it had before that time
been duly authorized by the Railroad Commissioners to operate its
railroad with the track in its unfinished condition at that place, but,
if so, that did not exempt it from liability for injuries caused by that
condition to persons in the situation of the plaintiff. While the
defendant may have had the right to run its cars at that place, yet it
was bound to know that it might thereby frighten horses, and it,
should not have left its track in a condition to add to their fright and.
prevent their getting out of the way. There was some evidence,.
therefore, of causative negligence on the part of the defendant com-pany. There wa~ some evidence also of the plaintiff's freedom from
contributory negligence. We do not think the evidence preponderates so heavily the other way as to show unmistakably that the jury
erred on either issue.
The damages assessed were perhaps large, but not so glaringly
excessive as to show clearly that sympathy or prejudice overcame the
j udgrnent of the jury. The total loss of the left hand by a boy ten
years of age takes a great deal of usefulness and enjoyment out of
his prospective life. The loss of earning power is by no means the
extent of the injury.
The motion to set aside the verdict cannot be sustained.
E?Jceptions. As bearing upon the expectancy of life of the plaintiff, his grandfather was permitted to testify, against the defendant's
objection, as to the age at which his own father and grandfather
respectively had died. It is common knowledge that physicians and
life insurance companies regard the longevity of one's ancestors as
an important factor in determining his expectation of life. The
various "mortality tables" only give averages, and in an individual
case the expectation may be higher or lower than that average by
reason of many circumstances peculiar to that case, such as the presence or absence of inherited disease, deformity, &c. A descent from
robust, long-lived stock gives greater promise of long life than
descent from frail, short-lived ancestry, other things being equal.
The defendant urges that if such evidence be admissible, then the
VOL. CI
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inquiry may branch out interminably as to the length of life of all
one's ancestors on both sides through grandmothers and great grandmothers. The court has power, however, to restrain the inquiry
within reasonable limits within which the effect or influence can be
seen. In this case the inquiry did not go beyond those limits. This
exception must be overruled. The others are not urged.
Motion and except-ions 01:erruled.

JAMES HOPKINS SMITH, Petitioner,
vs.

H.

ALBERT

Cumberland.

LIBBY,

et als.

Opinion March 30, 1906.

Petit,ion to Quiet Title.

Easement.

R. 8., c. 106, § 47.

In a petition asking that the defendants be summoned to show cause why
tlrny should not bring an action to try their claim of title to the premises
therein described, by virtue ofsec. 47 of chap. IOG, R. S., it appeared from
the allegations that the right claimed by the defendants was a right of
way or an ease1nent to pass and repass over it, but it was not shown by
any averment in the petition, or otherwise made to appear from the record,
that there was ever any such interruption of or interference with the
defendants' easement as would lay the foundation for an action on the
case for damages.
Held: That this statute contemplates an exclusive and adverse possession
which works a disseizin of the defendant, and that in cases where there ii-;
a joint or mixed possession, the petition cannot be maintained; that the
defendant will not be required to bring a suit unless it is made to appear
that tbe right which he claims can be fairly and conclusively tried by such
a suit ar:,; may be directed, and that in this case it is not shown that there
is any form of action which the court could order or which the defendants
can bring that will determine the respective rights of the parties.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Petition under Revised Statutes, chapter 106, section 4 7, asking
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that the defendants, Albert H. Libby, Ann G. Kimball, Henry
Adamson. Clara E. Anderson, Arthur S. Auderson, Robert H.
Anderson, Wilbur A. Anderson, the Town of Falmouth and persons
unknown. "claiming either individually or as citizens or residents of
said Town of Falmouth, or as members of the public," be summoned
to show cause why they should not bring an action to try their claim
of title to the premises therein described.
The defendants, Albert H. Libby, Ann G. Kimball and Henry
Adamson each filed a motion, identical in substance, to dismiss the
petition, the motion filed by Ann G. Kimball being as follows:
"And now comes tlie said Ann G. Kimball and says that the petitioner ought not to have and to maintain his said petition, and that
the prayer thereof o_ught not to be granted, because, she says, as
appears from the allegations of the said petitioner in his said petition,
the right which the respondent claims in the premises of the petitioner
as set forth and de~cribed in his said petition is a right to pass and
repass over said premises, to wit, an easement of a right of way
therein; and, because there is no form of action which the court can
order, or which the respondent can bring that will determine the
respective rights of the petitioner and respondent.
" Wherefore the respondent prays that the petitioner's said petition
may be dismissed for the foregoing reasons, all of which appear upon
the record, and that the respondent may be allowed costs."
A hearing was had upon these motions at the April term, 1905, of
the Supreme Judicial Court, Cumberland County, and the presiding
Justice sustained the motions and the petition was dismissed as to the
defendants, Albert H. Libby, Ann G. Kimball and Henry Adamson,
and thereupon the plaintiff excepted.
The case appears in the opinion.
Syrnonds, Snow, Coo/:, & Hutchinson, for plaintiff.
Carroll W. lllmTill, for defendants, Albert H. Libby, Ann G.
Kimball and Henry Adamson.
N B. & H. B. Cleaves & 8. C. Per-ry, for defendant Town of Falmouth.
Edwin E. Hecl~bet't, for clefendants, Clara E. Anderson, Arthur S.
Ander:-5011, Robert E. Anderson and ,:vilbur A. Anderson.
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SITTIXG: \,VISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHI'fEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.

vV HITEHOUSE, J.

This was a petition asking that the defendants
be summoned to show cause why they should not bring an action to
try their claim of title to the premises therein described. It is
founded on section 4 7 of chapter 106 of the Revised Statutes, which
provides as follows: "A person in possession of real property, claiming an estate of freehold therein or an unexpired term of not less than
ten years, or a person who has conveyed such property or any interest
therein with covenants of title or warranty, upon which he may be
liable, may, if he, or those under whom he claims, or those claiming
under him, have been in uninterrupted possession of such property for
ten years or more, file a petition in the Supreme Judicial Court setting
forth his estate, stating the source of liis title, describing the premises
and averring that an apprehensiou exists that persons named in
the petition, or persons unknown claiming as heirs, devises or assigns
or in any other way, by, through or under a pel'son or persons named
in the petition, claim, or may claim, some right, title or interest in
the premises adverse to his said estate; and that such apprehension
creates a cloud upon the title and depreciates the market value of the
property; and praying that such persons be summoned to show cause
why they should not bring an action to try their title to the described
premises.
A person in the enjoyment of an easement
is in possession of real property within the meaning and for the purpose of this section."
The petitioner represents that he has an estate in fee simple in the
property described in his petition ; that for more than ten years he
and those under whom he claims, have been in uninterrupted possession of it, and that "an apprehension exists that the defendants claim
a right to pass and repass over said property adverse to his said estate,
an<l that such apprehension creates a cloud upon the title and depreciates the market value of said property."
The defendants filed a motion to dismiss the petition on the ground
that it appears from its allegations that the right claimed by the
defendants in the real estate described, is a right of way or an ease-
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ment to pass and repass over it, and that there is no form of action
which the court can order or which the defendants can bring that
will determine the respective rights of the parties.
The preRiding judge sustained the motion and dismissed the petition as to these defendants. The case comes to the Law Court on the
petitioner's exceptions to this ruling.
It is the opinion of the co·urt that this ruling was correct and that
the exceptions must be overruled.
It is not shown by any averment in the petition, or otherwise
made to appear from the record, that there has ever been any such
interruption of or interference with the defendants' easement as would
lay the foundation for an action on the case for damages. A· writ of
entry could not be maintained by the defendants, because they have
no seizin of the la1id. There is no iucompatibility between the petitioners' ownership of the estate in fee simple, and the defendants'
right to an easement to pass and repass over it. " The fee in the land
is to be regarded as distinct from an easement in the same. The fee
may be in one and the easement in another. The demandant, having
the fee, is entitled to recover, notwithstanding the tenant may have
an easement in the passage way." Blalce v. Harn, 50 Maine, 311;
Nicholson v. Railroad Co., 100 Maine, 345.
Inasmuch then as the defendants have remained undisturbed in the
enjoyment of their easement, and their legal rights have in no respect
been violated, it is difficult to see on what ground they can reasonably
be required to commence any action at law or in equity, to establish
their right or quiet their title.
The section of the Rtatute above quoted upon which the petition is
fonnded is substantially a reenactment of the Massachusetts statute
of 1852, the construction of which .has often been brought in question before the courts of that State. In Orthodox Cong. Soc'y v. Greenwich, 145 Mass. 112, the court say: "Under the public statutes
'any person in possession of real property claiming an estate of freehold therein.
may file a petiti_on
against
any person making an adverse claim.'
It has al ways
been held that this statute contemplates an exclusive and adverse
possession which works a disseizin of the respondent; and that in
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cases where there is a joint or mixed possession, the petition cannot
be maintained." See also Marshall v. Walker, 93 Maine, 532.
But the precise question here involved appears to have been directly
raised and determined in May v. New England R. R. Co. 171 Mass.
367.. In that case there was a petition to compel the defendant
company to bring an action to try its alleged title to a strip of land
which the petitioner claimed to own in fee, but. in which the defendant company claimed to have an easement by virtue of the location of
its railroad; and it was held that one who has only an easement and
who does not complain that his rights have been interferred with,
cannot be compelJed under the statute in question, to bring au action
at law or a suit in equity to try his alJeged right.. In the opinion
the court say: "We are not aware of any previous instance where
one whose only claim was a right to an easement has been required
to institute proceedings to try its extent or validity. It has usually
been assumed that the action contemplated by the statute is a writ of
entry, or possibly an action of tort in the nature of trespass. In the
present case, the respondent could not maintain a writ of entry, having no seizin of the land ; nor trespass, being out of possession." A
respondent will not be required to bring a suit unless it is made to
appear that the right which he claims can be fairly and conclusively
tried by such a suit as may be directed. Boston lYlanuf. Co. v.
Bm·gin, 114 Mass. 340. Usually the order specifies the form of
process to be brought, but no form of process was specified in this
case, and none to which the respondent can resort, upon the facts
which now exist, has been pointed out and none occurs to us. This
view is confirmed when we consider that the petitioner is under no
such disability. \Ve see no jurisdictional reason to prevent him from
maintaining a bill in equity to remove a cloud upon his tifle, and in
this way having his boundary line determined. It is true that the
burden of proof will be upon him to show the extent of his ownership; but this is no objection to leaving him to pursue a remedy in
his own name, instead of seeking to compel the respondent to go
forward.
The entry must accor<ling1y be,

Exceptions overruled.
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Opinion March 30, 1906.

Jiailure of Service on Defendant. New Service Ordered. Officer's Return
of Service Defective. Return May be Amended According to the Fact.
Stat'ute 1905, c. 61, R. S., c. 83, §§ 17, 21, 23. •

A writ on which an attachment of the defendant's real estate had been
made, was entered at the return term of the writ without service upon the
defendant. At the following term, the plaintiff moved for an order of
service on the ground " that the defendant was not within the jurisdiction of the officer making the attachment and had no last and usual abode
therein at the time when service should have been made." It appearing
that no service of the writ had been made upon the defendant, and that
the failure of service was without fault of the plaintiff or his attorney, a
new service was ordered by virtue of sections 17 and 23 of chapter 83 of
the Revii-ied Statutes. The defendant was described in the writ as resident
of Camden, in the State of Maine 1 and it was not alleged that the defendant had no abiding place in the state at the time the motion for a new
service was made. Held: that the service ordered on the defendant as a
resident could be legally made in either of the modes prescribed by the
aforesaid section seventeen.
Under these circumstances, an officer's return that he had made service of
the writ upon the defendant by leaving the summons and copy of the
order at his last and usual place of abode would have been a full compliance with the order under the statutes.
But in the case at bar, the officer's return on the order of service is as follows: "By virtue of the foregoing order of the court, I have this clay made
service of the within writ upon the within named defendant by leaving at
the last and usual place of abode a new summons in due form for his
appearance at court at the time and place named in said order and with a
copy of said order indorsed thereon certified by the clerk of the courts for
said county of Knox." This return fails to state that the officer left the
summons at the defendant's last and wmal place of abode and h; therefore
defective.
There is no evidence in the case to show whether or not this omission was an
error, and the exceptions must be sustained on this ground alone, and
the case will be remanded to the court below where the truth in regard to
the return may be ascertained and if necessary the officer ,vill be allowed
to amend his return according to the fact.
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If the return is amended to show that the summons and copy were in fact
left at the defendant's last and usual place of abode, the motion to dismiss
the action must be overruled. If the return is not am.ended, the motion
to dismiss must be sustained unless further service of the writ shall be
ordered.

On exceptions by defendant.

,,r

Sustained.

rit returnable to and entered at the April term, 1904, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, Knox County. Defendant's real estate had
been attached upon this writ, but no service of the writ was made upon
the defendant before entry at the return term. Defendant's counsel
entered their appearance at the return term "for the especial purpose of objecting to any order of service upon defendant and for no
other purpose."
At the following September term of said court, a motion for order
of service was filed by plaintiff and the motion was granted and an
order of service was made, returnable at the January term, 1905, of
.said court.
At said January term, the defendant filed a motion to dismiss the
-action on the ground that the service made by the officer was not in
conformity to the order, but the presiding Justice overruled the
motion and held that the service as returned by the officer was
sufficient, and thereupon the defendant excepted.
The case is ful1y stated in the opinion.
J. H. Montgornery, for plaintiff.
R. L Thornpson and A1·thur S. Little.field, for defendant.
SITTING: 'WISWELL, C. J.,
POWER~, JJ.

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

WHITEHOUSE, J. This case comes to the court on exceptions to
the overruling of a motion to dismiss an action for want of proper
service. The writ was returnable to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Knox county at the April term 1904. At the return term the
defendant's counsel entered their appearance upon the docket "for
the especial purpose of objecting to any order of service upon the
defendant and for no other purpose."
·
At the following September term a motion for an order of service
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on the defendant was filed by the plaintiff's counsel accompanied by
the following affidavit: "The defendant was n_ot within the j urisdiction of the officer making the attachment and had no last and
usual abode therein at the time when service should have been made;
that said defendant was then and ever since has been a roving person
with no permanent abiding place so that he could be come at to effect
service within the knowledge of the plaintiff; that plaintiff supposed
and believed that service had been made until this term began.
Plaintiff now moves for an order for a new service upon said defendant under said writ in this action, real estate attachment having b(len
made and returned on the same and recorded as .required by law.''
This motion was granted at the same term and the following order
of notice was accordingly made thereon, to wit: "And now it
app~aring to the court that the property of the said defendant has
been attached on the writ in said suit, and that no service of said
writ has been made upon said defendant, without fault of the plaintiff or his attorney in said suit.
It is ordered, that a new summons issue, and be served upon said
defendant, together with a copy of this order thereon, fourteen days,
at least, before the next term of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be
held at Rockland within and for said county of Knox on the first
Tuesday of January next that he may then and there appear and
answer to said suit if he shall see cause."
The officer's return on this order is aA follows: " By virtue of
the foregoing order of court, I have this day made service of the
within writ upon the within named defendant by leaving at the last
and usual place of abode a new summons in due form for his appearance at court at the time and place named in said order and with a
copy of said order indorsed thereon certified by the clerk of the
courts for said county of Knox."
No motion was made by the plaintiff for an order of service at the
return term of the writ.. The defendant is described in the writ as
a resident of Camden in the County of Knox and State of Maine.
At the January term of the court 1905, the defendant filed a
motion to dismiss the action on the ground that the service made by
the officer waR not in conformity to the order of court, but the pre-
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siding justice overruled the motion and held that the servwe as
returned by the officer was sufficient. To this ruling the defendant
excepted."
It is contended in behalf of the defendant that the situation disclosed by the record was one ·calling for .an order of notice to the
defendant, as a non-resident by virtue of section 21, chapter 83 R. S.;
that the terms of the order in question actually given, directing that
a "new summons issue and be served on the defendant," required
personal service on the defendant by giving him the summons in
hand, and that substituted service by leaving the summons at the
defendant's last and usual place of abode would not be sufficient.
It has been seen, however, that the defendant was described in the
writ as a resident of Camden in the State of Maine, and that the
reason given in the affidavit in September for the failure of seryice in
season for the return term in April was that the defendant had no
permanent abode that cou!<l be found by the officer "at the time
when service should have been made" for the April term. The
affidavit does not allege that the defendant had no abiding place in
this state at the time the motion was made for a new service at the
September term. It cannot be doubted that if the failure of service
for the April term had been seasonably discovered and a motion for
an order of service been mad.e at that term, the court would properly
have authorized the "new service" on the defendant as a resident
of the state, by virtue of sections 17 and 23 of chapter 83 of the
Revised Statutes. The former of these sections expressly provides for
the "service of writs on residents," and declares that "when goods
or estate are attached a separate summons shall be delivered to the
defendant, or left at his dwelling house or last and usual place of
abode .
which shall be sufficient service."
Inasmuch then as thi~ substituted service at the defendant's place
of abode is one of the methods specially provided for "serving writs
on residents," it cannot be doubted that if such an order had been
given at the April term service upon the defendant by leaving the
summons and copy at his last and usual place of abode would have
been a sufficient compliance with that order.
The legal situation was precisely the same after the failure of
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service was discovered in September. The writ was produced from
the files, showing that. an attachment of real estate was duly made
upon it and that the defendant is described as a resident of Camden.
Non constat, that since the time mentioned in the plaintiff's affidavit
when the officer was unable to find either the defendant or his place
of abode in season for service at the April term, the defendant may
have returned after a temporary absence and resumed or established
his permanent abode in Camden. A motion was accordingly made
for the "new service" authorized by section 23, above cited to be
made on the defendant as a resident of the state precisely the same
as it would have been at the . April term. It was the ordinary
request for an order for the service of a writ on a resident whose
property had been attached and no service made before entry. The
motion was granted and the terms of the order made in pursuance
of it were appropriate for a service on the defendant as a resident of
the state, and not appropriate for an order of notice to a non-resident
under 8ection .21 of chapter 84. It directs a'' new summons to iRsne
and be served on the defendant." A "summons" is properly ordered
to issne to a resident, and a "notice" ordered to be given to a nonresident.
The service being ordered OQ the defendant as a resident could
legally be made in either of the modes prescribed by section seventeen.
Under these circumstances an officer's return that he had made

service of the writ upon the defendant by leaving the summons and
copy of the order at his last and usual place of abode would have
been a full compliance with the order under our statutes.
Furthermore in Ency. of Pl. & Prac. volume 19, page 624, it is
said to be the "general rule that substituted service of process upon
a resident defendant is equivalent to personal service and warrants a
personal judgment against such defendant.'' So in Johnston v.
Robins, 3 Johns. Rep. 440, service was made by leaving a copy at
the defendant's dwelling house and on the defendant's motion to set
aside the default entered against him, the court said: "It was
decided in the case of Jackson v. Griffiths, 4th Term Rep. 4fi5, that
in every case of the service of a notice leaving it at the dwelling
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house of the party was to be considered as a personal service for
every purpose except to bring a party into contempt. "\\-1 e consider
the declaration as having been personally served on the defen<lant."
See also Dunkle v. Elston, 71 Ind. 585.
But as both the personal and substituted service of writs are regulated by the provisions of our statutes above <) noted, it is unnecessary
to pursue the inquiry in relation to the practice in other states or at
common law.
But it appears from the officer's return in the case at bar that he
made service of the writ upon the defendant "by leaving at the last
and usual place of abode a new summons," etc. The return fails to
state that he left the summons at the defendant's last and usual place
of abode. This was doubtless an inadvertent omission, but the copy
before the court has been found to be a true copy of the original
return of the writ.
This defect in the officer's return was not discovered by counsel
until the close of the arguments before this court and obviously was
not brought to the attention of the presiding judge in the court
below ; otherwise, if it had been shown that the omission was an
error, an amendment of the return in accordance with the fact would
have been allowed by the court if deemed to be in the furtherance
of justice. Hobart v. Bennett, 77 Maine, 401. As there is no evidence before this court in relation to it, the exceptions must be sustained on this ground alone, and the case remande<l to the court below
where the truth in regard to the service may be elicited and if necessary the officer be allowed to amend his return according to the fact.
If the return is amended to show that the summons and copy were in
fact left at the defendant's last and usual place of abode, the motion
to dismiss the action must be overruled. If the return is not
amended the motion to dismiss must be sustained unless further
service of the writ shall be ordered. See chapter 61, Laws of 1905.
Exceptions sustained.
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MAINE vs. PERCY C. GILES, Appellant.

Lincoln.

Opinion March 30, 1906.

Sea and Shore Pisheries. "Short Lobster Statute." Complaints for Violation
.Made by Private Persons. Right to .Make Complaint Not Limited to
Commissioner and His Deputies and Wardens. Statute 1885, c. 275.
Statute 1889, c. 292, § 6; 1897, c. 285, § 48; 1899, c. 81. R. S.,
C. 32, § 51; C. 41, §§ 17, 37, 40.

Express provision of the statute is not required to authorize unofficial
persons to make a complaint before a magistrate. It is a rule of the
common law of i~nmemorial origin that in the absen~e of statutory requirement to the contrary, all such complaints may be made by any person
who can legally be a witness and who has knowledge or information of
any violation of the criminal law.
In a certain class of cases in which the criminal and civil departments of
the law appear to be blended, the incentive arising from the grievance of
a private wrong, which in some degree actuates the complainant to demand
a public prosecution of the guilty party, is recognized as a potent factor
in the prompt and efficient administration of the law, and the absence of
such a motive is always found to be a serious obstacle in the enforcement
of sumptuary and kindred statutes.
Held: That the legislature never intended to confer upon the Commissioner
of the Sea and Shore Fisheries and his deputies or the fish wardens the
exclusive rights to make comphJ,ints before magistrates for violations of
the provisions of chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes or to oust the court of
its jurisdiction of such complaints when made and preferred by private
or unofficial persons.

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Complaint made by Charles E. Sherman, a private person, to C.
H. Fisher, a Lincoln County Trial Justice, against the defendant for
having in his possession fourteen cooked lobsters each _less than ten
aud one half inches in length measured in the manner prescribed by
statute.
On this complaint a warrant in due form of law was issued by the
said trial justice and the defendant was duly arrested thereon and
arraigned before C.R. Tupper, another Lincoln County Trial Justice,
for trial and who found the defendant guilty of the offense alleged in
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the complaint and warrant. The defendant then appealed to the
Supreme Judicial Court in said County, and was tried at the October
term, 1905, of said court. The jury found the defendant guilty of
having in his possession ten lobsters less then ten and one half inches
in length. After the verdict and before judgment, the defendant
filed a motion in ari·est of judgment. This motion was overruled by
the presiding Justice and thereupon the defendant excepted.
The defendant's motion in arrest of judgment omitting the formal
parts, is as follows :
"And now after trial and verdict of guilty and before judgment
the said Percy C. Giles comes and says, that judgment ought not to
be rendered against him, because he says that the said complaint and
the matters therein alleged in the manner and forIR in which they
are therein stated are not sufficient in law for any judgment to be
rendered therein and that said complaint is bad in the following
particulars.
"First. That Charles E. Sherman, the complainant, in behalf of
the state had no authority and was incompetent to make said complaint.
"Second. The said Charles H. Fisher, Esq., the Trial Justice
who received said complaint and issued the warrant thereon had no
authority to do so.
"Third. That C.R. Tupper, Esq., the Trial Justice before whom
said complaint and warrant were returned and of which he assumed
jurisdiction and before whom the said Percy C. Giles was arraigned
an<l tried, ha<l no jurisdiction or authority to hear and try and punish
said Percy C. Giles thereon."
The case appears in the opinion.
Weston }}J. Hilton, County Attorney, for the State.
Wm. Henry Hilton, for defendant.

,v

S1TnNG:
1s wELL,
SPEAR, JJ.

c.

J., EMERY,

,vHITEHousE,

SA v AGE,

\VHITEHOUSE, J. This is a complaint against the defendant for
having in his possession fourteen cooked lobstei·s each less than ten
and one half inches in length measured in the manner prescribed by
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statute. The complaint is signed by Charles E. Sherman, a private
citizen, and is based on section seYenteen of chapter 4 I of the Revised
Statutes.
After ,·erdict of guilty and before sentence,. the defendant filed a
motion in arrest of judgment on the ground that a private citizen has
no right or authority to institute a prosecution by-signing a complaint
for the violation of the Jaws relating to sea and shore fisheries; that
no magistrate has authority to issue a warrant on such a complaint ,
or authority to hear, try and convict upon such a process.
Inasmuch as the general supervision of sea and shore fisheries is
conferred upon the Commissioner, and the duty of enforcing all Jaws
relating thereto is expr~ssly enjoined upon the Commissioner and fish
wardens and all violations of such laws may be settled by the Commissioner upon such terms as he deems advisable, it is contended in
behalf of the defendant that only the Commii;;sioner and such officials
as are thus qualified by bond· and oath to aid him, are authorized to .
make complaint for the purpose of instituting prosecutions.
It is obvious that a construction involving such a distinct departure
from the general policy of the state respecting the enforcement of its
laws, should not be accepted as the correct one unless imperatively
required by the express terms of the statute or by its manifest implication when considered in the light of its history and its relations to
other similar statutes.
Prior to 1885 the h1terests of both the sea shore fisheries and of
inland fish and game had been entrusted to the supervision of the same
board consisting of two commissioners, but by chapter 27 5 of the
public laws of that year, provjsion was made for the appointment of a
third comn1issioner who 8hould "have general supervision of the sea
and shore fisheries and shell fish therein specified, the method of enforcing the laws relating to both classes of fisheries being left unchanged.
But section 6 of chapter 292 of the Laws of 1889 relating to lobster fisheries provided as follows: "All fines and penalties under
this act may be recovered by indictment or action of debt, brought by
any person, and together with all forfeitures, shall be paid into the
county treasury in the county where the offense is committed."
In 1897 the legislature codified the· laws relating to sea and shore
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fh,heries m1der chapter 285 of the public laws of that year, an<l by
section 48 of the same chapter provided for the enforcement of these
laws as follows:
"All fines and penalties under this act may be recovered by complaint, indictment or action of debt made or brought by any person
in the county where the offense is committed, and shall be paid into
the treasury of the county where the offense is committed, and by
such treasurer to the state treasurer, to be added and made a part of
the appropriation for sea and shore fo;heries;''
But in 1899 (chapter 81 of the public laws) the provision of the
act of 1897 respecting the recovery of fines was amended so as to
read as follows :
"All fines and penalties under this act may be recovered by complaint, indictment or action of debt, brought in the county where the
offense is committed. The action of debt shall be brought in the
name of the commissioner of sea and shore fisheries, and all offenses
· under, or violation of the provisions of this statute may be settled by
the commissioner of sea and shore fisheries upon such terms and conditions as he deems advisable." Under section 48 of the act of 1897
above quoted, the action of debt could be brought "by any person"
bu.t experience had shown that this was no longer necessary or desirable. It was therefore provided by this amendment that the action
of debt should be brought in the name of the commissioner. ·with
a distinct declaration to this effect respecting the action of debt, the
first sentence in section 48 of the act. of 1897 could consistently stand
only by striking out the words ''by any person."
This was
obviously found to be the most convenient method of effecting the
desired change. It was not necessary that these words should be
retained after a. separate provision was made for the action of debt.
Express provis~on of the statute was not required to authorize
unofficial persons to make a complaint before a magistrate. It is a
rule of the common law of immemorial origin that in the absence of
statutory requirement to the contrary, all such complaints may be
made by any person who can legally be a witness and who has
knowledge or information of any violation of the criminal law.
1 Bishop Cr. Proc. ~ection 896. The words "by any person" could
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· be dropped with impunity, without affecting the procedure by complaint or indictment.
Furthermore if it had been the intention of the legislature to pro-:vide by this last amendment that all prosecutions under that chapter
whether by complaint or indictment or action of debt should be instituted by the Commissioner or a fish warden, it is remarkable that it
should have made explicit provision for the action of debt alone and
made no allusion whatever to the complaint or indictment in that
connection. Expressio unius exclusio alterius.
This view is strengthened by a comparison of the provisions of
chapter 41 in question with those of chapter 32 relating to inland
fish and game. Section 52 of the latter chapter provides that "the
commissioner and every warden throughout the state and every sheriff
and constable in his respective county shall euforce the provisions of
this chapter"; and section 53 declares that "any officer authorized to
enforce the iuland fish and game laws may recover the penalties for the
violations thereof in an action on the case in his own name .
or by complaint or indictment in the name of the state." But these
provisions enjoining upon the several officers named in section 52 the
duty of enforcing the laws, and authorizing the officers named in
section 53 to recover the penalties as therein specified, have never been
construed to confer upon these officers the exclusive authority to
make complaints before magistrates. The right of the citizen who
has know ledge of the commission of an offense, to appear before a
magistrate and make a complaint against the guilty party, has never
been denied by reason of any of the provisions of chapter 32.
In like manner the sheriffs and their deputies, municipal officers
and constables are expressly commanded in chapter 29 of the Revised
Statutes, to be diligent and faithful in enforcing the numerous provisions of that chapter against the illegal keeping and illegal sale of
intoxicating liquors; but no citizen having knowledge of the violation of any of the provisions of that chapter has ever been denied
the privilege of making a complaint therefor before a magistrate, and
no court having jurisdiction of the matter has ever refused to entertain such a complaint because not made by one of the officials mentioned.
VOL. CI
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But there are special considerations suggested by two of the sections of chapter 41 which tend further to illustrate the improbability
that the legislature could have designed to restrict the method of
enforcing the provisions of the act in, the manner claimed by the
defendant.
Section 40 declares that "No pe~son shall set any net or seine
within five hundred feet of the mouth of any weir under a penalty
of fifty dollars;" and section 37 relating to the planting of oysters
provides that: "Whoever trespasses upon such enclosure or injures
such oyster beds, is liable in an action of trespass for all damages ;
and if he takes away any oysters therein without the consent of the
owner, he shall forfeit not less than twenty nor more than fifty
dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding three months."
In a certain class of cases in which the criminal and civil departments of the law appear to be blended, the incentive arising from the
grievance of a private wrong, which in some degree actuates the
complainant to demand a public prosecution of the guilty party, is
recognized as a potent factor in the prompt and -efficient administration of the law, and the absence of such a motive is always found to
be a serious obstacle in the enforcement of sumptuary and kindred
statutes. So with reference to the sections of chapter 41 last q noted
no valid reason is apparent why a private citizen whose fishing privilege or oyster bed is imperilled by the public wrong of his neighbor
should be deprived of the right to take prompt measures to prewnt
the injury by making a complaint therefor in his own name. He
should not be compelled to a wait the convenience of the Commissioner or his deputy for the commencement of a prosecution.
From this brief history and comparative analysis of the sections
quoted from chapter 41, the conclusion is irresistible that the legislature never intended by any of those enactments to confer upon the
Commissioner and his deputies or the fish wardens, the exclusive
right to make complaints before magistrates for violations of the
provisions of that chapter or to onst the court of its jurisdiction of
such complaints when thus made and preferred.
The entry must therefore be,
Judgment on the verdict. Eweptions overruled..
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STUBBS

vs.
FRANKLIN

&

MEGANTIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Franklin.

Opinion April 3, 1906.

Real Actions. What a Receipt Settles. Equitable Estoppel. Plaintiff Estopped.
No Recovery for Mesne Profits ·When Writ Contains no Claim for Sarne.
R> s. 1883, C. 61, § 16.
A receipt settles only such matters as are comprehended in it by the inten-

tion of the parties.
The plaintiff as treasurer of a railroad company executed a mortgage of the
road between certain termini to secure certain bonds. Within these bounds
was that portion of the road which had been located and graded across the
demanded premises with the knowledge and consent of the plaintiff. The
defendant corporation represents, and is the successor in title of, the purchaser of the bonds.
Held: that while no estoppel can arise unless he who alleges it wa8 induced
to and did in fact act, relying upon the conduct of the party whom he
seeks to estop, yet from the well known course of busine8s in the commercial world there arises a presumption of fact, sufficient in the absence of
any evidence to the contrary, that parties who purchase railroad bonds
rely upon the trust mortgage and the property contained in it as security.
The plaintiff did not merely remain silent. His assisting in the execution
of the mortgage from the railroad company was a positive affirmative act,
which would naturally lead the purchaser of the bonds to believe that he
did not have title to the property which the mortgage purported to convey.
Under these circumstances the fact that the public records disclosed the
true state of the title, that the railroad had no easement in the demanded
premises, will not prevent the estoppel of the plaintiff from denying such
an easement.
The mortgage was a representation made to those who might contemplate
purchasing the bonds, for the purpose of influencing their action, and
which naturally would have that effect. Plaintiff might have been ignorant
of the true state of the title, but such ignorance will not excuse a party
who by his own representation miideads, though innocently, a purchaser.
When one of two innocent parties must suffer, the loss falls upon him
whose acts occasion it.
In order to create an equitable estoppel, it is not necessary that there should
be intentional moral wrong. There may be such negligence as is the
equivalent of fraud.
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Held: that the plaintiff is estopped from denying that the defendant has
not the usual statutory easement in the location of its main track across
the demanded premises.
Where a writ in a real action contains no claim for mesne profits, none can
be recovered.

On report.
Judgment for plaintiff, subject to easement of defendant in a strip
one and one-half rods wide on each side of its main track across
demanded premises.
Real action to recover two parcels of land in the town of Strong,
Franklin County. The defendant seasonably disclaimed part of the
first parcel and afterwards by an amendment to its pleadings added
the following thereto by way of brief statement :
" 1. That the defendant had title at the date of said writ and for
a long time prior thereto to so much of said premises' as was used by
it in connection with the maintenance and operation of its rail way
and that the plaintiff is estopped by his own acts and conduct from
setting up or claiming any title to the same; said defendant having
so used and occupied so much of the land in item one in the writ as
is not disclaimed and of the land described in item two in the writ
a strip three rods wide, being one and one-half ro<ls on either side of
the middle line of its rail way track, across said land a distance of
1,068 feet.
_
"2. That the plaintiff has waived aJl claims to said land, so used
and occupied by the defendant, or any damages therefor, said railroad having been legally located over the same.
"3. That if the plaintiff at any time had any claim or any right of
action for any portion of said premises so used and occupied by it the
same was extinguished and relinquished on or about the eighth <lay
of May, 1903, at which time all claims between said plaintiff and
defendant were released and discharged by mutual consent for a
valid consideration."
The defendant is the successor in title of the Franklin & Megantic
Railroad Company, which was organized in 1883, and which constructed its road across the demanded premises and built upon the
first parcel a woodshed, roundhouse, repair shop, etc. No legal location of this road built by the Franklin & Megantic Railroad Com-
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pany was shown and neither did a legal taking of any of the first
. parcel of the demanded premises for a woodshed, etc., appear.
The plaintiff, an attorney at law, was a promoter and one of the
original associates of the Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company, a
stockholder and director from the beginning to the end, its counsel,
a member of the committee to secure rights of way, one of its managing directors, its general manager and ticket agent, clerk, treasurer
and local superintendent, which offices he continued to hold until the
organization of the defendant corporation in 1897. By the defendant's brief it was "admitted that the plaintiff had title to the property
in question before the construction of the road and there is no evidence of any payment to him of land damages for the taking."
The action was tried at the May term, 1905, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Franklin County, and after the evidence on both
sides had been taken out it was agreed to report the same to the Law
Court and that "upon so much thereof as is legally admissible the
court to render such judgment as the law and evidence require."
All the material facts are stated in the opinion.
Heath & Andrews, for plaintiff.
Cornish & Bassett and F. W. Butler, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J.,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

POWERS, J. This case, which comes to the Law Court upon report,
is a real action to recover two parcels of land in the town of Strong.
The defendant seasonably disclaimed part of the first parcel, and at a
later term, by an amendment to its pleadings, abandoned all claim to
the second parcel except a strip 1068 feet in length and three rods
wide, being one and one-half rods on each side of its railroad track
crossing said parcel. As to this strip and so much of the first parcel
as was not disclaimed, the defendant contended that they were used
by it in connection with the maintenance and operation of its rail way,
and that the plaintiff was estopped by his acts and conduct from setting up or claiming any title to the same.
It is admitted that the plaintiff's father died intestate, seized and
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possessed of the real estate in controversy, and the evidence shows
that by inheritance apd by deeds the plaintifi in 1879 obtained a good .
title to the property. The defendant is the successor in title of the
Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company, a corporation organized in
1883, which constructed its road across the demanded premises. and
built upon the first parcel a woodshed, roundhouse, repair shop, etc.,
in 1884. The case does not show a legal location of thie road,
under R. S. 1883, chapter 61, or a legal taking of any part of the
first parcel for side tracks, woodsheds, repair shops, etc., under section
16 of that chapter.
The first defense interposed by the defendant ·is that all plaintiff' o
claim or right of action for any portion of the premises used or occupied by it in connection with the maintenance or operation of its railway, has been for a valid consideration extinguished and relinquished.
It appears that on May 9, 1903, the plaintiff held certain interests
in the Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company, the Kingfield &
Dead River Railway Company, the Kingfield & Dead River
Railroad Company, and the defendant corporation, consisting of stock, notes, second mortgage bonds, contracts and collateral. On that day he entered into a mutual agreement with Lewis
& Maxcy the former holders of four-fifths of the first mortgage bonds
of the F. & M. R. R. Co., and who at that time owned four-fifths of
the stock of the defendant corporation, to convey to them for a val uable consideration all his said interests, and to give a receipt and discharge of all claims against the F. & M. R. R. Co., and the defendant. In June following this agreement was carried out. Lewis &
Maxcy paid the plaintiff $16,000, relieved him from liability on a
certain note held by one Mead, and received in return a transfer of
all his interests named in said agreement and a receipt discharging
'' the said companies of all claims."
Does the receipt debar the plaintiff from maintaining this suit?
We think not. Such a receipt settles only such matters as are comprehended in it by the intention of the parties. It is to be construed
in connection with the agreement which it was given to carry out.
That by its terms relates to the plaintifi't-; interests in the four railway corporations named. The opening clause reads: " With reference to my interests in the F. & M. R. R. Co., the F. & M. Ry. Co.
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the K. & D. R. R. R. Co. I make the fol.lowing offer." Then follows a list of stocks, bonds, notes and debts, concluding, "I will also
give a receipt and discharge of all claims." The natural inference
is, that the parties were dealing with personal property and with
claims payable in money whose enforcement could give the plaintiff
any interest in the road. Neither the agreement nor the receipt is
under seal. They do not purport to deal with nor convey real estate.
This settlement was made by experienced business men ,~ith the
assistance of able counsel on each side. Neither the language nor
form is such as we should expect to find them adopting, had they
understood that they were conveying title to land. Moreover, the
case shows that at the time the agreement was entered into and the
receipt given, Lewis & Maxcy did not know but that the railroad
had been legally located and the land legally taken. No difference
had arisen between them in regard to the subject matter of this suit,
a snit not to obtain damages for land taken, but to recover the land
itself. It is impossible to conclude that it was at that time the
intention of the parties, or in any way within their contemplation,
that the receipt should debar the plaintiff from asserting title to real
estate that he owned.
The defendant in its plea set up and relied upon an equitable
estoppel based upon the plaintiff's acts and conduct. The doctrine
of equitable estoppel has been so fully and frequently examined and
expounded by this court, and so recently in Rogers v. Sfreet Railway,
100 Maine, 86, that it is only necessary here to ascertain whether
the elements exist which justify and call for its application to the
facts of this case.
The plaintiff was a promoter and one of the original associates of
the Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company, a stockholder and
director from the beginning to the end, its counsel, a member of the
committee to secure rights of way, one of its managing directors, its
general manager and ticket agent, clerk, treasurer and local superintendent. All these offices he continued to hold until the organization of the defendant corporation by the holders of the first mortgage bonds in 1897, a period of nearly fourteen years. The case
shows that the construction of the railroad and the erection of the
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buildings upon his land was done with his knowledge and consent.
At a meeting of the stockholders on Sept. 6, 1884, upon the plaintiff's motion it was voted: "that the directors be authorized to
mortgage the railroad with all its appurtenances, with the franchise
of said company, and all real and personal property, now acquired
and used or that may be acquired and nsed in connection with said
railroad, to secure bonds to the amount of $50,000." The same
date the directors authorized the president of the road and the plaintiff as treasurer, to sign the trust mortgage and appointed him one of
the three trustees of the mortgage. Sept. 15, 1884, the trust mortgage from the Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company to the plaintiff and the other trustees was executed by the plaintiff as treasurer
of the corporation. It conveyed "the railroad of the Franklin &
Megantic Railroad Company from its junction with the Sandy River
Railroad Co. in Strong to i,ts terminus in Kingfield, and all its
appurtenances, with the franchise of said company, all its real estate
and all its personal property of every nature now acquired and used
or that may be acquired and used in connection with said railroad."
At that time the r~ilroad had been located and the grading done
across the plaintiff's farm and his homestead constituting the demanded
premises. Tlie evidence does not show whether the buildings were
erected on the first parcel of real estate before or after the mortgage
was given. This trust mortgage securing the first mortgage bonds
was foreclosed, and the defendant corporation, formed by the first
mortgage bondholders, entered into its possession of the railroad
August 16, 1897, and has continued to occupy and operate it ever
since.
The mortgage purported to convey the railroad of the Franklin
& Megantic Railroad Company from its junction with the Sandy .
River Railroad in Strong to its terminus in Kingfield, and included
within these bounds was that portion of the road which had been
located by the engineer of the company and graded across the
demanded premise$. It was made for the purpose of securing the
bonds of the road and thus inducing would be purchasers to invest
in them. It cannot be doubted that the security operated as an active
inducement to the investment. No estoppel can arise unless he who
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alleges it was induced to and did in fact act, relying npon the conduct of the party whom he seeks to estop. Tower v. Haslarn, 84
Maine, 86. From the well known course of business in the commercial world there is a presumption of fact· that parties who purchase railroad bonds rely upon the trust mortgage and the property
contained in it as security. In the absence of any evidence to the
contrary that presumption is sufficient.
Maxcy & Lewis, who purchased four-fifths of the bonds before
the organization of the defendant corporation, were ignorant of the
true state of the title. The remaining bouds were held by the plaintiff, and exchanged by· him for stock in the new corporation which
was sold to Maxcy & Lewis before bringing. this suit. If he did not
know the true state of the title, as the owner of_ the land, occupying
so many prominent positions in and sustaining such intimate relations with the old corporation, he ought to have known it. He had
better opportunities for ascertaining the truth than did the purchasers of the bonds to whose rights the defendant has succeeded.
It is true that an exa•mination of the records in the offices of the
railroad commissioners and the county commissioners might have
revealed the truth. The plaintiff however did not merely remain
silent. His assisting in the execution of the mortgage was a positive
affirmative act, which would naturally lead anyone to believe that he
did not have title to the security which the mortgage purported to
convey, and that, as to him at least, the railroad company had the
usual statutory easement in those portions of his real estate which it
was then occupying and using with all the visible indicia of ownership. Under these circumstances the fact that the public records
revealed the true state of the title will not prevent the estoppel
applying to him. The mortgage must be regarded as a represen'tation made to those, who might contemplate purchasing the bonds,
for the purpose of influencing their action, and which naturally
would have that effect. Ignorance of the true state of the title, will
not excuse a party who by his own representations misleads, though
innocently, a purchaser. Titus v. Morse, 40 Maine, 355. When
one of two innocent parties must suffer, the loss falls on him whose
own acts occasion it. Colby v. Norton, 19 Maine, 412.
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The doctrine of equitable estoppel should be applied with great care.
It is not necessary, however, that there should be intentional moral
wrong. There may be such negligence as is the equivalent of fraud .
.,_Wartin v. M. C. R. R. Co., 83 Maine, 100. In the case at bar the
money, obtained from the sale of bonds, was used in the further
construction and equipment of the road in which the plaintiff was
Jargely interested. The land used by the railroad was a part of or
in the immediate vicinity of his homestead, and almost daily within
his vision. He was chairmai1 of the committee to obtain rights of
way, in addition to all the other prominent positions which he held in
the old corporation, and was throughout most intimately connected
with its promotion and management. He made no claim, in contravention of the title which the mortgage purported to convey, for
more than nineteen years after its execution, and not until he had
parted with all his interests in the road.
The defendant's buildings upon the demanded premises were
removed after the bringing of this suit. The case fails to show what
land was occupied by such buildings or by the defendant's side tracks,
etc., or that any land was so used or occupied by it at the time the
plaintiff executed the mortgage.
Under all the circumstances it would be so inequitable and unjust
to permit the plaintiff now to deny, to the injury of the defendant,
that which ,by his conduct he asserted for the purpose of influencing,
and which did in fact influence, the action of those to whose rights
the defendant has succeeded, that he must be held to be estopped from
denying that the defendant has the usual statutory easement in
its location of its main track across the demanded premises, which in
this case appears to be a strip one and one-half rods wide on each side
of the centre line of its track.
The writ contains no claim for mesne profits, and therefore there
can be no recovery for them.
Judgment for the plaintijf; subject to the easement of
the defendant in a strip one and one-half rods wide
each side of its main track across the demanded
premises.
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et al.

vs.
WILLIAM

Kennebec.

H.

DOUGLASS

et als.

Opinion April 5, 1906.

Probate Courts. Jurisdiction. Petition for Adoption. What Such Petition Must
Allege. Colluteral Inquiry into Jurisdictional Facts. Decree of Adoption
Adjudged Void. R. S., c. 69, § § 32, 33.
Jurisdiction of a subject matter alone is not sufficient to establish the validity
of a decree of a Probate Court. If the preliminary requisites and the course
of proceedings prescribed by law are not complied with, jurisdiction does
not attach and the decree will be, not voidable merely, but void. A petition to that court is the foundation upon which to base its jurisdiction and
such petition must allege sufficient facts to show authority and power of
the court to make the decree prayed for. The record of its proceedings
must show its jurisdiction.
In the case at bar, it is true that the decree of adoption, according to the
printed forms prescribed therefor, contains the statement that" the written
consent required by law has been given thereto." Construed as a finding
of fact this is contrary to the truth imported by the entire record; and
the fact that a court of probate. in giving judgment, passed upon the
question of jurisdiction, does not preclude courts of common law from
inquiring in to the jurisdictional facts collaterally and declaring the j udgmen t of the Probate Court valid or void as they shall find these facts true
or false.
It is therefore held that the conditions precedent to the exercise of authority
to make such a decree were not fulfilled in the case at bar, and that the
proceedings of the Probate Court were irregular and the decree of adoption
unauthorized and void.
When both parents of a child are living, there can be no consent by guardian,
next of kin or next friend, to the adoption of such child unless both parents
have abandoned such child and ceased to provide for its support.

On report. Action to stand for trial.
Action on the case by the plaintiffs who are husband and wife to
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recover damages against the defendants, William H. Douglass,
Ida Douglass and Emerline Stafford, for enticing one Lettie M.
Taber, a minor of the age of fifteen years, to leave the plaintiffs'
home and service. The minor is uot the daughter of the plaintiffs
by birth but it is alleged that she was legally adopted by them by
virtue of a decree of the Probate Court, Kennebec County.
The defendant, Emerline Stafford, was defaulted, but the other two
defendants appeared and pleaded the general issue and denied that
the minor was ever legally adopted by the plaintiffs.
The action was heard at the October term, 1905, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Kennebec County, and at the conclusion of the evidence it was agreed that the same which was in the form of an agreed
statement, should be reported to the Law Court with the stipulation
that if upon the evidence '' this action can be maintained by these
plaintiffs ( or by either of them upon proper amendment of the writ)
then the action is to stand for trial against the two defending defendant:,; otherwise judgm~nt to be entered against the plaintiffs for the
two defending defendants."
The petition for adoption and the decree of adoption are as follows :
( Petition for Adoption.)
"To the Judge of Probate for the County of Kennebec;
"The undersigned, Geo. H. Taber of Gardiner, in said County, and
Minnie B. Taber, his wife, respectfully petition for leave to adopt
Lettie M. Farrar, a minor child of the age of one year, of Otis C.
Farrar and Lettie M. Farrar, his wife, said petitioners being of sufficient ability to bring up and educate said child properly, having reference to the degree and condition of said child's parents.
"The mother of said child has abandoned it and ceased to provide
for its support, and her present place of abode is unknown; and the
father of said child has given consent to the adoption herein prayed
for.
GEORGE
MINNIE

H.
B.

TABER.
TABER.

"The undersigned, parent of the child above named, hereby consents that said child may be adopted by the above named petitioners.
OTIS C. FARRAR."
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· (Decree of Adoption.) ·
STA'l'E
"KENNEBEC,

OF

MAINE.

ss.

PROBATE COURT.

" To George H. Taber of Gardiner in said County, and Minnie B.
Taber, wife of said George H. Taber:
" Whereas, you have petitioned this Court for leave to adopt Lettie
M. Farrar, a child of the age of one year, and for a change of her
name, and the written consent required by law has been given thereto;
now, therefore,
"Trusting in your ability to bring up and educate said child
properly, and being satisfied of the identity and relations of the parties,
and of the fitness an<l propriety of such adoption, I, H. S. Webster,
Judge of said Court, by virtue of the power and authority vested in
me, have decreed that from this day said child is your child, and
that her name is changed to Lettie M. Taber which she shall hereafter bear, and which shall be her legal name.
"You therefore assume the relations of parents, to said child, and
will hereafter cherish, support, educate and otherwise provide for her
as though you were her natural parents, and her natural parents are
divested of all legal rights -in respect to her, and she is free from
all legal obligations of obedience and maintenance in respect to them;
and she is, for the custody of the person and all rights of obedience
and maintenance and also of inheritance, to all intents, and purposes,
your child the same as if born to you in lawful wedlock.

"In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
seal of said Court to be affixed; at Augusta, this eleventh day of
November in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-nine.
H. S. WEBSTER,
Judge of Probate."
"H. OWEN, Register.

All the material facts are stated in the opinion.

George W. Reselton, for plaintiffs.
Heath & Andrews, for defendants William H. Douglass and Ida
Douglass.
W. C. Atkins, for defendant Emerline Stafford.
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SITTING: WJSWELL, C. J., EM:ERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.
WHITEHOUSE, J.. This is an action by the plaintiffs who are husband and wife to recover damages against the defendants for enticing
one Lettie M. Taber a minor of the age of fifteen years to leave the
plaintiffs' home and service. The minor is not the daughter of the
plaintiffs by birth, but it is claimed that she was legally adopted by
them by virtue of a decree of the Probate Court. Otis Farrer the
father of the minor, died about a year after the alleged adoption.
The mother is still living in Gardiner in this state. The defendant
Stafford was defaulted. The other defendants plead the general issue
and deny that the minor was ever legally adopted by the plaintiffs.
The case comes to the Law Court on report with the following stipulations, namely: If the court shall find that the minor was legally
adopted or that the question of the legality of the adoption is not
open to collateral inquiry, the action is to stand for trial against the
defendants William H. and Ida Douglass; but if the court shall find
that the child was not legally adopted, the case is to be sent back for
trial upon the plaintiffs' contention that Lettie M. Taber was their
servant at the time she is alleged to have been persuaded by the
defendants to leave the plaintiffs' household.
The provisions of our statutes relating to petitions for the adoption
of children are found in sections 32 and 33 of chapter 69 of the
Revised Statutes.
Sec. 32. "Any unmarried inhabitant of the state, or any husband
and wife jointly, may petition the judge of probate for their county,
for leave to adopt a child not theirs by birth, and for a change of his
name."
Sec. 33. "Before such petition is granted, written consent to such
adoption must be given by the child, if of the age of fourteen years
and by each of his living parents, if not hopelessly insane or intemperate; or, when a divorce has been decreed to either. parent, written
consent by the parent entitled to the custody of the child ; or such
consent by one parent, when, after such notice to the other parent as
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the judge deems proper and practicable, such other parent is considered by the judge unfit to have the custody of the child. If there
are no such parents, or if the parents have aban<loned the child and
ceased to provide for its support, consent may be given by the legal
guardian; if no such guardian, then by the next of kin in the state,
if no such kin, then by some person appointed by the judge to act
in the proceedings as the next friend of such child ; if an illegitimate child, and under the age of fourteen years, such consent may
be given by the mother of such child."
In their petition to the Probate Court for leave to adopt the child
in question, in this case the plaintiffs represent that she is the minor
child of Otis C. Farrar and Lettie M. Farrar, his wife and that the
mother of said child has abandoned it and ceased to provide for its
support; that her present place pf abode is unknown, and that the
father of said child has given consent to the adoption herein prayed
for. The father's written statement over his signature consenting to
the adoption is appended to the petition.
On the 11th day of November, 1899, a decree of adoption was
grant,ed on this petition without the service of any notiee upon the
mother either personal or constructive. The decree contains no findings of fact but retains the language of the printed blank that "the
consent required by law has been given thereto."
In determining the question. presented upon this state of facts it
is proper to be reminded that courts of probate are wholly creatures
of the legislature and are tribunals of special and limited jurisdiction only. It is true that when its proceedings have all been regular
with respect to any ma'tter within the authority conferred upon it by
law, the decrees of the Probate Court when not appealed from are
conclusive upon all persons, aud cannot be collaterally impeached.
It is equally well settled in this State that jurisdiction of the subject
matter alone is not sufficient to establish the validity of its decree.
If the preliminary requisites and the course of proceedings prescribed by law are not complied with,. jurisdiction does not attach
and the decree will be, not voidable merely, but void. The petition
to this court is the foundation upon which to base its jurisdiction and
it must allege sufficient facts to show the authority and power of the
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·court to make the decree prayed for. The record of its proceedings
must show its jurisdiction.
Iu Fair.field v. Gullifer, 49 Maine, 360, it was held that in orderto place a citizen tinder guardianship the records of the ProbateCourt must show by distinct allegation and not by implication or
inference merely, that he falls within one of the classes named in thestatute for whom the guardian· may be appointed.
In Snow in Equity v. Russell, 93 Maine, 362, it was held that a
decree of the j ndge of probate licensing the sale of real estate in
that case by an executor for the _purpose of paying debts and excusing the executor from giving bonds before making the sale, is void ;
that the sale under such license, no bond in fact having been given,.
is equally void; and that the validity of the decree and the sale may
be attacked collaterally though no appeal was taken from the decree.
In Coolidge v. Allen, 82 Maine, 23, the Probate Court appointed
a guardian for a person on the ground of insanity but without an
inquisition by the municipal officers of the town as required by
statute and without notice to the person for whom the guardian was
asked. It was held that the appointment was without authority and
void. See also Snow, Appellant, 96 Maine, 573; Tracy v. Roberts,.
88 Maine, 315 ; Fowle v. Coe, 63 Maine, 245; Thompson v. Hall,
77 Maine, 163.
All of the statutory provisions in sections 32 and 33 of chapter 69
above quoted, except the last clause relating to illegitimate children,
were in force at the time of the alleged adoption here in question.
It has been noticed that written consent to th~ adoption, given in one
of the several methods specified in section 33 is· expressly made a
statutory prerequisite to the exercise of the power conferred upon
the court to grant such a petition. It is a jurisdictional fact required
by statute and must be distinctly alleged in the petition as the basis
of the court's authority to act in the premises ; and after decree,
proof of the allegation must be shown by the records of the court.
_In this case it is alleged and proved that written consent to the adoption was given by the father of the child alone, ~!though the motherwas also living at the time; and whether this was a sufficient compliance with the statute can readily be determined by comparing the
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facts of this case with the conditions in each of the classes of cases
specified in the statute.
The plaintiffs' case manifestly falls outside of the first class therein
described, for the reason that the child was only a year old, and the
parents were not "hopelessly insane or intemperate."
It does not fall within the second class because there had been no
divorce.
The facts do not bring it within the third class, because it is
neither alleged nor proved that any notice actual or constructive was
ever given to the mother, or that she was "considered by the judge
unfit to have the custody of the child."
It does not belong to the fourth class, for the reason that when
both parents are living, there can b~ no consent by guardian, next of
kin or next friend, unless both parents have abandoned the child and
ceased to provide for its support.
It is thus manifest that the record fails to disclose such writfem
consent in the plaintiffs' case as is required by the conditions of either·
of the four classes specified in the statute. The plaintiffs' petition,
belongs to neither of these classes, but is sui generis. It iR a com-posite result which embraces some features of both the third and:
fourth classes, but fails to. comply with the essential conditions of
either. The allegation in the petition that "the mother of said childJ
has abandoned it and ceased to provide for its support" was obviously
suggested by the provisions for consent in the fourth class where
both parents have abandoned the child. It is clearly without force
or significance and entirely immaterial as applied to a case in the
third class, which the plaintiffs' case resembles more than any other.
It is not equivalent to an averment that the mother is considered by
the judge unfit to have the custody of the child. There is no allegation that the question of the mother's fitness was ever considered bythe judge, and there could be no adjudication of the question without.
giving to the mother such '' notice as the judge deemed proper and:
practicable." Holman v. Holman, 80 Maine, 139; Peacock v..
Peacock, 61 Maine, 211. There appears to have been no attempt to,
comply with these requirements of the statute.
VOL, CI
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It is true that the decree of adoption, . according to the printed
forms prescribed therefor, contains the statement that "the written
consent required by law has been given thereto." Construed as a
finding of fact this is contrary to the truth imported by the entire
record; "and the fact that a court of probate in giving judgment,
passed upon the question of jurisdiction, does not preclude courts of
common law from inquiring into the jurisdictional facts collaterally
and declaring the judgment of the Probate Court valid or void as they
shall find these facts true or false." Fowle v. Goe, 63 Maine, 245;
Jochumsen v. Bank, 3 Allen, 87.
The conditions precedent to the exercise of authority to make such
a decree were not fulfilled in this case; the proceedings of the Probate
Court were irregular and the decree of adoption unauthorized and
void.
According to the stipulation of the parties the case is sent back for
trial upon the averment in the plaintiffs' declaration that the minor
child in question was their servant at the time of the alleged wrongful act of the defendants' in enticing her away from their custody.
Gase to stand for trial.
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Negligence. Guy Wires. Lightning.
of Due Care. R. 8., c. 55, §§ 17, 23.

Evidence.

Exercise

The plaintiff recovered a verdict of $804 for the destruction of he~ barn and
its contents by fire alleged to have been caused by the negligence of the
defendant company in the construction and maintenance of its telephone
line past the plaintiff's premises on the west side of the highway in the
town of Avon. One of the defendant's poles upon which its line wires
were suspended, was erected within about five feet of the northeast corner
of the plaintiff's barn, and a guy wire consisting of a piece of ordinary
telephone wire was stretched from the pole to the corner of the barn.
There ,vas no lightning arrester, or other appliance connected with this
guy wire or with the telephone wires in that vicinity, to divert powerful
currents to the earth at the time of thunder storms. Immediately before
the fire, a thunder shower came up in the vicinity of the plaintiff's buildings and there was a discharge of lightning of extraordinary violence. A
board on the corner post of the northeast corner of the barn was newly
split from a point a little above where the guy wire was attached downward nearly to the sill. When first seen the fire was in this corner of the
barn directly beneath the point where the guy wire was connected with it,
and there was no indication that the barn was struck by lightning at any
other point. The plaintiff's theory in substance was that a fragment of
the lightning struck.the telephone wires near by and that an electric current was eventually conducted by means of the guy wire to the corner of
the barn which was thus ignited. The defendant's theory was that the
barn was destroyed by lightning which descended directly from the clouds
and communicated the fire without the intervention of any of its telephone wires. Expert evidence in support of both theories was offered and
admitted.
In view of the admitted limitations of human knowledge respecting the laws
of electricity and the immeasurable potential of a lightning discharge, the
opinions of electricians in regard to its possibilities in a given case cannot
be adopted with the same confidence as expert opinions based upon
knowledge of the more exact sciences; and in view of the .manifest effects
of the lightning upon the telephone poles and the corner board of the
barn in the case at bar, Held: that the evidence warranted the jury in
following the conclusion of those experts who believed that the destructive spark was conveyed to the corner of the barn by the telephone wires,
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in preference to those who testified that the barn was struck by a branch
of a J_ightning bolt discharged directly from the clouds.
If the plaintiff's theory is correct that it was not safe or suitable construction to connect .the guy wire with the barn without a lightning arrester or
circuit-breaker, then the evidence warranted a finding by the jury that
the defendant company did not exercise reasonable and ordinary care in
estabJishing its .1ine at the point in question.
If the defendant's theory is correct that it is utterly impracticable to divert
lightning currents from such a wire to the earth by means or any insulators or circuit-breakers hitherto devised, it cannot be said to be manifest
error on the part of the jury to find that such wire should not have been
attached to the barn at all, and that in making such a connection, the
defendant, if possessed of scientific knowledge to sustain its theory, did
not act with proper regurd for the rights of the plaintiff and the safety of
her property.
The defendant was not obliged by law to guarantee the safety of its system
under all possible conditions and circumstances, but it was required to
exercise that due and ordinary care which the present state of scientific
knowledge, as well as common observation of the nature of electricity and
the enormous power of lightning would suggest as reasonably necessary
for the protection of life and property along its line.

On motion and exceptions by defendant.

Overruled.

Action on the case to recover damages for the destruction of the
plaintiff's barn and its contents by fire alleged to have been caused
by the negligence of the defendant in the construction and maintenance of its telephone line past the plaintiff's premises on the west side
of the highway in the town of Avon.
Lightning during a thunder shower on the evening of August 22,
1903, was the primary cause of the fire. One of the telephone po)es
on which was suspended the wires of the defendant, stood about five
feet from the northeast corner of the plaintiff's baru and this pole was
guyed to the barn by means of a piece of ordinary telephone wire. ·
There was no lightning arrester, or other appliance connected with
this guy wire or with the telephone wires in the vicinity, to divert
powerful :currents to the earth at the time of thunder storms. The
plaintiff claimed that lightning struck the main line of the defendant's wire some distance away and by means of the guy wire was
conducted into her barn tl~ereby setting fire to the same, and also
that the defendant was negligent in the construction and maintenance
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of its telephone line. The defendant contended that th'e barn was
struck by lightning which descended directly from the clouds and
communicated the fire without the intervention or conduction of any
of the telephone wires, and that there _was no negligence in the construction and maintenance of its said line.
The action was tried at the September term, 1904, of the Supreme
• Judicial Court, Franklin County. Plea, the general issue. Verdict
for plaintiff for $804.68. The defendant then filed a general motion
to have the verdict set aside. The defendant also took exceptions to
the refusal of the presiding justice to give certain requested instructions, but these exceptions were not insisted upon at the Law Court.
All the material facts are stated in the opinion.

F. W. Butler and E. E. Richards, for plaintiff.
Foster & Foster and Joseph C. Holman, for defendant.
SITTING:

EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, POWERS, PEA BOD\' SPEAR, JJ.

WHITEHOUSE, J. The plaintiff recovered a verdict of $804 for
the destruction of her barn and its contents by fire alleged to have
Leen caused by the negligence of the defendant company in the construction and maintenance of its telephone line past the plaintiff's
premises on the west side of the highway in the town of Avon. The
case comes to this court on the defendant's motion to set the verdict
aside as against the weight of evidence.

The exceptions are not

insisted upon.
The defendant's line wires appear to have been suspended upon
poles in the ordinary manner, one of the poles being erected within
about five feet of the northeast corner of the plaintiff's barn. There
was a curve in the road at this point and to counteract the tendency
of the line wire to draw this puie from its vertical position, a guy
wire, consisting of a piece of ordinary telephone wire, was stretehfld
from the pole to the corner of the barn. One end of this guy wire
appears to have been wound around the pole at a point about two
feet below the telephone wires, and the other end attached to the
barn by means of a lag screw driven into the corner post a short distance below the eaves. There was no lightning arrester, or other
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appliance connected with this guy wire or with the telephone wires
in that vicinity, to divert powerful currents to the earth at the time
of thunder storms. Immediately before the fire on the morning of
August 22, 1903, a thunder shower came up in the vicinity of the
plaintiff's buildings. The rain fall was light, but it was followed by
a discharge of lightning of extraordinary violence, though but a single
flash of light was observed. About 650 feet north of the barn a
large elm tree was standing on the easterly side of the road with its
branches overhanging th~ travelled way and extending nearly to the
telephone wires on the westerly side. The lightning struck this tree
near the top and ran down almost the entire length of it splitting off
a large branch nearly to the ground and stripping off some of the
bark. One part of this electric discharge then appeared to cross the
street under the telephone wires ~hile another part ran along a wire
fence.
Of the eleven telephone pules in the line extending northerly
from the barn about 1800 feet, four, namely, numbers one, three,
four and ten, counting from north to south were evidently shattered
or slivered by the action of some part of this same electric discharge,
while the other seven poles did not appear to have been injured by
the lightning. Nor was there any distinct evidence of such injury to
the pole at the corner of the barn or to any pole south of the barn.
But the board on the corner post at the north east corner of the barn
was newly split from a point a little above the lag screw, to which
the guy wire was attached, downward nearly to the sill. When first
seen the fire was in this corner of the barn directly beneath the point
where the guy wire was connected with it, and there was no indication that the barn was struck by lightning at any other point.
Upon this state of facts it was the theory of the plaintiff that a
fragment of the lightning bolt which shattered the elm tree, struck
the telephone wires in close proximity to the overhanging branches;
that an electric current was conducted by these wires to the most
northerly pole that was found to. be slivered, and in the opposite
direction, past the most southerly pole that was splintered, to the
pole at the corner of the barn; and that a current then passed into
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the guy wire and thence by the wire to the corner of the barn which
was thus ignited.
On the other hand the defendant company claims that of the three
different general forms in which lightning may be discharged from
the clouds to the earth, namely, the nearly direct line, the zigzag or
angular course and the form of the inverted tree, the discharge in
this case assumed the form of the branches of an inverted tree ; that
some of these branches struck the elm tree and the four telephone
posts, independently of eac~ other ; that one of these fragments in
like manner struck the corner of the barn and thus directly caused
the fire; and that no electric current was conducted in either direction by the telephone wires and that none passed over the guy wire
to the barn.
The defendant's theory is that the plaintiff's barn was destroyed
by lightning which descended directly from the clouds and communicated the fire without the intervention or conduction of any of its
telephone wires ; and the company accordingly contends in the first
place that nothing in the construction or maintenance of its telephone
line past the plaintiff's premises can be deemed the proximate cause
of the plaintiff's loss.
In support of the plaintiff's theory, attention is called l)Ot only to
the manifestations of the lightning stroke actually observed at the
time in q nestion and the facts already stated in regard to the shattered poles of the telephone line and the riven board at the corner
of the barn where the guy wire was attached and the fire was first
seen; but also to the testimony of three electricians who gave evidence
as experts upon the questions involved. Mr. Mallett, for twelve
years an instructor in electrical science and a civil engineer does not
controvert the proposition that lightning may be discharged to the
earth in the form of the branches of an inverted tree, and is of
opinion that when the lightning struck the elm tree in this case
there might have been a secondary discharge which struck the telephone wires or poles and then followed the wires and pasi'.!ed to the
earth by the best conductor it could find; but in his judgment a
discharge in the form of the branches of a tree, or in any other
form, would not be so widely diffused as to strike objects more than
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two hundred feet distant from the principal charge. He also states
that it is in accordance with his actual observation iu a similar
instance cited by him, that lightning will follow telephone wires or a
wire fence, and shatter some of the poles or posts, and jump over
and leave untouched others in the same line.
Mr. Whitney, electrical engineer for twenty years, corroborates
these statements and refers to his own observation of poles in a
telephone line, shattered by lightning which left the wires, though
insulated in the usual manner, and ran down the poles below the
brackets on which the wires were strung. The substance of the
explanation given ~eemed to be that when a telephone pole was wet
it was a very good conductor, and in, case of lightning the quantity
-oi electricity which may be discharged upon the wires is so greatly
in excess of their carrying capacity that a part of it will leave the
wires, and follow the poles to the earth.
Mr. Berry who has been engaged in the electric light business for
seventeen years, a portion of the time as ins'pector of wires, and had
made a special study of electrical construction, also explains in answer
to interrogatories that in case of a very heavy discharge of lightning
upon three telephone wires, the proportional part of it which those
wires wou!d be able to carry off would be very small for the reason
that the potential of lightning, though never calculated, is supposed
to be "up in the millions of volts," that in such a case the tendency
of the electricity would be to split and go in both directions, and if it
was wet it would jump from one pole to the other, the poles acting
as lightning arresters: that it would jump from the wires or brackets
to the pole and thence pass to the ground; that it would be liable to
go down all of the poles, but if a pole was particularly dry and the
wires were further away, it might not jump down to the pole. He
further testified as follows: "Electricity goes by the best conductor,
and as long as that conductor is insulated properly the current will
be conveyed on that wire to its destination.
"When we
deal with lightning, that is something there is no rule for, and it will
go down a tree or any other object, and will diffuse over different
objects; but the amount that the tree will carry or the amount that
any wire will carry is hardly in our province to know .
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I have never known a discharge of lightning by different branches to
extend to any points more than 100 feet distant."
On the other hand two electric engineers for the defense give
testimony in support of theories directly contrary to those advanced
by the plaintiff's experts. Mr. Mather, manager of the Portland
Light and Power Company, who has been connected with the operation of electricity and of lightning wires and railroad wires for fifteen
years, in the first place explains the tendency of lightning apparently coming from a single bolt to divide into branches as it strikes
the earth, or objects on the earth, and states as the result of his
observation that in one instance six poles, all on the same line and
placed about 125 feet apart were struck by the same stroke of lightning. He testifies that if lightning struck the elm tree, it would
not leave the overhanging branches and pass to the telephone line on
the opposite side of the road, for the reason that it would naturally
take the path of least resistance along the branches to the trunk of
the tree and down the trunk to the earth. He failed to find any
evidence that lightning had passed down the pole to the guy wire at
the corner of the barn, and in his opinion the barn was struck by a
branch of the lightning discharge which struck the large tree and
the several poles mentioned, and was not ignited by a.ny current
which was conveyed by the telephone wires. The fresh crack in the
board at the corner _of the barn to which the guy wire was attached,
in the absence of any similar mark on the pole, in his judgment has
no necessary tendency to show that the electric current came in over
that wire.
Mr. Fickett, the city electrician of Portland, who had been
engaged for twelve years in work pertaining to electricity, corroborates Mr. Muther, and compares the spreading of a discharge of
lightning as it nears the earth to the bursting of a falling rocket that
has been projected into the air. In his experience lightning does not
ordinarily leave an insulated wire and pass down a pole on which
the wire is supported, and in his opinion the barn and the poles and
the elm tree were all struck by branches of the same bolt of
lightning.
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In view of the admitted limitations of human kn"t>wledge respecting the laws of electricity and the immeasurable potential of a
lightning discharge, the opinions of ,electricians in regard to its possibilities in a given case cannot be adopted with the same confidence
as expert opinions baFJed upon knowledge of the more exact sciences;
and in view of the manifest effects of the lightning upon the telephone poles and the corner board of the barn in this case, it is the
opinion of the court that the evidence warranted the jury in foJlowing the conclusions of those experts who believed that the destructive
spark was conveyed to the corner of the barn by the telephone wires,.
in preference to those who testify that the barn was struck by a
branch of a lightning bolt discharged directly from the clouds.
In Southern Bell Tel. Oo. vs. McTyer, 137 Ala. 601, 97 Am. St. Rep.
62, the Court saia: "These may be said to be familiar facts in physics
and therefore within the common knowledge of mankind and within
the judicial knowledge of Courts; that atmospheric electricity or.
lightning is frequently discharged from clouds and passes to the earth;
that metal wires strung in the air are good conductors of electricity,
much better than the air; that electricity so discharged in the vicinity
of such wires is liable and apt to pass into them and along them to
their ends and then through the best conductors at hand into the
earth. It may also be said to be common knowledge that when two
wires are strung near to each other within a foot or two on poles
through the air after the manner of telephone and telegraph wires,
there is a likelihood or liability that lightning in its descent from the
clouds will strike and follow both of them to their ends unless
. diverted by other more attractive conductors and must necessarily
then pass from them to the earth through the best conductor then in
its general pathway." Jackson v. Wis. Tel. Co., 88 Wis. 243. But
it is contended that even if the plaintiff's theory on this branch of the
case is correct, that fact is wholly insufficient to establish any liability
on the part of the defendant. It is still insisted that there was no
negligence or other fault on the part of the defendant which can
legally be deemed the proximate cause of the fire.
It is alleged in the plaintiffs declaration that the defendant "carelessly, negligently and defectively· constructed and maintained its said
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telephone line in this particular. A telephone pole was placed in
the ground within a few feet of the corner of the plaintiff's barn and
the pole with the main wire thereon fastened or stayed to said barn
by running a· common telephone wire from the top of said pole to
said barn without insulation or the insertion of lightning arresters or
anything whatever to prevent the passage of electricity and lightning
from said pole to said barn."
It is suggested in the plaintiff's argument, that the defendant
invaded the plaintiff's premises and attached the guy wire to her barn
without consent of her pre~ecessor in title, who was the owner at
that time, and without consent of the plaintiff since that time. (See
R. S., chapter 55, section 23.) It is therefore contended that the
defendant is liable for all damages resulting from such unauthorized
acts irrespective of the question of negligence. ( Derry v. Flitner,
118 Mass. 133.)
It is not in controversy, however, that when the line was originally
constructed past the plaintiff's premises by the Dirigo Telephone
Company, the defendant's predecessor, no pole was erected at the
corner of the barn, but the main wire was directly connected with
the barn by means of an insulated oaken bracket spiked to the corner
post, and that this was done by the express consent of Mr. White,
the owner of the premises at that time. But when the line was
re-constructed by the defendant company the pole was erected near
the barn, and the guy wire attached to the corner of it as heretofore
explained, and Mr. White, who still owned the property, says he told
the man who was working on the wire that he "thought it wasn't
right." It appears, however, that the connection of the wire with
the barn as made was acquiesced in by Mr. White, without further
question, for nearly four years thereafter, and it is not suggested that
any objection has ever been made by this plaintiff during the year of
her ownership before the fire.
It also appears that the defendant constructed its line past the
plaintiff's premises without first obtaining a written permit from the
selectmen of the town as required by section seventeen of chapter
fifty-five of the Revised Statutes. But this fact obviously did not
contribute as one of the real and proximate causes of the plaintiff's
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lo·ss. Cumberland Co. v. Tow Boat Co., 90 Maine, 95. It could
not have influenced any of the laws of electricity or meteorology
involved in the decision of the case.
In view of these considerations and the fact that in the declaration
the plaintiff claims to recover on the ground of negligence, and not
upon the assertion of an absolute liability of the defendant for the
consequences of a tortious act, the trial of the case proceeded upon
the former theory, and two questions were properly submitted to the
jury, first, the question already fully considered whether the fire was
caused by electricity passing along and over the telephone wireA and
the guy wire to the barn, and secondly, whether there was any
negligence in the manner of constructing and maintaining its line at
the poiut in question, and especially in connecting the guy wire to
the barn without the attachment of lightning arresters or other
appliances calculated to prevent a current of electricity of such
intensity as t.o cause fire, from entering the barn by means of such
wire.
It was incumbent upon the plaintiff then, to show in the second
place, that in connecting and maintaining a guy wire between the
telephone pole and the plaintiff's barn without lightning arresters or
circuit-breakers, the defendant company did not use that degree of
care, prudence and foresight demanded by the exigencies of the situation. The company was not obliged by law to guarantee the safety
of its system under all possible conditions and circumstances, but it
was required to exercise that due and ordinary care which the present state of scientific knowledge, as well as common observation of
the nature of electricity and the enormous power of lightning would
suggest as reasonably necessary for the protection of life and property along its line.
The plaintiff claims that there was a manifest failure of duty in
this respect on the part of the defendant, while the defendant as
strenuously insists that the construction was·in all respects suitable
and adequate, and that the loss was not occasioned by any fault of
the company.
Upon this question,· the testimony of the experts is as sharply conflicting as upon the first proposition. Mr. Whitney and Mr. Berry
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the two electricians who testify for the plaintiff upon this branch of
the case, give emphatic expression to the opinion that it is not a safe
or proper construction to connect a telephone line to a building by
means of a guy wire, as was done in this case; that such a method
is not to be approved at all, but if adopted, it would not be
reasonably safe or suitable construction unless provided wjth lightning arresters circuit-breakers or " strained insulators."
On the other hand Mather and Fickettt are equally positive in
their statements that the method followed by the defendant. is a safe
and proper construction and the one generally adopted thoroughout
the country for the low tension 'Yires required in telephone business;
that the insulators referred to by plaintiff's witnesses, or a lightning arrester attached to the guy wire, would be wholly ineffectual
and useless against the tremendous force of a lightning current.
Mather further states that he had found by experiment that it was
necessary to insert twelve of "these insulators" one after the other
in a long chain in order to insulate from each other two ends of a
wire that was charged with an electrical pressure of ten thousand
volts.
Some of the testimony, however, would seem to rest upon a misapprehension of the exact nature and purpose of a lightning arrester.
It is fairly to be inferred from all the evidence that it is a device
which might more appropriately be termed a lightning diverter, since
the office of it is not to arrest the lightning, but to divert it
from the wiring by offering a comparatively easy course to the earth.
In this alternative path a short air space is left between two plates introduced directly between the line and the earth. This air space is
an effectual insulator for the normal current over the telephone wire,
but the violent surges of a lightning current are said to leap over
the air gap and pass to ground.
It is not in controversy, it is true, that the electrical explosion in
question on the morning of August 22, 1903, was one of extraordinary t-hough not of unprecedented violence; and it was the obvious
duty of t&e defendant company to adopt methods of construction with
reasonable regard to the protection of life and property against the
ravages of lightning, and to anticipate, as far as practicable by the
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exercise of due care and prudence, not only the probable effects of
ordinary lightning discharges, but of such extraordinary thunder
storms as according to the common observation of men, are known to
occur not necessarily once every year, but once in several years and
at no regular intervals. Woodwwrd v. Aborn, 35 Maine, 271; Smith
v. Faxon, 156 Mass. 598.
Thus if the plaintiff's theory is correct that it was not safe or suitable construction to connect the guy wire with the barn without a
lightning arrester or circuit-breaker, the evidence warranted a finding
by the jury that the defendant company did not exercise reasonable
and ordinary care in establishing its_ line at the point in question.
Again if the defendant's theory is correct that it is utterly impracticable to divert lightning currents from such a wire to the earth by
means of any insuiators or circuit-breakers hitherto devised, it cannot be said to be manifest error on the part of the jury to find that
such a wire should not have been attached to the barn at all, and that
in making such a connection, the defendant, if possessed of scientific
knowledge to sustain its theory, did not act with proper regard for
the rights of the plaintiff and the safety of her property.
The conclusion accordingly is that the entry must be,
Motion and exceptions overruled.
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Active.

Passive.

Executor and Trustee.

Opinion AprW 14, 1906.

Termination.

Discretion of Trustee.

Review by Court.

In this bill in equity, the complainant, one of the beneficiaries of a trust
created by the will of her mother, seeks a decree of this court directing the
trustee to pay her out of the trust fund a certain sum of money, which she
had previously demanded of him, and thereafter to pay her such further
and other sums, and at such· times, as she, in her judgment, might deem
necessary for her comfortable support and maintenance.
The clause in the will whereby the trust was created is as follows : "Second.
I do hereby give, bequeath and devise unto John H. Blanchard, in trust,
all of my estate, real, personal and mixed, wherever found and however
situated. Said trust is for the benefit of my daughter, Elvira L. Kimball,
wife of Daniel Kimball. I do hereby request my said trustee to convert
into cash all my estate, and to invest the same where it will be secure, and
keep same invested.
. I do hereby direct my trustee to pay to
my daughter, said Elvira L. Kimball, such sums from time to time as she
may need for her comfortable support and maintenance so long as she lives.
I desire my trustee to take into consideration (in) making said payment,
that it is the duty and obligation of her husband to support and maintain
her, but if for any cause her husband does not provide suitable support
and maintenance for her, then I request my said trustee shall see that the
same is provided out of the funds in his hands as trustee. It is my desire
that all of said property if necessary shall be used for the benefit of my
daughter as herein set out."
By the next clause of the will the testatrix devised and bequeathed to the
children of the complainant whatever might remain of this trust fund at the
time of the death of their mother.
Held: That by the language of this will above quoted the testatrix vested in
the trustee the discretion of determining upon the amounts and the times
of the payments to be made to the complainant, and that the exercise of
that discretion by him is not subject to revision by this court, so long as
he has exercised that discretion in good faith according to bis best judgment and uninfluenced by improper motives, and that this discretion has
been properly exercised by the trustee.
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While courts will sometimes decree the termination of a passive trust before
the expiration of the time named, or one in which the purposes of the trust
have been accomplished, or where no good reason is shown why the trust
should continue, and where all the persons interested are sui juris and
desire that the trust be terminated, such termination will not be decreed
where these conditions do not exist. The decree sought in this case is in
practical effect the termination of the trust, which is an active trust, the
purposes of which have not been1 accomplished, and where there are others
than the complainant who are in terested in the trust fund ..
The appeal must therefore be sustained. The bill will be dismissed, but without costs. The defendant may charge the reasonable and necessary
expenses of this litigation in his account as trustee, to be passed upon by
the Probate Court. The case is remanded for a decree in accordance with
the opinion.

In equity. On appeal by defendant. Sustained.
Bill in equity brought by the plaintiff, one of the beneficiaries of·
a trust created by the last will and testament of Mary N. Lord, late
of Guilford, deceased, the mother of the plaintiff, against the defendant who is the trustee under said last will and testament, praying
that the trustee might be directed to pay to her the sum of three
hundred dollars which she had demanded of the trustee, and thereafter pay to her from time to time such other and further sums as
the plaintiff in her judgment might deem necessary for her comfortable support and maintenance.
The cause was heard on bill, answer and proofs at the September
term, 1904, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Piscataquis County.
After the hearing, the justice of the first instance "ordered adjudged
and decreed, that the plaintiff's bill be sustained without costs; and
that said defendant be directed to pay to said plaintiff from the estate
of Mary N. Lord, the sum of three hundred dollars within sixty days
from the date thereof, and that thereafter, he pay her such further
sums, from time to time, from said estate, as the plaintiff iu her j udgment may need for her comfortable support and maintenance."
From this decree, the defendant appealed to the Law Court as
provided by section 22 of chapter 79 of the Revised Statutes.
The case fully appears in the opinion.
J. S. Williams, for plaintiff.
Hudson & Hudson, for defendant.
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SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT,
SAVAGE, PEABODY, JJ.
WISWELL, C. J. This bill in equity, brought by one of the beneficiaries of a trust against the trustee, in which the complainant seeks
a decree of this court directing the trustee to pay her out of the
trust fund a certain sum of money, which she had demanded of the
trustee, and thereafter to pay her such further and other sums, "as
from time to time your petitioner in her judgment needs for her
comfortable support and maintenance," requires a construction of
the will by which the trust was created.
The testatrix, the mother of the complainant, died October 13,
1903. By her will, made July 9, 1900, and duly admitted to probate after her death, she made the following disposition of her
property : "Second. I do hereby give, bequeath and devise unto
John H. Blanchard, in trust, all of my estate, real, personal and
mixed, wherever found and however situated. Said trust is for the
benefit of my daughter, Elivra L. Kimball, wife of Daniel Kimball.
I do hereby request my said trustee to convert into cash all my
estate, and to invest the same where it will be secure and keep same
invested.
. I do hereby direct my trustee to pay to my
daughter, said Elvira L. Kimball, such sums from time to time as
she may need for her comfortable support and maintenance so long
as she lives. I desire my trustee to take into consideration (in)
making said payment that it is the duty and obligation of her husband to support and maintain her, but if for any cause her husband
does not provide suitable support and maintenance for her, then I
request my said trustee shall E"ee that the same is provided out of
the funds in his hands as trustee. It is my desire that all of said
property if necessary shall be used for the benefit of my daughter
as herein set out."
So much as is important here of the next clause of the will is as
follows: "Third. After the death of my daughter, said Elvira L.
Kimball, whatever may remain on the settlement of the account by
my said trustee, I give, bequeath and devise to the children of the
said Elvira L. Kimball in equal shares." This clause also contains
VOL. CI
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prov1s10ns in regard to the disposition of the property in case any
of her daughter's children "shall have deceased prior to the termination of said trust."
At the time that this will was made the complainant was about
forty-four years of age ; she had three children, two of whom were
of sufficient age to support themselves, and. the third, a boy, was
about four years of age, at that time. The daughter was then living
with her husband, but in September, 1901, a little more than a year
after the date of the will, and something more than two years before
the death of the testatrix, she was divorced from her husband. Th~
whole estate left by the testatrix, according to the inventory,
amounted to $1448.85, consisting of goods and chattels $86.25 and
rights and credits, $1362.60. The trustee accepted the trust created
by this will and entered upon the administration thereof. · Immediately after the death of the testatrix he advanced to the complainant a small sum of money for her immediate requirements,
later turned over to her the goods and chattels left by the testatrix,
advanced other small sums to her, and in April, 1904 commenced
paying her the sum of $12 per month, which advancements were continued until after the commencement of this litigation. At the time
of the hearing he had of the trust fund, in his possession, the sum of

$992.07.
Upon a hearing before a single justice a decree was made sustaining the bill, ordering the payment to her by the defendant of the
sum of $300 out of the estate in his hands, an amount which the
complainant had previously demanded of the trustee, and further
ordered that the trustee thereafter," pay her such further sums, from
time to time, from said estate, as the plaintiff in her judgment may
need for her comfortable support and maintenance." From this
decree an appeal was taken by the defendant. The decree was evidently based upon the theory that, under the proper construction of
the provisions above q noted in the will, the discretion of determining
as to the amounts that might be necessary for the comfortable support
and maintenance of the daughter was vested in her; that the duties
of the trustee were merely passive, and that he was only required to
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pay over to the complainant such portions of the estate as she, at
any time, might demand.
We do not think that this is in accordance with the evident intention of the testatrix in creating this trust. In our opinion many
expressions of the testatrix, contained in the will, and the provisions
of the will, show an entirely contrary intention. The trustee was
directed, " to convert into cash all my estate, and to invest the same
where it would be secure, and keep same invested." In making payments to the daughter for her comfortable support and maintenance
during her lifetime, the trustee was directed to take into consideration
the duty and obligation of the complainant's husband to support and
maintain her, but if for any reason the husband failed to do this,
'' then I request my said trustee shall see the same is provided out
of the funds in his hands as trustee." More than this a devise over
was made to the children of this daughter of whatever might remain
of the estate at the death of the daughter.
It seems to us evident that, for reasons satisfactory to the testatrix,
she did not desire to give her property outright to her daughter, even
for life, or to create a naked trust in her favor which could be terminated at the will of the daughter whenever she might prefer to have
the whole of the fund in her possession and control. That she did
desire, and carried this desire into effect, to create a trust fund which
would be helpful in affording some assistance to the daughter during
the remainder of her life, and that if it became necessary, for her.
reasonably comfortable support and maintenance, the whole of the
fund might be used for that purpose, but that the determination of
this question as to how much was necessary, and as to wl~en and how
large payments should be made, was left to the discretion of the
trustee, who, of course, would be required to take into consideration
the condition of the complainant from time to time, as well as the
small amount of the fund in his possession, to the end that this small
sum would not be immediately exhausted and dissipated, but should
be made to last as long as reasonably possible to carry out the purposes of the testatrix in creating the trust.
If this were not the intention of the testatrix we can conceive of no
reason why she should have used the expressions above referred to.
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By this will she made it the duty of the trustee, not the complainant,
to take into consideration, in making payments to the daughter, the
duty and obligation of a husband to support his wife. And she also
made it the duty of the trustee, not the complainant, in case the husband failed in this duty, to see that the daughter's support was provided for out of the trust fund. These expressi ons are entirely
inconsistent with an intention upon the part of the testatrix that the
beneficiary should have the right to exercise her judgment and discretion as to the amounts she should demand and receive out of the
trust fund, to such an extent even, that she might at any time require
the payment to her of whatever might remain of the fund, to be, perhaps, immediately used and exhausted.
Much reliance is placed by the counsel for the complainant upon
the case of Cole v. Littlefield, 35 Maine, 439. But the facts of that
case are so different from those of the case at bar that the case can
not be considered an authority for the construction of the will sought
by the complainant. In that case the will directed the trustee "to
pay over to his said wife said income from said estate as she requires,
her receipt being his voucher." In the absence of ~ore specific
direction by the testator upon this question as to whose discretion
should control, this language might well be given much weight. In
that case the court said upon this question: ''No authority is by
the will conferred upon the trustee to do it. No discretion is confided to him respecting the support of the widow, or the support and
education of the children. He is protected by the receipt of the
widow, as his voucher, for the amount to be paid her from the
income. He is directed to pay over to the widow 'the income from
said estate as she requires.' He could not be charged as trustee with
any breach of trust, should he wholly neglect to attend to the
expenditure of the income paid over to her for the purposes named."
But the will in this case contains no language from which an intention can be inferred to vest the complainant with this right of discretion. Upon the contrary as we have seen, the language 9f the testatrix and the direction given by her are absolutely inconsistent with
any intention other than that this discretion should be exercised by
the trustee. Again, in the case cited, the wife herself was made a
1
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trustee, she was to hold the income in trust, in part, for the support
and education of her children, and would be held accountable for any
mismanagement of this. trust, a fact somewhat relied upon in the case.
The case of Kilburn v. Hosmer, IO Cush. 146, is very much more
similar to the one at bar. There a testator devised to trustees the
sum of $1500 to hold for the life of the testator's daughter, to be
applied to her support and maintenance and the comfortable support,
education and maintenance of her family, and at her decease the
estate, or "whatever remains of it," was to be distributed among
her children. Among other directions as to the, management of the
trust, it was made the duty of the trustees to "study the comfort and
happiness of the testator's children," there being a similar provision
for the benefit of another daughter. The court held that the discretion as to the expenditure of the funds was vested, by the terms of
the will, in the trustees, and that it was for them to judge of the
amount necessary for the comfortable support of the cestuis que
trusts. The court relied, to some extent, upon the <lirection to the
trustees "to study the comfort and happiness of the testator's children." This language can certainly have no greater effect in disclosing an intention of the testator as to who should exercise the discretion of determining the amounts necessary for the support of the
beneficiary, than do the various expressions of the will in the case at
bar that we have referred to.
In Danahy v. Noonan, 176 Mass. 467, a testator made the following disposition of his estate: "All my property, real and personal, to my mother Mary O'Brien, for the education and support of
my daughter, Mary A. O'Brien. In a bill in equity brought by the
<laughter, then Mary A. Danahy, praying for a termination of the
trust, the court said: "The trust is an active trust, requiring the
exercise of discretion on the part of the trustee. Therefore, it is
not to be terminated at the will of the cestui q ue trust."
And this suggests another reason why the prayer of the bill should
not be granted. A decree in compliance with this prayer and in fact
the decree entered, to the effect that this trustee should pay to the
beneficiary the sum demanded, and hereafter whatever sums she, in
the exercise of her judgment, should demand, is to all practical pur-
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poses a determination of the trust. But an active trust is not to be
terminated at the will of the cestui q ue trust. While courts will
sometimes decree the termination of a passive trust, before the expiration of the time named, or one in which the purposes of the trust
have been accomplished, or where no good reason is shown why the
trust should continue, and where all the persons interested in it are
sui juris, and desire that the trust be terminated, as in 'Tilton v. Davidson, 98 Maine, 55, and Sears v. Choate, 146 Mass. 395, we are not
aware of any case where such a termination has been decreed where
these conditions do not exist. Danahy v. Noonan, supra; Claflin v.
Claflin 149 Mass. 19; Young v. Snow, 167 Mass. 287.
This is an active trust, requiring the performance by the trustee of
active and substantial duties in respect to the management of the
trust fund for the beneficiaries. The complainant is not the only
beneficiary, there are others who are interested in this trust property,
the children of the complainant, who take under the will whatever
may remain of the property at the death of their mother. The purposes of the trust have not been accomplished, and therefore for
this reason a decree should not be entered which would have the
effect of terminating the trust at the will of one of the beneficiaries.
The discretion to determine upon the amount of the payments to
be made to the complainant, having been vested by the testatrix in
the trustee, as we have Reen, the exercise of that discretion by him
is not subject to the revision of this court, so long as- the trustee has
exercised that discretion in good faith, according to bis best judgment and uninfluenced by improper motives. .Read v. Patterson,
44 N. J. Eq. 211; Congregational Society v. Triistees, 5 Cush. 454.
That this has been done by the trustee is averred in his answer, and
is shown by the evidence. The· complainant has some little property
of her own, a part of which she has been able to accumulate since
her mother's death. The payment to her of $12 per month out of
this fund, three or four times the amount of the income that can be
obtained from this small, and all the time diminishing, principal, will
soon exhaust the fund, probably long before she ceases to need assist~
ance.
The appeal must therefore be sustained. The bill will be dis-
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missed but without costs. The defendant may charge the reasonable
and necessary expenses of this litigation in his account as trustee, to
be passed upon by the Probate Court. The case is remanded for a
decree in accordance with this opinion.
So m·dered.

LOUISE F. CLARK, Admx., vs. WILLIAM C. HOLWAY.
Washington.

Opinion April 14, 1906.

Promissory Notes. Jiailure of Consideration. Same may be Shown Under General
Issue. Presiding Justice May Order Judgment for Defendant, When.
In this action of assumpsit upon a promissory note, the defendant filed a
brief statement under his plea of the general issue, in which he set out
facts, with reasonable certainty, ,,vhich, if true, showed an utter failure of
consideration for the note sued, but which concluded as follows, "So that
the defendant claims that there was due him from the plaintiff's intestate
at the time of the bringing of the plaintiff's action, and is st.ill due him,
the sum of $807.69 which the defendant presents in set off to the claims
of the plaintiff." The presiding Justice, by whom the case was heard without the intervention of a jury, ruled that the plaintiff could not recover
by reason of this failure of consideration, and ordered judgment for the
defendant.
Held: that it was not an error for the presiding Justice to order judgment
for the defendant upon the ground of a failure of consideration, when the
facts set up in the defendant's brief statement, and proved or admitted
showed that there was such a failure, whatever the defense may have been
called by counsel in the brief statement.
It was not necessary for the defendant to have filed any brief statement in
this case, since in an action of assumpsit, or of special assumpsit upon a
promissory note, the want or failure of consideration may be taken advantage of under the general issue. Failure of consideration is not a special
matter of defense nor a matter of confession and avoidance, which, before
our statute had to be specially pleaded, or, since the statute set up in a
brief statement of special matter of defense.

_ On exceptions by plaintiff.

Overruled.
Assumpsit on a promissory note given by the defendant to the firm
of Clark, Gardner & Pattangall, and reading as follows:
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"$400.00
Machias, Me., Aug. 19, 1899.
"Six months after date, I promise to pay to the order of Clark,
Gardner & Pat tan gall four hundred dollars at any Bank in Machias,
value received.
WM. C. HOU\TAY."
The facts relating to this note and the proceedings in connection
with the same, as shown by the bill of exceptions, are as follows :
"The note is one of three notes of similar tenor, of same date, and
for like amount, given by defendant to the payees in partial payment
of logs and lumber purchased by him of them, the aggregate amount
of the transaction being $6700.00. The three notes were, on the day
of their date, distributed among the individual partners, each taking
one of the notes as his individual property. The two notes transferred to Gardiner and Pattangall were paid at maturity, but Clark
held his until his death and this is the note now in suit.
"The actual quantity of the logs and lumber being undetermined
at the time of the sale, an estimate ·was made by the parties and payment made based on said estimate, the vendor firm giving defendant
a written guaranty that the quantity would hold out to the estimate
so made, and agreeing to repay him for any deficit that might be
found therein.
"The writ is dated Sept. 20, A. D. 1901, and the action was
entered at the ensuing October term of this court for Washington
County; at the January 1902 term, William M. Nash was appointed
auditor, and upon motion of plaintiff's counsel, defendant was ordered
to file his plea and specifications of defense by March 8, A. D. 1902.
At said term, defendant filed a stipulation that he would not claim to
recover of plaintiff under the aforesaid guaranty as set out in his
specifications, more than one-third of the amount of any deficit that
might be found in aforesaid estimate. The order of court was substantially complied with by defendant filing plea of the general issue
and specifications of defense on March 18, A. D. 1902. The case
was thence continued from term to term until October 1905 term,
when the auditor's report was filed. The auditor found that defendant was indebted to plaintiff for the full amount of the note and
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interest, the amount being $449.93, but found that the quantity of
the logs and lumber purchased of the firm by defendant fell short of
the estimate, the shortage amounting in value to $2039.40.
" At said October 1905 term, hearing was had by the presiding
Justice without the intervention of a jury, and the court ruled that
plaintiff could not recover because of failure of consideration of the
note in suit, and found for defendant on that ground. The question
of failure of consideration was not raised by the defense, or suggested
in any way in the trial of the case. To the ruling of the presiding
Justice, the plaintiff seasonably excepted.''
The brief statement filed by the defendant was as follows: "And
for brief statement defendant further says that the plaintiff's action is
based upon a promissory note given by the defendant to the plaintiff's
intestate, as part payment for certain personal property which the
plaintiff's intestate sold to the defendaut on August 18, 1899; that
said property consisted in part of certain lots of logs which were
estimated in said sale as follows: hemlock logs estimated in amount
at 7 5 M feet, valued at six dollars per M feet; spruce logs estimated
in amount at 227 M feet, valued at eight dollars per M feet; pine
logs estimated in amount at 200 M feet, valued at 7.50 per M feet,
making a total value of logs thus sold of $3766.00: That plaintiff's
intestate guaranteed that said estimates were correct, and by an
indenture entered into by him, ?n the said 18th day of August A. D.
1899, agreed to pay to the defendant an amount sufficient to satisfy
him for one-third of any deficiency that might exist if the logs thus
sold failed to equal in amount the aforesaid estimate: And the
defendant further says that instead of receiving from the plaintiff 7 5
M feet of lumber, he in fact received 36,349 feet of hemlock, and
that instead of receiving 227 M feet of spruce, he in fact received
74,146 feet of spruce, and that instead of receiving 200 M feet of
pine, he in fact received 68,220 feet of pine, all of which logs thus
received at the valuation fixed by the agreement aforesaid were of
the total value of $1342.91, leaving a deficiency to be accounted for
of $2423.09, for one-third of which the plaintiff's intestate became
liable so that the defendant claims that there was due him from the
plaintiff's intestate at the time of bringing of the plaintiff's action
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and is still due him, the sum of $807.69 which the defendant
presents in set off to the claims of the plaintiff."
C. B. & E. C. Donworth, for plaintiff.
William R. Pattangall, for defendant.
SrrnNG:
WISWELL,
POWERS, JJ.

C. J.,

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,.

C. J. This is an action upon a promissory note. The
defendant filed a plea of the general issue with a brief statement
wherein he set ont facts, with reasonable certainty, which, if true,
showed an utter failure of consideration for the note. The case had
been sent to an auditor who had found and reported the facts set up
by the defendant in his brief statement and as to which facts there
was no controversy.- The case was heard by the presiding justice,
without the intervention of a jury, who ruled that the plaintiff could
not recover because of this failure of consideration for the note sued
and found for the defendant on that ground. The plaintiff took
exceptions to this ruling because, "the question of failure of consideration was not raised by the defense, or suggested in any way in
the trial of the case." In support of the exception it is argued that
the brief statement does not set up a failure of consideration, but
another defense, since it concludes as follows, "so that the defendant
claims that there was due him from the plaintiff's intestate at the time
of the bringing of the plaintiff's action and is still due him, the sum
of $807 .69 which the defendant preseuts in set-off to the claims of
the plaintiff."
But it was not necessary in this case for the defendant to file a
brief statement, since in an action of assumpsit the want or failure
of the consitjeration for a contract may be taken advantage of under
the general issue. Failure of consideration is not a special matter
of defense, nor a matter of confession and avoidance, which, before
our statute had to be specially pleaded, or, since the statute, set up
in a brief statement of special matter of defense. The general
denial of the plea of non assumpsit in actions of assumpsit not only
denies the promise but as well the existence of a consideration for
WISWELL,
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the promise. That there was a consideration is a necessary allegaation of a plaintiff's declaration in an action of assumpsit, and the
burden of proving a consideration is upon the plaintiff, although
in actions upon promissory notes a plaintiff may rely upon the presumption of a consideration, until evidence to the contrary has been
introduced, when, upon the whole evidence, the burden of proof in
this respect is upon him.
This is in accordance with authorities as well as with reason. In
Chitty on Pleadings, 16th Am. Ed. 489, it is said : "In assumpsit,
before the pleading rules, Hil. T. 4 W. 4, almost every matter might
be given in evidence under the general issue non assumpsit, on the
ground, as was said, that as the action is founded on the contract,
and the injury is the non-performance q_f it, evidence which disaffirms
the continuing obligation of the contract at the tiJ?e when the action
was commenced, goes to the gist of the action." And again, on
page 4 93, it is said, "in modern times, and until the pleading rules
above referred to came into operation, the plea of non-assumpsit was
considered not only as putting in issue every allegation in the declaration, as well the promise as the inducement, consideration, and all
averments in fact, but also as enabling the defendant to give in evidence every description of defense which showed that the promise was
void or voidable, or that it had been performed." See also Dixie v.
Abbott, 7 Cush. 640.
By the pleading rules adopted at Hilary Term 4 Wm. 4, this practice was somewhat modified so that all matters in confession and
avoidance, including not only those by way of discharge, but those
which show the transaction to be void or voidable in point ~of law, on
the ground of fraud or otherwise, had to be specially pleaded.
Examples given under this rule were infancy, coverture, release, payment, performance, illegality of consideration and various other
defenses. But while illegality of consideration had to be specially
pleaded, these rules were silent as to pleading the want of consideration, except in the case of accommodation bills and notes. In speaking of this question, it is said by Chitty, page 509, that: "The
instance given in the above rules, that in an action on a warranty,
the plea of non-assumpsit will operate as a denial of the fact of a
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warranty upon the alleged consideration, seems to import that non
assumpsit puts in issue, even in a special contract, as well the consideration as the promise." That this was the construction of the
rule by the English court is shown by the case of Broom.field v.
Smith, 1 Mees. & W elsb. 542.
But even if it were otherwise, and if the defense of a failure of
consideration was one which formerly had to be specially pleaded, or,
under our statute, set up in a brief statement of special matter of
defense, we think that the defendant's brief statement in this case
was sufficient for that purpose. The great object of the statute
which provided for filing a brief statement of special matters of
defense where a special plea was before required, was to do away
with the technicalities and the strictness formerly required in special
pleas in bar. To be sure the facts relied upon and necessary for the
defense must be set out with certainty to a common intent, Washburn v. Mosely, 22 Maine, 160, by which is meant that the facts
which constitute the cause of action or the ground of defense, must
be so clearly and distinctly stated, "that they may be understood by
the party who is to answer them, by the jury who are to 'ascertain the
truth of the allegations, and by the court who are to give j udgment." The facts set up and relied upon in this brief statement were
stated with sufficient certainty to satisfy all of these requirements,
and the conclusion of the brief statement, wherein it was stated that
the sum due the defendant was presented in setoff to the claim of
the plaintiff does not, in our opinion, deprive the brief statement of
its value as a statement of facts relied upon in defense to the action.
It is evident we think that it was not the intention of the defendant
or his counsel to file this claim as a statutory setoff to the note sued,
since it was not filed within the time allowed by the statute for
filing claims in setoff, it was rather the intention of the pleader to set
out and to show that he relied upon these facts as a defense to the
plaintiff's cause of action. The statement of facts showed that the
defendant was not relying upon an independent claim or cause of
action as a setoff to the note in suit, but that he did rely upon the
facts connected with the transaction of the giving of the note as a
defense thereto, because on account of these facts the note itself was
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void. The brief statement was amply sufficient to give the plaintiff
notice of the nature of the defense, as well as of the facts relied upon
as constituting that defense, whatever the defense may have been
called .therein.
The plaintiff's objection that it was error for the presiding justice to order judgment for the defendant upon the ground of a
failure of consideration, when the facts set up and relied upon showed
that there was such a failure, because this defense, by that name,
was not set up by counsel for defendant, is not tenable. If the
facts stated and admitted, or found by the presiding justice, constituted
an entire failure of consideration, it was his duty to order judgment
for the defendant upon that ground, however the defense may have
been denominated by counsel in a brief statement or elsewhere.
Exceptions overruled.

CHARLES C. STUART, Petitioner,

vs.
CLYDE H. SMITH, Sheriff, et als.
Kennebec.

Opinion April 14, 1906.

Habeas Corpus. Prisoner Discharged. Exceptions Do Not Lie. Statute 1905,
c. 131, Statute 1905, c. 134,. R. S., c. 79, § 55; c. 101.
Exceptions do not lie to the discharge of a prisoner upon habeas corpus,
whether the person discharged had been previously restrained of his
liberty in civil or criminal proceedings.

On exceptions by defendan~. Dismissed.
Petition for writ of habeas corpus. The petition omitting formal
parts, is as follows :
"Respectfully represents Charles C. Stuart of St. Albans, in the
County of Somerset and State of Maine, that he is unlawfully deprived
of his personal liberty, and held in custody under restraint and
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imprisoned in our jail in Skowhegan in said County of Somerset, by
Clyde H. Smith, keeper of said jail.
"That on the ninth day of November, A. D. 1905, one H. H.
Patten of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, acting as attorney of
record for one Henry F. Andrews of said Bangor, owner of an execution against your petitioner, for the sum of three hundred and
four dollars and twenty cents debt or damage, and nine dollars and
seventy-nine cents costs of suit thereon, which said execution issued
from the Supreme Judicial Court within an<l for the County of
Penobscot on the seventeenth day of October, A. D. 1905, made
application in writing to George M. Chapman of Fairfield, a disclosure commissioner within and for said County of Somerset, praying
that he issue a subpama to your petitioner, commanding him to
appear before said commissioner at such time and place as he might
appoint, to make, on oath, a full and true disclosure of all his business and property affairs, in accordance with the provisions of chapter
114 of the Revised Statutes of Maine, and acts additional thereto
and amendatory thereof, a copy of which application is hereto annexed
and marked "Exhibit A."
"That said George M. Chapman thereupon, in his capacity as
disclosure commissioner aforesaid, issued a subprena to your petitioner, commanding him to appear before the said George M. Chapman on the fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1905, at the office of
said George M. Chapman in said Fairfield in the County of Somerset,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to make, on oath, a full and true disclosure of all his business and property affairs, in accordance with
the provisions of chapter 114 of the Revised Statutes of Maine, and
acts additional thereto and amendatory thereof, a copy of which said
subprena is hereto annexed and marked "Exhibit B."
"That your petitioner: believing the said George M. Chapman
had jurisdiction in the premises, and that he was by Ja:w bound to
obey the subprena aforesaid presented himself for examination before
the said Chapman at the time and place appointed, and submitted
himself for examination but failed to obtain the benefit of the oath
prescribed in said chapter 114 ; . whereupon said Chapman issued a
capias for his arrest, a copy of which is hereunto annexed and marked
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'' Exhibit C," upon which precept your petitioner was arrested on
the fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1905, by William W. Nye, a
deputy sheriff within and for said County of Somerset, who, thereupon, on said fifteenth day of November, committed your petitioner
to the county jail_ in Skowhegan in said County of Somerset, where
he was received and is now detained by Clyde H. Smith, keeper of
said jail, by virtue of said precept.
"That said capias so issued by said George M. Chapman is utterly
null and void, and issued by him without warrant or authority of
law, and entirely outside his jurisdiction, for the reason following,
to wit:
" 1. The said town of Fairfield, where your petitioner was summoned to appear as aforesaid, is not the shire town of said County
of Somerset.
" 2. Your petitioner is not a resident of said town of Fairfield,
and was not a resident thereof on the date of said petition.
"3. Neither the said Henry F. Andrews nor his said attorney,
H. H. Patten, is or was on the date of said petition a resident of said
town of Fairfield, or of the County of Somerset.
"4. Inasmuch as your petitioner could not be legally cited for
disclosure under the laws of this state on said execution and petition
to any place other than the town of his residence or the shire town of
said County of Somerset, the preten<led examination at the office of
said George M. Chapman in said Fairfield on the fifteenth day of
November aforesaid was without authority of law, and wholly null
and void.
"That said Clyde H. Smith, keeper of the jail aforesaid, refuses
to allow your petitioner his liberty and release him from imprisonment, but still claims to hold him in said jail by virtue of his arrest
on said capias.
" Wherefore your petitioner prays that a writ of habeas corpus be
issued out of this court, and that he may be taken before this Honorable Court forthwith, and hence discharged."
On this petition, a writ was duly issued and the petitioner came
before a Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court in vacation, and asked
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to be discharged for the reasons set forth in the petition. "Petitioner's right to be discharged depended on the construction of section
23, chapter 114 of the Revised Statutes of Maine and acts additional
thereto and amendatory thereof."
The Justice hearing the matter ruled that chapter 131 of the
Public Laws of 1905, was the law applicable to the case in question
and discharged the petitioner, to which ruling the defendants excepted.
The only queHtion considered by the Law Court was whether or
not exceptions lie to the discharge of a prisioner upon habeas corpus.
The case appears in the opinion.
Gould &'Lawrence, for plaintiff.
H. H. Patten, for defendants.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, JJ.
\VISWELL, C. J. The petitioner, having been committed to jail
upon a capias issued by a disclosure commissioner, applied to a justice
of this court, in vacation, for a writ of habeas corpus upon the ground
that the disclosure commissioner who issued the capias had no jurisdiction under the statute, as amended by Chapters 131 and 134 of
the Public Laws of 1905, which acts, approvea' upon the same day,
appear to be entirely inconsisfent with each other, and that consequently he was illegally deprived of his liberty. The writ was
ordered t.o issue, and upon its return and after a hearing, the justice
ordered the petitioner to be discharged from imprisonment. This
order being based upon the conclusion that "the disclosure commissioner had no jurisdiction in the premises under the statute as
amended. Whereupon the creditor alleged exceptions to this ruling.
But the correctness of this ruling cannot be here considered.
These exceptions are not properly before us, because of the well
settled principle in this, and in numerous other states of this Union,
that exceptions do not lie to the discharge of a prisoner upon habeas
corpus. This was early decided in Massachusetts in an opinion by
Chief Justice Shaw in Wyeth v. Richardson, 10 Gray, 240. The
statutes in relation to exceptions and habeas corpus proceedings of
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that state at that time being in substance and effect the same as are
our statutes in relation to these subject matters. That case was
followed by this court in Knowlton, Petitioner, v. Bake1·, 72 Maine,
202, wherein it was expressly decided that exceptions do not lie to the
discharge of a prisoner on habeas corpus. The report of that case
does not show whether the prisoner was held upon civil or criminal
proceedings, but this is immaterial since the reason of the rule is as
equally applicable to the one case as the other.
The purpose of this celebrated writ of habeas corpus, which has
been denominated "the great writ of liberty," is not only to secure
the right of pe1·sonal liberty to one who has been illegally deprived
thereof, but also to insure a speedy hearing and determination of
the questions involved and as to the right of the petitioner to be released
from imprisonment. To allow exceptions to the order for a discharge of the prisoner, by any judge who is given by statute the
power to order the issuance of the writ and to act thereon, would be
to seriously impair the efficiency of a process which has been relied upon
by English ,speaking people for many centuries as the bulwark of
their liberties, and would be inconsistent with the history and theory
of the writ. It is better that occasional errors by a judge having·
jurisdiction should go uncorrected than that the speedy release of a
person illegally deprived of his liberty should be prevented, or
delayed by, the length of time that must necessarily elapse in many '
cases before exceptions to an order for the discharge of the petitioner
could be presented, argued and determined by the proper tribunal.
Various provisions of our statutes in relation to habeas corpus
proceedings, R. S., chapter 101, show a legislative intention in accordance with the history and theory of the writ. " On return of the
writ, the court or justice, without delay, shall proceed to examine
the causes of imprisonment or restraint." "The court or justice,
may, in a summary way, examine the cause of imprisonment or
restraint ; hear evidence produced on either side, and if no legal
cause is shown for such imprisonment or restraint, the court or
justice shall discharge him." "No person, enlarged by habeas corpus, shall be again imprisoned or restrained for the same cause,"
with certain exceptions not applicable here.
VOL. Cl
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The prov1s1ons of R. S., c. 79, sec. 55, in relation to exceptions:
" When the court is held by one justice, a party aggrieved by any
of his opinions, directions or judgments, in any civil or criminal
proceedings, may, during the term, present written exceptions in a
summary manner," etc., are applicable to another class of cases and
not to proceedings of this nature, as decided in Wyeth v. Richm·dson, supra.
Exceptions dismissed.

PERXEDE LIBERTY vs. How ARD P. HAINES, Administrator.
York.

Opinion April 19, 1906.

Assigned Claims. Suit Thereon. Writ to be Endorsed by Assignee. Statute Mandatory. Evidence. Extrajudicial Admfasions. .Finding of Facts by Presiding Justice not Reviewable. R. 8., c. 84, § 144.

R. S., chapter 84, section 144, which provides that the name and place of residence of an assignee, if known, shall, at any time during the pendeucy of
the suit, be endorsed by the request of the defendant on a writ or process,
or further proceedings thereon shall be stayed, is mandatory.
Merely placing a letter upon the files of the court does not make it evidence.
To have that effect it must be fonnally offered and introduced.
While an extrajudicial admission may be withdrawn before it is acted upon,
it is still to be received as evidence of the fact admitted ; and its withdrawal goes only to its weight.
In the case at bar the only evidence of the admission of an assignment is
found in the statement of counsel to the court withdrawing the admission.
Considering that statement as a whole, the fact that an assignment had
been made is not the only inference that can be drawn from it; and the
finding of the presiding justice upon the issue of fact presented cannot be
reviewed.

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Assumpsit on an agreement alleged to have been made by the
defendant's intestate, Samuel Haines, late of Saco, with the plaintiff,
and brought at the September term, 1904, of the Supreme Judicial
Court, York County.
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On the 25th of January, 1905, while the action was pending,
the plaintiff's attorneys, Cleaves, Waterhouse & Emery, wrote the
defendant's attorneys, Symonds, Snow, Cook & Hutchinson, a letter
which letter the defendants' ·attorneys claimed and contended was in
substance a statement that the plaintiff's claim upon which this action
was brought, had been assigned by the pJ.aintiff. Thereupon at the
May term, 1905, of said court, the defendant filed a motion "that
the name and place of residence of such assignee be endorsed on the
writ in said action, or that further proceedings therein shall be stayed
under and in pursuance of the provisions of section 144 of chapter
84 of the Revised Statutes." After the hearing on this motion, the
presiding Justice overruled the same "and refused to direct either
that the name and place of residence of an assignee be endorsed on
the writ or process in said action, or that further proceedings thereon
be stayed," and thereupon the defendant excepted.
The case sufficiently appears in the opinion.

Cleaves, Waterhouse & .bmery and Ji'oster & Foster, for plaintiff.
Symonds, Snow, Cook & Hutchinson and Allen & Abbott, for
defendant.
SITTING: EMERY, STROUT, SAVAGE, POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.,
EMERY, J., concurring in the result only.
PowERS, J. The defendant filed a motion stating that he had
been informed by the plaintiff's counsel, that the demand sued had
been assigned by the plaintiff, or passed beyond her contro!, so that
she no longer had the disposition or the management thereof; and
asking that the name and place of residence of such assignee be
endorsed upon the writ or that further proceedings therein be stayed.
Upon hearing the motion was overruled and to this ruling the
def end.ant excepts.
R. S., chapter 84, section 144, is mandatory. "The name and place
of residence of an assignee, if known, shall, at any time during the
pend ency of the suit, be endorsed by req nest of the defendant on a
writ of process, commenced in the name of the assignor, or further
proceedings thereon shall be stayed." If the fact of the assignment
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was established, the defendant was of right entitled to have his motion
granted. It was not discretionary with the presiding justice. The
motion raised an issue of fact, and its denial involved a finding of fact,
that the defendant had failed fo prove the assignment. If there was
evidence both ways this finding is not reviewable upon exceptions.
Curtis v. Downes, 56 Maine, 24; Coolidge v. Srnith, 129 Mass. 556.
The effect_, however, of facts proved by uncontroverted evidence is a
question of law. Todd v. Whitney, 27 Maine, 480; Witham v.
Portland, 72 Maine, 539; so also when only one inference can be
drawn from the evidence.
The case does not show that the defendant offered any evidence in
support of his motion. The exceptions state that on the second day
of the term he filed with his motion a letter from the plaintiff's
attorneys, which it is claimed shows that such an assignment had been
made. In his motion the defendant states that he " has been informed
in substance by the counsel for the plaintiff that the plaintiff's claim
and demand therein against the defendant have been assigned by said
plaintiff or passed beyond her own control, so that she no longer has
the disposition or management thereof. The motion does J1ot state
whether the means of his information was an oral or written communication and there is in it no reference to the letter which was filed
with it. The letter is printed and made part of the exceptions. It
contains such statements of fact as would have been sufficient to charge
the defendant with notice of an assignment. These extrajudicial
admissions, contained in it, were made by the plaintiff's attorney in
the management of the litigation and for the purpose of influencing
the proceedings in the cause, and were therefore admissible in evidence
against the plaintiff. Wigmore Ev. section 1063. The letter was
not offered in evidence by the defendant. Merely placing it upon the
court files did not make it evidence. If the defendant relied u pm~ it,
to support his contention upon the question of assignment, it should
have been formally offered and introduced.
All the evidence of an assignment was the admission of plaintiff's
counsel at the hearing that he had written the letter, and in the same
breath explaining his reasons for so doing, stating that the letter was
written without the knowledge of his client, and emphatically denying
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that there ever had been any assignment. In brief, the only admission
of an assignment, and the only way in which the letter came before
the court, was in the statement of the plaintiff's counsel made at the
hearing on the motion. As a part of that statement and admission
the letter was before the court for consideration, but in determining
the effect and weight of this admission, the who!e statement, and not
merely the letter, must be considered. While an extra judicial admission may be withdrawn before it is acted upon, it is still to be received
as evidence of the fact, and its withdrawal only goes to its weight.
Wigmore Ev. section 1067. In this case the only evidence before
the court of the admission was found in th~ statement withdrawing
·it. Considering that statement as a whole, the fact that an assignment had been made is not the only inference to be drawn from it,
and the finding of the presiding j m;tice cannot here be reviewed.
Exceptions overruled.
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ANDREW FREDERICKSON

vs.
CENTRAL WHARF TOWBOAT COMPANY.

Sagadahoc.
Negligence.

Opinion June 26, 1 ~06.

Contribtttory Xegligence.

Asswnption of Risk.

Where the evidence cloes not show that the thing which caused the
injury to the plaintiff was under the management or exclusive control of
the defendant corporation, negligence is not to be presumed from the
accident itself.
2 The fact that a plaintiff is zealous in the performance of his duty does
not excuse him from taking precautions for his own safety.
3. The owners of a caisson contracted with a towboat company to tow it
from the Kennebec River to the Portsmouth Navy Yard, and provided it
with a chock at the bow with which to fasten and adjust a hawser for
towing, approved by the plaintiff who was an experienced rigger and seaman and who was directed by them to take charge of the tow, held, that
the owners of the tugs were not responsible for an injury caused by the
insufficiency of the appliance, or ithe management of that end of the
hawser.
4. The plaintiff by taking charge of the caisson while it was being towed
assumed the risks incident to his employment.
'
5. It was negligence for the plaintiff to stand unnecessarily within the bight
of the line attached to the tow.
6. It was not negligence for those in charge of the tugs to do what was
necessary to regulate the course of the tow in the channel, even if it subjected the appliance to which the hawser was attached to unusual strain;
and the captain had a right to exercise his judgment in adopting the
method of proceeding with one tug before the other, with the hawser
attached to the bow of the caisson.
1.

On motion and exceptions by defendant. Sustained.
Action on the case to recover damages for personal ll1Juries sustained by the plaintiff by reason of the alleged negligence of the
defendant company while towing a caisson from the Kennebec River
to the Portsmouth :N"avy Yard. The plaintiff had charge of the
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caisson and was on board of the same at the time of the injury complained of.
The action was tried at the April term, 1905, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Sagadahoc County. Plea, the general issue. Verdiet for plaintiff for $2165.41. Defendant then filed a general
motion for a new trial. The defendant also seasonably requested
that certain instructions be given to the jury but the presiding Justice
declined to give the same and thereupon the defendant excepted.
The case appears in the opinion.
Frank E. Southard, for plaintiff.
Benjamin Thompson, for defendant.
SITTING:

EMERY, STROUT, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.

PEABODY, J. The case is before the Law Court on exceptions
and motion by the defendant.
This is an action on the case to recover for pers5mal injuries sustained by the plaintiff while on board and in charge of a caisson
which the defendant's steam tugs were towing from the Kennebec
River to the Portsmouth Navy Yar_d. The plaintiff at the time of his
injury was in the employ of the Bath Iron Works, and was directed
by that company to take charge of the caisson while it was being
towed. It was an unwieldy structure about 100 feet long, 5,0 feet
deep and from 8 to, 18 feet wide, provided with ballast to keep it
upright while afloat and a temporary deck and temporary appliances
with which to fasten and adjust the hawser for towing, but no means
whereby it could be managed or steered. It had been constructed
and prepared for the voyage by the Bath Iron
orks and the chock
or wooden appliance at the bow through which the hawser ran was
fitted to it with the approval of the plaintiff, who was consulted by
his employers as an experienced rigger and sealuan.
The caisson was towed to the mouth of the Kennebec River by two
Bath tugs, but finding it unmanageable when they proceeded into the
rougher water beyond they put back and abandoned the attempt.
Under these circumstances the defendant company was engaged to tow
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the caisson, its duty being to furnish two tugs and a hawser and to
do the towing. The defendant had no knowledge of the strength of
the appliances on the tow for adjusting the hawser and had nothing
to do with the management of that end of the hawser. For this the
owners of the tow were responsible. Pederson v. John D. Sp1·eckles
Brns. Co., 81 Fed. R. 205.
After trying several methods of towing it was found that when
proceeding Ly the side of the caisson the tug was in danger of being
crm,hed, and with one tug ahead and the other attached to the after
end of the tow, for the purpose of steering it, the forward tug was
obliged either to pay out its hawser continually or back with the
danger of fouling its propeller, and- both these modes of towing had
to be abandoned. The only way to manage the tow without danger
of disabling the tugs was by proceeding one tug before the other with
the hawser attaehed at the bow of the caisson. Good progress could
be made in this way, but the tow could not be prevented frum veering, sometimes turning nearly at right angles with the tugs, and
from its character it thus subjected the hawser and the connecting
appliances to a great strain. In one of these instances the plaintiff
was endeavoring to protect the hawser by means of a board inserted
between it and the chock on which it was bearing and was standing
in the bight of the hawser formed by the veering of the craft from
its course. One of the tugs had cast off and the other was proceeding at half speed owing to their position in the Portsmouth River
which they had entered, and at a time when there was Jess strain
npon the chock than that to which it had frequently been subjected
when in the rough water outside, it gave way :md the plaintiff was
swept overboard by the hawser and sustained severe injuries.
The verdict was for the plaintiff for $ 2 l 6fi.4 l. In giving thi-,
verdict the jury must have found that the defendant company was
negligent either in subjecting the chock to the sudden strain or in
adopting the method above described for towing the caisson, but there
is nothing in the case to warrant either of these views. ,vhatever
was done by the tug immediately prior to the accident for the purpose of regulating the course of the tow, even if it subjected the
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chock to an unusual strain, was admitted by the plaintiff to have
been the only thing to do under the circumstances, it being necessary
to keep the caisson in the channel ; while in view of the clear explanation given by the captain, and which was not rebutted by any
other evidence, there can be no occasion to question his judgment, or
at least under the circumstances his undoubted right to exercise his
judgment, in adopting the method of towing above described.
It is clear that the accident is attributable to the unwieldy and
unusual character of the structure which was being towed, a circumstance for which the defendants are not responsible. The plaintiff,
in taking charge of this caisson, assumed the risks incident to his
employment. There is also reason for holding that he was guilty of
contributory negligence in standing unnecessarily within the bight of
the line, the danger of which .must have been apparent to him by his
experience and knowledge of the conditions. The fact that he was
zealous in the performance of his duty did not excuse him from taking precautions for his own safety which were obviously dictated by
prudence. In re Ramsay, 95 Fed. R. 299; Kelson v. Stearn Dredge
No 1, 134 Fed. R. 161; Nelson v. Smif01·d ~Mills, 89 Maine, 219.
There is no essential conflict of evidence. The instructions
requested were equivalent to a request that a verdict be directed for
the defendant, and for the reasons expressed they should have been
given to the jury.
Exceptions sustained .
.,_lfotion sustained.
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EUGENE

F.

HIBBARD

vs.
WILLIAM

NEWMAN AND MAINE CENTRAL
COMPANY,

Piscataquis.

RAILROAD

Trustee.

Opinion June 26, 1906.

Plea in Abatement.
Requisites. Demurrer.
1 rustee Process. 1 r11,stee an
Adverse Party. How Question of Jurisdiction-Must be Raised. Mixing Pleading with Di.sclosure. Same not Allowable. R. S., c. 88, §§ 5, 14.
A plea in abatement being a dilatory plea is required to be technically exact

so as to preclude all presumption or argument against the party pleading.
Trustee process is created by statute, and while it is regulated by statutory
requirements, yet its procedure must conform to the rules of civil pleading. The trustee in relation to the plaintiff is an adverse party in the
suit and is entitled to make his defense as the principal defendant may,
either upon issues of law or of fact. He may plead in abatement want of
jurisdiction, or by his disclosure he may in effect plead in bar to the maintenance of the action against him.
In a trustee process jurisdiction depends upon the residence of the trustee
at the time the action is brought, and the question of jurisdiction must be
raised by a plea in abatement, or by motion to abate when the essential
facts of the defect appear by inspection.
When an action is brought in a county in which it is alleged the trustee did
not reside at the time of service, a plea in abatement is bad on demurrer
if it fails to allege non-residence at the time the action was commenced.
In the case at bar, the plea made on the return day of the writ describes
with precision the defendant's legal residence at the date of the plea, but
does not allege his residence at the time when the action was brought
and does not negative the residence of the trustee in the county where
the action was brought. Held: that the demurrer to the plea must be
sustained.
Also in the case at bar the trustee sought to incorporate in his disclosure
matters in the nature of a plea in abatement affecting the jurisdiction of
the court. This is not admissible unless the defect is apparent fo the writ
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or return. If there is no jurisdiction the plaintiff ought not to be debarred
from maintaining the procees in another county, but if the discharge is
based upon the facts disclosed it should appear that the subject matter is
res adjudicata.

On exceptions by principal defendant. Overruled.
Assumpsit on account annexed to recover the sum of $16.80. The
action was commenced by a trustee writ issued by the Dover
Municipal Court, in Piscataquis County, dated Sept. 22, 1904. On
the return da_y of the writ the principal defendant filed a plea in
abatement to the writ, the material part of which said plea is stated
in the opinion. The plaintiff demurred to the plea and ·the demurrer
was sustained and the plea adjudged bad.
Also on the return day of the writ the trustee filed its disclosure
making general denial that it had in its hands and possession goods,
effects or credits of the principal defendant, and in answer to interrogatories made further disclosure in the nature of a plea in abatement
affecting the jurisdiction of the court, the material part of which said
disclosure appears in the opinion. To this disclosure the plaintiff
filed an answer in the nature of a demurrer, the material part of
which also appears in the opinion. At.the time of the service of the
writ upon the trustee there was due from it to the principal defendant $31.50 as wages. The judge of the Municipal Court ruled that
the trustee must raise the question of jurisdiction by plea in abafement,
and not by way of answer in its disclosure, and charged the trustee
for the amount disclosed less its costs.
To the aforesaid rulings sustaiuing the demurrer to the plea in
abatement, and that the trustee must raise the q nestion of jurisdiction
by plea in abatement and not by way of answer in its disclosure, the
principal defendant excepted, and in accordance with the provisions
of section 17 of chapter .507 of the Private and Special Laws of 1899,
these exceptions were duly entered in the Law Court for determination.
All the material facts appear in the opinion.
Hudson & Hudson, for plaintiff.
L. B. Waldron, for principal defendant.
N. & H. B. Cleaves & S. C. Perry, for trustee.
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C. J.,
SAVAGE, PEABODY, JJ.

SITTING:

WISWELL,

[lOL

.EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT,

PEABODY, J. This action was commenced Ly a trustee writ issued
by the Municipal Court of Dover in Piscataquis County, dated
September 22, 1904. On the return day, the 3rd Tuesday of
November, 1904, the principal defendant filed a plea in abatement to
the writ and declaration alleging therein that "at the time of the purchase and service of the said writ, and long before and ever since,
he, the said defendant, William Newman, resided in the town of
Dexter in Penobscot County, and not in Piscataquis County where
said writ is returnable. That said Maine Central Railroad Company alleged trustee in said writ is a domestic corporation created
and existing under the laws of Maine, has its established and usual
place of business in Cumberland County (and not in Foxcroft in
Piscataquis County as alleged) where it held its last annual meeting
and usually holds its meetings, and that at the time of the purchase
and service of said writ, and long before and ever since, there has
existed and still exists in Portland in said Cumberland County, a
Municipal Court for said Portland with a jurisdiction sufficient in
this case. Wherefore said plaintiff, if he had any good cause of
action ~gainst the said defendant and against the Maine Central Railroad Company as alleged trustee therein, ought to have commenced
the same before such Municipal Court of Portland and not before
this Dover Municipal Court." To this plea the defendant filed a
demurrer "because insufficient in law" which was sustained by the
court.
Also on the return day of the writ the trustee filed its disclosure
making general denial that it had in its hands and possession goods,
effects or credits of the said principal defendant, and on its examination in answer to interrogatories further disclosed that "The said
Maine Central Railroad Company is and was at the time of the
service of the writ in this case upon it a domestic corporation being
created and existing under the laws of said State of Maine, with its
business office at Portland in the County of Cumberland where its
meetings are held and where its last annual meeting was held, and
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that service was made upon its clerk at said Portland; and it denies
that this court has jurisdiction over it in this proceeding. At the
time of the service of the writ upon said alleged trustee there was
due to \\Tilliam Newman the sum of thirty-one dollars and fifty
cents ($31.50) as wages for his personal services in the employment
of said alleged trustee." To this disclosure the plaintiff filed an
answer in the nature of a demurrer that it is insufficient in law
because it is argumentative, leaving it for argument and inference
that it does not have a usual place of business at said Foxcroft
because it stated that at the time of the service of the writ it was
a domestic corporation being created and existing under the laws of
the State of Maine with its business office in Portland in the County
of Cumberland, etc., and does not state that such were facts at the
time of the purchase of the writ, and because it sets up by way of
disclosure lack of jurisdiction in said Piscataquis County instead of
setting up such defense by way of plea of abatement. The judge
ruled that the trustee should take advantage of jurisdiction by plea
in abatement and not by way of answer in its disclosure, and charged
the trustee for the amount disclosed less its costs.
The case comes before the Law Court on the exceptions of the principal defendant, the trustee not having filed exceptions. The questions raised by the exceptions are, first, whether the plea in abatement
is sufficient in law, second, whether the want of jurisdiction is available to the trustee by disclosure.
Pleas in abatement being dilatory pleas are required to be technically exact so as to preclude all presumption or argument against the
party pleading. Bellamy v. Oliver·, 65 Maine, 108; Getchell v. Boyd,
44 Maine, 4S2; Tweed v. Libbey, 37 Maine, 49; Adams v. Hodsdon,
33 Maine, 225; Burnham v. Howard, 31 Maine, 569; Biddeford
Savings Bank v. _._lj;Josher, 79 Maine, 242.
In the trustee process jurisdiction depends upon the residence of
the trustee at the time the action is brought. R. S., chapter 88, section 5. The question of jurisdiction in such proceedings, as in other
civil actions, is to be raised by pleas in abatement. When an action
was brought in a county in which it was alleged the trustee did not
reside at the time of service, a plea in abatement was held bad on
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demurrer because it failed to allege non-residence at the time the
action was commenced. Bidd~ford Savings Bank v. Mosher, supra.
The plea in this case made on the return day of the writ states
the residence of the trustee in the language quoted in its second
paragraph. This describes with precision the defendant's legal residence in the present tense, and tbus its application is to the instrument in which it is made; and it neither directly nor by neceAsary
inference relates to the time when the action was brought. It does
not negative the residence of the trustee in Piscataquis County as
alleged in the writ. The demurrer to the plea in abatement should
be sustained.
The trustee process is created by statute. Hanson v. Butler, 48
Maine, 81 ; Jarvis v. Mitchell & trustee, 99 Mass. 530. While it is
regulated by statutory requirements its procedure must conform
to the rules of civil pleading. The trustee in relation to the
plaintiff is an adverse party in the suit and is entitled to make
his defense, as the principal defendant may, either upon issues of law
or of fact; Boynton v. Fly, 12 Maine, 17; Denn,ison v. Benner, 36
Maine, 227. He may plead in abatement want of jurisdiction ;
Greenwood v. Fales, 6 Maine, 405; Scudder et al. v. Davis & trustee,
33 Maine, 575; Mansur v. Coffen, 54 Maine, 314; Thayer v. Ray
& trustees, 34 Mass. 166; Hooper v. Jellison & trustees, 39 Mass.
250 ; Lewis v. Denney & trustees, 58 Mase. 588. Or in effect -by
his disclosure he may plead in bar to the maintemtnce of the action
against him. There is nothing in the nature of the process which
authorizes a departure from technical pleading if the trustee raises
for himself an issue of law. The disclosure is the statutory answer
which presents the issues of fact upon which the liability of the
trustee depends in reference to the business relations with the principal defendant; R. S., chapter 88, section 14; and upon them the
court can properly decide only whether the alleged trustee had goods,
effects or credits of the principal in his possession of such nature and
under such conditions as made them available to the plaintiff.
In this case the trustee seeks to incorporate in his disclosure matters in the nature of a plea in abatement affecting the jurisdiction of
the court. This is not admissible unless perhaps where the defect is
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apparent in the writ or return. The record in such a case would not
show whether a discharge of the trustee was granted because the
court had no jurisdiction, or because the trustee had in his possession
no property of the principal defendant subject to the trustee process.
If there is no jurisdiction the plaintiff ought not to be debarred from
maintaining the process in another county, but if the discharge is
based upon the facts disc]osed it should appear that the subject matter is res adjudicata. Our conclusion is that the trustee can only
raise the question of jurisdiction by plea in abatement, or by motion
to abate when the essential facts of the defect appear by inspection.
But even if admissible as part of the disclosure the matters alleged
in the nature of a plea in abatement are insufficient, because they do
not show where the trustee had its established place of business at
the date of the writ.
Except-ions overruled.
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ANDERSON V. PARKER.

In Equity.
LEWIS ANDERSON

et als. vs. R.

Somerset.

FRANCIS PARKER

et als.

Opinion July 7, 1906.

Skowhegan and Bloomfield. Phrase "As Now Constituted" in P. & L. Laws, 1861,
c. 24, Construed. Town Meetings. Same and Votes Passed, held Legal.
Private and Special Laws, 1861, c. 24.

The present town of Skowhegan was incorporated in 1861, by the Private
and Special Laws of 1861, chap. 24, by the union of the old towns of Skowhegan and Bloomfield, the former comprising what is now the north side
of the river, the latter the south side, including an island.
The Act of 1861 provided that "whenever the new town of Skowhegan shall
vote to build a town house, it shall be located on Skowhegan Island unless
a majority of each town, as now constituted, shall otherwise decide."
Held: that the phrase "as now constituted" was intended to apply not to
the inhabitants, but to the geographical limits of the two old towns.
In 1866, five years after the passage of said Act, the two old towns in town
meeting legally called, acting separately in accordance with said Act, voted
as follows: "Voted by those that constituted the town of Bloomfield at
the time the town was united with the to,vn of Skowhegan, that we consent to have a Town Hall in a place other than on Skowhegan Island."
"Voted by those constituting the town of Skowhegan at the time it was
united to Bloomfield that we· consent to have a Town Hall in a place other
than on Skowhegan Island."
Held: that under the warrant calling the town meeting of 1866 and the
aforesaid votes in pursuance thereof, the town meeting of 1866 and the
votes taken in pursuance of the warrants issued therefor were legal, that
the statute of 1861 under which they acted, then became a dead letter,
and that the old towns are forever barred from having any voice as separate towns, upon the location of any future Town House to be erected in
the town of Skowhegan, that the town. of Skowhegan, as constituted in
August, 1905, when their special town meeting was held, had then and
has now full authority to act in the matter of locating and erecting a Town
House or Town Hall under any special or general statute then or now
existing, ,vith entire independence of chapter 24 of the Private and Special
Laws of 1861.

In equity.

On report.

Bill dismissed.
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Bill m equity brought by ten taxable inhabitants of the town of
Skowhegan, Somerset County, resident within the geographical limits
of the old town of Bloomfield - now a part of the town of Skowhegan
- under the provisions of paragraph XI of section 6 of chapter 79
of the Revised Statutes, against the municipal officers and inhabitants
of the town of Skowhegan to test the legality of a vote passed by the
town of Skowhegan at its annual March meeting, 1906, authorizing
the purchase by the selectmen of a lot owned by Richard W. Brown
of said Skowhegan, on the north side of the Kennebec River in said
Skowhegan, for the purpose of erecting a municipal building at some
future time, and to restrain the selectmen from carrying into effect a
contract with said Brown made in accordance with said vote for the
purchase of said lot.
This cause was heard at the March term, 1906, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Somerset County, After the evidence had been taken
out, it was agreed to report the case to the Law Court for decision on
an agreed statement of facts.
All the material facts fully appear in the opinion.
Goulcl & Lawi·ence, for plaintiffs.
Butler & Butler ancl Forrest Gooclwin, for defendants.

SITTING: vVIswELL,
SPEAR, JJ.

c.

J., STRouT, SAVAGE, PowERs, PEABonY,

SPEAR, J. This case comes up on the following agreed statement
of facts.
Bill in equity to test the legality of a vote passed by the town of
Skowhegan at the annual March meeting of 1906, authorizing the
purchase by the selectmen of a lot owned by Richard W. Brown of
said Skowhegan, on the north side of the Kennebec River in said
Skowhegan, for the purpose of erecting ~ municipal building at some
future time, and to restrain the selectmen from carrying into effect a
contract with said Brown made in accordance with said vote for the
purchase of said lot.
Bill, amendment, and answer to be made a part of the case.
VOL. CI

27
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The present town of Skowhegan was incorporated in 1861, by the
Private and Special Laws of 1861, ch. 24, by the union of the old
towns of Skowhegan and Bloomfield, the former comprising what is
now the north side of the river, and the latter the south side, including the island. The act of incorporation was accepted in compliance
with its provisions by both the old towns of Skowhegan and Bloomfield, at their respective annual town meetings in 1861.
· The old town of Skowhegan, at the time of the act of union owned
a town house on Water Street in said town. The town of Bloomfield
owned no town house. The old Skowhegan town house sufficed for
the purposes of the new town until 1866, and it is agreed that no
town house has since been built uor any vote passed looking to the
construction of one, until the present controversy arose, except as
may be inferred from the following facts:

In 1866 Skowhegan Hall Association, a local private corporation
was contemplating the erection of a block, to contaiu stores, offices
and a public hall.
The warrant calling the annual meeting of the voters of the town
of Skowhegan that year contained the following articles:
1st. To choose a moderator to govern said meeting.
2nd. To see if the town will vote to exempt from taxes the
buildings proposed to be erected by the Skowhegan Hall Association and also to convey to said corporation the present Town Hall
and lot in consideration of having a Town Hall in said building and
pass all votes necessary resp~cting the same.
3d. To see if the towns of Skowhegan and Bloomfield, as constituted before the act uniting them was passed, will vote to have
their Town House in said hall and pass all votes necessary respecting the same."
The warrant directed the constable to warn the inhabitants of the
town of Skowhegan, (this of course was the new town) and was
properly posted and returned.
" Under these articles the following votes were passed.
1st.
clerk.

Choose A. W. ,Viles moderator who was duly sworn by
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2nd. Voted that the town convey the present Town· Hall building and lot to the Skowhegan Hall Association, and also exempt the
building propose<l to be erected by said corporation from taxes in
consideration that said corporation shall grant to the town a perpetual lease of the hall proposed in said building for all town
purposes and also a room suitable for a town office free of rent,
except as above provided and shall sufficiently guarantee that s:!id
hall shall be conveniently fitted up and kept in good repair while
the building shall stand.
Voted that the selectmen be a committee to contract with said
corporation in order to carry out the purposes of the foregoing vote
with power to convey and contract for exemption from taxes as
above named and do all other things necessary and proper to accomplish the said purpose.
3d. Voted by those that constituted the town of Bloomfield at
the time the Town was united with the town of Skowhegan, that we
consent to have a Town Hall in a place other than on Skowhegan
Island.
Voted by those constituting the town of Skowhegan at the time it
was united with Bloomfield that we consent to have a Town Hall in
a place other than on Skowhegan Island."
So much of the act of 1861 as applies to the present case is found
in the following quotation. "Whenever the new town of Skowhegan
shall vote to build a Town House, it shall be located on Skowhegan
Island, unless a majority of each town as now constituted, shall otherwise decide."
The phrase, "as now constituted" was intended to apply, not to
the inhabitants, but to the geographical limits of the two old towns.
That is, if new territory had been added before u vote upon this q uestion was taken, the voters living thereon could have had no voice in
deciding it. This act, however, required that a majority vote of those
living upon the territory of each of the old towns should, ill some
way, be ascertained before the location of the town house therein
alluded to, could be moved. But the act of 1861 failed to prescribe
any method of warning the inhabitants, dwelling upon the territory of
these two old towns, respectively, for separate town meetings, in which
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the contemplated votes might be taken. Nor do the Revised Statutes,
generally, provide for the calling of any such meeting. Neither did
the old towns, having lost their separate organizations in the formation of the new town, retain any power within them8elves to act upon
this or any municipal matter. The legislature, therefore, having
omitted to provide any method of ascertaining a majority vote of the
inhabitants of these old towns, in separate meetings, must be presumed to have left the manner of thus determining such vote to the
exercise of a fair and reasonable discretion on the part of the old
towns, acting together, in their municipal capacity, as citizens of the
new town. No other way was open. This was also the early interpretation adopted by the towns themselves as manifested by what
they did. For, in a little over five years after the passage of the act
of union, the voters within the geographical limits of the old towns,
acting in their corporate capacity as the new town of Skowhegan,
recognized this presumption and issued a warrant for a town meeting
to be holden on the 24th day of March, 1866, to act upon the several
articles therein contained. And they did act upon them in the precise manner contemplated by the statute, so far as the vote upon the
vital question of changing the location of the town house was concerned. The record shows that those who constituted the town of
Bloomfield at the time the two towns were united, took a vote by
themselves, upon this question, as prescribed by the statute, and that
the old town of Skowhegan voted in the same way. Thus they voluntarily and understandingly and, so far as appears, without a dissenting voice, acted upon this vital question.
In view of the above statute, the interpretation given to it by the
people themselves soon after its passage, and the manner of acting
under the call, we are unable to discover any good reason for declaring
the method of calling the town meeting 1866 illegal, or the votes
passed therein invalid.
But the complainants go further and say that, even if the call of
this town meeting should be held to be legal, article 2, above quoted,
did not relate to a change of the location of the town house but to
the disposal of certain town property and "of having a town hall in
said building;" that is, the building proposed to be erected by the
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Skowhegan Hall Association; and that article 3 was to see if they
would "vote to have their town house in said hall."
The statute under which this warrant was issued should be construed liberally. It was not intended to restrict the action of the
people but to facilitate it. It applies only to this particular case,
and must be construed with reference to the facts and circumstances
connected with it, so far as ascertainable. When once legally acted
upon it became fonctus officio. The very purpose of the statute shows
that its authors contemplated that, at some future day, the location of
the proposed town house, which at this time may have been central,
should be changed. The legislature did not intend to limit the action
or the people to a particular kind of structure which might be called
a "town house," so much as to secure the location of some central
place for the assembly of the town meeting. That they intended
any distinction between the terms "town house'' and "town hall"
is very improbab!e.
Such distinction if it exists at all is very technical. The chief,
and apparently the only consideration animating the phraseology of
this act, was not the name of tlie structure to be erected, but the
location of it. They made no provision whatever for the kind of
building to be used. It is evident that they employed the word
"town house" in the broadest sense, for the purpose of specifying
the place where the people should assemble to transact the business of
the town in its regular an<l special town meetings. If the ad had
employed any other phrase to designate such place its meaning would
be unchanged. The people have but 1ittle coucem as to where the
town officers transact the town business, whether at their homes or
elsewhere. Their chief interest centers in the location of the place
where the people, from the various parts of the town, are obliged to
assemble in order to attend the town meeting. They care but little
what the structure in which they assemble is, or how it looks, provided it is so located as to best accommodate the greatest number.
Upon this paramount feature, location, the people acted in 1866 with
unanimous voice. And, while they did not technically follow the
language of the statute authorizing them to act, they did it substantially, voluntarily, understandingly, and we· thinK sufficiently.
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The complainants further say that the vote does not comply with
the statute for the following reasons : first, the language used is
" consent" not "decide ; " second, the vote is to "have" not to
"build;" third, the thing to be bad is a "town hall," not a '' town
house.'' To be sure the vote above passed is expressed in the terms
"we consent," but an analysis of all the votes shows that they pretty
effectually decided. It will be observed that the vote under the
second article was on condition "that said corporation shall grant the
town a perpetual lease of the hall pro.posed in such building for the
town purposes." Therefore they consented to have this town hall
forever "in a place other than on Skowhegan Island." If this was
not a decision, it was at least decish·e. It forever removed the location of the town house from Skowhegan Island.
Again they say that the vote is "to have" and not ''to build."
To have is a most comprehensive term. It would include not only
the meaning of the phrase "to build" but any other method which
might have been proposed for the establishment of a town house
or town hall for the transaction of the town business. The use of
the phrase "to have" shows too, that they used the proper words to
carry into effect their intention, " to have" and not '' to build." We
have already alluded to the fact that no distinction was intended by
this act between the use of the phrases '' town house" and "town
hall.''
The case also shows that all the people of these two old towns
acquiesced in the action of the town meeting of 1866 for forty years,
with apparent satisfaction, until the arrangement under which they
had lived so long was terminated by fire.
To allow the narrow and technica-1 construction of the above statute
which the complainants now invoke is not only not required by a fair
interpretation of the language, itself, but would thwart the manifest
intentions of these two old towns intelligently and voluntarily
expressed, lived up to for more than forty years, and work a necessary
hardship upon the people of the present town without accomplishing
any corresponding good.
·
There is another ground upon which we think the complainants
are now precluded from claiming any rights under the statute in
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question. The above act was undoubtedly passed for tlae benefit of
the town of Bloomfield, as it was geographically situated before the
union. As under the present issue the provision of the act affected
them, alone, and with respect to the location of a future town house,
only, they could unquestionably waive this special favor by any legal
action on their part disclosing an intention to do so. Therefore the
complainants have relinquished all the rights, to which they now
claim to he entitled under the statute, by express waiver thereof.
Our final conclusion is that the town meeting of 1866 and the
votes taken in pursuance of the warrant issued therefor, were legal ;
that the statute of 1861 under which they acted, then became a dead
letter, and that the two old towns are forever barred in having any
voice as separate towns, upon the location of any future town house
to be erected in the town of Skowhegan ; that the town of Skowhegan, as constituted in August, 1905, when their special town meeting was held, had then, and has now, full authority to act in the
matter of locating and erecting a town house or town hall under any
special or general statute then or now existing, with entire independence of chapter 24 of the Private and Special Laws of 1861.
In view of the above decision it becomes unnecessary to discrn,s
the question of contract raised by the complainants in their brief.
The entry must be,
Bill dismissed with costs.
Geise 1·emanded to the court below for a decree in

accordance with this opinion.
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RICHARDS t•. MORRISON.

In Equity.
SUMNER S. RICHARDS,

et al., Trustees,

vs.
GEORGE

York.
Will.

Construction.

E.

MORRISON,

et als.

Opinion July 11, 1906.
Life Estate.

Pou:er of &ale.

Gift Ova.

A testator by the sixth article of his will provided as follows:

"To my wife,
Henrietta E. Woodman, I gfre and devise my house, stable and lot of land
now occupied by me, situated on Main street in said Saco, (describing the
same by metes and bounds) to her to hold during her lifetime. I also give
and bequeath to my said wife all my household furniture in said
house, including piano, pictures, library and all other household effects
not above enumerated, together with my horses, carriages and all other
personal property in my said stable. I further give and bequeath and
devise to my said wife during her lifetime the free use of water for the
aforesaid buildings and lot of land from the Saco Aqueduct Company; I
further give and bequeath to my said wife twenty-five shares of the stock
of the Laconia Manufacturing Company, of Biddeford, Maine. It is my
will that my wife have the entire use and income, during her lifetime, of
all the above mentioned property real and personal; and, in addition
thereto, 1 do empower her to sell and convey by her own grant or deed
any of said property, real and personal, as she may in the exercise of her
own discretion choose to sell or convey, for her sole use and benefit, and
without any license from Probate Court."
The testator further provided as follows: "I do hereby give, bequeath and
devise whatever of the estate, real and personal, hereinbefore given and
devised to my wife, shall remain unused, unexpended and not sold or
conveyed by her as aforesaid at her decease, to my son and daughter and
their lawful heirs, to hold to them subject to the provisions, limitations
and restrictions herein before expressed."
The wife received the twenty-five shares of stock of the Laconia Company
and had them transferred to herself. Later there was a consolidation
between the Pepperell Manufacturing Company and the Laconia Company,
and the stock of the two companies was called in and cancelled and stock
of the Pepperell Company issued therefor, of which the wife received
forty-five shares, which she held at her decease.
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The question was whether under the will, the wife took absolute title to the
Laconia stock, or only a life estate, and whether the forty-five shares of
Pepperell stock belonged to her estate or to the estate of the testator.
Held: that the wife took only a life estate in the Laconia stock, and had
only a life estate in the Pepperell stock, and that upon her death that
stock which she then held became a part of the estate of the testator as a
part of the trust estate created by his will.
The same testator by the ninth article of his will gave the residue of his estate
to trustees for certain uses. The only one involved in this case is that
which directed the trustees "pending the settlement of my estate and
until final division" to pay to his wife ten twenty-sevenths portion of the
income "during her lifetime or until final settlement of my estate" for
her sole use and benefit, and, after disposing of the balance of income to
other parties, he provided that "upon final settlement of my estate or
distribution thereof my trustees shall convey and deliver to my wife ten
twenty-sevenths parts of this my residuary estate, and she may herself
select such portion from any parcels of my residuary estate at the
appraised value thereof. It is my will that my wife have the entire use
and income, during her lifetime, of all said portion of my residuary estate;
and, in addition thereto I do authorize and empower her to sell and convey by her own grant or deed any of said estate, real or personal, which
she may in the exercise of her own discretion, elect to sell and convey for
her sole use and benefit without license of Probate Court." Then
followed a gift over to other parties of what "at her death shall remain
unused, unexpended or unsold and unconveyed by her." In the distribution the wife received various stocks and bonds, and among them were
1,000 Trenton Passenger Railroad bonds, 2,000 City of Superior and 500
Brunswick and Chillicothe bonds which she held at her decease.
The question submitted was whether th~se bonds which the wife held at her
death belong to the estate of the testator to be held by his trustee1;, or
whether they were the absolute property of the wife and belong to her
estate. Held: that these bonds belong to the estate of the testator a·nd
not to the estate of the wife.

In equity.

On report. Decree according to opinion.
Bill in equity brought by the plaintiffs Sumner S. Richards and
James 0. Bradbury, trustees under the last will and testament of
Horace Woodman, late of Saco, deceased, against George E. Morrison
as administrator of the estate of Henrietta E. Woodman,-wife of said
Horace W oodman,-late of Saco, decei.ised, and Joseph Alton
·woodman, Louisa M. Tinkham, both of Saco, and Arthur. W.
Andrews and Simon B. Adams, both of Biddeford, and James
H. Miles guardian of Caroline P. Adams of Saco, and Caroline P.
Adams of Saco, asking for the construction of the sixth and ninth
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items or clauses of the last will and testament of the said Horace
Woodman.
At the hearing in the court of the first instance, an agreed statement
of facts was submitted, and it was then agreed that the cause should
be reported to the Law Court and that upon bill, answers, and the
agreed statement of facts, the Law Court "is to construe the will of
Horace Woodman with especial reference to the 6th and 9th clauses,
and is to advise the parties in regard to their rights thereunder."
All the material facts appear in the opinion.

Foster & Foster and James 0. Bradbury, for plaintiffs.
Cleaves, Watahouse & Emery, for all the defendants except Simon
B. Adams.
John M. Goodwin and John A. Snow, for Simon B. Adams.
SrrnNG: W1swELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, PEABODY,·
SPEAR, JJ.
STROUT, J. This is a bill in equity asking the construction of
articles 6 and 9 in the will of Horace Woodman.
Article 6 is as follows: "To my wife, Henrietta E. Woodman,
I give and devise my house, stable and lot of land now occupied
by me, situated on Main street in said Saco, (boundaries given but
omitted here) to her to hold during her lifetime.
·
"I also give and beq neath to my said wife all my household furniture in ~mid house, including piano, pictures, library and all other
household effects not above enumerated, together with my horses,
carriages and all other personal property in my said stable. I further give and bequeath and devise to my said wife during her lifetime, the free use of water for the aforesaid buildings and lot of
land, from the Saco Aqueduct Company; I further give and bequeath
to my wife twenty-five shares of the stock of the Laconia
Manufacturing Company of Biddeford, Maine. It is my will that
my wife have the entire use and income, during her lifetime, of all
the above mentioned property, real and personal ; and, in addition
thereto, I do empower her to sell and convey by her own grant or
deed, any of said property, real and personal, as she may in the
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exercise of her own discretion choose to sell or convey, for her sole
use and benefit, and without any license from Probate Qourt.
"I do hereby give, bequeath and devise whatever of the estate, real
and personal, hereinbefore given and devised to my wife, shall remain
unused, unexpended and not sold or conveyed by her as aforesaid
at her decease, to my son and daughter, and their lawful heirs, to
hold to them subject to the provisions, limitations and restrictions
hereinafter expressed."
Mrs. Woodman received the twenty-five shares of stock of the
Laconia Company, and had them transferred to herself. Later there
was a consolidation between the Pepperell Manufacturing Company
and the Laconia Company, and the stock of the two companies was
called in and cancelled, and stock of the Pepperell Company was
issued therefor, of which Mrs. Woodman. received forty-five shares
which she held at her decease. This exchange of stock cannot be
regarded as a sale by her. The Pepperell stock she received was in
lieu of the Laconia stock, and was held by her in the same and no
greater right than she had held the Laconia stock.
The question is whether under the will Mrs. Woodman took absolute title to the Laconia stock, or only a life estate. It will be
noticed that in the first paragraph the testator gave his wife the
house and stable "to hold during her life," thns expressly creating a
life estate. Tn the next paragraph he gives her the household furniture, horses, and all personal property in the stable,-but omits any
mention of life. All of this personal property was subject to deterioration by use, and provisions in the stable for the horses, as there
probably was, would be consume<l by use. As to such, the gift of
the use, if expressed for life, necessarily confers absolute title. Stuart
v. Walker, 72 Maine, 151. Then follows a gift to the wife "during
her lifetime," of the free use of water for the buildings. Following
this is the gift to the wife of the Laconia stock, in absolute terms,
and with no mention of life. If the sixth article ended here, there
could be no doubt that the gifts of the furniture, etc., and of the
stock were absolute and conferred full title upon the wife; but in the
same paragraph, the testator added, that it was his will that his wife
should have the entire use and income "during her lifetime" of all
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the before mentioned property. He then gave her a power of sale
of any of th~ property "for her sole use and benefit," with a devise
over of whatever of the estate, rea1 or personal, shou]d "remain unused,
unexpended; and not so]d or conveyed by her." All these provisions
are coutained in the same paragraph, and must be construed together.
Thus reading the clause we think it appears that the testator intended
only a ]ife estate in al1 the devised property, with power of sale.
It is a sound ru]e of law that the intention of the testator is to be
carried out, if not inconsistent with legal principles. No ru]e of law
interferes to prevent the i1itention of the testator in this case taking
effect.
The ninth article in vVoodman's will gives the residue of his estate
to trustees in trust for certain uses. The only one involved here is
that which directs the trustees "pending the settlement of my (his)
estate and until final division," to pay to his wife ten twenty-sevenths
portion i.,f the income "during her lifetime, or until final settlement
of my (his) estate," for her so1e use and benefit, and after disposing
of the balance of income to other parties he provides that "Upon
final settlement of my estate or distribution thereof, my trmitees shall
convey and deliver to my wife ten twenty-sevenths parts of this my
residuary estate, and she may herself select such portion from any
parcels of my residuary estate at the appraised value thereof. It is
my will that my wife have the entire use and income, during her
lifetime, of all said portion of my residuary estate; and in addition
thereto, I do authorize and empower her to sell and convey by her
own grant or deed any of said estate, rea] or persona], which she may
in the exercise of her own discretion elect to sell and convey for her sole
use and benefit, without license of Probate Court." Then fo1Iows
a gift over to other parties of what "at her death sl_1all remain unused,
unexpended or unsold and unconveyed by her." It appears that in
the distribution of the estate Mrs. W oudman selected and received
various stocks and bonds, amounting in all to $15,051.85. Among
them were 1,000 Trenton Passenger Railroad bonds, 2,000 City of
Superior bonds, 500 Brunswick and Chillicothe bonds, which she
retained and held at her decease.
The question submitted is, whether these bonds which she held at
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her death now belong to the estate of the testator to be held by his
trustees, or whether they were the absolute property of Mrs. Woodman and belong to her estate.
The testator in express terms provided that pending the settlement
of his estate or until final division thereof, ten twenty-sevenths of
the income of the trust estate should be paid to the wife "during
her life-time," if the estate was not sooner settled, "to her sole use
and benefit." .Nothing more than a life estate was intended or
created. Upon final settlement or distribution of his estate the
trust as to the ten twenty-sevenths was to end, and the same fraction
of the corpus of the trust estate was to be delivered to her, from
which she would derive substantially the same income as she had
previously received from the trustees, of whom she was one. The
implication is very strong that he intended her to receive an equal
income for life; as he says she is to have the '' entire use and income
during her lifetime of all said portion" of th~ residuary estate; and
to provide against possible contingencies he adds a power of sale for
a limited purpose, to wit, '' for her sole use and benefit" of any part
of the property. She is not authorized to bestow it by gift or dispose of it by will. The phrase '' for her sole use and benefit" evidently means for her comfortable support, in sickness or health, of
which she was to be the j u<lge. Hence it does not fall within that class
of cases where an implied life estate is enlarged to a full title by an
absolute power of sale and disposal for any purpose or in any manner
the donee may desire. Apparently she exercised this power, as all
of the ten twenty-sevenths of the property was consumed exeept the
three items of stock and bonds above referred to. It is very clear
that under the ninth clause of the will Mrs. Woodman took a life
estate only in the ten twenty-sevenths, with power of sale for the
purpose stated, and that upon her decease what of it remained goes to
the plaintiffs as trustees, to be held and disposed of by them according to the trust provisions in the will. See Stuart v. Walker·, supra;
Collins v. Wickwire, 162 Mass. 144.
The first question submitted to us is, - Whether the said forty-five
shares of the stock of the Pepperell Manufacturing Company issued
in lieu of the twenty-five shares of stock of the Laconia Manufactur-
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ing Company belongs to the estate of Horace Woodman, as a part of
the trust estate, or whether they belong to the estate of Henrietta E.
Woodman, to be administered by her administrator.
To this we answer that the stock belongs to the estate of Horace
Woodman, tQ be administered as part of his estate.
The second question is- ,vhether the bonds and stock enumerated
in Schedule B, annexed to the bill, belong to the estate of Horace
Woodman, as part of the trust estate to be controlled and administered
by the trustees.
To this we answer that the unused and unexpended portion thereof,
to wit, 1000 Trenton Passenger Central bonds, 2000 City of Superior
bonds, and 500 Brunswick and Chillicothe bonds belong to the estate
of Horace Woodman, and are now a part of the trust estate to be
administered by said trt1stees.
Decree accordingly.

STATE OF MAINE
vs.

lN'l'OXICATING LIQUORS AND LAWRENCE PEMBROKE, Claimant.
Oxford.

Opinion July 10, 1906.

Intoxicating Liquors. Sefaure of Same While in Transit Between States. Interstate Commerce. Constitutional Law. Tran.~it Ends, When. C. 0. D. Package. Duty of Common Carrier to Deliver ut Destination. Constitution of
U.S., Art. I, Sect. VIII, Clause 3. U. S. Statute 1890, c. 728.
R. S., 1883, c. 27, § 31. R. S., c. 29, ~ 39.
Certain consignors entered into a contract with an express company for the
transportation of a box of intoxicating liquors from Covington, Kentucky,
to No. 4 Byron street, Rumford Falls, Maine. It was a C. 0. D. shipment, and it was the unquestioned duty of the express company either to
make a personal delivery of the package to the consignee, or to leave it at
his residence or place of business designated as No. 4 Byron Street. The
liquors were intended for unlawful sale in Maine. While these liquors were
in the office of the express company at Rumford Falls, they were seized by
a deputy sheriff by virtue of a search and seizure warrant duly issued by a
court of competent jurisdiction and taken away.
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Held: that the transportation of the liquor from the office of the express

company at Rumford Falls to No. 4 Byron Street, was a part of a continuous interstate shipment from Kentucky to the street and number designated at Rumford Falls, and the package was protected from the operation of the laws of Maine until the act of transportation was consummated by the delivery of the package at its place of ultimate deRtination
in this state. The seizure was made before the transportation was terminated and was an interruption of an interstate shipment. It was therefore premature and unauthorized.
While intoxicating liquor continues to be recognized by federal authority
as a legitimate subject of interstate commerce, section 31 of chapter
29 of the Revised Statutes of 1883 as amended in section 39 of chapter
29 of the Revised Statutes of 1903, so far as it applies to interstate commerce transportation, must be deemed incompatible with the interstate
commerce clause of the Federal Constitution.

On report.

Judgment for claimant.

Search and seizure process under the prov1s10ns of section 49 of
chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes, begun in the Rumford Falls
Municipal Court, Oxford County. The complaint, omitting the formal parts, was as follows :
"Harris L. Elliot, of Rumford, in the County of Oxford, competent to be a witness in civil suits, on the 23rd day of January A.
D. 1904, in behalf of said state, on oath complains that he believes
that on the 23rd day of January, in said year at said Rumford intoxicating liquors were, and still are kept and deposited by Lawrence
Pembroke, of Rumford, in said County, in a box marked Lawrence
Pembroke, Rumford Falls, Me.,-C. 0. D. $15, now in the American Express Office and its appurtenances, situated in said Rumford,
tlte said Pembroke not being then and there authorized by law to sell
intoxicating liquors within said state, and that said liquors then and
there were and now are intended for sale by the said Pembroke within
said state in violation of law, against the peace of said state, and contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided.
"Wherefore, the said complainant prays, that due process be issued
to search the premises and the person herein-before mentioned, where
said intoxicating liquors are believed to be deposited, and if there
found, that said liq nors and vessels be seized and safely kept until
final action and decision be had thereon, and that the said Pembroke
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be forthwith apprehended and held to answer to this complaint and
to do and receive such sentence as may be awarded against him.
Upon this complaint a search and seizure warrant of the same date
as the complaint was issued by said court and placed in the hands of
the complainant who was a deputy sheriff, for service. By virtue of
this warrant, the deputy sheriff, on the same day, searched the American Express office at Rumford Falls, "and there found and seized the
following described intoxicating liquors, to wit: One box marked
Lawrence Pembroke, Rumford Falls, Me., C. 0. D. $15, containing
20 quart bottles full of whiskey" and "five half pint bottles full of
whiskey."
Under the provisions of section 50 of chapter 4 9 of the Revised
Statutes, the officer then filed a libel against these liquors and the
vessels in which they were contained, in the aforesaid court, and a
time for a hearing thereon was fixed by said court and notice thereof
given as provided by the aforesaid section 50.
On the return day of the libel, the consignee, Lawrence Pembroke, filed in said court a claim for these liquors in accordance with
the provisions of section 51 of chapter 49 of the Revised Statutes,
alleging "that they were not so kept and deposited for unlawful sale
as alleged in the libel." Thereupon a hearing was had and the judge
of said court found that the liquors were intended for illegal sale
and were liable to seizure and accordingly condemned the same and
ordered them to "be turned over to the sheriff of Oxford County,
they being found to contain more than twenty per cent of alcohol."
From this judgment condemning these liquors the claimant
appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court to be held at Paris on the
second Tuesday of March, 1904. At said March term of the
Supreme Judicial Court an agreed statement of facts was filed and
the case was then reported to the Law Court for decision.
The agreed statement of facts fully appears in the opinion.

Ellery C. Park, County Attorney, for the .state.
Bisbee & Parker, for claimant.
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SITTING: WISWELL, C..J., WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, SAVAGE,
POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
WHITEHOUSE, J. This case comes to the Law Court upon the
following agreed statement of facts:
"On January 23rd, 1904, one box of intoxicating liquors consigned,
C. 0. D. express prepaid, by Crigler & Crigler, Covington Kentucky
to Lawrence Pembroke, 4 Byron Street, Rumford Falls, Maine, was
seized from the office of the American Express Company at Rumford
Falls by H. L. Elliott, a deputy sheriff for Oxford County, and the
liquors were thereafter duly libeJled.
"Pembroke filed a claim for the liquors at the return day of the
libel, but' upon the facts then presented the judge of the Rumford
Falls Municipal Court found that the liquors were intended for illegal
sale and were liable to seizure and the same were condemned, from
which judgment the claimant appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court.
"lt is agreed for the purpose of this case that the liquors were
intended for illegal sale within this state by the consignee. It is
further agreed that the box of liquors arrived at Rumford Falls on
the 11.35 A. M. train January 23rd, 1904, and were immediately
taken by the express company to its office at Rumford Falls, and
were there seized by a deputy sheriff for Oxford County, about 1.30
P. M. on the same day.
"It was the custom of the express company at Rumford Falls to
deliver express packages at the residence of the consignee, provided
his address was given or he was known to the express company and
lived within the limits of Rumford Falls village. 4 Byron Street is
within the limits of the village.
"Most of the express was not delivered until after the afternoon
train went out at 2.40 P. M., and this box was intended to be
delivered at that time.
"If upon the foregoing statement the Law Court decides that the
•liquors were liable to seizure and condemnation, the judgment of the
lower court shall be affirmed, otherwise judgment is to be rendered
for the claimant and the liquor ordered returned."
It sufficiently appears from the foregoing statement of facts that
VOL, CI
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pursuant to an order from the claimant, the consignors entered into a
contract with the express company for the transportation of the box
of liquors in question from Covington Kentucky to number 4 Byron
Street, Rumford Falls, Maine. It was the unquestioned duty of the
express company either to make a personal delivery of the package
to Lawrence Pembroke, or to leave it at his residence or place of
business designated as No. 4 Byron Street.
The custom generaJly prevailing in the early history of common
carriers, of depositing in a warehouse at the place of destination, all
packages transported by them, either with or without notice to the
consignee of such deposit, proved to be inadequate to meet the public
demand for greater safety and dispatch in the transportation and
delivery of valuable parcels. Hence arose the necessity for improved
methods involving an obligation on the part of the carrier to make
delivery of such parcels to the consignee in person. "This necessity
was supplied by what are known in this country as express companies, which undertake to carry goods of this class and to make a
personal delivery of them to the consignee; and to this public profession they are held by the law with great strictness." Hutchinson on
Carriers, section 379, and authorities cited. In Packard v. Earle et
al. 113 Mass. 280, the defendants were express carriers over the line
of the Boston & Providence Railroad from Providence to Boston, and
in that capacity, received the plaintiff's trunk for transportation,
marked, "Henry M. Packard, West Mansfield." In accor.dance
with the uniform course of business of the defendants at that station,
the trunk Was delivered to the station agent at that place. It was
deposited with him in the morning and notice of its arrival given to
the plaintiff in the afternoon ; but before he had an opportunity to
remove it, the station was forcibly entered and the trunk stolen.
Although in that instance the place of delivery was not designated by
street and number, the defendants were held liable for the loss of the
trunk. In the opinion the court say: "It was the duty of the
defendants, as common carriers, to deliver the trunk to the plaintiff
personally, or at his residence at West Mansfield, and until such
de.livery their liability as carriers continued. See also Sullivan v.
Thompson et als., 99 Mass. 258; Am. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 12,
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p. 550; and Cyc. of Law and Proc. Vol. 6, p. 466. But it should
be unnecessary to cite authorities in support of a proposition so
obvious and elementary.
Furthermore the package in this case appears to have been sent
C. 0. D. It would consequently have been impracticable, under
ordinary circumstances, for the express company to perform the obligation thus assumed to collect the purchase price for the consignors
without personal delivery to the consignee, or to his authorized agent
at the place designated in the way-bill. The package arrived at
Rumford Falls, on the 11.35 A. M. train and was immediately taken
by the express company to its office at that place. The company
was ready and willing to complete the transportation by delivering
the box at No. 4 Byron Street on the arrival of the 2.40 P. M. train,
according to its usual course of business. The express charges had
been paid for a continuous shipment over the entire line from Covington Kentucky to the residence of the consignee at No. 4 Byron Street,
Rumford Falls, Maine, and the express company in fact intended to
deliver the box at the street and number designated, according to its
established custom, on the arrival of the afternoon train, but was prevented from so doing by the seizure of the package made at. the
express office within an hour and a half after its arrival there.
The method of transmission was not specified except that the package was to be forwarded by express, and it is obviously immaterial
that the means of transportation to be employed in making the
delivery at either terminal point may have been by wagons or drays
in lieu of railroad cars. The consignee was entitled to have his pack-·
age delivered at No. 4 Byron Street, and the company had a right to
select the means of transportation and to make the delivery in accordance with its established usage. And it is common knowledge that
the time intervening between the actual arrival of the package at the
office of the company and the usual time when it was intended to be
delivered, was no greater than the delay ordinarily incident to the
delivery of expreRs matter in the usual course of business in similar
places.
The conclusion is therefore irresistible that the transportation in
this case had not been termimited and that the seizure of the liquor
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in question was made while the package was in transit and before its
delivery to the consignee according to the express terms of the shipment.
It is accordingly contended in behalf of the claimant that the seizure
of the package under the circumstances stated was clearly in violation
of the third clause of section eight of the first article of the Constitution of the United States, conferring upon Congress the power "to
regulate · commerce . with foreign nations and· among the several
states."
In State v. Intox~ Liquors, Grand Trunk .Ry. Claimant, 94 Maine,
335, the liquor was taken from the car of the rail way company while
it was standing on the siding at Auburn before it had reached its destination in Lewiston. It was sought to justify the seizure thus made
while the liquor was in transit and before its delivery to the consignee, by virtue of the provisions of chapter 728 of the act of Congress of August 8, 1890, known as the Wilson Act, and by that
clause of section 31 of chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes of Maine of
1883 which declares that "No person shall knowingly bring into the
state or knowingly transport from place to place in the state, any
into~icating liquors with intent to sell the same in the state in violation
of law," and that "all such liquors .
may be seized in
transit." But the construction of the Wilson Act was brought directly
in question in the case of Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 U. S. 412, and it is
declared in the majority opinion that "interpreting the statute by the
light of all its provisions, it was not intended to, and did not cause
the power of the state to attach to an interstate commerce shipment
whilst the merchandise was in transit under such shipment and until
its arrival at the point of destination and delivery there to the consignee." In the sanie opinion, in commenting upon Bowman v.
Chicago & N. Railway, 125 U. S. 465, the court further say: "It
was decided that the transportation of merchandise from one state into
and across another was interstate commerce, and was protected from
the operation of state laws from the moment of shipment whilst in
transit and up to the ending of the journey by the delivery of the
goods to the consignee at the place to which they were consigned."
It is true that the distinction between the deposit of the package in a
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warehouse to await the action of the consignee, and the actual delivery
of it to the consignee in person, or the difference between a shipment
by frei~ht and a shipment by express was not brought directly in question and was not necessarily involved in the decision of either Bowman
v. Rciilway, 125 U.S. or Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 U.S., supra; but as
pointed out by this court in State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 95 Maine,
140, it was distinctly held in Rhodes v. Iowa, that the moving of the
package in question in that case from the platform to the freight
house was a part of interstate commerce shipment, and that the transportation was not completed until the package had been moved to
and deposited wit~in the freight house. Rhodes v. Iowa has accordingly been recognized as authority for. the doctrine that a package
thus shipped from one state into and across another, was protected by
the interstate commerce clause of the constitution until the act of shipment was completed according to the terms of the contract of, transportation between the parties.
It was accordingly held by this court.in State v. Intox. Liquors,
Grand Trunk Ry., Claimant, 94 Maine, supra, upon the authority
of Rhodes v. Iowa, that section 31 of chapter 27 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine 1883, declaring that "No person shall knowingly
bring into the State .
. any intoxicating liquors with intent
to sell the same in the state in violation of law," must be deemed
repugnant to the interstate commerce clause of the Federal Constitution, and that the seizure in that case was made while the liquor continued to be an interstate.shipment before.the transportation of it had
terminated and before it had become subject to the operation of the
Ia w of this state.
The facts in the case at b.ar are essentially different from those in
State v. Intox. Liquor·s, 95 Maine, 140, and the cases are clearly distinguishable. In that case the liquors were shipped from Boston,
Mass., by railroad lines to Machias, Maine, consigned to the shippers. Tl1ey arrived at 9 o'clock in the morning and were deposited
in the railroad company's freight house, where they were seized at
4 o'clock P. M. the next day. "Th~ transportation had been completed," said the court. "Nothing further remained to be done by
the railroad company. The liquors had arrived at their final place of
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destination. They were not again to be removed by the railroad
company. The continuity of. transportation from the place of shipment to the place of consignment had not been interrupted, and the
liquor had been moved to the place provided by the carrier for the
purpose to await the action of the shipper."
"It is true, that no notice had been given of their arrival; there
was nobody there to whom notice could have been given."
But in American Brpress Co. v. Iowa, 196, U. S., 133, the question of a shipment by express C. 0. D., was necessarily involved and
directly determined. In that case the plaintiff received four packages
of intoxicating liquor at Rock Island, Illinois, to be carried to Tama,
Iowa, and there delivered to four different persons, one of the packages
being consigned to each. The shipment was C. 0. D., three dollars
to be collected for the price of each package and thirty-five cents
additional for the express charges on each. Upon the arrival of the
packages at Tama they were seized in the hands of the express agent
by virtue of an information charging that they contained intoxicating
liquors intended for unlawful sale. Without passing upon the question whether the property in a C. 0. D. shipment is at the risk of the
buyer or seller, and without deciding when the sale is completed, the
Federal Court held that the packages in question, received by an
express company in Illinois to be carried to the State of Iowa and
there delivered to the consignees C. 0. D. for the price of the package
and the expressage, were interstate commerce, under the protection of
the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution, and that prior to
their actual delivery to the consignees, they could not be confiscated
under the prohibitory liquor laws of Iowa.
In the case at bar the transportation of the liquor in question from
the office of the express company at Rumford Falls to No. 4 Byron
Street, was a part of a continuous interstate shipment from Kentucky
to the street and number designated at Rumford Falls, and the package was protected from the operation of the laws of Maine until the
act of transportation was consummated by the delivery of the package
at its place of ultimate destination in this state. The seizure was
made before the transportation was terminated, and was an interruption of an interstate shipment. It was therefore premature and
unauthorized.
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While therefore intoxicating liquor continues to be recognized by
federal authority as a legitimate subject of interstate commerce, section
31 of chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes of 1883 above quoted, as
amended in section 39 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes of 1903,
so far as it applies to interstate commerce transportation, must still
be deemed incompatible with the interstate commerce clause of the
Federal Constitution.
The entry must therefore be,
Judgment for the claimant.
Order for a return of the liquors to issue.

In Equity.
GEORGE T. MERRILL, Trustee, vs. JOHN W. HussEY et als.
Penobscot.

Opinion July 10, 1906.

Minors. Wages Earned by Minor. Such Wages Not Property of Parent, When.
Future Earnings of Mi:nors Not Assets of Father's Estate. Claim of Minors
Against Bankrupt Parent Valid. Conveyance of Real Estate by Bankrupt
Parent Four Months Before Bankruptcy Valid to Extent of Minors'
Claims. Voluntary Gift. Trust.
If a father permits his son to make his own contracts of hiring and to
receive his own wages, with the understanding that the son is to retain
them as his own, the wages earned under such a contract become the property of the son, and not of the father.
2. Future earnings of minor children are not assets of the father's estate to
which creditors have any right to look, so as to prevent their relinquishment by the father, though insolvent, to the children, if he so wills.
3. A father took money belonging to his two minor sons, without their consent, and used it in making partial payments of the purchase price of a
farm, the title to which he took in his own name. He gave his own notes
for the balance of the price, but paid no money of his own. He subsequently sold his interest in this farm for more than the amount of the sons'
money paid in. He purchased another farm and paid in $450 of the money
received on sale of the first, and had the title conveyed to his wife and one
1.
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son, then of age, with the consent of the other son, still a minor: Held:
that a resulting trust did not arise for the benefit of the sons in the first
farm, but that the sons had a valid claim against the father for the amount
of money so taken. And when the con~eyance was made to the wife and
son in :recognition and settlement of the claims. of the sons, as the court
finds was done in this case, such conveyance made more than four months
before proceedings in bankruptcy were instituted against the father was
valid against the trustee in bankruptcy of the father's estate, to the extent
of the sons' claims against the father. But the surplus of the money
received for the sale of the first farm, and paid into the second, must be
regarded, as to creditors, as a voluntary gift or transfer, pro tanto, which
creditors may reach. And for this surplus, the wife and son should be
adjudged to hold the second farm in trust for the trustee in bankruptcy.
The court finds that the surplus amounted to $112.95 and interest from
November 10, 1903. The defendants may discharge the trust by the payment of this amount to the plaintiff within such reasonable time as may be.
fixed by a sitting Justice below. If the defendants fail to pay within such
time, a master will be appointed to make sale of the second farm, subject
to mortgage. As Charles Hussey, the minor son, has paid part of the
mortgage indebtedness it is equitable that he first be recompensed for such
payment and interest out of the proceeds of the sale. After payment to
him of such sum as the court shall find to be due, such proportion of the
remaining proceeds will be paid to the plaintiff as $112.9.5 with accrued
interest bears to $450.00 and the balance to the defendants Net tie and
Bertram Hussey.

In equity. On report. Bill sustained. Decree according to
opinion.
Bill in equity brought by the plaintiff as trustee in bankruptcy of
the estate of John W. Hussey of Milo, against the said John W.
Hussey, Nettie Hussey, wife, and Bertram Hussey, son, of said John
W. Hussey, attacking the title of said Nettie Hussey and Bertram
Hussey in certain real estate in Milo, on the alleged ground that said
John W. Hussey, while insolvent, purchased the property and paid
the consideration, but caused the title to be conveyed to his said wife
and son in fraud of his creditors.
Heard before the Justice of the first instance on bill, answer and
proof. At the conclusion of the evidence, it was agreed that the
case should be reported to the Law Court for determination and it
was so reported.
All the material facts sufficiently appear in the opinion.
Bertram L. Sm-ith, for plaintiff.
W. A. Johnson, for defendants.
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C.
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J.,

STROUT,

SAVAGE,

POWERS,

SAVAGE, J.
In this proceeding, the plaintiff, as trustee in bankruptcy of the estate of John W. Hussey, attacks the title of Nettie
Hussey, wife, and Bertram Hussey, son, of John W. Hussey, in
certain real estate in Milo, on the alleged ground that John W.
Hussey, while insolvent, purchased the property and paid the consideration, but caused the title to be conveyed to his wife and son in
fraud of his creditors.
It app~ars that in 1901, John W. Hussey purchased a farm in
Mt. Chase for $900. He paid $100 down in cash, and gave his
notes, secured by mortgage, for the balance. The notes were payable $100, each succeeding year, with interest. In 1902 he paid the
first note and the interest. In 1903 he paid the second note, but not
the interest. In October, 1903, he sold the equity of redemption in
the Mt. Chase farm, and received about $500 in cash. Of this, he
paid $450 towards the purchase price of the Milo place, but the deed
was made to his wife and his son, Bertram. John W. Hussey was
then insolvent. It is claimed, and not disputed, that substantially all
of the money w,hich first and last was paid towards the Mt. Chase
farm was the earnings of his two minor sons, Bertram and Charles,
who were, at the time of the purchase, respectively about 19 and 1 7
years of age. It is claimed by the defendants that this money was
the property of the minor sons, and not of the father.
This is
denied by the plaintiff. And here arises the first question for
determination.
The evidence shows that these minors, though not emancipated in
terms, and, though still making their home under the parental roof,
made their own contracts for the services by which the money was
earned, with the knowledge and co11sent of their father, and received
their own wages, and that they had been permitted so to do from
the time they first were old enough to work out. In this instance,
they brought their wages home and put it in a wallet which belonged
to one of them. The wallet they left in the custody of their mother,
who seems to have been authorized by them to take money from it
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when needed ;for family expenses. The money which was paid for
the Mt. Chase farm was taken for that purpose by the father from
this wallet, with the permission of the mother, but without the
knowledge or previous consent of the sons. Under these circumstances, whose money was it?
The general rule is that the father, whose duty it is to support his
minor son, is entitled to his wages. But the father may relinquish
this right. He does so when he emancipates him. And it scarcely
needs the citation of authorities to show that when emancipated, the
minor son may receive an<l hold his own wages, not only as against
the father himself, but as against the father's creditors. It is well
settled that future earnings of minor children are not assets of the
father's estate to which creditors have any right to look, so as to
prevent their relinquishment by the father, though insolvent, to the
children, if he so wills. Such relinquishment is not fraudulent as to
creditors of the father. Lord v. Poor, 23 Maine 569; Atwood v.
Holcomb, 39 Conn. 270; Johnson v. Silsbee, 49 N. H. 543; Schuster
v. Bauman Jewelry Co., 23 Am. St. Rep. 327; Beaver v. Bare, 104
Pa. St. 58; 49 Am. Rep. 567; Penn v. Whitehead, 17 Grat. 503;
94 Am. Dec. 4 78, and many other cases. In this case there seems
to have been no general emancipation from custody and control and
the right to receive wages. But the father permitted his minor sons
to make their own contracts for services, and to receive their own
wages, and, we think, with the intention that they should ho]d them
as their ~wn. It is settled law in this state, that a minor may acquire
and hold property in his own name, as when the property is the fruit
of the minor's earnings, if it be obtained with the consent of the father
that it shall belong to the minor. Boobier v. Boobier, 39 Maine,
406. A minor, with the consent of his father, may go out to service
and receive and hold his own earnings. Boynton v. Olay, 58 Maine,

236.
And such is the law elsewhere. In Whiting v. Earle, 3 Pick. 201,
the court, speaking of a transfer by a father to his minor son of the
right to receive his own wages, said : " We go so far as to say that
where a minor son makes a contract for his services on his own
account, and the father knows of it and makes no objection, there is
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an implied assent that the sou shall have his earnings." This is
quoted with approval by this court in Boynton v. Clay, supra. In
1.llanchester· v. Smith, 12 Pick. 113, the court by Chief Justice Shaw,
after stating the general principle that a father is entitled to his
minor sou's earnings, unless he has been emancipated, added : "But
if the son does in fact act and make contracts for himself with the
knowledge of the father, this is evidence of his consent to permit his
son to contract for his own employment and take his own earning8 ;
and when such consent has been given, neither the father himself,
nor his creditors, can interpose, after the wages in such an employment have been earned, to tak~ the amount from the son," citing
Jenney v. Alden, 12 Mass. 37 5. See also Atwood v. Holcomb, 39
Conn. 270; Armstrong v. ~McDonald, 10 Barb. 300.
And without a general emancipation, the father may relinquish
his right pro tanto, or in a particular instance. If he authorizes his
minor son to go into a particular service and have his earnings, the
son becomes to a certain extent independent, with power to act in
his own right, and, having performed the services, with the right to
recover the compensation, in his own name, to his own use. Corey
v. Corey, 19 Pick. 29 ; T-illotston v. McOralis, 11 Vt. 4 77 ; Johnson
v. Silsbee, 49 N. H. 543; Beaver· v. Bare, 104 Pa. St. 58 ; 49
Am. Rep. 567.
It should be noticed that this is not a case in which is involved
the validity of a gift by the father of a claim for wages already
earned by labor which his minor sons have performed without any
previous understanding that the avails should go to the minor's own
use; nor a case where the arrangement between the father and sons
was merely colorable, designed by the parties to cover the earnings
of the sonA for the father's use and benefit, and so in fraud of his
creditors. Johnson v. Silsbee, supra.
In the light of the foregoing authorities, and of good reason, we
have no hesitation in saying, upon the evidence imbrnitted, that all
the money which was paid towards the Mt. Chase farm was -the
property of the minor sons, Bertram and Charles, and not that of
the father.
Hereupon the defendants say that by the transactions stated a
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resulting trust arose in the Mt. Chase farm for the benefit of Bertram and Charles, to the full extent of the equity of redemption;
that when that equity was sold the full proceeds equitably belonged
to them, and that, by the investment of these proceeds in the Milo
property by the trustee in the name of the wife and one of the sons,
no fraud was, or could be, practiced upon the creditoris. If the
defendants' legal premise is sound, their conclusion naturally follows.
On the other hand, if no trust arose, it is evident that the father,
by taking their money as he did was guilty of a conversion for which
they had a right of action ; or if they chose to waive the tort, he
was their debtor and they his credi~ors. In either event they had a
valid claim against him. But, in such case, the proceeds of the
sale of the Mt. Chase farm was the property of the father. If, then,
the Milo property was paid for by these proceeds, but was deeded to
the wife and one son, then of age, with the consent of the other son,
yet a minor, in recognition and settlement of the claim of the sons,
and the transaction was so accepted by the sons, the transaction
was not in fraud of creditors, but constituted merely a preference by
the father debtor of his creditor sons over his other creditors, which
was valid at common law, and having occurred more than four
months before his proceedings in bankruptcy were begun, was not
invalidated thereby. The fact that the son who consented that his
share representing his claim should· be conveyed to his mother was
still a minor does not co~cern the creditors or give them any greater
rights.
It makes a difference, however, whether the sons be regarded as
the beneficiaries of a resulting trust in the Mt. Chase farm, or
simply as creditors of their father. On the one hand, if there was a
resulting trust by reason of the fact that some or all of the consideration paid was their money, they had an equitable title to the farm,
subject to the mortgage, and the profit made by selling the farm for
more than was paid for it would belong equitably to them in proportion to their interest. On the other hand, if they were creditors
merely, they were entitled at most only to the repayment of the
money taken, with interest. And any sum in excess of that amount
that came to them or was paid in for the Milo property would be
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pro tanto a voluntary transfer on the part of the father, which his
creditors could reach 'in equity. The same result would follow if
the money of the sons should be regarded as impressed by a constructive trust in the father's hands, and so followed. into the
Milo property. Bresnihan v. Sheehan, 125 Mass. 11.
We think the case does not show a resulting trust. A resulting
trust arises by implication of law where the purchase money is paid
by one person out of his own money, and the laud is conveyed to
another. Herlihy v. Coney, 99 Maine, 469. It rests upon the supposed intention of the person paying, a supposition which is rebuttable. Baker v. Vining, 30 Maine, 121; Perry v. Perry, 65 Maine,
399. See implied trusts, Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, Vol. 15, p.
1136. It arises because the payer is virtually and equitably the
purchaser. The payer must "pay," or "furnish," or "advance"
the consideration. These various expressions, used interchangeably
in the cases, all imply that the payer does something, and that he
has the intention in so doing, to acquire at least an equitable interest
in the land. The payment by the cestni must have been made for
~he conveyance of the title. 15 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, 1143.
In this case the father was the real purchaser. The sons had no
intention to pay the consideration out of their own money, for they
knew nothing about the payment at the time. They did not pay the
money or furnish it. There was no act on their part. Their father
took the money without their knowledge or consent. Under such
circumstances a resulting trust does not arise, though it may be that
a constructive trust might, of which later. Moreover, two of the
payments relied upon were made upon the father's notes which were
given in part consideration of the purchase. If, after an estate has
been conveyed on the credit of the grantee, in whole or in part, a
third person makes the deferred payments, a resulting trust will not
thereby arise in his favor. The payment must be a part of the
original transaction. Biick v. Pike, 11 Maine, 9; Farnham v.
Clements, 51 Maine, 426; Gerry v. Stimson, 60 Maine, 186.
\¥ e do not need to inquire whether a constructive trust, or a trust
ex maleficio, arose from the unauthorized conversion by the father of
the money of his sons. Whatever might be the precise legal status
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of the money, it is evident that the sons had a valid claim against
the father for the amount of their money taken by him, and interest,
and we think the evidence shows that the sons assented to the conveyance of. the Milo property to their mother and one of them, as a
settlement of their c~aim. If the father in causing the conveyance
to be so made, designed also to hinder, delay or defraud his other
creditors, it is not made to appear that the mother and sons participated in the fraudulent intent. The sons apparently claimed all the
proceeds of the Mt. Chase farm which went into the Milo property
to be theirs. But we think that they were entitled only to the
amount of their money which was taken by the father, with interest,
and the surplus, which was paid into the Milo property, as against
the father's creditors, must be regarded as a voluntary transfer or
gift, pro tanto, which ,his creditors may reach.
At the time of the transfer, Nov. 10, 1903, the father paid in
$450. The valid claims of the sons then amounted to $337.05, as
we compute them. The gift then was $112.95. And as the wife
and son have had all the rents and profits of the place, interest on the
amount of the gift may be charged.
The plaintiff is entitled to appropriate relief, though not to the
specific mode of relief prayed for. The bill will be sustained with
costs. The defendants Nettie and Bertram Hussey will.be adjudged
to hold the Milo property in trust for the plaintiff, as trustee in
bankruptcy, for the Rum of $112.95 and interest from November
10, 1903, to the time of final payment. The defendants are entitled
to discharge the trust by paying this amount to the plaintiff. If
they fail to do so within such reasonable time as may be fixed by a
single Justice below, a master will be appointed to make sale of the
Milo property, subject to mortgage. As Charles Hussey has paid a
part of the mortgage indebtednesR, it is equitable that he first be
recompensed for such payment and interest out of the proceeds.
After the payment to him of such sum as the court shall adjudge to
be due, such proportion of the remaining proceeds will be paid to the
plaintiff as $112.95 with accrued interest, bears to $450, and the
balance to the defendants Nettie and Bertram Hussey.
Decree below accordingly.
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Practice. Bill of Exceptions. What Same Must Set Forth. Avthorized Inferences. Unauthorized Finding. Bills and Notes. Delivery to Agent. Death
of Jfoker Before Delivery of Note by Agent to Payee. Agent's Authority
to Deliver Thereby Revoked. Delivery on Happening of Contingency. Burden of Proof. Evidence.
An excepting party, if he would obtain any benefit from his exceptions,
must set forth enough in the bill of exceptions to enable the court to determine that the points raiRed are material and that the rulings excepted to
are both erroneous and prejudicial. It is not enough that the court can
find that the rulings were material or erroneous or harmful, by studying
the report of the evidence in support of a motion for a new trial, when it
accompanies a bill of exceptions, unless it is made a part thereof.
2. Assuming, but not deciding, in this case, that the jury were warranted
in finding that the signatures of the defendants' decedent upon the back
of the notes in suit were genuine, and that the plaintiff, as she claims, waR
induced to surrender them and forgive the indebtedness by the falsehood
and fraud of the defendants, the court is of the opinion that they were
authorized to infer further only that the notes were given for a sufficient consideration ; that the defendants' decedent as one of the makers
delivered the notes to the plaintiff's husband, who was also a maker, to be
delivered to the plaintiff; that the husband was the maker's agent, and
not the plaintiff's; that the agent did not deliver the note to the plaintiff
during the lifetime of the maker; and that the plaintiff was not aware of
the exh,tence of the notes until a short time before the death of the
maker. Upon these inferences, the jury was not authorized to find that
the notes had been delivered, so as to become liabilities of the maker.
3. A promissory note generally does not become a liability until delivery.
If the maker, having delivered a note to an agent for delivery to the payee,
dies before delivery by the agent, the agent's authority is thereby revoked,
and a subsequent delivery by him is ineffectual to create a liability.
4. It is true, however, that when a note is left with a third person to be
delivered to the payee on the happening of a contingency the first
delivery is complete and irrevocable. In this case, the evidence fails to
show that the notes were left with the agent to be delivered on the hapL

pening of a contingency. The burden to show it was on the plaintiff.
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5.

An instruction to the jury without limitation or qualification that if the
notes had been delivered as completed instrument by the maker to the
agent for delivery to the plaintiff, that delivery might be perfected even
after the death of the maker, is deemed to be exceptionable error.
6. Applying the foregoing conclusions, it follows that if the verdict for the
plaintiff was based upon the counts on the notes, as it might well have
been under the instructions, it was clearly wrong, for want of proof of
delivery. On the other hand, if based upon the count for money had and
received, it is clearly excessive, for part of the amount included in the
verdict is barred by the statute of limitations, and as to part of the
remainder, there is no sufficient proof in the record that the money was
received by the defendant's decedent or to his use.

On motion and exceptions by defendants. Sustained.
Assumpsit brought by the plaintiff against the defendants, Sarah
C. Jones and Alice Maud Shaw in their capacity as executrices
of the last will and testament of Silas D. Jones, late of Bangor,
deceased.
There were four counts in the declaration, one upon a promissory
note for $1500, dated Bangor, February 17, 1896, payable on
demand, and purporting to be signed on the face by Silas D. Jones
& Sons and on the back by Silas D. Jones. The second count was
on a promissory note for $500, dated Bangor, February 8, 1902,
payable on demand, purporting to be signed on the face by Silas D.
Jones & Sons and on the back by Silas D. Jones. The third count
was on a promissory note for $500, dated Bangor, April 14, 190.0,
payable on demand, purporting to be signed on the face by Silas D.
Jones' Sons and on the back by Silas D. Jones. The fourth count
was for money had and received.
Plea, the general issue with the following brief statement:
"And for a brief statement of special matter of defense to be used
_under the general issue pleaded the said defendants further say as
to the first count in the plaintiff's declaration, it being the account
upon the alleged note for fifteen hundred ($1500) dollars, the defendants plead the statute of limitations and aver that their intestate did
not at any time within six years next before his death promise in
manner and form as the plaintiff in said first count in said writ has
alleged against him.
"The defendants further say, that after the making of the said
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several alleged promises and after the accruing of the several alleged
causes of action in the plaintiff's declaration mentioned, but before
the comtnencement of said action to wit: on the eighth day of July,
A. D. 1904 ; the plaintiff suggested to and agreed with and promised the defendant, Sarah C. Jones, that if she, the said Sarah C.
Jones, would not change her last will and testament by the terms
of which Storer
Jones, the plaintiff's husband was to share
equally with the remaining children of the said Sarah C. Jones, it
being then and there the intention of the said Sarah C. Jones, to
change her will, that in consideration thereof she, the said plaintiff,
would accept her said promise in fu 11 satisfaction and discharge of
said promises referred to, and of all claims and demands which she
had against the estate of said Silas D. Jones, and that she would
destroy or cause to be destroyed said alleged notes declared on in the
plaintiff's declaration ; and the defendants aver that said Sarah C.
Jones then and there did promise the said plaintiff that she wou Id
not change her last will and testament, which promise she has ever
since kept inviolate, and that thereafterwards, on the 11th day of
July, A. D. 1904, the plaintiff did cause said alleged notes declared
upon in the plaintiff's declaration to be destroyed in pursuance of
her said promise and the terms of her said agreement entered into
with the said Sarah C. Jones on the eighth day of July, A. D. 1904,
as aforesaid."
The defendants also seasonably made affidavit denying the signatures of the notes and execution of the same, and gave reasonable
notice to the plaintiff of their denial or intended denial of such signatures and execution in accordance with Rule X of "Rules of the
Supreme Judicial Court."
The action was tried at the October term, 1905, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Penobscot County. Verdict for plaintiff for $2689. 14.
Defendants then filed a general motion for a new trial, and also took
exceptions to rulings admitting certain testimony during the trial,
and to certain instructions given to the jury.
The case sufficiently appears in the opinion.
Louis C. Stearns, T. D. Bailey and J. }~ Gould, for plaintiff.
P. H. Gillin and .Martin & Cook, for defendants.
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SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR,JJ.
SAVAGE, J. Action to recover on three promissory notes, one
dated Feb. 17, 1896, for $1500; one dated April 14, 1900, for
$500 ; and one dated Feb. 8, 190 I, for $500, all purporting to be
signed on the face by Silas D. Jones & Sons, and on the back by
Silas D. Jones, individually, and payable to the plaintiff. There is
also a count for money had and received. The action is against the
estate of Silas D. Jones, of whose will the defendants are the executrices. The defendants deny the execution of the notes, and particularly that the individual signature of Silas D. Jones is genuine; they
pleaded the statute of limitations as to the $1500 note; they claim
that the notes never became effective for want of delivery during the
lifetime of Silas D. Jones and they assert that the plaintiff, having
come into possession of the notes after the death of Silas D. Jones,
voluntarily forgave the indebtedness, surrendered the notes to the
executrices and consented to their destruction, in consideration of the
promise of Sarah C. Jones that she would. not thereafter change the
provisions of her will in favor of the plaintiff's husband, who was
the son of Sarah C. Jones.
Nevertheless, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for the
fu]] amount claimed. And the case now comes before us on the
defendants' motion and exceptions. Of the many exceptions, only
one,- that relating to the delivery of the notes,- is open to consideration. Many times the court has reiterated the rule that an
excepting party, if he would obtain any benefit from his exceptions,
must set forth enough in the bill of exceptions to enable the court to
determine that the points raised are material and that the rulings
excepted to are both erroneous and prejudicial. The bill of exceptions must show what the issue was, and how the excepting party
was aggrieved. Error must appear affirmatively. Dennen v. Haskell, 45 Maine, 430; Hovey v. Hobson, 55 Maine, 256; Merrill v.
Mer·r·ill, 67 Maine, 70; Fairfield v. Old Town, 73 Maine, 573 ; Johnson v. Day, 78 Maine, 224; Nutter v. Taylor, 78 Maine, 424; 8m-ith
v. Sm1'.th, 93 Maine, 253, and many other cases. The bill of exceptions in this case, except in one instance to be considered later, is
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barren of statements to show that the matters complained of were
material, or erroneous or harmful. It is not enough that the court
can find all of these characteristics by studying the report of the
evidence in support of the motion for a new trial, when it accompanies a bill of exceptions. The bill must be strong enough to
stand alone. The court, in considering the exceptions, cannot travel
outside of the bill itself. In this respect the court cannot consider
the report of the evidence nor the charge of the presiding Justice,
unless they are made a part of the bill of exceptions. They are not
so made in this ca~e.
It will not be necessary to consider all of the questions argued by
counsel. If we assume that the signature of Silas D. Jones upon
the notes was genuine, and that the surrender of the notes by the
plaintiff was procured by falsehood and fraud, as she now claims,
there is still an insuperable difficulty in sustaining the verdict.
There was sufficient evidence to warrant the jury in finding that
Silas D. Jones negotiated loans at a savings bank on the days
and for the respective amounts for which the notes in suit were
given ; that the first loan was obtained upon the note of Storer
W. Jones, plaintiff's husband, and tlie second and third loans upon
the notes of the plaintiff and her husband, all secured by the
plaintiff's mortgages of her own real estate; that the first two
loans were procured for the use of the firm of Silas Jones & Sons,
of which Silas D. Jones was a member, and the third for the
use of Silas D. Jones' Sons, after Silas D. Jones had retired
from the original firm ; and that Storer W. Jones ·was a member
of both firms. Upon the assumptions above stated, the jury might
properly find, also, that the notes in suit were intended by the
makers to be collateral security for the liability of the plaintiff incurred
by giving her notes and mortgages. This is what the plaintiff
claims.
e think too that a verdict based upon the inference
that the notes were given as a direct liability in consideration of
money procured by the plaintiff for the firm could not in that respect
have been disturbed. In such case it would have been expected that
the plaintiff was to pay the bank loans, and the signers of the notes
in suit to pay them to the plaintiff.
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But the defendants contend that, whatever may have been the
inception of these notes, they were not delivered to the plaintiff in
the lifetime of Silas D. Jones; that so far as the individual liability
of Silas D. Jones was concerned, they were left by him in the hands
of Storer W. Jones, who as a member of the firm was also one of
the makers, to be delivered to the plaintiff; that Storer was the agent
for that purpose of Silas, and that Storer's authority to make delivery
was revoked by the death of Silas, before delivery. It is not in
dispute that Silas D. Jones died August 9, 1903, and that the notes
were not delivered into the possession of the plaintiff until the following September. And it is admitted that the plaintiff was in entire
ignorance of the existence of the notes until a week or two before
the death of Silas, when she says she first learned of it from her
husband. And it does not appear that there had ever been any
agreement or understanding on her part that notes should be given
to her on account of the bank loans.
It is of course well settled that a promissory note does not become
a liability until delivery. It is likewise true that when the maker
places the note in the hands of a third person merely for delivery to
the payee, such third person is the agent of the maker, and not
of the payee. And if the maker dies before delivery by the agent,
the agent's authority is thereby revoked and a subsequent delivery by
him is ineffectual to create a liability. The plaintiff does not dispute
the principles thus stated, but she attempts to meet and parry them by
another well established doctrine, and that is, that when a deed or
other instrument, whose validity depends upon delivery, is left with
a third person to be delivered to the grantee, or in case of a note, the
payee, on the happening of a contingency, the first delivery is complete, and irrevocable by death or otherwise. See Hammond v.
Hunt, No. 6003, Federal Cases. Sometimes this doctrine is explained
by saying that the depositary, in such case, holds in trust for the
payee until the happening of the contingency, and that a delivery to
the trustee is upon general principles as effectual as a delivery to the
cestui would be. The contention of the plaintiff is that the notes
were made "as collateral security for the mortgages placed by her
upon her property for the benefit of the firm," and that the delivery
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of the notes to the payee "was to be conditional upon the happening
of a contingency," which contingency was the failure of the makers
of the notes " to take care of the mortgages placed for their benefit
by the plaintiff upon the property." And assuming this contention
to be supported by proof, and showing the contingency had happened, her counsel argue upon the principle of law above stated,
that the authority of Storer \V .•Tones to deliver the notes was not
revoked by the death of Silas D. Jones, and that upon such delivery
after his death, the notes became liabilities of his estate ; and, further, that although the $1500 note was then upon its face more than
six years overdue, yet it was not barred by the statute of limitations,
because that statute did not begin to run until the note first became
a liability, namely, at delivery to the plaintiff.
If in face of the apparent want of delivery in the lifetime of Silas,
the plaintiff, would obtain the benefit of the rule she relies upon, it
is incumbent upon her to show that when Silas D. Jones left the
notes in the hands of Storer for delivery to her, that delivery was
intended to be conditional upon the happening of a contingency.
Unfortunately for her theory we are unable to find the proof which
sustains her burden. The only contingency suggested was the failure of the makers of these notes to take care of the bank loans, and
pay the interest when due. But why does the plaintiff say that the
depositary held these notes to be delivered only upon the happening
of this particular contingency? Apparently because this one fits her
case. There is no evidence that Silas D. Jones left these notes in
the hands of his son to be delivered only upon the happening of any
contingency. We know nothiug of his particular intention or purpose, or directions further than that it may be inferred that he
intended the notes to be delivered. \Ve know nothing whatever
about these notes until they are found in the possession of Storer,
shortly before the death of Silas. vVe can only conjecture, and conjecture is not proof. 1J1cTaggart v. M. C. B. B. Co., 100 Maine, 223.
If we might conjecture, we should say that if the notes were intended
as security for the liability the plaintiff had incurred, it would be
more reasonable to think that the security was intended to become
effective from the time her liability attached, than upon the happen-
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ing of some future contingency. The plaintiff was liable ail the
time. Why should she not have been secured all the time? We
do not think any legitimate inference can be drawn from the record
that the delivery of these notes was to be conditioned upon the happening of a contingency. And therefore the plaintiff must fail as
to this contention.
But the plaintiff claims further that there was a constructive delivery
of the notes before the death of the maker. She says her hnsband
informed her that he had these notes in his possession a short time
before his father's death. We do not need to discuss the effect of a
constructive delivery to create a liability upon the notes, for we are
unable to persuade ourselves that the mere fact that her husband
told her that such notes were in existence, and nothing more, can be
regarded as a constructive delivery of them to her.
We conclude therefore that the plaintiff was not entitled to retain
a verdict based upon the notes. We turn now to the count for money
had and received. If the plaintiff, by mortgage or otherwise, procured money and furnished it to Silas D. Jones for the use of a
firm of which he was a member, and there is evidence that she did,
then he as a member of the firm became bound in equity an<l good
conscience either to pay her or pay her debt. If he did not do the
one, he ought to do the other. And we think 1she might recover for
money had and received.
But there are difficulties here, also. In the first place the claim
for the $1500 arose when the firm became indebted to her to that
amount in 1896, and that claim became barred by the statute of
limitations, even before the death of Mr. Jones. In the next place,
the evidence in the case, such as it is, raises the inference, we think,
that the ·third loan was procured for, and received by the firm of
Silas D. Jones' Sons, and not fur the firm of Silas D. Jones & Sons,
Silas D. Jones having gone out of the firm several months before the
loan was procured. The verdict for the full amount of the loans,
and interest was excessive, therefore, even if based upon the count
for money had and received.
And in th~ absence of special findings by the jury, the last difficulty is that we have no means of knowing whether they founded
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their verdict upon the notes, in which case it was wholly wrong, or
upon the count for money had and received, in which case it might
be only excessive. From the amount of the ver<lict we incline to
think that it was based upon the notes themselves. Uuder the
instruction of the court, upon the undisputed evidence, the jury
might well find a perfected and valid delivery of all the notes.
Although the motion to set aside the verdict mu~t be sustained,
it is expedient to examine the defendants' one exception tl1at is open
to consideration. The jury were instructed to the effect that if the
notes had been delivered as completed instruments by Silas D. Jones
to Storer, (one of the members of the firm) to deliver to his wife,
"that delivery might be perfected, even after the death of SilaEl."
While such an instruction, as we have seen, might be correct under
some circumstances, and a delivery to an agent for future delivery
to the payee upon the happening of a contingency might be effective,
yet, we think, as applied to the evidence in this case, the rule given
without limitation or qualification must be deemed to be exceptionable error.
Motion and exceptions sustained.
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CARSON V. CALHOUN.

HERLDING

w.

CARSON

Cumberland.
Contract8.

Lord'8 Day.

vs.

DAVID

A.

CALHOUN.

Opinion July 10, 1906.

Pleading8. Money Count8 Limited by Specification.
R. S., c. 125, § 25.

Revised Statutes, chapter 125, section 25, reads as follows: "Whoever, on
the Lord's Day, keeps open shop, workhouse, warehouse or place of business, travels, or does any work, labor or business on that day, except
works of necessity or charity; uses any sport, game or recreation ; or is
present at any dancing, public diversion, show or entertainment, encouraging the same, shall be punished by fine not exceeding ten dollars."
The plaintiff performed certain plumbing work in a certain hotel, on the
Lord's Day. This work was not a work of'' necessity or charity." Held:
that the plaintiff cannot recover for his labor so performed in violation of
the aforesaid statute.
In addition to the "account annexed," the plaintiff's writ contained the
general money counts with the following specification: '' Under the
money counts the plaintiff will claim to recover the sums named in the
first count of his writ being money earned by said plaintiff for labor performed by said plaintiff at White Oak Spring Hotel at Poland, Maine."
Held: that the claim of the plaintiff is restricted and his right to recover
limited by his specification, and under the pleadings he cannot avail himself of evidence of money had and received.

On exceptions by plaintiff.

Overruled.
Assumpsit on account annexed to recover the sum of fifteen dollars
for labor as a plumber performed by the plaintiff for the defendant,
and which said labor was performed on the Lord's Day, and was not a
work of "necessity or charity." The writ also contained the common
money counts added as an amendment, with the following specification: "Under the money conn ts the plaintiff will claim to recover
the sums named in the first count of his writ being money earned by
said plaintiff for labor performed by said plaintiff at White Oak
Spring Hotel at Poland, Maine." Plea, the general issue.
The action originated in the Municipal Court of Portland, and
from thence was taken on appeal to the Superior Court, Cumberland
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County. Tried at the December term, 1904, of said Superior Court.
After the plaintiff's evidence was all in, the defendant moved for a
nonsuit on the ground that the plaintiff had failed to make out a case
in law, and the motion was granted, and thereupon the plaintiff
excepted.
·
The case fully appear~ in the opinion.
Connellan & Connellan, for plaintiff.
A nthoine & Talbot, for defendant.
SITTING:

EMERY, STROUT, SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR,

JJ.
PEABODY, J.
This was an action of assumpsit on account
annexed to recover for plumbing work performed on the Lord's
Day. The account in the writ is as follows:
" Portland, Maine.
David A. Calhoun
Dr.
To Herlding W. Carson, Plumber,
Sunday work performed at double time.
White Oak Hill Spring Hotel, Poland, Maine.
Sunday
Aug. 4, 1901,
$ 5.00
5.00
" 11, "
5.00
" 18, "
$15.00"
By amendment the money counts were annexed to the writ with
the following Rpecification :
"Specification: Under the money counts the plaintiff will claim
to recover the sums named in the first count of his writ being money
earned by said plaintiff for labor performed by said plaintiff at White
Oak Spring Hotel at Poland, Maine."
The plaintiff thus invokes the aid of the court to assist him in
recovering for labor performed in violation of the statute R. S., chap.
125, sec. 25. The unlawful acts were not only made the basis of
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the suit but were also proved by the testimony of the plaintiff himself. On motion of the defendant the presiding judge ruled that the
action was not maintainable and ordered a nonsuit, and the case
comes before this court upon the plaintiff's exceptions to this ruling.
The plaintiff seeks to maintain his exceptions on the ground that
evidence was introduced tending to show that the defendant had
received money on account of the labor which was the subject of
this action. The case, however, does not come within the exception
of R. S., chap. 84, sec. 131, which applies to contracts express or
implied made upon the Lord's Day. In the case at bar the objection
is not to the time of making the contract, but concerns the actual
performance of labor which was forbidden by statute. Whatever
remedies the plaintiff may have by other actions at law or in equity,
the court can recognize no valid contract or implied promise based
on the work done on the Lord's Day set forth in this declaration.
It is a well established principle that in cases of this kind the law
leaves the parties where their illegal contract left them, and will
render asistance to neither. Bridges v. Bridges, 93 Maine, 557, and
cases cited. Greenough v. Balch, 7 Maine, 461. Barn.k v. Robinson,
42 Maine, 589. White v Buss, 3 Cush. 448. Thompson v. Williams,
58 N. H. 248. Keener on Quasi-Contracts, 270.
The claim of the plaintiff is restricted and his right to recover
limited by his specification, and under the pleadings he cannot avail
himself of evidence of money had and received. Gooding v. Morgan,
37 Maine, 419. Babcock v. Thompson, 3 Pick. 446. Smith v. Kirby,
10 Met. 150.

Exceptions overruled.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Cumberland.
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COMPANY.

Opinion ,July 14, 1906.

Adverse Possession. No Continuous Occupation for Twenty Years. No Written
Claim for Improvements Piled. Same Deemed Waived, When. Compensation
Allowed for Beneficial Improvements Only. Increased Value of Land by
Reason of Improvements.
Value of Land Without Improvements.
R. S., c. 106, §§ 24, 26, 27,28, 29, 30, 31.
•

The tenant having set up a claim of title by adverse possession against
the demandant's record title, the court is of opinion that, assuming that ~11
the other e;.;sentials of adverse occupation have been proved, the tenant
has failed to show occupation for any continuous period of twenty years.
Accordingly the defense fails and the demandant is entitled to judgment.
2. Although the record before the court does not disclose whether the tenant
filed in the court below a written claim for compensation for improvements,
or whether the demandant filed a request in writing for an estimation for
what would have been the value of the premises, at the time of the trial,
if no improvements had been made, yet the parties had the right to waive
these provisions of statute. And when both parties introduced evidence
on the subject and the question was argued, the court, when the case
comes upon report, will assume that they were waived, nothing to the
contrary appearing.
3. Nothing can be deemed an "improvement" for which c01hpensation
may be allowed, which does not benefit the land, and increase its value to
the true owner. Under this rule the tenant's claim in this case for ties,
rails and equipment must be disregarded.
4. The court is of opinion that the filling on the demandant's fiats by the
tenant, did add somewhat to the value of the flats, and that the tenant is
entitled to be allowed for the increased value.
5. Taking all the conditions into account the court is of opinion that the
increased value of the premises by reason of the embankment built by the
tenant should be estimated at four hundred dollars, and that the value
of the premises, at the present time, without the embankment should be
estimated at two hundred dollars.
6. The demandant will have judgment for so much of the demanded premises as consists of fiats which were embraced in the Deborah Mills grant,
the boundaries to be determined from the plan used at the trial. But the
issuing of a writ of possession will be governed by the provisions of R. S.,
ch. 106, sects. 26-31 inclusive.
1.
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On report. Judgment for demand ant.
Rea I action brought by the plaintiff to recover posse~sion of certain flats situate in Portland, occupied by the defendant corporation
with its roadbed and tracks. The fiats adjoined the upland of two
Colonial grants, the southerly known as the Deborah Mills grant,
and the northerly as the James Dueneven grant.
The writ is dated September 1 0, 18H8, and was entered at the
October term, 1898, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Cumberland
County. The action was first tried at the April term, 1899 of said
court. PJea, the general issue. "After both parties had introduced their evidence relative to the record title of each to the lots
d~scribed in demandant's declaration, the case, by agreement of
parties, was withdrawn from the jury and reported.''
"By the terms of the report the court was to decide the question
as to which of the parties has the better record title to the demanded
lots. If the court should decide that question in favor of the defendant, judgment for defenda11t to follow; if in favor of demandant, the
case to be remanded to nisi prius, to be tried upon the defendant's
c!aim of title by adverse possession."
The Law Court decided that the defendant had the better record
title to the flats adjoining the James Dueneven grant, and that the
plaintiff had the better record title to the fiats adjoining the upland
of the Deborah Mills grant.
In accordance with the stipulation of the parties, the case was then
remanded to nisi prius to be tried upon the defendant's claim of title
to the flats on the Deborah Mills g~ant, by adverse possession. (See
96 Maine, 458.)
The action was then tried at the April term, 1904, of said
S. J. Court, upon the defendant's claim of title to the fiats on
the Deborah Mills grant by adverse possession. The verdict was
for the defendant. The plaintiff then filed a motion for a new trial
and also took exceptions to certain rulings made by the presiding
Justice during the trial, and the case again went to the Law
Court. The exceptions were sustained, but the motion was not
considered, and the case came back to nisi prius for a new trial.
(See 100 Maine, 27.)
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The action again came on for trial at the October term, 1905, of
said S.•J. Court. After all the evidence had been taken out it was
agreed to report the same to the Law Court with the following
stipulations: "The foregoing testimony together with that printed
on the motion for new trial and exceptions at the trial term, 1904,
is her~by reported for the consideration of the Law Court and upon
so much thereof as is legally admissible and pertinent the court are
to render such judgment as the law and evidence require."
The points and facts involved in the case as last sent to the Law
Court are folly stated in the opinion.
W. K. & A. E. Neal and Charles P ..Mattocks, for plaintiff.
Symonds, Snow, Cook & Hutchinson, for defendant.
SITTING:

WISWELL,

C. J.,

SAVAGE, POWERS, SPEAR,

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE,

STROUT,

JJ.

SAVAGE, J.
This case has been before the Law Court twice before
this time, 96 Maine, 458 ; 100 Maine, 27. It now comes on report
for "such judgment as the law and evidence require." The only
questions now presented are whether the tenant has title, by adverse
possession, to so much of the demanded premises as were flats
embraced in the grant ma<le by the town of Falmouth to Deborah
Mills in 1721, and if not, whether the tenant is entitled to compensation for irnprovments ma<le by it on the premises. All other questions involved in the case were settled in Proctor v. M. 0. R. R. Co.,
96 Maine, 458. It was then determined, under the terms of the
stipulation, that the demandant had a better record title to the
Deborah Mills flats, but that the tenant was entitled to judgment
for the remainder of the deman<led premises.
It is well settled that one may obtain title to flats by adverse
possession. H, holding under a recorded deed which includes flats
as well as upland, he acquires title to the upland by adverse possession, the title will extend to the the flats covered by the deed.
Bnwkett v. Persons Unknown, 53 Maine, 228; Richardson v. Watts,
94 Maine, 476; Whitmore v. Brown, 100 Maine, 410. But in this
case the grantee in the deed did not gain title to the upland by
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adverse possession; he took it by his deed. Therefore he acquired
no title to the flats by constructive occupation. He could gain title
to them only by actual adverse occupation, and then not beyond the
line of such occupation. Thornton v. Foss, 26 Maine, 402; Proctor
v. M. C. R. R. Co., 100 Maine, 27; Tf hitmore v. Br·own, 100
Maine, 410.
The tenant upon which is the burden of showing open, notorious,
adverse, exclusive, and uninterrupted or continuous possession for
some period of twenty years or more, relies chiefly upon acts done
by its predecessor in title, Frederick W. Clark, or under his direction, in cutting salt grass from year to year upon or in front of the
disputed premises. While the particulars as to time and place are
in dispute, there is evidence tending to show, though it is not made
certain, that Clark or his men acting under his orders did cut salt
grass from year to year at different periods, upon the disputed premises. The grass grew mostly in patches, and the amount cut was
small. But we do not think it is necessary to decide this question. Nor is it necessary to decide whether Clark's acts of occupation, wherever they were, were of such a character as would lay the
foundation for a claim of adverse occupation. Assuming that all
the other essentials of adverse occupation have been proved, we think
the tenant has failed to show occupation for any continuous p~riod
of twenty years. The testimony of some of the witnesses as to
dates is not clear. But we think that the most that it can fairly be
claimed has been shown is that Clark cut the salt grass on the flats
yearly from 1850 to 186,5, again from 1870 to 1872, and perhaps
afterwards at an uncertain date or dates between 1872 and 1885.
The tenant purchased in 1885, but there is no evidence of acts of
occupation by it until 1888. After that time its occupation was
continuous to the date of the writ in 1898, and since. There is
no evidence of occupation from 1865 to 1870. There is no evidence
of occupation from 1872 to 1885 sufficiently definite as to dates
to warrant a finding that it was continuous. And there is no evidence of occupation from 1885 to 1888 .. The tenant in endeavoring
to fill these gaps or some of them, relies upon the testimony of
Clark's son-in-law, McKenney. Mr. McKenney testified that he
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worked for Clark from 1852 to 1856 and 'cut the salt grass, that
from 1857 to 1865 he was a way and did not see any grass cut,
that he went West in 1866 to live, that he has returned every ye.ar
or two and spent two or three months in the summer, except that
in 1871 and 1872 he remained eighteen months and carried on
Clark's brick yard. Being asked whether on his returns there was
to his knowledge any change whatever in Clark's manner of dealing
with the property, he answered "no." It is manifest that evidence
of this character cannot be made to supply the want of definite proof
of occupation. It is as indefinite and uncertain as anything could
well be. Neither the question nor the context shows that the mind
of the witness was directed to the flats. The "property" about
which he was asked may well have been understood by him to refer
to the brick yard. It does not appear that he knew the manner of
Clark's dealing with any property from 1857 to 1868, when he first
returned from the West. If this witness knew anything about
Clark's occupation of the flats, it is fairly to be inferred that he
would have been asked about it.
There is much evidence in the case about Clark's adverse claims
to the flats, and some at times relating to which there is no proof of
occupation. But an adverse claim is not evidence of adverse occupation. Carter v. Clarie, 92 Maine, 225. Both are essential elements
in support of a claim of title. by adverse possession, but they are
distinct from each other, and each must be proved.
The case failing to show that the tenant and those under whom it
claims, have occupied the flats in question uninterruptedly for any
one period of twenty years, the defense fails and the demandant is
entitled to judgment.
The tenant was in open, notorious, exclusive, continuom; and adverse
possession of the premises for about ten years next prior to the date
of the demandant's writ, and now makes claim for the value of improvements made thereon during the first three or four years of its occupation. The case before us does not show that the tenant has filed
· a written claim for compensation for such improvements as provided
by R. S., ch. 106, sect. 24. Nor that the demandant has filed a
request in writing under the same section for an estimation of what
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would ha,·e been the value of the premises, at the time of trial, if no
improvements harl been made. But such a claim for the value of
improvements is of an equitable character, and if it were necessary
and justice required it, the court would remand the case to nisi prius
that the proper claim and req nest might be filed, and a statutory
determination thereof be made.
In this case, however, it does not seem to be necessary to remand
the case. It is before us on report. When cases are reported to the
Law Court, the pleadings, unless made otherwise Ly the terms of the
report, are of minor consequence, except as a guide to the issues to
be determined. And no doubt it was competent for the parties to
waive a compliance with the statutory provisions. The case shows
that evidence was introduced by both sides on the question of improvements, and that question has been argued on the merits before us.
We assume therefore that the parties by reporting the case contemplated that the court would decide this question, rather than remand
the case for a further trial.
The "improvements" for which the tenant claims compensation
consist of a "fill" or embankment about five hundred feet long, about
twenty-six feet wide at the top, and fifty-four at the bottom, and
from seven to eleven feet high, containing about 6,666 cubic yards,
and the ties, rails and other railway equipment which was laid thereon.
The statute provides that an estimation shall be made of the increased
value of the premises, by reason of the improvements, but that no
allowance shall be made except for such improvements as "were judicious and proper under the circumstances." R. S., ch. 106, sect. 24.
And nothing can be deemed an "improvement" which does not benefit
the land, nor increase its value to the true owner. It matters not how
much a so called improvement may have benefited the adverse occu. pier. The real question is, has it been judicious and proper and
pecuniarily beneficial, as regards the owner t Under this rule the
tenant's claim for ties, rails and other equipment must be disregarded.
But as it appears, as we think, that the flats themselves were not
available for any substantial or practical use prior to the tenant's
occupation, and could only be made usable by filling above tide
water, the filling was "judicious and proper," and if it added to the
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value of the demandant's flats, the tenant is entitled to be allowed for
it, to the extent that the value of the premises was thereby increased.
We think it cannot be said that the filling by the tenant of these flats,
so near such· a railroad center as the Union Station in Portland·is,
has been of no benefit to the demandant. The flats themselves were
of little value, except to hold for future developments in that locality.
The tenant has done what the dernandant would have been obliged to
do, in part, at least, to make his flats usable. The demandant might
not have found it nece.ssary to make so deep a fill, as the one the
tenant made. The laud might have been made usable at much less.
expense than the tenant incurred. But that the land had some more
value to use or to sell, after the embankment was made by the tenant,
taking into account conditions existing at the date of the writ, we
have no doubt. It is not easy, however, to determine how much.
We have before us two widely varying estimates of the cost of the
filling, by two admittedly competent engineers. But the cost of the
fill, though properly admissible, may furnish only a slight evidence
of the increased value that the embankment gives to the premises.
It is by no means the criterion. The tenant has now no right to
keep its tracks upon this embankment. We cannot know that upon
any future relocation of its tracks made necessary by this decision, it
will take the demanded premises as its right of way, by eminent
domain or other\\'·ise. If it has to condemn and pay for a right of
way, it may find it expedient to locate elsewhere. A change of a very
few feet would render the embankment of no particular present use
or value to the demandant. Of course the land can be used for that
purpose, if it shall be so taken and the fact that it is so available must
have some effect upon its present value, and upon its increased value
to the demandant by reason of the .embankment. There is now no
other prospective use, we think, which materially affects its value.
It is claimed by the demandant that the embankment injuriously
affects his use of some portion of the remainder of his :flats. We
think however that that damage is trifling.
Upon the whole, we are of opinion that the increased value of the
premises by reason of the embankment should be estimated at four
hundred dollars, and that the value of the premises at the present
VOL. CI
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time without the embankment should be estimated at two hundred
dollars.
The demandant therefore is entitled to judgment for so much of
the· demanded premises as consists of flats which were embraced in
the original Deborah Mills grant, the boundaries to be determined
from the plan used at the trial. But the issuing of a writ of possession will be governed by the provisions of R. S., ch. 106, sects.
26-31 inclusive.
Judgment for demandant. Writ of possession to issue
in acCO'rdance with the opinion.

KATE

L.

SANFORD

Waldo.
Deed.

Exception Therein.

vs.

MARY CARR STILLWELL.

Opinion July 16, 1906.

Construction of Same with Ref~rence to Unrecorded
Deed. R. S., c. 76, § 11.

The plaintiff's deed contaitied, among other things, the following clause:
"Also e,xcepting any and all other portions of said premises which may
have been conveyed by the Cape Jellison Land Improvement. Company,
the Penobscot Bay Land Improvement Company, Dustin Lancey and,
Jeremiah Nelson."
At the time of the delivery of this deed the plaintiff had notice by record of
a deed of certain lotsfrmn Jeremiah Nelson to the defendant, but after the
plaintiff's deed was placed on record the defendant caused to be recorded
another deed from Jeremiah Nelson bearing the same date as the one previously recorded but purporting to convey not only the same several lots
but also one half the area of the private ways adjoining and the shore and
fiats in front of these lots.
Held: that the exception in the plaintiff's deed included by reference the
land conveyed to the defendant under the unrecorded deed.

On report.

Judgment for defendant.
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Real action wherein the plaintiff demanded against the defendant
the possession of a certain lot o,f land situate in Stockton Springs,
Waido County. Writ dated August 30, L905. Plea, the general
issue and a brief statement of title in the. defendant.
This action came on for trial at the April term, 1906, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, Waldo County. At the conclusion of the
evidence it was agreed to report the case to the Law Court, " to
render such judgment as the law and the fact require."
The plaintiff's deed mentioned in the opinion is dated August 10,
1899, and was recorded August 15, 1899. The defendant's deed
mentioned in the opinion and which was not recorded u'ntil after the
record of the plaintiff's deed, is dated April 30, 1896, and was
recor<led August 9, 1901.
The case appears in the opinion.

Dunton & Morse, for plaintiff.
W. P. Thompson, for defendant.
SITTING: · 'WISWELL, C. J., STROUT, SAVAGE, PowERs, PEABODY,
SPEAR, JJ.
PEABODY, J. This is a writ of entry and comes before the court
on report.
The plaintiff is the owner of a large tract of shore property in
Stockton Springs, Waldo County, Maine, which had been laid out
and plotted for buil~ing purposes and from which portions had been
sold prior to the plaintiff's acquisition of the property. The plaintiff's deed contained the following clause:
"Also excepting any and all other portions of said premises which
may have been conveyed by the Cape Jellison Laud Improvement
Company, The Penobscot Bay Land Improvement Company, Du:stin
Lancey and Jeremiah Nelson."
The deed was dated August 10, 1899, and recorded August 15,
1899. ,At the time of the delivery of this deed the plaintiff had
notice by record of a deed of certain Jots from Jeremiah Nelson to
the defendant; but after the plaintiff's deed was placed on record the,
defendant caused to be recorded another deed from Jererniah Nelson
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bearing the same date as that previously recorded but purporting to
convey not on-ly the snme several lots but uh;o one half the area of
the private ways adjoining and the shore and flats in front of these
lots. The plaintiff seeks to recover possession of that portion of the
land occupied by the defendant which was not included in the deed
first recorded. There is no evidence that either the plaintiff or the
plaintiff's grantor had notice of the second deed prior to its recording.
There is no evidence of fraud, and as the case stands full credit is
to be given to all the transactions, and the rights of the parties must
depend upon the construction of the deeds and the legal. effect of
their delivery and recording: which must be presumed to have been
upon the dates indicated therein.
The plaintiff relies upon the statute R. S., chap. 75, sec. 11, which
provides that "no couveyance of an estate in fee simµle, fee tail or
for life or lease for more than seven years is effectual against any
person except the grantor, his heirs and devisees, and µersons having
actual notice thereof, unless the deed is recorded as herein provided."
This would be sufficient to establish her title in the absence of
evidence of actual notice of defendant's deed, were it not for the
express exception in the plaintiff's deed of "all other portions of i:;aid
premises which may have been conveyed by Jeremiah Nelson."
It would seem that the case as presented to the court turns
entirely on the validity of this exception and its application to the
premises referred to in the defendant's deed. Whatever may have
been the rights of the plaintiff's grantor with reference to the premises, if he has purposely and by apt language excluded the defendant's land from the tract which he conveyed to the plaintiff she has
not succeeded to his rights in that land. The question of actual
notice of the defendant's deed is not involved in this case, if the
plaintiff herself has no colorable title to the premises.
The language of the exception does not violate the requirements
of accuracy. By reference to the conveyances of Jeremiah Nelson it
incorporates the premises described in those conveyances which must
necessarily have been set out with sufficient accuracy. The knowledge or ignorance of the grantor with reference to the conveyances of
Jeremiah Nelson does not affect the certainty, and accuracy of his
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exception. H the conveyances existed in fact and are referred to that
is sufficient. King v. Well8, 94 N. C. 344.
There is no ambiguity in his use of language, which · clearly
expresses the intention to include in his exception all land conveyed
by Jere_miah Nelson whether the conveyances we~e within his knowledge or not. It therefor(l include<l by reference the land conveyed
to the defendant under the unrecorded deed, which wa~ a valid ~onveyance although until recorded effectual only against those having
actual notice. Adams v. Hopkins, 144 Cal. 19.
· ·
The plaintiff not having acquired title to the demanded premises
cannot maintain this action.
Judgment for defendant.·

· LYDIA

W. Woon vs.

MAINE CENTRAL RAitROAD CoMPANY~

ELLA M. BEEDY
ARTHUR

Kennebec.
Ra·ilroad Crossing.

E.

vs.

BEEDY

SAME.

vs.

SAME.

Opinion J u!y 17, 1906.
I

,

Negligence. Care on Part of Passengers for Hire ci · Question
of Fact. R. S., c. 52, §§ 70, 86.

When. passengers for hire, riding in a public carriage, are about Lo cross a
railroad track it cannot be said as a matter of law that it is neglige11ce on
their part if they are not as alert as the driver of the team over which
they have no direct control, in looking and listening for an approaching
train before attempting to cross the track, but it is a question of fact for a
jury, under all the circumstances, to determine whether or not such passengers were in the exercise of ordinary car.e.
In the. cases at bar, an instruction was given which was clearly within the
rul~ of law, and the· fact, i(~uch be 'the fact, "that 'the lan·guage of the
judge unduly emphasize<l 'the defendant's legal responsibility and unduly
minimized its legal privileges and rights," is not deemed sufficient to sustain the exception to the instruction.
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In the three above entitled actions, there was a verdict for the plaintiff in
each action. Held: that the motions for new trials must be overruled on
the question of liability, and also that the verdict in favor of the plaintiff
husband must be sustained, but that the verdicts in the other two actions
are excessive and that therefore on .the question of the assessment of
damages these two verdicts must be set aside unless the respective plaintiffs file remittiturs as stated in the opinion.

On motions and exceptions by defendant.

Exceptions overruled.
Motion overruled in one action and sustained in the other two actions
on the question of damages unless remittiturs are filerl ..
Three actions on the case for negligence and all tried together.
The actions by the two f':lmale plaintiffs were each to recover
damages for personal injuries sustained by them and caused by the
alleged negligence of the defendant company. The remaining action
was brought by the husband of one of the other plaintiffs, to recover
for expenditures and loss of service arising from the injury to his
wife. TheRe actions all grew out of the same accident which
occurred in the Maine Central yards in Waterville, on the 24th day
of J nly, 1903. Plea, in each case, the general issue.
The verdict in each case was for the plaintiff, in the following
sums: Ella M. Beedy, $9,866.33; Arthur E. Beedy, $4,204:60;
Lydia W. Wood, $7,558.92.
The defendant seasonably filed a motion to set aside each of said
verdicts as against evidence and for excessive damages.
The defendant also excepted to certain instructions given to the
jury by the presiding Justice.
The case appears in the opinion.
Heath &· Andrews and Paul R. Blackmur (of the Massachusetts
Bar) for plaintiffs.
Orville Dewe_y Baker and Charles F. Johnson, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL,

C. J.,

STROUT, SAVAGE, PEABODY, SPEAR,

JJ.

SPEAR, J.
These three actions are for personal injuries against
the Maine Central Railroad. They come up on motion and exceptions. They all grow out of the same accident and depend upon
the same state of facts. Two of these suits are brought by the

persons injured and the third by the husband of one of them for
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damages. The accident ·occurred on the 24th .of July, 1903, about
seventeen minutes past eight o'clock in the morning of a clear day.
The parties to the accident were two women passengers for hir,e in
a mail stage with the driver of the stage which was struck by a.
freight train of four cars running backwards and pushed across a
public crossing whereby the women were severely injured.
It is not controverted that they were lawfully travelling on Al_den
Street, a public high way in Waterville that. crosses the yard of the
defendant company connecting Ticonic Street and College Avenue.
Six tra;cks run across the street covering the length of it for a distance of about eighty feet. There were no gateR, flagnien, signals,
signs or precautions of any kind calculated to warn persons of the
approach of passing trains. The yard on both sides of the street
was a long one and the .use by the railroad of the tracks across the ,
street ·was extensive. The use by travellers was equally frequent:
As already observed, there were three parties in the carriage, an
open carryall, which was being driven by a mail carrier who took
passengers for hire, and the two ladies and himself were the occupants. The carryall had two seats, the driver w'as in the front seat,
one of the plaintiffs, Mrs. Wood was on the seat with him, and Mrs ..
Beedy, the other plaintiff, occupied a rear seat alone. This carriage
. was a common carryall, with a small awning overhead with four
small supports, giving an unimpeded view in every direction to the
passengers. The plaintiffs were not traversing this street of their_
own choice, as the driver, receiving the usual fare, selected his own
route. There ~eems to have been no lack of reasonable care on the
part of the plaintiffs in selecting a driver of experience anQ one in
whom they were entitled to have the confidence usually placed ·by
passengers in a driver of a public carriage. He owned 'the team and
had driven the stage route for eight years. He ·had been accustomed
to the use of horses for thirty years. The horse driven on this occasion was twelve years old, steady, kind, fearless, easily managed and
often driven by women. Austin had lost an arm when fourteen
years of age but by long experience had learned to drive properly
with one hand. There is no pretence in this case that the lack
of a hand in any way contributed to the accident. He had passed
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thh, crossing for eight years, at least once a week. He was well
acquainted with the location and the tracks. No question was raised
as to his sobriety, intelligence, and experience. 'Mrs. Beedy had
known him for a long time and had driven with him many times
before in the same carriage and had an opportunity to notice his care
and ski) l in driving. Mrs. Wood had driven with him once. Nothing in the case tends to show that anything happened to modify the
confidence these women seemed to have had the right to repose in
the carrier charged with the responsibility of con'veying them safely.
These plaintiffs were coming from Fairfield and the driver pursued
a course which took him along Alden Street and over the crossing
in question. This crossing is composed of six tracks and as before
stated, covered the length of the street to· a distance of about eighty
feet. The team had passed five tracks and was on the last and final
track when the accident occurred. The horse had got completely
overthe last crossing so that he was not touched or injured~ The
, carriage itself was right on the crossing between the rails of the· final
crossing when the accident occurred and the ·plaintiffs were injured.
It was the off hind wheel or between the hind wheel and the front
wheel· of the carryall on the off side that the train struck.
The train which collided with them was a shifting freight having
, four loaded cars and an engine, being backed easterly towards Bangor. They were hit not by the engine but ·by the freight car -being
· at the head of the train as it was backed up.
It is not disputed that the driver when he approached Alden Street
and was about to turn· into it, stopped his horse and looked across
all the tracks to see if the street was clear its entire length. The
evidence shows that not only the driver but' the two plaintiffs also
took the precaution to look and listen for the approach of a train
over this street. After this until the ~noment of collision, no flagman, gate, signal or other precaution warned the driver or the
occupants of the carriage of the approaching train. Under these
conditions the driver proceeded until the collision. · The two plaintiffs had no control over the management of the team. The driver
said nothing to them but simply drove on.
Upon these different tracks both passenger and freight cars were
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yarded, one lapping by the other in such a way, as the plaintiffs
claim, as to completely impede the view of the car approaching upon
the last track crossed by them, until they were nearly, if not 9.uite,
upon the track. In discussing the evidence, we will call the track
upon which the accident occurred, track No. 1, and the other tracks
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, in the order of their location.
Under the above state of facts the plaintiffs contend that the cars
stretching along these various tracks in echelon ~rder, including a
car on track .2 but a few feet from the crossing, prevented them from
hearing or seeing the approaching car; and that this fact, coupled
with t~1e undue speed of the train and the absence of any signals or
warning of its approach, established a plain case of negligence on
the part of the defendant company. On the other hand, the defend. ant claims that the cars standing on these various tracks were so
distributed that tlrnapproa.ching train could have been seen both by
the driver and the plaintiffs, if in the exercise of due care, from the
third track, and that as a matter of fact, no car was stan~ingupon
the second track and that the train was backing down at a rate of
speed not exceeding six miles an hour and that therefore, the defendant was not negligent. The jnry found in favor of the plain.tiffs
upon the question of the defendant's negligence, and we cannot say
that their verdict upon this issue is so clearly wrong as to jt,1stify
us in setting it aside.
But the defendants say, admitting that they were negligent in the
respects referred to, they are not liable for t.he injuries occasioned by
the accident because the plaintiffs were not only guilty of negligence
as a matter of fact, but admitting the facts substantially as they
claim, were guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law.
The last two propositions interlace and must be discussed together,
inasmuch as whether the plaintiffs were guilty of contributory negligence, conceding the defendant's negligence, depends upon determining the legal duty owed by the. plaintiffs to the defendant in crossing
· these tracks. It is of course true, that if these plaintiffs could have
seen or heard the car, backing down in such a manner as to threaten
their safety, and in season to notify the driver of the danger and
request him to stop, it was their duty to do so. But did they have
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the opportunity to thus observe the approaching car? It is not our
purpose to discuss the testimony at any length or to make a compilation of the time a11d distances respectively occupied. by the team
and the train in reaching the crossing.
The determination of one very important disputed fact we think
justified the jury in relieving the plaintiffs from the. charge of contributory negligence upon this point as a matter of fact. As already
seen, the plaintiff~ contend that a car was sitting upon track 2, but
a few feet from the crossing. The defendants on the contrary say
that there was no car upon track 2, anywhere near the crossing. If
a car was upon track 2 near the crossing, then it is apparent that the
plaintiffs could not have seen the approaching car until it had passed
by the end of the car sitting upon track 2, thus bringing the ,team and
the backing car in close proximity upon track 1, when they first .came
in sight -of each other. On the other hand, if no car was upon
track 2, near the crossing, then the plaintiffs could have seen the
approaching car for quite a little distance up the track before it
reached· the crossing. We think the evidence is quite conclusive, at
any rate, sufficiently so to fully warrant the inference by the jury,
that a car was upon track 2, near the crossing at the time of the collision. The testimony of the defendant's own witnesses seem to
establish this fact. Two of the defendant's witnesses explicitly stated
that they were opposite the window of the telegraph office and that
the end of their car, the colliding car, was opposite Feuner's windows,
66 feet from the crossing, when they first saw simply t~e head of a
horse. Without going into any mathematical calculation of the distances or the time it would take to traverse them respectively by the
team and the train, the situation as disclosed by the plans and the
evidence quite clearly demonstrates that a car was sitting upon track
2, as claimed by the plaintiffs; otherwise, the defendant's. employees
could have seen the horse's head for some time and some distance
before they arrived at the point opposite the window of the telegraph
office.
We therefore think the jury did not so far err as to require the
intervention of the court when they came to the conclusion, as they
must have done in order to find a verdict for the plaintiffs, that the
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cars upon these various tracks were so located as to prevent the
plaintiffs from seeing the approaching train until so near the point
of collision that no reasonable time intervened, between the discovery
of the train and the collision, in which they, as passengers not in
control of the team, were able to avoid the accident.
But the defendant goes still further and contends that; conceding
these facts in favor of the plaintiffs as found by the jury, they shonld
be inhibited. from recovery by the law governing the conduct of persons approaching and about to cross the tracks of a steam railroad.
If we understand its legal position correctly, it claims that the
plaintiffs, immediately before attempting to cross the track, should
have looked and listened for an approaching train with the same
degree of care required of them had they been driving the team
themselves; and that upon the approach of danger, they should have
warned the driver ; that under the well settled rule in this state,
that a person in the possession of unimpaired sight and hearing, if he
does look and listen at a railroad crossing and neither sees nor hears
a train, is negligent for not seeing or hearing it, and if he does see or
hear it and attempts to cross and is injured he is negligent for making
the attempt, the plaintiffs upon either alternative were negligent and
cannot recover.
Upon this point the presiding J nstice instructed the jury as follows:
"The railroad company contends that the standard of ordinary
care on the part of the passengers for hire, riding in a· public carriage, is the same as that of the driver of the carriage under the circumstances of this case, except so far as it is modified by the fact
that they have no direct control over the team.
"You may find it to be substantially so, as a matter of fact, upon
. the evidence in this case, but I cannot say to you as a matter of law
that it is negligence in itself on their part if they are not as alert as
the driver in looking and listening for an approaching train before
attempting to cross the track. I cannot say to you as a matter of
law that they inust be presumed to be negligent if as passengers
they failed to look and listen. It is a question of fact for you to
decide under the particular circumstances of the cm,e.
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,"I have said that you ma,y find that it was the plaintiff's duty in
this case to c'fook and listen.'"
To this ruling the defendant excepted, but we think the ruling
was correct. It makes this distinction as to the rule of law governing the conduct of one approaching and attempting to pass a railroad
crossing who is driving and in the full control and managenient· of
his team, and that governing the conduct of passengers for hire who
are not driving and do not have the control and management of
the team in which they are riding; that in the former case it is; as
a g_uestion of law, negligence per se for a person to cross a railroad
track with-out first looking aud listening if there is a chance for his
,doing so. While in the latter case, it is not a question of law and
negligence per se, if the passengers fail to request the driver to stop
· or to look and listen, but a q uestiun of fact for the jury whether
under all the circumstances in the case, ordinary care required that
they should do so.
It is conceded in the defendant's brief that a person riding in a
covered hack ~ould be relieved of the duty of looking and listening
in crossing a railroad track and authorized to rely upon the care and
skill of his driver. In such a case, the situation relieves the passenger of the duty of looking and listening. He is within a closed
carriage and cannot see or hear without stopping the team and alighting from his carriage. We see no reason why the same rule as to
the degree of care to be exercised should· ·not apply to a passenger in
an· o'pen carr-iage. All the conditions are precisely the same except
that the passenger in the open· carriage can better near and see.
But this is a circumstance affecting only the greater vigilance to be
exercised on the part of the passenger riding in an open carriage to
bring him within the rule requiring the observance of ordinary care.
in each cas~ the paRsenger has a right to and must to a certain extent
rely upon the vigilance of the driver. While passive reliance upon
the driver might relieve the passengers in the· closed hack from contributory negligence with respect to the danger he could not see or
hear, the same conduct might subject a person riding in an open
carriage to the charge of contributory negligence with respect to the
danger they could see and hear, if paying attention. In each case
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it is a question of ordinary care under all the circumstances.
We think the rule laid down by .the presiding Justice goes as far
as the law required. The above distinction between the duty owed
by the driver of the team and a passenger is recognized and ,stated in
State v. B. & M. R. R. Co., 80 Maine, 430. This was a case in
which the deceased was riding as a passenger either for hire or gratuitously. While the whistle of the approaching train which caused
the accident was heard and discussed by the other two occupants of
the carriage, the deceased was silent and by the act of the driver to
which he made no objection was driven directly to the colEsion which
caused his death. With reference to the force of the fact that the
plaintiff was only a passenger, Chief Justice Peters says: "The
plaintiff's case is fortified by another consideration. He neither
drove, nor, as far as appears, had any control of the team in which he
was riding. It is reasonable to suppose that the owner carried him
for hire or gratuitously as a neighborly kindness. His position was
not of the same degree of responsibility to the railroad as was that of
the driver. He was a comparatively passive party. Not that he had
no duty to perform. He could have asked the driver to stop the team
or he could have left it. But it woulJ be natural, even though his
fears were excited, that he should defer to some extent the experience
and discretion of the driver, who was in the control of his own team,
and before he had time to assert his own judgment against the
driver's, or ,perhaps fully appreciate the situation., the inevitable event
was upon him. We think this fact has considerable force in the combination of circumstances which weigh against the charge of contributory negligence."
If the rule contended for by the defendant is to prevail, there is
nq ground upon which to predicate the above reasoning, as it is
apparent that under such a rule the act of the deceased in the above ·
case would have been negligence per se and thus have precluded any
consideration of the facts.
In Howe v. Minn. St. Paul & 8. S. 111. R. Go., 62 Minn. 71, the
precise question of law involved in this case was fully discussed and
decided. The court held that the same duty did not necessarily
devolve upon the passenger as upon the driver but that he must,
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however, exercise reasonable care to avoid the danger and is responsible for his own negligence. It was said if the passenger knows the
driver to be incompetent, sees that he is neglecting his duty, or participates in the driver's negligence, he is himself negligent. But that
it was natural to trust somewhat to the driver seen to be watchful as
under ordinary circumstances passengers have a right to rely largely
upon a driver in exclusive control; that there can be. no fast and hard
rule. They specifically say "Every case must depend largely npon
its own particular facts." The circumstantial evidence in this case
may tend quite strong to prove that plaintiff, as well as driver, was
negligent, but that was a question of fact for the jury." See also
Neal v. Rendall, 98 Maine, 69; Whitman v. flisher, 98 Maine, 57 5;
Smith v. Jfoine Central R. R. Co., 87 Maine, 339; Bric/tell v. N. Y.
Central, 120 N. Y. 290; Murray v. Ice Co., 180 Mass. 165 ; Elkins
v. B & A. R.R. 115 Mass. 190.
We have disposed of the second exception first because it naturally
came first in the discussion of the case. Tlie first exception related
to the iustructions of the presiding J nstice with respect to the effect
of section 70 and section 86 of chapter 52, of the Revised Statutes,
relating to the speed with which trains are allowed to proceed in
passing through the thickly settled part of cities and towns. The
substance of the instruction was as follows : " One word further in
relation to the statute I read to you in regard to the speed of six
miles an hour. I explained to you that of course this was not
designed to be a description of the full measure of duty on the part
of the railroad company, or to describe all the duties and obligations resting upon them. I did not say to you distinctly, I do say it
now, that the fact that they were running more than six miles an
hour without a flagman would not be conclusive evidence of negligence. It is a question of faet for the jury. But the fact that they
were found violating the statute is always material and often important evidence tending to show negligence. For instance, we have
another statute which requires persons about to meet and pass on the
highway seasonably to turn to the right of the center of the road.
Now the fact that one is found on the left side of the road in violation of the law would not be conclusive evidence of negligence on his
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part, but it would be important evidence tending to show that he
was negligent, if he was on the wrong side of the road, if he was
violating the statute; but it might be open to explanation, theremight be various reasons why he was there. I have explained also
before, I believe, that they might be guilty of negligence if they
were not going more than six miles an honr under given circumstances. It is a question of fact for the jury."
AU that counsel have to say upon the propriety of this instruction
is "That the language of the judge unduly emphasized the defend.;.
ant's legal responsibility and unduly minimized its legal privileges
and rights." Whether under all the circumstances in this case, this
may or may not be true, we think the instruction _is clearly within
the rule of Ia w governing this branch of. the case.
While we do not see our way clear under the law and the evidence
to set the verdict _aside upon the question of liability, we are of the
, opinion that the jury erred in the assessment of damages. The verdict in favor of the plaintiff Ella M. Beedy was $9866. 33; in favor
of the plaintiff Arthur E. Beedy, her husband, for the loss of the
comfort, assistance, service, society and benefit of his wife, on account
of her injuries and for expenses paid in her behalf, $4204.66; in
favor of Lydia W. Wood $7558.92.
It can serve no useful purpose to attempt an analysis of the
evidence and undertake to give reasons for cutting down the size of
these verdicts when upon a careful reading and consideration of the
testimony we have become sati::,fied that justice requires this to be
done. "Thile the injuries to Mrs. Beedy were serious and painful,
such perhaps as she would not again encounter for any sum of
money, yet she has received the injuries and the question now is the
amount to which she is entitled as just compensation for what she
has in the past and will in the future suffer.
Upon a careful reading of the case we are convinced that $6000
will be just and adequate compensation for the injuries received by
Mrs. Ella M. Beedy. The compensation to which the husband is entitled as damages on
account of the injuries received by his wife are more susceptible of
computation than that of either of the other plaintiffs. The evidence
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shows that at the time of the trial he had already expended about
$1000 on account of the accident, and will undoubtedly be obliged
for a long time at least to be under constant expense to supplement
the household duties which could have been performed by his wife,
but for her injuries, besides possible expense for medical attendance
and medicine. While this verdict is a very large one under the circumstances of this case, yet in view of the contihgencies that may
arise on account of the injuries received by the plaintiff's wife, we are
inclined to let this verdict stand. We are of opinion, however, that
the verdict of $7558.92 in favor of the plaintiff Lydia W. Wood is
clea'rly excessive. From a careful reading- and consideration of the
testimony in her case, we are folly persuaded that ample justice will
be done by allowing her as compensation $4500: Our conclusion is
that the plaintiff Ella M. Beedy should remit the amount of her verdict above $6000 and that Lydia "\\T. Wood should remit the amount
of her verdict above $4500, otherwise, a new trial is granted in each
case. Motion overruled as to the plaintiff Arthur E. Beedy.
Exceptions overTuled.
Motion fJustained in case of Ella M. ·Beedy · and
Lydia W. Wood, unless plafotijfs file a rernittitur
for all· of their respectfoe verdicts above $6000
and $4500, within 30 days fr·om the date of the
resm·ipt in this case.
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STATE V. BASS,

STATE OF MAINE

Penobscot.
Criminal Law.

vs. JOSEPH P. BASS et als.

Opinion July 17, 1906.

Evidence Must Support the Allegations.

R. S., c. 29, § 45.

When in· a criminal proceeding, the facts are entirely insufficient to support
the allegations in the complaint judgment must be for defendant.
It is true that in misdemeanors all who participate in the commission of an
offense are deemed principals and may be indicted and convicted either
jointly or severally. But when a prohibited notice is printed in a newspaper published by a newspaper corporation, and a comp~aint therefor is
against individuals they cannot be held responsible for the publication of
such notice when there is an entire absence of any evidence to show that
at the time of the alleged offense they had any interest whatever, either
as stockholders or otherwise, in such corporation, or any participation in
the conduct of its affairs.
In the case at bar, the capital stock of the corporation was all owned by the
defendants at the time the complaint was made, which was six days after
the publication of the prohibited notice, but the case fails to disclose that
they had any interest in the corp'oi.-ation, either as stockholders or otherwhie, on the 22nd day of April, 1905, the time of the commission of the
alleged offense, or that they participated in the conduct of its affairs at
that time.

On agreed statement. Judgment for defendants.
Complaint to the Bangor Municipal Court in the City of Bangor,
under the provisions of section 45 of chapter 29 of the Revised
Statutes. The substance of the complaint, omitting the "liquor
advertisement" complained of, is as follows:
"Henry N. Pringle of Waterville in the County of Kennebec on
the twenty-eighth day of April A. D. one thousand nine hundred and
five in behalf of said State, on oath, complains that Joseph P. Bass,
M. Robert Harrigan and Frederick H. Strickland, all of Bangor, in
the County of Penobscot, laborers, on the twenty-second day of
April, A. D. one thousand nine hundred and five with force and
arms at Bangor aforesaid, in the County aforesaid, being then and
there the owners and publishers of a newspaper known and called the
Bangor Daily Commercial, did then and there in said newspaper
VOL. CI 31
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unlawfnlly and knowingly, publish notice of the sale and keeping for
sale of intoxicating liquors in the words and tenor following:"
(Copy of the liquor advertisement was here inserted.)
On this complaint a warrant in due form of law was issued on the
28th day of April, 1905, by said Municipal C(?urt. The defendants
were duly arraigned in said Municipal Court, pleaded not guilty and
waived a hearing, and thereupon the Judge of said Municipal Court
adjudged them guilty and imposed a fine of twenty dollars and costs
upon each of the defendants, from which judgment an appeal was
taken to the August term, 1905, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Penobscot County.
At said August term of s~id Supreme Judicial Court, the facts
were agreed upon and it was then agreed that the case should be
sent to the Law Court on the agreed statement of facts, with the
following stipulation: "Judgment to be rendered by the Law Court
as the facts and law of the case may require."
The agreed statement of facts is as follows : "It is agreed that
at the time of said complaint and prior thereto and ever since, said
newspaper, the Bangor Daily Commercial, including its plant, consisting of printing presses, boiler, engine, linotype machines, cases,
type, paper and printing appliances, was owned and that said newspaper was published by the "J. P. Bass Publishing Company," a
corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of this state,
and having a capital stock fully paid in of forty thousand dollars,
and that said capital stock is and was all owned at the time of said
complaint by the respondents above named. And that the notice of
the sale or keeping for sale of intoxicating liquors above named, and
as described in the · complaint and warrant was published with the
knowledge of the respondents above named.
"It is further agreed that the said Con. Keefe, whose advertisement was alleged to have been published in the Bangor Daily Commercial, carried on business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
and was legally authorized under the laws of said Commonwealth
to sell and keep for sale intoxicating liquors therein.
"It is further agreed that said advertisement was published in said
Bangor Daily Commercial in pursuance of a contract made and
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entered into in Boston aforesaid through the Advertising Agency of
Julius Matthews, between the said Keefe and the said Julius
Matthews, acting on behalf of and as agent of said J. P. Bass Pub.:.
lishing Company."
H. H. Patten, County Attorney for the State.
Appleton & Chaplin, for defendants.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., E.MERY,
POWERS, SPEAR, J J.

WHITEHOUSE,

S~VAGE,

WHITEHOUSE, J. This is a compJaint against the defendants for
knowingly publishing in the Bangor Daily Commercial, a "notice of
the sale and keeping for sale of intoxicating liquors." It is based
on section 45 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes. The defendants
waived a hearing in the Municipal Court, and being adjudged guilty,
appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court. The case comes to the
Law Court on an agreed statement of facts.
It is alleged in the complaint that the defendants, on the 22nd day
of April 1905, "being then and there the owners and publishers of a
newspaper called the Bangor Daily Commercial, did then and there
in said newspaper unlawfully and knowingly publish notice of the
sale and keeping for sale of intoxicating liquors" etc. This complaint
hears date April 28, 1905.
It appears from the agreed statement that "at the time of said complaint and prior thereto and ever since, said newspaper, the Bangor
Daily Commercial was published by the "J. P. Bass Publishing
Company," a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws
of this State, and having a capital stock fully paid in of forty thousand dollars, and that said capital stock is and was all owned at the
time of said complaint by the respondents above named. And that
the notice of the sale or keeping for sale, of intoxicating liquors above
named, and as described in the complaint and warrant was published
with the knowledge of the respondents above named."
It is thus apparent that the facts admitted in the agreed statement
are entirely insufficient to support the allegations in the complaint.
The material allegations in the complaint ?bviously are, that the
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defendants were the owners and publishers of the Bangor Daily
Commercial and published in it the advertisement in question; but
in the agreed statement it is admitted that the paper was published
by "The J. P. Bass Publishing Company, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the state." There is a further
statement of fact that the capital stock of this corporation was all
owned by the defendants at the time of said complaint, which it has
been seen, was made six days after the publication of the prohibited
notice. But the agreed statement fails to disclose any admission that
these defendants had any interest whatever in the Bangor Daily
Commercial, either as stockholders or otherwise, at the time of the
commission of the alleged offense on the 22nd day of April, 1905.
It is an elementary principle of criminal law and procedure, it is
true, that in misdemeanors all who knowingly participate in the commission of the offense are deemed principals and may be indicted and
convicted either jointly or severally. Bish. Cr. Proc. sec. 545; State
v. Sullivan, 83 Maine, 417; but the agreed statement only admits
that the prohibited notice was "published with the knowledge of the
defendants." Even if it be conceded that the mere fact that such an
advertisement was published by the corporation with the knowledge
of the defendants would have been sufficient to render them liable
as principals for participating in the act, if they had been shown to
be the only stockholders at the time of the publication, there can be·
no reasonable ground for holding them responsible for the publication in question, when there is an entire absence of any evidence
tending to show that at the time of the alleged offense they had any
interest whatever, either as stockholders or otherwise, in the property
of the J. P. Bass Publishing Company or any participation iu the
conduct of its affairs.
According to the stipulations accompanying the agreed statement
in the case, the entry must therefore be,
Judgment for the defendants.
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CRABTREE

vs.
WASHINGTON COUNTY RAILWAY COMPANY.

Washington.

Opinion July 17, 1906.

Contracts. Railroad Excursion Tickets. Limitations of Use. Same Must be
Stated" On the Ticket.'' Ticket Sole Evidence of Contract. R. S., c. 52, § 2.
Revised Statutes, chapter 52, section 2, provides as follows: "No railroad
company shall limit the right of a ticket-holder to any given train, but
such ticket-holder may travel on any train, whether regular or express,
and may stop at any of the stations along the line of the road at which
such trains stop; and such ticket 'Shall be good for a passage as above for
six years from the day it was first issued; provided, that railroad companies may sell excursion, return or other special tickets at less than the
regular rates of fare, to be used only as provided on the ticket."
The defendant sold to· the plaintiff an excursion ticket from Eastport to
Machias and return for about one-fourth of the regular fare from Eastport
to Machias and return, of the following tenor: "Washington County
Railway Excursion Ticket. Eastport to Machias and return. This ticket
is good only on continuous trains, and not good to stop off.'' The plaintiff rode on the defendant's train to Machias on the same day the ticket
was issued to him, staid over night, and on the morning of the next day
he boarded a regular train to return to Eastport and tendered the aforesaid ticket for his passage. The conductor refused to accept the sa1n.e,
and the plaintiff, upon his refusal to pay other fare, was· ejected from the
train. Held: that under the provisions of the aforesaid statute the only
limitation of the use of this ticket "provided on the ticket" was that it
should be "good only on continuous trains, and not good to stop off,"
and that the plaintiff had a right to a ride on any regular train from
Machias to Eastport within six years from the date of the ticket provided
he made a continuous passage.
It was undoubtedly the intention of the legislature by the enactment of the
aforesaid statute to require railroad companies to state" on the ticket"
all the limitations of its use other than the six year limitation imposed by
the statute.
The plaintiff's use of the ticket was in no way modified by any provisions in
posters or advertisements issued by the defendant that were not " pro-
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vided on the ticket," even though he had knowledge of such provisiom;,
And evidence of such knowledge is inadmissible as the ticket itself is the
only competent evidence of the contract between the plaintiff and the
defendant.

On agreed statement of facts. Judgment for plaintiff.
Action on the case to recover <larnages for the alleged unlawful
ejectment of the plaintiff from the defendant's train on which he was
a passenger.
The action came on for trial at the October term, 1905, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, Washington County, at which time the
parties filed an agreed statement of facts and on this agreed statement the case was sent to the Law Court with the followmg stipulations: "Upon such of the foregoing facts as are legally admissible,
the court shall render judgment on law and fact, and if for plaintiff
the damages assessed shall be twenty dollars."
The facts, so far as material, are fu1Iy stated in the opinion.

William R. Pattangall, for plaintiff.
Cur-ran & Curran, for defendant.
SITTING:

C. J.,
J J.

WISWELL,

POWERS, SPEAR,

EMERY,

WHI'l'EHOUSE,

SAVAGE,

SPEAR, J. This case comes up on an agreed statement of facts.
The Washington County Railway, the defendant, advertised an excursion from Eastport to Machias an<l return by p~sting handbills containing the following announcement :
'' Washing ton County Rail way. The All Rail Line. Everyone
in Eastport will be at Machias Wednesday, March 22nd, 1905, to
root . for the. Lobsters. Fare, Eastport to Machias 7 5 cents and
return. Good going on regular trains and for return on the Lobsters' special."
The defendant caused to be inserted in the Eastport Sentinel, a
newspaper published at Eastport on the 22nd day of March, a somewhat more extended notice.
The agreed statement also shows that the plaintiff purchased for
seventy-five cents, a sum of about one-fourth of the regular fare from
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Eastport to Machias, and return, a ticket for this excursion similar
to the following copy :
" Washington County Rail way Excursion Ticket, Eastport to
Machias and Return. This ticket is sold for less than regular fare
and is good only on continuous trains, and not good to stop off."
The plaintiff traveled upon this ticket to Machias on the regular
train of the defendant the night of the twenty-second day of March
aforesaid, and after the basket~ball game advertised, went with the
other excursionists to the defendant's station at Machias for the purpose of boarding the special train there to return to Eastport. The
special train was the "Lobsters' Special," so-called, and was made
up for the return of the exci1rsionists to Eastport, leaving Machias
at about twenty minutes after twelve o'clock A. M. on the twentythird day of March A. D. 1905, and was the only train other than the regular train leaving Machias on the night of the twenty-second,
or the morning of the twenty-third. The plaintiff bei_ng unable to
obtain a seat owing to the crowded condition of- the train stayed in
Machias over night, but on the morning of the twenty-third day of
March boarded a regular train of the defendant to go to Eastport.
He tendered for his passage his aforesaid ticket, and was told by the
conductor that it was no good on that train. Upon plaintiff's refusal
to tender other fare be was ejected from the train at a regular station
without unreasonable or unnecessary force.
Upon such of the foregoing facts as are legally admissible, the
court shall render judgment on law and fact, and if for plaintiff the
damages assessed shall be $20.
Upon this statement, the plaintiff seeks to recover against the railroad company for its refusal to transport him upon the ticket in question. His right of recovery depends upon determining whether
the ticket he offered was a valid contract between him and the railroad company upon which he was, at that time, entitled to a passage
from Machias to Eastport.
Our statute "declares, "no railroad company shall limit the right of
a ticket holder to any given train, but such ticket holder may travel
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on any train, whether regular or express, and may stop at any of the
stations along the line of the road at which such trains stop ; and
such ticket shall be good for a passage as above for six years .
from the day it was first issued ; pr·ovided, that railroad companies
may sell excursion, return or other special tickets at less than the
regular rates of fare, to be used only as provided on the ticket."
R. S., chapter 52, section 2. This proviso settles the case at bar.
It was undoubtedly the iutention of· the legislature by this enactment to require rai lroa<l companies to state "on the ticket" all the
limitations of its use other than that imposed by the statute viz., the
six year limitation.
In this case the only limitation of its ·use '' provided on the ticket"
was that it should be "good only on continuous trains, and not good
to stop off." The statute having prohibited any other limitation
except the six year limit, we are unable to see that the plaintiff's use
of the ticket he had purchased was in any way modified by any
provisions in ·posters or advertisements that were not "provided on
the ticket," even though he had knowledge of them. Evidence of
such knowledge is inadmissible as the ticket itself is the only competent evidence of the contract between the plaintiff and defendant.
Prior to the enactment of the statute, the. ticket did not necessarily
bear evidence, upon its face, of all the terms of the contract,. Burnham v. Grand 1runk Ry. Go., 63 Maine, 298. Crosby v. Maine
Central R. Go., 69 Maine, 418. But the statute containing the above
proviso was enacted subsequent to the promulgation of each of the
above cases and must be presumed to have been considered with
reference to them and to negative the conclusions therein deduced.
The plaintiff had a right to a ride on any regular train from Machias
to Eastport within six years from the date of his ticket, provided,
when he had once taken a train he made a continuous passage.
In accordance with the stipulation in the report the entry must be,
Judgment for the plaintiff for $20 and costs.
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HERBERT W. MARSH et al.

vs.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY.

Penobscot.
Contract to
Driving.
gence.
ness

Opinion July 24, 1906.

Drive Logs. Contract Ratified by Legislature. Logs Lost by Negligent
Privity of Contract Not Essential to Maintenance of Action. NegliProximate Cause. Rule to Determine Proximate Cause Stated. Closeof Casual Relation. Natural Conditions Must be Anticipated.
Evidence . . Private and Special Laws, 1901, c. 293, §§ 1, 2.

Prior to 1901 by legislative charter The Penobscot Log Driving Company
had the exclusive right and duty of qriving all logs coming into the West
Branch of the Penobscot between the bead of Chesuncook Lake and the
East Branch to any place at or above the Penobscot Boom where logs are
usually rafted, at as early a period as practicable. In ~--ebruary, 1901, it
contracted with the defendant to drive into said boom during the driving
season of that year all the logs which the log company should have to
drive under its charter. By section 1, chapter 293 of the Private and
Special Laws of 1901 the legislature ratified and confirmed this contract,
and power and authority necessary to carry out its terms and for its execution was conferred upon the respective parties thereto. The plaintiffs'
logs formed part of the drive of 1901, and this suit is brought to recover
damages alleged to have been sustained by the negligence of the defendant in making said drive.
Held: that privity of contract is not essential to the maintenance of the
action. By accepting the legislative act, as it did by accepting and undertaking to drive the logs, the defendant came under a duty to the ·public,
including the plaintiffs, to drive the logs in accordance with the contract.
The duty was co-extensive with the contract, but as independent of it as if,
instead of referring to the contract the duties of the defendant had been
set forth in the act itself.
The defendant drove the plaintiffs' logs not only in the performance of the
terms of its contract with the Log Driving Company, but also in the exercise of the powers conferred upon it by the state which carried along with
them the corresponding duty to use due care and diligence in the exercise
of those powers.
Under the terms of the report in this case upon the question of fact the
issue is .whether the evidence is 3ufficient to support a verdict for the
plaintiff.
I
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A majority of the court are of the opinion that the evidence is sufficient to
support a verdict -in favor of the plaintiffs' contentions and allegations
that on account of the defendant's mismanagement, either through negligence or misfeasance, this drive of logs was so unnecessarily delayed that
it did not arrive at its destination in season to be cared for and secured
before the river froze, that as a result of this delay the logs became separately frozen into the ice of the river so that they could not be in any
manner secured, that they there remained until a portion of the plaintiffs'
logs were carried down river and out to sea during the December freshet
of that year, and another portion of them were lost in the same manner
in the freshet of the next spring.
In determining the question of proximate cause the true rule is that the
injury must be the natural and probable consequence of the negligence
com plained o{.
It is not necessary to prove that the defendant did anticipate or by the
exercise of ordinary prudence should have anticipated, the precise form in
which the injury resulted. It is sufficient that after the injury, it appears
to have been a natural and probable consequence of the defendant's
negligence.
Closeness of causal relation and not time or distance is the decisive test of
proximity of cause, although in some cases time and distance may have
an important bearing upon the question of causal relation. Upon the
other hand it is not sufficient that the negligent act complained of may
constitute one of a series of antecedent events without which the damage
would not have happened, or that the negligence in question afforded
only an opportunity or occasion for the injury or a mere condition of it.
The loss of the logs cannot be attributed to the magnitude of the freshets as
there was evidence from which a jury would be justified in finding that
th.e logs would have been lost, unsecured as they were, during any ordinary freshet which might happen while they were in this condition.
The early freezing of the river, in conjunction with the defendant's negligence whereby the logs were delivered ·much later than might or should
have been, caused the plaintiffs' loss. This, however, was not an independent intervening cause, but a natural condition, the chance of the
occurrence of which should have been foreseen. Unusual climatic conditions occur so frequently that in important affairs, they must be anticipated and guarded against.

On report. Judgment for plaintiffs.
Action on the case to recover damages caused by the alleged negligence and wilful acts of the defendant corporation in so misdriving
and misdelivering the plaintiffs' logs entrusted to it, in the spring
and summer of 1901, to be driven, that the same went out to sea and
and were lost.
The declaration in the plaintiffs' writ is as follows: "In a plea of
\
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the case for that whereas the said plaintiffs, to wit; on or about the
20th day of June, A. D. 1901, were the owners of a large quantity
of spruce logs, to wit; 4,330,860 feet of spruce which said spruce
logs were intended to be driven down from the West Branch of the
Penobscot River into the Penobscot Boom in the spring and summer
of 1901. And the plaintiffs aver that on or about said 20th day of
June, A. D. 1901 they delivered into the custody and possession and
under the management and control of the said defendant 4,330,860
feet of spruce logs in Chesuncook Lake, which said spruce logs there
joined the \Vest Branch Drive of logs, so called, from there to be
driven with said West Branch Drive by the said defendant down the
West Branch of the Penobscot River, to and upon the Maine Penobscot to the Penobscot Boom, their place of destination and market.
".And whereas the defendant was, by virtue of a contract entered
into with the Penobscot Log Driving Co., dated the 16th day of February, A. D. 1901 and ratified by an act of the Legislature of the State
of Maine, approved February 26, !HO!, bound and obliged to drive
and had the exclusive right and privilege to drive all logs and lumber
seasonablr delivered to said defendant in said Chesuncook Lake down
said West Branch of the Penobscot River and to and on the main
branch of the Penobscot River into Raid Penobscot Boom, all of which
duties, obligations and responsibilities had been accepted by said
defendant prior to the committing by the said defendant of the grievances hereinafter complained of by the plaintiffs.
"And the plaintiffs aver with certain privileges and obligations as
to driving all logs which were intended to be driven down said West
Branch of the said Penobscot River during the driving season of said
year, said defendant received their said spruce logs between the head
and outlet of said Chesuncook Lake and was bound thereby to properly drive said logs into the Penobscot Boom as aforesaid. And
whereas the said defendant was, upon the delivery of said logs into
its custody as aforesaid, in the exclusive possession, control and
management of said logs and lumber for the pnrpose of driving them
down said West Branch into the Penobscot Boom, and was bound
and obliged to drive from said Chesuncook Lake all logs intended
to be driven down said West Branch of said Penobscot River which
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were seasonably delivered to said defendant at the head or outlet of
said Chesuncook Lake during the driving season of 1901 into said
Penobscot Boom. And the plaintiffs aver that on or about, to-wit,
the 20th day of June, 1901, they seasonably delivered to said defendant said 4,330,860 feet of their said logs into the possession and control of the said defendant in said Chesuncook Lake, and then and
there seasonably delivered the same to the defendant, and said defendant accepted said logs and the said defendant was then and there
bound and obliged to take said lugs and drive them to the Penobscot
Boom aforesaid.
"And the plaintiffs aver that the defendant, unmindful of the
plaintiffs' rights and their own obligation under and by virtue of said
contract ratified by Legislature as aforesaid, although · otherwise
requested by- the plaintiffH, did care]essly and negligently drive ~aid
plaintiffs logs so that they did not arrive at said Penobscot Boom in
the year of 1901 in season to be cared for and protected from being
lost by said plaintiffs. And the plaintiffs aver that, by reason of the
defendant's wrongful acts as aforesaid, a large quantity of their logs,
to-wit; 1,149,330 feet of the value of $15 per thousand, and all of
the value of $17,239.95, were lost and went to sea, all of which loss
and injury was through the wrongful acts, negligence and disregard
of the duties imposed upon said defendant in the driving and caring
for said logs and lumber, and all of which loss and damage was
occasioned by the negligence and carelessness of the defendant in the
driving of the logs of the plaintiffs without any negligence or fault
or want of due care on the part of said plaintiffs.
"And the plaintiffs aver that by the negligence and wrongful acts
of the said defendant many of their said logs, delivered to the defendant as aforesaid, did not enter, during the driving season of 1901,
said Penobscot Boom, and none of their logs or lumber arrived at
said Boom before November 13, 1901, when it was impossible for
the plaintiffs, on account of the lateness of the arrival of said logs
and lumber, to care for them or protect them from going out in the
freshet of the following spring; all of which was known, or ought
to have been known, by said defendant.
"And the plaintiffs aver that the reason, that their said logs and
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1umber, delivered to the said defendant as aforesaid, did not arrive at
said Boom in the driving season of 1901 earlier in the season so that
said logs and lumber could have been rafted out and cared for so as
not to have. been carried out. by the freshet of the spring, was through
the fault and negligence and wrongful acts of the said defendant in
not properly driving said logs as they should have done during said
season.
"And the plaintiffs aver that the said defendant wrongfully,
unreasonably, improperly and wilfully used water for the running of
its mill at Millinocket which it should have used for the purpose of
driving the plaintiffs' logs to said Penobscot boom; whereby and by
reason of which wrongful, negligent and improper acts of said defendant the plaintiff lost 1,149,330 feet of their logs and lumber as aforesaid, all of which is to the damage·of the plaintiffs, as they say, in the
sum of twenty thousand (20,000) dollars.
"Also for that the defendant corporation during the year of 1901
had full and entire possession, management and control of all the
logs and lumber, which came into the West Branch of the Penob8cot
River, to drive into certain booms of the Great Northern Paper Co.,
the defendant, in North Twin Lake and into the Penobscot Boom
during said driving season of 1901, by virtue of a contract entered
into with the Penobscot Log Driving Co., dated the 16th' day of
February A. D. 1901, which contract was ratified by an act of the
Legislature of the State of Maine, approved February 26, 1901, as
per Chapter 293 of the Private and Special Laws of said year.
"And the plaintiffs aver that by virtue of said contract and said
act of the legislature all the duties and obligations which prior thereto had Leen incumbent on said Penobscot Log Driving Co. to do and
perform in driving the logs and lumber of the plaintiffs out of
Chesuncook Lake into the Penobscot Boom as aforesaid, became
obligatory and incumbent upon said defendant to do and perform;
and the plaintiffs further aver that the duties, obligations and responsibilities, which were incumbent upon said Penobscot Log Driving
Co. to do and perform in the driving of the plaintiffs logs from said
Cheimncook Lake to the Penobscot Boom as aforesaid, were assumed
and accepted by the said defendant in the driving of their said logs.
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"And the plaintiffs aver that~ for the purpose of driving their
said logs and lumber as aforesaid into the Penobscot Boom, the
defendant corporation had the use of the anchors, headworks, booms
and rigging of the Penobscot Log Driving Co., and fr(?m the time
said logs and lumber left the head of Chesuncook Lake until they·
reached the Penobscot Boom said defendant had charge of all dams
of the Penobscot Log Driving Co. and control of the West Branch
water in said dams for driving purposes.
"And the plaintiffs say that they, relying upon the defendant to
do its whole duty in the premiseA, did in the year 1901 cause to be
delivered into the hands and possession and under the control and management of the said defendant a great quantity of spruce, to wit;
4,330,860 feet woods scale, all marked properly with their own
marks, at the head of Chesuncook Lake and said defendant corporation then and there received and accepted said logs and took them
into custody and care and under its control for the purpose of driving said logs out of the West Branch of the Penobscot River into the
Penobscot Boom, so called, on the main branch of the Penobscot
River.
"And the plaintiffs aver that said 4,330,860 feet of spruce were
seasonably delivered into the custody and control of the said defendant, for the purpose as aforesaid, on or about to wit; the 20th day of
June 1901; and the plaintiffs further say that the defendant corporation not regarding its said duty, wilfully, knowingly and negligently detained said logs in Chesuncook Lake for the purpose of
using water, which should. have been used in the driving of said logs,
for the purpose of running its mill at Millinocket.
"And the plaintiffs aver that, from the time said logs and lumber
of the West Branch Drive left the foot of North Twil) Dam, the said
defendant wilfully, negligently and wrongfully detained the logs
and lumber of the plaintiffs, for the period of ten days, betwixt said
North Twin Dam and Quakish Lake for the purpose of holding and
storing and using water for its own advantage to the injur:y and
damage of the plaintiffs; and the plaintiffs aver that on account of
the negligence, carelessness and wrongful acts of the said defendant
as aforesaid their said logs did not reach the Penobscot Boom until
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the 13th day of November, 1901, whereby and by reason of which
1,149,330 feet of said 4,330,860 feet delivered to said defendant as
aforesaid were lost and went to sea solely through the negligence,
mismanagement and wrongful acts of the defendant corporation in
driving their said logs as aforesaid.
"And the plaintiffs aver that if it had not been for the wrongful,
negligent and wilful acts of the defendant in detaining said logs and
lumber as aforesaid, and storing and using the water solely for
manufacturing purposes, their said logs and lumber would have
reached the Penobscot Boom by the 1st day of October, 1901, when
all of their said logs, and lumber could have been rafted out and
cared for by the plaintiffH.
"And the plaintiffs aver that their said logs and lumber did not
reach said Penobscot Boom until the 13th day of November, 1901,
and that part of them were never driven into said Boom by the said
defendant; and that said logs and lumber of the plaintiffs were thus
detained through the wrongful and negligent acts of the defendant
in wilfully holding back the water for its own individual purposes
and thereby said 1,149,330 feet of logs and lumber of the plaintiffs,
of the value of $15 per thousand feet, amounting to $17,239.95
were lost and went to sea in the spring freshet, all of which loss
accrued to the plaintiffs solely through the negligence, wrongful and
wilful acts of the defendant in detaining their said logs and lumber
by with-holding water for the defendant's use which should have
been used during the driving season for the purpose of driving the
logs of the plaintiffs into the Penobscot Boom in season to be rafted
out and cared for by the plaintiffs, all of which loss to the plaintiffs,
was through the negligent, wrongful and wilful acts of the defendant and without any negligence or want of ,due care on the part. of
the plaintiffs, all of which is to the damage of the plaintiffs, as they
say, in the sum of Twenty Thousand (20,000) Dollars."
Writ dated January 14, 1903. Plea, the general issue. The
action was heard at the January term, l 904, of the Supreme Judicial
Court, Penobscot County. At the conclusion of the evidence, it
was agreed to report the case to the Law Court with stipulations as
follows: "The cause is submitted to the Law Court on report. If,
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in the opinion of the court, the law and so much of the evidence as
is legally admissible would sustain a verdict for the plaintiffs, the
court is to a ward judgment for the plaintiffs for the sum of nine
thousand eight hundred seventy-one dollars and thirty-one cents
($ 9871.31) with interest thereon from the date of the writ; otherwise judgment is to be awarded for the defendant."
All the material facts are stated in the opinion.

Orville Dewey Baker, P. H. Giffin, J. H. Gould and Lewis A.
Barker, for plaintiffs.
Charles F. Woodard and Louis C. Stearns, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT,
SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
.

.

POWERS, J. Action on the case reported to the Law Court with
the stipulation that, if in the opinion of the court, the law and so much
of the evidence as is legally admissible would sustain·a verdict for the
plaintiffs, the court is to award judgment for the plaintiffs for the
sum of $9871.31 with interest thereon from the date of the writ;
otherwise judgment is to be awarded for the defendant.
The first count of the writ alleges in substance the obligation and
exclusive right of the defendant, both under the contract and its
acceptance of the legislative act hereinafter named, to drive into the
Penobscot Boom all the loge seasonably delivered to it in Chesuncook
Lake, the seasonable delivery by the plaintiffs and the acceptance by
the defendant of the plaintiffs' logs, the careless and negligent driving of the logs by the defendant and the unreasonable, improper and
wilful use of water, for the purpose of running its mill at Millinocket, which it should have used for driving, so that the logs did
not arrive at the Penobscot Boom in 1901 in season to be cared for
and protected, by reason whereof they went to sea and were lost.
The second count charges that the defendant wilfully and knowingly
as well as negligently detained the logs in Chesuncook Lake and
between North Twin Dam and Quakish Lake, for the purpose of storing or using water to run its mill, which should have been used during the driving season to drive the logs into Penobscot Boom in season
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to be rafted ont and cared for, with the same injurious results following therefrom to the plaintiffs as are set forth in the first count.
Prior to 1901, The Penobscot Log Driving Company had the
exclusive right and dutY. of driving all logs, coming into the West
Branch of the Penobscot between the head of Chesuncook Lake and
the East Branch, to any place at or above the Penobscot Boom where
logs are usually rafted, at as early a period as practicable. On
:February 16th, 1901, said Log Driving Company and the defendant
entered into a contract, the parts of which material to this case are
as foJlows:
'' Party of the second part ( the defendant) agrees to drive to the
sorting booms of the Great Northern Paper Company in North Twin
Lake and into the Penobscot Boom during the driving season of 1901
and the driving season of 1902, all the logs which the Penobscot Log
Driving Company shall have to drive under its charier in said years,
the drive of 1901 to be completed in 1901, and the drive of 1902 to
be completed in 1902; to cause the rear of each of said drives to
leave the head of Chesuncook Lake when directed so to do as hearinafter specified.
"Upon the approach of the rear of said drive to any sorting boom
or booms upon the Penobscot River, in case the Company owning or
controlling said booms shot_1.ld provide an insufficient crew of men
to sort and turn by the logs arriving at the booms, party of the
second part agrees that it will put on sufficient men of their own selection to drive and sort the logs so that said drive shall be delayed as
little as possible; and in case of neglect of party of the second part
to do so, party of second part shall be liable to party of the first part
for all cost, expense or damage occasioned thereby.
"If it shall appear to the Commissioners hereinafter mentioned that
said neglect and refusal of party of the second part are unreasonable
and imperil the safety of the drive, they may order party of the
second part to put sufficient additional men upon the work forthwith
and, unless said order is at once complied with, upon notice to that
effect to them given in writing by said Commissioners; the Directors
of Penobscot Log Driving Company may take charge of said drive
without any violation of this contract.
VOL. CI
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"Party of second part is to have the use of a11 anchors, head works
booms, and rigging of Penobscot Log Driving Company now on hand.
"Party of second part further agrees in making said drive to take
and use the steamboats of Penobscot Log Driving Company and man
and run the same at its own expense and risk (excepting as to engineers.)
"F. W. Ayer, James W. Sewell and F. A. Gilbert are hereby
agreed upon and appointed as a Commission, who shall fix in each
year the time at which the rear of each drive shall leave the head of
Chesuncook lake. Party of second part, after the rear of the drive
leaves the head of Chesuncook lake, and until it reaches Penobscot
boom shalI have charge of alI dams for driving purposes, and for
manufacturing purposes, and shall make as clean and expeditious a
drive as reasonably possible consistent with the saving of said water
in said dams for said purposes.
"Party of first part shall pay party of second part each year for
driving said logs that year as above."
This contract when made so far as it is related to driving logs was
ultra vires as to the defendant corporation, and equally so as to the
Log Driving Company so far as it is related to storing water in its
dams for manufacturing purposes.
By section 1 of chapter 293
of the Private and Special Laws of 1901, the legislature ratified and
confirmed this contract ; and power and authority necessary for ite
execution and to carry out its terms were conferred upon the respective parties thereto. Section 2 authorized the commissioners named
in the contract to exercise the powers therein conferred upon them,
"and to fix the dates of starting the rear of the drive from the head
of Chesuncook lake in eac1t of the years one thousand nine hundred
and one and one thousand nine hundred and two, and all corporations and persons interested shall be bound by their decision in fixing
said dates and the Charter of the Penobscot Log Driving Company
shall be regarded as amended accordingly."
The first defense interposed is that the only obligation the defendant was under- to drive the plaintiffs' logs, was by virtue of a contract
to which the plaintiffs were not parties, and that for want of privity
the action cannot be maintained.
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The act of the legislature incorporated the contract into law and
conferred upon the defendant powers which it did not before possess.
If accepted it made the defendant a public and exclusive carrier so
far as the public was concerned. By accepting the act, as it did by
accepting and undertaking to drive the logs, the defendant came under
a duty to the public, including the plaintiffs, to drive the logs in
accordance with the contract. Having that duty it was bound to use
due care and diligence in its performance, and a failure to do so
would be actionable negligence. It had the exclusive right to drive
the plaintiffs' logs to which the plaintiffs must submit. The plaintiffs could not contract with any other p~rty to drive their logs, for
the legislative ratification of the defendant's contract with the Log
Driving Company and its acceptance of the powers thereby conferred
made it an exclusive public carrier within the limits prescribed.
Weymouth v. P. L. D. Co., 71 Maine, 29. The duty to drive the
logs in accordance with the contract was created by law. It was
coextensive with the contract, but when "power and authority necessary to carry out the terms" of the contract were conferred upon and
accepted by the defendant, the duty was as independent of the contract as if, instead of referring to the contract, the duties of the
defendant had been specifically set forth in the act itself. When the
defendant undertook to drive the plaintiffs' logs it did so not simply
in the performance of the terms of its contract, but in the exercise
of the powers conferred upon it by the state, which carried along
with them the corresponding duty to use due care and diligence in
the exercise of those powers. Privity is not essential to the maintainance of an action of tort for the neglect of a duty created by law.
Nugent v. B. 0. & M. R. R., 80 Maine, 62, 73. It would be manifestly un•just if a man who is by law deprived of all choice, and who
is not permitted to drive his logs himself, nor contract with anyone to
drive them for him, but is compelled to deliver them for driving to
an exclusive public carrier, could maintain no action against it for its
negligence in driving his logs because the carrier was at the same
time under a contract with some third party to drive them. But
such is not the law.
Upou the questions of fact involved th~ cqqrt h~s ~iv~n the cas~
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much consideration, partially on account of the existence of considerable difference of opinion among its members. It must be remembered that these questions are so presented by the stipulation of the
report that they are not to be decided by us as original questions.
The issue before us is, not whether the evidei;ice supports the contention of the plaintiffs, but whether it is sufficient to support a verdict
for the plaintiffs, assuming that such a verdict had been rendered.
In other words, the case is before us in precisely, the same way as if
it had come here upon the defendant's motion for a new trial after
a verdict for the plaintiffs.
An analysis of this evid_ence would not be profitable. It is sufficient to say that a majority of the court are of the opinion that the
evidence is sufficient to support a verdict in favor of the plaintiffs'
contention and allegations, thus briefly stated; that on account of the
defendant's mismanagement, either through negligence or ~11isfeasance, of the large quantity of logs which it had undertaken to drive,
including those of the plaintiffs, this drive of logs was so unnecessarily delayed that it did not arrive at its des.tination in season for
the logs to be cared for and secured before the river froze, that as
a result of this unnecessary delay, caused by the defendant's fault,
either wilful o_r merely negligent, the logs became separately frozen
into the ice of the river so that they could not be in any manner
secured, that they there remained until a portion of the plaintiff's
logs were carried down rive{· and out to sea during a winter freshet
that occurred in the month of December of that year, and that
another portion of them were lost in the same manner in the freshet
of the next spring.
Another question remains to be considered and decided, and that
is whether this fault of the defendant was the proximate cause of this
particular injury suffered by the plaintiffs, the amount of the pecuniary loss to the plaintiffs being agreed upon by the parties and stated
in the stipulation of the report. Upon this question, the counsel for
the defendant, while strenuously denying that the evidence shows
fault upon the part of the defendant at any time, further claims that,
in any event, the evidence fails to disclose any fault upon the part of
the defendant after the drive was turned over the stone dam at the
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foot of Quakish Lake on the nineteenth day of September; that after
that date, at least, the evidence not only fails to disclose any delay
that can be attributed to the fault of the defendant, but does show
that there was no such fault, and that the long time occupied in
driving the logs from this point to their destination was caused· by
extremely unfavorable conditions, especially a long continued and
severe drought. We think that the defendant's position m this
respect is supported by the report.
He thereupon argues that even if fault is disclosed prior to this
date, it cannot be held to have been the proximate cause of the
injuries sustained by the plaintiffs in the month of December and in
the following spring; that numerous efficient and independent causes
intervened to produce these injuries to the plaintiffs, viz; the very
severe drought which delayed the drive after September nineteenth;
the unusually early freezing of the river which occurred on the thirteenth of November, immediately after the arrival of the logs within
the Penobscot Boom; and the unusual and extraordinary, if not unprecedented, freshets of December and of the following spring.· So that
the question is whether the defendant's earlier fault, which was, at
least one of the reasons why the logs were delayed to such an extent
that they did not arrive at their destination in season to be secured
before they became separately frozen into the ice of the river; was the
proximate cause of the subsequent loss of the plaintiffs' logs during
the December and spring freshets.
The cases are so numerous in which courts have attempted to give
definitions of proximate and remote causes, and to establish tests to
aid in distinguishing between· them, that it would be almost impossible to refer in detail to any considerable portion of them. And this
would be useless since the most that can be practically done is to
establish certain rather indefinite rules which are generally applicable to all cases, while the decision of each particular case must
depend largely upon the peculiar circumstances of that case. As
said by our court in Page v. Bucksport, 64 Maine, 51, in considering
this question: "There can be no fixed and immutable rule upon the
subject that can be applied· io all cases. Much must therefore, as
is often said, depend upon the circumstances of each particular case."
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In many cases courts have said that in determining what is the proximate cause, the true rule is that the injury must be the natural and
probable consequence of the negligence complained of. But in the
use of the word probable in this definition, it is not meant that the
defendant <lid anticipate or by the exercise of ordinary prudence
should have anticipated the precise form in which the injury actually
resulted. If a person is injured by the negligence of another, he may
recover for the natural and probable consequence of such negligence,
although the injury, in the precise form in which it resulted, was not
foreseen. It is sufficient that after the injury it appears to have beeu
a natural and probable consequence of the defendant's negligence.
Lane v. Atlantic Works, 111 Mass. 136; Hill v. Winsor, 118'Mass.
251; Louisville etc. Railway Co. v. Wood, 113 Ind. 544; West v.
Ward, 77 Iowa 323, 14 Am. St. R. 284.
Other courts have variously used these expressions as to what
injuries were proximately caused by a defendant's negligence, differing not very substantially from the rule already referred to: "Such
as might probably ensue in the natural and ordinary course of ~vents."
"Such, as according to common experience, is likely to result." "Such
as according to common experience and the usual course of events
might reasonably be anticipated." '' Such as are known by common
experience to be usually in sequence." "Such as follow according
the usual experience of mankind." As few cases are herein cited,
reference is made to the very extended note to Gilson v. Delaware
and Hudson Canal Co., 65 Vt., 213, in 36 Am. St. R. 802, where a
very large number of cases upon all branches of the subject are
collected.
Another important rule which must be taken into consideration,
and which if very generally agreed to is that time or distance is not
a decisive test of proximity of cause. The expression means closeness of causal relation, not nearness in time or distance, although
it is undoubtedly true that time and distance, in some cases, may
have an important bearing upon the question of causal relation.
Upon the other hand, it is not enough that the negligent act complained of may constitute one of a series of antecedent events without
which, as the result proves, the damage would not have happened;
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or that the negligence in question afforded only an opportunity or
occasion for the injury, or a mere condition of it, as eaid by our
court in Pollard v. Mffine Central R. R. Co., 87 Maine, 51, and
Conley v. American Express Co., 87 Maine, 352.
Coming now to the circ1:1mstances of this case, and applying these
general, but somewhat indefinite, rules, let us inquire as to the causal
relation between the defendant's negligence and the plaintiffs' loss, .in
order to ascertain whether, upon the one hand, this negligence was
merely one of a series of antecedent events, without which, to be
sure, the injury would not have occurred, but which merely afforded
a condition or opportunity for injury, and whether the injury was in
fact caused by subsequent independent and efficient agencies, for
which the defendant was not responsible, and which he would not be
expected to have guarded against, or, upon the other hand, the
plaintiffs' injury was the natural and ordinary result of this negligence, coupled with such natural conditions as should have been
foreseen by the defendant, and to guard against which care should
have been taken.
The defendant's first position in this respect, as we have seen, is
that the delay after September nineteenth was occasioned solely by
the severe drought of that season; that with the utmost diligence
exercised by the defendant after that time the logs could not have
been sooner delivered at the Penobscot Boom, and that except for this
drought the drive would have arrived in ample season. The defendant had undertaken to drive a great quantity of logs, about eighty
million feet, a distance of almost a hundred miles, across lakes, over
rapids and past difficult places of all descriptions. If through negligence its servants delayed moving this drive with reasonable diligence
when conditions were favorable, they should have anticipated the
chance that later these conditions might become most unfavorable,
that there might be a severe drought which would greatly delay, or
even perhaps make it impossible to continue, the drive, because
unfavorable log driving conditions and droughts, at that season of the
year, are matters of frequent occurrence. The successful accomplishment of an undertaking of this magnitude, so that the <lrive would be
concluded before the freezing of the river, permitted of, no consider-
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able delay from the very beginning of the driving and especially during the period when the conditions were favorable and the water
abundant. The earlier delay could have been prevented, the lt\,ter
drought, or at least the chance of such a drought, should have been
anticipated. We are therefore unquestionably of the opinion that
the defendant's negligence, which a majority of the court are of the
opinion that a jury would have been authorized in finding, was the
proximate cause of the late delivery at the Penobscot. Boom.
The defendant, through its counsel, then says that the actual causes
of the injury to the plaintiffs were the two great freshets, when as
a matter of fact, the logs were carried away and lost. If these had
been unprecedented freshets, and if the loss would only have been
occasioned by an unprecedented freshet, there would be great force, of
course, in this position. And if, independently of the fact, that the
logs became frozen in the ice of the river, they had been lost by r:eason
of the occurrence of any freshet, it might well be claimed that the
arrival of the logs, in conjunction with the occurrence of a freshet,
merely created an occasion or opportunity or condition for the injury,
since freshets are liable to occur at any time, and one might have occurred
so as to have occasioned the loss of the logs if they had arrived much
earlier in the boom. Under such circumstances the defendant's
earlier negligence might have been only, in connection with the other
incidents, a cause of the final, direct and proximate cause by which
the damages sought to be recovered were immediately occasioned, and
the defendant's negligence might not be called the proximate cause of
the injury. See Denny v. New York Genfral Railroad Co., 13 Gray,
481; Hoadley v. North Transportat-ion Go., 11,5 Mass. 304, and
numero.us other cases to the same effect.
But this loss cannot be attributed to the magnitude of the two
freshets referred to, since there was evidence from which a jury
would be justified in finding that the logs would have been lost,
unsecured as they were, during any ordinary freshet which might
happen while the logs were in this condition. N0r, do we think, that
the loss of the logs can be attributed to the freshets at all, although,
certainly, if there had been no freshet the Jogs would not have been
carried away; but rather to the conjunction of these two causes, the
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defendant's negligence whereby the logs were not delivered until the
thirteenth of November when they might and should have been
delivered much earlier, and the. freezing of the river at that date,
which was undoubtedly unusually 'early. But the defendant must
have anticipated the necessity of driving the logs in before the river
froze, and must have known that if they were not driven iqto the
boom in season to be properly secured before the river froze, there
was danger of the loss of the logs when the first freshet came, as
it was almost sure to come at some time, in precisely the way that
they were lost duri11g those two freshets. Appreciating the necessity of concluding the drive before the freezing of the river, and
realizing the danger of loss if it was not done, the defendant should
have also anticipated that there is al ways the chance that the river
may freeze unusually early. Climatic conditions are so frequently
unusual that this fact must be anticipated and guarded against. No
person can prudently rely, in important affairs, upon any great degree
of regularity in such matters. Severe and long continued droughts
in the latter part of the summer and early fall and the unusually
early freezing of rivers in this climate are not so uncommon that the
chance of both of these conditions occurring should not be eliminated
from consideration by a prudent person who had undertaken a work
of this magnitude, and this is especially true when it is obvious that,
if these conditions do occur,'the:re is danger of injury of precisely this
character.
The defendant cannot avoid liability for its negligence by reason of
the early freezing of the river, because this was· not an independent
intervening cause, but a natural condition, the chance of the occurrence of which should have been foreseen.
Our conclusion is that a jury would have been authorized in finding from the evidence, and in accordance with the rules of law that
the negligence of the defendant, although all occurring prior. to September nineteenth, was the direct and proximate cause of the injury
sust_ained by the plaintjff~~
The members of the court who have concurred in this opinion have
done so irrespective of their individual opinion upon the question of
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fact involved in the case, the opinion, in that respect, simply stating
the conclusion of the majority of the court.
In accordance with the stipulation the plaintiffs will have judgment for the sum of $9871.31, with iuterest thereon from the date
of the writ.

In Equity.
EDWIN H. WILLIAMS et al. vs. NEWLAND DEARBORN et als.
Penobscot.
Wills.

Rule 'of Construction.

Opinion August 7, 1906.
Codicil.

Same Construed.

Change of Intention.

The familiar rule in the construction of wills frequently recognized and stated
by this court, that if a testator makes a testamentary disposition of the
whole estate in any property a devise over of any remainder· in that property is inoperative, because nothing is left which can be the subject of a
devise over, is not applicable when the inconsistent devises are contained,
one in the original will and the other in a subsequent codicil, as then the
testator is presumed to have changed the intention which he had at the
time of making the first testamentary disposition of the property in question, and hislast will, that is, the codicil, will take effect'.
By the will to be construed in this case, the testator devised and bequeathed
all of his property of every description, after the payment of debts and
expenses, to his wife in fee. Some sixteen years later he made the following codicil :
"Be it :remembered, that I, Alonzo B. Dearborn of Corinna, a farmer and
lumberman, do make this my codicil hereby confirming my last will made
on the nineteenth day February 1881 and do hereby give, devise bequeath
my estate and property real and personal to my legal heirs after the
decease of my beloved wife, Julia A. Dearborn who will have the use and
management during her lifetime should she survive my decease the balance if any to be disposed of as aforementioned."
Held: that the language of the codicil, "hereby confirming my last will
made on the nineteenth day of February, 1881," should. not be construed
as showing an intention upon the part of testator. to confirm that will in
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full, since if such had been his intention he would not have made the
codicil. That what, he did mean was to confirm the will except as·modified
by the codicil. That under the will and codicil the wife took an estate for
life in all of the property ieft by the testator, with the power to dispose
of any portion of the same during her lifetime, and that at her decease
all of the property of the testator remaining at that time went to his
heirs at law.
Pickering v. Langdon, 22 Maine, 413, overruled in part.

In equity. On appeal by plaintiffs. Decree in accordance with
opinion.
.
Bill in equity by the plaintiffs, Edwin H. Williams, of Sherman,
and James Atwood Taber of Corinna as executor of the last will and
testament of Julia A. Dearborn, late of Corinna, deceased, origina1ly
brought against the defendants, Newland Dearborn and Fred T.
Dearborn, both of Bangor, Charles Dearborn and Francis M. Holt,
both of Corinna, and James M. Sanborn of Newport as administrator
de bonis non with the will annexed of the estate of Alonzo B. Dearborn late of Corinna, deceased. After.wards by amendment, Mary
E. Trueworthy of Bangor, Eliott Page of Brewer, Charlotte ,Darling of Enfield, Albion Currier of Spokane, State of
ashington,
Rufus Page and .Aloqzo Page both of Pittsfield, were also made
defendants.
This bill was brought for the purpose of obtaining the construction of the last will and testament of the aforesaid Alonzo B. Dearborn and a certain codicil thereto.
The prayer in the plaintiffs' bill, omitting that part asking for
general i:elief, was as follows :
'·' First. That the court will construe and interpret the provisions
of said last will and testament and codicil of said Alonzo B. Dearborn,
and particularly determine:
'' 1. Whether under the second paragraph of said last will and
testament and the confirmation thereof by said codicil the said Julia
A. Dearborn took an absolute title to all the property of the said
Alonzo B. Dearboru, rea}, personal and mixed, after the payment of
the debts and charges specified in the first paragraph of said will.
"2. Whether any legal effect can be given to any part of said
codicil, and if so what, and whether all or any of said section is or is
not void."
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This cause was heard on bill and answer by the justice of the
first instance, who "adjudged and decreed that under the will and
codicil of Alonzo B. Dearborn, his widow, Julia A. Dearborn, took a
life eRtate in all his property, and only a life estate, remainder over
to his heirs." Thereupon the plaintiffs, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 79, section 22 of the Revised Statutes, appealed to
the Law Court.
The case appears in the opinion.
W. L Wood and Powers & Archibald, for plaintiffs.
James M. Sanborn and E. 0. Ryder, for defendants.

SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, POWERS, PEABODY,
SPEAR, JJ.
WISWELL, C. J. Alonzo B. Dearborn died in December 1898
leaving a will which was dQly admitted to probate. By the will,
made February 19th, 1881, he devised and bequeathed all of his
property of every description, after the payment of debts and of
expenses, to his wife in fee. But on November 18, 1897, he made
a codicil to this will which is as follows, correcting the spelling:
"Be it remembered, that I, Alonzo B. Dearborn of Corinna, a
farmer and lumberman, do make this my codicil hereby confirming
my last will made on the nineteenth day Feb. 1881 and do hereby
give, devise, beq neath my estate and property real and personal to
my legal heirs after the decease of my beloved wife Julia A. Dearborn who will have the use and management during her lifetime
should she survive my decease the balance if any to be disposed of as
aforementioned."
Mrs. Dearborn, the wife of the testator, died March 14, 1904. In
this bill in equity, in which all of the persons interested, either as heirs
of Alonzo B. Dearborn or of his widow, J nlia A. Dearborn, are
parties, a construction is asked of this will and codicil, the specific
questions asked being: " Whether under the second paragraph of
said last will and testament and the confirmation thereof by said codicil, the said Julia A. Dearborn took an absolute title to all the
property of the said Alonzo B. Dearborn, real, personal and. mixed,
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after the payment of the debts and charges specified in the first paragraph of said will." And: "Whether any legal effect can be given
to any part of said codicil and if so what, and whether all or any of
said section is or is not void."
The position of the complainants, who claim under Julia A. Dear-,
born, is that by the will the testator gave all of his property in fee to
his wife; that by his codicil he first confirms this will, and then proceeds to devise and bequeath a remainder, after the decease of his wife
to his legal heirs; that this devise over of a remainder is inoperative
and void because there was no remainder. And they rely upon the
familiar rule, universally recognized and frequently stated by this
court in its decisions from Ramsdell v. Ramsdell, 21 Maine, 288,
down to the present time that if a testator makes a devise of the
whole estate in any property a devise over of any remainder in that
property is inoperative becam,e nothing is left which can be the subject of a devise over. A testator can not divide an estate into more
parts than the estate contains. But this rule is not applicable when
the inconsistent devises are contained, one in the original "'.ill and the
other in a subsequent codicil, as then the testator is presumed to have
changed the intention which he had at the time of making the first
testamentary disposition of the property in question, and his last will,
that is, the codicil, will take effect. Derby v. Derby, 4 R. I., 414.
There is of course no question but that a testator may modify by
a codicil any disposition of his property made in the original will,
but the position of the complainants is that by the codicil in question
the testator first confirmed the provisions of his will and that therefore the rule above referred to is applicable and makes the further
provisions of the codicil inoperative.
But the controlling rule in the construction of wills, to which all
other rules must yield, is that the intention of the testator is to be
ascertained if possible, and that such intention when ascertained, will
prevail, provided it is consistent with legal rules. In this case there
can be no question but that this testator intended to modify the devise
and bequest to his wife. At first, as shown by the will, he intended
that she should be the sole beneficiary and should take an estate in
fee in all of his property; sixteen years later, when he made the
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codicil in question, his e,vident intention was to give the whole of. his
property to his wife for her life, with the power of disposing of it
during her life, but that "the balance if any" at the decease of his
wife, should go to his own legal heirs rather than to those of his
wife's. Although it is apparent that the codicil was made by some
one inexperienced in the drafting of legal documents, there would be
no question but that this evident intention had been carried into
effect, and in appropriate terms, except for the use of the language
of the codicil in which he says that he confirms the previous will.
Can the effect of this clause be to make the whole codicil of no effect?
We think not. Such a construction would be unnatural and forced
and contrary to the controlling rule that the intention of the testator
is to control when it can be ascertained. The only purpose and
intent that the testator c,mld have had in making this codicil was to
modify this devise to his wife, to give her a life estate, with the
power of disposal during life, rather than the estate in fee which she
would have taken under the will, the very purpose and object of a
codicil.
We think it clear that the testator did not mean to confirm his will
in whole, since if such had been his intention he would not have
made the codicil. What he did mean was to confirm the will except
as modified by the codicil. Such a construction is consistent and
gives effect to the whole instrument. The whole of the will and
codicil and all of its parts must be considered and constrirnd together
for the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the testator, and
when this is done, we have no question that his intention was not to
confirm the will in full, but to modify it to the extent that is clearly
expressed therein.
While under the will and codicil the wife only took a life estate in
the testator's property, we think, it is equally clear from the language of the codicil that she had the right to dispose of any portion
of this· property during her lifetime. The devise over was only of
the "balance if any" at her decease. This clearly shows an intention upon the part of the testator to give to his wife a power of disposal during her lifetime, but it did not enlarge the estate given to
her to a fee since it was expressly limited to a life estate. Harris v.
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Knapp, 21 Pick. 412; Ramsdell v. Ramsdell, 21 Maine, 288; Scott
v. Perkins, 28 Maine, 22; McGuire v. Gallaghe1·, 99 Maine, 334.
Our conclusion is that the codicil is effective; that under the will
and codicil the wife took an estate for life in all of .the property left
by the testator, with the power to dispose of any portion of the same
during her lifetime; that at her decease, all the property of the testator remaining at that time went to the heirs at law of the testator.
So far as this result is not in harmony with the case of Pickering v.
Langdon, 22 Maine, 413, that case is overruled.
The result of the opinion is in accordance with the conclusion of
the justice who heard the case and who ordered a decree, except that
in the decree ordered and appealed from, nothing was said as to the
wife's· power of disposal, a question which was probably not raised,
as it was not here. The decree will therefore be modified in that
respect and a new decree made by a single justice in accordance with
the opinion, at which time allowances for costs and counsel fees, to
be paid out of the estate, may be made, as this court is not possessed
of sufficient facts to pass upon these matters.
So ordered.
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MAINE vs. GEORGE BARBELAIS, Appellant.

Androscoggin.

Opinion August 7, 1906.

Municipal Corporations. Municipal Ordinance Prohibiting Trade in Public Street.
Construction of Same. R. S., c. 4,'§ 93.
Municipal corporations are authorized by statute to pass, ordinances "nQt
inconsistent with law," for the purpose, among other things, of regulating
the use of their streets.
A municipal ordinance of the city of Auburn, providing that "no person
shall in any part of a public street carry on any trade or business," unless
the same is authorized in the manner therein provided, is not inconsistent,
with law, and is not unreasonable nor oppressive, when reasonably construed.
This ordinance should not be construed as prohibiting persons who happen
to be upon the streets from commencing and consummating business transactions, nor that one person may not make a sale of an article to another
upon a street, as the result of private negotiation, but it was intended to
prohibit a person from offering articles for sale to the public in a public
manner, either from a permanent stand or from a cart which he drives or
pushes along the street with frequent stops whenever any one on the
street desires to make a purchase of him. A person who is offering for sale
articles in the street in this manner is using the streets of the city, not for
the public purpose of travel, for which purpose streets are located and constructed, but for the private purpose of trade or business.
In accordance with the agreed statement of facts, the respondent in this case,
"was selling strawberries, pineapples and bananas out of a push cart in
one of the streets of Auburn, but was not blocking the highway or making
any disturbance, but was going from place to place disposing of fruit to
whomever expressed a desire to ·purchase the same."
Held: that these admitted acts of the respondent were within the letter and
spirit of the ordinance.

On report. Judgment for the state.
In this case, an H agreed statement" of the following tenor, was
filed : "This is a prosecution for a violation of one of the revised
ordinances of the City of A uburu, which is as follows:
" Section 38. No person shall in any part of a public street
carry on any trade or business unless the same is especially allowed
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by law or some ordinance of the city without a written permit so to
do from the Board of Mayor and Aldermen, or some person by them
duly authorized to grant the same.
"The defendant is a Greek, and on the day of the date of the
complaint lodged against him by the City Marshal of Auburn, was
selling strawberries, pineapples and bananas out of a push cart in
one of the streets of Auburn, but was not blocking the highway
or making any disturbance, but going from place to place disposing
of fruit to whoever expressed a desire to purchase the same.
"The complaint dated June 29, 1905, set out in proper words an
alleged violation of the ordinance and the state and the defendant
agree that the same, and the facts above stated, be reported to the
Law Court for their decision as to whether or not any offence punishable by law has been committed, and whether the ordinance if valid
extends to an act such as it is agreed was committed by the
defendant.
"This ordinance with others was approved November 8, A. D.
1898, by William P. Whitehouse, Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court.
"If the above ordinance is valid judgment should be entered for
the state, otherwise for tlte defendant."

Ralph W. Crockett, County Attorney, for the state.
George C. Wing and George C. Wing, Jr., for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, POWERS,
SPEAR, J. J.
WISWELL, C. J. Two questions are presented in this case, which
comes to the Law Court upon a report of the agreed facts.
First. As to the validity of the following municipal ordinance of
the City of Auburn : "Section 38. No person shall in any part of
a public street carry on any trade or business unless the same is
especially allowed by law or some ordinance of the city without a
written permit so to do from the Board of Mayor and Aldermen or
some person by them duly authorized to grant the same."
Municipal corporations are authorized by statute R. S., c. 4, sec.
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93, to pass ordinances, "not inconsistent with law," in relation to a
large variety of subjects, and, among other things, for the purpose
of regulating the use of their streets. This ordinance is therefore
valid unless it is .inconsistent with law or unless it is unreasonable
and oppr~ssive, a question of Ia w for the court. Jones v. 8ariford,
66 Maine, 585. The ordinance is not inconsistent with any provision of law, and we are unable to perceive anything unreasonable
in an ordinance, when reasonably construed, the object of which is
to ,prevent the carrying on of trade or business in the public streets
of. a city. Upon the contrary it seems to us to be a salutary regulation by the municipality as to the use of its public streets. StreetR
are located and constructed, and the private property of individuals
taken therefor, by the exercise bf the right of eminent domain, when
necessary, for the public purpose of travel, and not that other individuals °'my use these streets for the private purpose of carrying on
trade or business therein.
Nor is it an objection to the validity of such an ordinance regulating the use of the streets, that the acts prohibited would not in
and of themselves necessarily obstruct travel, or in any way create
a nuisance.
The carrying on of trade or business in the public
streets by one, or by a few persons, might not. be of sufficient consequence· to materially obstruct the public travel, while if the same
thing should be done by many it might create a serious obstruction
and nuisance, and what may be done by one in this respect, all must
have an ~qual right to do. The purpose of this ordinance was to
preserve the use of the streets in the city for the public purposes
for which all streets and ways are constructed.
A somewhat similar ordinance was sustained by the Massachusetts
court in N1'.ghtingale, Petitioner, &c., 11 Pick. 168, the court saying
in its opinion_: "The city government had an undoubted right to
prohibit the occupation of the stand in the street by any one, or by
any one not having a license or permission for that purpose from the
clerk of the market." And in Cornmonwealth v. Ellis, 158 Mass.
555, it was held that an ordinance of a city which provided that no
person should sell in any street or from any building, any goods or
article to any person on the street, except in accordance with a
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permit from the superintendent of streets, is reasonable, constitutional
and valid.
The remaining question is whether the admitted acts of the respondent were within the prohibition of the ordinance. These acts are
thus stated in the agreed statement; the respondent, on the day that
he was complained of, "was selling strawberries, pineapples and
bananas out of a push-cart in one of the streets of Auburn, but was
nbt blocking the highway or making any distnrbance, but was going
from place to place disposing of fruit to whomever expressed a desire
to purchase the same." The ordinance must, of course, receive a
reasonable construction. It was not intended to prohibit two persons
who happened to be on the street from commencing and consummating
a lmsiness transaction, nor, necessarily that one person may not make
a sale of an article to another upon the street, as the result of privat.e
negotiation, but it does mean, we think, that a person shall not,
among other things, offer articles for sale to the public and in a public manner, either from a permanent stand or from a cart which he
drives or pushes along the street with freq nent stops whenever any
one on the street desires to make a purchase of him. A person who
is offering for sale articles in this manner is using the streets of the
city, not for the purpose of travel along the streets in going from
place to place, but as a place of business, and 1-mch acts are within
the prohibition of the ordinance.
The admitted acts of the respondent were, we think, within the
letter and spirit of the ordinance. In accordance with the stipulation
of the report the judgment will be entered for the state and the case
remanded to nisi prius for further proceedings.
Judgment for the State.
Case remanded to nisi prius.
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JAMES MAY, Petitioner, vs. WILLIAM M. PENNELL.
Cumberland.

Opinion August 11, 1906.

Suicide. Attempt to Commit. Same not Indictable. "Body of Liberties," 1641.
Colony Act, 1660. Penal Code, N. Y., 1881, § 178. Penal Code, Hawaii,
1868, 24 & 25 Victoria, 100. R. S., c. 132, § 9; c. 136, ~ 1.
An attempt to ·commit suicide is not an indictable offense in the State of
Maine.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Sustained.
Petition for writ of habeas corpus. The plaintiff was indicted m
the Superior Court, Cumberland County, for an attempt to commit
suicide, and upon conviction he was sentenced to imprisonment, at
hard labor, in the county jail for the term of eleven months, and
was committed in execution of said sentence.
The plaintiff then presented to a justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court, in vacation, his petition for a writ of habeas corpus to obtain
his release from imprisonment on the ground that the act charged in
the indictment is not a crime in the State of Maine, and that the aforesaid sentence inflicted upon him was not warranted by law.
The justice hearing the matter, ruled pro forma that the plaintiff
was not entitled to a discharge from imprisonment, and thereupon
the plaintiff excepted.
The case fully appears in the opinion.
William H. Oonnellan, for plaintiff.
SITTING:

WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT,

SAVAGE, JJ.
WHITEHOUSE, J. The petitioner was indicted in the Superior
Court for Cumberland County for the alleged crime of attempting to
commit suicide, and upon conviction was sentenced at the May term
1906 to imprisonment at labor in the county jail for the term of
eleven months. Thereupon he presented to a single justice his peti-
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tion for a writ of habeas corpus, to obtain a release from imprisonmen't on the ground that the act charged in the indictment is not a
crime in this state, and that the sentence inflicted upon him was
not warranted by law. The justice overruled this contention pro
forma, and refused to discharge the petitioner. The case comes to
the Law Court on exceptions to this ruling.
By the early common law of England, suicide was ranked among
infamous crimes and held to be a "species of felony." It was
punished by a forfeiture to the king of the goods and chattels of the
felo de se, and an ignominous burial in the high way with a stake
driven through his body. 4 Bl. Com. 189. But aside from the
mental suffering which might thus be inflicted upon innocent surviving relatives of the suicide by a desecration of his body, it was not in
the power of human tribunals to impose any other punishment than
the forfeiture of his estate ; and " since forfeitures for crime are not
practiced in our states," says Mr. Bishop, "suicide is not practically
an offense with us." Bish. Cr. law, 1, sect. 512; 2, sec. 1187. No
case has been brought to the attention of the court in which it has been
held in any of the United States that suicide is a punishable offense.
Although it may be deemed ethically reprehensible and inconsistent
with the public welfare, it has never been declared by the legislature
or held by the court of this state, to be such a public wrong as will
subject the doer to legal punishment. Section one of chapter 136
of the Revised Statutes declares that " when no punishment is provided by statute, a person convicted of an offence shall be imprisoned for less than one year or fined not exceeding five hundred dollars."
But even if suicide is deemed to be criminal as malum in se, neither
of the penalties specified in this statute can be inflicted upon one
whose life is ended.
Nor is there any statute in this state which constitutes an attempt
to commit suicide a substantive offense or makes it subject to legal
punishment. Section nine of chapter 132, R. S., provides as follows:
""\\rhoever attempts to commit an offence, and does anything towards
it, but fails, or is interrupted, or is prevented in its execution, where
no punishment is expressly provided for such attempt, shall, if the
offence thus attempted is punishable with imprisonment for life, be
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imprisoned for not less than one, nor more than ten years; and in all
other cases, he shall receive the same kind of punishment that might
have been inflicted, if the offence attempted had been committed, but
not exceeding one-half thereof." But here again it is obvious that
cases of suicide were not within the contemplation of the legislature
in the enactment of this statute.
As no penalty of any kind is
attached to suicide if actually committed, there could be no punishment whatever by force of this statute for an attempt to commit it.
In the absence of any statute in this state expressly making an
attempt to commit suicide a punishable offense, it is therefore difficult
to discover any satisfactory ground upon which the sentence in this
case can rest; for it would appear to be a palpable solecism in the
law to declare that a mere attempt to commit an act which is not
penal, is itself punishable.
It is suggested, however, that inasmuch as suicide was a " species
of felony" by the common law of England, and an attempt to commit suicide was there held to be a misdemeanor it became incorporated
in the common law of Massachusetts as a substantive offense, and in
this state is subject to the provisions of section one of chapter 136
R. S., above quoted, declaring that "when no punishment is provided by statute, a person convicted of an offense shall be imprisoned
less than one year, or fined etc."
The only English cases that have been cited in any of the text
books or cyclopredias as authority for the doctrine that an attempt to
commit suicide was a misdemeanor by the common law of England, are
.Reg. v. Doody, 6 Cox's Cr. Cases, 463, and Reg. v. Burgess, 9 Cox's
C. C. 247. The former case is simply the report of a nisi prius
ruling at a trial in which the prisoner was not defen<led by counsel.
In the latter case the defendant pleaded guilty, and the question
reserved for the court of criminal appeals was primarily one of jurisdiction. It was contended in behalf of the defendant that an attempt
to commit suicide was an attempt to commit murder within the
meaning of chap. 100 of 24 and 25 Victoria, and ~ence was not
within the jurisdiction of the county assizes; but the court held that
though suicide was deemed a felony in England, it was not murder
within the meaning of the act named, and that the attempt to commit
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suicide was a misdemeanor and within the jurisdiction of that court;
but sentence was respited.
"An attempt," says Mr.- Bishop" is an intent to do a 'particular
thing which the law either common or statutory, has declared to be
a crime, coupled with an act towards the doing of it." 1 Bh,h. Cr.
L. sec. 728 ; while a substantive offense is one depending on itse1f
alone and not on another offense to be first established by the conviction of the person who directly committed it." 1 Bish. C. L. sec.
H96. It is not claimed that the attempt to commit suicide was ever
made a substantive offense by any act of the British parliament, and
there is no suggestion in the brief oral utterances of the judges in
the English cases above cited, that the misdemeanor of which the
defendant was in eaeh instance there convicted, was other than the
ordinary attempt to commit a punishable felony; it is not suggested
that it was a substantive offense by the law of England. · If the
accomplished act of suicide had not there been a punishable crin1e,
the attempt to commit the act could not have been held to be a
punishable misdemeanor. For it has been seei1 that an attempt
involves an "intent to do a particular thing which the law declares
to be a crime," and the word "crime" or "offense" as ordinarily used
in legislative enactments, by text-writers on criminal law and in the
practical administration of it by the courts, uniformly signifies a public
wrong which subjects the perpetrator to legal ptmishment. Sta'ndard Diet.; 1 Bish. Cr. L. 32. In accordance with this view is the
statement of Mr. Bishop, as above shown, that suicide is "not practically an offence with us." But an attempt to commit an act which
is not "practically a crime" is not itse1f "practically 'criminal,"
because not punishable. In Massachusetts forfeitdres were abolished
by the "Body of Liberties" of 1641, the· statute providing for an
ignominious burial of the suieide fell into disuse at the close of that
century and the Colony Act of I 660 was repealed in 1823. Thus
the common law of England upon this subject was modified in Massaehusetts, and suicide ce~ised to be a punishable offense. · The
ground work for the English doctrine that an attempt to commit it
was a misdemeanor was thus removed. If it was a misdemeanor by
the common law of England, it ceased to be such under the law of
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Massachusetts and has never been recognized as a part of the common
law of Maine. "Reason is the soul of the law," says Lord Coke,
"and when the reason changes the law also changes." 7 Coke, 7.
Although there have been attempts to commit suicide in great
numbers in the history of both Massachusetts and Maine, in no
instance, which this court has been able to discover, has there been a
conviction of such an attempt before any court prior to the case at
bar.
In Com. v. Dennis, 105 Mass. 162, it was distinctly held that "an
attempt to commit snicide was not an indictable offence in that Commonwealth;" but the decision rests upon the construction of their
statutes, which, however, are in substance and effect precisely Jike
our own. In the opinion the court say: "ln this commonwealth
the whole matter of punishments for all attempts to commit an
offence prohibited by law, where no express provision is otherwise
made, has been subject to revision by statute." After stating the
provision uf the statute, in terms like sect. 9, chap. 132 of our
statutes above quoted, the court add: "The attempt to commit
suicide is thus left without punishment, because the act itself could
never be punished by any of the modes stated.
By a well
established rule of the construction of statutes, the common law is
held to be repealed by impl_ication, when the whole subject has been
revised by the legi~,Iature. Commonwealth v. Cooley, IO Pick. 37 ;
Commonwealth v. Marshall, 11 Pick. 350; Lakin v. Lakin, 2
Allen 45. This rule requires us to look to the statute alone for
the punishment, if any, affixed to the act here indicted. If it is not
there made punish·able, it is enough, whatever the reason which
induced its omission. The end of punishment is the prevention of
crime, and it may have been thought at ]east impolitic to punish an
attempt to do that which is itself dispunishable, when the direct effect
of the penalty must be to increase the secrecy and efficiency of the
means employed to accomplish the end proposed."
It is true that in Com. v. Mink, 123 Mass. 422, it was held that
suicide must still be deemed criminal as malum in se, and although
an attempt to commit it is not punishable, yet a person who in
attempting to commit it accidentally kills another who is trying to
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prevent its accomplishment is guilty of manslaughter. But Chief
Justice Gray, who drew the opinion in the latter case appears to
have concurred in the former, and expressly states in his opinion that
the conclusion reached in Corn. v. .1l1.ink is not affected by the fact
that the legislature, having in the general revision of the statutes
measured the degree of punishment prescribed for attempts to commit offences, by the punishment prescribed for each offense if actually committed, has intentionally or inadvertently, left the attempt
to commit suicide without punishment, because the completed act
would not be punished in any inanner," citing the former case of
Corn v. Dennis, 105 Mass.
The question arose under the penal code of Hawaii in 1868, upon
a demurrer to an indictment for an attempt to commit suicide, and
the demurrer was sustained and the· indictment quashed. Ip the
opinion of the court published in 2 American Law Rev. 794, Chief
Justice Allen says in conclusion. "The wisdom of legislative
bodies has never deemed it wise to make a provision to apply to the
act charged against the defendant, and we are of opinion that we
should be slow to give an entirely new construction to the code
concerning murder, and to impose a punishment never contemplated
and of the wisdom of which the framers of the law have not as yet
expressed a favorable opinion.
We find no statute of
any country nor any provision of the common law which will sustain this indictment."
By section 178 of the penal code of N e'w York, however, enacted
in 1881, "Every person guilty of attempting suicide is guilty of
felony, punishable by imprisonment in a state prison not exceeding
two years or by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, although
no forfeiture is imposed in the case of the "successful perpetrator."
These sections of the New York code are incorporated in the codes
of North and South Dakota. But these provisions appear to have
fallen into utter disuse; for we have been unable to find any reported
convictions for this offense in either state since the adoption of this
code. And although there have doubtless been innumerable attempts
to commit suicide in the United States, no instance has been discovered in which there has ever been a conviction for this offense on
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either statutory or common law grounds, prior to that m the case
at bar.
It is accordingly the op1mon of the court that an attempt to
commit suicide is not an indictable offense in this state, and that the
entry should be,
Exceptions sustained .
.Prisone1· d,ischarged.

TREFFLE
FoR

ST.

vV RIT

Androscoggin.

HILAIRE,

OF HABEAS

Petitioner
CORPU8.

Opinion August 14, 1906.

Crfrninal Law. Habeas Corpus. Statutes.
Dfrectory. Afandatory.
Criminal
Cases Continued for Sentence. Sentence Afterwards Awarded.
R. S., c. 29, ~ 62.

The plaintiff was indicted as a common seller of intoxicating liquors under
an indictment alleging prior conviction, pleaded guilty, and the court
ordered the caRe continued for sentence. Nearly four years after the plea
of guilty was filed, the indictment wa:-. brought forward and the plaintiff
was Rentenced to pay a fine of $200 and costs and to in1prisonment four
months in jail, and in default of payment of fine and costs imprisonment
four months additional. The plaintiff then applied for a writ of habeas
corpus, alleging that his imprisonment was illegal, relying upon the provisions of Ghapter 2D, section 62 of the Revised 8tatutes and also upon -foe
principl~s of the common law, and the writ was issued. The justice hearing the matter ruled that the plaintiff was legally imprisoned and denie<l
his discharge on habeas corpus. The plaintiff excepted to thi:-. ruling.
Revised Statutes, chapter 29, section 62, reads as follows:
"\Vhen a person has been convicted in the Supreme Judicial or Superior·
Court, of ·a violation of this chapter, the county attorney shall have him
Hentenced at the same term, unless for rea8ons satisfactory to the court,
the case is continued for Rentence one term, but no longer."
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Held: that the aforesaid statute which merely commands the county attorney to perform an official act at a certain time is to be construed as directory to him. But if the statute were mandatory as to him, it could not
limit the discretion of the court to suspend sentence where the interests
of justice demand it.

It is a recognized power of courts of general jurisdiction, having stated
terms for the trial of criminal cases, for good cause, to place the indictment
on file or continue the case to a subsequent term for sentence.
It could rarely happen that an act of leniency in temporarily suspending
sentence against a person, convicted upon his plea of guilty, could be
regarded a ground of complaint. Should an exceptional case arise and
injustice be made to appear, relief would not be denied by the courts, or
a more ample relief by the pardoning power.
The sentence and commitment of the plaintiff were legal and the exceptions must be overruled.

On exceptions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Petition for writ of habeas corpus, alleging that the plaintiff was
illegally imprisoned. The writ was issued and a hearing had before
a justice of the •Supreme Judicial Court. The justice ruled, as
matter of law, that the plaintiff was legally imprisoned and denied
his discharge on habeas corpus. There_upon the plaintiff took exceptions.
The case folly appears in the opinion.
S. J. Kelley, for plaintiff.
Ralph W. Crockett, County Attorney, for the state.
SITTING:

WISWELL,

C. J.,

EMERY, STROUT, SAVAGE, PEABODY,

JJ.
PEABODY, J.
The petitioner was indicted as a common seller of
intoxicating liquors, under an indictment in which prior conviction
was alleged, at the September term, 1901, of the ~upreme Judicial
Court in the County of Androscoggin. He pleaded guilty, and the
court ordered that the case be continued for sentence. At the
September term, 1902, of the court, the case was placed on the
special docket. At the April term, 1905, the indictment was
brought forward, and the petitioner was sentenced to pay a fine of
$200.00 and costs $1.80, and to imprisonment four months in jail,
and in default of payment imprisonment four months additional.
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On May 6th, 1905, the petitioner applied for a writ of habeas
corpus, which was issued on the same day. On the hearing the presiding Justice ruled, as matter of law, that the petitioner was legally
imprisoned and denied his discharge on habeas corpus; and the case
is before the Law Court on exceptions to this ruling.
The regularity of the warrant of commitment and the officer's
return thereon, as to form and substance, is not questioned.
The record does not show whether or not the sentence was suspended at the request or with the consent of the petitioner, and we
do not deem this material. It cannot be presumed that any reason
influenced the court in the exercise of its discretion which was
prejudicial to the interests of the petitioner or inconsistent with public justice.
The complaint of the petitioner is:
1. That the revival of the active criminal proceedings after his
social and business relations had become changed was unjust to him
and contrary to the welfare of society. It could rarely happen that
an act of leniency in temporarily suspending sentence against a person, convicted upon his plea of guilty, could be regarded a ground
of complaint. Should an exceptional case arise and injustice be
made to appear, relief would not be denied by the· courts, or a more
ample relief by the pardoning power.
2. That he was illegally imprisoned, because the court had no
right to impose sentence nearly four years after the plea of guilty
was filed, and in support of this claim he relies upon the language of
sec. 62, chap. 29, R. S., also upon the principles of the common law.
The statute referred to provides: "Sec. 62. When a person has
been convicted in the supreme judicial or superior court, of a violation of this chapter, the county attorney shall have him sentenced at
the same term, unless for reasons satisfactory to the court, the case
is continued for sentence one term, but no longer."
It is essential to the petitioner's contention that this statute be
interpreted as mandatory.
It is difficult to formulate exact rules for determining when a
statutory provision should be construed as mandatory and when as
directory, but it may be stated as a general rule founded upon rea-
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son and authority, th~t the interpretation will be adopted which will
best subserve justice and the true legislative intent. A statute is
mandatory when if not all its provisions are complied with according
to their terms, the thing done in reference to it is void; a directory
statute is one whose provisions, or part of them, operate merely to
advise the official or other person who is to do or omit something
therein pointed out, leaving the act or omission not destructive of the
legality of what is done in disregard of the direction. Bish. Cr. L.
sec. 25; Endlich on Int. Stat. sec. 431.
When no rights are impaired, provisions concerning the time and
manner in which public officers are to perform assigned acts are
directory. Endlich on Int. Stat. sec. 436; Sedgwick's Stat. &
Const. 368; 26 Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, 689 (2d ed.)
When there is no sftbstantial reason why an act may not as well
be done after as at or before the time prescribed, such a statute is
directory. State v. Smith, 67 Maine, 328; Colt v. E1Jes, 12 Conn.
243; People v. Allen, 6 Wend. 486; Bish. on Stat. Crimes, sec. 255.
It would thus seem that the statute quoted which merely commands the county attorney to perform an official act at a certain time
is to be construed as directory to him. But if the legislative enactment were mandatory as to the county attorney, it could not limit
the discretion of the court to suspend sentence where the interests of
justice demand it. 8 Cyc. 822.
We have recognized the power of courts of general jurisdiction,
having stated terms for the trial of criminal cases, for good cause
to place the indictment on file or continue the case to a subsequent
term for sentence. Tuttle v. Lang, 100 Maine, 123. Such practice
has long existed in this state, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Sylvester v. State, 65 N. H. 193; Cbm. v. Dowdican's Bail, 115
Mass. 133.
In the last case cited, which is similar to the one under consideration, the court, by Gray, C. J., say," Such an order is not equivalent
to a final judgment, nor to a nolle proseq ui, nor discontinuance, by
which the case is put out of court; but is a mere suspending of
active proceedings in the case, which dispenses with the necessity of
entering formal continuances upon the docket, and leaves it within
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the power of the court at any time, upon the motion of either party,
to bring the case forward and pass any lawful order or judgment
therein."
This doctrine is established and this practice is recognized by
law writers and by decided cases in other jurisdictions. Abbott's
Trial Briefs in Crim. Cases, 2 ed. 744, and cases cited; Chitty's Crim.
Law, 1 ed. 616; People v. Court of Sessiorns of Munroe County, 141
N. Y. 288; ex-parte Wi!Iiams, 26 Fla. 310; State v. Addy, 43
New Jersey L. 113; People v. Reilly, 53 Mich. 260. These author-,
ities are distinguishable from cases cited in behalf of the petitioner,
which deny the power of the court to suspend sentence for au indefinite time. People v. Brown, 54 Mich. ] 5; People v. Allen, 155 Ill.
61; U. S. v. Wilson, 46 Fed. Rep. 748; People v. Barrett, 202
Ill. 287.
We therefore hold that the sentence and commitment of the petitioner were legal.
ETcepl'ion8 overruled.
Discharge of petitioner denfod.
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SARGENT V. PERRY.

CHARLES SARGENT V8. GEORGE

Cumberland.

D.

PERRY.

Opinion August 29, 1906.

Superior Coitrt.

Review.

A'stoppel.

Findings of fact by a Justice of the Superior Court cannot be reviewed by the
Law Court.
Held: that the defendant was not es topped from pleading the statute of
limitations in defense in this action.

On exceptions by plaintiff.

Overruled.
Assnmpsit to recover for professional services, disbun,ements and
certain cash items, brought by the plaintiff against the defendant in
the Superior Court, Cumberland County. Plea, the general issue
and statute of limitations.
l'he case was heard before the Justice of the Superior Court, without
the intervention of a jury, with the right of exceptions on questions
of law. After finding the facts, the Justice ruled that the defendant
was not estopped from pleading the statute of limitations, and found
for the <lefendant. Thereupon the plaintiff excepted.
The case fully appears in the opinion.
Charles Sar·gent, pro se.
C. B. & E. C. DonwO'rth, for defendant.
SITTING :
SPEAR,

EMERY,

STROU'r,

SAVAGE,

PowERs,

PEABODY,

JJ.

PEABODY, J.
This case is before us on the plaintiff's exceptions.
It was an action of assumpsit to recover for professional services,

disbursements and certain cash items commenced by the plaintiff
against the defendant, by writ which was issued from the Superior
Court for Cumberland County June 15, 1903, and returnable to the
September term, 1903.
The plea was the general issue with a brief statement of the statute
of limitations.
The case was heard before the judge of the Superior Court without
the intervention of a jury, with right of exception to rulings on
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questions of law. The court found the facts and made rulings as
follows:
The plaintiff had performed professional services substantially as
charged in his account which were required and accepted by the
defendant while acting in the capacity of administrator of his father's
estate; the charges therefor, amounting to $528, were reasonable and
proper, and the defendant was ·liable for each item of the services
when performed by a contract implied from the circumstances, but
the cause of action did not accrue within six years prior to the date
of the writ and the items should be disallowed; in the account were
items of disbursements for taxes, amounting to $82.46, made at the
request of the defendant, but the cause of action did not accrue
within six years prior to the date of the writ and they should be
disaJlowed; the items of cash payments charged against the defendant, amounting to $563.83, were voluntarily made and applied by
the plaintiff in part payment of a note of $500 which he had given
to the defendant on the seventeenth day of October, 1888, and they
could not be recovered back in this action ; the item of $60 charged
in the account was the subject of conflicting evidence, the plaintiff
testifying that it was a loan made to the defendant at his request,
while the defendant testified that it was a payment made on a note
then in suit in the Supreme Judicial Court for Washington County,
and the plaintiff having the burden of proof that it was a loan has
not sustained that burden; that on the sixteenth day of December,
1899, the defendant made a common law assignment of his property
for the benefit of creditors to C. B. Don worth, Esq., and the plaintiff
wrote to the assignee in April, 1900, in reference to his demands
against the defendant and received the following reply:
MACHIAS, ME. Apr. 17, 1900.
Charles Sargent, Esq., Portland, Me.
Brother Sargent:
Thank you for your letter of 13th inst. relative to Perry's
matters. I have not yet had time to submit it to George, but will
do so very soon. Of course, he must do the square thing by you.
Yours truly,

c. B. DONWORTH.
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The findings of fact by the judge of the -Superior Court cannot be
reviewed by this court. No facts are shown which would affect the
statute of limitations as a defense to the items of the plaintiff's
account not found due within six years prior to the commencement
of the action, unless the defendant is estopped from availing himself
of this defense by the act of his assignee. The plaintiff claims that
the letter was equivalent to an assurance that whatever business
obligation Perry was under to him should be performed, and that
relying on this promise he omitted seasonably to commence his
action. There is no pretence that there was any intention of misleading the plaintiff, and the presiding judge found as matter of fact
that he was not misled by the letter, and ruled as matter of law
that the defendant was not thereby estopped from pleading the
statute of limitatio11s.
The plaintiff's claim rests therefore solely upon the effect of the
letter as implying a promise on the part of the assignee to preserve
the rights of the plaintiff while the subject matter of the assignment
was under his control. He might perhaps bind his assignor in
reference to the claim of the plaintiff by acts done within the scope
of the assignment, Bridges v. Stephens, 132 Mo. 524; Chouteau v.
Goddin, 39 Mo. 229; Warren v. Walker, 23 Maine, 453; Webber
v. Williams Oolle,qe, 23 Pick. 302; Davies v. Edwards, 7 Exe. 22;
Roscoe v. Hale, 7 Gray, 274; but such is not the effect of the writing; the demand of the plaintiff had not even become the subject of
negotiation between the plaintiff and the assignee, and the letter was
merely an acknowledgment of the notice which the plaintiff had
given of the assignor's indebtedness to him, with the writer's personal assurance that in his official business of adjusting the financial
affairs of the debtor this creditor should receive fair treatment.
The plaintiff is a lawyer and knew that the assignee was acting in
a trust capacity between the estate of the assignor and such of his
creditors as became parties to the assignment; and the letter could
not reasonably be understood as relieving him from the duty of
taking such formal action as would entitle him to participate in the
distribution of the debtor's property among his creditors, or at least
of seasonable action against the defendant. There c&n be discov~red
VOL,
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in its terms no element of contract or waiver of any prerequisite for
the enforcement of the plaintiff's demand, and it was not an act
which could operate to suspend the statute of limitations, or to
estop the defendant from pleading it in defense of the action against
him.
Exceptions overruled.

VICTOR CLARK

Penobscot.
Action.

Trover.

vs.

ALBION

B.

HEATH.

Opinion August 29, 1906.

Assump.~it. Mistake of Remedies.
Election of Remedies.

Inconsi.qtent Remedies.

The plaintiff first brought an action of trover against the defendant for the
alleged conversion of two cows. The judgment was for the defendant.
The plaintiff then brought this action of assumpsit against the defendant
for the price of the cows. Held: that if there had actually been two
remedies open to the plaintiff, and he had elected one of them, he would
have been precluded from subsequently resorting to the other form of
action, but in this case his only remedial action was in assnmpsit for the
price of the cows, and having mistaken his remedy he is not precluded
from bringing the proper action.
Mistake of remedies differs from an election between inconsistent remedies.
The rule that '' the definite adoption of one of two or more inconsistent
remedies, by a party cognizant of the material facts, is a conclusive and
irrevocable bar to his resort to the alternative remedy" does not apply if,
in reality, he had only one remedy.
·

On exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Assumpsit on account annexed for two cows. Writ dated March
15, 1906. Plea, the general issue.and a brief statement. The only
statement of the case is found in the defendant's brief statement
which is as follows :
"And for brief statement defendant further says, "that on May
13, 1905, the plaintiff was the owner of two cows which, subsequently came into the possession of the defendant and on the 12th
day of July A. D. rn05 the plaintiff claimed to have two ca1,1ses of
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action against this defendant for the value of said two cows sued for
in his pending action, one an action of trover for the conversion of
said cows, and one of assumpsit for the price of said cows; and on
that day he elected the action of trover and sued out of the clerk's
office of the Bangor Municipal Court a writ against this defendant
declaring therein for a conversion of said two cows by this defendant. Said writ was duly served on this defendant by arrest of his
body, entered in said Municipal Court and by appeal came to this
court where in the January term 1906 thereof the facts were tried
to a jury and a verdict of not guilty was rendered and judgment
therein entered up. The parties are the same in this action as in
the former action, the declaration and account annexed in this writ
under which the plaintiff seeks to recover the price of two cows
describes the same two cows as were described in the former writ, to
wit : The count in the former writ for trover for eonversion. And
this defendant avers that the two remedies are inconsistent with each
other, and that with full knowledge of all the facts, having elected
one remedy which he pressed to judgment this plaintiff cannot maintain this action."
At the April term, 1906, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Penobscot County, the action was referred to the presiding Justice with
the right to except. After hearing the matter, the presiding Justice
ruled as matter of law that the action could be maintained and
rendered judgment for the plaintiff for $45.00 and interest from the
date of the writ. Thereupon the defendant excepted.

T. P. Wormwood, for plaintiff.
T. W. Vose and Lewis A. Barker, for defendant.
SITTING:
WISWELL,
PEABODY, J J.

C.

J.,

STROUT,

SAVAGE,

POWERS,

PEABODY, J. This is an action of assumpsit for two cows of the
value of $45.00, and comes before the court on exceptions.
The defendant pleaded the general issue with a brief statement
admitting that the cows came into his possession, and alleging a prior
judgment for the defendant in trover based upon the same cause of
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action. It was claimed on behalf of the defendant that the plaintiff,
having full knowledge of the facts and having his election between
an action of trover and an action of aHsumpsit, cannot after judgment in trover proceed in assumpsit. The court ruled that the
action could be maintained and rendered judgment for the plaintiff
for $45.00 and interest. To this ruling the defendant excepted.
The case of l!oss v. Whitehouse, 94 Maine, 497, and the case of
Hussey v. Bryant, 95 Maine, 51, cited by the defendant, are not
in point. In the first of these cases the two remedies of assumpsit
and trespass were both open to the plaintiff, as rights both in contract and in tort had accrued to him, but the court held that as the
action of assumpsit, which was brought first, covered a portion of
the items which made up the damages in the action of trespass, the
plaintiff having prosecuted the first to judgment could not proceed
with the latter.
_In the second case the plaintiff had waived the defects in certain
condemnation proceedings, and had recovered compensation for her
land ; and afterwards sought in an action of trespass q uare clausum
to recover damages which could only be awarded on the ground that
the proceedings in condemnation had been irregular. It was held
that, having elected the former remedy, she had waived the irregularity and the latter remedy was not available to her.
It will be seen that in both these cm,es there were actually two remedies open to the plaintiff, either of which could be elected, while in
the case at bar the plaintiff's only remedial right was in assumpsit
for the price of the goods; and having mistaken his remedy he is
not precluded from bringing the proper action. McNutt v. Hillcins,
80 Hun. 235.
Mistake of remedies differs from an election between inconsistent
remedies. Sullivan v. Ross' Estate, 113 Mich. 311, 318. The rule
that "the definite adoption of one of two or more inconsistent remedies, by a party cognizant of the material facts, is a conclusive and
irrevocable bar to his resort to the alternative remedy" does not
apply if in reality he had only one remedy. 7 Enc. of Pl. & Prac.
364; Morris v. Rexford, 18 N. Y. 552; 15 Cyc. 262.
Exceptions overruled.
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vs.

HORACE

s.

BACON.

Opinion September 11, 1906.

Personal Injuries. Unskilful Treatment by Surgeon.
Mitigated Thereby, When.

Damages not

In a suit to recover damages for personal injuries, if the plaintiff employed
a surgeon of ordinary professional knowledge and skill, and followed his
directions, he is entitled to recover compensation for all the damages sustained, though the surgeon may not have used the requisite skill, or may
have erred in judgment, and by unskilful treatment have prevented the
plaintiff from recovery from the injury as soon or as perfectly as he would
have recovered under skilful treatment.

On motion and exceptions by defendant. Overruled.
Action on the case to recover damages for personal lllJuries sustained by the plaintiff and caused by the alleged negligence of the
defendant, who was driving an automobile.
The writ originally contained two counts, but during the progress
of the .trial, the plaintiff, against the defendant's objection, was
a11owed to amend his writ by inserting a third count. The three
counts are as follows :
'' For that the plaintiff on the seventh day of July A. D. 1904,
was driving along a highway, to wit, a public street, within the
compact and built up portion of the town of York, the same being
the highway leading from Long Sands, so called, to Short Sands,
with a horse and carriage, and the said defendant was then and
there in the possession of, and driving, operating and moving an
automobile or motor vehicle along said highway or public street, in
the same direction, and corning behind the said plaintiff's team, and
the said defendant then and there had the management and control of
said automobile or motor vehicle, and that the said defendant carelessly
and negligently drove, operated and managed said automobile or motor
vehicle along said high way at a rate of speed greater than was reasonable and proper, with regard to the traffic and use of said highway by others, and at a rate of speed so great as to endanger the life
and limb of any person traveling therein, to wit, at the rate of thirty
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miles an hour, that said town of York made no ordinance or by-law
permitting any automobile or motor vehicle to be run at a greater
rate of speed than eight miles an hour, that by reason of the careless
and negligent manner in which the defendant was then and there
driving, operating and managing said automobile or motor vehicle
and of the great rate of speed, to wit, a rate of speed greater than
eight miles an hour which he was then and there driving said automobile or motor vehicle, and after the said defendant had been
requested and signalled by the plaintiff to stop by putting up his
hand, and while the plaintiff was in the exercise of due care on his
part, the defendant ran Raid automobile or motor vehicle against the
said plaintiff, and the plaintiff was thereby thrown with great force
to the ground and severely bruised and injured about the head, back,
spine, arms, body and legs, and otherwise bruising and injuring him,
and permanently disabling him from future labor and employment,
causing him to suffer great pain in body and mind from which he is
not likely to recover, and causing him great expense, which he has
incurred and has yet to incur, for medical attendance, advice, medicine and nursing.
"Also for that the said plaintiff on the seventh day of July A. D.
1904 was driving and riding his horse and carriage along a public
highway in the town of York in said county, using due care, that
said public highway leads from Long Sands, so called, in said town
of York to Short Sands, so called, in town of York, and said plaintiff was driving from said Long Sands to said Short Sands, that said
defendant was then and there driving and operating an automobile
or motor vehicle along said public high way, that said town of York
did not then and there permit by its ordinance or by-law a greater
rate of speed than eight miles an hour. That said highway from
said Long Sands to said Short Sands is within the compact part of
said town of York, that the said defendant was then and there driving said automobile or motor vehicle at a rate of speed greater than
eight miles an hour, to wit, at the rate of thirty miles an hour, that
said defendant was then and there driving said automobile or motor
vehicle at. a rate of speed greater than was reasonable and proper,
having regard to the traffic and use of the way by others, that
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said defendant was then and there driving said automobile or motor
vehicle at such a rate as would endanger the life and limb of any
person traveling in said highway, that while the said plaintiff was
then and there driving his said horse and carriage in said highway as
aforesaid at a point in said highway opposite the road leading from
said highway to the N ubble, so called, which point is about two hundred feet uortherly of the Joseph F. Noues cottage on Long Sands,
and while the said plaintiff had requested and signalled the said
defendant by putting up his hand, to stop, and while the said
defendant was then and there carelessly and negligently and recklessly driving his said automobile or motor vehicle as aforesaid, at
said great rate of speed, and without heeding the request and signals
of the plaintiff to stop, and while going at said great rate of speed
said defendant ran said automobile or motor vehicle against the
plaintiff, causing him to fall to the ground, crushing his legs and
injuring his back, side, and spine, breaking a bone of his right leg
and other injuries to said plaintiff then and there did, all caused by
the great rate of speed which the said defendant was then and there
driving, and the careless, negligent and reckless manner in which the
said defendant managed and controlled said automobile or motor
vehicle, thereby causing him to suffer great pain in body and mind
from which he is not likely to recover, and causing him great expense,
which he has incurred and has yet to incur for medical attendance,
advice, medicines and nursing.
"And also, for that the said ·plaintiff on the seventh day of July
A. D. 1904, was driving and riding his horse and carriage along a
public highway in the town of York, in said County, using due
care; that said public highway l~ads from Long Sands, so-called, in
said town of York, to Short Sands, so-called; that said defendant
was then and there driving and operating an automobile along said
highway; that said highway is within the compact part of said town
of York:; and while the said plaintiff was then and there driving in
his said team along said highway in the direction of said Short
Sands, while at a point opposite the road leading from said highway
to the N ubble, so-called, otherwise called Dover Bluffs, the said
defendant, after he had been signalled by the plaintiff to stop and
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after he had sufficient time to bring his automobile to a standstill, long before reaching Mr. Hooper, carelessly, negligently, recklessly and before bringing his automobile to a standstill, said defendant ran said automobile up behind said Hooper's team, and along
the road beside of said team and passed the same, whereby the plaintiff's horse became frightened, causing Mr. Hooper to be thrown to
the ground and the bone of his right leg broken and the ankle and
foot of his right limb crushed, jammed and injured. All caused by
the careless, negligent and reckless manner in which the said defendant moved and operated his said automobile, after having been signalled to stop as aforesaid. That the said plaintiff was in the exercise
of due care. In consequence of the injuries to the plaintiff's limb
as aforesaid, he has suffered great pain in body and mind, has been
subjected to great expense for medicine, medical treatment and care
and has been wholly prevented from performing any labor, and that
he will in the future be wholly incapacitated from performing any
labor, and will continue to suffer from said injuries so long as he
shall live."
Tried at the January term, 1906, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
York County. Plea, the general issue. Verdict for plaintiff for
$1925. The defendant then filed a general motion for a new trial
and also took exceptions to the ruling allowing the aforesaid amendment to the plaintiff's writ. At the hearing before the Law Court
the exceptions were waived and the case was argued by the defendant
on the motion only.
The point relied upon by the defendant is stated in the opinion.
Mathews & Stevens, for plaintiff.
Cleaves, Waterhouse & Emery, fot defendant.
SITTING:

WISWELL,

PEABODY, SPEAR,

C. J.,
J J.

WHITEHOUSE,

STROUT, SAVAGE,

SAVAGE, J.
Case for personal injuries. The only point relied
upon by the defendant under his motion for a new trial is that the
damages awarded are excessive. It is not seriously contended that
they are excessive in view of all the consequences of the plaintiff's
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origina] injuries. But it is claimed that for a part of the consequences the defendant is not responsible. In other words, the
defendant says that the plaintiff's injuries did not receive proper
surgical treatment, and that by re~son of the want of proper care or
skill on the part of the surgeon employed by the plaintiff, his injuries
were greatly aggravated, and the consequences much more serious
than they would have been otherwise.
The law is against the defendant on this point. It was the duty ,
of the plaintiff to use due care in the selection and use of means for
his recovery. It was his duty to employ a surgeon of ordinary professional knowledge and skill, and to follow his necessary directions,
and if he did so he would be without fault in that respect himself.
And if he did so he would be entitled to recover compensation for al1
the damages sustained, though the surgeon may not have used the
requisite skill, or may have erred in judgment, and by unskilful
treatment have prevented the plaintiff from recovery from the injury
as soon or as perfectly as he would have recovered under skilful
treatment. The unskilful treatment by the surgeon, itself, if any
there was, arose as a consequence of the original fault of the defendant. Stover v. Bb1,ehW, 51 Maine, 439.
Nothing appears in the record before us to show that the plaintiff
did not fully perform his duty in the employme11t of a surgeon~
The exceptions are waived.
Motion and exceptfons overruled.
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Aplt.,

vs.
INHABITANTS OF SOUTH THOMASTON.

Knox.

Opinion September 11, 1906.

Grade of Highway Raised. Complaint for Ass~ssment of Damages. Motion to
Dismi.~s Complaint Not a Dilatory Plea. Premature Exceptions. Practice.
R. S., c. 23, § 68; c. 79, § 56.
Upon an application in writing to the municipal officers of a town, for
the assessment of damages occasioned by raising the grade of the highway
in front of the applicant's premises, the municipal officers made the following endorsement: "We, the undersigned municipal officers assess no damages on the within
application for the reason that upon the facts as they exist there is no
liability of the town in the premises, nor any jurisdiction in us to assess
damages.
Held: that this was such a decision as afforded the applicant a remedy by
complaint to the Supreme Judicial Court, under the provisions of R. S.,
chapter 23, section 68. And a motion to dismiss such a complaint on the
ground that the municipal officers had made no assessment, or any other
decision, upon which a complaint can be founded, cannot be sustained.
2. A motion to dismiss a complaint for an assessment of damages serves
the purpose of a demurrer, and is not to be regarded as a dilatory plea.
The question raised by it is merely whether the complainant has stated
sufficient grounds to maintain the complaint.
3. When a motion to dismiss, in such a case, is overruled, and exceptions
to the ruling are taken, the case should then proceed to trial, and only
after trial upon the merits should the exceptions be taken to the Law
Court. When prematurely brought forward, they will be dismissed from
• the law docket.
1.

On exceptions by defendants. Dismissed.
Complaint for the assessment of damages occasioned by raising the
grade of the highway in South Thomaston in front of _the plaintiff's
premises, brought under the provisions of sections 68, chapter 23, of
the Revised Statutes.
The municipal officers refused to assess any damages and refused
to take jurisdiction of the complaint. Thereupon under the provis-
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ions of the aforesaid section 68 the plaintiff appealed to the Supreme
Judicial Court, Knox County. The appeal was duly entered in said
court, and the defendants appeared and filed a motion to dismiss the
appeal. 'This motion was overruled and the defendants excepted.
The case appears in the opinion.
D. M. Mortland, for plaintiff.
Arthur S. Littlefield, for defendants.
SITTING:

,v-IsWELL,

C. J.,

EMERY,

WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,

POWERS, SPEAR, JJ.
SAVAGE, J. This is a complaint for the assessment of damages
occasioned by raising the grade of the highway in South Thomaston
in front of the complainant's premises. It is brought under the
provisions of R. S., ch. 23, sect. 68, and is in the nature of an appeal
from the refusal of the selectmen of South Thomaston to allow any
damages, upon her application therefor. The statute in question
provides that "when a way or street is raised or lowered by a road
commissioner or person authorized, to the injury of an owner of
adjoining land, he may, within a year, apply in writing to the municipal officers and they shall view such way or street and assess the
damages, if any have been occasioned thereby, to Le paid by the
town, and any person aggrieved by said assessment may have them
determined, on complaint to the Supreme Judicial Court." After
alleging various jurisdictional facts not in question here, the complainant further -alleges that she made the statutory application to
the municipal officers for an assessment of her damages, upon which
they made the following endorsement :
" We, the undersigned, municipal officers, assess no damages on
the within application for the reason that upon the facts as they
exist there is no liability of the town in the premises, nor any jurisdiction in us to assess damages," by which decision she alleges that
she was aggrieved, and so forth.
The town filed a motion to dismiss, which was overruled, and
exceptions were taken. The caEie has not yet been heard upon the
merits, and the complainant urges that the exceptions are prematurely
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brought forward, that the motion to dismiss is a dilatory motion,
and being overruled, the exceptions must wait below until the case
is tried. R. S., ch. 79, sect. 56. But it has been held thata motion
to dismiss, in a proceeding like this, is not to be regarded as a
dilatory plea. It serves, rather, the purpose of a demurrer. The
question raised by it is merely whether the complainant has stated
sufficient grounds to entitle her, npon their being proved, to maintain her complaint. Rines v. Portland, 93 Maine, 227. Nevertheless, when the motion was overruled, and the complaint was thereby
adjudged good in form, we think the case should then have proceeded to trial, and only after trial should the exceptions have been
brought forward to this court. In a trial upon the merits, all the
questions of defense which the town raises under its motion, and
some that it cannot raise now, will be open for the determination of
the court. Phillips v. County Com., 83 Maine, 541. It is the better
practice to allow exceptions to rulings on preliminary motions in
cases of this kind, ( unless the rulings are adverse to the proceeding)
to rest in the court below until trial is had and all questions considered:, when all issues can be finally determined once for all by the
Law Court. A case should not be brought to this court by piece
meal, when it can be avoided. Millett v. County Com., 81 Maine,
257; Shaw v. County Com., 92 Maine, 498; Monaghan v. Longfellow, 82 Maine, 419. It is therefore considered that these exceptions are prematurely brought forward, and that they should be dismissed from the law docket.
But as the practice heretofore has not been uniform, and as the
parties have fully argued the one point raised by the motion to dismiss, we will briefly consider it. It is this. The town claims that
it is shown by the complaint itself that the municipal officers did not
make any assessment of damages, or any other decision or decree
upon which the complainant can found her complaint or from which
she can take a virtual appeal. We think otherwise. If the municipal officers had taken no action upon the complainant's a_pplication
for an assessment of damages, the point now taken might have been
tenable. But th~ complaint shows that they did take action, and
decided questions both of law and fact. They decided to assess no
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damages because upon the facts which they found "there is no liability of the town in the premises," and they decided further upon
the facts which they found that they had no jurisdiction to assess
damages. It was within their province to determine the relevant
facts and the rules of law which were applicable. We cannot know
now whether they decided either the law or the facts correctly. Nor
is it of any consequence at this stage of the case. It is enough that
they decided them, and adversely to the complainant, so that she is
aggrieved.
We think that the statute in question contemplates that an
aggrieved party shall have this remedy by complaint whenever
municipal officers shall have acted upon an application, and made a
decision thereon. It makes no difference whether they have assessed
damages in too small an amount, or whether they have refused to
assess any. And in the latter case it makes no difference whether
they refused because they thought that no damages were sustained
in fact, or that there was no liability in law for damages in fact
sustained, or that the facts as they found them did not bring the
application within their jurisdiction. Their decision upon any of
these matters is not final. It, is reviewable upon complaint by an
aggrieved party. The correctness of their decision,- their errors, if
any,-will be determined by th'e court, when the complaint is tried in
the regular manner. And so will all other material questions in
prosecution or defense.
Exceptions dismissed from the law docket.
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Penobscot.

vs.

[101

FRANK TAYLOR.

Opinion September 11, I 906.

Forcible Entry and Detainer. A .Building is Personal Estate, When. Evidence.
Admissions.
1.

When one builds a house upon the land of another. with the consent of
the land owner, or the land owner subsequently assents to its remaining
there as the property of the builder, in either event, the house is the
personal property of the builder.
2. When one has er~cted a house upon the land of another, and has conveyed it to a third person, and when in a suit by such third person to
recover possession, the defendant claims to hold as tenant of the land
owner, admissions by the latter, as to title, are admissible again':lt the
defendant.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff:
Action of forcible entry and detainer brought by the plaintiff
against the defendant to recover a certain dwelling house situated
in Old Town, and standing on land of one Lucy A. Bachelder.
The writ was sued out of the Old Town Municipal Court, under
the date of May 21, 1901. Plea, the general issue with a brief.
statement alleging the tit.le of the dwelling house, as well as the
land on which it stands, to be in the aforesaid Lucy A. Bachelder,
and under whom the defendant claimed to occupy by the consent
of his wife who was the tenant of the said Lucy A. Bachelder.
Tried at the January term, 1904, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Penobscot County. (The case does not show what disposition was
made of the matter in the Old T~wn Municipal Court, nor how the
Supreme Judicial Court obtained jurisdiction of the action.) At the
conclusion of the testimony it was agreed that the case should be
reported to the Law Court "for determination on so much of the
evidence as is legally admissible."
The facts sufficiently appear in the opinion.
J. F. Gould, for plaintiff.
Clarence Scott and P. H. Gillin, for defendant.
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Action of forcible entry ai~d detainer to recover a
house standing on the land of a third party. In a brief statement
pleaded under the general issue the defendant avers that the building, as well as the land on which it stands, is the estate and freehold
of Lucy A. Bachelder, in whom is t~1e sole title to the premises,
and under whom the defendant claims a right to occupy, by the
consent of his wife who is the tenant of Bachelder. The plaintiff
claims title under a foreclosed chattel mortgage of the house, given
by the defendant.
To the maintenance of the suit, the defendant's counsel, in argument, interposes one objection only, and that objection we will proceed to consider. It is, that the case fails to show affirmatively that
the plaintiff has title to the hom,e in question. It is not iu controversy, as appears by the defendant's brief, that the defendant built
the house on the Bachelder land. But it is claimed that it is not
shown whether it waR built under the license or permission of the
owner of the land, or under a contract on the part of the defendant
to purchase the land, and so became the personal property of the
defendant, or whether it was built without any permission whatever,
and so became a part of the real estate of Mrs. Bachelder. Hence
it is contended that the plaintiff has failed to show that the defendant
owned the house which he mortgaged, or that the plaintiff got any
title under the mortgage. '
The record before us is made up entirely of documentary evidence.
The plaintiff in trod need a chattel mortgage of the house, from the
defendant to William M. Bean, dated November 9, 1891, together
with the note which it secured. He then introduced a foreclosure of
the mortgage, recorded ,July 18, 1893, and a bill of sale of the house
from Bean to himself, dated May 15, 1901. He also introduced ~
writ of forcible entry and detainer, brought by Lucy A. Bachelder
against the defendant May 23, 1894, to which further reference will
be made. The defendant showed that judgment was rendered for
Mrs. Bachelder in the foregoing suit, and that a writ of possession
SAVAGE,
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was issued. Whether it was served or not does not appear. The
defendant also introduced another writ of forcible entry and detainer
between the same parties, dated July 13, 1897, a lease from Mrs.
Bach el er to the defendant, dated August 1, 1897, and a lease from
Mrs. Bachelder to the· defendant's wife, dated April 1, 1901.
Passing any question of estoppel which might prevent the defendant from disputing the title which he mortgaged to Bean, we think
the case discloses sufficient evidence to warrant a finding that the
house when mortgaged was the personal property of the defendant,
and, in the absence of countervailing proof, to require such a finding.
In her first writ against the defendant, in 1894, Mrs. Bachelder
described the land, the recovery of which she sought, as '' land upon
which said Taylor's dwelling house stands." It is admitted that the
house named in the mortgage is the same house as was named in
Mrs. Bachelder's writ. And in the same writ, Mrs. Bachelder
averred that she had given Taylor thirty days notice "to terminate
his estate in the premises." In her writ of July 13, 1897, Mrs.
Bachelder, having first described the dwelling· house in question,
averred that she had given Taylor thirty days notice '' to remove said
building," "to terminate his estate in the premises."
The defendant claims solely under a tenancy subsequently created
by Mrs. Bachelder, and that the land and buildings now belong
to her. These admissions by her are admissible against him to show
that at the dates of these writs she did not claim to be the owner of
the dwelling house. Undisputed and unexplained, they afford persuasive proof that even as late as 1897, she understood that the
building belonged to Taylor. From this the inference is reasonable
that it had been built on her land by her consent, or remained there,
as his personal property, by her subsequent assent. And it is immaterial which. Fuller v. Tabor, 39 Maine, 519. In either event the
building was his property. And if the building was ever his property, there is nothing in the case to show that he ever parted with
title except by his mortgage to Bean and the subsequent foreclosure.
His title has come through Bean to the plaintiff.
It is true that Mrs. Bachelder in her 1897 suit recovered judgment against the defendant for the possession of the house, and

a
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obtained a writ of possession. But that does not concern this plaintiff, and did not concern Bean who then owned the house. Bean
was not a party to that suit, and his interest was not affected by the
judgment. Taylor did not own the house. Bean did. He had
owned it absolutely from September 17, 1893, by a title of wltich
Mrs. Bachelder had constructive, if not actual, notice. Judgment
against Taylor could not disturb Bean's title. No more could the
subsequent leases given by Mrs. Bachelder to the defendant or his -,
wife.
Judgment for plaintiff.

F.

w. BROWN, JR., vs.
Waldo.

CHARLES

E.

SMITH.

Opinion September 13, 1906.

Probate Law. Conflict of Jurisdiction. Executors and Administrat01·s. Power
and Authority Limited. l!oreign Decedent. Ancillary Administration Necessary, When. l!oreign Administrator Cannot Assign Mortgage on Land in
Maine. R. S., c. 65, § 7; c. 66, §§ 14, 15, 16.
It is a well settled principle of the common law that the power and authority
of an administrator or executor, over the estate of the deceased, is confined to the sovereignty by virtue of whose laws he is appointed.
When assets of a foreign decedent, are found in this state, ancillary administration must be obtained here before our courts will enforce the recovery
of debts due the foreign decedent.
An administrator appointed in another state, cannot assign a mortgage 'of
land situate in this state so as to enable the assignee to enforce payment
thereof.

On report. Judgment for defendant.
Real action to recover certain lands in Thorndike. Writ dated
December 16, 1904. Plea, the general issue.
The plaintiff held by assignment a mortgage of the demanded
prew.ises given May 28, 1887, by Alb~:rt D, Bumps of Thorndike,
VOL. CI
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Maine, to George Tyler of Boston, Massachusetts, to secure a certain
judgment- recovered by said Tyler against said Bumps in the
Supreme Judicial Court, Waldo County.
Afterwards the said
Tyler died and Isabella J. Tyler of Waltham, Massachusetts, was
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of said Tyler by the Probate Court of Middlesex County, Massachusetts. The administratrix then assigned said mortgage to the plaintiff.
There was no ancillary administration on the estate of the said
deceased, George Tyler, in the State of Maine. The defendant contended, among other things, that the administratrix of the estate of
said deceased, George Tyler, had no power to make a valid assignment of the aforesaid mortgage given to her intestate as she had
been appointed administratrix in another state while the mortgage
was of land in the State of Maine.
The action was tried at the April term, 1906, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Waldo County, and at the conclusion of the evidence it was agreed to report the case to the Law Court "to be
determined upon such evidence as is competent and legally admissible."
The case appears in the opinion.
P. W. Brown, Jr., and W. H. McLellan, for plaintiff.
R. P. Dunton and W. P. Thompson, for defendant.
SITTING:
WISWELL, C.
PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
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POWERS, J. ,vrit of entry to recover certain lands in Thorndike.
The case comes here on report.
To make out title plaintiff introduced; (1) a duly recorded mortgage of the demanded premises from Albert D. Bumps of Thorndike,
Maine, to George Tyler of Boston, Massachusetts, dated May 28,
1887, given to secure a certain execution and judgment recovered by
said Tyler against said Bumps in this court in said Waldo County;
(2) copies of records of the Probate Court of Middlesex County,
Maesachusetts, showing that December IO, 1889, Isabella J. Tyler of
Waltham in the County of Middlesex was duly appointed administra-
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trix of the estate of George Tyler late of said Waltham deceased;
(3) assignment from said administratrix to the plaintiff of said mortgage, duly recorded and dated Nov. 21, 1904. This makes a prima
facie case, if an administratrix appointed in another state has power
to assign a mortgage given to her intestate upon real estate in this
state.
It is a well settled principle of the common law that the power
and authority of an administrator or executor, over the estate of the
deceased, is confined to the sovereignty by virtue of whose laws he
is appointed. In recognition of this p·rinciple provision is made by
our statutes for the granting of ancillary administration on the
estate of non-residents, who die leaving estate-to be administered in
this state, or whose estate is· afterwards found therein. R. S., chap.
65, section 7; chap. 66, sections 14, 15 and 16.
One reason at least upon which this rule is founded, is to prevent
the effects or credits of the deceased found in any state, which may
be needed to satisfy debts due to the citizens of that state, from
being withdrawn from its jurisdiction. That no such necessity in
fact exists can_ never be known with certainty in any given case
unless administration is granted, and an opportunity thereby afforded
to creditors to present their claims. Mansfield v. McFarland, 51
Atl. 763. It is said in Stearns v. Bnrnham, 5 Maine, 261, that the
principles of justice and policy, upon which similar statutes to those
above cited were founded, "would seem to lead our courts of law
to that course of proceedings which would harmonize with those
principles and have a manifest tendency to produce the same beneficial results." In that case it was accordingly held that an executor
appointed under the laws of another state, cannot indorse a promissory note payable to his testator by a citizen of this state, so as to
give the indorsee a right of action here in his own name.
The debt due from Bumps; who at the time of the recovery of the
judgment an<l ever since has been a resident of this state, constituted
no part of the goods, effects, rights and credits of the intestate in
Massachusetts, which alone the administratrix was authorized and
empowered to administer. The debt follows the creditor while
living; after his death it follows the debtor, Saunders v, Weston,
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7 4 ~faine, 85. The situs of the debt being in Maine, the administratrix, deriving her authority solely from the laws ,of Massachusetts, had no control over it.
There is even stronger reason for holding that she had no control
over the mortgage. A mortgage and its assignment are conveyances of land in fee which must be recorded. . It is desirable that
title to real estate should so far as possible appear of record. The
party having a right to redeem ought to be able, by an examination
of the records in the registry of deeds and the probate courts of this
state, to ascertain who is entitled to receive payment and give a discharge of the mortgage, without being compelled at his peril, to
incur the expense of searching the records of other states and countries. Without doing this the defendant in the present case could
not know, until the evidence was produced at the trial, that the
plaintiff's assignee had ever been appointed administratrix of the
deeeased in the place of his domicile. The courts of Massachusetts in a case, which has been frequently cited and followed in that
state, have decided the precise point here presented against the
plaintiff's contention. Cutter v. Davenport, 1 Pick. f?l. The ques-.
tion is a new one in this state; but the trend of our decisions has
been to restrict the power of a foreign administrator to the jurisdiction of his appointment. Stevens v. Gaylord, 11 Mass. 255; Stearns
v. Burnham, supra; Smith v. Guild, 34 Maine, 443 ; Gilman v. Gilman, 54 Maine, 453; Smith v. Howard, 86 Maine, 203; Green v.
Alden, 92 Maine, 1 77.
It may fairly be regarded as the settled policy of this state that,
when assets of a foreign decedent are found here, ancillary administration must be obtained here for the protection of resident creditors,
before our courts will enforce the recovery of debts due the foreign
decedent. Otherwise the assets could be converted into money,
taken outside the state, distributed under the jurisdiction of foreign
courts, and our citizens compelled to go into other jurisdictions to
collect their just dues. Such is the general rule. Note to Shinn's
Estate, 45 Am. St. Rep. 667; Maas. v. Bank, 176 N. Y. 377.
Inasmuch therefore, as ample provision is made by our statutes
for the granting of ancillary administration in this state, a course
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which seems to be in accord with our legislative policy and judicial
decisions and may in any case be necessary for the protection of our
citizens who are creditors of the estate, in view also of the fact that
it is desirable so far as possible that title to real estate should somewhere appear of record in this· state, we hold, in accordance with
Cutter v. Davenport above cited, that an administrator cannot, by
virtue of letters granted in another state, assign a mortgage of land
situated in this state, so as to enable the assignee to enforce payment
thereof. Dial v. Gary, 14 S. C. 573; 37 Am. Rep. 737; 18 Cyc.
1231; Reynolds v. McMullen, 55 Mich. 568. The right of a foreign administrator to receive a voluntary payment, and give a discharge of a debt so paid, is not involved in this case.
Judgment for the defendant.

GERALD

M.

GARLAND,

by next friend,

vs.
HELEN

Penobscot.
Animals.
gence.

J.

HEWES.

Opinion September 13, 1906.

Dog. ".Fault" in R. S., Chapter 4, Section 52, Equivalent of NegliBurden of Proof. Verdict fo1· Defendant Sustained. Statute, 1903,
c. 109, § 1. R. S., c. 4, § 52.

For damage to person or property by a dog a right of action against his
owner is given, by R. S., chapter four, section fifty-two, only in those
cases in which the damage was not occasioned through fault of the plaintiff.
The word "fault" as used in this statute is the equivalent of negligence;
and the burden in such an action is upon the plaintiff to allege and prove
that no want of due care on his part occasioned the injury.
After verdict for the defendant upon motion for a new trial in this case,
although the court if sitting as jurors might have drawn a different inference or reached a different conclusion than did the jury, it cannot be said
that the verdict is so clearly and manifestly erroneous that justice requires
it to be set aside.
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On motion by plaintiff. Overruled.
Action under Revised Statutes, chapter 4, section 52, to recover
damages for an injury resulting from bite of defendant's dog. The
plaintiff was eight years old at the time of the injury, and the dog
was a St. Bernard weighing between seventy-five and eighty pounds.
The next morning after the plaintiff was bitten, the dog was killed
by order of the defendant.
The action was tried at the January term, 1906, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, Penobscot County. Plea, the general issue with the
following brief statement: "That the damage complained of in the
writ and declaration of the plaintiff was occasioned through the fault
of the person injured, to wit, the minor plaintiff." The verdict was
for the defendant. The plaintiff theu filed a general motion for a
new trial.
The case appears in the opinion.

Martin & Cook, for plaintiff.
P. H. Gillin, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., STROU'l', SAVAGE, POWERS, PEABODY,
SPEAR, JJ.
POWERS, J. Action under the statute to recover damages for an
injury resulting from bite of defendant's dog on July 12, 1905.
The case comes here on motion to set aside the Yerdict which was for
the defendant.
Only two witnesses, the plaintiff and defendant, testified as to
what took place at the time of the injury. The plaintiff, a boy eight
years old, testified that he had played with the dog a year or so, that
the dog seemed to like him, had never been cross to him or snapped
at him, that on the day named he was playing with the dog throwing sticks in the water and trying to get the dog to go after them,
that the defendant came down to the brook with a horse and wagon,
that the dog was along side of the horse and wagon when the plaintiff put his arm around the dog's neck and kissed it, and the dog bit
him in the face. He denied that he used any violence toward the dog
or did any act to plague, irritate or provoke it.
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Defendant testified as follows : "The little boy came up side of
the horse and went up to the dog, and the first thing he done when
he went up to the dog, he took his hand and struck him a few times
on the head. Then he took hold of his ears and pulled them out.
The next thing he done he grabbed him right around the neck and
put his face right down into the dog's face,-you might say in his
mouth almost, and the dog turned his head and bit him in the cheek."
Other witnesses throw little light upon the question of veracity
involved. The jury had the advantage of seeing the plaintiff and the
defendant, and noting the many things affecting their credibility
which the bald report of the evidence cannot reproduce. Whatever
doubts the court may entertain, it cannot say, after a careful study
of the whole evidence, that the jury were not justified in finding the
facts as testified by the defendant.
Upon those facts can the verdict be sustained? So much of the
statute as is material is as follows : "When a dog does damage to
a person or his property, his owner
. forfeits to the
person injured the amount of the damage done, provided said damage
was not occasioned through the fault of the person injured." R. S.,
chapter 4, section 52. The provisq was added by chapter 109, section one of the public laws of 1903. Prior to that this court in
Hussey v. King, 83 Maine, 568, held that the plaintiff need not allege
and prove in the first instance ·his own due care in the matter, but
declined to decide whether the plaintiff's want of care might be successfully shown in defense. Now, a right of recovery is given only
in those cases in which the damage was not occasioned through the •
fault of the plaintiff. In legal literature the word " fault" is the
equivalent of negligence, 19 Cyc. 460, note 11 ; 12 A. and E. Ency.
of L. 2d Edition, 886, note 4. The burden, ,therefore, was upon the
plaintiff to allege and prove that no want of due care on his part
occasioned the injury. In determining the question of due care all
the circumstances are to be taken into consideration, including the
age and intelligence of the plaintiff. He is not to be held to the
same judgment and thoughtfulness as an adult, but only to such as
boys of his age and intelligence ordinarily exercise under the same
circumstances. The mere fact that he was old enough to know that
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striking the dog over the head and pulling his ears might cause the
dog to bite him, would not bar his recovery if he was in the exercise
of such care as would be due care in a boy of his age and intelligence. Plumley v. Birrge, 124 Mass. 57. This question was for the
jury to determine and it was submitted to them under instructions
to which no exception was taken. No reason can be perceived why
they should entertain any bias or prejudice against the· infant plaintiff, or sympathy for the defendant. They saw the boy and had an
opportunity to observe and note his intelligence. Certainly jurors
ought to know as much as any tribunal about boys and the care
they exercise in their' condudt with dogs. The question was one
which they were peculiarly qualified to decide, and they found the
issue against the plaintiff. As has been often said the question presented by the motion is not what we would decide as jurors, not
whether the court would have drawn a different inference and
reached a conclusion more favorable to the plaintiff, but whether the
finding of the jury is manifestly erroneous. We feel that we must
answer in the negative.
Motion overruled.
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MAPLETON.

INHABITANTS

OF MAPLETON.

Opinion September 12, 1906.
Action for Tuition May be Maintained by Schools.
4, §§ 65, 66; c. 15, § 63.

C.

A school receiving pupils under the provisions of section 63, chapter 15, of

the Revised Statutes, may maintain in its own name an action against the
• town in which such pupils reside with their parents or guardians, to
recover tuition for such pupils.
While the aforesaid statute fails to specify the remedy that shall be employed to compel the performance by a town of its statutory duty, and
does not prescribe whether an action may be brought in the name of the
parent or guardian of the pupil, or of the ::;chool which such pupil
attends, yet it is a familiar principle that whenever a statute gives a right,
the party shall by consequence have an action to enforce it.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff.
Action of assumpsit to recover tuition for three pupils living in
the defendant town of Mapleton and attending Ricker Classical
Institute, Houlton. Said pupils were- attending said institute in
accordance with the provisions of chapter 15, section 63, of the
Revised Statutes. The declaration in the plaintiff's writ is as follows:
"For that the defendant, at said Houlton, on the day of the purchase of this writ, being indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of
$55.50 according to the account annexed, in consideration thereof
then and there promised the plaintiff to pay it said sum on demand.
Inhabitants of Mapleton to Ricker Classical Institute.
Dr.
1904
May 10 To tuition of Lee Ferguson 3 terms 1903-4 at $22
per year
$22.00
May 10 To tuition of Orin Higgins 3 terms 1903-4 at $22
per year
$22.00
May 10 To tuition of John Jones 1 1-2 terms 1903-4 at
$22 per year
$11.50

$55.50
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"For that said defendants from first day of September, 1903, to
the thirtieth day of June, 1904, did not support and maintain a free
high school, giving at least one four years' course of study, properly
equipped and teaching such studies as are taught in secondary
schools of standard grade in the state of Maine. And that one Lee
Ferguson a youth then and there residing with his parents in said
town of Mapleton was then and there prepared to pursue said four
years' course of study, and did then and there lawfully gain
entrance to said Ricker Classical Institute, a school of standard
grade approved by the State Superintendent of public schools, by
the permission of those having charge thereof, and did then and
there attend and receive instruction in such studies as are taught in
said secondary schools during three terms, namely, the fall term of
1903, the winter and spring terms of 1904. That the reasonable
and ordinary tuition then and there charged in said .school was
twenty-two dollars ($22) per year, by reason and in consideration
whereof said defendants became liable and promised the plaintiff to
pay said plaintiff said sum of twenty-two dollars ($22.)
"For that said defendants from first day of September, 1903, to
the thirtieth day of June, 1904, did not support and maintain a free
high school, giving at least one four years' course of study, properly
equipped and teaching such studies as are taught in secondary schools
of standard grade in the state of Maine. And that one J. Orin
Higgins a youth, was then and there residing with his parents in
said town of Mapleton was then and there prepared so pursue said
four years' course of study, and did then and there lawfully gain
entrance to said Ricker Classical Institute, a school of standard grade
approved by the State Superintendent of public schools by the permission of those having charge thereof, and did then and there
attend and receive instruction in such studies as are taught in said
secondary schools during three terms, namely, the fall term of 1903,
the winter and spring terms of 1904. That the reasonable and ordinary tuition then and there charge_d in said school was twenty-two dollars ($22) per year, ~y reason and in consideration whereof said defendants became liable and promised the plaintiff to pay said plaintiff
said sum of twenty-two dollars ($22).
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"For that said defendants from first day of September, 1903, to
the thirtieth day of June, 1904, did not support and maintain a free
high school, giving at least one four years' course of study, properly
equipped and teaching such studies as are taught in secondary
schools of standard grade in the state of Maine. And that one John
Jones a youth, then and there residing with his parents in said town
of Mapleton was then and there prepared to pursue said four years'
course of study, and did then and there lawfully gain entrance to
said Ricker Classical Institute, a school of standard grade approved
by the State Superintendent of public schools by the permission of
those having charge thereof, and did then and there attend and
receive instruction in such studies as are taught in said secondary
schools during one and one half terms, namely, the fall term of
1903, and one half of the winter term of 1904. That the reasonable
and ordinary tuition then and there charged in said school was
twenty-two dollars ($22) per year, by reason and in consideration
whereof said defendants became liable and promised the plaintiff to
pay said plaintiff one half of said sum of twenty-two dollars ($22)
to wit, $11.50.
"And also, for that the defendant at said Houlton, on the day of
the purchase of this writ, being indebted to the plaintiff in another
sum of $200.00 for so much money before that time had and
received by the defendant to the plaintiff's use in consideration thereof
then and there promised the plaintiff to pay it that sum on demand.
This count is founded whol_ly upon the matters a11eged in the preceding counts, and under it will be introduced the account above
declared upon and no other matter."
Plea, the general issue. The evidence was taken out at the April
term, 1906, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Aroostook County, and
at the conclusion of the same it was agreed to report the cause to the
Law Court "for decision upon the declaration, plea, and so much of
the evidence as legally admissible," the Law Court '' to determine
the rights of the parties and render such judgment as the law and
the evidence require."
The case appears in the opinion.
Powers & Archibald and Mad-igan & Madigan, for plaintiff.
Ira G. Hersey and Geo. H. Smith, for defendant.
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WHITEHOUSE, J. This is an action to recover tuition for three
pupils living in the defendant town and attending ;Ricker Classical
Institute.
Section 63 ·of chapter 15 of the Revised Statutes provides that "Any
youth who resides with a parent or guardian in any town which does
not support and maintain a free high school giving at least one four
year's course properly equipped and teaching such subjects as are
taught in secondary schools of standard grade in this state, ma~,
when he shall be prepared to pursue such four year's course, attend
any school in the state which does have such a four year's course and
to which he may gain entrance by permission of those having charge
thereof, provided said pupil shall attend a school or schools of standard grade which are approved by the State Superintendent of public
schools. In such case the tuition of such youth, not to exceed thirty
dollars annually for any one youth, shall be paid by the town in
which he resides as aforesaid; and towns shall raise annually, as
other schools moneys are raised, a sum sufficient to pay such tuition
charges."
It is admitted in the agreed statement of the parties that at the
time the pupils for whose tuition this suit is brought were attending the plaintiff Institute the defendant town was not maintaining
such a school as is mentioned in the statute; that the Ricker Classical Institute was such a school; that the pupils named in the
plaintiff's writ were residing in the defendant town with their
parents ; that they gained entrance to the plaintiff Institute by permission of those having that school in charge; that the tuition sued
for in the writ is reasonable and the ordinary charge and that the
same has not been paid.
It is not controverted by the defendant town that the permission
given by those having the plaintiff Institute in charge for the admission of the pupils to that school was evidence that the pupils were
"prepared to pursue such four year's course," sufficient to establish
the liability of the defendant town to pay their tuition to the party
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legally entitled to bring suit therefor. But it is contended in behalf
of the defendant that under the statute in question the action to
recover the tuition in such cases must be brought in the name of the
parent or guardian, and that this action brought direetly in the name
of the Institute, to recover the aggregate sum due for the tuition of
all the pupils residing in that town who attended the plaintiff school,
cannot be maintained. This is the only ground of defense interposed
by the defendant town.
It is the opinion of the court that this contention cannot be
sustained. The statute declares that "The tuition of such youth
. shall be paid by the town in which he resides." It is
true that the statute fails to specify the remedy that shall be employed
to compel the performance by the town of this statutory duty. It
does not prescribe whether an action may be brought in the name of
the parent or guardian of the pupil, or of the school which he attends.
But it is a familiar principle that whenever a statute gives a right, the
party shall by consequence have an action to enforce it. Stearns v.
At. & St. L. R. R. Co., 46 Maine, 115. "It is a vain thing," say
the court in that case, "to imagine a right without a remedy, for
want of right and want of remedy are reciprocal." In Farwell v.
Rockland, 62 Maine, 296, it was held that an action of assumpsit
was maintainable against the City of Rockland by the judge of the
police court of that city for his salary though he had no contract with
the city and no right of action was expressly given by statute. So in
Rackliff v. Greenbush, 03 Maine, 99, under a statute (sects. 65 & 66,
ch. 4, R. S.) providing that the municipal officers of the town in
which an honorably discharged soldier resides at the time of his death,
"shall pay the expenses of his burial," if he was in destitute circumstances at the time of his decease, it was held that the plaintiff, an
undertaker, could maintain an action of assumpsit against the defendant town to recover the expenses incurred by him for the burial of
such a deceased soldier, although the plaintiff was not expressly
authorized by the municipal officers to incur the expense and no right
of action was expressly given by the statute.
In the case at bar, however, it is suggested that prior to the
enactment of the statute in question, the tuition of pupils admitted
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to free high schools, under similar circumstances, was paid by the
parents or guardians, and that it was not the design of the statute to
make any change in the relation between the pupil and school
respecting the method of payment, but to provide that the town
should reimburse the parent or guardian for the tuition paid by him.
It should be a sufficient answer to this suggestion, however, that
the statute says that the town shall pay the tuition, and does not say
that it shall reimburse the parent or guardian for paying it. Under
the statute the school is entitled to tuition for the instr.uction furnished, and the town is expressly required to pay for it.
It would seem to be the more reasonable and natural construction
of the statute to hold that the legislature intended to establish the
relation of debtor and creditor between the town and the school, and
to require the town t? pay the tuition directly to the school that
rendered the service. By this direct method also the superfluous
payment by the parent or guardian in the first instance and the
multiplicity of suits that might be required to obtain reimbursement
for several pupils in the same town, are both avoided, and the entire
amount due from a town as tuition for all its pupils attending the
same school may be collected in a single suit.
The entry must accordingly be
Judgment for plaintiff for fifty-five 50-100 dollars with
interest from the date of the writ.
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In re A. J. TOLMAN, Sheriff,
PETITIONER TO AMEND RETURN.
I{nox.

Opinion September 15, 1906.

Court Records Amendable. Amendment Within Judicial Discretion of Presiding
Justice. Notice to Adverse Party Necessary, When. Practice.
A court has power to allow its records to be amended in accordance with
the fact.
Whether the proposed amendment shall be allowed upon proof of the necessary facts, saving the rights of all persons theretofore acquired in good
faith, is within the sound judicial discretion of the justice presiding at the
hearing.
Where the record itself does not furnish the data for the amendment, but it
depends upon extrinsic evidence, notice should be given to the ad verse
party that he may have an opportunity to be heard.

On exceptions by plaintiff.

Sustained.
Petition by A. J. Tolman, sheriff of Knox County, asking to
amend his return of the sale of an equity of redemption on an execution so as to make it conforn1 to the facts.
At the hearing in the court of the first instance, and which hearing
was without notice to those adversely interested, the presiding Justice
ruled "as a matter of law that the petition could not be maintained,
and that the officer could not amend his return in accordance with
the facts." To this ruling the plaintiff excepted. The bill of exceptions further states that this ruling was made without regard to the
question of notice.
The case sufficiently appears in the opinion.

R. L Thompson and Joseph E. Moore, for plaintiff.
Arthur S. Littlefield and Allan L. Bird appeared as '' amici
curiae."
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SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, J J.
POWERS, J. Petition by the sheriff to amend his return upon an
execution so as to make it conform to the fact. At the hearing,
which was without notice to those adversely interested, the presiding
Justice ruled "as matter of law that the petition could not be maintained, and that the officer could not amend his return in accordance
with the facts." To this ruling the petitioner excepted ; .and the
exceptions further state that the ruling was made without regard to
the question of notice.
The execution had been returned and had become a part of the
records of the court. In effect the ruling denied· the power of the
court to allow its records to be amended in accordance ·with the fact.
Such a doctrine cannot be supported upon either reason or authority.
The power of a court to permit its records to be amended so that
they shall conform to the fact, and speak not falsehood but the truth,
has been so universally asserted, and exercised in such innumerable
instances, that it must now be regarded as settled law requiring no
citation of authorities in its support. Whether the proposed amendment shall be allowed upon proof of the necessary facts, saving the
rights. of all persons theretofore acquired in good faith, is within the
sound judicial discretion of the justice presiding at the hearing; but
we are a ware of no instance, in which his want of power to allow
such amendments upon notice, hearing and proof, has been successfully asserted. The very object of a court's records is to preserve
proof of the fact, the truth; and it would be strange indeed, and
subversive of justice itself, if the court had no power to prevent the
perversion of its records to the perpetuation of error and falsehood.
This disposes of the case before us, but, as it mm,t go back to nisi
prius for further proceedings, it may not be improper to add that
where the record itself does not furnish the data for the amendment,
but it depends upon extrinsic evidence, notice should be given to the
adverse party that he may have an opportunity to be heard.
Exceptions sustained.
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CANADIAN

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

COMPANY,

Trustee.
Aroostook.

Opinion September 14, 1906.

Tru.~tee Process. Foreign Plaintiff, Defendant and Trustee. No Service on Principal Defendant. .Turisd'iction. Premature E:rceptions.

In the case at bar, neither the plan tiff nor the <lefendant was a resident of
.Maine but both were residents of Frederickton in the Province of New
Brunswick and Dominion of Canada and the personal services rendered
by the principal defendant to the trustee were not rendered in the State
of Maine but in the Province of New Brunswick. The Canadian Pacific
lfailway Company, the alleged trustee, is a foreign corporation having its
principal office and place of business in Montreal, where its treasury is
located from which its debts are paid, although it operates a line of railway
in Maine and has stations in connection with its raihrny business in this
state, among which is one at Houlton in the county of Aroostook. Service
was made on the trustee by leaving the summons with the station agent
of the company at Houlton, but no service was ever made upon the principal defendant, although service upon him was ordered by the court. To
the ruling of the presiding .Justice that the court had jurisdiction in the
case, and charging the trustee, the trustee filed exceptions and the case
comes to the Law Court on these exceptions.
Held: that the exceptions are not regularly and properly before the Law
Court and must be dismissed. No service of the writ had been made upon
the principal defendant and he had no opportunity to be heard upon the
question ·of jurisdiction or the liability of the trustee. Without such
notice and such opportunity to be heard, he could not be concluded by
any decision adverse to him which might be made respecting either of
these questions. The hearing at nisi prius was therefore premature and
the exceptions were prematurely brought to the Law Court.

On exceptions by trustee. Dismissed.
As~mmpsit on account annexed brought by the plaintiff against the·
principal defendant and the Canadian Pacific Rail way Company as
a) leged trustee.
VOL, CI 36
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The plaintiff and the principal defendant were both residents, in the
Province of New Brunswick, the personal services rendered by the
principal defendant to the a1leged trustee were rendered in said
Province, the alleged trustee is a foreign corporation having its principal office and place of business in Montreal, although operating a
line of railway in Maine, and having a station at Houlton, Aroostook
County, and no service was ever made on the principal d~fendant but
service was made on the alleged trustee by a constable of the town of
Houlton "giving in hand to Francis Dow, agent of said corporation,
a summons for appearance at court of said trustee corporation."
The alleged. trustee admitted that it was indebted to the principal
defendant to the extent of $4 7 .25 as wages for personal services.
In the court of the first instance, the trustee contended that the
court had no jurisdiction in the matter, but the presiding Justice
ruled that the court had jurisdiction and charged the trustee for $4 7. 25
less its costs. To this ruling that the court had jurisdiction and
charging the trustee, the trustee excepted.
The case appears in the opinion.
Charles Carroll, for plaintiff.
Charles F. Woodard, for defendant trustee
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, PEABODY,
SPEAR, JJ.
WHITEHOUSE, J. In the trustee's disclosure which is made a
part of the case, it is admitted that at the time of the service of the
writ upon the company's station agent at Houlton, the trustee was
indebted to the principal defendant in the sum of $4 7.25 for his
personal services rendered to the company within one month prior
to the service of the writ, but the trustee moved that the action be
dismissed on the ground that the court had no jurisdiction in this
state to charge the trustee. It appears that neither the plaintiff nor
the defendant was a resident of this state but both were residents of
Frederickton in the Province of New Brunswick and Dominion of
Canada and that the personal services rendered by the principal
defendant to the trustee were not rendered in the State of Maine but
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in the Province of New Brunswick. It further appears that the
Canadian Pacific Rail way Company, the alleged trustee, is a foreign
corporation, having its principal office and place of business in
Montreal where its treasury is located from which its debts are
paid, although it operates a line of railway in this state and has
stations in connection with its rail way business in this state,
among which is one at Houlton in the county of Aroostook. Service was made on the trustee by leaving the summons with the
station agent of the company at Houlton, but no service was ever
made upon the principal defendant, although service upon him was
ordered by the court on the 12th day of the term, and on the 13th
day the trustee was charged by the court for $4 7. 25 Jess its costs.
To this ruling of the presiding .Justice that the court had jurisdiction
in the caRe and charging the trustee as stated, the trustee filed exceptions, which were duly allowed and the case comes to this court on
these exceptions.
It is the opinion of the court that the exceptions are not regularly
and properly before this court and must be dismissed from this
jurisdiction. No service of the writ had been made upon the rrincipal defendant and he had no opportunity to be heard upon the
question of the jurisdiction of the court or the liability of the trustee.
Without such notice and such opportunity tu be heard, he could not
be concluded by any decision adverse to him which might be made
respecting either of these questions. The hearing at nisi prius was
therefore premature and the exceptions prematurely brough~ to this
court. The exceptions must accordingly be dismissed and the case
remanded for further proceedings after service of the writ upon the
principal defendant in accordance with the order of court.
Exceptions disrnissed.
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w ATER POWER COMPANY vs. INHABITANTS OF LEWISTON •
•Androscoggin. Opinion September 17, 1906.

Water Contract. Grant of Water Rights. Construction of Such Grants. Disproportionateness of Consideration. Conflicting Intentions. Habendum Clause,
Effectoj. Words and Phrases. Actions of Tort, Not Obligatory
to Add Interest to Damages. Evidence. Private and
Special Laws, 1875, c. 107.
The owner of a dam lawfully maintained across a river to raise a head of
water for generating power has the exclusive right to the use of such head
for that purpose, though not for other purposes.
2. The right of any other person to draw water from a lawful dam for power
purposes is derived solely from grant, and is defined and limited by the
terms of the grant.
3. In construing written instruments of grant it should be assumed, unless
the language used clearly indicates the contrary, that the purpose of the
parties in reducing the terms to writing was to avoid future litigation by
leaving as little as possible indeterminate. So far as the language is susceptible of such meaning it should be so construed.
4. The rule that when the language of a grant is susceptible of more than
one meaning, that meaning should be adopted which is most favorable to
the grantee, has less force, even if applicable, where the instrument of
grant is in the form of an indenture signed by both parties and follows the
language of a prior written contract agreed to by them. In such case the
language of the grant is selected by the grantee as well as by the granior.
5. While disproportionateness of.,consideration may be reason for reforming
or cancelling an instrument of grant, it has little, if any, effect upon the
meaning of the words of the grant.
6. When one intention appears in one clause in an instrument, and a different, conflicting intention appears in another clause in the same instrument,
that intention should be given effect which appears in the principal or
more important clause.
7. While the habendum clause in an instrument of grant may sometimes
enlarge the estate in the thing granted, it cannot enlari:i;e the thing itself.
8. A particular word, phrase, or term may express a meaning different from
its common meaning when used in instruments concerning a subject mat
ter in relation to which such different meaning is generally understood
and accepted.
9. In actions of tort, it is not obligatory upon the court or jury in assessing
damages to add interest from the time of the injury.
1.
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10. The Franklin Company, the then owner of a dam lawfully maintained
across the Androscoggin River at Lewiston for raising a head of water for
generating power, granted by an instrument of indenture to the City of
Lewiston the right to draw from its dam "Water to the extent of 600 horse
power for the purpose of pumping'' &c., (the head of water being fixed at
n0t less than 25 feet nor more than 30 feet.) After full consideration of
the subject matt.er of the grant, the situation, the history and character of
the negotiations, and all the language used by the parties in the instrument finally signed by them as defining their rights and obligations thereunder, Held:
a. The grant i.s not of water power, but only of water for power, and the
city is entitled, not to a certain quantity of power, but only to draw acertain fixed quantity of water from which to extract as much power as it
may by its own agents and appliances.
b. From the evidence and the admissions of the plaintiff it appears that
the phrase " to the extent of 600 horse power') means in its connection,
efficient, practical horse power upon a well understood and recognized
basis of seventy-five per cent of efficiency, and hence the city is entitled to
draw for pumping purposes water to the extent of 800 nominal or
theoretical horse power and no. more.
c. It appears from the evidence that the city has been drawing water in
excess of its right under the grant, and that the value of such excess
drawn for six years next before the date of the writ is $3468.55.
d. · As the city seems to have drawn the excess under a claim of right made
in good faith no interest should be allowed before the date of the writ.

On report. Judgment for plaintiff.
Action on the case against the defendant city to recover damages
for diverting and drawing more water from the plaintiff company's
dam for power purposes than the defendant city is entitled to draw
for such purposes.
The declaration in the plaintiff's writ is as follows:
"In a plea of the case, for that the plaintiff, on the fifth day of
November, 1878, was and ever since, down to the present time, has
been and now is the owner of certain stone dams across the Androscoggin River, at the head of the falls on said river between Lewiston
and Auburn and of the land on both sides of said river where said
dams are located and along both sides of said river above said dams,
and also of the right to hold and store, by means of said dams and
the flashboards thereon, the waters flowing in said river, to the height
to which the same can be held, retained and stored by means of said
dams and flashboards for the purpose of creating and maintaining a
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mill pond above said dams; and also of a certain mill pond and maintaining a mill pond above said dams; and of certain lands with the
buildings, gatehouseH, gates and other structures therein at the outlet
of said mill pond, maintained and used for the purpose of controlling
and Jetting out the waters from said mill pond and river ; and also
of certain canals in said Lewiston, by means of which the waters
from said river and mill pond are supplied by the plaintiff through
said gates and canals, to mills and factories in said Lewiston, located
on said canals, for use for power purposes.
"And the plaintiff avers that by virtue of a certain lease or conveyance between the Franklin Company and said defendant, duly
made and executed between said Franklin Company and said defendant, dated the fifth day of November, 1877, said Franklin Company
did thereby and therein demise, let and lease unto said defendant as
appurtenant to a lot of land owned by said defendant and known as
the pumping station lot, the right, privilege and easement of drawing
from said Androscoggin River and the mill pond above said dam in
said Lewiston, water to the extent of 600 H. P. for the uses and
purposes specified and defined in said lease or conveyance.
"And the plaintiff further avers that it now and during all the
time aforesaid has owned, exercised and used the right to hold, store,
manage and control, by means of said dams, flashboards and gates,
the waters of said Androscoggin River, flowing into said mill pond
and to draw off the same from time to time to supply the milJs and
factories in said Lewiston upon said canals with power to run and
operate their machinery and to sell and dispose of the water so
held and stored by it for power purposes and for which it receives
compensation from said milJs and other persons to ,vhom it sells and
disposes of said water for power purposes, and being so seized of said
premises- and appurtenances, water rights, water power and privileges,
the defendant, knowingly and with intent to wrong and injure the
plaintiff and to deprive it of the use and benefit of said premises and
appurtenances, water rights, water power and privileges and the sale
and use of the waters of said river as above set forth, and without
any authority or right so to do, at said Lewiston, on the first day of
December, 1893, and on divers other days and _times between the
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time aforesaid and the day of suing out this writ, by means of a
certai~ covered canal leading from a point on the banks of the mill
pond aforesaid, above dam No. 4, in said Lewiston and across the
plaintiff's land to the pumping station lot, so called, belonging to the
said defendant, did draw and divert during all the time aforesaid and
still does draw and divert great quantities of water from said river
and mill pond aforesaid, in excess of the 600 H. P. leased and conveyed under said lease or conveyance of November 5, 1877, and by
means of gates and other structures belonging to said defendant and
situated wholly upon said pumping station lot, and controlled an<l
operated by the servants and agents of said defendant, does discharge
the water so unlawfully drawn and diverted by it as aforesaid, into
the Androscoggin River below the plaintiff's dams, so that all use,
benefit and enjoyment of the water so drawn, diverteq and discharged
is lost to the plaintiff and its supply of water in said Androscoggin
River and said mill pond is depleted and greatly diminished thereby.
"And the plaintiff avers that said defendant has no lawful right to
draw and divert the water as aforesaid from said river and from said
mill pond of the plaintiff in excess of 600 H.P. in the manner above
set forth and described, and that by reason of such unlawful drawing
and diversion of said water as aforesaid, the plaintiff .is deprived of the
natural flow of the same and of the use, enjoyment and benefit of the
same in supplying the mills and factories of the income and profit
which it is of right entitled to receiv~ and have from the use and
sale thereof-to the damage of the said plaintiff (as it says), the sum
of ten thousand dollars."
Plea, the general issue, with the following brief statement:
"And for a brief statement of special matter of defense to be used
under the general issue above pleaded, the said defendant ·further
says:
"(1) That the defendant had license and authority to do all acts·
in the using of water set out in the plaintiff's writ.
"(2) That whatever water was used in conformity with authority
granted by the plaintiff's predecessor in title and right, the Franklin
Company and by mutual agreement between the parties, and by
lease and other writings between the parties.
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" (3) That whatever water was used was for the purpose of
carrying out the agreement between the parties whereby the sum of
$200,000 was paid for such use, and the same was in conformity
with the spirit and intent of such agreement, or lease, or both, and
other deeds or writings, and the votes of the City and the City
Council, and Water Board.
" (4) Defendant will rely upon the statute of limitations to any
claim the plaintiff may have set out in its writ and d~claration."
Tried at the April term, 1905, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Androscoggin County. After the evidence had been taken out, it
was agreed to report the case to the Law Court with the stipulation
that "upon so much of the foregoing evidence as is legally admissible
and competent" the said "Law Court to render such judgment as
the rights of the parties require."
The case appears in the opinion.

Wkite & Carter, for plaintiff.
Foster & Foster and George S. McCarty, for defendant city.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, JJ., WISWELL, C. J., concurring in the result.
EMERY, J. This action is for drawing more water from the
plaintiff company's dam for power purposes than it concedes the
defendant city is entitled to d_ra w for those purposes. We have no
occasion to enter upon any inquiry as to either party's legal rights
to the water apart from the terms of a grant by written indenture
made to the city by the plaintiff's predecessor in title, since for
reasons hereinafter stated the amount of water the city is entitled to
draw f6r power is fixed and limited by the terms of that indenture.
The problem, therefore, is to ascertain what amount of water is
· named or specified in that indenture for the city to draw for power
purposes.
It is sometimes said that the problem iu such cases is to ascertain
the intention of the parties, or what the parties meant by the language
named. This is hardly accurate, fur sometimes, as was not improbable in this case, when the parties have agreed upon the language of
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their contract they may have each a different understanding of the
meaning of that language. The real problem is to ascertain what
meaning the language itself gives out, what intention or purpose is
expressed by the words and phrases used. It is that meaning by
which the parties are bound, even though one or the other honestly
believed the language to have a different meaning.
Words and phrases, spoken or written, usually have a common,
uniform meaning understood by speaker and hearer, or writer and
reader, alike. It is this consensus of understanding that makes
social and business intercourse possible. When, therefore, the words
and phrases used by the parties are known, they are usually to have
effect according to this common meaning, whatever either party may
have supposed they meant. But while this is generally true, it is
not universally true. The same word or phrase may have different
meanings in different instruments and in different contexts in the
same instrument. It may have different meanings as applied to different subject matters and also in different situations of the same
subject matter. So its common meaning may be overborne by otherwords or phrases in the same instrument. Hence it is no~ enough to
read only the specific words or phrases in which the grant in this
case was made. The then situation and prior rights of the parties,
the nature and situation of the subject matter, the object or purpose
of the parties in making the contract, or in putting its terms in writing, are to be learned, and the whole contract or instrument is to be
studied, to aHcertain how far the common meaning of the particular
words or phrases is modified by surroirnding circumstances and by
other words and phrases in the same instrument.· All these have
been done in this case. But, after all, the problem still is to ascertain
the real meaning of the words used, the purpose or intention
expressed by those words, for they must be presumed to express
what the parties had in mind.
In this case the situation and circumstances are as follows: As
early as 187 5 the Franklin Company (the predecessor in title of the
present plaintiff, the Union Water Power Company) owned and lawfully maintained a dam across the Androscoggin River at Lewiston
Falls to raise and store a head of water for generating power. While
1
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the company did not own the water thus stored and even was obliged
to submit to its use for some purposes by others and the public and
was obliged ultimately to let it flow to riparian owners below, the
company did own exclusively the use of the water for generating
power at that place except so far as granted to others. No other
party could lawfully divert a gallon of that water for that purpose
without the consent of the company. The water for such use could
be granted or leased in whole, or in part, or divided and distributed
in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as the company
saw fit except so far as limited by prior grants. Butman v. Hussey,
12 Maine, 407; Matteson v. Wilbur, 11 R. I. 546; Green Bay Co.
v. Kaukauna Co., 112 Wis. 323. (87 N. W. 964.)
In 1875, by chap. 107 of the Special Lciws of that year, the City
of Lewiston was authorized to establish and operate a system of
municipal water works to supply itself and its citizens with water for
domestic and other purposes, and to take snch water from the Androscoggin River. The difference in level was so great that it was to the
evident advantage of the city to take this water from some part of
the river above the dam instead of below it. Negotiations were soon
afterward begun between the company and the city as to the terms
and conditions on which the company would consent to the city's
taking water from above the dam for distribution for the purposes
named in the statute cited, and also other water for prope1ling the
necessary pumps and other machinery of the water works plant to
be established by the city under the statute. The company made
certain tentative propositions. Amendments were proposed by the
committee on the part of the city which were accepted. Later, in
August, 1877, a formal written instrument was executed by the
officers of the company and those of the city as expressing the terms
agreed upon by the two parties. This instrument. covered the quantity of water to be taken from above the dam for distribution under
the statute, the quantity of water to be taken for propelling the
city's pumps and machinery, and the terms and conditions under
which each portion of water was to be taken. It also provided that
the company should convey to the city a small lot of land near and
just below its dam upon which the city could (and afterwards did)
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locate and construct the necessary canals, structures, water wheels
and machinery for pumping purposes. Further provision was also
made that the company should take certain measures to secure an
increased supply of water at its dam for the use of the city and
for the benefit of manufacturing establishments in the city. In the
amendments proposed by the city to the company's proposals, this
latter provision was asked "for the promotion of the general interests of the city." The price to be paid by the city for all this was
the lump sum of $200,000 for all time.
Subsequently various large manufacturing corporations, which had
prior grants of water from the company's dam and pond, executed
to the city a written waiver of all priority of right to use the water
over the right to be granted to the city under the above named instrument.
Finally, by deed dated Nov. 5, 1877, the Franklin Company conveyed to the city the lot of land named in the previous contract.
It also by indenture of the same date granted to the city in perpetuam
the right (as defined in the indenture) to take water from the river
above and near its darn and also from \Vilson Pond (a tributary above
the dam) for distribution as named in the statute; and, as appurtenant to the land conveyed the same day, the right (as <lefined in the
indenture) of drawing other water from above and near the dam for
operating its pumping station to be established on that lot. This
indenture was signed by the Mayor in behalf of the city, and the
indenture and the deed were accepted as those contemplated by the
contract of the previous August, and the city paid the $200,000 as
stipulated in the contract.
The lot of land conveyed was near but not on the river, the Franklin Company still owning a strip of land between. After the conveyance and indenture were executed the city established its pumping
station on this lot, excavated wheel pits and tail race and a canal to
lead the water from the dam to the wheels, installed water wheels,
pumps, &c., and constructed the necessary flumes, gates, penstocks,
racks, &c., for holding, controlling and using the water. When
completed, the city began by means of these works to pump water for
distribution, at first from the river above · the dam but later from
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Wilson Pond, and has been doing so ever since. The amount so
pumped has been increasing gradually from year to year with the
growth of the city and the new and increasing uses of the water.
The title and rights of the Franklin Company in the dam and
water power created thereby, not granted to the city or others, have
come to the Union Water Power Company, this plaintiff. No complaint is made in this suit that the city has been pumping more water
for distribution than it has a lawful right to do. The complaint is
only that the city is, and ha8 been for some time, taking more water
for power to work its pumps than was granted to it in the indenture
of Nov. 5, 1877.
Much was said, in the argument for the city, about the common
law and statutory rights of the city to take water from the river and
ponds above the dam for distribution under the enabling statute
independent of any grant from the Franklin Company, but as no
complaint is yet made of the amount of water taken for those purposes, we have, as already stated, no occasion to consider the source
or extent of the city's rights to such water. But, for reasons stated
in the first part of this opinion, the right of the city to take water
from the dam for the propulsion of its pumps or other machinery is
derived solely from the grant of Nov. 5, 1877, and is measured and
limited by the terms of the indenture by which that grant was made.
We have, therefore, to address ourselves only to the question what
quantity of water to be taken for power was fixed by the terms of
that indenture?
In the indenture, after reciting the previous contract and the conveyance of the lot, the parties used this language as to the amount
of water to be pumped for distribution, and as to the amount to be
drawn for power for such pumping, viz : "Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and the sum of
money hereinafter named, the said Franklin Company bath demised,
let and leased, and doth hereby demise, let and lease to Raid City of
Lewiston and its successors, the right to take so much water every
twenty-four (24) hours, for domestic, fire, mechanical, manufacturing
and other purposes, as six hundred (600) horse-power, at a head of
twenty-five (25) feet will pump from the Androscoggin River above
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the dam, near the Lincoln Mill, so calJed, in said Lewiston to a
height of two hundred and twenty (220) feet twelve (12) hours in
such twenty-four (24 ;) said City of Lewiston and its successors to
have the right to pump said above stipulated quantity of water during any part of or all of the twenty-four (24) hours.
"And · for the same consideration, the said Franklin Company
hath demised, let and leased and doth hereby demise, let and lease, to
said City of Lewiston and its successors, .as appurtenant to the said
land conveyed as aforesaid by said F~anklin Company to said City of
Lewiston, the right, privilege and easement of drawing from said
Androscoggin River, above the dam, near the Lincoln Mill, so called,
in said Lewiston, water to the extent of six hundred (600) horse
power for the purposes of pumping and distributing the water aforesaid from said river ; provided, however, that for said six hundred
(600) horse-power, the head shall not be less than twenty-five (25)
feet, nor exceed thirty (30) feet."
While the term "horse power" designates a definite amount of
mechanical force, it may also, when used in connection with a given
head of water, designate a definite quantity of water. Given the
h~ad and the mechanical power to be produced in terms of "horse
power," the equivalent quantity of water can in theory be ascertained by mathematical calculation. In practice, however, allowance
must be made for inevitable leakage, friction and other inevitable
losses in converting the water into mechanical force. We find from
the evidence that some percentage of allowance for the difference
between the theoretical or gross, and the practical or net, is understood in all grants of water for power unless the contrary affirmatively appears. It was admitted at the argument that in the grants
by this plaintiff and its predecessors at Lewiston Falls the allowance
has been understood, and usually expressed, to be· upon a basis
of 75 per cent efficiency out of the theoretical 100 per cent.
We also find that the plaintiff in presenting to the city its claims for
excess of water drawn for power has thus understood and interpreted
the grant. We think, therefore, that the language used in the grant
does not necessarily limit the •city to 600 theoretical horse power,
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but that, in its place with reference to the subject matter and attendant circumstances, it fairly imports 600 efficient horse power which
of course would require more water than would 600 theoretical horse
power. Indeed at the argument the plaintiff's counsel frankly conceded this. In this respect the case is somewhat like the familiar
rabbit-warren case, Srnith v. Wilson, 3 B. & Ad. 728, where the
word "thousand" as there applied to rabbits, was held to 'mean one
hundred dozen.
It being thus conceded and settled that the language of the grant
means efficient horse power, we come to the real controversy in the
case. The plaintiff contends that the efficient horse power meant,
has a fixed ratio to the theoretical horse power, a ratio fixed by custom and common understanding between vendors and vendees of
water power at Lewiston Falls, whatever the amount of net power
the vendee may from time to time actually extract from the gross
power granted. This fixed ratio of efficiency is 7 5 per cent as above
8taterl. In other words, the plaintiff's contention i8 that the grant is
of such quantity of water only as at a head of 25 feet will produce
600 net horse power, reckoning the efficiency of the power at 7 5 per
cent.' This would be the equivalent of 800 theoretical or gross
power.
On the other hand, the city does not contend for any other fixed
ratio than the above but denies that any ratio is fixed. It contendR
that the grant is of such quantity of water as, at the head of 25
feet, shall actually produce from time to time 600 horse power on
the shafts of its water wheels, with fairly good water wheels and
plant in fairly good condition and operated with due care and skill.
Upon the former theory, the quantity of water that may be drawn
from the dam for power is fixed and definite since it can be mathematically computed from the given data. It is only the actual
power that the city may from time to time extract from that water
that is left indefinite, a matter to be determined by the city itself.
Upon the latter theory, the quantity of water to be drawn is left
indefinite, varying from time to time with the changes in the efficiency
of the water wheels, in the condition of the plant and in the skill
and care of operation. Upon the one theory the quantity of water
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to be drawn is fixed, not to be exceeded or diminished by either party.
Upon the other theory the quantity of water to be drawu is, within
limits, such as the city may choose to draw,- less with first class
wheels and plant and operation, more with inferior wheels, plant and
operation. This variation of efficiency according to the evidence
may vary from 45 to 80 per cent. Which of these two theories is
supported by the language of the indenture of grant is the question.
Recurring now to the language of that clause containing this
specific grant, we think that, taken by itself, it means a fixed,
definite quantity of water (to be varied only by a change in the head
between 25 and 30 feet) and expressed in terms of horse power,
instead of cubic inches or gallons, as is not unusual in grants or leases
of water for power. The language is, "the right &c.
of drawing from the Androscoggin River &c.
water to
the. extent of 600 horse power."
Read by itself, this
language does not import a grant of power to be delivered by the
grantor on the machinery of the grantee, but does import a grant of
water to be drawn and converted into power by the grantee with
such wheels and appliances and workmen as he may choose to use.
The water is to be drawn by the grantee from and at the grantor's
dam, not delivered by the grantor on the grantee's premises and
machinery.
This literal meaning does not appear to us to be changed by a
consideration of the circumstances under which the indenture was
drawn, the purpose of the grant and the purpose of putting its terms
in writing, so far as they relate to water for power. At that time
water power at Lewiston Falls was valuable and steadily increasing
in value. The city officials executing and accepting the indenture
had required a contract that the Franklin Company should take
measures to increase the supply of water not only for distribution
through the city, but also for use as power by then present and
future mills in· Lewiston "for the promotion of the general interests
of the city." (Quotation from the amendment proposed by the city
officials to the proposition of the Franklin Company.) An increased
demand for water for power was evidently anticipated by both parties
up to and even beyond the then capacity of the river and dam. The
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various mills ;lready using large quantities of water for power under
prior grants had been asked to waive their priority of right and had
done so by deed of the same date as the indenture. The grant itself
was to be in perpettiam.
Under these circumstances we think one great purpose of the
parties in framing and executing the formal instruments setting forth
the terms of the contract and grant agreed upon, was to make certain for all time the quantity of water to be drawn by the city for
power, so that no real question could arise whether the quantity
being drawn at a given time was in excess of the quantity granted.
Adhering to the literal meaning of the language of the granting
clause in the indenture, that purpose is practically accomplished.
The amount of water to be drawn is constant. Whether the city is
at any time drawing more than that amount can be easily determined
with practical accuracy by measurement and calculation. There will
be no question left for court or jury. On the other hand under the
. construction contended for by the city, that purpose is not accomplished. The quantity of water necessary to be drawn from the
dam to produce 600 horse power on the shaft can never be constant.
It will vary, and sometimes widely, with changes in the character
and condition of the conduits, flumes, gates and wheels and with
changes in the degree of the skill and care of operation, all of which
were to be, and are, under the exclusive control of the city. It is
common knowledge that there is often a difference in the efficiency of
water power plants under the same head according to the plan and
workmanship of their construction, and the ability of manngement.
There is also an appreciable difference in the efficiency of different
makes of the water wheels under the same conditions. It also appears
from the evidence that the same wheel under the same head will
produce more or less power according to the skill and watchfulness
of its operator. Further, it is a familiar fact in hydraulics that the
efficiency of water wheels diminishes with use from· a roughening
of the interior surfaces.
It is evident, therefore, that under the city's contention doubtful
and troublesome questions may repeatedly arise as to whether the
city's water wheels and plant were of the character &nd in the condi-
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tion they should have been, and were being operated with the care,
skill and watchfulness they should have been. These are questions
for the jury and no one, nor several, verdicts can settle them for the
future, since the conditions as to wheels, plant and management may
be continually changing, and the verdict of one jury is not binding
on another jury. A wide door is thus left open for repeated and
indecisive litigation, whereas contracts and grants are put in writing
to close the door against litigation.
The city, however, urges several arguments against the proposition
that the language of the grant, in its place and with its history, signifies a fixed, definite quantity of water rather than a definite amount of
mechanical force on the shaft. It invokes the rule that where the
words of a grant are fairly susceptible of two different meanings,
the meaning most favorable to the grantee will be presumed to· be
the real meaning. Even if the language of this grant was susceptible of the meaning contended for by the city, the rule is not applicable, for not only is the grant by an indenture executed by the city as
well as by the company, but it is in pursuance and follows the language of the prior contract of August 1877, mutually agreed upon
by the parties. The language is that of the city, as much as that of
the company.
The city further urges that the large sum paid by the city,
$200,000, shows that it was to have at least 600 actual horse power
on its shafts;- that the interest even at 4 <fo on $200,000 is much
more than the usual rental of water power on Lewiston Falls. This
might be a cogent argument for reforming the indenture if water for
power was the only consideration for the $200,000, but inadequacy
of consideration, if it exists, does not of itself change the meaning
of words in a grant. In this case, however, the city bargained for
more than water for power. It bargained for water for distribution,
for a lot of land, and for expensive work to be done by the company
"for the promotion of the general interests of the city." It cannot
be ~nown what part of the sum paid was for these other matters. If
it be said that the city could take water for distribution without paying for it, the answer is that the city officials of 1877 evidently
VOL~ C~
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thought the company's consent should be obtained and incorporated
iu the writings.
Attention is also called by the counsel for the city to the description of the grant of water for power "as appurtenant to the said lot
conveyed as aforesaid by said Franklin Company to said City of
Lewiston." This language simply limits the right of the city to
draw water to such as it shall utilize on that lot. It cannot lead the
water elsewhere for power purposeR.
The principal argument of the city, however, is drawn from the language of the next prior clause, that defining the quantity of water
the city might take for distribution under the enabling statute.
That quantity is there defined to be "so much water every twentyfour hours .
as six huQdred (600) horse power at a head
of twenty five (25) feet will pump from the Androscoggin River
above the dam near the Lincoln Mill so called in Lewiston to a
height of two hundred and twenty (220) feet twelve (12) hours in
every twenty four (24)." The counsel argnes that this language
meaus as much water as six hundred horse power on the shaft will
pump, and hence the term "six hundred horse power" must have
the same meaning in the clause granting water for power. It is said
that the words "will pump" imply practical horse power, net horse
power, that actualJy exerted on the shaft. This may be conceded
without affecting the argument for the construction heretofore stated.
The issue, it should be remembered, is not between theoretical horse
power and practical horse power. It is simply between a fixed, constant ratio of efficiency and an uncertain, varying ratio; between a
fixed definite quantity of wafor, and a comparatively indefinite and
changing quantity. The words "will pump" may as well refer to a
fixed, agreed ratio of efficiency, as to an uncertain, varying ratio.
But whatever the term "six hunµred horse power" taken by itself
in this prior clause may seem to mean, it does not follow that it
must have the same meaning in the next subsequent clause. The
subject· matter of the former clause was of trifling account compared
with that of the latter. The quantity of water to be taken for
distribution was scarcely five per cent of the quantity to be drawn
for power. The latter quantity was the great consideration of the
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contract. The most care would naturally be taken to fix that
quantity. It was important for that to be fixed and definite, as that
was the valuable right affecting many prior grantees as well as the
Franklin Company, and concerning which litigation was most likely
to arise. The former quantity was almost negligible in comparison.
If either clause controls the other, the more important controls the
less important.

In this connection the city also cites the habendum clam;;e in the
indenture. The language is, "To have and to hold said water and
water power and the right, privilege and easement to draw and use
the same as above described." The argument is that this language
means a grant of water power in contra-distinction from a grant of
water for power. The answer is that while the habendum may
sometimes enlarge the estate in the thing granted, it can never
enlarge or extend the thing itself, the subject matter of the grant .
. Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. 289. It is also a familiar rule that anything in the habendum repugnant ·to the terms of the granting
clause, must give way.
We have carefully considered the whole evidence and every argument advanced by either counsel, but we think there is no need to
extend the al ready great length of this opinion in order to state more
of them than we have. \Ve believe we have stated enough to show
the grounds of our decision. Our conclusion from them all, is that
the language of the clause in the indenture of Nov. 5, 1877, granting the right to draw water for power purposes, defines the quantity
of water and 11ot the amount of power or mechanical force, and fixes
that quantity of water to be that which will produce 600 practical
horse power reckoning the practical efficiency to be 75 per cent of
the theoretical, or in other words 800 theoretical horse power.
Arriving at this conclusion, we find in it no hardship upon the city.
It appears from the evidence and books on the subject, that with the
best modern water wheels and a well planned and thoroughly built
plant, carefully adjusted ai.1d operated by capable and careful workmen, it is feasible and not difficult for the city to obtain an efficiency
of 7 5 per cent and eveu more, and thus obtain in the future a full
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six hundred horse power on its wheel shafts without extra payment
even under this decision.
That the city has drawn water for power in excess of the amount
granted under the above construction of the grant is not questioned.
The amount of such excess is not in dispute as the engineers
employed by each party to measure the water practically agree as to
the amount of water drawn. The preponderance of the evidence is
that water for power from the plaintiff's dam at Lewiston was fairly
worth $12.50 per horsepow~r. Upon this basis the computations of
the engineers show the value of the excess water diverted for the six
years prior to the date of the writ to be $3468.55. The plaintiff
urges that interest on the value of each year's excess should b~ added.
In actions of tort, however, as this is, interest is not recoverable as
of right but only in the discretion of the court or jury. Lincoln v.
Claflin, 7 Wall. 132. Moulton v. Scruton, 39 Mai.ne, 287. In this
case we think it enough to add interest from the date of the writ.
The city seems to have acted in good faith.
Judgment for the plaintijf for $3468.55 and interest
from the date of the writ.
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Opinion September 17, 1906.

Sales. Infancy. Ratification. Repudiation of Contract by Infant.
No Action Can be Maintained, When. R. S., c. 113, § 2.

When merchandise is sold and delivered unconditionally upon credit
without any stipulation that the title shall remain in the vendor until
payment, the fact that the vendee is a minor under the age of twenty-one
years does not prevent the property passing to and vesting in the vendee.
2. The fact that such vendee after coming of age neglects or refuses to pay
for the merchandise does not revest the property in the vendor.
3. The fact that such vendee after coming of age sells the merchandise does
not make him liable to an action by the vendor either in tort orfor money
had and received.
4. At common law no action could be inaintained upon a promise made by
one when a minor, even to pay for merchandise sold and delivered to him
upon credit, unless he ratified the promise after coming of age. By statute R. S., c. 113, § 2, such ratification (except as to necessaries) must be in
writing or no action can be maintained on such promise.
5. The signing a bond to release the merchandise from attachment at the
suit of the vendor is•not a ratification of a promise to pay made while a
minor.
6. In this case the action, being on account annexed for merchandise sold
and delivered to the defendant when a minor, is an action on the original
promise made during his minority, and the merchandise not being necessaries and the promise to pay for the same not having been ratified in
writing, the action cannot be maintained.
1.

On report. Judgment for defendant.
Assumpsit on account annexed to recover the sum of $1097.92 for
merchandise sold and delivered to the defendant. Plea, the general
issue with brief statement as follows:
"And for a brief statement of special matter of defense to be used
under the general issue pleaded, the said defendant furt~er says: that
at the several times of the making of the said several promises in the
plaintiff's declaration mentioned, he the said defendant was an infant
within the age of twenty-one years, to wit, of the age of nineteen
years, and no more and that the said several promises have not been
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ratified by himself nor by any person lawfully authorized, after he
arrived ·at the age of twenty-one years.''
Tried at the May term, 1905, of the Supreme Judicial Court,
York County. At the conclusion of the plaintiffs' evidence it was
agreed to report the cause to the Law Court "for qecision upon so
much of the evidence as is legally admissible" and the Law Court
"to enter such judgment as the legal rights of the parties require,"
and the cause was so reported. ·
The case appears in the opinion.
Charles W. Ross and Benjamin F. Hamilton, for plaintiffs.
Charles T. Read, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE,
POWERS, SPEAR, J J.
EMERY, J. The plaintiffs sold and delivered to the defendant
merchandise (boots and shoes) to the amount of $1,000. The sale
· and delivery were upon credit, but there was no stipulation that the
title to the merchandise should remain in the plaintiffs until payment,
and no fraud is shown; hence the title passed to the defendant with
the delivery of the merchandise to hin1. At the time of the sale and
delivery the defendant was a minor under the age of twenty-one years,
though he was engaged in business as a retail trader and purchased
this merchandise to sell again in his business. He sold part of the
merchandise before _he came of age and continued selling from it after
coming of age and had some of it in his store at the time of the attachment in this action begun after he was of age. He has never ratified
his contract in writing. The action is upon one count only, that
upon account annexed for merchandise sold and delivered. The
defendant pleaded his infancy in bar.
The plaintiffs concede that as to the merchandise sold by the
defendant before he came of age his infancy is a bar, since as to that
there was no ratification in writing after coming of age as required
by the statute, R. S., ch. 113, sec. 2. They contend, however, that
as to the merchandise sold or retained by him after attaining his
majority, he is liable as upon an implied promise then made by him
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to pay for them. They further contend, as an alternative propmiition,
that, by refusing to pay for the goods after coming of age and by
pleading his former infancy in support of that refusal, he repudiated
the contract made with him while a minor, and that SIJCh repudiation
related back to the time of his coming of age, whereby the property
in the merchandise then remaining in his possession reverted to the
plaintiffs, and the defendant became liable for disposing of or retaining their property. They argue that the defendant could not repudiate the contract without restoring the consideration, and hence the
property in the remaining merchandise must be considered as having
been restored by the repudiation. They contend that the case is
thus taken out of the purview of the statute.
If, during his minority, the defendant had paid for the merchandise and was now seeking to recover back the money so paid on
the ground of his infancy when the contract was made, be would
be repudiating the contract and would be obliged to restore the consideration (the merchandise) before such repudiation could be allowed.
The statute would not avail him. Hilton v. Shepherd, 92 Maine,
160. This case, however, is entirely different. The contract of sale
was completely executed by the unconditional delivery of the merchandise. The defendant's neglect or even refusal to pay the agreed
price does not rescind that transaction any more than if he had given
his promissory note for the price and failed to pay the note when
due. The merchandise became the defendant's property upon the
unconditional sale and delivery to him, and it all remained his property though he failed or refused to pay for it.
After all is said that can be said in support of the plaintiffs' contentions, the fact remains that this action is basetl solely upon the
defendant's promise to pay made while he was an infant. The action
is to enforce that promise and nothing else. There is nothing else to be
enforced. The sale was made, the goods were delivered, the property
in them. passed to the defendant. The only thing left to be done or
enforced was the defeudant's contemporaneous promise to pay for
them.
Unfortunately for the plaintiffs that promise or contract to pay
was made by the defendant while a minor. Even at common law a
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minor's contract was not enforceable unless ratified by him after
coming of age. Our statute goes further and makes such contract
unenforceable by action unless it is ratified in writing by the maker
after coming of age. The defendant's conduct after coming of age
may have shown a sufficient ratification at common law, but there
was no ratification in writing, and hence the statute bars the action.
If there be any doubt that such is the effect of the statute upon this
action, we think it removable by a little study of the language of the
statute which is as follows: "No action shall be maintained on any
contract made by a minor unless he, or some person lawfully authorized, ratified it in writing after he arrived at the age of twenty-one
years, except for necessaries, or real eatate of which he has received
the title and retains the benefit." R. S., ch. 113, sec. 2. The prohibition is absolute. The statute does not impose any conditions to
be complied with before the defendant can have the shelter of the
statute. It does not require him, before or afterward, to return the
consideration as a condition. In Bird v. Swain, 79 Maine, 529, the
defendant retained the consideration while successfully interposing
the statute.
The only two exceptions named in the statute also show its application to this case. The statute provides that it shall not apply to a
contract made by a minor (1) for necessaries, or (2) for " real estate
of which he has received the title and retains the benefit." It seems
a necessary inference that the statute does apply to a contract made
for other kinds of property (not necessaries nor real estate) "of which
he has received the title and retains the benefit." Ercceptio probat
regulam. The rule is stated and the exceptions are stated. The
contract in this case is not within the exceptions. It is therefore
within the rule of the statute.
One other argument of the plaintiffs remains to be noticed. Upon
the attachment of his property in this action the defendant signed a
bond in the usual form for a release of the attachment. We find
nothing in that instrument, indicating a ratification of the original
contract upon which the action is based.
The plaintiffs finally urge the hardships of this construction of
the statute upon parties who in good faith have sold valuable
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merchandise to minors, and also its encouragement of dishonesty
and worse upon the part of minors purchasing merchandise. This
might be a valid argument in a doubtful case, but it cannot avail
against language so plain and unqnalified as that in this statute.
The consequences feared can be easily avoided by refusing credit
to minors, the fact of minority being easily ascertainable.
In view of many judicial opinions cited contra to this, including
some in this state, it should be noted in conclusion that in none of
them was the effect of this or a similar statute involved, and hence
they are not in point. No decision of this court since the enactment
of this statute is at variance with our decision here.
Judgment for the defendant.

In Equity.
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
AND ARTHEMISE

Androscoggin.

D.

vs.

PATRICK

F.

TREMBLAY

TREMBLAY.

Opinion September 1 7, 1906.

Actions at Law. Equitable Defenses Thereto. Same Should be Interposed.
'if not Interpo.sed, Stated. Subrogation. R. S., c. 84-, § 17.

1.

Ejfe1Jt

A judgment for the plaintiff in an action at law concludes the defendant
not only as to defenses actually made, but also as to defenses which could
have been made and were not.
2. The court cannot afterwards afford relief in equity against a judgment at
law because of matter which was a defense to the action and could have
been interposed therein.
3. By R. S., c. 84, sec. 17, equitable as well as strict legal defenses may be
pleaded in an action at law. Hence if equitable defenses are not so pleaded
they cannot afterward be invoked as cause for relief in equity against the
judgment.
·
4. A life insurance company by paying the full amount of the policy of life
insurance to one holding an assignment of the policy as security only, is
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thereby subrogated to all the rights of such assignee upon the insurance
money as against any claim therefor by a subsequent assignee of the policy;
and is entitled to have the amount due the first assignee under his assignment deducted from the claim of the second assignee. Such right by subrogation exists without any formal assignment of his claims by the first
assignee to the insurance company.
5. Such right by subrogation is at least equitable matter of defense to an
action at law upon the policy by the second assignee and under the statute,
(if not at common law) it can and hence should be interposed in such
action. It is not ground for subsequent relief in equity against the judgment.

In equity.

On report. Bill dismissed.
Bill in equity. The facts upon which this bill was founded are
fully stated in the opinion. After the hearing in the court of the
first instance, the cause was "reported to the Law Court upon bill,
answer, demurrers and proof, the Law Court to render such judgment, upon so much of the evidence as is legally admissible and
competent, as the rights of the parties require."
The attention of the profession is especially called to the rules laid
down in the first three paragraphs of the head notes, and also in the
opinion, in relation to the necessity of pleading equitable defenses in
actions at law. The point in this case is that the plaintiff in a
former action at law against it did not interpose an alleged equitable
defense which it had, and not having interposed such defense, it cannot now maintain its bill in equity, founded on the same facts as
in the action at law, but is concluded by the judgment in the action
at law.
The case fully appears in the opinion.
Ralph W. Crockett, for plaintiff.
Oakes, Pulsifer & L,udden, for defendants.
SITTING:

WISWELL,

SAVAGE, POWERS,

C. J.,
JJ.

EMERY, WHITEHOUSE, STROU'.r,

EMERY, J.
The material facts are these: The plaintiff company,
through its Canadian branch, issued a policy of life insurance for
$2,000 to Jean 0. Tremblay, then of Quebec Province, payable to
his wife Arthemise or, in the event of her prior death, to his own
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representatives. In 1891 Tremblay, with his wife's consent, assigned ·
the policy to Mr. Cloutier of Quebec as security for advances made
and to be made by Cloutier for Tremblay. The policy was delivered
to Cloutier with the assignment and retained by him till after
Tremblay's death at Quebec January 24, 1901, during which time
Cloutier, at the request of Tremblay and wife, paid the annual
premiums on the policy. A few days previous to his death Tremblay
and his wife had assigned all their interest in the policy to their son,
Patrick F. Tremblay of Lewiston, Maine, (one of the defendants in
this suit) subject to Cloutier's rights under his prior assignment.
Upon the death of the insured, Mr. Cloutier and Mr. Patrick F.
Tremblay each claimed the whole insurance money, Patrick insisting
that little, if anything, was due Cloutier under the assignment to him.
The company thereupon, on April 9, 1901, paid into the Provincial
Treasury of Quebec, under a law of that Province, the amount
due on the policy, $1959.49. On the 22nd of the same April
Cloutier began proceedings in the Superior Court of Quebec to
establish his claim to the insurance money thus deposited, and, on
June 8 followi1ig, obtained a judgment for the whole amount. The
Provincial Treasurer thereupon paid over the entire sum to Cloutier
June 25th, 1901.
Patrick F. Tremblay, however, on · May 22, 1901, began in the
Supreme J uc.licial Court of this state for Androscoggin County an
action at law against the insurance company to recover the amount
of the insurance policy under the assignment to him. This action
came on for trial at the January term, 1902, when it was reported
to the Law Court upon the evidence without any stipulation as to
pleadingR, that court to render such judgment as the rights of the
parties required. The Law Court, in June, 1903, rendered. judgment against the company for the full amount of the policy,
$195H.4U, and interest (see 97 Maine, 547.) The company thereupon procured from Cloutier a formal assignment of his claim upon
the insurance money, and then brought this bill in equity against
Patrick F. Tremblay, the plaintiff in that action at law, for the
ascertainment of _the amount due Cloutier out of the fund and for
the deduction of that amount from the judgment.
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Patrick F. Tremblay, the plaintiff in that action and the defendant
in this suit, contends that all the facts necessary to sustain this bill
were available to the company in defense of the action at law, and
hence that the rights of the parties on those facts were adjudicated
in that action and cannot be litigated again in this suit.
If the material facts now alleged were matters of defense to the
action at law and could have been interposed in defense in that
action, this bill cannot be sustained. It is common learning that
the judgment in an action at law is conclusive as to defenses actually
made and also as to defenses which might have been made but were
not. In Milliken v. Dockray, 80 Maine, 82, it was expressly decided
that "a defense which may be interposed in an action at law cannot
be invoked as a cause for relief in equity." The-only question, therefore, upon this contention of the plaintiff is whether the material
facts now brought forward show any right in the insurance company
against Patrick F. Tremblay or the insurance money which was not
a matter of defense to his action or could not have been interposed
in defense to that action.
The evidence does not disclose any new right in the company
arising since the judgment or even since the trial of the action at
law. True, the formal assignment by Mr. Cloutier to the company
of all his claim upon the insurance money was made after that judgment, but that assignment did not create any new right in the company. The right of the company to enforce for its own benefit the
claim of Cloutier upon the insurance money (if valid) came into
being as early as June 25, 1901, when the treasurer of Quebec paid
the insurance money to Cloutier in pursuance of the order of the
Quebec court, and long before the trial of the action at law in this
state. The company then became subrogated to the right of Cloutier' to any part of the insurance money, and could then interpose
that right against any claim or action by Patrick F. Tremblay or
any one else for that money. The latter formal assignment from
Cloutier added nothing to that right of the company.
It should be borne in mind here that this equity suit is to have
the claim of Cloutier upon the insurance money adjudicated and
the amount thus adjudicated deducted from the judgment against
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the company in the action at law. The question, therefore, is narrowed to this: Was the claim of the company thus acquired
from Cloutier by subrogation a matter of defense to the action at
law, and could it have been interposed in defem1e in that action?
The Cloutier claim was clearly a matter of defense. It was not
a separate, independent claim against Patrick F. Tremblay· which
the company could file in set off in Tremblay's action, or bring a
separate action upon it as it might elect. The claim was only upon
the insurance money, and, as against Tremblay, could only be used
to reduce his claim upon that money. It could not be enforced
against Tremblay personally.
It is also clear, we think, that the Cloutier claim could have been
effectually interposed in defense of the action at law. Whatever
might have been the difficulty, if any, at common law, we .see none
under our statute. By R. S., ch. 84, sec. 17, " any defendant may
plead in defense to any action at law in the Supreme Judicial Court
any matter which would be ground of relief in equity and shall
receive such relief as he would be entitled to receive in equity
against the claims of the plaintiff." This language is clearly broad
enough to include the Cloutier claim. Nor was there any difficulty
in pleading the matter, for under the same statute it could have been
"pleaded in the form of a brief statement under the general issue."
See Miller v. Packing Co., 88 Maine, 605. Further, the action at
law was reported upon the evidence without any limitation of the
court to the pleadings, and hence the Law Court could have given
effect to any matter of defense disclosed by the evidence even if not
pleaded.
It is suggested that the desired relief was not the company's right
· in the action at law, but was rather a matter of grace; that to have
obtained the relief would have required a transformation of the action
at law into a suit in equity as provided by statute, and that the court
had the power to refuse to order such transformation. No such transformation was necessary. There was no difficulty in affording the
desired relief in the action at law. The question of the validity
and amount of the Cloutier claim could have been determined in that
action, with or without the assistance of an auditor or jury, as fully
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and accurately as in an equity suit. It was the right of the company
to have that question determined in that action.
The company urges that the reiief now asked for is solely of an
equitable nature and haR long been recognized as peculiarly for
equity courts to grant through equity suits, and it invokes the doctrine that the power and duty of the court to afford relief by decrees
in equity are not affected by legislation enabling the court to afford
such relief in actions at law. True, the statute does not in the least
abridge or limit the equity powers of the court, but it does provide
how and wh~n those powers may be exercised. It commands the
court to afford equitable relief to a defendant when asked for in an
action at law as a defense to that action, if, as in this case the
relief can be thus afforded. The statute makes the grounds for such
relief available as matters of right in defense in an action at law. It
thus became the duty of the defendant in such action to present in
that action all the defenses he can and desires to make, whether legal
or equitable in their nature. It follows that a defendant cannot now
withhold an available defense, even though equitable in its nature, in
the trial of an action at law, and after judgment against him bring
forward that defense in a new suit, and require the court to give it
effect by amending or modifying its former judgment. We think
one purpose of the statute was not only to remove the necessity of,
but to prevent, such procedure.
· If, as is suggested, the Cloutier claim was before the court in the
action at law but was not considered, or, if considered, was erroneously disallowed, or if for any reason justice was not done in the
action at law through accident, mistake or misfortune, and a further
hearing would be just and equitable, the company's remedy is by a
petition for a review of that action, not by a new original suit alleg- ·
ing matters that were or could have been interposed in defense of
the first suit.
Bill dismissed with one bill of costs for defendants.
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Negligence. Contributory Negligence. Jurors. "Pree Railroad Tickets."
Statute, R. S., c. 84, ~ 104, Permissive Only. R. S., c. 84, § 104.
In the case at bar, which was an action to recover damages for personal
injuries, the verdict was for the defendant. Held: that the jury was
authorized by the evidence to find that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence and that the verdict cannot be set aside because the jury
so found.
After the trial it appeared that at the time of the trial, the foreman of the
jury, was in possession of a "blue book" of free tickets for carriage on the
defendant's railroad. The plaintiff claimed that this fact was not known
to him at the time of the trial but that it was known to the defendant's
treasurer who was present during the trial. Held: that the mere fact of
the possession of the "blue book" by a juror under the circumstances as
shown by the evidence and stated in the opinion, is not fatal to the verdict without proof aliunde that the plaintiff was prejudiced thereby, and
that there is no such evidence in this case.
Revised Statutes, chapter 84, section 104, provides as follows: "lf either
party, in a cause in which a verdict is returned, during the same term of
court, before or after the trial, gives to any of the jurors who try the
cause, any treat or gratuity, or purposely introduce among the papers
delivered to the jury when they retire with the cause, any papers which
have any connection with it, but were not offered in evidence, the court,
on motion of the adverse party, may set aside the verdict and order a new
trial." Held: that this statute is mainly in affirmance of the common law
powers of the court and is permissive only. It is expressive of the strong
purpose of the law making body that litigants shall have jurors free from
all improper influences. But were it mandatory, it is difficult to see how
it could apply to this case. It has reference to the misconduct of parties
during the term of court, and not to acts, innocent in themselves, which
occurred months before the term.

On motions by plaintiff. Overruled.
Action on the case to recover damages for personal ll1Jnries sustained by the plaintiff and caused by the alleged negligence of the
defendant. Plea, the general issue. Tried at the January term,
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1906, of the Supreme Judicial Court, Androscoggin County. Verdict for defendant. The plainti-ff then filed a general motion for a
new trial, and also a special motion for a new trial, alleging in this
last named motion in support thereof as follows:
"First: C. I. Barker the foreman of the jury which sat upon
said case an<l rendered said verdict while sitting upon said case and
deliberating thereon possessed and had a " blue book " so called in
which were free tickets for passage1= on the defendant's electric railroad which book had been given to said foreman by said defendant
corporation which fact was without fault or collusion on the part of
the plainti-ff and the information of the foreman's possession of said
blue book has come to the knowledge of the plaintiff and his counsel
since the close of the trial and that neither the plainti-ff nor his
counsel had any suspicion or knowledge of said fact prior to or
during the progress of the trial.
"Second: The treasurer of said defendant corporation by whom
said blue book was issued was present when the jurors in said case
were about to enter upon the discharge of th~ir duties and the presiding Justice stated that any stockholder in the defendant corporation would be disqualified to sit, thereby emphasing the court's
desire to have an absolutely impartial jury and yet said treasurer did
not disclose to the court that the juror Barker possessed said book."
After the filing of the special motion, testimony relating to the
matters alleged in the motio·n was received by the court both from
the plaintiff and the defendant.
The case appears in the opinion.
Tascus Atwood, for plaintiff.
Newell & Skelton, for defendant.
SITTING: WISWELL, C. J., WHITEHOUSE, SAVAGE, POWERS,
PEABODY, SPEAR, JJ.
SAVAGE, J. Case for <lamages sustained on account of the alleged
negligence of the defendant. The plaintiff, on the day in question,
was engaged in moving a threshing machine loaded on wheels from a
dooryard into the road. In so doing he crossed the defendant's
track by the road side. He was on foot, driving the team, and was
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by the side of the hon;es or load. On the other side of the load, at
the same time, one of the defendant's electric cars was approaching.
And it came into coIIision with the rear end of the plaintiff's load at
the point of crossing, breaking down the rear wheels and causing
the load to fall upon the plaintiff, so that he received the injuries
complained of. The verdict was for the defendant, and the only
question presented by the general motion is whether the verdict is
shown to be so clearly wrong as to require the interference of the
court.
The q um,tiom; whether the defendant was uegligent and whether
the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence were both sharply
contested. \Ve do not, however, find it necessary to consider the
first question, because we think the jury were authorized by the evidence to determine the issue of contributory negligence adversely to
the plaintiff, and that is fatal to his motion.
The plaintiff claims that at a point in the dooryard about 11inety
feet from the railroad, the defendant's track in the direction from
which the car was approaching, or at least a car upon the track,
could be seen for about fourteen hundred feet.. And he testified that
at that point, while driving out of the yard, he looked at the track
in that direction, as far as he could see, and that no car was in sight.
He also testified that he did not look afterwards, and that he did not
hear the sound of the approaching car, and was uot aware of its
whereabouts. until the instant of collision. His contention is that
having looked where he says he did, and no car being in sight or
nearer than fourteen hundred feet, it was not negligence for him to
proceed across the track, ninety or one hundred feet, at the rate of
about two miles an hour, without looking again.
lt does not seem to be disputed that from a point about thirtyfour feet from the track and until the track was reached, an approaching car might all the time have been seen by the plaintiff for a distance of about fourteen hundred feet along the track, and that he
eould have seen this car in ample season to have stopped in safety, if
he had then looked. Bnt he did not look. The defendant claims
that the point of view where the plaintiff says he looked was so
obstructed by a hedge and trees, that he could uot h:we seen the track
VOL. CI
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as he says he did, or a car, if one had been there. And from this
the defendant argues that the jury were warranted in finding that the
plaintiff did not look at all, at any place where he could see, and
hence that he was clearly guilty of negligence. Butler v. Ra-ilway,
99 Maine, 149. Upon the question as to what the plaintiff could
see, and how far, from the point where he says he looked, much evidence, pro and con, was elicited. And, besides, the jury were permitted to take a view. ,vhat they saw we have no means of knowing. From the evidence in the case we think that the jury were
authorized to find, as claimed by the defendant, that the plaintiff
could not see as he says he did, and so was negligent in not looking
later when he could see in season to protect himself. Or, if as
claimed by the plaintiff, he could see, they were authorized to conclude that if he had looked he must have seen the approaching car,
and that he either did not look, or looked and saw the car approaching, and yet went on to the crossing without looking again, in either
of which contingencies the jury might well find him negligent. The
jnry heard much and conflicting evidence as to the speed at which
the car was running, and if from that evidence they concluded that
the ca.r was within fourteen hundred feet of the crossing when the
plaintiff Rays he looked, and clearly within _his vision, if he could see
as he says he could~ we find nothing in the case which requires their
conclusion to be overruled. And ·if the jury found that he looked and
saw the car approaching, or that he could not look or. did not look,
their verdict for the defendant cannot be set aside under the general
motion.
The plaintiff has als<l filed a motion for a new trial on the ground
that at the time of the trial, Mr. Barker, the foreman of the jury,
was in possession of a "blue book" of free tickets for carriage on
the defendant's railroad, alleging that this fact was unknown to the
plaintiff at the trial, but was known to the defendant's treasurer,
who was present during the tria1.
The facts appear to be these : Mr. Barker was one of the trustees
of the Maine State Agricultural Society in Lewiston, to the grounds
of which one of the defendant's branches is extended. The defendant's directors voted to issue "blue books" to the secretary, treaimrer
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and trustees of the society. On September 11, 1905, a clerk in the
~ffice of the defendant's treasurer, issued the books. They were
sent to the president of the society, who gave one to Mr. Barker.
Mr. Barker testified that he used the book during the fair in Se_ptember, 1905, and that after the fair he left it in the vest he wore
at the fair, where it remained until after the trial of this case, and
that at the trial he did not remember that he had the book. Up
to that time he had used it nine: times. After the trial at the
January term, 1906, but during the term, he used the book twice.
The defendant's treaimrer testified in substance that he did not know
Mr. Barker before the trial, and, as we think his testimony fairly
implies, that he did not then know that Mr. Barker, the juror, and
Mr. Barker, the trustee, were one and the same person. Mr .. Barker was not drawn as a juror until several months after he received
the book. And it is expressly disclaimed by the counsel for the
plaintiff that the book was issued or received with any corrupt motive
whatever.
·
It will th us be seen that questions of. the misconduct of parties
and the misconduct of jurors are not involved here. The. question
here is simply whether the mere fact of the possession of the "blue
hook" by a juror under the circumstances stated, is fatal to the
verdict, without proof aliunde that the plaintiff was prejudiced
thereby ; for there is no such proof. The plaintiff contends that
the juror rnight have been biased by the possession of the book, that
he rnight have been influenced by "a grateful and kindly feeling"
towards the defendant, on account of the book, even if he had forgotten that he had it, and that where it appears that the purity of a
verdict rnight be affected by such an influence, the presumption is
against its purity, and unless it is proven that the influence failed of
its effect, that the verdict should be set aside.
It need not be said tbat courts are jealous of the purity of jury
trials, and that they will use their full power to prevent partial and
prejudiced verdicts, and to set them aside, if once obtained. It is
necessary that litigating parties should be able to try their rights
before jurors impartial, unbiased and unprejudiced by passion 01..
affection, lt i~ ~q ually necessary, in the, adq1inistration of justice
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that the parties and the public should have reason to feel that the
trial has been impartial, and that the verdict has not been clouded
by the suspicion of prejudice. Bradbury v. Cony, 62 Maine, 225.
The error in judgment of a merely human tribunal will be forgiven
and forgotten, but not any taint of unfairness. Whenever it appears
that a party has attempted to bias jurors by bringing improper influence to bear upon them, the court will not stop to inquire whether
tl1e attempt was successful, but will presume that a· verdict in his
favor was the product of vicious influence, and set it aside. So, in
many cases the same result has followed when parties have, without
corrupt motive or wrong intent permitted influences to bear upon
jurors which might bias their judgments, at least when it has not
been shown affirmatively that no harm resulted. But we are not
aware of any case which goes so far as we are asked to go by the
plaintiff here.
The plaintiff also calls our attention to R. S., ch. 84, sect. 104,
which provides that " if either party in a cause in which a verdict is
returned during the same term of the court, before or after the trial,
gives to any of the jurors who try the cause any treat or gratuity
the court, on motion of the adverse party, may set asi<le
the verdict and, order a new trial." He contends that the continued
possession and use of the book after the trial should have the effect of
making the original gift a continuing one, substantially a gift during
the term. This statute is mainly in affirmance of the common law
powers of the court, and is permissive only. It is expressive of the
strong purpose of the law making body that litigants shall have
jurors free from all improper influences. But were it mandatory, it
. is difficult to see how it could apply to this case. It has reference to
the misconduct of parties during the term of court, and not to acts,
innocent in themselve~, which occurred months before the term.
We do uot think the plaintiff has shown sufficient cause for setting
the verdict aside. We cannot persuade ourselves that the gift of a
'' blue book" of free tickets on an electric railroad, of trivial value, as
a favor, not particularly to the recipient, but rather to the society of
which he was a trustee, months before the donee was or could have
been expected to be drawn as a juror, should of itself be regarded
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as evidence of bias or prejudice on the part of the juror, or as raising
a presumption that his verdict was affected by improper influences,
or that it might have been otherwise tainted. It is true, in human
experience, that almost all things are possible, but the possibility of
bias under such circumstances as these seems so remote as not to be
worthy of consideration. Nothing further being shown, the verdict
must stand.
Both motions for a new trial overruled.

MEMORANDUM
Honorable ANDREW P. WISWELL, of Ellsworth, Chief Justice
of the Supreme ,Judicial Court, died on the fourth day of December,
A. D. 1906. His death was wholly unexpected as he had been in
his usual health up to within a few hours previous to his decease.
By his death, the State lost an eminent and influential citizen and the
Bench an able and upright Judge.

Honorable Luc1LIUS A. EMERY, of Ellsworth, was appointed
Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court on the fourteenth day
of December, A. D. 1906, and qualified as such on the same day
before the Governor in the presence of the Executive Council and of
Associate Justices Whitehouse, Savage, Powers, Peabody, Spear and
severa] members of the Bar.

Honorable CHARLES F. WooDARD, of Bangor, was appointed a
Justice of the Supreme J udicia] Court on the fourteenth day of
December, A. D. 1906.

The Augusta term, 1906, of the Law Court opened on the second
Tuesday of December, A. D. 1906, senior Associate Justice Emery
presiding. Immediately after the opening proclamation, Hon. Orville
Dewey Baker, President of the State Bar Association of Maine,
addressed the Court as follows:
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"May it please your Honors:
"As President of the State Bar Association of Maine, I am chargefl
with the painful duty of suggesting to the Court the death of its
late Chief .T ustice, Andrew Peters Wiswell.
"Time nor place serves here to make fitting speech either of hiR
great, or his endearing qualities. rrhe grief in each one's heart is
now too keen, too strong, for just expression. At a proper time the
Bar of the State will doubtless ask the co-operation of the Court in
framing and recording a suitable memorial of his life and services.
"My duty at the moment is discharged when, sorrowfully, I bring
to the notice of the Court the death of its late Chief ; and on behalf
of the Bar of the State ask that the Court take such action as it
deems appropriate to that deplored event.

To these remarks of Mr. Baker, Mr. Justice Emery responded for
the Court as follows:

" \Ve listen with bowed heads to the formal announcement by the
President of the State Bar Association of the untimely death of our
lamented Chief .T ustice. The blow is so sudden, severe and recent,
that we feel we cannot at this term of court suitably express in
memorial form our appreciation of his character and services, and
that such sad office should be postponed until our next term at
Bangor. We accordingly accept the suggestion from the Bar, and at
this time signify our respect and sorrow by adjourning for the day
without entering on any business. It is so ordered."

Thereupon the Court adjourned unti1 the next day at ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
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Honorable PERCIVAL BONNEY, of Portland, Justice of the
Superior Court, Cumber]and County, died on the fourth day of
August, A. D. 1906.

Honorable LEVI TURNER, of Portland, was appointed J ustiee of
the Superior Court, Cumber]and County, on the twenty-first day
of September, A. D. 1906.
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INDEX
Law hook indices are guide posts on the highways of law.

ABATEMENT.
See PuaDING. TRUSTEE PROCESS.
ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.
In order to support a plea of accord and satisfaction payment mmit be received
as well as made. Neither offer to perform nor tender is sufficient. Nothing short of actual performance, meaning thereby performance accepted will
substain such a defense.
Mayo v. Leighton, 63.

l'aJment made and accepted for the assignment of a mortgage, is not a
settlement of a claim for the breach of another and different contract unless
so intended by the parties. Whether it is so intended is a question
of fact for the determination of the jury.
Mayo v. Leighton, 63.
ACCOUNT.
See IN.JUNCTION.
ACTIONS.
See ASSUMPSIT. ELECTION OF REMEDIES. EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
INJUNCTION. MONEY HAD AND RECEiVED. · REAL ACTIONS. SCHOOLS.
While R. S., chapter 15, section 63, fails to specify the remedy that shall be
employed to compel the performance by a town of its statutory duty, and
does not prescribe whether an action may be brought in the name of the
parent or guardian of the pupil, or of the school which such pupil attends,
yet it is a familiar principle that whenever a statute gives a right, the party
shall by consequence have an action to enforce it.
Classical Institute v. Mapleton, 553.
ACTIVE TRUST.
See TRUSTS.
ADMISSIONS.
See EVIDENCE.
ADMINISTRATION.
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
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ADOPTION.
See

COURTS.

JUDGMENT.

Under R. S., chapter 69, sections 32 and 33, a petition for auoption helrl insutficient in that it failed to disclose the written consent required by the statute
necessary to confer jurisdiction on the Probate Court and that the decree of
adoption based on such petition waR unauthorized and void.
Tabm· v. Douglass, 363.
When both parents of a child areH ving, there can be no consent by guardian, next
of kin or next friend, to the adoption of such child uniess both parents have
abandoned such child and ceased to provide for its support.
Tabe1· v. Dour1lass, 36:3.

ADVERSE POSSESSION.
See

REAL ACTIONS.

When an entry is made upon a specific lot of land (not being a wood lot pertaining to a farm under R. S., chapter 106, section 38) and a part is occupied
without any recorded claim of title, a title gained by such occupation is
limited to the part actually occupied; but when such entry and occupation
are under a recorded deed of the whole lot showing a claim of title by record
to the whole lot, a title gained by such occnpat.ion extends over the whole lot
described in the deed, in the absence of controlling circumstances to the
contrary.
Banton v. Herrick, 134.
The rule of constructive disseisin was in force prior to the enactment of the
statute section 38, chapter 106, R. S., and is not limited by the statute. It is
not limited to farms and woocl lots attached to farms.
Banton v. Her1·ick, 134.
A lot of 110 acres was entered upon and a part occupied under a line of recorded deeds of the whole lot. The occupation of the part was found by the
jury to be of sufficient character and duration to constitute a title by dis,.;eisin to that part. There were no fences or other boundaries between that
part and the rest of the lot. Held: that the title acquired by disseisin covered the whole lot.
Banton v. Herrick, 134'.
The tenant having set up a claim. of title by adverse possession against the
demandant's Tecord title, held, assuming that all the other essentials of
adverse occupation have been proved, that the tenant has failed to show
occupation for any continuous period of twenty years. Accordingly the
defense fails and the demandant is entitled to judgment.
Proctor v. M. C. R. R. Co., 459.

AGENCY.
See

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

AMENDMENT OF PROCESS.
See

EXECUTION.

AMENDMENTS.
See COURTS.

EXCEPTIONS.

PROCESS,
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ANIMALS.
See SALES.

Section 19 of chapter 19 of the Hevised Statutes reads as follows: 1 ' Whoever
sells or disposes of any animal infected or known to have been exposed to
infection, within one year after such exposure, without the knowledge and
consent of the municipal officers, shall be fined not exceeding five hundred
dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding one year." Held: (I) that this
section describes two offenses; (2) that the action of the legislature, as read
from the language of the section, shows a deliberate purpose to omit the
element of scienter as an ingredient of the first named offense; (3) that knowledge on the part of a vendor in the sale of oxen infected with tuberculosis
was not a necessary element in the first named offense.
Chm·ch v. Knowles, ·264.
For damage to person or property by a dog a right of action against his owner
is given, by R. S., chapter 4, section 52, only in those cases in which the damage was not occasioned through fault of the plaintiff.
Garland v. Hewes, 549.
The word 1 • fault" as used in R. S., chapter 4, section 52 is the equivalent of
negligence; and the burden in such an action is upon the plaintiff' to allege
and prove that no want of due care on his part occasioned the injury.
Garland v. Hewes, 549.
APPEAL.
See COURTS.

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

An appellant cannot appeal from a decree named, and sustain his appeal by
showing that a decree not named \'{as erroneous.
Gu1·dy, Aplt., 73.
An amendment, converting an appeal into an appeal from anGther and different
decree from that appealed from, introduces a new cause of action and is not
allowable.
Gurdy, Aplt., 73.
APPEAL AND ERROR.

See. APPEAL.

COURTS.

EMINENT

DOMAIN.

ADMINISTRATORS.

EXCEPTION8.

EXIWUTORS AND

TRIAL.

ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

In an action for assault, when damages for the indignity or punitive damages
are claimed, the provocation, conduct and acts of the parties, which give
character and color to the transaction and are clearly and really a part of it,
may be shown, though not transpiring at the precise moment of the assault.

Lenfest v. Robbins, 171:i.
ASSESSMENTS AND TOLLS.
See LOGS AND LUMBER.
ASSIGNMENT IWR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS.
See BANKRUPTCY.
ASSIGNMENTS.

See Acc01m AND SATISFACTION. EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
ANCE (Lum). JUDGMENT.

INSUR-
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ASSUMPSIT.
t'-,ed' BII,LS AND

NOTES.

l)t<;BT.

ELEC'l'ION

HAD AND RI<~CEIVIID.

OF

RI<~l\IlWrnS.

Wom{

INFANTS.

MONEY

AND LABOR.

In an action of assumpsit, or of special assumpsit upon a promissory note,
the want or failure of consideration may be taken advantage of under the
general issue. Failure of consideration is not a special matter of defense
nor a matter of confession and avoidance, which before our statute had to be
specially pleaded, or, since the statute set up in a brief statement of special
matter of defense.
Clark v. Holway, 391.
ASSUMPTION OF RISK.

See

MA~TER AND RERVANT.

NEGLIGENCE.

ATTACHMENT.

See

PROCESS.

BANKRUPTCY.

See

l'ARENT AND

CHILD.

TRUl'-TS.

A father took money belonging to his two minor sons, without their consent

and used it in making partial payments for a farm to which he took the title
in his own name. Afterwards he sold this farm for more than the amount of
the sons' money paid in, and purchased another farm and paid in $450 of the
money received on the sale of the first, and had the title conveyed to his wife
and one son, then of age, and with the consent of the other son still a minor,
in recognition and settlement of the claims of the sons agaim,t him for the
money taken by him as aforesaid. This conveyance to the wife and son was
made more than four months before proceedings in bankruptcy were instituted against the father. Held: (1) that a resulting trust did not arise for
the benefit of the sons in the first farm ; (2) that the sons had a valid claim
against the father for the amount of their money taken by him ; (3) that the
conveyance made to the wife and son was valid against the trustee in bankruptcy of the father's estate to the extent of the sons' claim against the
father ; ( 4) that the surplus of the money recei \'ed for the sale of the first
farm, and paid into the second, must be regarded, as to creditors, as a voluntary gift or transfer, pro tan to, and for this surplus the wife and son
must be adjudged to hold the second farm in trust for the trustee in bankruptcy.
Jfrrrill v. Ilns:,ey, 439.
BANKS AND BANKlNU

See

GIFTS.

•· BEST EVIDENCE l{lJLK ''
See

EvmENCE.

BETTERMENTS.

See

REAL

ACTION:--.
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BILLS AND NOTES.

See AssuJ\IPSIT.

SALEH.

Where a promissory note is given for two or more independent considerations
and there is a failure of any of such considerations such failure is a defense
pro tanto to such note in an action between the original pai·ties or between
others standing in no better position than the original parties.
Tnttle v. Tuttle Cu., 287.
Eviden.ce in a suit on a note for $3000 held to show a partial failure of consideration for the difference between the amount of a debt of $1400 which the
defendant corporation agreed to assume in part payment of a business it was
purchasing and the face of the note so as to render it error to assess damages
at the full amount of the note.
Tuttle v. Tuttfo Co., 287.
0

In an action of assumpsit upon a promissory note, the defendant tiled a brief
statement under his plea of the general issue, in which he set out facts, with
reasonable certainty, which, if true., showed an utter failure of consideration
for the note :med, but which concluded as follows, ·' So that the defendant
claims that there was due him from the plaintiff's intestate at the time of
the bringing of the plaintifl's action, and is still due him, the sum of $807 .Ci!)
which the defendant presents in set off to the claims of the plaintiff." The
presiding ,Justice, by whom the case was heard without the intervention of a
jury, ruled that the plaintiff' could not recover hy reason of this failurP- of
consideration, and ordered judgment for the defendant. Ileld: that it was
not an error for the presiding .Justice to order judgment for the defendant
upon the ground of a failure of consideration, when the facts set up in the
defendant's brief statement, and proved or admitted showed that there wa:,;
such a failure, whatever the defense may have been called by counsel in the
brief statement.
Clark v. Holway, 391.
A promissory note generally does not become a liability until delivery. If the
maker, having delivered a note to an agent for delivery to the payee, dies
before delivery by the agent, the agent's authority is thereby revoked, and a
subsequent delivery by him is ineffectual to create a liability.
Jones v. ,Jones, 447.
When a note is left with a third person to he delivered to the payee on the
· happening of a contingency 1he first delivery is complete and irrevocable .
.Tones v . .Tones, 44,.
,\n instruction to a jury without limitation or qualification that if certain notes
had been delivered as completed instruments by the maker to the agent for
delivery to the plaintiff, that delivery might he perfected even after· the death
of the maker, is deemed to be exceptionable error.
.Tone.,; v. Junes, 447.
In an action on certain promissory notes, assuming hut not deciding tl!at the
jnry were warranted in finding that the signatures of the defendants' decedent
upon the back of the notes were genuine, and that the plaintiff, as she claims,
was induced to surrender them and forgive the indebtedness by the falsehood
and fraud of the defendants, the court is of the opinion that the jury was
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authorized to infer further only that the notes were given for a sufficifmt consideration; that the defendants' decedent as one of the makers delivered the
notes to the plaintiff's husband, who was also a maker, to be delivered to the
plaintiff; that the husband was the maker's agent, and not the plaintiff's; that
the agent did not deliver the note to the plaintiff during the lifetime of the
maker; and that the plaintiff was not aware of the existence of the notes
until a short time before the death of the maker. Upon these inferences, the
jury was not authorized to find that the notes had been delivered, so as to
become liabilities of the maker.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
In an action on certain promissory notes, held, that the evidence failed to show

that the notes were left with an agent to be delivered on the happening of a
contingency, and the burden to show this was on the plaintiff.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
In an action on certain promissory notes, held, that if the verdict for the
plaintiff was based upon the counts on the notes, as it might well have been
under the instructions, it was clearly wrong, for ,,·ant of proof of delivery.
On the other hand, if based upon the count for money had and received, it is
clearly excessive, for part of the amount included in the verdict is barred by
the statute of limitations, and as to part of the remainder, there is no
sufficient proof in the record that the money was received by the defendant's decedent or to his use.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
BONDS.
See

EsTOPPEL.

INFANTS.

BRIEF STATEMENT.
See

ASSUMPSIT.

BILLS AND

Non;s.

BUILDINGS.
See

~~VIDENCJ<~.

PFmSONAL ESTATE.

BURDEN OF PROOF.
See

ANDfALS.

gVIDENCE,

MONEY HAD AND H,ECEIVED.

CAMDEN LAND CASES.
See CORPORATIONS. TRUSTS.
CANCELLATION OF INSTRUMENTS.
See

DEEDS.

CARRIERS.
Sec

COMMON CARRIERS.

CASES, CITED, EXAMINED, gTc.
<frey , .. Water Power Co., 85 Maine, 526, distinguished,
Pickering v. Langdon, 22 Maine, 413, overruled in part.
Prescott v. Prescott, 62 Maine, 428, criticised and ctouhtcd,
Shaw v. Prentiss, 5!i Maine, 427, approved,
State v. Barnes, 32 Maine, 530, doubted and distinguisheJ,
State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 68 Maine, 187, overruled in part,
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CASES ON HEPORT.

Where a case comes to the Law Court, on report, and the record shows that
hoth parties introduced evidence on a certain issue and the question was
argued although no pleadings necessary to raise the issue were tiled, the Law
Court will assume that such pleadings were waived, nothing to the contrary
appearing.
Proctor v. M. C. R.R. Co., 45~.
CHATTEL MORTGAGES.
See TRoVEH.
CIDER.
See INTOXICATING LIQUOR8.
CITIES.
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
CODICIL.
See WILLS.
"C. O. D." SHIPMENT.
See CoMMERCJ<~.
COMMERCK
Certain consignors entered into a contract with an express company for the
transportation of a box of intoxicating liquors from Covington, Kentucky,
to No. 4 Byron 8treet, Rumford Falls, Maine. It was a C. O. D. shipment,
and it was the unquestioned dnty of the express company either to make a
personal delivery of the package to the consignee, or to leave it at his residence or place of business designated as No. 4, Byron Street. The liquon;
were intended for unlawful sale in Maine. While these liquors were in the
oflice of the express company at Rumford FaJls, they were seized by a deputy
sheriff by virtue of a search and seizure warrant duly issued by a court of
competent jurisdiction and taken away. Held: .that the transportation of the
liquor from the oflice of the express company at Rumford Falls, to No. 4
Byron Street, was a part of a continuous interstate shipment from Kentucky
to the street and number designated at Rumford Falls, and the package was
protected from the operation of the laws of Maine until the act of transportation was consummated by the rlelivery of the package at its place of ultimate destination in this state. The seizure was made before the transportation was terminated and was an interruption of an interstate shipment. It
was therefore premature and unauthorized.
State v. Pernbroke, 430.
While intoxicating liquor continues to be recognized by federal authority as a
le~itimate subject of interstate commerce, section 31 of chapter 27 of the
Hevised Statutes of 1883 as amended in section 39 of chapter 2t1 of the Revised
Statutes of 1903, so far as it applies to interstate commerce transportation,
must be deemed incompatible with the interstate commerce clause of the
Federal Constitution.
State v. Pernbroke, 430,
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COMMERCIAL PAPER.
See BILLS AND NOTES.
COMMON CARRIERS.
SEE COMMERCE.
A defendant railway company sold the plaintiff an excursion ticket from Eastpoi:t to Machias and return, of the following tenor: '' Washington County
Railway Excursion Ticket. Eastport to Machias and return. This ticket
is good only on continuous trains and not good to stop off. " Held: that
under the provisions of chapter 52, section 2, R. S., the only limitation of
the use of this ticket " provided on the ticket'' was that it should be "good
only on continuous trains, and not good to stop off," and that the plaintiff
had a right to a ride on any regular train from Machias to Eastport within
six years from the date of the tickets provided he made a continuous passage.
·
Crabtree v. Railway Co., 485.
The provisions of chapter 52, section 2, R. S., require railroad companies to
state " on the ticket" all the limitations of its use other than the six year
limitation imposed by the statute.
Crabtree v. Railway Co., 485.
The use of a railroad ticket is in no way modified by any provisions in posters
or advertisements issued by a defendant railroad that were not "provided on
the ticket'' even though the passenger had knowledge of such provisions.
And evidence of such knowledge is inadmissible as the ticket itself is the
only competent evidence of the contract between the parties.
Crabtree v. Railway Co., 485.
COMMITMENT TO INSANE HOSPITAL.
See INSANE PERSONS.
COMMISSIONER OF SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES.
See CRIMINAL LAW. FISH AND GAME.
COMPLAINT AND WARRANT.
S8e CRIMINAL LAW. SEARCH AND SEizuim.
COMPLAINTS BY UNO}'FICIAL PERSONS.
See CRIMINAL LAW. FISH AND GAME.
· COMPOSITIONS WITH CREDITORS.
See COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT.
COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT.
A receipt on settlement of a dispute settles only such matters as are comprehended in it by the intention of the parties.
Stubbs v. Railway Co., 355.
COMPROMISE OFFERS.
See EVIDENCJi~. EXCEPTIONS,
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CONSIDERATION.
See BILL AND NOTES.
CONSTITUTION AL LAW.
See COMMERCI~.

INSANE PERSONS.

The constitutional right of the legislature to regulate or prohibit the sale and
keeping of intoxicating liquors and to declare certain liquors intoxfcating
within the meaning of the law governing intoxicating liquors irrespective of
the intoxicating character of such liquors as a matter of fact, both under the
State and Federal Constitutions, have been so universally answered in the
affirmative, both hy the decisions in our own state and by the, Supreme Court
of the United States, that it is no longer a question for argument or even of
doubt.
State v. Frederickson, 37.
CONSTRUCTION.
See DEEDS.

INSURANCE. 'QUIETING TITLE.

STATUTES.

WILLS.

CONTRACTS.
See AccoRD AND SATISFACTION. BILLS AND NOTES. COMMON CARRIERS.
CORPORATIONS. DEi<:DS. EVIDI<~NCE. INSURANCE. INSURANCE
(Lnm). LOGS AND LUMBER. LORD'S DAY. MASTER AND
SERVANT. RECOUPMENT. SALES. WORK AND µABOR.
A written contract may be waived either directly or inferentially and such waiver

may he proved by express direction or by acts and directions manifestin~ an
intent not to claim the supposed advantages; or by a course of acts and conduct, or by so neglecting and failing to act as to induce a belief that it was
the intention and purpose to waive.
Hilton v. Ranson, 21.
A court in equity may decree the rescision of a contract for a mistake wl1ich is
unilateral, but the power should not be exercised against a party whose conduct has in no way contributed to or induced the mistake, and who will obtain
no unconscionable advantage thereby.
Bibber v. Carville, 59.
If the plaintiff" was prevented or excused by the fault of the defendant from performing his contract he would be entitled to recover such sums as had _become
due at the date of his writ according to his account annexed or otherwise
properly specified in his writ.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.

When it is mutually covenanted that installments to he paid by a defendant to a
plaintiff contractor for work done on a railroad shall be determined by an
engineer of the defendant designated by name, and the defendant afterwarqs
substitutes another engineer for the one designated and the plaintiff contractor acquiesces in such substitution, the estimate and certification of the
work as it progresses made by the substituted engineer is binding upon the
parties, and the defendant by whose acts the substitution is made is estopped
from denying the authority of the substituted engineer.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
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When loss to a plaintiff contractor by reasou of the enforced idleness of his
workman appears to be established as the result of the defendant's fault and
is clearly due within the terms of the contract, recovery therefor can be had.
8eretto v. Railway, 140.
When by a written contract a plaintiff contractor is required to maintain insurance against accidents sustained by any persons in connection with the work
embraced in the contract, and the contract calls for " extra work'' as well as
general work, such insurance must be wholly maintained by such plaintiff
contractor at his own expense.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
In an action of debt brought by a plaintiff to recover certain sums alleged to
be due him under a written contract nnder seal for the building of an electric
rail way and the work nuder which contract was abandoned by the plaintiff
before its completion. Held: that the plaintiff was entitled to recover for
general work $8166.6i; for extra work claimed, less the amount of liability
insurance, $5881.87; for loss by idleness of his workmen $1152; for lumber
sold defendant $468.24.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

See

MMiTER AND SERVANT.

NEGLIGENCE,

CORPORATIONS.

See

BILLS AND

(LIFE).
WAYS.

NoTI~S.

COMMERCE.

LOGS AND LUMBER.

CmMINAL LAW.

MUNICIPAL

TELEGRAPHS AXD Ti,;LEPHONES.

INSURANCE.

CORPORATIONS.

lNSURA~CE

STREI~T RAIL-

TRUSTEE PROCESS.

TRUSTS.

A shareholder cannot sue individually for damages caused by wrongful acts
impairing the value of his shares throngh the invasion of the corporate or
collective rights.
Wells v. Dane, 67.
If the regular officers of a corporation are unable or unwilling to take the
necessary steps to protect the corporate property and interests, a shareholder may proceed in equity on behalf of himself and other shareholders
and the company.
Wells v. Dane, 67.
When the direct injury is not to the shares but to the corporate rights and interests, the right to share in the compensation which the corporation may
recover passes to the transferee of the shares. A stockholder who, after
such an injury, assigns his stock is in no better position to sue at law than
if he had retained it.
Wells v. Dane, 67.
Though the wrongful acts of the officers of a corporation were done with the
specific design and malicious and fraudulent intent to injure a stockholder,
yet such stockholder can maintain no action when he has sustained no ~oss
in addition to that suffered by the corporation.
Wells v. Dane, 67.
An enforcible trust in lands purchased by the president of a corporation with
his own money, or with money whjch he supposed belonged to him, was not
created for the benefit of the corporation though it had authorized him to
act for it in the purchase of real estate, and though he may have intended
ultimately to sell tqe land to the corporation.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78,
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Promoters of a corporation stand in a fiduciary relation to the corporation and
to its subscribers for stock, and to those who it is expected will afterwards
buy stock from the corporation. If they undertake to sell their own property
to the corporation they are bounrl to disclose the whole truth respecting it.
If they fail to do this, or if they receive secret profits out of the transaction,
the corporation may elect to avoid the purchase, or it may hold the promoters
accountable for the secret profits.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
Treasury stock in a corporation which is issued to trustees whose duty is
immediately to return it to the corporation is still treasury stock.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
Directors of a corporation have no authority to act for the corporation in
matters in which they themselves are interested.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 18.
Directors of a corporation cannot vote salaries to themselves. Nor can they
vote a salary to one of their number as president at a meeting where his
presence is necessary to a quorum.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
The president of a corporation has no implied authority to sell its treasury
stock. Nor, in the absence of a valid vote of a quorum of disinterested
directors can he cause treasury stock to be issued to himself in payment of
the corporation's debt to him.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
The unauthorized issue of treasury stock to the president in such a citse conveys no rights to him as against the corporation. He is regarded as holding
the stock in trust for the corporation, and if he sells it, the proceeds in his
hands are impressed with the same trust, and may be followed into his estate,
so long as distinguishable.
Land Co v. Lewis, 78.
An officer of a corporation, employed on a salary, to sell its stock for the benefit of the corporation, cannot charge it to himself, or account for it at an
arbitrary price, when sold, and pocket the surplus, if any. He must truly
account for the whole price received. The whole amount received belongs
to the corporation and in his hands is trust money, which the corporation
may follow.
Lancl Co. v. Lewis, 78.
A'vote of stockholders "that all acts of the directors and officers be hereby
ratified and approved,'' held not to be effective to ratify the unauthorized and
illegal voting of salaries by directors to themselves, or the unauthorized and
illegal issue o!f treasury stock hy the president himself, when it did not
appear that the stockholders generally had any knowledge of the transactions.
Knowledge by stockholders of such transactions is not to be presumed.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
In the absence of ratification or adoption after its organization or of a charter or statutory provision imposing liability, a corporaton is not liable for
services performed for it before its organization under a contract made by
its promoters although the contract may have been made on its behalf with
the understanding that it should be bound.
Tuttle v. Tuttle Co., 287.
A note for $3000 was given in the name of the defendant corporation, a part
of said sum being for services rendered to the corporation before its organization. Reld; that there was a partial failure of consideration.
Tuttle v. Tuttle Co., 287.
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COSTS.
See EQUITY. EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. INSANE PERSONS. TRUSTS.
Usually it rests in the sound discretion of the court whether costs in equity
shall be awarded to either or neither party.
Allan v. Allan, 153.
In the absence of any statutory provision, or rule of court, if costs are awarded,
the court will exercise its discretion as to the specific items which may be
allowed.
Allan v. Allan, 153.
In equity, costs for travel and attendance do not depend upon terms of court,
but only upon hearings, whether they be held during a term or otherwise.
Allan v. Allan, 153.
A party to whom taxable costs are awarded is entitled to an allowance of two
dollars for each day's attendance at a hearing before a justice or a master,
and of thirty-three cents for every ten miles' tra,·el, to attend such a hearing,
not exceeding forty miles, unless he makes affidavit that he actually traveled
a greater distance for the purpose of attending such hearing.
Allan v. Allan, 153.
COUNTIES.
See

WAYS.

COUNTERCLAIM.
See

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

COURTS.
See CRIMINAL LAW. EQUITY. EXECUTION.
While technical precision of statemen~ and pleading are not required in probate appeals, to the same extent as in actions at law, two things_ are indispensable: (1) The appeal must show what order, sentence, decree or denial of
the judge of probate is appealed from. (2) Taking all allegations in an appeal
and the reasons therefor to be true, it must appear that there was error.
Gurdy, Aplt., 73 .
•Jurisdiction of a subject matter alone is not sufficient to establish the validity of
a decree of a Prohate Court. If the preliminary requisites ancl the course of
proceedings prescribed by law are not complied with jurisdiction does not
attach and the decree will be, not voidable merely, but void. A petition to
that court is the foundation upon which to base its jurisdiction and such
petition must allege sufficient facts to show authority and power of the court
to make the decree prayed for. The record of its proceedings must show its
jurisdiction.
Taber v. Douglass, 363.
A court has power to allow its records to be amended in accordance with .the
fact.
Tolman, Petitioner, 559.
Whether a proposed amendment shall be allowed upon proof of the necessary
facts, saving the rights of all persons theretofore acquired in gooµ faith, is
within the sound judicial discretion of the justice presiding at the hearing.
Tolman, Petitioner, 559.
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Where a court record itself does not furnish the data for an amendment, but it
depends upon extrinsic evidence, notice should be given to the adverse party
that he may have an opportunity to be heard.
Tolman, Petitioner, 559.
CONVERSION.
See Tnov.1<.:u.
CRIMIN AL LAW.
See

FISH

AND GAMR.

HABI<::As C0RPUH.

INDICTMENT.

SUICIDE.

On conviction in a criminal case, exceptions which are deemed frivolous and
intended fur delay by the Justice presiding at nisi prins, under R. S., c. 79,
sec. 55, must be entered in the Law Court under R. S., c. 79, sec. 44, unless
the Justice presiding orders that such exceptions be transmitted to the Chief
Justice for the consideration and determination of the same by the Justices.
State v. Edminister, 332.
Where exceptions in thirteen convictions of the same person were transmitted
to the Chief Justice without any order or direction in relation thereto by
the presiding ,Justice. Held: that the cases be returned to the clerk to be
entered at the next term of the Law Court.
State v. Edminister, 332.
Express provision of the statute is not required to authorize unofficial persons
to make a complaint before a magistrate. It is a rule of the common law of
immemorial origin that, in the absence of statutory requirement to the contrary, all such complaints may be made by any person who can legally be a
witness and who has knowledge or information of any violation of the
criminal law.
State v. Giles, 349.
When in a criminal proceeding, the facts are entirely insufficient to support the
allegations in the complaint judgment must be for defendant.
State v. Bass, 481.
It is true that in misdemeanors all who participate in the commission of an
offense are deemed principals and may be indicted and convicted either jointly
or severally. But when a prohibited notice is printed in a newspaper published by a newspaper corporation, and a complaint therefor is against
individuals they cannot be held responsible for the publication of such notice
when there is an entire absence of any evidence to show that at the time of
the alleged offense they had any interest whatever, either as stockholders or
otherwise, in such corporation, or any participation in the conduct of its
affairs.
State v. Bass, 481.

The capital stock of a newspaper corporation was all owned by the defendants
when complaint was made against them for publishing a prohibited liquor
advertisement. The complaint was made six days after the publication of
the advertisement. Held: that there was no evidence to show that the
defendants, at the time of the commission of the alleged offense had any
interest in the corporation or that they participated in the conduct of its
affairs, and that a conviction was unauthorized.
State v. Bass, 481.
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A plaintiff petitioner for habeas corpus had been indicted as a common seller of
intoxicating liquors uncler an indictment alleging prior conviction, pleaded
guilty, and the court ordered the case continued for sentence. Nearly four
years after the plea of guilty was filed, the indictment was brought forward
and the plaintiff was sentenced to pay a fine of $200 and costs and to imprisonment four months in jail, and in default of payment of fine and costs
imprisonment four months additional. The plaintiff then applied for a writ
of habeas corpus, alleging that his imprisonment was illegal, relying upon
the provisions of chapter 29, section 62 of the Revi~ed Statutes and also upon
the principles of the common law, and the writ was issued. The justice
hearing the matter ruled that the plaintiff was legally imprisoned and denied
his discharge on habeas corpus. The plaintiff excepted to this ruling. Re
vised Statutes, chapter .29, section 62, reads as follows: ''When a person
has been convicted in the Supreme Judicial or Superior Court of a violation
of this chapter, the county attorney shall have him sentenced at the same
term, unless for reasons satisfactory to the court, the case is continued for
sentence one term, but no longer.'' Held: that this statute which merely
commands the county attorney to perform an official act at a certain time is
to be construed as directory to him. But if the statute were mandatory as
to him, it could not limit the discretion of the court to suspend sentence
where the interests of justice demand it.
St. Hilaire, Petitioner, 522.
It is a recognized power of courts of general jurisdiction, having st.ated
terms for the trial of criminal cases, for good cause, to place the indictment
on file or continue the case to a subsequent term for sentence.
St. Hilaire, Petitioner, 522.

It could rarely happen that an act of leniency in temporarily suspending sentence against a person, convicted upon his plea of guilty, could be regarded
a ground of complaint. Should an exceptional case arise and injustice be
made to appear, relief would not be denied by the courts, or a more ample
relief by the pardoning power.
St. Hilaire, Petitioner, 522.
A plaintiff petitioner for writ of habeas corpus had been convicted of the
~rime of bein~ a common seller of intoxicating liquors. By order of court
the case was continued for sentence. Nearly four years afterwards, the case
was brought forward and the plaintiff was sentenced to pay a fine and also
to be imprisoned. Held: that the sentence was legal.
St. Hilaire, Petitioner, 522.
DAMAGES.
See ASSAULT AND BATTERY. EMINENT DOMAIN. R1wourMENT. STIU~ET RAILWAYS. TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES. WATERS AND WATI<:R COURSES.
The expectancy of life of a person injured is an element to be considered in
awarding damages for the injury. In determining this expectation of life,
the age which the last two deceased paternal ancestors died is a material
factor.
Haynes v. Railway, 335.
The loss of earning power is not the extent of the damage sustained from a
serious physical permanent injury to l1 person. The lost usefulness and
enjoyment out of his prospective life are also elements of damage.
Haynes v. Railway, 335.
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A plaintiff husband recovered a verdict for $4,204.66 against a railroad company
for expenditures and loss of service, &c., arising from an injury to his wife
caused by the negligence of the defendant. Held: that this verdict was not
excessive.
Wood v. M. C.R. R. Co., 469.
In a suit to recover for personal injuries, if the plaintiff employed a surgeon of
ordinary professional knowledge and skill, and followed his directions, he
is entitled to recover compensation for all the damages sustained, though
the surgeon may not have used the requisite skill, or may have erred in judgment, and by unskilful treatment have prevented the plaintiff from recovery
from the injury as soon or as perfectly as be would have recovered under
skilful treatment.
Hoope1· v. Bacon, 533.
In actions of tort, it is not obligatory upon the court or jury in assessing damages to add interest from the time of the injury.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
DEBT.
The general rule is that an action of debt will lie wherever indebitatus assumpsit
will lie.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
While generally used for the recovery of a precise sum due under simple or
special contracts, yet the action of debt may be maintained for a quantum
meruit or a quantum valebat.
Se1·etto v. Railway, 140.
By counting in debt, a plaintiff's right to recover is restricted to the sums
alleged to be due by the terms of the contract.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
If an action of debt is brought on a quantum meruit or a quantum vale bat, it is
available to the defendant to show any facts bearing upon the question of
what the work done by the plaintiff was reasonably worth or what the goods
sold by the plaintiff were reasonably worth as if the action had been covenant
broken or assumpsit.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.
In determining what sums, if any, are due to a plaintiff, in an action of debt
he is limited in his proof to the specifications of his claim, and against these
items the defendant has the right to introduce counter proof.
Seretto v. Railway, 140,
DECREE OF ADOPTION.
See ADOPTION.
See VENDOR AND PURCHASER.

DEEDS.
w ATERS AND WATERCOURSES.

WAYS.

If a grantor gives a warranty deed of land which he does not own under the

mistaken belief that he has title thereto, the deed will not be cancelled when
no fraud, falsehood, misrepresentation or concealment on the part of the
grantor is alleged.
Bibber v. Carville, 59.
In cases of doubt, the practical construction given by the parties is sometimes
of great consequence in ascertaining the intentions which should ~ be
attributed to them by the language used or omitted in their grants. But such
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interpretation i8 never admisRible to throw down language which is definite
and certain, nor when it wonld be in violation of settled rules of construetion.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
A plaintiff's deed c·ontained, among other things, the following clause: "Also
excepting any and all other portions of said premises which may have been
conveyed by the Cape Jellison Land Improvement ~ompany, the Penobscot
Bay Land Improvement Company, Dnstin Lancey and .Jeremiah Nelson." At
the time of the delivery of this deed thP- plaintitf had notice by record of a
deed of certain lots from Jeremiah Nelson to the defendant, but after the
plaintiff's deed was placed on record the defendant caused to be recorded
another deed from .Jeremiah Nelson bearing the same date as the one previously recorded but purporting to convey not only the same several lots but
also one half the area of the private ways adjoining and the shore and flats in
front of these lots. Held: that the exception in the plaintiff's deed included
by reference the land conveyed to the defendant under the unrecorded deed.
Sanford v. Stillwell, 466.
In construing written instruments of grant it should be assumed, unless the
language used clearly indicates the contrary, that the purpose of the parties
in reducing the terms to writing was to avoid future litigation by leaving as
little as possible indeterminate. So far as the language is susceptible of such
meaning it should be so construed.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
The rule that when the language of a grant is susceptible of more than one
meaning, that mell.ning should be adopted which is most favorable to the
grantee, has less force, even if applicable, where the instrnment of grant is
in the form of an indenture signed by both parties and follows the language
of a prior written contract agreed to by them. In such case the language of
the grant is selected by the grantee a8 well as by the grantor.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
While disproportionateness of consideration may be reason for reforming or
cancelling an instrument of grant, it has little, if any, effect upon the meaning of the words of the grant.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
When one intention appears in one clause in an instrument, and a different, conflicting intention appears in another clause in the same instrument that intention should be given effect which appears in the principal or more important
clause.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
While the habendum clause in an instrument of grant may sometimes enlarge
the estate in the thing granted, it cannot enlarge the thing itself.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
A particular word, phrase, or term may express a meaning different from its

common meaning when used in instruments concerning a subject matter in
relation to which SU('h different meaning is generally understood and accepted.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
DELIVERY.
See

BILLS AND

NOTES.

PRINCIPAL AND

AGENT.
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DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION.
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

,VILLS.

DISEASED ANIMALS.
See ANIMALS.

SALES.

DISINTERESTED REFEREES.
See INSURANCE.
DISJUNCTIVE CHARGING.
See INDICTMENT.
DISMISSAL AND NONSUIT.
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
DISSEIZIN.
See ADVI~RSE POSSESSION.
DIVORCE.
See EVIDENCE.
DOG.
See ANIMALS.
DRAINS AND SEWERS.
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
DRIVING LOGS.
See LOGS AND LUMBER.
EASEMENTS.
See QUIETING TITLE.
"EDUCATION OF YOUTH."
See ACTIONS.

SCHOOLS.

ELECTION OF REMEDIES.
The plaintiff first brought an action of trover against the defendant for the
alleged conversion of two cows. The judgment was for the defendant.
The plaintiff then brought an actibn of assumpsit against the defendant for
the price of the cows. Held: that if there had actually been two remedies
open to tiie plaintiff, and he had elected one of them, he would have been precluded from subsequently resorting to the other form of action, but in this
case his only remedial action was in assumpsit for the price of the cows,
and having mistaken his remedy he is not precluded from bringing the proper
action.
Clark v. Heath, 530.
Mistake of remedies differs from an election between inconsistent remedies.
The rule that 11 the definite adoption of one of two or more inconsistent
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remedies, by a party cognizant of the material facts, is a conclusive and irrevocable bar to his resort to the alternative remedy" does not apply if, in reality,
he had only one remedy.
Clark v. Heath, 5::lO.
EMBEZZLEMENT.

See

INDICTMENT.

An inuictment against a town treasurer is not bad, because it is not alleged that
the treasurer's term of office has expired, nor that a demand has been made
upon him and that he neglects and refuse8 to account.
State v. Shuman, 158.
A town treasurer has no right to use the town's money for any purpose of his
own whatever. If he does so use it knowingly it is a fraudulent conversion, for which he becomes indictable at once.
State v. Shuman, 158.
EMINENT 'DOMAIN.
The use of a street by a street railroad, is a public servitude imposing no
additional burden upon the abutter. The damages paid, when the street was
built, were for all time and for all public u::-es fairly contemplated at the
time the land was taken.
Parsnns v. Railway, 173.
Upon an application in writing to the municipal officers of a town, for the
asessment of damages occasioned by raising the grade of the high way in
front of the applicant's premises the municipal officers made the following
endorsement: "We the undersigned municipal officers assess no damages on
the within application for the reason that upon the facts as they exist there
is no liability of the town in the premises nor any jurisdiction in us to assess
damages." Held: that this was such a decision as afforded the applicant a
remedy by complaint to the Supreme Judicial Court, under the provisions of
R. S., chapter 23, section 68. And a motion to dismi~s such a complaint on
the ground that the municipal officers had made no assessment, or any other
decision, upon which a complaint can be founded, cannot be sustained.
Hurley v. So. Thomaston, 538.
A motion to dismiss a complaint for an assessment of damages ser.ves the pur-

pose of a demurrer, and is not to be regarded as a dilatory plea. The question raised by it is merely whether the complainant has stated sufficient
grounds to maintain the complaint.
Hurley v. So. Thomaston, 538.
When a motion to dismiss a complaint for the assessmeut of damages occasioned by raising the grade of a highway is overruled, and exceptions to the
ruling are taken, the case should then proceed to trial, and only after trial
upon the merits should the exceptions be taken to the Law Court. When
prematurely brought forwai·d, they will be dismissed from the law docket.
Hurley v. So. Thomaston, 538.
EQUITABLE DEFENSES.
See

JUDGMENT.
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EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL.
See ESTOPPI<JL.
EQUITY.
See CONTRACTS.

CosTs.

D1<~1<~DS. IN.JUNCTION. TRUSTS. WATERS AND
WATERCOURSES.
Equity does not relieve against mistakes which ordinary care would have prevented. Conscience, good faith and reasonable diligence are neces::-1ary to
call the powers of a court of equity into activity.
Bibber v. Carville, 59.
A bill in equity which charges (1) that certain real estate was bought for the

plaintiff corporation by its president, and was paid for in whole or in part
with its funds, or with the proceeds of its stock unlawfully issued and sold,
and not properly accounted for, and that its president fraudulently caused the
real estate to be conveyed to his son, one of the defendants through whom
several other defendants, but not all the defendants, have legal or equitable
titles, which they should convey to the plaintiff, (2) that a part of the aforesaid defendants, and two other defendants, have unlawfully received stock
in the plaintiff corporation, which they should account for to it, and (3) that
still another defendant has unlawfully received and sold the stock of the
plaintiff, in part, at least, other than that mentioned in the preceding class,
for the proceeds of which he should account to it, is bad for multifariousness.
Land Co. Y. Lewis, 78.
There are no terms of court in equity proceedings. On motion of either party
a cause in equity is set down for a hearing at such time as the court shall
order.
Allan v. Allan, 153.
ESTATES.
See EJECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

WILLS.

ESTOPPEL.
See EVIDENCE.

STATUTE OJ!' LIMITATIONS.

In an action to recover the balance of an account, held that the jury was
authorized to find that the evidence did not create an estoppel against the
plaintiff, although it did warrant the conclusion that the plaintilf authorized
the defendants to pay to a third party on the account of the plaintiff, any sum
which in fact might be found due from the plaintiff to such third party.
Putnam v. Grant, 240.
In an action on an account, hel(l that it was incumbent upon the defendants to
prove certain facts to sustain a plea of payment.
Putnam v. Grant, 240.
The plaintiff as treasurer of a railroad company executed a mortgage of th(;
road between certain termini to secure certain bonds. Within these bounds
was that portion of the road which had been located an<.l graded across the
demanded premises with the knowledge and consent of the plaintiff. The
defendant corporation represents, and is the successor1 in title of, the purchaser of the bonds.
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Held: ( 1) That while no estoppel can arise unless he who alleges it was
induced to and did in fact act, relying upon the conduct of the party whom
he seeks to estop, yet from the well known course of business in the commercial world there arises a presumption of fact, sufficient in the absence of
any evidence to the contrary, that parties who purchase railroad bonds rely
upon the trust mortgage and the property contained in it as secµrity.
(2) That the pliiintiff did not merely remain silent. His assisting in the
execution of the mortgage from the railroad company was a positive attirmative act, which would naturally lead the purchaser of the bonds to believe
that he did not hnve title to the property which the mortgage purported to
convey. Under these circumstances the fact that the public records, disclosed
the true state of the title, that the railroad hacl no easement in the demanded
premises, will not prevent the estoppel of the plaintiff from dfmying such
an easement.
(3) That the mortgage was a representation made to those who might contemplate purchasing the bonds, for the purpose of influencing their action,
and which naturally would have that effect. Plaintiff might have been ignorant of the true state of the title, but such ignorance will not excuse a party
who by his own representation misleads, though innocently, a purchaser.
When one of two innocent parties must suffer, the loss falls, upon him whose
acts occasion it.
( 4) That the plaintiff is estopped from denying that the defendant has not the
usual statutory easement in the location of its main track across the demanded
premises.
Stubbs v. Railway Co., 355.
In order to create an equitable estoppel, it is not necessary that there should be
intentional moral wrong. Ther~ may he such negligence as is equivalent of
fraud.
Stubbs v. Railway Co., 355.
EVIDENCE.

See

ANIMALS.

DAMAGES.

AssAULT AND BATTERY.
ESTOPPEL

.AND RECEIVED.

EXCEPTIONS.
PAYMENT,

BILLS AND NOTES.

COMMON CARRIERS

LOGS AND LUMBER.

REAL ACTIONS.

TRIAL.

MONEY HAD
WITNESSES.

WOJ.U{ AND LABOR ..

Parol evidence of a subsequent waiver of any of the stipulations in a written
contract, or of a right under such contract, is admist-dble even when such contract is under seal.
Hilton v. Hanson, 21.
Upon the issue whether county treasurer complied with the requirements of law
in making a tax sale, his record of his doings made as a public officer at or
near the time, upon the public books of the office, is admissible in evidence.
But such record, however, is.not the only evidence admissible upon that
issue. Other evidence, such as the testimony of the treasurer and of other
witnesses having knowledge of what was done, is also admissible.
Greene v. 1Vartin, 232.
A defendant in a real action claimed title to the demanded lot under a tax sale.
Held: that the evidence produced by the defendant was sufficient to establish
a prima facie title.
Greene v. Martin, 232.
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When the entries in a book of accounts do not itemize the transactions recorded,
but in fact comprise the details of several transactions, the book is not
admissible as incli=~pendent evidence.
Putrnan v. Grant, 24:0.
When a plaintiff authorized the defendants to pay to a third party on the account
of the plaintiff any sum which might he found due from the plaintiff to such
third party, Held: that iL was incumbent upon tlie defendants taking upon
themselves the burden of proving payment in the manner stated, to show
that the plaintiff was indebted to such thil'd party at the time the defendants
assumed to make a settlement on the account of the plaintiff.
Putrnan v. Grant, 24:0.
When it is alleged in a declaration that another and prior action had been
brought relating in some degree to the same subject matter and there is no
allegation that such prior action had been determined it must be assumed to
be still pending.
Williams v. Ellis, 24:7.
During the trial in a divorce proceeding a witness testified that he had carried
numerous letters from the plaintiff after her marriage to the defendant, to
one Frank Bartlett, and that the plaintiff had often read aloud to the witness
the contents of letters written by Bartlett to her, and hy her to him. No
effort was made by the defendant to procure the original letters and no notice
had been given the plaintiff to prnduce them. Against the objection of the
plaintiff' the witness was allowed to testify as to what was read or stated in
the letters by the plaintiff. Held: That the ruling of the presiding Justice
admitting this testimony was correct. When one voluntarily and without
solicitation reads the whole or a portion of a letter to another, the party
hearing does not undertake to repeat the contents of the <>riginal writing but
only what the person purporting to read.or state, has said. In such a case
such statements assume the form of an admission by the party holding the
letter, and testimony of such evidence becomes primary evidence.
Piirington v. Purin'gt,m, 250.
,vhen it is sought to use a written statement as an admission the "best
evidence rule" so called, does not apply.
Purington v .. Purington, 250.

In a proceeding for a divorce, a certain letter in the handwriting of one Bartlett
and which appeared to be one of many written by him to the plaintiff, was
found under a conch in the room from which the plaintiff moved when she
left her husband. This letter was admitted in evidence against the plaintiff's
ohjectiou. Held: that the ruling admitting this letter was correct.
Purington v. Purington, 250.
The rnle of compromise offers in actions of tort is that when a party has
reasonable ground for anticipating that a demand will be made against him
for damages, the claim may then be said to so far exist as to authorize him
without any move on the part of the claimant, to seek a settlement of it and
to he protected in so doing by the general rules of law applicable to compromise settlements. That is, an off"er to pnl'chase peace either with intent to
prevent a possible controversy or to encl one that has arisen, cannot be
used in evidence as an admission of liability.
Finn v. Tel. Go. 1 279,
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The admissibility or non-admissibility of evidence offered to prove an alleged
comrromise depends upon the intention of the party seeking it. If he
intends his offer to be a compromise settlement it is inadmissible. If he
intends it to be an admission of liability, coupled with an endeavor to settle
such liability, then it is admissible to prove such liability.
Finn v. Tel. Co., 279.
An offer of evidence held properly excluded as an offer to purchase peace with
int~nt to prevent a possible controversy or to end one that had aris~n.
Finn v. Tel. Co., 279.
While an extrajudicial admission may be withdrawn before it is acted upon, it
is still to be received as evidence of the fact admitted; and its withdrawal
goes only to its weight.
Liberty v. Haines, 402.
Si nee the enactment of R. S., chapter 52, section 2, a railroad ticket issued by a
railroad company to a passenger is the only competent evidence of the contract between the passenger and the railroad company.
Crabtree v. Railway Co., 485.
When one has erected a house upon the land of another, and has conveyed it to
a third person and when in a snit by such third person to recover possession,
the defendant claims to hold as tenant of the laud ownet·, admissions by the
latter, as to title, are admissible against the defendant.
Collins v. Taylor, 542.
EXCEPTIONS.
See CRIMINAL LAW. EMINENT DOMAIN. PROCESS. TRIAL. TRUSTEE PROCESS.

When evidence is ottered by a plaintiff and the same is excluded, it is incumbent
upon such plaintiff to show affirmatively that he is aggrieved by such :ruling.
Merrill v. Milliken, 50.
When a plaintiff has full opportunity under the rulings of the presiding .Justice
to introduce evidence to prove all the allegations respecting the defendant's
liability, but fails to present sufficient evidence to make out a prima faci€ case
against him, such plaintiff is not aggrieved by the exclusion of evidence, which,
even if admissible, would not affect the result of the case.
Merrill v. Milliken, 50.
To sustain exceptions they must contain within themselves sufficient to show
that the excepting party was aggrieved.
,Lenfest v. Robbins, 176.
The right of exception to the rulings and decisions of the presiding Justice in
any civil or criminal proceeding under R. S., chapter 7!..I, section 55, is only to
his rulings and decisions upon questions of law. His rulin~s and decision~
upon questions of fact are not subject to exceptions.
Pre/3Cutt \'. Winthrop, 236.
When an action of law is referred to the court at nisi prius for decision without
a jury, the question whether there is any evidence to snpport the decision is
one of law; but if there be any such evidence, the force and effect of any or
all the evidence is a question of fact, and the decision of the court upon that
question is not subject to exception.
Prescott v. Winthrop, 286.
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When an action at law is referred to the court, the fact that a school district
built a schoolhouse upon a small lot of land and enclosed the lot with a stone
wall and thereafter occupied the building and lot for school purposes openly,
notoriously, exclusively and continuously for more than twenty years is some
evidence that such possession was adverse. Whether other evidence conclusively showed the contrary was solely for the justice hearing the case, and
his decision thereon is not subject to exception. Prescott v. Winthrop, 236.
No statement of fact in a bill of exceptions to a ruling sustaining a demurrer
to a declaration can be considered if it be not also stated in the declaration.
Williams v. Ellis, 24 7.
·Exceptions will be overruled unless they affirmatively show, without aid from
extrinsic eviclence, not only that the ,ruling was wrong, but that the party
complaining was aggrieved, so that if the ruling would be justified or would
be harmless to the complainant upon any possible but not imprnbable situation unexplained by the exceptions, the doings below will not be disturbed or
condemned.
Purington v. Purington, 250.
The intention of a defendant in making an alleged otfer of settlement is a que s
tion for the presiding Justice to determine, and to the exercise of his discretion in this respect exceptions do not lie. .
Finn v. Tel. Go., 279.
Where a return of service on a writ is defective, and there is no evidence to
show whether or not the omission is an error, exceptions must be sustained,
on this ground alone, and the case will be remanded to the court below where
the truth in regard to the return may be ascertained and, if necessary, the
officer will be allowed to amend his return according to the fact.
Abbott v. Abbott, .343.
When different inferences can be drawn from the evidence, the finding of the
presiding Justice upon the issue of fact presented cannot be reviewed.
'
Liberty v. Haines, 402.
An excepting party, if he would obtain any benefit from his exceptions, must
set forth enough in the bill of exceptions to enable the court to determine that
the points raised are material and that the rulings excepted to are both erroneous and prejudicial. It is not enough that the court can find that the rulings
were material or erroneous or harmful, by studying the report of the evidence
in support of a motion for a new trial, when it accompanies a bill of exceptions, unless it is made a part thereof.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
In an action on the case, an instruction was given which was clearly within the
rule of law, and the fact, if such be the fact, "that the language of 'the judge
nnduly emphasized the defendant's legal responsibility and unduly minimized
its legal privileges and rights," is not deemed sufficient to sustain the exception to the instruction.
Wood v. 1W. G. R. R. Go., 469 .
.Findings of fact by a justice of the Superior Court cannot be reviewed by the
Law Court.
Sargent v. Perry, 527.
When a motion to dismiss a complaint for the assessment of damages occasioned
by raising the grade of a highway is overruled, and exceptions to the ruling
are taken, the case should theu proceed to trial, and only after trial upon the
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merits should the exceptions be taken to the Law Court. When prematurely
brought forward, they will be dismissed from the law docket.
Hurley v. So. Thomaston, 538.
In a trustee process both plaintiff and principal defendant were non-residents
and the services rendered by the principal defendant were rendered in the
Province of New Brunswick, and the alleged trustee is a foreign corporation
and no service was had on the principal defendant. At the hearing at nisi
prius, the presiding ,Justice ruled that the court had jurisdiction and charged
the trustee. The trustee took exceptions. Held: that the hearing at nisi
prins was premature and that the exceptions were not properly before the
Law Court and must be dismissed.
Alexander v. Segee, 561.
EXECUTIONS.
An execution sale of the whole of a parcel of real estate conveys all the right,
title and interest, of every nature, that the debtor has, and is not invalidated
by the fact that he owns only an undivided interest in the land.
Hamant v. Creamer, 222.
An execution sale is not avoided by the fact that the oificer making it taxed and
caused to be satisfied by the sale, fees not authorized by law.
Hamant v. Creamer, 222.
When through an error of the clerk an execution commanded the officer to collect interest from the time of judgment, instead of from thirty days thereafter,
the time fixed for payment in the decree, it will not be avoided, and the proceedings based upon it invalidated, if there is sufficient in the execution,
taken in connection with other facts, to identify it with the judgment offered
in evidence to support it.
Hamant v. Creamer, 222.
:Final as well as mesne process may be amended in the furtherance of justice,
when no rights of innocent third parties have intervened except those which
will be protected by the amendment.
Hamant v. Creamer, 222.
The court suo moto may order amendments made in the furtherance of justice,
when no rights of innocent third parties have intervened except those which
will be protected by the amendments; and in collateral proceedings where
such amendments are allowable, they will be treated as actually made.
Hamant v. Creamer, 222.
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTHATORS.

See WILLS.
The allowance or probate of a will and the granting of letters testamentary are
two distinct things, involving two different judgments or decrees of the
juctge of probate, and dependent upon different conditions; though the record
evidence of both decrees may be and often is contained in the same paper.
Gnrdy, Aplt., 73.
An appeal from a decree, refusing to grant letters testamentary, will be dismissed when it does not appear that the will has been allowed and admitted
to probate.
Gurdy, .Aplt., 73.
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In an action of debt brought by the plaintiff on a judgment recovered by one
Albert A. Robbins against the defendant, it was alleged in the declaration
that February 10, 1900, said Robbins for a valuable consideration assigned
this judgment to" Alvah R. Hayes (the plaintiff) then the administrator de
bonis of the Dingley Brothers' estate." The consideration for the assignment of this judgment was a note for $150 payable to F. B. Dingley, Admr.,
d. b. n. Dingley Brothers' estate surrendered by the plaintiff to the defendant. Held: that the plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment in his right and
capacity as administrator, but that he may be allowed to take judgment in his
individual capacity.
Hayes v. Rich, 314.
If a plaintiff who is administrator of the estate of a deceased intestate, assumes
the responsibility of employing the funds of the estate to purchase a judgment against the defendant he should be deemed to have done so in his individual capacity; and if an administrator thus changes the nature of a debt
originally due the intestate by a contract made with himself he must sue for
the new debt in his own name and not in his representative capacity.
Hayes v. Rich, 314.
The assumption that a plaintiff' who is administrator of the estate of a deceased
intestate and who has employed the funds of the estate to purchase a judgment against the defendant, can maintain an action on such judgment and
recover judgment thereon in his capacity as administrator is incompatible
with the right of the defendant to testify as a witness in his own behalf
respecting matters that happened before the death of the plaintiff's intestate.
In an action on a judgment brought by the original judgment creditor or by
an assignee in his individual capacity the defendant would be a competent
witness as to all matters material to the issue. It would be the privilege of
the defendant to give personal testimony that before the death of the plaintiff's intestate he had paid the judgment in full, but, under the provisions of
section 112 of chapter 84: of the Revised Statutes, the fact that the plaintiff
brings the action as the representative of a deceased party precludes the
defendant from giving any. such evidence in his own behalf, although the
judgment creditor would be a competent witness for the plaintiff. Under the
operation of such a rule any person could effectually close the mouth of his
adversary as a witness by assigning his claim to an administrator of some
estate.
Hayes v. Rich, 314.
It was not alleged in the declaration of a plaintiff who was described as administrator of the estate of a deceased intestate that the cause of action accrued
to the estate which he represented but for aught that appeared it might have
been one accruing to him in his own right. The words describing him as
administrator of the estate may therefore be stricken out as merely descriptio
personae and he may be allowed to take judgment in his individual capacity.
Hayes v. Rich, 314.
Under the provisions of section 14:6 of chapter 84 of the Revised Statutes, a
judgment is deemed a chose in action upon which an action may be maintained by an assignee in his own name, and an assignment of the same in
writing although without seal is sufficient.
Hayes v. Rich, 314:.
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In an action of debt on a judgment for costs of nonsuit recovered by a plaintiff
in a suit brought against him as administrator by the defendant, held, that
this judgment properly belonged to the plaintiff in his own right and that he
is entitled to recover in his indhTidual name and capacity.
Hayes v. Rich, 314.
An adminiatrator cannot offset against a judgment rendered upon a liability of
the decedent another judgment on a claim with which the decedent had no
connection in his lifetime, purchased by the administrator with the funds of
the estate for that purpose after the death of his intestate.
Rich v. Hayes, 324.
It is an established rule in courts of law if executors sue for a debt created to
them since the te8tator's death, the defendant cannot set off a debt due to him
from the testator. lf the defendant could not set off in such a case neither
could the executor, if he was the defendant, for the rule must be mutual.
Rich v. Hayes, 324.
Revised Statutes, chapter 84, section 77, provides as follows: "In actions
against executors, administrators, trustees or others in a representative
capacity, they may set off such demands as those whom they represent might
have set off in actions against them; but no demands, due to or from them
in their own right, can be set off in such actions." The plaintiff had
recovered a judgment against the defendant in his capacity as administrator
and the defendant had recovered two judgments in his individual capacity
against the plaintiff. At the proper time, the defendant sought to have these
two judgments set off against the aforesaid judgment which the plaintiff had
recovered against him in his capacity as administrator. Held: that by the
express terms of the statute these judgments could not have been set off
against the plaintiff's note in suit before judgment and neither can the execution on these judgments be set off under the provisions of section 27 of
chapter 86 of the Revised Statutes since the creditor in one is not the debtor
in the other, " in the same capacity and trust."
Rich v. Hayes, 324.
It is a well settled principle of the common law that the power and authority
of an administrator or executor, over the estate of the deceased, is confined
to the sovereignty by virtue of whose laws he is appointed.
Brown v. Smith, 545.
When assets of a foreign decedent are found in this state, ancillary administration must be obtained here before our courts will enforce the recovery of
debts due the foreign decedent.
Brown v. Smith, 545.
An administrator appointed in another state, cannot assign a mortgage of land
situate in this state so as to enable the assignee to enforce payment thereof.
Brown v. Smith, 545.
BXPECTANCY OF LIJ!'E.
See DAMAGES.
EXPRESS COMPANY.
See

COMMERCE.
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.FAILURE OF CONSIDERATION.
See BILLS AND NOTES.

CORPORATIONS.

FIRE INSURANCE.
See INSURANCE.
FIRES.
See TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES.
JHSH AND GAME.
See CRIMINAL LA w.
In a certain class of cases in. which the criminal and civil departments of the
law appear to be blended, the incentive arising from the grievance of a private
wrong, which in some degree actuates the complainant to demand a public
prosecution of the guilty party, is recognized as a potent factor in the
prompt and efficient administration of the law, and the absence of such a
motive is always found to be a serious obstacle in the enforcement of sumptuary and kindred statutes. Held: that the legislature never intended to
confer upon the Commissioner of the Sea and Shore Fisheries and his deputies or the fish wardens the exclusive rights to make complaints before magistrates for violations of the provisions of chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes
or to oust the court of its jurisdiction of such complaints when made and
preferred by private or unofficial persons.
State v. Giles, 349.
FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.
See PERSONAL ESTATE.
FORFEITURES.
See INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
FRAUD.
See CORPORATIONS.
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.
See PARENT AND CHILD.
Future earnings of minor children are not assets of the father's estate to which
creditors have any right to look, so as to prevent their relinquishment by the
father, though insolvent, to the children, if he so wills.
Merrill v. Hussey, 439.
II

FREE RAILROAD TICKETS."
See NEW TRIAL.
GARNISHMENT.

See EXCEPTIONS.

PLEADING.

TRUSTEE PROCESS.

GENERAL ISSUE.
See ASSUMPSIT.
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GIFTS.
See TRUSTS.

Where, by the terms of a deposit in a savings bank, the fund was payable
either to the depositor or her nonresident si~ter, and the depositor retained
possession of the deposit book, there was no delivery of either the deposit
itself or of the evidence of the deposit.
Savings Institution v. Fogg, 188.
Where one deposited money in a savings bank payable either to her own order
or that of her nonresident sister, with intent to transfer the fund at her
decease, there was no perfected gift in the lifetime of the depositor.
Savings Institution v. Fogg, 188.
GUARDIAN AND WARD.
See INJUNCTION.
HABEAS CORPUS.

Exceptions do not lie to the discharge of a prisoner upon habeas corpus whether
the person discharged had been previously restrained of his liberty in civil
or criminal proceedings.
Stuart v. Smith, 397.
HABENDUM CLAUSE.
See DEEDS.
HAWKERS AND PEDDLERS.
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
HIGHWAYS.
See EMINENT DOMAIN.

WAYS.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.
See DAMAGES.
IMPROVEMENTS.
See P1msoNAL ESTATE.

REAL ACTIONS.

INDICTMENT.
See CRIMINAL LAW. EMBitZZLEMENT. SUICIDE.
An indictment against a town treasurer, charging that he did steal, take and
carry away the money of the town which was in his possession by virtue of
his office, because, as also charged, he had unlawfully embezzled and fraudulently converted the same to his own use, is not bad for duplicity.
State v. Shuman, 158.
An indictment charging, in the disjunctive, that the defendant, "did wilfully
and maliciously libel and defame one Nathaniel J. Hanna
by
printing and publishing, or causing to be printed and published, in a newspaper," a certain libellous and defamatory statement, is demurrable for
uncertainty.
State v. Singer, 299.
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INFANTS.
See PARENT AND CHILD.
When merchandise is sold and delivered unconditionally upon credit without
any stipulation that the title shall remain in the vendor until payment, the
fact that the vendee is a minor under the age of twenty-one years does not
prevent the property passing to and vesting in the vendee.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.
The fact that a minor after coming of age neglects or refuses to pay for merchandise bought by him while a minor, does not revest the property in the
vendor.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.
The fact that a minor after coming of age, sells merchandise bought by him
while a minor does not make him liable to an action by the vendor either in
tort or for money had and received.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.
At common law no action could be maintained upon a promise made by one
when a minor, even to pay for merchandise sold and delivered to him upon
credit, unless he ratified the promise after coming of age. By statute R. S.,
chapter 113, section 2, such ratification (except as to necessaries) must be in
writing or no action can be maintained on such promise.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.
The signing a bond by a defendant after he came of age to release from attachment merchandise, bought by him while a minor, at the suit of the vendor is
not a ratification of a promise to pay made while a minor.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.
In an action of assumpsit on an account annexed for merchandise sold and
delivered to the defendant while a minor, held, that this was an action on the
original promise made during his minority, and the merchandise not being
necessaries and the promise to pay for the same not having been ratified in
writing, the action could not be maintained.
Lamkin & Foster v. LeDoux, 581.

INJUNCTION.
While the court may not bar a legally blameless suito1· from enforcing his
most strict technical legal rights because of any hardship thereby resulting,
it may by the exercise of its equity powers bar a plaintiff from enforcing even
in action at law an unconscionable advantage gained by his own inequitable conduct toward the defendant.
Clark v. Chase, 270.
It is inequitable for a person, having a legal right to call for an accounting, to
long delay action without reason until after the death of the party liable to
account, and such conduct will authorize the court to restrain him from prosecuting after such death an action at law against the sureties upon the bgnd
for the accounting.
Clark v. Chase, 270.
The facts that a Probate Court upon the petition of the ward cited the administrator of the guardian, deceased after the ward came of age, to settle an
account of the guardianship, and refused to allow the account presented to
him, and that no appeal was claimed by the administrator, do not constitute
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an irrefragable right of action by the ward against the sureties upon the

guardian's bond. An equity court can nevertheless enjoin the prosecution of
the action if the failure to settle the account was caused by the inequitable
conduct of the ward.
Clark v. Chase, 270.
A plaintiff who would be refused a decree in a suit in equity because of his laches
or other inequitable conduct handicapping the defense, cannot now escape the
equity powers of the court and the consequences of his laches by resorting to
an action at law. When the defendant in an action at law has, without fault
of his, been seriously handicapped in his defense by the laches or other
inequitable conduct of the plaintiff, the court can in the exercise of its equity
powers enjoin the plaintiff from prosecuting the action at law.
'
Clark v. Chase, 270.
A Probate Court minor ward delayed, apparently without reason, asking for an

accounting by the guardian till the guardian's death eight years after the ward
came of age. He then caused the administrator of the guardian to be cited to
settle in the Probate Court an account of the guardianship, which the administrator was unable to do. The ward then brought an action at law against
the administrator of a deceased surety on the guardian's bond for the failure
to settle an account upon citation according to the terms of the bond. Held:
that the lacbes of the ward, in his long delay till the death of the guardian,
had given him an unconscionable advantage over the defendant, and that he
should be enjoined from prosecuting the action.
Clark v. Chase, 270.
INSANE PERSONS.
Section 42 of chapter 144 of the Revised Statutes, relating to the expense of
the commitment of an insane person who has been unlawfully committed
under the provisions of sections 39, 40 and 41 of said chapter, and then
recommitted, comes clearly within the authority of the legislature in the 'exercise ~f the police powers of the state and is constitutional. In the exercise
of this police power the legislature has an undoubted right to divide the
state into as many political divisions as it sees tit, whether counties, cities,
towns or plantations, and impose upon them the care and support of paupers
in any manner it sees fit.
Rockport v. Searsmont, 257.
Chapter 144 of the Revised Statutes is silent as to the requirement of any paupers notices, yet the entire scheme of the chapter is based upon the theory
that the expenses and support incurred under it are in the nature of pauper
supplies, while section 24 of said chapter expressly provides that these
expenses shall be recovered "as if incurred for the expense of a pauper.''
It is therefore held: that proceedings under R. S., chapter 144, with respect
to expense and support of a person committed to an insane hospital by the
town commit.tin~ and not the pauper residence of such person, come within
the purview of R. S., chapter 27, with reference to the notice required by
one town to another in case of furnishing pauper supplies.
Rockport v. Searsmont, 257.
An insane person was unlawfully committed to the insane hospital and then
was afterwards recommitted the second commitment being ,a legal one. The
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pauper settlement of such insane person was not in the town committing but
in the defendant town. The plaintiff town gave notice to the defendant
town, under the recommitment, in accordance with the provisions of R. S.,
chapter 27. Held: that the plaintiff town was entitled to recover for
expenses and support, either under the original or new commitment, for
only three months prior to giving such notice.
Rockport v. Searsmont, 257.
INSOLVENCY.
See BANKRUPTCY. FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.
INSTRUCTIONS.
See RAILROADS. SALES.
Where a passenger for hire, riding
railroad track, an instruction that
for an approaching train at such
matter of law to be negligent, held

in a public carriage, was about to cross a
if such passenger failed to look and listen
crossing, he could not be presumed as a
to be correct.
Wood v. M. C. R. R. Co., 469.

INSURANCE.
See CONTRACTS.
Where an insurance policy is ambiguous it should be construed most favorably
to the insured, and the language of the contract, if ambiguous, should be
interpreted in the light of the attendant circumstances and the intent of the
parties.
Bickford v. Ins. Co., 124.
Unless otherwise expressed a renewal of a policy of insurance will be construed to be subject to the terms and conditions of the original policy.
Bickford v. Ins. Co., 124.
A certain building was destroyed by fire. Held, that this building was the
''addition" mentioned in the policy of insurance.
Bickford v. Ins. Co., 124.
All the referees provided for in the Maine Standard Fire Insurance Policy to
fix the amount of the loss must be disinterested men, not only in ·the narrow
sense of being without relationship and pecuniary interest, but also in the
broad, full seuse of being competent, impartial, fair and open minded and
substantially indifferent in thought and feeling between the parties and without partizanship or bias either way.
Young v. Ins. Co., 294.
When it appears that eveu one of the referees appointed under the provisions
of the Maine Standard Fire Insurance Policy to fix the amount of the loss was
not disinterested, the award in which he joined will be set aside.
Young v. Ins. Co., 294.
An unexplained refusal by a referee nominated by the insurance company to agree
upon any man in the vicinity of the property as the third referee is uiueasonable and is evidence of want of the requisite disinterestedness. Such refusal
coupled with the explanation that it is because of the objection of the insurance company·thereto shows disqualifying partizanship.
Young v. Ins. Co., 294.
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INS URAN CE (LIFE.)
See JUDGMJ;~NT .•
Where a life insurance company pays the amount of the policy to an assignee of
the same as security, it is subrogated to the rights of such assignee as against
any claim by a subsequent assignee of the policy, anct is entitled to have the
amount due the first assignee deducted from the claim of the second assignee.
Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 585.
INTEREST.
See DAMAGES. WATERS AND WATERCOURSES.
INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
See COMMERCE.

CONSTITUTIONAL LA w.

SEARCH AND SmzuRE.

The enumeration of liquors, declared to be intoxicating, contained in section 40
of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes defines the meaning of the words
" intoxicating liquors" as used in sections 1 and 2 of chapter 22 of the
Revised Statutes relating to nuisances.
State v. Frederickson, 37.
Revised Statutes, chapter 29, section 40, declaring what liquors are intoxicating
includes cider kept with intent to sell for tippling purposes or as a beverage,
even though it may be unfermented and non-intoxicating in fact.
State v. Frederickson, 37.
Intoxicating liquors properly purchased for a city or town liquor agency, and in
the possession of a duly appointed and qualified liquor agent, which have been
taken by virtue of a search and seizure process, and libelled, if not intended
for sale in violation of law, are not forfeitable, althoilgh the casks and vessels
containing them :n:e not marked in accordance with the provisions of R. S.,
chapter 29, section 34.
State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 161.
Intoxicating liquors purchased for a city or town agency, if contained in caskl'l
and vessels at all times conspiciously marked with the names of the municipality owning them, and of its agent, are not subject to seizure and forfeiture,
even though intended for sale in this state in violation of law. Such liquors
in vessels so marked are "protected" from seizure and forfeiture, by force
of the statute R. S., chapter 9, section 34:.
State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 161.
If intoxicating liquors purchased for a city or town agency are intended for sale
in violation of law, and if the casks and vessels containing them are not at all
times conspicuously marked as provided in section 8, chapter 29, R. S., are
subject to seizure and forfeiture, the same as any other intoxicating liquors
intended for unlawful sale.
State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 161.

JUDICIAL DISCRETION.
See ExcEPTIONs.
JUDGMENT.
See ADOPTION.

APPEAL.

CoNTRACTS. CouRTs.
AND ADMINISTRATORS.

ExcEPTIONS.

EXECUTORS

A certain decree of adoption, according to the printed forms prescribed
therefor, contains the statement that the "written consent required by
law has been given thereto." Construed as a finding of fact this is con-
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trary to the truth imported by the entire record; and the fact that a court
of probate in giving judg1pent, passed upon the question of jurisdiction,
does not preclude courts of common law from inquiring into the jurisdictional facts collaterally and declaring the judgment of the Probate Court
valid or void as they shall find these facts true or false.
Taber v. Douglass, 363.
A judgment for plaintiff in an action at law concludes the defendant not
only as to defenses actually made, but ahm as to defenses which could
have been made but were not.
Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 585.
The court cannot afterwards afford relief in equity against a judgment at law
because of matter which was a defense to the action and could have been
interposed therein.
Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 585.
By R. S., chapter 84, section 17, equitable as well as strict legal defenses
may be pleaded in an action at law. Hence, if equitable defenses are
not so pleaded they cannot afterward be invoked as cause for relief in
equity against the judgment.
Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 585.
A life insurance company by paying the full amount of a policy of life insurance to one holding an assignment of the policy as security only, is
thereby subrogated to all rights of such assignee upon the insura1'1ce
money as against any claim therefor by a subsequent assignee of the
policy; and is entitled to have the amount due the first assignee under
his assignment deducted from the claim of the second assignee. Such
right by subrogation exists without any formal assignment of his claims
by the first assignee to the insurance company. Such right by subrogation is at least equitable matter of defense to an action at law upon the
policy by the second assignee and under the statute, (if not at common
law) it can and hence should be interposed in such action. It is not
ground for subsequent relief in equity against the judgment.
Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 585.
See CouRTS.

ExcEPTIONs.

JURISDICTION.
IN.JUNCTION. TRUSTEE PRocEss.
WATERCOURSER.
JURY.
See NEw TRIAL.

LACHES.
See INJUNCTION.
LANDLORD AND TENANT.
See ADVERSE PossEssION. REAL AcTrnNs.

LEVY.
See EXECUTION.
LIBEL AND SLANDER.
See INDICTMENT.

W ATERs AND
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LIFE ESTATE.
See WILLS.
LIGHTNING.
See TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES.
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
See ADVERSE PossEssrnN. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.
LIQUOR SELLING.
See INTOXICA'frNG LIQUORS. SEARCH AND SEIZURE.
LOGS AND LUMBER.
See NEGLIGENCE.
The practice of a log-driving company having two or more drives to insure
greater expedition in driving must be deemed reasonable.
Log Driving Co. v. Bryon, 181.
Where a log-driving company makes a practice of having two or more drives,
a difference in the rates of assessment for the first and second drives, based
upon the result of experience with respect to the actual cost of driving, is
reasonable and proper.
Log Driving Co. v. Bryon, 181.
Under the charter of a log-driving company, an assessment on logs included
in a second drive at a higher rate than required for logs of the same owner
included in an earlier drive held binding upon the owner of the logs, irre8pective of any question as to first and second drives.
Log Driving Co. v. Byron, 181.
Under the charter of a log-driving company, an assessment of the cost of a
8econd drive at a higher rate than that of a first drive held prope:i;, although
owing to high water the second drive re'ached the boom while the first
drive was still there, so that the two were turned out together.
Log Driving Co. v. Byron, 181.
Prior to 1901 by legislative charter The Penobscot Log Driving Company had
the exclusive right and duty of driving all log8 coming into the West
Branch of the Penobscot between the head of Chesuncook Lake and the
East Branch to any place at or above the Penobscot Boom where logs are
usually rafted, at as early a period as practicable. In February, 1901, it
contracted with the defendant to drive into said boom during the driving
season of that year all the logs which the log company should have to drive
under its charter. By section 1, chapter 293 of the Private and Special
Laws of 1901 the legislature ratified and confirmed this contract and power
and authority necessary to carry out its terms and for its execution was
conferred upon the respective parties thereto. The plaintiffs' logs formed
a part of the drive of 1901, and this suit was brought to recover damages
alleged to have been sustained by the negligence of the defendant in making said drive. Held: that privity of contract was not essential to the
maintenance of the action. By accepting the legislative act, as it did by
accepting and undertaking to drive the logs, the defendant came under a
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duty to the public, including the plaintiffs, to drive the logs in accordance
with the contract. The duty was co-extensive with the contract, but as
independent of it as if, instead of referring to the contract, the duties of
the defendant had been set forth in the act itself. The defendant drove
the plaintiffs' logs not only in the performance of the terms of its contract
with the Log Driving Company, but also in the exercise of the powers
conferred upon it by the state which carried along with them the corresponding duty to use due care and dilligence in the exercise of those
powers.
Marsh v. Paper Co., 489.
In an action to recover for negligence in driving logs, a majority of the court
were of the opinion that the evidence was sufficient to support a verdict in
favor of the plaintiffs' contentions and atlegations that on account of the
defendant's mismanagement, either through negligence or misfeasance,
this drive of logs was so unnecessarily delayed that it did not arrive at its
destination in season to be cared for and secured before the river froze,
that as a result of this delay the logs became separately frozen into the ice
of the river, so that they could not be in any manner secured, that they
there remained until a portion of the plaintiffs' logs were carried down
river and out to sea during the December freshet of that year, and another
portion of them were lost in the same manner in the freshet of the next
spring.
J.lfar·sh v. Paper Co., 489.
In an action to recover for logs lost through the negligence of a log-driving
company, the loss of the logs cannot be attributed ·to the magnitude of
freshets as there was evidence from which a jury would be justified in
finding that the logs would have been lost, unsecured as they were, during
any ordinary freshet which might happen while they were in this condition.
Marsh v. Paper Co., 489.
In an action to recover for logs lost through the negligence of the defendant,
the early freezing of the river, in conjunction with the defendant's negligence whereby the logs were delivered much later than might or should
have been, caused the plaintiffs' loss. This, however, was not an independent intervening cause, but a natural condition, the chance of the
occurrence of which should have been foreseen. Unusual climatic conditions occur so frequently that in important affairs, they must be anticipated and guarded against.
Marsh v. Paper Co., 489.
LORD'S DAY.
Revised Statutes, chapter 125, section 25, reads as follows: "Whoever, on
the Lord's Day, keeps open shop, workhouse, warehouse or place of business, travels, or does any work, labor or business on that day, except
works of necessity or charity; uses any sport, game or recreation; or is
present at any dancing, public diversion, show or entertainment, encouraging the same, shall be punished by fine not exceeding ten dollars."
The plaintiff performed certain plumbing· work in a certain hotel, on the
Lord's Day. This work was not a work of "necessity or charity." Held:
that the plaintiff cannot recover for his labor so performed in violation of
the aforesaid statute.
Carson v. Calhoun, 456.
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MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.
No action for the malice with which an act was done can be maintained while
another action for the act itself is pending undetermined.
Williams v. Ellis, 24 7.
MASTER AND SERVANT.
Master and servant do not stand upon the same footing. The servant's duty
is obedience. He bas a right within reasonable limits, to rely upon hi:-r
master's knowledge, skill and ability and is not bound to set bis judgment
against the judgment of bis superior. Specific orders and assurances of
safety, coming from such a source, have a natural tendency to throw him
off his guard and lull him into a feeling of security. Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
In determining the question of contributory negligence of a servant, who is
injured while acting in obedience to the specifie orders of the master present, and under his assurance of safety, such order and assurance constitute
a part of the attendant circumstances to be considered.
Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
The order of a master to his servant and assurance of safety are immaterial
on the question of the contributory negligence of the servant, unless such
order and assurance are the operating influence which induces the servant
to do the act that is the immediate cause of the injury.
Jensen v. Kyer, lOtL
To constitute an order of a master it is not necessary that the language used
should be of a formally imperative character.
Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
If the danger is so patent and serious that no prudent man would incur it
the servant cannot plead the master's order or assurance of safety as~
justification for placing himself in a position of such obvious peril.
,Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
Negligence on the part of the master is not one of the ordinary risks which
the servant assumes as a part of his contract of employment.
Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
Upon the question of voluntary assumption of risk by the servant, he is
chargeable with the full consequences of what he ought to have known in
the exercise of ordinary care and prudence, but the specific command of
the master and his assurance of safety are to be weighed as a part of the
attendant circumstances.
Jensen v. Kyer, 106.
When a competent mechanic, while attempting to install machinery to be
used in connection with a powerful motor, by error of judgment in an
emergency does an act which causes damage to the property of the owner,
his principal is not made liable by his act.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114.

Where on the sale of a certain automatic water wheel governor, the vendor
agreed to furnish a competent man to install the same, and did furnish
such a man, and while attempting to adjust it to the water wheel connected
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with a grinder unit the wheel ci.u;e burst and the mill and machinery were
damaged, held that as the plaintiff corporation must have been as familiar
as the defendant with all the conditions under which the attempt to adjust
the governor was made, it assumed the risk of failure.
Lombard Co. \'. Paper Co., 114.

MESNE PROFITS.
See \VRrT oF ENTRY.

See

MlLL DAM.
AND w ATERC0URSES.

wATERS

MINORS.
See INFANTS. PARENT AND CHILD.
MISTAKE.
See MoNifi HAD AND RECEIVED.
MISTAKE OF REMEDIES.
See ELECTION, oF REMEDIES.
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED.
See BANKRUPTCY. BILLS AND NoTEs. INFANTS. PARENT AND CHILD.
In an action of assumpsit for money had and received, to recover money
alleged to have been paid by mistake, the burden of proof is on the plaintiff to, show that the payment was made_ by mistake of fact, and under
such circumstances as would make its retention by the defendant inconsistent with equity and good conscience.
Morrison v. ~ll.orrison, 131.
Where a father took money belonging to his two minor sons, without their
consent, and used it in making partial payments of the purchase price of a
farm, the title to which he took in his own name, held that the sons had a
valid claim against the father for the amount of money so taken.
Merrill v. Hussey, 4:rn.
In an action for money had and received verdict for plaintiff held excessive.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
MONEY PAID.
See EsTOPPEL.
MONEY VOLUNTARILY PAID.
See PAYMENT.

See AccoRD AND SATISFACTION.

MORTGAGES.
EsTOPPEL. ExEcuToRs AND ADMINISTRATORS,

MOTIONS.
See EMINENT DOMAIN.
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
See ACTIONS. INSANE PERSONS. STREET RAILWAYS, TowNs.
The Augusta Water District is a public municipal corporation, and by virtue
of Revised Statutes, chapter 9, section 6, its property, appropriated to
public uses, is exempt from municipal taxation.
Augusta v. Water District, 148.
R. S., chapter 21, section 18, provides that "after a public drain has been
constructed and any person has paid for connecting with it, it shall be constantly maintained, and kept in repair by the town, so as to afford sufficient and suitable flow for all drainage entitled to pass through it.
If such town does not so maintain and keep it in repair, any person
entitled to drainage through it may have an action against the town for
his damages thereby sustained." Held: that for damages not arising from
a failure of the defendant city to maintain and keep in repair a certain
sewer, the defendant city was not liable. The case comes directly within
the principles laid down in Keeley v. Portland, 100 Maine, 260.
Davis v. Bangor, 811.
Municipal corporations are authorized by statute to pass ordinances "not
inconsistent with law," for the purpose, among other things, of regulating
the use of their streets.
State v. Barbelais, 512.
A municipal ordinance of the city of Auburn, providing that" no person
shall in any part of a public street carry on any trade or business," unless
the same is authorized in the manner therein provided, is not inconsistent
with law, and is not unreasonable nor oppressive, when reasonably construed.
State v. Barbelais, 512.
A municipal ordinance of a city providing that· " no person shall in any
part of a public street carry on any trade or business," unless the same is
authorized in the manner therein provided, should not be construed as
prohibiting persons who happen to be upon the streets from commencing
and consummating business transactions, nor that one person may not
make a sale of an .article to another upon a street, as the result of private
negotiation, but it was intended to prohibit a person from offering articles
for sale to the public in a public manner either from a permanent stand
or from a cart which he drives or pushes along the street with frequent
stops whenever any one on the street desires to make a purchase of him.
A person who is offering for sale articles in the street in this manner is
using the streets of the city, not for the public purpose of travel, for
which purpose streets are located and constructed, but for the private
purpose of trade or business.
State v. Barbelais, 512.
A respondent was selling strawberries, pineapples and bananas out of a
push cart in one of the streets of a city but was not blocking the highway
or making any disturbance, but was going from place to place disposing of
fruit to whoever expressed a desire to purchase the same. Held: that
these acts of the respondent were within the letter and the spirit of an
ordinance prohibiting any person from carrying on any trade or business
in any part of a public street.
State v. Barbelais, 512.
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MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
See EMINENT DoMAIN.
NEGLIGENCE.
See ANIMAL8.

DAMAGES.

SERVANT.

INSTRUCTIONR.

RAILROADS.

LOGS AND LUMBER.

MASTER AND

TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES.

Where the evidence does not show that the thing which caused the injury to
the plaintiff was under the management or exclusive control of the defendant, negligence i8 not to be presumed from the accident itself.
Frederickson v. Towboat Co., 406.
The fact that a plaintiff is zealous in the performance of his duty does not
excuse him from taking precautions for his own safety.
Frederickson v. Towboat Co., 406.
The owners of a caisson contracted with a towboat company to tow it from
the Kennebec River to the Portsmouth Navy Yard, and provided it with a
chock at the bow with which to fasten and adjust a hawser for towing,
approved by the plaintiff who was an experienced rigger and seaman and who
was directed by them to take charge of the tow, held, that the owners of the
tugs were not responsible for an injury caused by the insufficiency of the
appliance, or the management of that end of the hawser.
Frederickson v. Towboat Co., 406.
Where a plaintiff was employed to take charge of a caisson while it was being
towed by the defendant towboat company, he assumed the risks incident to
his employment.
Frederickson v. Towboat Co., 406.
Where a plaintiff had charge of a caisson which was being towed by the defendant towboat company, it was negligence for him to stand unnecessarily within
the bight of the line attached to the tow.
Frederfr,kson v. Towboat Ca., 406.
A defendant towboat company was engaged to tow a caisson from the Kennebec
River to the Portsmouth Navy Yard. Held: that it was not negligence for those
in charge of the tugs to do what was necessary to regulate the course of the
tow in the channel, even if it subjected the appliance to which the hawser was
attached to unusual strain; and the captain had a right to exercise his judgment in adopting the method of proceeding with one tug before the other,
with the hawser attached to the bow of the caisson.
Frederickson v. Towboat Co., 406.
In determining the question of proximate cause the trne rule is that the injury
must be the natural and probable consequence of the negligence complained
of.
Marsh v. 1:'aper Co., 489.
It is not necessary to prove that a defendant did anticipate or by the exercise of
ordinary pructence should have anticipated the precise form in which the injury
resulted. It is sufficient that after the injury, it appears to have been a.
natural and probable consequence of the defendant's negligence.
Marsh v, !'aper Oo., 48~.
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Closeness of causal relation and not time or distance is the decisive test of proximity of cause, although in some cases time and distance may have an impor_tant bearing upon the question of causal relation. Upon the other hand it is
not sufficient that the negligent act complained of may constitute one of a
series of antecedent events without which the damage would not have happened, or that the negligence in question afforded only an opportunity or occasion for the injury or a mere condition of it.
Marsh v. Paper Co., 489.
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
See BILLS AND NOTES. SALES.
NEWSPAPERS.
See CRIMINAL LAW.
NEW TRIAL.
After the trial of an action against a street railway where the verdict was for
the defendant, it appeared that at the time of the trial, the foreman of the
jury, was in possession of a "blue book" of free tickets for carriage on the
defendant's railroad. The plaintiff claimed that this fact was not known to
him at the time of the trial but that it was known to the defendant's treasurer
who was present during the trial. Held: that the mere fact of the possession of the "blue book" by a juror under the circumstances as shown by the
evidence was not fatal to the verdict without proof aliunde that the plaintiff
was prejudiced thereby, and that there was no such evidence in the case.
Shepard v. Street Railway, 591.
llevised Statutes, chapter 84, section 104, provides as follows: '' If either
party, in a cause in- which a verdict is returned, during the sar:pe term of
court, before or after the trial, gives to any of the jurors who try the cause,
any treat or gratuity, or purposely introduce among the papers delivered to
thfl jury when they retire with the cause, any papers which have any connection with it, but were not offered in evidence, the court, on motion of the
adverse party, may set aside the verdict and order a new trial." Held: that
this statute is mainly in affirmance of the common law powers of the court
and is permissive only. It is expressive of the strong purpose of the law
making body that litigants shall have jurors free from all improper influence. But were it mandatory, it is difficult to see how it could apply to this
case. It has reference to the misconduct of parties during the term of court,
and not to acts, innocent in themselves, which occurred months before the
term.
Shepard v. Street Railway, 591.
NONSUIT.
See EXIWUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
NOTES.
See BILLS AND NOTES.

SALES.

NOTICE.
See CouRTS. INSANE PERSONS,
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OFJ!'ERS OF COMPROMISE.
See EVIDENCE. EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICERS.
See CORPORATIONS. EXCEPTIONS.

PROCESS.

OPTIONS.
See SALES.
ORDER OF SERVICE.
See PROCESS.
ORDINANCES.
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
PARENT AND CHILD.
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES. INFANTS. MONEY HAD AND
RECEIVED. TRUSTS.
If a father permits his minor son to make his own contracts of hiring and
receive his own wages, with the understanding that the son is to retain them
as his own, the wages earned under such contract become the property of the
son, and not of the father.
Merrill v. Hussey, 439.
See

ADOPTION.

PASSIVE TRUST.
See TRUSTS.
PAUPERS.
See INSANE PERSONS.
PAYMENT.
See COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT. ESTOPPEL. EVIDENCE.
Where one with a full knowledge of the facts or with means of knowledge voluntarily pays money under a claim of right, he cannot recover it back.
Ash v. McLellan, 17.
Where one demands money under a claim of right and a threat of litigation
and the one of whom the money was demanded has time for deliberation, and
the money is then paid, it cannot be recovered back, though the demand is
illegal and unjust.
Ash v. McLellan, 17.
Evidence held to show a payment voluntarily made.
Ash v. McLellan, 17.
For the purpose of proving that a plaintiff was indebted to a papel' company by
reason of having been overpaid on logs sold by him to it, the defendants
offered the paper company's account book called a "journal" authenticated
by the testimony of the bookkeeper who kept it, containing on the debit side
of the paper company's account with the plaintiff a record of ten notes sent
to the plaintiff, and on the other side a summary of credits. These entries
did not purport to itemize the transactions to which they related, but in connection with them was an express reference to an "invoice book." Neither
the '' invoice book" nor the original scale bills from which some of the
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entries in the ''journal" were made up, were produced in evidence by the
defendants, nor any explanation given for their non-production. Held: that
under the facts as disclosed hy the evidence, the jury was not chargeable
with manifest error in reaching the conclusion that the evidence before them
was not sufficient to warrant a finding that the plaintiff was indebted to the
paper company on account of the alleged overpayment for logs.
Putnam v. Grant, 240.
PENDING ACTION.
See EVIDENCE.
PERSONAL ESTATE.
See Evrn1rncK
When one builds a house upon the land of another, with the consent of the
land owner, or the land owner subsequently assents to its remaining there as
the property of the builder, in either event, the house is the personal property
of the builder.
Collins v. Taylor, 542.
PETITION.
See QUIETING TITLE.
PLEADING.
See DEBT.
EMBEZZLEMENT.
EMINENT DOMAIN.
ESTOPPEL.
EVIDENCE.
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. INDICTMENT. QUIETING TITLE.
TRUSTEE PROCESS. WORK AND LABOR.
When a plaintiff amends his writ, after a demurrer to it has been sustained, he
waives the right to except to the ruling sustaining the .demurrer.
Wells v. Dane, 67.
A plea in abatement being a dilatory plea is required to be technically exact so
as to preclude all presumption or argument against the party pleading .
.Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
When an action is brought in a county in which it is alleged the trustee did not
reside at the time of service, a plea in abatement is bad on demurrer if it fails
to allege non-residence at the time the action was commenced.
Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
Where a plea in abatement made on the return day of the writ in a trustee process described with precision the defendant's legal residence at the date of
the plea, but did not allege his residence at the time when the action was
brought and did not negative the residence of the trustee in the county where
the action was brought, held, that the demurrer to the plea must be sustained.
Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
PRACTICE.
See COSTS.

EMINENT DOMAIN.

EXCEPTIONS.

PRESCRIPTION.
See ADVE~SE POSSESSION.

WATERS

ANP

WATERCOURSES.
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PRIMA FACLFJ TITLE.
See EvmENCI<~.

WAYS.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

See BILLS AND NOTES.
Where a maker of certain promissory notes gave the same to an agent for
delivery, but died before such delivery, a subsequent delivery created no liability.
Jones v. Jones, 447.
PROBATE COURTS.
See ADOPTION. COURTS. ,JUDGMENT.
PROCESS.
See TRUSTEE PROCESS.
A writ on which an attachment of the defendant's real estate had been made,
was entered at the return term of the writ without service upon the defendant. At the following term, the plaintiff moved for an order of service on
the ground "that the defendant was not withfn the jurisdiction of the officer
making the attachment and had no last and usual abode therein at the time
when service should have been made." It appearing that no service of the
writ had been made upon the defendant, and that the failure of service was
without fault of the plaintiff or his attorney, a new service was ordered by
virtue of sections 17 and 23 of chapter 83 of the Revised Statutes. The
defendant was described in the writ as resident of Camden, in the State of
Maine, and it was not alleged that the defendant had no abiding place in the
state at the time the motion for a new service was made. Held: that the
service ordered on the defendant as a resident could be legally made in either
of the modes prescribed by the aforesaid section 17.
Abbott v. Abbott, 343.
Where new service of a writ was ordered by virtue of sections 17 and 23 of
chapter 83, R. S., an officer's return that he had made service of the writ
upon the defendant by leaving the summons and copy of the order at his last
and usual place of abode would have been a full compliance with the order
under the statutes.
Abbott v. Anbott, 343.
Where a writ was issued against a resident and he could not be found and the
writ was entered at the return term thereof without service upon the defendant, and a new service was ordered, the officer's return on the order of service is as follows: . " By virtue of the foregoing order of the court I have
this day made service of the within writ upon the within named defendant by
leaving at the last and usual place of abode a new summons in due form for
his appearance at court at the time and place named in said order and with a
copy of said order indorsed thereon certified by the clerk of the courts for
said county of Knox." Held: that this return is defective as it fails to state
that the officer left the summons at the defendant's last and usual place of
abode.
Abbott v. Abbott, 343.
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Where the officer's return on a writ is defective, and it is remanded for correction, if it be amended so as to show service a motion to dismiss must be
overruled. But if the return is not ame.nded the motion to dismiss must be
sustained unless further service of the writ shall be ordered.
Abbott v. Abbott, 343.
R. S., chapter 84, section 144, which provides that the name and place of residence of an assignee, if known, shall, at any time during the pendency of
the suit, be endorsed by the request of the defendant on a writ or process, or
further proceedings thereon' shall be stayed, is mandatory.
Liberty v. Haines, 402.
PROCESS-FIN AL AND MESNE-AMENDMENT OF.
See EXECUTION.

PROMISSORY NOTES.
See BILLS AND NOTES.

SALES.

PROVERB.
'' When your head is in the lion's mouth, don't tread on his toes."
PROXIMATE CAUSE.
See NEGLIGENCE.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES.
See ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

QUANTUM MERUIT.
See DEBT.

WoRK AND LABOR.

QUANTUM VA.LEBAT.

See

DEBT.

QUIETING TITLE.
In a petition asking that the defendants be summoned to show cause why they
should not bring an action to try their claim of title to the premises therein
described, hy virtue of section 47 of chapter 106, R. S., it appeared from the
allegations that the right claimed by the defendants was a right of way or an
easement to pass and repass over it, but it was not shown by any averment in
the petition, or otherwise made to appear from the record, that there was ever
any such interruption or interference with the defendants' easement as would
lay the foundation for an action on the case for damages. Held: that this
statute contemplates an exclusive and adverse possession which works a disseizin of the defendant, and that in cases where there is a joint or mixed
possession, the petition cannot be maintained; that the defendant will not be
required to bring a suit unless it is made to appear that the right which he
claims can be fairly and conclusively tried by such a suit as may be directed,
and that in this case it is not shown that there is any form of action which the
court could order or which the defendants can bring that will determine the
respective rights of the parties.
Smith v. Libby, 338.
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RAILROADS.
See COMMON CARRIERS. EsTOPPEL. INSTRUCTIONS. STREET RAILWAYS.
When passengers for hire, riding in a public carriage, are about to cross a railroad track it cannot be said as a matter of law that it is negligence on their
part if they are not as alert as the driver of the team over which they have
no direct control in looking and listening for an approaching train before
attempting to cross the track, but it is a question of fact for a jury, under
all the circumstances, to determine whether or not such passengers were in
the exercise of ordinary care.
Wood v. M. C._R. E. Co., 469.
When a passenger for hire, riding in a public carriage, is about to cross a railroad track, and he fails to look and listen for an approaching train, it is a
question of fact for the jury to determine under all the circumstances of the
case whether or not such failure to look and listen is negligence 011 the part
of such passenger.
Wood v. M. C. R. R. Co., 469.
The fact that a railroad train was running across a highway near the compact
part of the town at a greater speed'than allowed by the statute is not conclusive evidence of negligence, but it is a question of fact for the jury. But
the fact that a railroad company is found violating the statute is always
material and often important evidence tending to show negligence.
Wood v. M. C. R. R. Co., 469.
RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.
See STREET RAILWAYS.
RATIFICATION.
See CORPORATIONS. INFANTS.
REAL ACTIONS.
See ADVERSE POSSESSION. DEEDS. QUIETING TITLE. WRIT OF ENTRY.
In a real action where the defense was adverse possession, nothing can be
deemed an "improvement" for which compensation may be allowed, which
does not benefit the land, and increase its value to the true owner. Under
this rule a tenant's claim for ties, rails and equipment must be disregarded~
Proctor v. M. ·c. R.R. Co., 459.
In a real action where the defense was adverse possession, held, that the filling
on the defendant's flats by the tenant, did add somewhat to the value of the
flats, and that the tenant is entitled to be allowed for the increased value.
Proctor v. M. C. R. ·R. Co., 459.
In a real action, held that the value of the demanded premises had been
increused by the tenant to the amount of $400, and that the value of the
demanded premises without the improvements was $200.
Proctor v. M. C. R. R. Co., 459.
In a real action, Held: that the demandant was entitled to judgment for so
much of the demanded premises as consists of flats which were embraced
in the Deborah Mills grant, the boundaries to be determined from the plan
used at the trial. But the issuing of a writ of possession to be governed by
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the provisions of R. S., chapter 106, sections 26-31 inclusive, reqmrmg payment for improvements.
Proctor v. M. C.R. R. Co., 459.
RECEIPT.
See COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT.
See COURTS.

RECORDS.
EVIDENCE.

WA Ys.

HECOUPMENT.
See CONTRACTS.
If the failure of a plaintiff to fulfil a contract was not caused by the fault of
the defendant and any damages have resulted, they may be offered by way of
recoupment to reduce the compensation to which the plaintiff would otherwise be entitled to recover.
Seretto v. Railway, 140.

REFERENCE.
See EXCEPTION.
REFORMATION OF INSTRUMENTS.
See DEEDS.
RES JUDICATA.
See ,JUDGMENT.
RETURN.
See EXCEPTIONS. PROCESS.
REVIEW.
See APPEAL. EXCEPTIONS. TRIAL.
RIPARIAN PROPRIETORS.
See w ATERS AND w ATERCOURSES.
RULINGS.
See ExcEPTIONs.
SALES.
EVIDENCl~. EXECUTION. INTOXICATING LIQUOHS. SEARCH
AND SEIZURE. TROVER. WAYS.
Under a contract for the sale of personal property the title passes to the purchaser upon delivery by the vendor to a common carrier authorized to receive
it.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114.
See

ANIMALS.

A stipulation that a competent man is to be furnished by the manufacturer to
install machinery sold to a purchaser to be paid for within a certain time is not
a condition precedent to a right of action for the purchase price, but a separate and independent agreement.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114.
Where a contract of sale is in writing, a warranty not expressed or implied by
the terms that the article is flt for the particular use, cannot be added by
implication.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114:.
When a known described and defined article is ordered of the manufacturer,
although it is stated to be required for a particular use, there is no warranty
that it shall answer the purpose intended by the buyer.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114.
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On the sale of automatic governors, held that there was no implied warranty
that they would be suitable for the purpose intended.
Lombard Co. v. Paper Co., 114.
A plaintiff sold a pair of oxen to the defendant, taking the promissory note of
the defendant in payment therefor. There was evidence tending to show that
at the time of the sale,· these oxen were infected with tuberculosis, of which
they.afterward died. The plaintiff brought an. action on the aforesaid note,
and at the trial contended that at the time of the sale he had no knowledge of
the infection of the oxen. The defendant requested the presiding Justice to
instruct the jury that if the oxen were infected with tuberculosis at the time
of the sale, the plaintiff could not recover. The presiding Justice declined to
give this requested instruction, but instructed the jury as follows: '' If they
were sold on inspection and the plaintiff was absolutely ignorant of any infection and had reason to suppose that they were all right and sound, and had
no sufficient reason to doubt it, he is entitled to recover on this note." In
view of the provisions of R. S., chapter 19, section 19, Held: that the instruction given by the presiding Justice was erroneous, and that the instruction
requested by the defendant should have been given.
Church v. Knowles, 264.
A proposition made by defendants' intestate, by the acceptance of the parties
to whom it was made, held to be a valid contract enforceable against him in
his lifetime and against his estate after his death, under which he was to
purchase certain stock at the price named, at the expiration of five years from
the date of the offer if the plaintiffs elected to sell such stock. Also held that
if the plaintiffs elected to sell such stock at the price named, it was their duty
to give notice thereof to the administrators and to tender performance at the
expiration of said term of five years or within a reasonable time thereafter, and
that notice given and tender of performance made almost twenty months
after the expiration of said term was not within a reasonable time.
Hollis v. Libby, 302.
Where parties have an option to sell, they must exercise the same within a
reasonable time; otherwise they cannot maintain an action to enforce the
contract against the other party thereto.
Hollis v. Libby, 302.
SCHOOLS.
See ACTIONS, EXCEPTIONS.
A school receivm~ pupils under the provisions of sec~ion 63, chapter 15, of
the Revised Statutes, may maintain in its own name an action against the
town in which such pupils reside with their parents or guardians, to recover
tuition for such pupils.
Classical Institute v. Mapleton, 553.
Although R. S., chapter 15, section 63, providing that a pupil who resides with
a parent or guardian in any town which does not support and maintain a free
high school, may attend a school of the standard grade and the tuition to be
paid by such town, does not provide the remedy to compel performance by
the town of its statutory duty, yet an action for such tuition may be maintained by the school receiving such pupil.
Classical Institute v. Mapleton, 553.
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SCIENTER.
See ANIMALS.

SAu:s.

STATUTES.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE.
A search and seizure warrant issued hy a trial Justice for the search of a dwelling house for intoxicating liquors contained among other allegations, the
following in relation to the place to be searched : '' That intoxicating
liquors were and still are kept and deposited by Stephen Comolli of Stonington in the story and one-half wooden, frame dwelling house now occupied by
said Stephen Comolli and situated near the turn of the road leading from
Stonington Village to West Stonington in said town of Stonington." Held:
that this description of the place to be searched is sufficiently definite and
certain.
State v. Comolli, 47.
A complaint and warrant must be construed together and if the descriptive
words are perfectly clear and designate the place to be searched, that is all
the constitution and the law require.
State v. Com,olli, 47.
The second contingency contemplated by section 52 of chapter 29 of the Revised
Statutes, in a search and seizure warrant, is fully complied with by the allegation inserted in the warrant by the magistrate, "and whereas I am satisfied
by evidence presented to me that intoxicating liquor is kept in the premises
described in the foregoing complaint intended for sale in the state in violation
of law."
State v. Comolli, -17.
SENTENCE.
See CRIMINAL LAW.
SERVICE OF WRITS.
See EXCEPTIONS.

PR0CE8S.

SET-OFF.
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
SEWERS.
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
" SHORT LOBSTER ST AT UTE."
See CRIMINAL LAW.

FISH AND GAME.

SPECIFICATIONS.
See WORK AND LABOR.
STATUTES.
See ANIMALS. COMMERCE. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. CORPORATIONS. CRIMINAL
LAW. INTOXICATING LIQUOHS. NEW TRIAL. PROCESS. QUIETING TITLE.
81<:ARCH AND SEIZURE. STRKET RAILWAYS. TOWNS.
Section 19 of chapter 19, R. S., describes two offenses, and the element of
scienter is omitted as an ingredient of the first offense named in said section.
Church v. Knowles, 264.
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STATUTES CITED, EXPOUNDED, ETC.
·See APPENDIX.
STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
See INFANTS.
STATUTE OF LIM~TATIONS.
See CRIMINAL LAW.
A defendant made a common law assignment for the benefit of his creditors to
C. B. D., and the plaintiff wrote to the assignee in reference to his claim
against the defendant, and received the following reply :
u Machias, Me. Apr. 17, 1900.
CHARLES SARGENT, ESQ., Portland, Me.
Brother Sargent :
Thank you for your letter of 13th inst. relative to Perry's matters. I
have not yet had time to submit it to George, but will do so very soon. Of
course, he must do the square thing by you.
Yours truly,
C. B. D0NW0RTH."

Held : that this letter contained no element of contract or waiver of any prerequisite for the enforcement of the plaintiff's demand, and it was not an act
which could operate to suspend the statute of limitations, or to estop the
defendant from pleading the statute of limitations in defense to the action.
Sargent v. Perry, 527.

STREET RAILWAY.
See DAMAGES. EMINENT DOMAIN. NEW TRIAL.
The determination of the railroad commissioners in regard to the change of location of a street railroad is final. The omission of the clerk of the railroad
commissioners, within five days after the filing of the certificate of their
decision, to give notice of such determination to all parties of record, does
not deprive the railroad corporation of its right to construct and operate its
road, or make that a public nuisance which would otherwise be a lawful use
of the street.
Parsons v. Railway, 173.
The operation of a street railroad for other purposes than street traffic, before
the railroad commissioners have granted a certificate of its safety for public
travel, is not forbidden by R. S., chapter 53, section 20.
Parsons v. Railway, 173.
Such inconveniences as are inseparable from the use by the public of a public
way, cannot be made the foundation of an action for damages.
Parsons v. Street Railway, 173.
That a street railway company was authorized by the Railroad Commissioners
to run cars before its track was finished and put in proper condition, does
not exempt the company from liability for injuries resulting from the imperfect condition of the track.
Haynes v. Railway, 335.
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When it appears that a horse frightened by an approaching street car would
nevertheless have caused no injury but for the imperfect, unfinished condition of the railroad track, and hence that such condition of the track was a
contributing cause of an injury done by the frightened horse, the street railroad company is liable for such injury even though there was no fault in the
management of the car.
Ha11nes v. Railway, 335.
In an action to recover damages for personal injuries, held, that the jury was
authorized by the evidence to find that the plaintiff' was guilty of contributory
negligence and that the verdict cannot be set aside because the jury so found.
Shepard v. Street Railway, 591.
SUBROGATION.
See INSURANCE (Lnm.)

JUDGMENT.

SUICIDE.
An attempt to commit suicide is not an indictable offense in the State of Maine.
May v. Pennell, 516.
SUNDAY.
See LORD'S DAY.
SUO MOTO AMENDMENTS.
See EXECUTION.

See EVIDENCE.

TAXATION.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

WAYS.

TAX SALES.
See EVIDENCE. WAYS.
TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES.
In an action by the owner of a barn against a telephone company for the
destruction of the barn by fire alleged to have been caused by lightning
through the negligence of the defendant telephone company, evidence held to
justify the verdict for the plaintiff.
Wells v. Telephone Co., 371.
In an action against a telephone company for the destruction of the plaintift''s
barn alleged to have been caused by lightning striking the telephone wires
and passing by a guy wire from the telephone wires to the plaintiff's barn,
evidence held to warrant the finding that the defendant telephone company
did not exercise due care.
Wells v. Telephone Cu., 371.

In an action to recover for the burning of plaintiff's barn by lightning alleged
to have passed from defendant's telephone wires over a guy wire attached to
the barn, held that the finding of want of due care on the part of the defendant was justified by the evidence.
Wells v. Telephone Co., 371.
A telephone company is not obliged by law to guarantee the safety of its system
under all possible conditions and circumstances, but it is required to exercise
that due and ordinary care which the present state of scientific knowledge,
as well as common observation of the nature of electricity and the enormous
power of lightning would suggest as reasonably necessary for the protection
of life and property along its line.
Wells v. Telephone Co., 371.
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AND

TICKETS.
See COMMON CARRD~RS. EVIDENCE.
TITLE BY RECORDED DEEDS.
See VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
TORTS.
BATTERY.
DAMAGES.
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.
AND SimVANT.

NEGLIGENCE.

MASTlm

TROVER.

TOWAGE.
See N1,:GLIGENCE.
TOWNS.
See INSANE PERSONS.
The present town of Skowhegan was incorporated in 1861, by the Private and
Special Laws of 1861, chap. 34, by the union of the old towns of Skowhegan and Bloomfield, the former comprising what is now the north side of
the river, the latter side, including an island. The act of 1861 provided that
"whenever the new town of Skowhegan shall vote to build a town house,
it shall be located on Skowhegan Island unless a majority of each town, as
now constituted, shall otherwise decide .. " Held: that the phrase " as now
constituted" was intended to apply not to the inhabitants, but to the geographical limits of the two old towns.
Anderson v. Parker, 416.
In 1866, five years after the passage of the Act of 1861 incorporating the present town of Skowhegan by the union of the old towns of Skowhegan and
Bloomfield, the two old towns in town meeting legally called, acting separately in accordance with said A.ct, voted as follows : " Voted by those that
constituted the town of Bloomfield at the time the town was united with the
town of Skowhegan, that we consent to have a Town Hall in a place other
than on Skowhegan Island.'' "Voted by those constituting the town of
Skowhegan at the time it was united to Bloomfield that we consent to have a
Town Hall in a place other than on Skowhegan Island." Held: that under
the warrant calling the town meeting of 1866 and the aforesaid votes in pursuance thereof, the town meeting of 1866 and the votes taken in pursuance
of the warrants issued therefor were legal, that the statute of 1861 under
which they acted, then became a dead letter, and that the old towns are forever barred from having any voice as separate towns, upon the location of
any future Town House to be erected in the town of Skowhegan, that the
town of Skowhegan, as constituted in August, 1905, when their special town
meeting was held, had then and has now full authority to act in the matter of
locating and erecting a Town House or Town Hall under any special or general statute then or now existing, with entire independence of chapter 34 of
the Private and Special Laws of 1861.
Anderson v. Parker, 416.
TRIAL.
See BILLS AND NOTES. CosTs. CRIMINAL LAW. ESTOPPEL. EVlDENCR.
EXCEPTIONS. ,JUDGMENT. NEW TRIAL. RAILROADS.
A verdict on conflicting evidence and not shown to be unwarranted by the
weight of evidence cannot be set aside.
Morrison v. Morrison, 131.
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When in a real action a verdict is directed for one party as to part of the land
demanded in the action and the other party does not except, the verdict as to
that part of the land will be assumed to be required by the evidence.
Banton v. Herrick, 134.
When the purpose for which a question is asked on cross-examination is specifically stated at the trial, and it is not admissible for that purpose exceptions
to its exclusion will not be sustained, notwithstanding it may have been
admissible for another purpose not stated at the time.
Lenfest v. Robbins, 176.
Merely placing a letter upon the files of the court does not make it evidence.
To have that effect it must be formally offered and introduced.
Liberty v. Haines, 402.
TROVER.
See ELECTION OF REMEDIES. INFANTS.
The defendant gave a mortgage of a piano to the plaintiff who did not record
his mortgage. Afterwards she gave another mortgage to one M. who
recorded it. Held: that this was an illegal and unauthorized exercise of
dominion over the piano, inconsistent with and detrimental to the rights of
the plaintiff, and was a conversion of it by the defendant, without any manual
transfer of the property.
Piano Co. v. Allen, 218.
A mere paper sale of a chattel without transfer of the chattel itself will constitute a conversion where the legal effect of such sale is to deprive the
o,vner of the chattel of its property and its right to possession.
Piano Co. v. Allen, 218.
TRUSTEE PROCESS.
See EXCEPTIONS. PLEADING.
Trustee process is created by statute, and while it is regulated by statutory
requirements, yet its procedure must conform to the rules of civil pleading.
The trustee in relation to the plaintiff is an adverse party in the suit and is
entitled to make his defense as the principal defendant may, either upon
issues of law or of fact. He may plead in abatement want of jurisdiction,
or by his disclosure he may in effect plead in bar to the maintenance of the
action against him.
Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
In a trustee process jurisdiction depends upon the residence of the trustee at
the time the action is brought, and the question of jurisdiction must be
raised by a plea in abatement, or by motion to abate when the essential facts
of the defect appear by inspection.
Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
A trustee sought to incorporate in his disclosure, matters in the nature of a
plea in abatement affecting the jurisdiction of the court. This is not admissible unless the defect is apparent in the writ or return.
IIibbard v. Newman, 410.
Where trustee process is brought and there is no jurisdiction, the plaintiff
ought not to be debarred from maintaining the process in another county,
but if the discharge is based upon the facts disclosed it should appear that
the subject matter is res adjudicata.
Hibbard v. Newman, 410.
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In a trustee process, the plaintiff and the principal defendant were both residents of the Province of New Brunswick, the personal services rendered by
the principal defendant were rendered in the Province of New Brunswick,
and the alleged trustee is a foreign corporation although it operates a railway in Maine and has stations in Maine and service was made on the alleged
trustee by leaving a summons with a station agent of the defendant trustee
in Maine. No service of the writ had been made on the principal defendant
although service had been ordered. Held : that the principal defendant having had no opportunity to be heard could not be concluded by any decision
adverse to him and that the hearing at nisi prius charging the trustee was
premature.
Alexander v. Segee, 561.

TRUSTS.
CORPORATIONS. GIFTS. MONEY H.u> AND RECEIVED.
PARENT AND CHILD.
When trust funds of a personal character have been changed into real estate
they can he followed, and the rights of the cestui que trust can be maintained,
if the rights of third parties have not intervened.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.

See BANKRUPTCY,

In the "Camden Land Cases," held that the proceeds of treasury stock unlawfully issued to the president of the corporation and sold by him, and the proceeds of treasury stock lawfully issued and sold by him so far as not
accounted for, are traced $3,000 into one farm, and $1,000 into another, and
are charges upon those farm respectively, so far as concerns the interests of
such defendants as have no other or greater rights than the president would
have had, had he purchased those farms in his own name.
Land Co. v. Lewis, 78.
Evidence held to show that depositor of money in a savings bank to her own
. order and that of a non-resident sister.did not intend a gift to her sister to
take effect until after her death.
Savings Institution v. Fogg, 188.

The clause in a will of a testatrix whereby a trust was cn~ated is as follows:
"Second. I do hereby give, bequeath and devise unto John H. Blanchard, in
trust, all of my estate, personal and mixed, wherever found and however
situated. Said trust is for the benefit of my daughter, Elvira L. Kimball,
wife of Daniel Kimball. I do hereby request my said trustee to convert into
cash all my estate, and to invest the same where it will be secure, and keep
same invested.
I do hereby direct my trustee to pay to my
daughter, said Elvira L. Kimball, such sums from time to time as she may
need for her comfortable support and maintenance so long as she lives. I
desire my trustee to take into consideration (in) making· said payment that
it is the duty and obligation of her husband to support and maintain her, but
if for any cause her husband does not provide suitable support and maintenance for her, then I request my said trustee shall see that the same is provided out of the funds in his hands as trustee. It is my desire that all of
said property, if necessary shall be used for the benefit of my daughter as
herein set out.'' By the next clause of the will the testatrix devised and
bequeathed to the children of the complainant whatever might remain of this
trust fund at the time of the death of their mother. Held: that by the language of this will above quoted the testatrix vested in the trustee the discre-

tion of determining upon the amounts an~ the times of the payments to be
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made to the complainant, and that the exercise of that discretion by him is
not subject to revision by the court, so long as he has exercised that discretion in good faith according to his best judgment and uninfluenced by
improper motives, and that this discretion has heen properly exercised by
the trustee.
Kimball v. Blanchard, 383.
While courts will sometimes decree the termination of a passive trust before the
expiration of the time named, or one in which the purposes of the trust have
been accomplished, or where no good reason is shown why the trust should
continue, and where all the persons interested are sui juris and desire that the
trust he terminated, such termination will not be decreed where these conditions do not exist. The decree sought in this case is in practical effect the
termination of the trust, which is an active trust, the purposes of which
have been accomplished, and where there are others than the complainant
who are interested in the trust fund.
Kimball v. Blanchard, 383.
Bill in equity brought by one of the beneficiaries of a trust against the trustee,
dismissed but.without costs, and the defendant allowed to charge the reasonable and necessary expenses of litigation in his account as trustee to be passed
upon by the Probate Court.
Kimball v. Blanchard, 383.
A father took money belonging to his two minor sons, without their consent,
and used it in making partial payments of the purchase price of a farm, the
title to which he took in his own name. He gave his own notes for the balance of the price, but paid no money of his own. He subsequently sold his
interest in this farm for more than the amount of the sons' money paid in.
He purchased another farm and paid in $450 of the money received on sale
of the first, and had the title conveyed to his wife and one son, then of age,
with the consent of the other son, still a minor: Held: that a resulting
trust did not arise for the benefit of the sons in the first farm, but that the
sons had a valid claim against the father for the amount of money so taken.
Merrill v. Hussey, 439.
TUBERCULOSIS.
See ANIMALS.

SALES.

TUITION.
See ACTIONS.

SCHOOLS.

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
See DEEDS.

SALES.

As between two titles by recorded deeds of real estate, the older is the better
title.
Banton v. IIerrick, 134.
VERDICT.
See ANIMALS.

BILLS AND

NOTES.

DAMAGES.

MONEY

HAD AND

RECEIVIW.

TRIAL.

A plaintiff brought suit against the defendant to recover damages caused by
being bitten by defendant's dog. 'l'he verdict was for the defendant. Held:
that it cannot be said that the verdict was so clearly and manifestly erroneous
that justice requires it to be set aside.
Garland v. Hewes, 549.
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WAIVER.
See

CASES ON REPORT.

WARRANTY AND GUARANTY.
See SALES.
WATER CONTRACTS.
See DEEDS.
WATERS AND WATERCOURSES.
See DAMAGI<~S. DEEDS.
A court in equity has jurisdiction to determine the respective rights of the
owners of water power developed by a dam.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
When thP- owner of a dam and water privilege grants a part of the water power
thereby developed, the right of the grantee is superior, to the extent of the
grant, to that of the grantor. Thereafter the grantor has no right to interfere with the grant, or to diminish the quantity of water which has been
granted. Nor have those holding under the grantor any such right. The
rights of the owner of the clam are thereafter subject to the grant.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
If the grantee of a water power is not nsing, or has no wish or preparation to
use the water, the grantor or ~hose holding under him may use the whole or
allow it to flow down stream.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
All grants of water power are subject to the rights of riparian proprietors
below to have the natural flow of the stream transmitted to them, after
reasonable use or detention.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
A grant of the right to take water from a flume or dam "for carrying on every
branch of the tannery business" is not a grant of an indefinite quantity of
water, but only of such quantity as would develop the power necessary to
carry on every branch of the tanning business, either as it existed at the time
of the,conveyance, or was then contemplated by the parties. And their conduct afterwards, the use by one and the acquiescence by the other, would
furnish satisfactory evidence of what was in contemplation by them.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
\Vhen a grant is made hy a dam owner, of the right to draw water from a
flume or dam for the purpose of creating the power required for specified
purposes, and the grant is silent as to the head of water to be maintained,
and there is no evidence of explanatory conditions affecting the grant, it
should be held that a definite head was intended, and that it was the head
customarily and ordinarily used at the time of the ~rant. The grantee
becomes entitled to water at that head, surticient to produce the power
required.
~Voolen Co. v. Gas Go., 198.
When the amount of water in an ancient grant was measured by the power
required at its date, and there now remains no evidence of the power then
required, the continued, unvarying use by the grantee for a long period of
time, acquiesced in by those in the line of title of the grantors, will furnish
very satisfactory evidence of the extent of the original grant, both as to
head and quantity.
Woolen Oo. v. Gas. Co., 198.
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A grant by the owner of a dam of the right to use 500 square inches of water,
for the purpose of creating power, as a substitute for a prior grant, in which
the head was not mentioned, carried by implication the right to draw the
water from the dam, at the head at wkich water was ordinarily taken under
the prior grant.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
A grant of a lot 44 together with one divided third part of the mill dam across
said stream, with the right to take and use one third part of thP. water therein
running after deducting the right of water to grind bark and . full hides"
formerly granted, was not also subject to a deduction of water used by a
grist mill, on the ground that the grist mill lot was excepted from the conveyance.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
Unless a use of water for power is in excess of right, and is continuous for
twenty years, and is adverse, and is shown to have occasioned actionable
injury, no prescriptive right arises.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
The reasonableness of the detention of running water by dams by the riparian
proprietor above to the injury of the riparian proprietors below depends
much upon the nature and size of the stream as well as the use to which it is
subservient. A use of water followed by detention which would be reasonable in a pond that would till in a night time might not be reasonable in a
case where it would take weeks or months to fill the pond. The owner of
the dam controlling the water must not only see existing conditions, but he
must foresee probable consequences. He must not, either by use or sluicing,
lower the water in the dam, so that in order to perform his duty to those
below, and give them the natural flow at all times, he must deprive the
grantees on his own dam of the water to which they are entitled. He must
keep up the head so that they can exercise their rights, and, then, the surplus of water, either natural or accumulated, which they are entitled to, or
do not use, he may use or turn down stream.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., lflS.
Where upper proprietors had the right, under grants from the owner of a dam,
to use water for operating a grist mill and a woolen mill, they had the right
to use the grants in the usual manner, returning the water to the stream without unnecessary loss or detention, although a riparian proprietor below, which
was also the owner of the dam, was a public service corporation, charged
with the performance of public duties.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
Under a grant of the use of water, unlimited as to the number of hours' use the
grantee may use the water as many hours in the day as he pleases.
Woolen Co. v. Gas Co., 198.
The owner of a dam lawfully maintained across a river to raise a head of water
for generating power has the exclusive right to the use of such head for that
purpose, though not for other purposes. Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564:.
The right of any other person than the owner of a dam lawfully maintained
across a river, to draw water from such dam for power purposes is derived
solely--from grant and is defined and limited by the terms of the grant.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.
The ]'ranklin Company, the then owner of a dam lawfully maintained across
the Androscoggin River at Lewiston for raising a head of water for generating power, granted by an instrument of indentur~ to tqe Cit;v of Lewisto
VOL. CI 42
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the right to draw from its dam H water to the extent of 600 horse power for
the purpose of pumping'' &c., (the head of water being fixed at not less
than 25 feet nor more than 30 feet.) After full consideration of the subject
matter of the grant, the situation, the history and. character of the negotiations, and all the language used by the parties in the instrument finally signed
by them as defining their rights and obligations thereunder, Held:
a.

The grant is not of water power, but only of water for power, and the city
is entitled, not to a certain quantity of power, but only to draw a certain fixed
quantity of water from which to extract as much power as it may by its own
agents and appliances.

b.

From the evidence and the admissions of the plaintiff it appears that the
phrase H to the extent of 600 horse power " means in its connection, efficient,
practical horse power upon a well understood and recognized basis of
seventy-five per cent of efficiency, and hence the city is entitled to draw for
pumping purposes water to the extent of 800 nomiual or theoretical horse
power and no more.

c.

It appears from the evidence that the city has been drawing water in excess
of its right under the grant, and that the value of such excess drawn for six
years next before the date of the writ is $3468.55.

d.

As the city seems to have drawn the excess under a claim of right made in
good faith no interest should be allowed before the date of the writ.
Water Power Co. v. Lewiston, 564.

WAYS.
See EMINENT DOMAIN.
By virtue of Revised Statutes, chapter 9, section 61, a prlma facie title in a
party claiming under a tax sale for non-payment of road taxes assessed upon
lands in unincorporated places is made out by producing in evidence the
county treasurer's deed duly executed and recorded, the assessment signed
by the county commissioners and certified by them or their clerk to the
county treasurer, and by proving that the county treasurer complied with the
requirements of law in advertising and selling.
Greene v. Martin, 232.
To establish his title under R. S., chapter 9, section 31, it is not necessary for
a claimant under the tax sale to affirmatively prove (I) that the agent appointed to expend the money on the roads gave the bond required by law,
or (2) that the sum assessed was expended on the roads, or (3) that the land
owners themselves had not repaired the roads and so superseded the tax, or
( 4) that the sum assessed was ordered to be expended on the roads, or (5)
that the agent in fact repaired the roads.
Greene v. Martin, 232.
It is not essential to a valid assessment of a road tax upon lands in unincorporated places that the commissioners should specifically in terms assert in

their record and certificate of assessment (1) that the divisions they made of
the townships and tracts " were equitable, conforming as nearly as was
convenient to known divisions or ownerships," or (2) that the sum so
assessed was H proportionate to the value thereof," or (3) that it was not
burdensome on the land owners to assess all the repairs on them instead of
part on the county. It is enough if their findings to such effect can be

inferred from theil· action.

Greene v. Martin, 232.
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It is not necessary to a valid assessment of road tax that it should be expressly
stated in terms that the roads for repairs of which the assessment is made
are in the county. It is enough if that fact appears from the whole assessment.
Gi·eene v. Martin, 232.

WILLS.
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. TRUSTS.
The law favors the early vesting of an estate when such construction will not
defeat the intent of the testator as expressed in the will.
Storrs v. Burgess, 26.
It is a general rule in the construction of wills that where there are in a will
no words importing a gift to a class as grandchildren, except in the direction
to make division among them at a period subsequent to the testator's death,
the members of that class are to be ascertained as of the time fixed for the
division.
Storrs v. Burgess, 26.
Will construed, and held that estate did not vest in grandchildren at the
testator's decease, but at death of testator's daughter under the conditions
named.
Storrs v. Burgess, 26.
(l) A testator by the sixth article of his will provided as follows: "To my
wife, Henrietta E. Woodman, I give and devise my house, stable and lot of land
now occupied by me, situated on Main street in said Saco, (describing the same
by metes and bounds) to her to hold during her lifetime. I also give and
bequeath to my said wife all my household furniture in said house, including
piano, pictures library and all other household effects not above enumerated,
together with my horses, carriages and all other personal property in my said
stable. I further give and bequeath and devise to my said wife during her
lifetime the free use of water for the aforesairl buildings and lot of land from
the Saco Aqueduct Company; I further give and bequeath to my said wife
twenty- five shares of the stock of the Laconia Manufacturing Company, of
Biddeford, Maine. It is my will that my wife have the entire use and income,
during her lifetime, of all the above mentioned property real and personal;
and, in addition thereto, I do empower her to sell and convey by her grant or
deed any of said property, real and personal, as she may in the exercise of
her own discretion choose to sell or convey, for her sole use and benefit, and
without any license from Probate Court."
(2) The testator further provided as follows: "I do hereby give, bequeath
and devise whatever of the estate, real and personal, hereinbefore given and
devised to my wife, shall remain unused, unexpended and not sold or conveyed by her as aforesaid at her decease, to my son and daughter and their
lawful heirs, to hold to them subject to the provisions, limitations and restrictions hereinbefore expressed."
(3) The wife received the twenty-five shares of stock of the Laconia Company
and had them transferred to herself. Later there was a consolidation between
the Pepperell Mannfacturing Company and the Laconia Company, and the
stock of the two companies was called in and cancelled and stock of the
Pepperell Company issued therefor, of which the wife received forty-five
shares, which she held at her decease.
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( 4) Held: that the wife took only a life estate in the Laconia stock, and had
' only a life estate in the Pepperell stock, and that upon her death that stock
which she then held became a part of the estate of the testator as a part of
the trust estate created by his will.
Richards v. 11forrison, 424.
A testator by the ninth article of his will gave the residue of his estate to

trustees for certain uses, the only one involved being that which directed the
trustees" pending the settlement of my estate and until final division'' to
pay to his wife ten twenty-sevenths portion of the income " during her lifetime or until final setlernent of my estate" for her sole use and benefit, and,
after disposing of the balitnce of income to other parties, he provided that
H upon final settlement of my estate or distribution thereof my trustees shall
convey and deliver to my wife ten twenty-sevenths parts of this my residuary
estate, and she may herself select such portion from any parcels of my
residuary estate at the appraised value thereof. It is my will that my wife
have the entire use and income, during her lifetime, of all said portion of
my residuary estate; and, in adctition thereto I do authorize and empower
her to sell and convey by her own grant or deed any of said estate, real or
personal, which she may in the exercise of her own discretion, elect to sell
and convey for her sole use and benefit without license of Probate Court."
Then followed a gift over to other partief-l of what " at her death shall
remain unused, unexpended or unsold and unconveyed by her." In the distribution the wife received various stocks and bonds, and among them were
1,000 Trenton and Passenger Railroad bonds, 2,000 City of Superior and 500
Brunswick and Chillicothe bonds which she held at her decease. Held: that
these bonds belonged to the estate of the testator and not to the estate of the
wife.
Richards v. Morrison, 424-.
The familiar rule in the construction of wills frequently recognized and stated
by this court, that if a testator makes a testamentary disposition of the
whole estate in any property a devise over of any remainder in that property
is inoperative, because nothing is left which can be the subject of a devise
over, is not applicable when the inconsistent devises are contained, one in
the original will and the other in a subsequent codicil, as then the testator is
presumed to have changed the intention which he had at the time of making
the first testamentary disposition of the property in question, and his last
will, that is, the codicil, will take effect.
Williams v. Dearborn, 506.
A testator devised and bequeathed all of his property of every description, after

the payment of debts and expenses, to his wife in fee. Some sixteen years
later he made the following codicil: '' Be it remembered, that I, Alonzo B.
Dearborn of Corinna, a farmer and lumberman, do make this my codicil
hereby confirming my last will made on the nineteenth day of February, 1881
and do hereby give, devise bequeath my estate and property real and personal
to my legal heirs after the decease of my beloved wife, Julia A. Dearborn
who will have the use and management during her lifetime should she survive my decease the balance if any to be disposed of as aforementioned.''
Held: that the language of the codicil, "hereby confirming my last will made
on the nineteenth day of February, 1881," should not be construed as showing an intention upon the part of testator to confirm that
in full, since if
such had been his intention he would not have made the codicil. That what
he did mean was to confirm the will except as modified by the codicil. That

will
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under the will and codicil the wife took an estate for life in all of the property left by the testator, with the power to dispose of any portion of the
same during her lifetime, and that at her decease all of the property of the
testator remaining at that time went to his heirs at law.
Williams v. Dearborn, 506.
"WILSON ACT.'~
See COMMERCE.
WITNESSES.
See TRIAL.
When impeaching conduct of a witness is drawn out upon cross-examination,
which is indicative of a deep-seated hostility nnd bias on his part against one
of the parties, it is error to exclude all explanation of such conduct upon
re-direct examination.
Lenfest v. Robbins, 176.
WORDS AND PHRASES.
Addition,
As now constituted, To have,
Fault,

124
416
416
6-4,9

WORK AND LABOR.
See LORD'S DAY.
When a written contract has been waived, an action of quantum meruit will lie
for work and labor done.
Hilton v. Hanson, 21.
In an action to recover on a quantum meruit, evidence held to show that the
written contract under which the work was begun was waived by the
defendants.
Hilton v. Hanson, 21.
In addition to the '' account ·annexed," a plaintiff's writ contained the general
money counts with the following specification: " Under the money counts
the plaintiff will claim to recover the sums uamed in the first count of his
writ being money earned by said plaintiff for labor performed by said plaintiff
at White Oak Spring Hotel at Poland, Maine." Held: that the claim of the
plaintiff is restricted and his right to recover limited by his specification,
and under the pleadings he cannot avail himself of evidence of money had
and received.
Carson v. Calhoun, 456.
WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS.
See DEEDS.
WRIT OF ENTRY.
See DEEDS. REAL ACTIONS.
Where a writ in a real action contains no claim for mesne profits, none can be
recovered.
Stubbs v. Railway Co., 355.
WRITS.
See EXCEPTIONS. EXECUTION. HABEAS CORPUS. INJUNCTION, PROCESS
REAL ACTIONS. TRUSTEE PROCESS. WRIT OF ENTRY.
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APPENDIX.
STATUTES AND CONSTITUTIONS CITED, EXPOUNDED, ETC.
CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES.
XIV Amendment,
Art. 1, Sect. VIII, Clause 3,

37
430

CONSTITUTION OF MAINE.
Art. I,

37
ENGLISH STATUTES.

24 and 25 Victoria, c. 100,

516
STATUTES OF HAWAII.

1868 (Penal Code),

-

516

STATUTES OF UNITED STATES.
1890, c. 728, (Wilson Act.),

4-30

STATUTES OF NEW YORK.
1881, § 178, (Penal Code),

516

COLONIAL ORDINANCES OF MASSACHUSETTS.
164-1 (" Body of Liberties"),
1660 (Colony Act), -

-

516
516

SPECIAL LAWS Olf MAINE.
1861,
1875,
1901,
1903,
1905,

c. 34,
c. 107,
c. 293, §§ 1, 2, c. 334,
c. 4, -

1851,
1853,
1855,
1858,
1867,
1870,
1885,
1885,
1887,
]889,
1889,
1893,
1897,
1903,
1905,
1905,
1905,

c. 211, §§ I, 11,
c. 48, § 8,

416
564
489
148
148
STATUTES OF MAINE.

166,
c. 33, § 28,
c. 89,
C. 125,
c. 275,
C. 539, § 8,
c. 140, § 9,
c. 81,
c. 292, § 6,
c. 253,
c. 285, § 48,
C. 109, § 1,
c. 61,
c. 131,
C. 134,
C.

161
161
161
161
153
161
349
161
161
349
349
161
349
549
343
397
397
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REVISED STATUTES OF MAINE.
1883,
1883,
1883,
1883,
1883,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,"
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,

1903,

c.
c.
c.
c.

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
C.

c.
C.

c.
c.
C.

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
C.

c.
c.
c.
C.

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
C.

6, § S3,
27, § 31,
46, § 55,
51, § 16,
82, § 142,
4, § 52,
4, §§ 65, 66, 4, § 93,
9, § 6, cl. I, 9, § 61,
15, § 63,
19, § 19,
21, §§ 2, 18, 22, §§ 1, 2,
23, § 68,
27,
.
29, §§ 32, 84, 47, 48, 49, 51,
29, § 39,
29, § 40,
29, § 52,
29, § 62,
32, § 51,
41, §§ 17, 37, 40, 47, § 96,
49, §§ 1, 4;· 5,
52, § 2,
52, §§ 70, 86,
53, §§ 16, 20,
55, §§ 17,23,
65, § 7,
66, §§ 8, 9,
66, §§ 14, 15, 16, 69, §§ 32, 33,
75, § 11,
78, § 32,
79, §§ 11, 12,
79, §~ 37, 44, 55,
79, § 55,
79, § 56,
83, §§ 17, 21, 23, 84, § 17,
84, §§ 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
84, § 77,
84, § 104,
84, §§ 112, 146,
84, ~ 144,
86, § 27,
88, §§ 5, 14,

c. 101,
C. 106, §§ 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
c. 106, § 38,
c. 106, § 47,
c. 113, § 2,

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

114, § 5,
121, § 8,
125, § 25,
132, § 9,
136, § 1,

C,

144, §§ 16, 17, 24, 39, 40, 42,

232
430
148

355
222
549
553
512
148
232
553
264
311
37
538
257
161
430
37
47
522
349
349
148
294
485
469
173
371
545
73

545
363
466
222
153
332
236, 397
538
343
585
270
~24
591
314
402
324
410
397
459
134
338
581
218
158
456
516
516

257

ERRATA.
On page 62, the sentence in the opinion next to the last should read as follows: "It does not appear that the grantee will obtain an unconscionable
advantage by the deed or that the grantor will not be fairly compensated for
his liability on his covenants by the purchase money which the grantee paid
him.''
On pages 161 to 172 inclm,ive, the abbreviated title "State v. Pennell" should
read'' State v. Intoxicating Liquors."
On page 257, the sentence above the head notes "Constitutionality of Section
40 of R. S., c. 144" should read "Constitutionality of Section 42 of R. S., c.
144." Also the sentence'' R. S., c. 144, §§ 24, 39, 40" should read "R. S., c.
144, §§ 16, 17, 24, 39, 40, 42.''
On page 332, the sentence above the head notes '' R. S., c. 79, §§ 37, 44, 59,"
should read "R. S., c. 79, §§ 37, 44, 55."
On page 355, the sentence above the head notes ''R. S., 1883, c. 61, § 16''
should read a R. S., 1883, c. 51, § 16.''
On page 358, in line 8 from the top, the words "R. S., 1883, chapter 61 ''
should read "R. S., 1883, chapter 51."
On page 416, the sentence above the head notes "Private and Special Laws,
1861, c. 24" shouhl read "Private and Special Laws, 1861, c. 34." Make same
correction in the head notes. Also same correction on pages 418 and 423.
On page 431, in s.econd and third lines of last head note, the words "section
31 of chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes of 1883," etc. should read" section
31 of chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes of 1883," etc.

